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PART ONE

Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
But if facts without ideas are blind,
ideas without facts are sterile.
BIGGS AND MACPARLANE,
Human Blood Coagulation & its Disorders.
The work of Eusebius of Emesa can be studied from different angles.
Eusebius stands between Alexandrian and Antiochene Christology and
for that reason has attracted attention among students of the history of
dogmatics. Orientalists and church historians have noted his position as
an intermediary link between the Syriac-speaking area around Edessa,
where he was born, and the Greek-speaking Christians in the Levant,
among whom he spent a large part of his life. Old Testament scholars
and philosophers who take an interest in exegetical methods and their
history consider his relationship to the Antiochene School of prime
importance. Until recently, this school of exegesis was known primarily
from such later representatives as Diodore of Tarsus, Theodore of
Mopsuestia, John Chrysostom, and Theodoret of Cyrrhus. Armenian
translations of Eusebius' work, which may go back to the 'Golden Age'
of Armenian literature, are studied because of the translation method
used and because Eusebius himself writes on translation technique. His
ideas may have influenced Armenian practice. Finally, students of the
textual history of the Old Testament should be familiar with his name
because of the elusive Eûpoç and 'Eßpoüoc readings. These are given as
alternatives to the Septuagint readings commented on in his exegetical
works.
The immediate reason for the present investigation sprang from
recent developments affecting our knowledge of the textual tradition
of Eusebius' Commentary on Genesis. Prior to 1980 this work was
known only from a number of isolated Greek fragments taken from
catena manuscripts. In that year an ancient Armenian translation
of the Commentary was published in Hovhannessian's posthumous
edition. This translation revealed for the first time the commentary in
an almost complete form. Just before this publication, Petit's research
into the different branches of the Greek Catena on Genesis had clarified
the issue of the related fragments attributed to Diodore in one part
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of the tradition and to Eusebius in the other. It appeared that both
attributions were correct, and that Diodore was dependent on Eusebius.
The edition of the Catena which followed has given the research into
the Greek fragments a much broader and more reliable basis. This is
evident from even a superficial comparison of Buytaert's 1949 collection
L'héritage littéraire d 'Eusèbe d 'Émèse with the texts as they can now be
established. Petit's edition also constitutes a considerable step forward
in relation to Devreesse's 1959 collection of catena fragments, which
had already superseded that of Buytaert. This has to do with a change
of edition method, the use of more manuscripts, a new insight into
the stemma of the tradition, and the availability of the Armenian
translation. The latter rendered secure the attribution to Eusebius of
some unidentified or doubtful catena fragments. Moreover, it makes
possible the identification of additional Greek fragments in Procopius
of Gaza's 'Em-topr) 'ExXoyüv and in the Syriac commentary of Iso'dad
of Merv.
Studies by Lehmann, Kamesar, and Van Rompay have already
brought out the importance of the Commentary on Genesis for our
knowledge of Eusebius, especially with regard to his profile as an
exegete and representative of the Antiochene School. The present study
concentrates on a factor which makes Eusebius' work stand out among
the commentaries of his colleagues: the appeal to alternative readings
and his interest in translation problems. The main issues are the content
and form of the biblical quotations, and their use in Eusebius' exegesis.
Some of the previously mentioned fields of research are thus brought
together. After this introductory chapter, chapter two first presents
a short biography of Eusebius and discusses the textual tradition of
the commentary. The third and fourth chapters deal with the main
issues just mentioned, seeking the answers to two sets of questions
to be set out shortly. Chapter five consists of a concluding summary.
These five chapters comprise Part One. Part Two provides a detailed
examination of all parts of the Commentary on Genesis containing
alternative readings.
The first set of questions concerns the nature of Eusebius' biblical
texts. The biblical text he commented on is the Septuagint; but the
question remains whether his Greek Bible was affiliated to a partic-
ular group of manuscripts or to some recension. Did he, as might be
expected, cite a specific Antiochene text? The affiliations of the alter-
native readings are then discussed. The questions of the identity of ó
'Eßpoüoc and ó Eópoc have been posed since collections of Hexaplaric
material were made. The interesting point is that Eusebius gives so
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many of these references. With respect to Genesis, it appeared that
Eusebius is the source of two thirds of the 'Eßpoüoc readings collected
in Wevers's edition of Genesis, and of nearly all Sûpoç readings. More-
over, it has now become clear that Eusebius was the first to use the
latter indication. The important position of Eusebius as a witness to
these readings also becomes clear from two excursus dealing with 'the
Hebrew' and 'the Syrian' in other authors. Considerably less significant
is Eusebius' testimony to the three recentiores, but this matter is also
discussed.
The second set of questions concerns Eusebius' method. This section
of the study takes its departure from the question of the place occupied
by the alternative readings in his method and in the genre of his com-
mentary. Eusebius' position in the exegesis of his day is discussed. He
came from a Syriac-speaking area, with its own Bible and exegetical
traditions. The question prompted is whether this background played
any part in his work. Eusebius also travelled a great deal, and is said
to have been a pupil of Eusebius of Caesarea. Therefore the place of
the heritage of Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea is also discussed. As
these two exegetes were actively engaged with the Hebrew text and the
other Greek versions, the issue of the position and value ascribed to the
different versions in their works and that of Eusebius comes up. What
are the presuppositions behind the quoting of other versions? Did Eu-
sebius acknowledge the concept of the Hebraica veritasl A comparison
with Jerome, who knew and cited his work, helps to clarify this issue.
Consideration of this matter raises the question of Eusebius' influence
on others. He is the first tangible representative of the Antiochene
School. Are his ways of explaining the text typical of this school? What
is his relationship to later Antiochenes?
Before the questions listed above can be discussed in a more general
way, a very detailed examination is necessary. This examination and
discussion are brought together in a separate part. This arrangement
of content makes for tidiness of presentation and also of procedure. It is
the result of the following considerations. It was necessary to establish
carefully the texts on the basis of all different branches of the tradition
in the first place. I also felt that the quotations should be studied in their
full context, not just to answer the questions pertaining to Eusebius'
method, but also to determine their textual affiliations. It is proposed
that the Sûpoç readings are ad hoc renderings of the Syriac Bible. The
'Eßpocloc readings were obtained in part from an informant, and may
also be characterized as ad hoc renderings. This proposal implies that
both groups of quotations were the product of a comparison between
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the biblical text commented on and other witnesses. It is important,
therefore, to understand on which specific problem Eusebius focuses,
because the comparison will be most accurate at just that point. Part
Two thus provides the groundwork of the thesis and should be consulted
in parallel with Part One. Both parts presuppose each other. The facts
and details alone are not always of a nature to show a clear line, but
without them, there would be no line at all.
Finally two practical remarks are in order. First, it is also my aim to
make part of Eusebius' work accessible to a somewhat larger public
than exists at present. For this reason the Greek, Armenian, and Syriac
texts which constitute fragments of Eusebius' commentary are all given
in full translation in Part Two. When quoting passages of these texts
in the discussions there and in Part One, the Armenian and Syriac
are usually accompanied by a translation (or transliteration). Further
choices and presuppositions governing Part Two are dealt with in a
separate introductory section on pages 149-155. Second, this study is
limited to the book of Genesis, whereas in the Armenian tradition the
Commentary on Genesis is part of a Commentary on the Octateuch and
Reigns. This limitation is justified by the following considerations. The
Genesis part of the commentary yields most data. Half the complete
work deals with Genesis, and the vast majority of the alternative
readings are found here. Moreover, the Genesis part of the work is
the most reliable basis for the investigation. Only for Genesis is the
primary tradition of the Catena extant in different manuscripts and
available in a critical edition.
Chapter Two
EUSEBIUS AND HIS COMMENTARY*
A. Some Biographical Details
The main sources for Eusebius' biography are some scattered state-
ments by Jerome, and the passages on Eusebius in the historians So-
zomenus and Socrates. Both referred to a eulogy now lost, written by
Eusebius' friend George of Laodicea. The relative obscurity of Eusebius
of Emesa may be connected with the faulty and incomplete tradition
of his works. However, much has been done to clarify Eusebius' life and
thought, and to locate and edit the remaining works.
An extensive survey of the research on Eusebius can be found in
Lehmann's dissertation Per Piscatores. This is supplemented by an
article from the same author on the Armenian translation of the Com-
mentary on the Octateuch and Reigns.* Buytaert's study L'héritage
littéraire d'Eusèbe d'Émèse discusses the information on Eusebius' bi-
ography which is available in patristic sources.2 In the biographical
sketch found in this work 'the sources are exploited to their utmost
capacity'.3 More cautious in some respects is the important survey by
Leroux, which in the main I follow below. Buytaert has also studied the
indications in patristic sources relevant to Eusebius' bibliography and
the authenticity of the writings attributed to him.4 Thus he finished
the work of Wilmart in this field. Moreover, he edited two collections
of homilies and some fragments.5 The Commentary on the Octateuch
and Reigns and its tradition are discussed in the following sections of
this chapter.
* This chapter is based on the corresponding parts of my article '"Quis sit ó
Sûpoç" Revisited', 370-381. This text is revised and much extended here.
1
 LEHMANN, Per Piscatores, 9-36. IDEM, 'An Important Text'.
2
 BUYTAERT, L'héritage, 43-61.
3
 LEHMANN, 'An Important Text', 158 note 8.
4
 BUYTAERT, 'L'authenticité des dix-sept opuscules', and L'héritage, 4-42, 97-
192. Additions to BUYTAERT'S studies in this field can be found in the two works
of LEHMANN mentioned above.
5
 See, respectively, La collection de Troyes, La collection de Sirmond, and
L'héritage.
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In the present section some details with respect to Eusebius' life are
provided. Special attention is paid to his doctrinal opinions and his
knowledge of languages. His doctrinal opinions are important because
of their role in the debate on his position in the Antiochene School.
The question of his command of languages is posed by the Supoç and
'Eßpoüoc readings in his Commentary: is it indeed possible that he
knew more languages than the Greek in which he wrote?
His life. Eusebius was born in Edessa about the year 300. At that
time, his native town was already an important centre of Syriac-
speaking Christianity, and distinguished by the well-known legend of
King Abgar's conversion and his correspondence with Christ himself.
Our earliest witness to this legend is Eusebius of Caesarea's Ecclesias-
tical History, the relevant parts of which had been completed by that
time.6 Eusebius must have received an education here appropriate to
his prominent descent. It may be supposed that he studied profane and
sacred literature. Jerome describes him, perhaps somewhat in a ban-
tering tone, as someone who wrote many books to please the people,
and who had a larger knowledge of profane writings than Diodore, who
followed him.7 He was taught exegesis by Patrophilus of Scythopolis
and Eusebius of Caesarea.
The Emesene's stay in Caesarea was not only important for the
formation of his doctrinal ideas.8 His namesake also had Origen's library
at his disposal. Our Eusebius may have obtained some knowledge of
Hexaplaric readings and of Origen's philological work in general from
him. Though the Emesene's theoretical framework for the assessment
of the various witnesses to the biblical text was different, Origen's
work may have inspired his use of other versions of Scripture, and the
excesses of Origen's allegorical method may well have been a catalyst
in the Antiochene reaction against allegorism.9 Eusebius of Emesa is
one of the possible historical links between the work of Origen and
Eusebius of Caesarea on the one hand, and the Antiochenes on the
other.
6
 Historic. Ecclesiastica 1.13, summarized in 2.1.6-7, ed. SCHWARTZ (GE 2.1),
82-96 and 104-106. Syriac Christians from Edessa must have informed the Bishop
of Caesarea and provided him with the text of the (forged) documents. On this text
and its relation to the Syriac parallel in the Doctrina Addai, see BROCK, 'Eusebius
and Syriac Christianity'. On the religious situation in Edessa, especially in earlier
times, see DRIJVERS, Cults and Beliefs at Edessa.
7
 De Viris Inlustribus 91, ed. RICHARDSON, 45-46, and idem 119, ed. laud., 52.
8
 On this point, see the last part of this section.
9
 On these issues, see chapter IV.
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Eusebius arrived in Antioch by the time Eustathius was forced to
resign from the episcopal see, that is, by the year 330. This might
make it too late for him to be considered a link between 'younger
Antiochenes' such as Diodore and Theodore, and 'older Antiochenes'
such as Lucian and Eustathius. However, if we define the Antiochene
School as a school of thought or a tradition in method rather than as
an institution (a school in the Alexandrian sense), Eusebius' presence
may be seen as an indication of its relative continuity. Prom Antioch
he went to Alexandria for some time, as he did not wish to be ordained
priest in the former city at that time.10
After returning to Antioch, Eusebius was asked to go back to Alexan-
dria to succeed Athanasius as bishop of that city. However, Eusebius
was well aware of this bishop's popularity, and refused. Eventually, he
accepted the see of Emesa, but it is possible that he spent much of his
time in Antioch; it appears that he was not very well received in Emesa.
Before 350, he must have accompanied the Emperor Constantius on
one of his expeditions against the Persians. In the fifties, we lose track of
him. A different Bishop of Emesa was signatory to the synod of Seleucia
Isauriae in 359. By the year 360, he was probably no longer alive.
His knowledge of languages. Eusebius must have learnt Greek. This
was the language in which he received the education of his namesake,
the language he needed when travelling to Alexandria, the language
which he used in Emesa as a bishop and which he must have spoken
in Constantius' entourage. It was also the language of his writings.
Eusebius' knowledge of Syriac is also beyond suspicion, if only because
of his birth and education in Edessa.11 Moreover, he appealed to Syriac
as a neighbour language of Hebrew in the introduction to the com-
mentary (see fragment i). This appeal and the evidence he gives of
his knowledge of translation problems are understandable only if he
knew Syriac besides Greek. Thus when expounding the Greek reading
arcecepeto in Gen 1:2 (fragment in), he points out that this is a very
imprecise translation; the Hebrew word has subtle nuances. He illus-
trates this translation difficulty by giving an example from the practice
10
 In view of his decline of the episcopal see of Alexandria not much later, one
could assume, as I did in my earlier publications ('"Quis sit ó Sûpoç" Revisited',
371, and 'Eusebius of Emesa's Commentary on Genesis', 132), that the reason
why he fled was not so much the imminence of priesthood, but the idea that
he might be asked, or was actually asked, to become bishop of Antioch. Cf. also
BUYTAERT, L'héritage, 63. However, this assumption finds no support in the sources
(cf. idem, 72), and the case of Alexandria, with its support for Athanasius, is not
fully comparable with Antioch.
11
 Thus LEHMANN, 'The Syriac Translation', 73, and BUYTAERT, L'héritage, 95.
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of rendering Greek into Syriac. In sum, Eusebius was bilingual. There
are no unambiguous data to support the assumption that he also knew
Hebrew. This issue will be dealt with in greater detail on pages 58-59,
where the 'Eßpotioc readings are discussed.
His doctrines. Eusebius is the first representative of the Antiochene
School whose exegetical writings have come down to us in reasonable
quantity. Fragments of commentaries on Romans and Galatians have
been preserved in catena manuscripts, there are two large collections of
homilies, and fragments of some other works. However, especially since
the full extent of his Commentary on the Octateuch and Reigns has
become clear, we can grasp the significance of those passages in Jerome's
De Viris Inlustribus where Eusebius is presented as the predecessor
and example of Diodore and John Chrysostom.12 Like Harnack in
his assessment of the Antiochene School,13 Schweizer attached great
importance to Jerome's testimony in his study on Diodore.14 Yet for
some others Eusebius' position as one of the fathers of the Antiochene
school presented a problem because of his supposed Arian or semi-Arian
sympathies.15
The latter argument is not convincing. First of all, the definition
of the Antiochene School as a Richtung alleviates the necessity of
dogmatic unity.16 In the second place, research into Eusebius' works
has much clarified his dogmatic position, which had become obscure
quite early: even during his lifetime he was charged both with Arianism
and Sabellianism. Grillmeier17 now puts him on a level with Diodore.
Both still adhered to what he calls the logos-sarx scheme, but rejected
pure Arian Christology. Eusebius and Diodore advocated a separation
of divinity and humanity in Christ, a concept subsequently elaborated
12
 De Viris Inlustribus 119, ed. RICHARDSON, 52. Cf. also section 129, ed. laud.,
54, where Chrysostom is called 'Eusebii Emiseni Diodorique sectator'. Jerome's
testimony is rejected without arguments by SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 43 note 2.
13
 HARNACK and MÖLLER, 'Antiochenische Schule', 593.
14
 SCHWEIZER, 'Diodor von Tarsus als Exeget', 68.
15
 KIHN, Theodor und Junilius, 11-12; LOOPS, Leitfaden zum Studium der Dog-
mengeschichte (4th ed.), 277-278 (or 6th ed. by ALAND, 218-219), found yet an-
other way to save the supposed dogmatic unity of the Antiochene School: he denied
that Eusebius was a pupil of his namesake of Caesarea and Patrophilus. He would
have learned his method of exegesis from Eustathius. This is chronologically very
difficult. The passage of Socrates' Historic. Ecclesiastica 2.9 (PG 67, 197-200) to
which he referred, proves at best the opposite.
16
 Cf. page 90 with note 6 below.
17
 GRILLMEIER, 'Die theologische und sprachliche Vorbereitung'; on Eusebius'
Christology: 130-135, its relation to Diodore's: 135-141. Cf. also his Jesus der
Christus im Glauben der Kirche l, 452-457 and 511-512.
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by other Antiochenes, who abandoned the logos-sarx scheme. The
incarnate Word endured suffering, but the Power (ôûvocfuç) was not
able to receive the sufferings of the flesh. Grillmeier, Wiles, and Hanson
describe Eusebius' Christological position as one between Alexandria
and Antioch, and in this respect they mention the importance of his
studies with Eusebius of Caesarea.18 Grillmeier, who stresses his impact
on Diodore, even regards him as 'verbindendes Glied' between the two
cities.19 'The ingredients that go to make up the theology of Eusebius
. . . are familiar. But the mix is unusual,' as Wiles has it.20
Further discussion on this matter would go beyond the scope of this
study. However, a statement made by Eusebius himself—in a passage on
the Passion—must be mentioned as it illustrates how his own attitude
may have added to the confusion on his dogmatic position: 'Non sum
contentiosus, sed et abstineo me a contentione'.21 He appears to have
avoided taking sides in the dogmatic strife of his time, holding on
to the vagueness in terminology of the period before the Council of
Nicaea. Elsewhere he says: 'Confitere ea quae de Pâtre et Filio scripta
sunt et noli curiosus ea quae non scripta sunt requirere'.22 He did
not wish to go beyond the limits of Scripture or Nature.23 In matters
such as the generation of the Son, he may be called 'agnostic', and
he said nothing about such important terms of the Nicene creed as
hypostasis or ouata.24 He had no desire to take the lead as a bishop
in an important city—and certainly not Alexandria, where Athanasius
was so popular—, but chose Emesa, a city which seems to have been
on the wane at that time.25 Neither his ideas nor his attitude justify
the title of Arrianae signifer factionis, reserved for him by Jerome.26
18
 GRILLMEIER, as cited above; WILES, 'The Theology of Eusebius of Emesa',
277-280; HANSON, The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God, 387-398.
19
 GRILLMEIER, Jesus der Christus im Glauben der Kirche, 505.
20
 WILES, 'The Theology of Eusebius of Emesa', 277.
21
 De Arbitrio, Voluntate Pauli et Domini Passione 31, in: La collection de
Troyes, ed. BuYTAERT, 34.
22
 De Fide 26, in: La collection de Troyes, ed. BUYTAERT, 94.
23
 Cf. De Filio 45, in: La collection de Troyes, ed. BUYTAERT, 78.
24
 HANSON, The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God, 391, 397-398; WILES,
'The Theology of Eusebius of Emesa', 272, 277.
25
 Cf., for example, Libanius' remarks in a letter written a few decades later
(388): Epistula 846, éd. FOERSTER, 11, 6-7, and see also his Orationes 27, ed.
KOERSTER, 3, 42 (tf|v oùxéti itóXiv). On Emesa in this period, see also SEYRIG,
'Caractères de l'histoire d'Emèse'; JANIN, '1. Émèse'; and NASRALLAH, 'Saints et
évêques'.
26
 See the Chronicon, ed. HELM (GE 7), 236,20-21.
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Eusebius was probably deemed Arian or semi-Arian for the following
reasons. He had been a pupil of the Lucianist Patrophilus and of
Eusebius of Caesarea, who had pleaded for Arius; he had accompanied
Constantius, who was by no means anti-Arian; and he had been a friend
of George of Laodicea. This last-mentioned was one of the members
of the 'semi-Arian' party after the synod of Ancyra in 358. By then,
Eusebius had already disappeared from the records, but Hanson argues
that there is nothing to suggest that he subscribed to the specific ideas
and formulas of that party.27 When Loofs calls him a Eusebian (from
Eusebius of Nicomedia) instead,28 it must be said that this does not
add much to our knowledge, as it is not very clear whether our Eusebius
took part in the activities of this faction.29 Moreover, the man who
gave his name to this party and his followers seem to have been
more outspokenly anti-Nicene than our Eusebius, who as far as can
be seen, simply did not use the terminology of the creed that was
explicitly challenged by the Nicomedian. All this does not mean that
Eusebius of Emesa distanced himself from all matters of doctrine and
dogmatics. He fiercely criticized 'established heresies' such as those
of Mani, Marcion, Bardesanes, and Novatian, and his works have a
clear apologetic bias—which is not surprising, given the contemporary
situation in Syria.
B. The Commentary and its Genre
cAbdisoc bar Brika compiled a catalogue of the writings of the Fathers
in the early fourteenth century. This work enumerates all Eusebius'
works known to him. Among them, he found a collection of
27
 HANSON, The Search for the Christian Doctrine of God, 397. He argues
against the use of the term 'semi-Arian' in some modern patristic handbooks.
ALTANER, whose Patrologie is cited by HANSON in its fourth edition, does proba-
bly refer to the party; in the eighth edition ALTANER and STOIBER give the term
'Homoiousian', which is the term now commonly used for the 'semi-Arian' party:
Patrologie, 224. On the other hand, QUASTEN, Patrology 3, 349, seems not to re-
fer to the 'semi-Arian' party, but uses the term as a qualification for Eusebius'
doctrine; a use which is 'so vague as to be useless' according to HANSON.
28
 LOOFS, Leitfaden zum Studium der Dogmengeschichte (4th ed.), 278 (or 6th
ed. by ALAND, 218).
29
 The Eusebian party may have been the one wishing to promote our Eusebius
to the see of Alexandria instead of Athanasius, but that does not say much about
his own opinion on this group.
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C7iTTJ|iai:a, on the Old Testament.30 In 1932-1933 Bardy published a
study of the genre of CntrifJuxia xod Xûasiç or quaestiones et respon-
siones. On the basis of cAbdisoc's note and a quotation in Jerome,
he concluded that Eusebius must indeed have written a collection of
that kind. He considered this collection lost.31 However, judging by
the fact that the question form could still be found in many instances,
Devreesse surmised that the fragments he had collected from catena
manuscripts were part of a work of this genre.32 It is my opinion that
the work mentioned by <Abdisoc and Bardy's lost collection of ques-
tions and answers are actually one and the same: the Commentary on
the Octateuch and Reigns, known from the Catena and now also from
the recently published ancient Armenian translation.
The next section discusses in detail the tradition of Eusebius' com-
mentary. I now consider the question of the composition of the work,
posed by this identification. These notes are based mainly on the Gen-
esis part of the Commentary. This part is the most consistent. It takes
up half the volume of the complete work. Some of the other books of
the Octateuch and Reigns are dealt with in no more than a few pages.
The identification of this work of Eusebius as a quaestiones com-
mentary is not disturbed by the absence of consistency in the use of the
question-and-answer form. It is not necessary to solve this problem,
as Schäublin did in the case of the related commentary of Diodore,33
by assuming that the original questions were often omitted when the
fragments were included in a collection. The Armenian translation
does not support such a solution. The smallest unit in the commentary
characteristically consists of a lemma indicating the verse that is being
dealt with and a comment. As Kamesar did in the case of Jerome's
Quaestiones Hebraicae,34 we should rather take into consideration a
development in the history of this genre. The genre was adopted from
the pagan schools. Among pagan representatives of it, one also en-
counters examples which do not explicitly couch the problems and
solutions in the form of questions and answers. It may be supposed
30
 Carmen Ebedjesu Metropolitae Sobae et Armeniae Continens Catalogum Li-
brorum Omnium Ecclesiasticorum cap. 36, in: Bibliotheca Orientalis Clementino-
Vaticana 3.1, éd. ASSEMANI, 44.
31
 BARDY, 'La littérature patristique', RB 41 (1932) 342-343. Cf. the quota-
tion of Eusebius in Jerome's Quaestiones Hebraicae, cited in the present study as
fragment xxxvn ad Gen 22:13 below, text G.
32
 Les anciens commentateurs grecs, ed. DEVREESSE, 57.
33
 SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 49.
34
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 88-91. For the present section, I am much indebted to his
discussion of the genre of Jerome's Quaestiones Hebraicae (Jerome, 82-96).
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that the problem was often thought of as too obvious or too well known
to be indicated. Thus we can speak of 'hidden Crp;r|fAai:oc'.35 Eusebius
still poses explicit questions in many instances (much more often than
Jerome in his Quaestiones Hebraicae); in others the problem can usu-
ally be reconstructed. Theodoret's commentary always provides an
explicit question. It can sometimes help in reconstructing the problem
dealt with by Eusebius.
A second objection to the identification might be found in the
subject matter of some of the units of the Commentary.36 Traditionally,
the question is a criticism levelled at the text. In the Criti^aia on
Homer, such criticisms may initially have been directed at matters
that were objectionable from a moral point of view; but very soon
problems of grammar and style were added, as well as inconsistencies,
contradictions, and conflicting passages. It has been proposed that the
origin of the Christian use of the genre is to be found in the objections
raised by heretics.37 This should be stated more precisely. There may
certainly have been debates between rival groups, and the genre may
indeed have been used for the first time by movements inimical to
the Old Testament or to Christianity as such (the genre appears in
pagan polemical literature as well). The commentaries, however, were
not written for heretics or gentiles. The readership was usually the
writer's own circle, people for whom it was important to know that
any objections heretics—or they themselves—might raise, could be
answered. The questions posed are thus artificial to some extent; they
are a literary device.38 The question-and-answer form is simply a
very convenient one in any educational system (as is demonstrated by
the numerous collections of 'frequently asked questions' on computer
programmes circulating on the Internet nowadays). It may be supposed
that Christians of different factions and parties already knew of the
technique from their education in the pagan schools, and that the use
of the genre by their opponents was only an incentive to do the same.
Notwithstanding, it may still be held that the quaestiones genre deals
in principle with objections to the text.
Now these are indeed the major problems at issue in Eusebius'
Commentary on Genesis. Objections to the text are sometimes explic-
35
 GUDEMAN, 'Aûaeiî', 2514-2515.
36
 Cf. KAMESAR, Jerome, 86-87, 91-95.
37
 BARDY, 'La littérature patristique', RB 41 (1932) 217-222, and especially
SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 50.
38
 Cf. BARDY, 'La littérature patristique', RB 42 (1933) 351, and SCHÄUBLIN,
Untersuchungen, 58.
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itly introduced by the formula 'some say' (which expression, in other
cases, may also introduce a possible solution). In three cases, Eusebius
is even more explicit. He mentions the Greeks, who would have said
that Moses did not put forward the idea of the creatio ex nihilo in
Gen 1:1;39 with regard to Gen 3:22-23 he uses the formula 'the heretics
are criticizing what (God) says', followed by a (paraphrasing) quota-
tion;40 and elsewhere he mentions Bardesanes.41 There are, however, a
few instances where it is difficult to reconstruct a problem in the sense
mentioned above. Thus some instances can be found in which Eusebius
simply gives or elucidates the meaning of some expression in a verse.
One is his comment on Gen 6:14 (fragment xxi). Here he specifies
the meaning of the 'logs not liable to decay' that Noah has to use for
the ark according to his Greek Bible. Others are found in the series
of paraphrases and alternative readings on Gen 41-45.42 The job of
classifying the comments must not be done too hastily. A good example
is the comment on Gen 39:2 (fragment LXI). At first sight, this seems
to belong to the series of comments on Gen 41-45. In reality, it is a
very fine example of a classic objection to the text under examination.
The parallel question in Theodoret helps to make this clear. But a
small number of instances where no such problem can be determined
remains. These can be seen as cases where a 'mix of genres' occurs.
The genre to be considered is the scholion, as in the case of Jerome's
Quaestiones Hebraicae. However, the number of instances that can best
be characterized as such is significantly lower in Eusebius.
On the other hand, there is another kind of genre mixing in Eusebius.
In my discussion of the fragments ix and x, I argued that the author's
inclination was to connect events and sayings related to each other
in terms of content or chronology. This practice took precedence over
the principle of following the order of the text in this part of the
Commentary, no doubt because of the complex structure of Gen 2-3.
In the commentary on Genesis, Eusebius usually does not follow this
inclination to an excessive degree. However, in the second part of the
commentary on Exodus, Eusebius loses his interest in the course of
events and the exact wording of the biblical text, and turns to themes
of a more universal significance. Thus the phrase 'Who has given man
a mouth to speak, or who has made the dumb and the deaf?' (Ex 4:11)
is used as a means of introducing a long discourse on the origin of
39
 See fragment n on Gen 1:1.
40
 Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 34, 560-563.
41
 See fragment xxn on Gen 6:19-20.
42
 Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 88-89; cf. the fragments LXH-LXVII.
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disabilities. The passage reads as if it were a homily.43 Likewise, Philo
and Theodoret, in their quaestiones commentaries, sometimes give
digressions in the form of extensive general expositions of the text,
normally expected in running commentaries.44 The 'mixing of genres'
is not specific, however, to Christian representatives of the genre. Some
collections of 'Ofiripixa ÇrjirijjiaTa contain units varying in length from
a simple explanation of a word to a monographic excursus.45
The conclusion is that the partial omission of the explicit formu-
lation of question and answer, as well as the broader conception of
the nature of the problems to be posed, are both paralleled in pagan
representatives of the genre. They may be seen as developments within
the genre, and are not inconsistent with the identification of the present
Commentary with the r^^\,r^\ mentioned by cAbdisoe. However, if we
wish to make the step of further definition and specification of the
literary genre of Eusebius' work, it is helpful to make at least a formal
distinction between his work and commentaries entirely and explicitly
couched in the question-and-answer form. The most obvious exam-
ples of the latter form are Theodoret's Quaestiones.*6 For Eusebius'
Commentary on Genesis, Van Rompay introduced the term 'selective
commentary'. It also applies to Diodore's commentary on the Octa-
teuch and to that of Gennadius on Genesis,47 and possibly to Acacius'
IMfzpxT« ZrjTTjfiaT«. As it deals with only a limited number of difficult
verses, this type of commentary is less extensive than the full commen-
tary, which examines each and every phrase. Representatives of the
latter genre are the commentary on Psalms attributed to Diodore, and
Theodore's commentaries on Psalms and the Minor Prophets.
Eusebius' 'selective commentary' differs also from the kind of com-
mentary written by Eusebius' contemporary and fellow-countryman
Ephrem. It is true that Ephrem's commentary is also selective in a
certain sense. However, it does not select single difficulties, but pas-
sages. It can be used without a Bible at hand: though Ephrem does
not deal with all verses of the text, he cites and paraphrases the scrip-
tural passage and through the use of connecting sentences, he links it
with the preceding and following passages in his commentary in such
43
 Cf. TER HAAR ROMENY, 'Early Antiochene Commentaries'.
44
 Cf. KAMESAR, Jerome, 92-93, with further references.
45
 DÖRRIE and DÖRRIES, 'Erotapokriseis', 343-344. On the watering-down of the
genre, cf. also BARDY, 'La littérature patristique', RB 42 (1933) 351.
46
 For a presentation of the kind of questions posed by Theodoret, see SIMON-
ETTI, 'Le Quaestiones di Teodoreto', 41-44.
47
 VAN ROMPAY, 'Antiochene Biblical Interpretation', 106-107.
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a way that his work can be read as a narrative in its own right.48 Its
appearance is not as atomistic as Eusebius' Commentary, and it is
clear that it is in no way related to the quaestiones genre. Of course,
Eusebius also gives paraphrases, but these are short and not intended
to render the purport of the passage; they clarify the meaning of the
sentence dealt with and the single events they refer to. There is also
an important difference in attitude with regard to the use of aggadic
traditions: Eusebius knew many of these, but he was reluctant to fill
gaps in the narrative by conjecture; as in dogmatics, he did not wish
to proceed beyond the limits of what Scripture itself states.49 Ephrem
was much more liberal in this respect.
Schäublin explains that Diodore's commentary on the Octateuch is
not likely to show many specific Antiochene characteristics, as these
are pushed into the background by the fixed rules and customs of
the quaestiones genre, which was taken over from pagan examples.50 I
would turn the argument around: the popularity of this genre among
Antiochenes is a characteristic of this school. We should not forget
that the genre should be divided into two types: the quaestiones as
a form used in the exposition of a text—the type we have dealt
with till now—and the thematic or non-textual quaestiones.51 The
second type was also used for philosophical questions, but the first
in particular remained more or less proper to the grammatical and
rhetorical tradition.52 It is this type that became popular among the
Antiochenes, and as Schäublin observed, the allegorical explanations
of the philosophers were not acceptable as real philological Xûasiç in
this genre.53
The objections to the text discussed by Eusebius make clear that
these did not concern only mere textual matters. In the comment on
Gen 15:8, he goes into Abraham's supposed disbelief, and takes the
opportunity of dealing with the problem of original sin and retribution.
He makes a stand for man's free will and his opportunity of repentance.
48
 VAN ROMPAY, 'Antiochene Biblical Interpretation', 111-116.
49
 On this issue and Eusebius' method of explaining Scripture, see chapter iv.
50
 SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 49-50, 54-55.
51
 GuDEMAN, 'Aooeiî', 2511-2529; cf. KAMESAR, Jerome, 82.
52
 DÖRRTE and DÖRRIES, 'Erotapokriseis', 344, on the use of the genre in general:
'... trotzdem ist die Gattung der Efrotapokriseis] in der Philosophie im Grunde nie
heimisch gewesen. '
53
 SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 59-60. It is interesting to note that in Philo's
Quaestiones in Genesim the literal explanation occupies more place than in his
other works exposing Genesis; cf. BARDY, 'La littérature patristique', RB 41 (1932)
215-216, and PETIT, 'La Chaîne, miroir de l'exégèse', 246.
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Through righteousness, anyone can overcome mortality. This was an
issue of great importance to Eusebius, and was broached on many
occasions.54 Eusebius also goes into most instances which could be
taken to suggest that God was not omniscient,55 that he repented,56 or
that he was jealous.57
The background to most of these issues is the controversy with those
who had dualist conceptions. However, the issue of God repenting could
also be important in the defence against the pagan reproach of anthro-
pomorphism. Several arguments had become virtual commonplaces,
which makes it difficult to determine whether they were still directed
against a concrete enemy. In some cases, there are more possibilities.
Thus Eusebius' defence of the creatio ex nihilo may be directed against
pagan thought on this matter, or against those Christians who wished
to accommodate their beliefs to Greek tastes; but the denial of this
idea also played a central role in the thought of the Gnostic Hermo-
genes.58 The discussion of the use of plural forms for God can also
be placed against different backgrounds,59 as can the defence of free
will. Eusebius' reluctance to accept Christological interpretations may
be connected with the Antiochene grammatical method, as Schäublin
argued.60 However, in Eusebius' exposition of Gen 49:8-9 it appears
to be more a matter of reculer pour mieux sauter: the Christological
interpretation of the following verses gains impetus by the restraint
shown earlier.61 A favourite topic of a different order is Eusebius' opin-
ion of translation methodology. Its role in the commentary and its
background are discussed in chapter iv.
In closing one interesting phenomenon should be mentioned, as it
may be connected with the quaestiones genre. It often strikes the reader
that Eusebius offered various solutions without making a decisive choice
54
 Greek text: Cat. 952 and 954, with parallels in Procopius. Armenian: ed.
HOVHANNESSIAN, 58,260-59,303; for some other instances, cf. pp. 37 and 39 in the
same edition, and the fragments xvin, xxv, and xxxii below.
55
 See the fragments xxxvi and LII. In the discussion of the former, three other
instances are discussed.
56
 See the fragments xix and xxv.
57
 See the text mentioned above in footnote 40. Eusebius mentions 'heretics'
who 'present the God of the Old Testament as jealous'. The envy concerns the gift
of immortality here.
58
 Note, however, that Eusebius explicitly mentions the Greeks in this respect.
See fragment 11, and cf. CHADWICK, Early Christian Thought, 46-47.
59
 See fragment xxvn ad Gen 11:7.
60
 SCHAUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 158-160.
61
 See fragment LXX.
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of his own. It is possible to explain this phenomenon by extrapolat-
ing from his attitude to the dogmatic strife of his day: he may have
wished to abstain not only from choices about these issues, but also
from choices in general. However, the same phenomenon occurs at least
also in Eusebius of Caesarea's Quaestiones Evangelicae.62 According
to Schäublin, omnes solvere posse quaestiones had become the loftiest
ambition of the grammaticus in the imperial age.63 In such an atmo-
sphere, the possibility of providing solutions could sometimes be more
important than choosing the right one. However, the phenomenon was
not restricted to the question-and-answer genre. Schäublin explains
that was part of the grammarians' leges commentariorum in general to
cite different opinions in this way.64
C. Textual Transmission of the Commentary
Until recently, Eusebius' Commentary was known only from a quo-
tation in Jerome, the fragments in the Catena, and their parallels in
Procopius of Gaza's 'Emio^fj 'ExXoyäv. An Armenian translation is
now available. In this section the various witnesses are discussed. Fi-
nally, I go into the results of the comparison of the witnesses, and
discuss the main problems found in Part Two.
1. The Catena
The most exhaustive survey of the catenae in general is still Devreesse's
1928 article.65 Meanwhile, much further work has been done. The
introductions to Petit's editions and her articles on the Catena in
Genesim supply additional information and corrections to earlier points
of view.66 However, research into the other catenae may also yield
62
 BARDY, 'La littérature patristique', RB 41 (1932) 235.
63
 SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 57.
64
 SCHÄUBLIN, 'Zur paganen Prägung', 153, citing Jerome. On the same phe-
nomenon in Origen, see VOGT, 'Wie Origenes Fragen offen lasst'.
65
 DEVREESSE, 'Chaînes exégétiques grecques'.
66
 See especially the introductions to the Collectio CoisUniana and to the first
volume of La Chaîne, and the articles 'La tradition de Théodoret de Cyr' and 'La
Chaîne, miroir de l'exégèse'.
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important information for the Catena in Genesim.67 It is therefore
worthwhile extending the enquiry.
The use of the word catena for a collection of fragments linked up
like a chain is not attested in antiquity. It seems to postdate Thomas
Aquinas' Catena Aurea. Its use has become more refined this century.
Devreesse defined a catena as a collection of scholia on the biblical text
taken from different works. For those collections that were sometimes
called dogmatic or ascetic catenae, he reserved the term florilegium.
Petit's definition of a catena is even more strict: what distinguishes
a catena, in her opinion, is the fact that the exegetical fragments
are centred on the biblical text. A catena manuscript is a biblical
manuscript which cites scholia alternating with, or in the margin of,
the full biblical text. Other collections do exist, but should not be called
a catena: Petit herself edited the Collectio Coisliniana, a collection of
fragments added to the Quaestiones of Theodoret rather than to the
biblical text. It is indeed helpful to make this distinction within the
larger group of collections of scholia.68
In 1959 Devreesse edited several extracts from catena manuscripts
on the Octateuch and Reigns, grouping the fragments by author.69
Unfortunately, Devreesse still did not have all the manuscripts at his
disposal. These were collected, on microfilm, by Petit. She planned
to edit the Catena on Genesis and Exodus branch after branch, as in
this way the individual character of each branch would be preserved.
First she published the (incomplete) Sinai manuscript, under the title
Catena Sinaitica. However, while preparing the edition of the Moscow
manuscript, she discovered that it was possible to separate the original
fragments in this branch from later additions. The largest group of
such additions comprises a collection of mainly Antiochene authors
centred on Theodoret's Quaestiones in Octateuchum.70 Extracts from
67
 I am thinking in particular of DORIVAL'S Les chaînes exégétiques grecques
sur les Psaumes 1-4. In chapter I of part 1 he deals, for example, with matters
of codicology hitherto neglected. Cf. also MÜHLENBERG, 'Katenen' (a very short
introduction to some of the questions in catena research with references to other
literature), and the survey of the catenae in CPG part 4.
68
 SCHÖLTEN, 'Titel-Gattung-Sitz im Leben', 269, calls both the Catena in
Genesim and the Collectio Coislinia catenae. He distinguishes between fortlau-
fender Bibelkatene (referring to the former) and a type that is an Sachfragen
ausgerichtet (referring to the latter). Though one might hold that the restricted
use of the term catena is arbitrary, I see no reason to follow this new proposal.
Moreover, the characterization of the Collectio Coisliniana he gives, is imprecise.
69
 Les anciens commentateurs grecs, ed. DEVREESSE. This edition revised and
completed his earlier edition of 1935-1936, published in the Revue Biblique.
70
 On this discovery PETIT reported in 'La tradition de Theodoret de Cyr'.
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this collection were added to the original Catena in Genesim in the
Moscow manuscript (type II according to the classification of Karo
and Lietzmann71), but the collection as a whole formed the initial
core of the widespread text of type III. The collection has also come
down to us separately in the manuscript Coislin 113 and in some
related manuscripts. Petit decided to edit this Collectio Coisliniana
first and then proceed with a complete edition of the Catena in Genesim
proper.72
Petit's discovery means, as far as Genesis is concerned, a reversal
of the picture sketched by Devreesse. Theodoret's Quaestiones are not
the basis to which different catenists added their fragments;73 there
was one single Catena proper, to which—in the manuscripts of type I
and II—the Quaestiones were added either in conjunction with other
fragments or as a separate group. In the manuscripts of type III, the
situation is reversed: the Catena proper was added—in an abridged
and corrupted form—to a collection like that found in the manuscript
Coislin 113.
It is only now that the contours of the person of the catenist, however
vague, can be drawn. There must have been someone in the second half
of the fifth century—the works cited all antedate the middle of that
century—who decided to create a tool of study which permitted the
comparison of different authors. It is interesting to note his 'liberality':
authors of different persuasions, like Cyril of Alexandria and Theodore
of Mopsuestia, are found together, each under his own name. The
choice of authors implies that this person must have worked in one of
the larger libraries of Palestine; Caesarea is one of the possibilities.74
An important issue with respect to the origin of the Catena is its
relationship to the work of Procopius of Gaza. This question is dealt
with in the next subsection.
Petit's discovery is also very important for our knowledge of Eu-
sebius. It often happens that the Catena proper presents a fragment
with an attribution to Eusebius, while a related text is found under
the name of Diodore in the manuscripts of type III and the Collectio
Coisliniana. According to Petit, both attributions are correct: Diodore
used his teacher's commentaries without restraint (Petit even uses the
term 'plagiarism').75 Eusebius' texts have been handed down to us in
71
 KARO and LIETZMANN, 'Catenarum Graecarum Catalogus'.
72
 All four volumes of La Chaîne sur la Genèse have now been published.
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 DEVREESSE, 'Chaînes exégétiques grecques', 1105.
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 PETIT, 'La Chaîne, miroir de l'exégèse', 245.
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the Catena proper, whereas Diodore's adaptations are found in the
collection centred on Theodoret's Quaestiones. The manuscripts of the
third type are a primary witness to this Collectif) Coisliniana, and thus
to Diodore's fragments; but a secondary one to the Catena proper. Eu-
sebius' fragments have often been summarized, truncated, or otherwise
corrupted in these manuscripts. Moreover, when confronted with the
fuller fragments of Diodore, the outcome was often unfavourable for
Eusebius: the attribution was changed from Eusebius to Diodore, or
the text was omitted altogether. This confusion can now be removed.
In the constitution of the text of Eusebius, the manuscripts of the third
type play only a minor role76—at least, as far as Genesis is concerned:
only here is the primary tradition of the Catena well represented.
2. Procopius of Gaza
Procopius' (f by 538) method of working was different from that of
the catenist. He also selected fragments, but combined them into a
running commentary. This means that he left out all attributions,
that he sometimes retouched or summarized his sources, or merged
the texts of two or more authors into a new one.77 This is especially
the case in the first and in the final chapters of Genesis: the sections
where the number of scholia was very large. Procopius only attended to
the economical dissemination of information, whereas the catenist also
enabled his readers to form a well-documented opinion on the basis
of a comparison between different authors who were all mentioned by
name.78
Procopius himself states in his introduction that he first made a
collection of complete and unabridged fragments, the èxXo-yod. The
commentary that has been handed down to us is his second project, a
more convenient iratofXT) ixXofcov. The striking correspondences in the
choice of authors and fragments in this 'Emwpri and in the Catena,
have caused much speculation about Procopius' dependence on the
Catena or vice versa. It has even been suggested that Procopius' larger
work, the exXoyai, was perhaps to be identified with one of the branches
of the catena tradition.79 This is certainly not the case. There are a
number of authors which the Catena and Procopius do not have in
76
 Cf. PETIT in the introduction to La Chaîne 1, xxxv-xxxvii.
77
 Cf. PETIT in the introduction to La Chaîne 1, xvii.
78
 Cf. PETIT, 'La Chaîne, miroir de l'exégèse', 244.
79
 A survey of the discussion until 1928 is found in DBVREESSE, 'Chaînes exégé-
tiques grecques', 1103-1105.
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common.80 Moreover, where they borrow from the same sources, there
are sometimes differences in the order of fragments and Procopius often
gives longer and more numerous extracts than the Catena. There are
two possibilities: either the catenist used Procopius' initial collection;
or the Catena antedated Procopius, and he made some use of it.
The possibility that the catenist had used Procopius' collection was
put forward hesitantly by Devreesse in his 1959 edition. He concluded
from the fruitless attempts at identification of the different branches of
the catena tradition with Procopius' initial collection that the latter's
'Ennopri was in fact a fourth type of catena. The four types would
have been dependent on one common ancestor. In a footnote he then
suggested that this common ancestor would have been the lost initial
collection of Procopius himself.81 Earlier, in his 1928 article, Devreesse
had called Procopius 'le fondateur des chaînes' and their terminus a
quo.82 In 1959 he was more reserved, but this view, together with
the suggestion that the lost initial collection of Procopius was the
common ancestor of the 'Ennofjiri and the different branches of the
catena tradition, was elaborated by others. In 1979 Nautin argued,
on the basis of his work on the edition of Origen's De Pascha, that
there was nothing to put Procopius' affirmation on his initial project
in doubt, and that this initial collection must have been the common
ancestor.83 This demonstration was accepted by Dorival.84
Doubts had been expressed earlier by Petit, in the introductions
to the Catena Sinaitica and to La Chaîne.85 However, in her 1996
presentation of the Catena in Genesim, she provided a fuller argument
challenging this theory and elaborating the alternative. She had pre-
viously presented both theories as equally probable.86 To begin with,
she argued, it is difficult to believe that Procopius first completed an
enormous collection of texts, later had second thoughts, realized that
he had followed a rather cumbersome procedure, and decided to re-
duce his earlier work to an extract. Second, in Nautin's theory it is
difficult to explain why the sources which Procopius and the Catena
have in common all antedate the middle of the fifth century. Cyril is
80
 The material proper to the Catena appears from the comparative tables in
PETIT'S edition: La Chaîne 1, 318-328; 2, 233-241; 3, 397-410; 4, 475-491. On the
material proper to Procopius, see the end of this subsection.
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the last one. This observation is new; it was Petit's own research into
the stemma of the tradition which had first made clear that Severus
of Antioch (f 538), who is not cited in Procopius, did not form part of
the group of authors cited in the original Catena. His fragments were
added later on.
This discovery prompted Petit to suggest that Procopius used the
original Catena. He may have thought of making a catena himself, he
may even have started the project, but at some time he discovered
that this tedious work had already been done. After all, as Petit
said elsewhere,87 he does not present his work as the first of a new
genre. He then decided to make his 'Emrofj.ri, following the thread
of the Catena. If such was the case, we must assume that Procopius
also decided to add new material by completing and correcting the
fragments he found in the Catena. The material proper to Procopius
has not been systematically studied, but Petit says, with some reserve,
that Procopius probably did not tap new sources except, perhaps, in
the beginning of the 'Emtopri. His main activity was to expand the
fragments already selected from the original sources, and to add some
others from the same authors. Petit's view that Procopius went back
to the original sources might not seem very obvious at first sight, but
I would argue it is very possible; it is also the way Isocdad sometimes
operated.88 Petit says that Procopius' procedure may be explained on
the assumption that he used the same library as the catenist.89 She
warns us that this reconstruction remains a hypothesis, but it is one
that is certainly worth considering, as it solves some of the problems
attached to the position of Nautin and Dorival.
Whatever the relationship between the two may be, Petit's investi-
gations into the Catena in Genesim et in Exodum will certainly push
forward the research into Procopius' work. The identification of Pro-
copius' sources depends largely on the Catena as he does not give
attributions himself. The first inventory of his sources was made as
early as 1897 by Eisenhofer,90 but this important study is now out-
dated in many respects. Progress has been made by the investigation
87
 Cf. PETIT in La Chaîne 1, xviii note 17.
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 Cf. VAN ROMPAY in Le commentaire du manuscrit Diyarbakir (tr.), p. 1 with
note 47.
89
 NAUTIN has argued that Procopius at least in one case used a text from
Caesarea; Origine. Sur la Pâque, ed. GuÉRAUD-NAUTiN, 88-90.
90
 EISENHOFER, Procopius von Gaza, eine literarhistorische Studie.
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of the Catena in Genesim91 and also by the discovery of some of the
works used by the catenist or his predecessor. Thus, among the Toura
papyri, a commentary of Didymus was found, and the Armenian trans-
lation of Eusebius' Commentary became known. Wherever they are
available, the original works give us insight into the way Procopius and
the catenist were handling their sources. Much has to be done in this
field, but it is already clear that for the Greek tradition of Eusebius,
Procopius is as important quantitatively as the Catena.92
Of Procopius' 'Emio[j.fi, all parallels to the catena fragments of
Eusebius have been edited by Petit; the Armenian translation enables
us to identify those instances where Procopius gives a longer quotation,
or where he provides a quotation not found in the Catena at all.
These instances are edited in the present study for the first time. The
edition is based on a microfilm of the manuscript Munich, Bayerische
Staatsbibliothek, Gr. 358 (abbreviated as Mnc).93 The lost parts of
this text have recently been found in Basle (MncB).94 There are good
grounds, as Petit states, to assume that the Monacensis is the archetype
of all known manuscripts. The edition in the Patrologia Graeca is
adopted from that of Mai, who used three manuscripts from Rome that
did not go beyond Gen 18:2. The Greek fragments printed as parallels
to the Latin translation of Conrad Clauser (1555) for the remaining
part of Procopius' 'Ern-toft-ri are taken from the Catena Lipsiensis, and
have no value.
3. The Armenian Translation
In 1923-1924, the Mechitharist Father Vahan Hovhannessian published
the results of his studies into a Commentary on the Octateuch and
Reigns which forms part of the manuscript 873 of the Mechitarist
library of San Lazzaro, Venice.95 The manuscript attributes this text
91
 PETIT gives lists of Procopius' parallels to the Catena: La Chaîne 1, 329-333;
2, 242-246; 3, 411-418; 4, 493-500.
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 Thus PETIT, 'Les fragments grecs', 352; a conclusion which is fully corrobo-
rated by the present study. The importance of the agreement between Procopius
and the Armenian translation had already been noted by ZANOLLI in the thir-
ties of this century, see his 'Una interpretazione caratteristica' and his 'Nuove
identificazioni'.
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to Cyril of Alexandria, but it became clear to Hovhannessian that the
text had nothing in common with Cyril's Glaphyra in Genesim. On
the basis of the language, he first thought the author could have been
Eznik of Kolb. A comparison with catena fragments, however, showed
him that it must have been Eusebius of Emesa. This conclusion is now
generally accepted.96
The text must have been translated during the Golden Age of Ar-
menian literature, before the Hellenophile period of the sixth century.97
There are some indications that the translation is not complete. The
Catena has some fragments with a fairly certain attribution to Eu-
sebius, whereas there is no counterpart in the Armenian text.98 The
translation does not, however, contain fragments which may be at-
tributed to others. Its style and its way of expounding the Bible create
an impression of homogeneity. The attribution to Cyril is not without
parallels. Mahe gives some examples of other works of non-orthodox au-
thors being handed down under the names of those who were orthodox
in the sense of the Council of Ephesus (431).99 This council was quite
influential in Armenia. The best parallel for Eusebius' Commentary is
Theodoret's Interpretatio in Ezechielem, which was also attributed to
Cyril in the Armenian tradition.100
4- Other Sources
Eusebius' Commentary on the Octateuch and Reigns was not cited
by Procopius alone. In the discussion of the Catena, it was noted
that Diodore was dependent on Eusebius in many instances. He is
indeed a very important source, both because of the extent and also of
the literal nature of many of his quotations. His Commentary on the
Octateuch has been handed down to us only in the form of fragments.
An important collection of these was published in 1912 by Deconinck,101
but as far as Genesis is concerned, this work has now been replaced by
their publication, see LEHMANN, 'An Important Text'. The manuscript in question
is, at least in the Genesis part, the archetype of the known tradition.
96
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Petit's edition of the Collectie Coisliniana. Devreesse's additions and
corrections to Deconinck in his 1959 Les anciens commentateurs grecs
should be used for the other books.102 He is the first to take the witness
of MS Coislin 113 into consideration for the study of Diodore, but as
indicated above, it was Petit who discovered its place in the stemma
of the tradition. Fragments from Diodore in the Catena proper are
exceptions to the rule; he was not regularly cited here.
Other Greek exegetes who are likely to have known Eusebius are
Theodore of Mopsuestia, John Chrysostom, and Gennadius of Con-
stantinople. We shall see that of these three, Gennadius yields most
information relevant to the constitution of the text of Eusebius' com-
ments. Gennadius' commentary on Genesis, which is related in genre
to that of Eusebius, is known through fragments contained in the Col-
lectio Coisliniana.103 It is difficult to determine whether these three
exegetes derived their knowledge directly from Eusebius' commentary
or through an intermediary. Chrysostom and Gennadius do not give
literal quotations, except for the scriptural readings. In the case of
Theodore, the problem is that only a very small part of his Commen-
tary on Genesis is still extant.104 With regard to a fourth possible
witness, Theodoret, I would say no more than that his Quaestiones
in Octateuchum show that he was often acquainted with the issues
dealt with by Eusebius. Guinot argues that Theodoret used Diodore's
work, but this research, though published in 1995, is based only on
the editions of Deconinck and Devreesse.105 Consequently, the author
has not been able to form a fully accurate picture of either Diodore or
Eusebius. The possibility that Theodoret was indebted to Theodore's
commentary on Genesis has been recognized,106 but its full import may
have been underestimated because of the very limited number of frag-
ments of this work handed down to us. Moreover, Guinot considered
only part of this material.
The fact that one rarely comes across literal points of agreement
between these exegetes on the one hand and Eusebius and Diodore
on the other makes it difficult to decide.107 The same problem occurs
102
 Les anciens commentateurs grecs, ed. DEVREESSE, 158—167.
103
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with regard to an instance in Basil's Hexaemeron in which reference is
made to an idea of Eusebius. The formulation is such that it cannot be
determined with certainty whether Basil cited Eusebius directly. Here
it has also been argued that Diodore was the intermediary. This is
possible, but not certain.108 With respect to all these cases, we should
not forget that ideas could spread by word of mouth as well. Though
it is difficult to get hard evidence on these matters, it is important to
recognize that education and (oral) informal tradition probably played
a large role. We know at least that Theodore and Chrysostom were
pupils of Diodore.
An odd reference to Eusebius in Latin is found in Jerome's Quaes-
tiones Hebraicae.wg He is mentioned by name in this instance. In some
other instances it may be held that Jerome is reacting against Eusebius'
way of dealing with the witnesses to the biblical text. The study of the
Syriac commentary of Iso'dad of Merv (ninth century) is even more
fruitful. On the basis of catena fragments, Van den Eynde found that
Iso'dad took over about twenty fragments from Eusebius' Commen-
tary.110 The investigations of Van Rompay into the interdependence of
the East Syrian commentaries have led to the conclusion that Isocdad
did not content himself with more recent sources like the Diyarbakir
commentary, but also consulted more ancient Antiochene sources.111
He must have known Eusebius' Commentary on the Octateuch and
Reigns in a Syriac translation.
Further research will determine whether quotations of Eusebius'
Commentary may be found elsewhere. A first possibility is the ex-
egetical work of Jacob of Edessa. It is certain that this exegete knew
Eusebius, as he quotes the ideas of the Emesene on the language spoken
in paradise in one of his letters. As this subject, however, is not dealt
with in the Armenian text of the Commentary or in any of the Greek
fragments, Jacob probably used some other work of Eusebius' at this
case Theodoret used Diodore rather than Eusebius, but I also noted that Theodoret
differed from the former, which could be explained by assuming that he did not
have Diodore's commentary at hand, or simply preferred his own explanation. In
the cases where I quoted Gennadius or Chrysostom, a decision was more difficult,
unless one accepts conclusions e silentio. Note, however, the case of fragment LXX,
and cf. fragment xxxvi with note 330.
108
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109
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110
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point.112 This question has to await the edition of Jacob's exegetical
works which is now being prepared by Kruisheer.113 A second possibil-
ity would be the later Armenian tradition. Here much of the ground
work of editing the sources still has to be done.
5. Comparative Study of the Sources
In this subsection I consider the issues concerning the attribution of
texts to Eusebius and I present the general problems relating to the
individual sources, problems that emerge when these witnesses are
compared with each other. Specific problems relating to the constitu-
tion of the text of the biblical quotations are discussed in the next
chapter.
The attributions. A problem relevant to all sources is the attribution
of the fragments. As a rule, a text attributed to Eusebius of Emesa in
the Catena corresponds to one in the Armenian translation. On the
basis of these sources, further identifications can be made in Procopius
and other witnesses. There are, however, cases where a text with
a widely attested attribution to Eusebius has no counterpart in the
Armenian text. The latter text seems to be incomplete, as noted above.
Apart from the two complete fragments mentioned, there are several
cases where the catena fragment is longer than the Armenian text.
Grounds for a decision can sometimes be found in the content of
the extra element or in its use by another witness who is probably
dependent on Eusebius.114 On the other hand, there are also instances
where the Catena has a parallel to the Armenian translation, but does
not give an attribution; further, a very limited number of cases where
part of the tradition gives a wrong attribution.115 Here the role of the
112
 'Two Epistles of Mar Jacob, Bishop of Edessa', ed. WRIGHT, r^. French
translation of NAU in 'Traduction des lettres XII et XIII', 274. See also BUYTABRT,
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Armenian translation is significant in deciding the Eusebian character
of the passages in question.
Connected with these problems are what I would call 'second word-
ings', or different editions, of Eusebius' comments. These are texts
which are not usually attributed to Eusebius, or at least not in all
branches of tradition. Apart from some extra elements, they contain
some sentences that are closely paralleled in the Armenian version
or in a catena fragment more widely attested as Eusebian.116 These
sentences are often found in a formulation that seems secondary. For
instance, in the fragments LVIII (text A) and LX (texts A and C) there is
an exposition which is clearly based on an alternative reading given by
Eusebius, but this philological basis is omitted. It is not clear whether
these instances can be dealt with as a single group. I have therefore
treated them individually in Part Two.
In all these cases a choice between two possibilities must be made:
the text is composed either by some unknown, kindred spirit, or written
by Eusebius himself. In the latter case, one has to assume that it is
taken from another work by Eusebius, or from another place within
the Commentary. Often much is to be said in favour of the latter
solution. Many 'second wordings' are found when alternative locations
for comments can be found, and the idea that the Armenian translator
operated in an economical fashion is not altogether improbable. Only
in the case of fragment iv on Gen 2:6, could such a 'second wording'
be assigned with certainty to another author; that is, to Theodore of
Mopsuestia (see page 188 below). However, in other cases there were no
grounds for this choice: indeed, there were sometimes even arguments
against it.117 In most cases Diodore is not a better candidate for
authorship than Eusebius. Where Diodore's comment on the same
verse is preserved, he often attests to some of the additional elements
of the second wording, but his formulation is different, and apart from
the Moscow manuscript, which is influenced by the parallels in the
Collectio Coisliniana, no catena manuscript attributes such texts to
is closer to Eusebius, but is attributed to Theodore, again in L only. Text C of
fragment xxxvi (Cat. 1268) has a wrong attribution to Philo in L, probably under
influence of the first word of the fragment. Text A of fragment XLII (Cat. 1350) is
attributed simply to ó Eûpoç in part of the tradition. Likewise, text A of fragment
LXVII (Cat. 2003) is presented under the names of Aquila and Symmachus in L.
116
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him. As Diodore is dependent on Eusebius in so many respects, his
witness pleads rather for Eusebius' authorship.
Catena. The Catena is in the original language, in Greek, but
presents only isolated extracts. The position of these extracts is deter-
mined by the order of the biblical text. Thus the place in the context of
Eusebius' commentary is no longer clear. The example of fragment xxv
shows that the Armenian translation can compensate for this lack.118
A second problem is the quality of the text. Catena manuscripts have a
bad name in this regard. This judgment is justified only in part. Many
fragments have been handed down in impeccable condition. It is true,
however, that the largest number of purely mechanical errors is found
here. Fragments have sometimes been truncated, and occasionally the
alternative readings were detached from the rest of the comment. In
some cases this was done because they were also known to the catenist
from another source; in others because he wanted to give them together
with other readings.119
Procopius. The extracts of Eusebius preserved by Procopius are
also fragments taken out of context. Though these extracts are often
longer than those in the Catena, the selective nature of his work poses
the same problem. A more important issue is the quality of the text
in Procopius. This is problematic, as in the Catena, but it is so in
a different sense. Mechanical corruption and truncating are the main
adversaries in the Catena, and in such cases Procopius may help to
restore the original Greek text.120 The problem in Procopius is that he
did not simply select fragments, but combined them into a new whole,
while retouching and summarizing their wordings. In every instance it
should be determined to what extent Procopius edited his material.
The parallels to the Armenian translation or to the Catena show that
this editing was very often superficial; for instance, no more than the
use of an accusativus cum infinitivo instead of the nominative with
finite verb of his model. But in those cases where a large amount of
material was available to Procopius, his interventions could indeed be
more drastic. In a case such as fragment in he wrote his own comment,
combining the comments he had at his disposal into a brickwork-like
structure.
118
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The Armenian translation. The Armenian text may be shortened
to some extent, it still is the only witness that can provide an overall
picture of the text. Its main problem is the fact that it is a translation.
In all cases where it differs from the Greek witnesses, it should be
determined whether the translation goes back to a different model,
or gives only a different interpretation of the same text. This exam-
ination entails rétroversion, which poses the question of the nature
and limitations of Armenian in contrast to Hellenistic Greek121 and
of the translation technique applied.122 The possibility and reliability
of rétroversion should be determined in each individual instance. The
following general observation can be made. If the translator's method
is best described as translating ad sensnm, this description holds good
only if this is seen as a variation within a basically literal approach.123
The Armenian translator emerges as someone who tried to render the
meaning of the Greek text while closely following his model wherever
he could. As a rule, he made no attempt at rendering details such as
the Greek praeverbium, but there are some interesting attempts that
point forward to the style of the later Hellenophile translators.124 The
translator must have been a native speaker of Armenian rather than
Greek. I came across several instances where it was clear that he had
a model conforming to the Greek texts preserved, but where the as-
sumption must be that he did not understand (in some cases perhaps:
could not read) his model. In such cases, he always tried to make the
best of it.125 In addition to these cases, there is at least one instance
where his Greek model would seem to have been corrupted.126 At some
other points, this has happened to the Armenian text itself.
The other sources. The witnesses just mentioned differ from the
remaining ones in one important respect: among the latter group it
is the rule rather than the exception to give one's own wording. It is
Diodore who breaks this rule most frequently, and thus furnishes by
121
 On this issue, Cox, 'The Use of the Armenian Version', 27-33; more concise:
COWE, 'La version armenia', Lxxii-lxxiv; see also RHODES, 'Limitations of Armenian
in Representing Greek', for some examples from the New Testament.
122
 Some remarks made with regard to the translator of Deuteronomy by Cox
are helpful here as well: The Armenian Translation of Deuteronomy, 223-241.
123
 Cf. BARR, 'The Typology of Literalism', 281, 289-290.
124
 See WEITENBERG, 'Eusebius of Emesa and Armenian Translations', 169-170,
and cf. the rendering um i/injiif.miu for TtapriXXa-yr) in fragment Liv, and perhaps
,yum inpi i iu iu 'u mui^for TtpoocfOpEtieiv in fragment LXXI.
126
 See the fragments vu, xix, xxi, xxv, XLIII, XLV, XLVII, LII, and LIV.
126
 See fragment LV. This may also be seen as a virtual variant.
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far the most useful information.127 It can be said of John Chrysostom
and Gennadius, that Gennadius in particular is sometimes helpful in
establishing the Greek text of an alternative reading or the line of
thought of a comment. However, the points of literal agreement are
limited to the text of some alternative readings. Moreover, Chrysos-
tom's manner of citing readings is also very imprecise.128 Iso'dad's way
of working is in many respects comparable with that of Procopius, but
the extracts he has preserved are usually much shorter. They have the
added disadvantage of being a translation. Moreover, Iso'dad—or his
source—did not pay much attention to Eusebius' StSpoc readings. This
may have to do with the fact that Eusebius' text was rendered into
Syriac here.
Conclusion. It will be clear that every witness has its own advantages
and disadvantages. Though it is possible to establish an a priori order
of reliability on the basis of general characteristics (see the section
'Choices and Procedures' on page 152), this order is in most cases
without value. The relations between the sources are too intricate,
and the circumstances differ from verse to verse in the commentary. A
stemma of the tradition as a whole could not be established. No doubt
there existed a special relationship between Procopius and the Catena,
but if Procopius used the Catena, it is also clear that he availed himself
of some of the original sources; it is possible that these were located
in the same library as that used by the catenist, but this assumption
cannot be demonstrated with certainty. In sum, all sources should be
studied to obtain a reliable picture of Eusebius' words. Although it
is not possible to decide on the original reading in each case, there
is no doubt that we are in a position different from that of Field, a
position more favourable for answering his questions 'Quid signified TO
'Eßpaixov, sive ó 'Eßpaloc' and 'Quis sit ô Sûpoç', and for obtaining a
picture of Eusebius' work as a whole.
127
 On the relation between Eusebius and Diodore, see chapter iv.
128
 See page 224 below. There may be a connection with the homiletic nature of
his work.
Chapter Three
TEXTUAL AFFILIATIONS
OF THE BIBLICAL QUOTATIONS
A. Eusebius' Septuagint
The biblical text commented on by Eusebius is the Septuagint. The
question is, however, whether his Greek Bible can be further defined.
Scholars used to assume that the Septuagint existed in a trifaria
varietas in the fourth century. This judgment was made largely on the
grounds of a statement by Jerome in the prologue to his translation
of the book of Chronicles. According to Jerome, a Hexaplaric text
was current in Palestine, manuscripts connected with the name of
Hesychius circulated in Egypt, and in the area between Antioch and
Constantinople 'the copies of Lucian the martyr' were used.1 On the
basis of this division, it is possible to assert that Eusebius, like other
Antiochene exegetes, used a Lucianic text. However, the idea of a
Lucianic text itself has become a point of discussion. The first part of
this section, therefore, deals with the research on this issue. The next
subsection discusses the problems involved in the use of the different
witnesses to Eusebius' commentary. Finally, the data collected in our
study is presented, as well as our conclusions with regard to Eusebius'
Septuagint. Here I also deal with the question of whether Eusebius'
Septuagint was influenced by the Origenic recension.
1. A Lucianic Recension in Genesis?
Although Jerome's words are not conclusive on this point, an assump-
tion commonly made is that Hesychius and Lucian, like Origen, actually
carried out a planned revision of the Septuagint text, and thus gave
their name to recensions.2 In Lagarde's programme of reconstructing
1
 Prologue in Libra Paralipomenon in: Vulgata, éd. WEBER-GRYSON, 1, 546.
2
 Jerome's Praefatio in Evangelio could indeed be taken to mean that they
tried to emend the Greek text of both Testaments (text in: Vulgata, ed. WEBER-
GRYSON, 2, 1515). On the other hand, in his Epistula 106.2 Jerome holds—at least
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the original Septuagint, the first stage was to be the reconstruction
of the three recensions. As early as the nineteenth century, a Lucianic
recension was identified in the books of Reigns and in the Prophets
on the basis of the agreement between certain manuscripts and the
scriptural quotations in the works of Theodoret and John Chrysostom.
The assumption was that these Antiochene exegetes would have used a
Lucianic text. In addition to the witness of the Fathers, readings desig-
nated by the (ambiguous) siglum X or, in Syro-Hexaplaric manuscripts,
the Syriac letter lämad (\), played a role.3 It was established that the
characteristics of the Lucianic recension were partly contradictory. On
the one hand, the recension sought to bring the Greek text closer to
the Hebrew on the basis of the existing revisions (often resulting in
double renderings); on the other, it revised the text in quite a free
manner, introducing explanatory additions and stylistic changes such
as the substitution of synonyms, and Atticizing certain expressions.4
However, the idea of a Lucianic recension also met with criticism.
In 1940, Dörrie published an extensive study of the Septuagint in
the time of Constantine. He stressed the contradictory nature of the
characteristics and presented a critique of the external sources. He
accordingly denied that the term recension, in the sense of a text
changed or corrected according to certain principles by a person or a
group of persons, was justified for those texts that had been identified as
Lucianic.5 Barthélémy went a step further in his Les devanciers d'Aquila
of 1963. It had long been noted that some readings known as 'Lucianic'
were found in texts from before the time of the historical Lucian.
Barthélemy's research into the xodye revision led him to conclude that
with regard to the Psalms—that the common and widespread, or xoivri, edition
was 'now called Lucianic by most people', but was in fact just a corrupted one (ed.
HILBERG, 2 (CSEL 55), 248-249). A full and justly critical review of these and other
external sources for a Lucianic recension, such as the widespread note identifying
Lucian's text with the Septima and attributing Origen-like activities to him, is
found in DÖRRIE, 'Zur Geschichte der Septuaginta', 62-87; cf. also, especially for
the correct interpretation of the Praefatio in Evangelio, DEVRBESSE, Introduction à
l'étude des manuscrits grecs, 117—120; less discriminating: METZGER, 'The Lucianic
Recension', 3-7.
3
 A concise review of the history of these discoveries can be found in JELLICOE,
The Septuagint and Modern Study, 163-168, a much fuller one in FERNANDEZ
MARCUS'S edition of Theodoret's Quaestiones in Octateuchum, xxix-xxxix.
4
 On the these traits and their establishment, see now FERNANDEZ MARCOS,
'Some Reflections on the Antiochian Text', 224-229. Cf. also MUNNICH in HARL-
DORIVAL-MUNNICH, La Bible grecque des Septante, 170-171.
6
 DÖRRIE, 'Zur Geschichte der Septuaginta', especially 102—105. Compare also
DEVREESSE, Introduction à l'étude des manuscrits grecs, 120-121.
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the parts identified as Lucianic in the books of Reigns constituted
in fact the Old Greek translation, though somewhat corrupted.6 He
asserted that the term 'Antiochene text' should be used rather than
'Lucianic recension'. Barthélémy's research concentrated on the books
of Reigns; with regard to other books, he defended a position similar to
Dome's.7 Even when some clear characteristics such as the occurrence
of Atticistic forms can be observed, as in the prophetic books, he did
not wish to attribute these to the historic Lucian; on the whole, they
appeared to him rather the result of a process of evolution than of a
studied design of a certain person or group. The discussion on this issue
has not yet been closed, as Brock and Tov still see room to assume
recensional activity.8
The more sceptical view finds some support in the fact that it proved
to be quite difficult, if not impossible, to isolate a Lucianic text in the
Octateuch, and especially in Genesis. Lagarde had reconstructed the
first part of a Lucianic Bible largely on the basis of the manuscripts
19-108. He had assumed that these manuscripts, identified as Lucianic
in the books of Reigns, also exhibited a Lucianic text in the Octateuch.9
This procedure was first criticized by Dahse in 1908,10 who argued that
some manuscripts of what we now call the ƒ group were Lucianic on the
basis of the agreement of one of these with the Lucianic manuscripts
in Reigns, and some features, such as the use of the double divine
name xûpioç ó 6eóc. One year later more substantial criticism came from
Hautsch.11 This scholar dealt decisively with Dahse's identification and
tested the earlier one by comparing the group of manuscripts considered
Lucianic by Lagarde with the readings found in Chrysostom, Diodore,
and Theodoret—the only possible proof, in his view.12 Hautsch had to
conclude that these manuscripts did not represent the Lucianic text in
6
 BARTHÉLÉMY, Les devanciers d'Aquila, 126-127 (= Etudes, 70-71).
7
 See BARTHELEMY, 'Les problèmes textuels', 66-88 (a section entitled 'Post-
scriptum: la "recension lucianique'" in an article written in response to criticisms
levelled at his Les devanciers d'Aquila; = Études, 243-254).
8
 BROCK, 'Lucian Redivivus'', Tov, 'Lucian and Proto-Lucian' (the latter using
the term 'revision'; see also his Textual Criticism, 148).
9
 Librorum Veteris Testamenti Canonicorum Pars Prior Graece, ed. LAGARDE
(1883). He also used the incomplete MS 118, a congener of 19-108 in the Octateuch.
10
 DAHSE, 'Textkritische Studien', 11-21, 161-164.
11
 HAUTSCH, 'Der Lukiantext des Oktateuch'.
12
 For Genesis, see 'Der Lukiantext des Oktateuch', 524-529. From Genesis up
to Leviticus he used the apparatus in BaoOKE-McLEAN's edition, which had just
been published then. This apparatus gives full collations of 19 and the related 314,
but only of a small part of 108. However, HAUTSCH had the disposal of LAGARDE'S
collations of the latter manuscript, kept in the Göttingen University Library.
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the Octateuch. He also noted that the Antiochene Fathers were witness
to a vulgar text form, at least as far as the Pentateuch was concerned.
In his 1926 edition of Genesis, Rahlfs defended the view that only
one manuscript represented the Lucianic text, 75, because the singular
text of this manuscript bore the same relation to MS 106 as in the
book of Ruth, where the latter is a main representative of the Lucianic
Nebengruppe.13 He observed, however, that the manuscript did not
preserve a pure form of the Lucianic text, as it displayed a number
of omissions—not considered a feature of this recension—and did not
present the expected number of Atticistic corrections. However, even
this identification has not stood the test of time. According to We-
vers, the full recollations for the new Göttingen edition do not confirm
Rahlfs's picture. Wevers came to regard 75 as a member of an n group,
did not admit a Lucianic sub group, and divided those manuscripts
which Rahlfs deemed representatives of it among other groups. We-
vers followed in Hautsch's footsteps in attaching great importance
to the examination of the readings of Chrysostom and Theodoret.14
He collated their readings and observed that none of the known text
forms has the usual characteristics of the Lucianic recension. He con-
cluded, 'if Lucian made a recension of Genesis it was not used by
Chr[ysostom]/Th[eodore]t, nor to the best of our knowledge is it any-
where extant.'15 Wevers still had to rely in large part on editions
which he termed unsatisfactory, but his conclusion is now fully borne
out by Fernandez Marcos's research into Theodoret's biblical text on
the basis of his own exemplary edition of the latter's Quaestiones in
Octateuchum.16
These discussions make clear that the witness of the Antiochene
Fathers, which had established itself as the main criterion for identifying
the Lucianic text, is now no longer accepted as decisive. Its position was
based on the reasoning that as the Lucianic text was the one current
in Antioch, Antiochene exegetes must have cited it. Now as it has
13
 Septuaginta 1. Genesis, ed. RAHLFS, 28-29.
14
 It is interesting to note that RAHLFS, who had taken the witness of these
Fathers as a sure sign of a Lucianic text in the Psalter, did not mention patristic
evidence at all in the identification of Lucian's Genesis. Compare his Septuaginta-
Studien 2, 177 and 182, with the introduction to his edition of Genesis as cited in
note 13.
15
 WEVERS, Text History of the Greek Genesis, 158-175, and 'A Lucianic Re-
cension in Genesis?'
16
 Theodoreti Quaestiones in Octateuchum, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÂENZ-
BADILLOS, xxxix-xlviii. Cf. FERNANDEZ MARCOS'S summary in 'Theodoret's Bibli-
cal Text in the Octateuch'.
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appeared that certain Fathers did not cite a text which gives evidence
of recensional activity—as was the case for Theodoret and Chrysostom
in Genesis—this assumption is untenable. As there is no evidence for
any other recension than the Origenic one in the biblical manuscripts
either, Wevers even tentatively suggested the possibility 'that Lucian
saw no need for a recension of the Pentateuch,' which is in his opinion
'on the whole a better translation' than that of the historical books.17
Thus he dropped the assumption of a Lucianic recension for this book
of the Bible, too. In fact, it would be concordant with what Jerome
says, if the text of Genesis current in Antioch, invested with the name
'Lucianic' by some, constituted simply a non-Hexaplaric xoivr| text.
It can be considered 'mixed' in the sense that it has affinities with
more than one group of manuscripts; it is neither coloured by any
recension, nor unaffected by haphazard (deliberate and unintentional)
changes.18 A new issue is now identified: the relationship of the text
of the Antiochene exegetes to the Byzantine text isolated, as far as
Genesis is concerned, in the groups d, t, and n.19 In any event, it is
clear that we should now follow Fernandez Marcos, who seems to have
held from the outset the more inductive idea that the quotations in
Theodoret enable us only to determine what kind of text was used in
Antioch in the fourth and fifth centuries.20
It is accordingly necessary to broaden the picture by examining
the biblical text of other Antiochene exegetes. The amount of evidence
found in Theodoret and Chrysostom is certainly much more substantial
than that in any other Antiochene, but too much is left to chance if the
picture of the Antiochene text is built on no more than two exegetes.
The witness of other Antiochenes should be used at least to check the
17
 'A Lucianic Recension in Genesis?', 34—35.
18
 Jerome's statement in question (Epistula 106.2, as cited in note 2) is made
with regard to the Psalter, but it is very well possible that it also holds good for
at least those books which were as often used and copied as these. In fact, the
picture sketched does not only find confirmation in contemporary research into the
Psalter (cf., for example, PERKINS, 'The so-called "L" Text of Psalms 72-82'), but
may also claim some support from the side of New Testament scholars, at least as
far as the establishment of the mixed nature of the XOIVTJ (later: Byzantine) text
and the scepticism about the 'authorship' of the historical Lucian are concerned.
It is assumed, though, that the text of the New Testament did undergo some kind
of revision in Antioch. (Cf. K. and B. ALAND, Der Text des Neuen Testaments,
74-76).
19
 WEVERS, Text History of the Greek Numbers, 17; cf. his Text History of the
Greek Genesis, 176-185.
20
 See his remarks in his edition of Theodoret's Quaestiones in Octateuchum,
xlviii and 'Theodoret's Biblical Text in the Octateuch', 27-28.
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validity of what is said on the basis of the two mentioned earlier. Now
that new editions of Diodore and Eusebius of Emesa are available, this
is a less distant prospect than it used to be. For the latter, I give a
restricted survey in this section.21
2. Considerations with Regard to the Sources
Each of the branches of the tradition of Eusebius' Commentary on
Genesis poses its own difficulties. We have to discuss these before we
can say anything with regard to the affiliations of Eusebius' Septuagint.
Before this a general observation on the basis of the genre of the
commentary is in order.22 The citations from the Septuagint can be
divided roughly into three groups: the lemmata indicating the text
on which Eusebius was commenting, presumably taken from a biblical
manuscript he had at hand; the short quotations in the body of the
comment resuming or extending this text; and the references to other
scriptural passages, either or not cited from memory.
Catena. With very few exceptions, the catenist did not cite Eusebius'
lemmata; all manuscripts of the primary tradition of the Catena give
the full biblical text either in the middle of the page or between the
exegetical fragments. It might be surmised that the quotations in the
body of the comments would preserve Eusebius' text best; after all, the
catenist provides a Greek text and not a translation. He did not usually
rewrite the fragments he selected, and it is obvious that a quotation
hidden away in the comment runs a lesser risk of adaptation than a
lemma. However, a collection of this material from all catena fragments
in the first two volumes of Petit's edition attributable to Eusebius with
virtual certainty23 yielded two negative results. First, the amount of
21
 An attempt to define the biblical text of Eusebius' contemporary Eustathius
was made by SPANNEUT, 'La Bible d'Eustathe d'Antioche'. Unfortunately, he did
not specify the readings he used; thus it is difficult to assess whether his conclusion
that Eustathius frequently reproduces the text as found in the MSS 54, 75, and
106 in the Pentateuch (ibidem, 182) is valid for all its parts. It is also unclear on
what grounds he said that for the books of the Pentateuch a 'special recension'
existed (ibidem, 184). Finally, it should be noted in passing that BROCK, 'Lucian
Redivivus', 180 n. 3, noted that his own findings for IReg are considerably different
from SPANNEUT'S.
22
 FEE, 'The Use of the Greek Fathers', 193, notes that the genre of the work is
one of the factors that determine the exactitude of the quotations; as a rule, one
cannot expect homilies to be as reliable as commentaries.
23
 That is, Cat. 105, 106, 107, 194, 237, 241, 243, 312, 320, 449 (11. 15-16), 450
(11. 10-15), 452 (11. 1-2), 466, 527, 537, 563, 577, 581, 632, 658, 682, 719, 725, 733,
760, 769, 778, 781, 838, and 873; cf. PETIT'S notes to these fragments.
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material is limited, because the citations in the comment are often not
longer than a few words, and these are in not a few cases adapted
to the context or shortened.24 The number of differences from LXX*
that can safely be regarded as real variants proved to be negligible.25
Second, in several instances the manuscripts of the Catena appeared to
differ from each other in the reading of the quotations.26 In one case, it
can even be shown that the quotation was adapted to the full biblical
text given by the manuscript.27 We can conclude from this that the
small number of variants yielded by the Catena may only be trusted if
there are other grounds to justify the assumption that they constituted
Eusebius' biblical text.
Procopius. Procopius does provide lemmata to indicate which pas-
sage he is dealing with, but if Eusebius' comment is not the first one to
be cited—and is thus separated from the lemma—, it is of course highly
unlikely that Procopius adopted the biblical text from Eusebius' work.
However, even in the cases where a lemma and the quotation from
Eusebius' comment are found directly after each other, it is a priori
quite probable that Procopius, who was writing his own commentary,
followed a biblical manuscript he had at hand. That this was indeed
the case is demonstrated by a number of cases in which the text in
the lemma differs from the reading with which Eusebius is dealing.28
24
 On this problem, cf. WEVERS, 'A Lucianic Recension in Genesis?', 25-26, and
FEE, 'The use of the Greek Fathers', 202 sub 4.1.
26
 In fact, I would only accept the minus xûpioç in Gen 2:8 as such, and perhaps
the transposition of ó 6eói; in the following verse (both in Cat. 237; see fragment
v), as well as the formula ex ff)î XaXSocUùv for ex tfj; x<">Paî T&v XaXOatcov (Cat.
873; a comparable variant in Chrysostom). The other fifty-three quotations in the
thirty fragments concerned are either identical to LXX* or can easily be explained
as paraphrases or adaptations to the context (eight cases, plus three in which
only the case was changed), or inaccuracies through citing from memory (three
cases in which an allusion was made to scriptural passages other than the one
commented on).
26
 See Cat. 237, 243, 450, 577, 581, 760, and 873.
27
 This concerns the quotation of Gen 11:31 in Cat. .873. Unlike the other
manuscripts, B (= Ra 135) has TTJV instead of ^ff\v in the biblical text; in line 5
of the comment the copyist of B followed this reading, but in line 10 he retained
the original ffjv). Some of the examples mentioned in the previous note may belong
here, but as WEVERS did not collate L (= Ra 628), I was not able to check this.
28
 See, for example, the fragments xiv, xvi, xvin, and LXXI. In xxi, Procopius
provides Eusebius' lemma, but gives his own reading in the comment itself. Note
also the fact that the lemmata in Procopius and the Armenian translation often
differ in extent; thus in xxxvi, XLII, XLVI, XLVIII, LIV Procopius may have shortened
the text. There are some other differences in the lemmata in which it is not always
clear which reading is original, as may be seen in the fragments XLIV, LII (32:27),
LV, and LXII.
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Moreover, we found some instances in which Procopius also seems to
have changed or extended the biblical text in the comment itself.29
All this goes to say that Procopius may be a richer source as regards
the number of readings, although he is not more trustworthy than the
Catena.
The Armenian translation. Before using the Armenian translation
as a witness to Eusebius' Septuagint, one question must be consid-
ered; whether the translator rendered the biblical text as his Greek
manuscript of Eusebius provided it, or simply took the renderings from
an existing Armenian Bible.
According to tradition, the Bible was the first text to be translated
into Armenian. It is often presumed that this early version was made on
the basis of a Syriac model in about 415, and that it was replaced twenty
years later by a translation from the Greek. Cox has now indicated
that this picture is not borne out by the external evidence with regard
to the translation.30 Moreover, his own research into Deuteronomy led
him to conclude that such points of agreement as found between the
Peshitta and the Armenian Bible are not of a nature or number that can
demonstrate influence from the Syriac Bible. In other words, there is
no reason to assume that these are traces of an earlier translation from
Syriac. The existence of the latter remains therefore highly doubtful.31
Cox found that the translation of Deuteronomy is related both to
the Byzantine text and the Origenic recension.32 In his opinion, this
mixed nature stems directly from the Greek manuscript that formed
the Vorlage of the Armenian translation.33 Another possibility is a
subsequent revision of an early translation from Greek on the basis
of other Greek manuscripts.34 Cowe suggested such a possibility for
29
 Compare, for example, the catena fragment and the parallel in Procopius in
Cat. 312 (our fragment vi), 873, 901. Compare also the Armenian translation and
Procopius in the fragments xiv, XX, and LXXI.
30
 See Cox, 'Bible, Armenian', a concise introduction into the Armenian Bible.
31
 Cox, The Armenian Translation of Deuteronomy, 301-327. This section of
his book also deals with JOHNSON, Die armenische Bibelübersetzung, 69—73, who
had sought to prove the contrary with regard to 1 Sam. COWE, 'La version armenia',
Ixxvii-bcxviii n. 4, and 'Problematics of Edition', 31-32, shares Cox's criticism in
this respect.
32
 Cox, The Armenian Translation of Deuteronomy, 243-299.
33
 Cox, The Armenian Translation of Deuteronomy, 298, and 'The Use of the
Armenian Version', 25.
34
 Cox himself puts forward both possibilities with regard to the presence of
Hexaplaric signs, see his Hexaplaric Materials, 3-4.
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1-2 Reigns.35 For Genesis, the kind of research done for these books
has yet to be applied.
Be that as it may, it is not too risky to assume that by the time
that Eusebius was translated, an Armenian translation had come into
existence. If such is the case, we may fiirther assume that our translator
used it when rendering Eusebius, if only because he would have been
foolish otherwise. The only way of testing this hypothesis is to compare
Eusebius' quotations, including the lemmata, with what is known of
the Armenian Bible. This procedure is problematic: a large number
of differences can be interpreted as a falsification of the hypothesis,
or as evidence that our Armenian Bible differs from the one used by
the translator. A large measure of agreement, on the other hand, is
also insufficient to prove the correctness of the hypothesis. Agreement
between the Armenian Bible and the text in the translation of Eusebius'
commentary can be explained simply from two factors: their use of
more or less the same Greek Vorlage, and their use of a comparable
translation technique. In sum, numbers alone are not decisive here.
The result of the inquiries is that in a small majority of cases the
quotations in the translation of Eusebius fully agree with the Armenian
Bible as edited by Zeytunian, or with some of the manuscripts in his
apparatus.36 The agreement covers even small details such as the use
of the demonstrative suffixes. In vocabulary choices, the agreement is
overwhelming in number and extent: even where a certain rendering
does not seem to be very obvious or very clear, the Armenian translation
and the Armenian Bible as we know it are often alike.37 Moreover, there
are a few cases in which the most natural explanation of a difference
between the Greek witnesses and the Armenian translation or some
35
 COWE, 'La version armenia', Ixxv-lxxvi; he assumes a Lucianic Vorlage for
so-called Arrnl and a Hexaplaric one for Arm2 (these strata correspond to the last
two stages in the tripartite stratification assumed by JOHNSON, cf. note 31 above),
thus retaining the widely held idea of a two-stage development. See also COWE,
The Armenian Version of Daniel, and his 'Problematics of Edition'.
36
 On this edition, see now Cox's highly critical article 'A Review of Zeyt'unyan's
Edition of Genesis'. In spite of its shortcomings, the edition should nevertheless be
used for our purpose. It constitutes an improvement vis-à-vis the ZOHRAB edition
in the text itself and because of the wealth of evidence in the apparatus. It should
be noted here that we have not detected a clear trend in the scriptural quotations
supported by readings in ZEYTUNIAN'S apparatus.
37
 See the discussion of the reading of the Septuagint in the fragments xui,
xxv (Gen 9:4-5), XL, LXVH, and LXX (Gen 49:8). Compare also the agreement in
construction in xxvii and xxxiv. The spelling of names may have been influenced
by the Armenian Bible or some kind of common Armenian practice, as the forms
Uif./Si (Adin) in v and l/.(i;,i(,,../| (Ararad) in xxm would seem to suggest.
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other textual problem is the assumption that the translator was led (or
misled) in the choice of a certain rendering by the Armenian Bible.38
There are cases where the quotation in the Armenian translation is
fuller or less free than the one in the Greek witnesses;39 there is a
case in which the lemma differs from the quotation and where this
difference can be explained by assuming that the translator followed
his Armenian Bible rather than his Greek model.40 Finally, there are
cases where the Armenian translation provides a reading that finds
no support in the tradition of the Greek, but is common in Armenian
biblical manuscripts or, what is more, could arise only in the Armenian
tradition.41
All this evidence would indicate that the translator indeed used his
Armenian Bible. If this is granted, the differences between the Arme-
nian Bible and the text in the translation of Eusebius' commentary
may be due to the possibility that the Armenian Bible known to us
may differ from the one presumably used by the translator. There
are, indeed, a few examples where it seems that the Armenian Bible
has been influenced by exegetical renderings known from texts such
as Eusebius' commentary.42 In such cases it is quite possible that the
Armenian Bible originally had a different reading. However, anyone
wishing to gather examples of an earlier stage of the Armenian Bible
from the translation will be disappointed. First of all, in the examples
just mentioned and in some other cases, the differences between the
Armenian Bible and the translation can be explained by simply as-
suming that the translator realized that the rendering of his Armenian
Bible was confusing because it was too close to the alternative reading
or for other reasons.43 Secondly, in most of the other instances where
the Armenian Bible and the translation of Eusebius differ, it is not
38
 See the discussion of the textual tradition and the Septuagint reading in the
fragments xix, xxv, xxx, XLIH, LXVIII (double rendering of îaxûç), LXX (Gen 49:9),
and LXXI (Gen 49:27).
39
 See the discussion of the Septuagint reading in the fragments IV, xxxvi
(Gen 18:21), LXI (Gen 39:2), and XLIH. Cf. also the differences in the lemmata,
mentioned in note 28, in which it is difficult to determine the original reading.
40
 See the discussion of the Septuagint reading in the fragment LXXI. Cf. also
the fragments v and XLVII, and the discussion of the alternative reading in xvin.
41
 See the discussion of the Septuagint reading in the fragments XI, xv, xxxvm
(aie' è|Aou), LUI, and LV.
42
 See the discussion of the Septuagint reading in the fragments xxx, xxxn,
xxxiii, xxxvn, LIV, and LXIV.
43
 See, for example, the fragments xix, xxxvm, xu, XLVI (Gen 26:35, cited ac-
cording to the Armenian Bible further on in the commentary), XLVII, LXI, and LXVIII
(see also the discussion of the textual tradition).
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necessary either to assume that the Armenian Bible the translator had
at hand was a different one, as it is not impossible that the translator
has chosen to follow his Greek model. Indeed, wherever one of the
Greek witnesses provides a parallel to the quotation in Armenian, it
supports the Armenian 'variant reading' more often than not.44
The explanation for these more or less contradictory findings is a
simple one: our translator proceeded in the same way as most students
do when translating the Bible, that is, he followed his Greek model
but used an Armenian Bible as an aid. The result of this technique
is that we are often confronted with rival explanations for a certain
reading, without being able to make a choice. We are forced to the
conclusion, again, that the value of this witness is restricted to those
passages where it can be demonstrated on other grounds that a given
reading was indeed Eusebius' biblical text. Moreover, the value of this
witness is further weakened by the problem of retroverting into Greek
all Armenian readings in order to enable a comparison to be made.45
The other sources. The use of the other sources in establishing
Eusebius' Septuagint is even more problematic, as these authors always
write their own comments and may be assumed to have followed
the biblical text they had at hand. Their witness may serve only as
additional evidence.
Conclusion. There are two groups of readings which can be con-
sulted. First, there are those readings which demonstrably formed part
of Eusebius' biblical text. Thus there are cases where Eusebius makes
a point of the words of the quotation, either because he is explaining
or paraphrasing exactly that wording. Alternatively, he provides an
alternative reading while noting the problem in the Septuagint read-
ing. In other cases it can be shown that his comment presupposes the
reading in question.46 Second, I would allow for a group comprising
readings that have some credence because they are supported by two
independent witnesses. The Catena and Procopius should be taken
together as one witness in this procedure.
44
 See, for example, the fragments xvi, xxix, xxxvi (quotation of Gen 18:19 in A
and E), xxxix, XLV, LII (Gen 32:29b), LIV, and LIX. Compare also some cases where
the Armenian would seem to follow a paraphrase, but where there is no Greek text
to sustain this: xvin, xxxi, xxxii, xxxvin (Gen 21:22), XLVI, XLVIII, LI, LVII, LVIII,
LX, and LXIX.
45
 On this problem, see page 32 above.
46
 These cases correspond more or less to the first category in FEE, 'The Use of
the Greek Fathers', 201; his second category is not fully applicable here.
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3. The Readings Collected
If it is agreed to comply with the criteria given in the previous part of
this section, the fact that I have singled out for closer examination only
those passages from Eusebius' commentary where he gives alternative
readings implies that a complete picture of Eusebius' Septuagint cannot
be given. Yet I believe that the material collected is a representative
cross-section, able to give a good indication of the kind of text Eusebius
used in his commentary on Genesis. Moreover, it can be assumed
that the passages selected will yield most of the material likely to
meet the first set of criteria, as they deal with textual problems. In
order to determine the textual affiliations, this paragraph provides
an indication of the agreement with LXX*, and a listing of the variant
readings together with the support these have in manuscripts and other
witnesses.
The seventy-one fragments dealt with in Part Two of the present
work yielded ninety cases in which Eusebius' Septuagint text could
be determined with a reasonable amount of certainty in accordance
with the criteria mentioned above. In this survey, we have left out of
consideration the unique variants that are obvious cases of paraphras-
ing or adaptation to the context. The full readings are given in the
discussions of the Septuagint readings of the fragments in question.
In eighty-three instances, we found no differences between Eusebius'
reading and LXX*. The other seven instances contained eight variant
readings. We have listed the support for these variant readings in a
shortened form of Wevers's apparatus; corrections proposed in the dis-
cussions are tacitly adopted here. First the verse and the fragment in
question are noted, then the reading of LXX* is given, followed by the
variant.
2:8 v xûpioç] > O-72' 18-79-550-551-569 d f~56 75 t 121-424'
31' 319 539 Phil Chr Diod EusEm Hipp Or Sev La (sed
hab Aug Hi Vulg) Arab Arm = Sixt
6:5 xix ènl ta rcovripà] + âx veotT)i:oç (+ aùioû 911 EusEm? Sa)
911 426 Chr Did EusEmArm LaK Aeth Sa
6:14 xxii TEtpaydivcov] pr àoriTfcwv (aoT)7icov 54) 54 Bo; + àcriutoiv
58 /-56* t Chr Arab Sa; âcar|n;Twv EusEm Epiph
18:19 xxxiv auvtàÇei] + 'Aßpaajji 961 d f 527 54 Chr EusEm La
Aeth Pal Sa = Sam (cf. also fragment xxxvi)
18:19 xxxiv xuplou] + -cou 9eoù d f t 54 Chr DialAZ EusEm
32:29 LV [iou] + xocl auto (toû-co 58-72 25 55 Tht I) eau 9au|ji,aoTOv
L 58-72-376' 25 d 53' 346 55ms(prm) EusEmArm ThtI
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ThtMSU Las (sed hab LaA) AethCRa Sa; + 8 êoti
0au[xaai:óv 31 = Aid
37:2 Lix xoaf|veyxEv] xatViveyxav A 15c-17'-82-135'-oJ C"'-79 50°c
b 56c-129-246 458 s'343 r134 y z 55 59' 319 509 630 Chr
EusEm Aeth Arm Bö
49:3 LXXII au] sub 4- 85: contra m; > L 15-17-72-135-o ƒ C"'~128'
53' EusEmArm Aeth Latcod 102 Ruf
The critical observer could object to the inclusion of Gen 6:5: this
variant reading might be considered a reading typical of commentaries,
brought into existence through a confusion of two parallel instances; in
other words, it may be a virtual variant.
Conclusion. By way of conclusion, we can say that Eusebius' Sep-
tuagint, as Theodoret's, is for the greater part identical to Wevers's
LXX*. There are a number of variants, but these are widely supported
and do certainly not coincide with one single group of manuscripts. It is
clear that Eusebius is in no way dependent on the Origenic recension:
the agreements with 0 and with the sub group ol are not unique,
and the readings are not typical of the recension, as they conflict with
the Masoretic text. The strong position of the (Byzantine) d and t
groups—and, to a lesser extent, the ƒ group—is more conspicuous, yet
one should remember that among the eighty-three cases of agreement
with LXX* some differences vis-à-vis these groups will be found, and
that there are no unique points of agreement.
None of the variants clearly conforms to the traits usually attributed
to Lucian's recension. Thus this small survey provides no indications
for a Lucianic recension of Genesis. With regard to the question of to
what extent we can speak of an 'Antiochene' text, it can be said that
Eusebius' variants are usually shared by other Antiochene exegetes, and
that among these John Chrysostom takes pride of place. It is likely that
the indications with regard to Chrysostom's biblical text in Wevers's
apparatus are not fully reliable. There is a lack of critical editions
of Chrysostom's works, and this preacher was notoriously imprecise
in his quotations. Nonetheless, the agreement between Eusebius and
Chrysostom in the variant readings appears more extensive than is the
case between Theodoret and Eusebius. However, this impression may
well be deceptive; we should not forget that the number of Chrysostom's
readings, and thus the number of Chr variants in Wevers's apparatus,
is much higher. In fact, it appears that Theodoret does not cite the
verses 2:8, 6:14, 18:19, 37:2, and 49:3 in his Quaestiones. What can
be established is that Eusebius' text, while sharing their (very slight)
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preference for the d group, lacks the kind of agreements Theodoret and
Chrysostom have with b and, to a lesser extent, n.47 This may indicate
that there were some small differences between the manuscripts used
in the Antioch area; yet it does not change the overall picture that the
Antiochenes used a vulgar, non-Hexaplaric Septuagint text of Genesis.
B. Readings Attributed to the Hebrew
In addition to the biblical text commented on, the Septuagint, Eusebius
often cites 'the Hebrew'. The present section deals with the question
of the meaning of this expression and the textual affiliations of the
readings thus labelled. I begin with a short review of the research into
these matters, and then discuss the material collected in Part Two of
this work. The final section contains remarks on readings attributed to
'the Hebrew' in other authors.
1. Status Quaestionis
Although some new material had come to light even before the edition of
the Armenian translation of Eusebius' commentary, Field's treatment
of the question of the Hebrew in the Prolegomena to his 1875 edition
of the remains of Origen's Hexapla48 has not really been challenged
until recently.49 As Field discussed the opinions of earlier scholars, his
treatment marks an appropriate starting-point for the present survey.
According to Field, the readings attributed to TO 'Eßpoüxov and ó
'Eßpoüoc could belong to three different types. First, TO 'Eßpoüxov could
be an indication of the column of the Hexapla containing the Hebrew
text in Greek transliteration: to 'Eßpoüxöv 'EXXïjvixotç fpajifiaai. Sec-
ond, the indication 'Hebrew' could refer in his view to the Hebrew text
47
 For Theodoret and Chrysostom, cf. WEVERS, Text History of the Greek Gen-
esis, 161-173, and Theodoreti Quaestiones in Octateuchum, ed. FERNANDEZ MAR-
COS-SÂENZ-BADILLOS, xlÜ-xlviÜ.
18
 Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, Ixxi—Ixxvii.
9
 This does not mean that there were no other opinions; ELLIOTT, for example,
took for granted that the references to the Hebrew and the Syrian in the works
of Theodoret and other Antiochenes related to the Hebrew text and the Peshitta:
'Hebrew Learning among the Fathers' (1880), 868b-870a. However, there was no
discussion or exchange of arguments, and handbooks on textual history followed
FIELD; cf., e.g., DEVREESSE, Introduction à l'étude des manuscrits grecs, 113 n. 6,
JELLICOE, The Septuagint and Modem Study, 99, and Genesis, ed. WEVERS, 59.
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itself, whether or not contained in the supposed first column of the
Hexapla. Field assigned to this group the readings indicated by Euse-
bius of Caesarea as f\ 'EßpoüxT| XéÇiç or f| 'Eßpatx'r) avafvcucic, Jerome's
readings iuxta Hebraeos and in Hebraeo, and some other cases, from
different authors, where the terms TO 'Eßpoüxov or ó 'Eßpoüoc were used.
Field considered the latter expression ambiguous; he argued that ó
'Eßpocloc was in many cases the epithet of someone who had made a
full Greek translation of the Bible. His third group comprised these
readings, cited in the works of Eusebius of Emesa, Diodore, Acacius,
Didymus, Polychronius, Olympiodorus, Chrysostom, Theodoret, Ori-
gen (only once), and others.
Field cited some examples of these 'Eßpoüoc readings from the third
group. He showed that some were indeed good renderings of the Hebrew
text, but that others departed from it; sometimes the anonymous
Hebrew gave a mere paraphrase. On the basis of this material Field
rejected three other opinions with regard to this group. First, he argued
that the readings are not ad hoc renderings of the Hebrew given by
the exegetes themselves.50 If they had known Hebrew—which is, as he
pointed out, hardly credible in most cases—the differences between the
Hebrew text as we know it and their translation could not be explained.
Field's reasoning is not convincing (if correct, no one could have given
these renderings). Nonetheless, the incredibility of the assumption of
the exegetes' knowledge of Hebrew means that the rejection of this
opinion still stands.
Second, these 'Eßpatoc readings are not Aquila's renderings either,
because the differences between the Greek readings and the Hebrew
text do not fit Aquila's style. Moreover, in cases where both are cited
for the same scriptural passage, ó 'Eßpoüoc and Aquila are often not
identical. This point had already been made by Montfaucon in his
1714 edition of the Hexaplaric remains,51 but had to be repeated as
the identity of the Hebrew and Aquila was still defended by Semler in
1760.52
50
 On the basis of MONTFAUCON (Hexaplorum Origenis quae Supersunt 1, 417
ad Job 14:9) FIELD said that this seemed to have been DRUSIUS' opinion. However,
neither in the introductory letters to his Veterum Interpretum Fragmenta, nor ad
locum in the same work or his Nova Versio et Scholia in lobum, the Franeker
scholar expressed this idea explicitly; but he did often compare the readings of ó
'Eßpouoc and the Masoretic text, which indicates in any case that he interpreted
the term as a reference to the Hebrew text.
51
 Hexaplorum Origenis quae Supersunt 1, ed. MoNTPAUCON, praeliminaria 21.
52
 SEMLER, Vorbereitung zur theologischen Hermeneutik 1—2, 327.
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The third opinion rejected by Field is that of Eichhorn.53 The latter
supposed that most readings and notes under the name of ó 'Eßpoüoc
were taken from the commentaries of Jerome, who often compared
the Septuagint and the Hebrew text. Though Field weakens his own
argument by unjustly suggesting that Eichhorn was misleading and that
his enumeration of proofs was a farrago, this rejection still stands, too.
The reason is that another of Field's arguments is valid: most readings
attributed to ó 'Eßpoüoc cannot be traced in Jerome's work. Moreover,
several can be found in works written before, or not influenced by,
Jerome, such as Eusebius of Emesa's commentaries.
Apart from the ypothesis preferred by Field and the three ones
refuted, there is a fifth hypothesis he had to deal with. This hypothesis
was proposed by his predecessor Montfaucon. He suggested that the
name 'Hebrew' was used to refer to the information obtained by the
Fathers from Hebrew teachers.54 In fact, Montfaucon hesitated between
this explanation and the suggestion that a full Greek version circulated
under this name. This possibility occurred to him because he had
found a high number of 'Eßpoüoc readings particularly in the book of
Job, but also elsewhere. He concluded, however: 'Itaque donee clarius
quodpiam veterurn testimonium e tenebris emerserit, de his nonnisi
hariolando loqui possumus. ' Although such an 'old testimony' had not
emerged, Field nevertheless cut the knot in favour of Montfaucon's
second proposal. His argument was that when no reference was made
to the indefinite 'Eßpoüoc tic or to öl 'Eßpoüoi, but to ó 'Eßpoüoc, such
reference implied that a definite author, an anonymous Hebrew, was
meant; this person, 'either Jewish or Christian', would have translated
certain books of the Old Testament 'from his native language into
Greek' in a style more akin to that of Symmachus than to the literal
style of Aquila.
Fernandez Marcos noted in his 1979 introduction to the Greek
versions that additional material had become available in the new
critical editions of the Septuagint.55 Field had noted fourteen 'Eßpoüoc
readings of the third kind in Genesis, Fernandez Marcos counted thirty-
one of them in the Hexaplaric apparatus of Wevers's edition.56 His
53
 Cf. EICHHORN, Einleitung in das Alte Testament l, 409-412.
54
 Hexaplorum Origenis quae Supersunt l, ed. MONTFAUCON, praeliminaria 21.
55
 FERNANDEZ MARCOS, Introduction a las versiones griegas, 145-146.
56
 In fact, thirty-four of these readings can be found here: Gen 2:2; 4:1,8,12
(= 14), 26; 5:3,25,26; 6:5,13,14; 8:4,7,21; 11:3; 13:2; 15:2; 17:14; 19:28; 22:12,13;
24:2,31,63; 26:35; 31:76«; 36:24; 37:2; 38:29; 43:23; 47:5-6; 49:5-6,8; however, the
readings in 4:8; 5:25,26; and 43:23 are attributed to tö 'Eßpoüxov. In 43:23 the
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provisional soundings did not lead him to question the validity of
Field's conclusions. However, the Armenian text of Eusebius of Emesa's
commentaries was published in 1980. This event led Lehmann to deal
with the related question of the Eûpoç readings. In one of his articles on
this matter he also discussed the use of Hebrew material in Eusebius'
work.57 He stated that the references to 'the Hebrew' referred in all
likelihood to the Hebrew text. And indeed, the information on Eusebius
provided by Lehmann leaves no room for the assumption of a Greek
version made by an anonymous Hebrew: in the introduction to the
commentary, Eusebius discusses problems of translation, in particular
with respect to the differences between Hebrew and its 'neighbour'
Syriac on the one hand, and Greek on the other. He names 'those who
know Hebrew' as his source, and he refers more than once to 'a certain
Hebrew' as his informant for a reading of 'the Hebrew'. If 'the Hebrew'
was a Greek version, he would not have required such help.
Lehmann's discussion has not fully settled the matter. In a detailed
discussion of some passages of Eusebius' commentary, Kamesar pointed
to the fact that in the Greek fragments of this commentary different
terms are used: TO 'Eßpoüxov and ó 'Eßpoüoc. He accepted that ta
'Eßpoüxov in Eusebius indicated the Hebrew text.58 This finding is not
surprising, he stated, as the term was also used in this sense in other
sources: Field assigned the 'Eßpoüxov readings to his first and second
groups, comprising references to the Hebrew text in transliteration or in
a more general sense. He considered only the term 'Eßpoüoc ambiguous,
as we have seen. Now Kamesar leaves open three possibilities for
ó 'Eßpoüoc: Eusebius may be citing 'a Greek targum', that is, the
Greek version Field had postulated; he may be referring to a Jewish
Aramaic targum; or to the Hebrew text itself.59 At the same time,
Guinot's studies in Theodoret revealed that the use of different terms
in this author is of no significance; all his references to ó 'Eßpoüoc
and to 'Eßpoüxov relate to the Hebrew text, whether in translation, in
transliteration, or in both forms.60
same part of the verse is both transliterated and translated. The other ten cases
of transliterations (under either attribution) are: Gen 1:1; 2:8,23; 3:24; 5:3; 10:10;
28:19; 33:4; 34:2; and 41:43.
57
 LEHMANN, 'The Syriac Translation', 71-78. With respect to the meaning of the
term 'the Hebrew', I followed LEHMANN in my article '"Quis sit ó Eûpoç" Revisited',
374-375.
58
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 141.
69
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 150-151.
60
 GUINOT, L'exégèse de Théodoret de Cyr, 183-185, especially note 48.
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The context for further discussion is now set. Three factors require
clarification. These are: first, the actual terms used by Eusebius; second,
the indications he provides of the content of these terms; and third, his
sources. In answering these questions, it is important to observe that
what is said about Eusebius is not necessarily relevant to other authors.
The 'Eßpoüoc readings are to be examined in groups according to author.
It is clear that the importance of the material under discussion here
cannot be overestimated. Where Wevers gives thirty-four references
to Greek renderings under the names of ó 'Eßpaloc or xö 'Eßpoüxov
for Genesis, I have counted fifty-five such readings in the Armenian
version and newly re-edited Greek fragments of Eusebius' commentary.
At least twenty-two of Wevers's readings can be traced back to him.
Eusebius of Emesa is, therefore, our chief Greek witness to the Hebrew
in the book of Genesis.
2. Eusebius' Terminology
The word 'Eßpoüoc is a gentilic formation that can be used as a noun and
an adjective (der Hebräer, hebräisch}. From this word, a new adjective
has been formed, 'Eßpoüxoc, that in its turn can be substantivated as
a neuter noun (das Hebräische] to indicate the Hebrew text. Field
realized that the term ó 'Eßpcuoc is ambiguous: it can refer to a person,
but metaphorically also to the Hebrew text.61 If the word refers to a
person, it could be the epithet of some translator who translated in full
the biblical books he is cited for. Alternatively, the word could indicate
some Hebrew teacher, as sometimes in Origen (see pages 68-69). If the
word refers directly to the Hebrew text, it is likely that it indicated
ad hoc renderings into Greek, occasioned by the problem dealt with
in the commentary, or simply by the results of a comparison between
the Greek and the Hebrew texts. The question is; which terms did
Eusebius use and what did he mean by them.
The Armenian translation shows the widest variety of terms, because
this witness gives the full text of the introduction to the commentary
and the two subsequent fragments, which display most reflection on
translation problems. There are some clear references to the Hebrew
language in the introduction to the commentary. Thus the author
speaks about the difficulties of translating word for word, referring to
61
 A use that may perhaps be compared to the Dutch habit to call a newspaper
from a certain city by the noun that is used for its inhabitants; for example, our local
newspaper here, the Leidsch Dagblad, is sometimes referred to as 'de Leidenaar',
'the one from Leiden'.
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the language of the Hebrews (SkppuykgLng ^fc^nii, probably reflecting -f\
'Eßpoctwv yXwaaa62), which he calls a neighbour of Syriac. He explains
that those who know only Greek are necessarily ignorant of the sense of
the individual Hebrew words (^bppmjuilfuAi puA^, probably <xl 'Eßpoüxod
XéÇetç or öl 'Eßpatxot Xoyoi), and are confused when they read words
translated according to the particular expression or idiom (pmpputn.,
probably <pcuvr|) of the separate Hebrew words. With regard to Aquila's
rendering of the Hebrew nota accusativi nN as auv, Eusebius says that it
is confusing if the reader is unaware that 'this expression was something
specific of the Hebrews'. This is a formula often used by Eusebius when
explaining certain idiomatic expressions, as the fragments xxvin and
L show. The author states that his information on these matters is
based on 'those who knew Hebrew' (npj> qCkppuybgp'L ^/ii/itpli). He
then goes on to argue that 'there are words in Hebrew (jfeppuytg/Ai)
which cannot be translated concordantly,' because of their depth of
meaning. He refers to the first word of Genesis as an example, and
here he first uses the term 'the Hebrew' as such ( ^ tp/iuytg/fti) to refer
to the Hebrew Scriptures. However, it is precisely in this and the two
preceding instances that it is hard to tell what the translator's Greek
model read. It could be either ó 'Eßpoüoc or TO 'Eßpoäxov. Moreover, as
fragment xxn shows, the same Armenian word tppuytg/fti (ebrayecin)
can also be used where the Greek reads f| 'Eßpouc, a feminine form
usually meaning 'the Hebrew language', which is appropriate in the
first two cases.63 The form èv TW 'Eßpoüxw in the small quotation of
Eusebius' introduction in Procopius is not decisive, as this is clearly a
rephrased excerpt. I return to this question shortly.
In fragment 11 Eusebius gives the nuances of the second word in the
Hebrew text of Gen 1:1 (using the expression Çkppmjuilfiuii puippmn.
again). Here, too, Procopius has condensed and rephrased Eusebius'
text. In fragment in the same procedure has been followed. In addi-
tion to some terms already noted, the Armenian also gives the word
Ctppuytgtpili (hebrayec eren) here. This is an adverb which always
refers to a language,64 probably rendering 'EßpoüaTl, its Greek equiv-
62
 In the use of capitals I follow the respective editors. Note that the Armenian
forms can be written with or without a < (h); there is no difference in usage or
meaning. Full translations and discussions of all examples can be found in Part
Two of this work.
63
 The feminine form ^ 'Eßpala (fragment xxx, in part of the tradition) would
not seem to be original. See the discussion ad loc.
64
 JENSEN, Altarmenische Grammatik, § 99; MEILLET, Elementarbuch, § 37Cd.
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aient.65 The same term is also found in fragment LXIX, again without
a counterpart in Greek. Eusebius also observes at that point that the
Hebrew spelling (?; /,^//»y/,y/. {/.-^f/j/w/ii, probably a rendering of auX-
Xaßrj or auXXaßat) does not distinguish u and o; thus explaining why
the Septuagint has 'bull' and the Syrian 'wall' (both TIG? in Hebrew).
Of special interest is Eusebius' way of referring to a Hebrew infor-
mant. This is found three times in the commentary. According to the
Catena Eusebius argues in fragment iv on Gen 2:6 that 'a Hebrew'
says that 'he does not say... ' ('Eßpoücx; Ôé ilç cpTjaiv ött où Xéyer ...).
The subject of the last verb is Scripture (or Moses), and in this case it
is clear that the Hebrew text is meant. Procopius makes this explicit
by adding TO 'Eßpoüxov, but the Armenian supports the reading of the
Catena. In fragment v on Gen 2:8 both the Catena and the Armenian
give a text which is explicit in this respect (Puyg hppujjbg\> nSL muf /?t
^ uljipuluk'i' jjjuy jfcpfiuyfcg/fti, 'But a Hebrew says that in the Hebrew
it does not say "from the beginning"'. The first part of this sentence is
corrupt in the Catena, but can be restored on the basis of the Arme-
nian; for jkpfiuijkgfSii it has iS> 'Eßpoüxcö). In fragment vin a comparable
formula is found with respect to a reading from Gen 3:22; but this part
of the comment is only found in the Armenian text (bppuytg/i nffii
n/iiii/ij' ƒ?£ jkpfiLujbgfili j^ i j [ i L i i i j . . .).
In one case, fragment LVIII, Eusebius appeals to 'the Hebrews' in
plural (paw /.f.fim;/.i/i ni;'ji) to find an explanation for the use of the term
'eunuch' in the Hebrew text (Gen 37:36) for Potiphar: according to
Gen 39:7 he had a wife. A comparable case concerns Gen 3:5 (fragment
vni), yet here his authorities are not explicitly called Hebrews. In this
fragment Eusebius says that the Greek word 'God' and its plural are
written in the same way in Hebrew; 'and when written in isolation,
it is impossible to know whether it is singular or plural.' However, he
adds, 'they say it may be known in the arrangement of the Hebrew
discourse' (jtppuyfcg/i jfbpbpgnLui^nJb '/»v»//-; the last word probably
reflects tàÇiç, aûviaJjiç, or axoXouSia). The same use of the third person
plural is also found in fragment xxv on Gen 8:21. The case of fragment
xxxi on Gen 17:5 is perhaps a different one. Here 'they' say Abram
that got his new name because the old one consisted of four letters,
like the tetragrammaton. This would seem to be more of an exegetical
tradition. The cases of 'a Hebrew' and 'the Hebrews' relate to specific
65
 It may also render 'Eßpa'ixüi;, an adverb with the same meaning which is
found, for example, in Eusebius of Caesarea's Commentant in Isaiam; see the
survey of terms in ZIEGLER'S edition, 444.
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readings and the interpretation of single Hebrew words respectively;
when Eusebius wishes to refer to opinions on exegetical problems in
a wider sense, he uses the term 'Jews' ('louSouoi, </ifcuy^).66 He uses
the same term once in a historical sense, to refer to the people asking
Samuel for a king.67
De Lange observed that Origen, apart from his references to Israel
or the chosen people, uses the term 'Eßpoüot, when referring to con-
temporary Jews in the context of philological inquiries. Origen's use of
the term 'louOatot, on the other hand, had polemical overtones.68 The
situation in Eusebius differs in some ways from this picture. It is true
that Eusebius employs the term 'Eßpoüoi in the context of philological
questions, as we have seen. However, his use of the word 'Iou5atoi is not
in all cases expressly polemical or negative. If we include the Commen-
tary on Exodus in our survey, it is possible to assert that Eusebius uses
the term in historical references to the Israelites—these are indeed not
positive—, and with respect to contemporary Jews, when religious cus-
toms or Jewish exegetical traditions going beyond a philological level
are at stake. This religious scope implies that he keeps more distance,
but does not mean that he rejects these traditions out of hand, let
alone that he would reject them because they are Jewish.69
It should be clear from the foregoing that Eusebius often refers to
the Hebrew Scriptures and has informants on the peculiarities of the
language, but it is still unclear to what the term ó 'Eßpoüoc refers,
which is used in the majority of the cases where Eusebius gives a full
alternative reading. Neither is it clear how this word relates to the other
term, TO 'Eßpoüxov. First I deal with the question whether the Armenian
translation can serve as a witness in this case. The Armenian language
has the forms tp/iuytg/i and kppuijm^uai (ebmyec'i and ebrayakan). On
the face of it, these terms correspond to 'Eßpoüoc and 'Eßpoüxoc.70
In the Armenian version of the commentary the second form is only
66
 On Gen 11:31: Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 55,180. On Gen 25:31:
see fragment XLIV.
67
 On Gen 6:6: see fragment xix.
68
 DE LANGE, Origen and the Jews, 29-33.
69
 The overtly polemical use of the Greek fragments on Ex 4:24 and 4:25 (Les
anciens commentateurs grecs, ed. DEVREESSE, 89-90) is not paralleled in the Ar-
menian translation. — I do not argue that Eusebius, the presumed author of a
treatise Adversus ludaeos et Gentiles et Novatianos, does not have any polemical
concerns in this respect, but that these do not play a role in the Commentary on
Genesis (and on Exodus, as far as the Armenian text is concerned).
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 On the Armenian forms, cf. JENSEN, Altarmenische Grammatik, §§ 83 and
92, or MEILLET, Elementarbuch, § 36d and a.
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used as an adjective; in all other cases the first form is employed. The
Armenian translation of Eusebius of Caesarea's Chronicon shows that
it is possible to use Lppiujuiljulii (ebrayakan) as a noun,71 and thus to
give a concordant translation of the Greek forms. However, the fact
that it is possible does not prove that it was actually done in our
text. It is also possible that the Armenian translator of Eusebius found
TO 'Eßpoüxov in his model, but decided to use the common Armenian
noun kpjHujlirjfij (ebrayec'in).72 As gender distinction is not a feature of
Armenian, a form bf-piujmlfuülu (ebrayakann) does not express exactly
the same as the neuter Greek noun TO 'Eßpoäxov, after all.
In order to obtain a decisive data for the assessment of the witness
of the Armenian version, it is necessary to turn to the Greek sources
with the question whether Eusebius used the term TO 'Eßpoüxov where
the Armenian has tppuyfcg/fti (ebrayec'in). There are several cases where
the use of TO 'Eßpoüxov appears to be a secondary feature. These are
the fragments iv (see above), x, xni, and xxiv. In these cases, the
term TO 'Eßpoüxov is found only in Procopius, whereas the Catena has
ó 'Eßpoüoc. A strict agreement between the Armenian and the Catena
against Procopius in the direct context makes it probable that the
latter has rephrased this comment. Moreover, there are seven cases in
which the originality of the use of the term TO 'Eßpoüxov is suspect, as
the Greek text would appear to be truncated, shortened, or otherwise
rephrased. With the exception of two instances, the Greek reading
is found only in Procopius in all of these cases.73 Three instances
remain, the fragments v (see above), xv, and xvi, where there is
no evidence to question Eusebius' use of the term TO 'Eßpoüxov. All
instances belonging to the last group give the form (iv) TCO 'Eßpatxw.
It is therefore tempting to conclude that Eusebius used ó 'Eßpoüoc
when referring to the Hebrew text in the nominative, but preferred
the expression èv TCO 'Eßpcüxw to iv TO 'Eßpaup when he wished to say
that a certain reading was found in the Hebrew text. The Armenian
translator probably rendered only the cases where 'Eßpoüxoc is used as
an adjective by /./•/>'u/'u//iu'ti (ebrayakan), choosing the form kppuybgp
(ebrayec'i) in all other instances. As noted, the case of fragment xxn
shows that this word is in fact also used where the Greek reads f\
'Eßpatc. Thus it reflects three different Greek terms.
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 See note 108 below.
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 The -n at the end of the word is the article.
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 Fragments I (see above), II (ditto), vu, Vin, xvm, xix, and xxvui. Of these,
only in the fragments vu and vin TO 'Eßpoüxov is also found in the Catena.
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It is clear now that the Armenian translator, if he had the noun TO
'Eßpoüxov in his model, did not consider this a concept different from ó
'Eßpoüoc. Yet the situation in the Armenian text also entails that secure
evidence for Eusebius' use of the term ó 'Eßpoüoc as a direct reference
to the Hebrew text itself should be sought in the Greek witnesses.
The question is whether in these witnesses any examples can be found
where the word ó 'Eßpoüoc unambiguously relates to a text not written
in Greek, but rendered ad hoc for the purposes of the comment. The
instances where Eusebius mentions 'a Hebrew' as his informant drop
out because in the one case where the Greek text can be established
with certainty, TO 'Eßpoüjcov is used (fragment v on Gen 2:8; see above).
Other examples exist, however. First, there are five instances where
Eusebius gives more than one rendering for a single phrase in Hebrew,
thus indicating the shades of meaning of the original. In two of them, we
can be sure that the term ó 'Eßpoüoc is used; these are the fragments xx
on Gen 6:13 and xxv on Gen 8:21. The first case may prompt the sug-
gestion of a full Greek translation with a doublet rendering, but the con-
text of the second one makes such a solution quite improbable. Eusebius
first gives a Greek rendering and then adds: 'but this is conceived by
them (this can only refer to the Hebrews) also in this way... ' , following
this up by a second rendering. In fragment LVIII on Gen 37:36 (already
mentioned above) 'the Hebrews' are called by name to explain the infor-
mation attributed to ó 'Eßpoüoc, which in itself already leaves no doubt
that Eusebius is dealing with the meaning of the Hebrew text. Eusebius
goes on to say that Syrian refers to a 'eunuch' (the word used in the
Septuagint, but problematic because Potiphar has a wife) and a 'loyal
man' by the same word; put another way, Scripture may refer to a loyal
man according to the Syrian; 'the Hebrew, however,' he adds, 'really
speaks about a eunuch' (ó 8e aßpoüoc <xXï]9côç euvoû^ov (Xéyei)).74 In two
other instances, Eusebius states explicitly that he is commenting on the
meaning of ó 'Eßpoüoc, and he does so in such a way that this cannot re-
fer to a Greek text, as he deals in both cases with transliterations of the
Hebrew in the Septuagint. Thus on cocßex (Gen 22:13) fragment xxxvn
says 'the Hebrew means "remission"' (ó 'Eßpoüoc «aepeaiv» ai)[ji.alv£i),
and with regard to the word Alocfjuv or Totfjdv in Gen 36:24, fragment
LIV says 'with approximately the (word) Ayamin itself, the Hebrew
indicates "water"' (ó 'Eßpoüoc athö a^eSöv TO Aiot,[dv «85cop» aT)|juxlvei).r5
74
 The Greek text has been preserved in Diodore; cf. the Armenian.
75
 The Greek text of the latter two examples has been preserved in Procopius;
cf. the Armenian.
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This evidence shows that the term ó 'Eßpoäoc, ambiguous though
it may be, was used by Eusebius to refer to the Hebrew text. In this
respect it has the same meaning as to 'Eßpoüxov. Whenever Eusebius
wanted to refer to a Hebrew informant, he used the expression 'Eßpocloc
TIC. The speakers of the language are the 'Eßpoüot, who have certain
customs, and 'louSaloi can be the source of exegetical traditions. There
is no indication of a full Greek translation under the name of ó 'Eßpoüoc
in Eusebius' work; Field's third category does therefore not apply to
him, and there is no question of a 'Greek targum'. This consideration,
of course, poses the questions of the relation of Eusebius' 'Eßpouoc to
the Hebrew text as we know it, and how Eusebius obtained the readings
he cited. These are the subject of the next part of this section.
3. Affiliations and Provenance of the Readings
One preliminary observation should be made in respect of the 'Eßpoüoc
readings. The witnesses are much more reliable than in the case of
the Septuagint readings. It remains of course necessary to compare all
witnesses: there are no less textual problems and, in the case of the
Armenian translation, problems of rétroversion; but the possibility of
influence from a rival source does not play a role of any significance
here. Copyists of catena manuscripts, who were also writing the full
text of the Septuagint, could feel tempted to adapt the Septuagint text
in the comments to this standard, but it is unlikely that they did the
same with the readings expressly marked as alternatives to the common
ones. The same holds good for the Armenian translator, who, as we
have seen, may have used the Armenian Bible as an aid in rendering
the quotations of the Septuagint, but can hardly have done so in the
case of the alternative readings.
The seventy-one fragments dealt with in Part Two yielded fifty-five
instances where Eusebius gives readings or other concrete information
on the Hebrew text of Genesis. Four of these give information on issues
of grammar or idiom that pertain to the verse dealt with, two provide
transliterations of the Hebrew not found in the Septuagint, and a sev-
enth gives both a transliteration and an explanation.76 These instances
do not suggest that Eusebius referred to anything but a Hebrew text
equal to ours. The other forty-eight cases give Greek renderings of the
76
 The first four are found in the fragments vni (3:5), xxvin (on 'son of), xxxi,
and L; the transliterations are found in the fragments vu and xxn; and the combi-
nation at the end of the Armenian text of fragment LXIX.
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Hebrew text, varying in length from one word to two complete verses.
Thirteen cases can without reservation be considered obvious render-
ings of a Hebrew text identical both in consonants and vocalization
with the later Masoretic text.77 In another seven cases the same can
be said,78 but here Eusebius gives more than one rendering in order to
indicate the shades of meaning of the Hebrew word or, as in the case
of fragment xix on Gen 6:6, to indicate that the same Hebrew word is
translated differently elsewhere in the Bible. These are the link to thir-
teen cases in which Eusebius gives a reading which may also reflect the
Hebrew text as we know it, but where his 'Eßpoüoc reading gives a par-
ticular interpretation that can be contested.79 Most of these cases are
explanations of rare or otherwise difficult words (three of them concern
hapax legomena). In only two of these cases is Eusebius' explanation
at variance with the Masoretic punctuation or vocalization.80 The two
instances where Eusebius gives an interpretation of a transliteration
found in the Septuagint may be added to this group.81 These fifteen
cases, as well as some of those belonging to the preceding group, are
important because these interpretative readings are more likely to give
reliable information on Eusebius' sources than the readings which are
plain renderings of the Hebrew text as we know it. The same consid-
eration holds good for five cases where Eusebius gives a reading which
does conform to the meaning, but not to the letter of our Hebrew text
(because it paraphrases, for example, or because Eusebius was content
to follow a non-literal translation of the Septuagint or Peshitta);82 two
extensive quotations from Gen 49 that give some non-Masoretic inter-
pretations of single words but otherwise mostly follow the Masoretic
text;83 and six cases in which the 'Eßpatoc reading cannot be reconciled
even with the Hebrew consonantal text as we know it.84
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 Fragments i, xi, XIH, xv, xvii, xxm, xxiv, xxvii, xxxvi, XL, LI, LV, and LVI.
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 Fragments 11, in, iv, xix, xx, xxv (8:21), and LXXI.
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 Fragments v, x, xiv, xvin (first reading), xxi (6:14), xxvi, xxx, xxxvin, XLIII
(bis), XLVI, XLIX, and LVIII.
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 Fragments xiv (concerning punctuation) and XLVI (a hapax in the Masoretic
text is vocalized differently).
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 Fragments xxxvin and Liv. Comparable with these is the one case where
Eusebius interprets a Hebrew name, 'Bala' in fragment xxxv, but here the Hebrew
is not explicitly mentioned, and thus this instance has not been included in the
group of fifty-five.
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 Fragments xil, xvin (second reading; cf. xxv on 6:5), xxxil, xxxin, and LX.
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 Fragments LXVIII and LXIX.
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 Fragments vin (3:22), XVI, xxviii (on Sem), xxxv, xxxix, and LII. Fragment
xxi gives a reading of Is 40:20 which does not conform with the Masoretic text
either.
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I now review the different options with regard to Eusebius' source
or sources for these readings. The most obvious possibility is that
Eusebius knew Hebrew himself. However, this is not very likely. The
preceding subsection indicates that Eusebius may well have known
some grammatical details of the Hebrew language. All of these details,
however, relate to elementary facts and are not of a nature that would
prove a working knowledge of the language. Moreover, most of the
features explained are characteristics of Syriac as well. There is no
reason why his regular appeal to informants—only for the Hebrew—
should be accounted for as 'modesty' of a rhetorical kind in the way
Lehmann has suggested.85 The use of informants was a well-known
practice among Christian exegetes from Origen in the third century
until the East Syrian Catholicos Timothy I in the ninth,86 and contacts
between Jews and Christians were numerous in the Antioch area in
Eusebius' time.87 Indeed, if Eusebius had taken the unprecedented
step of learning Hebrew, as did his later contemporary Jerome, he
would also have needed informants. Now there is no reason to assume
that Eusebius' informants told him any more than some details on the
language and a number of readings. If he had really taken the trouble to
learn Hebrew, more—not necessarily better—indications with regard
to the Hebrew text might have been expected from him. As it is, his
references to the Syriac text outnumber those to the Hebrew, and
several fragments suggest he had no access to the Hebrew text by
himself.88
A third possibility is that Eusebius used the recentiores to get
informed of the readings of the Hebrew, as did Origen, Jerome, and
others. It is difficult to get a full picture here, as in most cases the
readings of the three are no longer extant. The small amount of evidence
that can be gathered is split. There are examples where the use of the
recentiores is very well possible,89 but there are others in which the
data of the Hebrew and the known recentiores contradict each other.90
Moreover, some of the fragments of the first group do suggest that
Eusebius had no direct access to them. Thus in fragment LX, Eusebius'
'Eßpaloc conforms in meaning to Aquila, but the letter of the readings
85
 LEHMANN, 'The Syriac Translation', 72-73.
86
 Cf. my article '"Quis sit ó Eûpoc" Revisited', 374 with note 85.
87
 Thus, among others, MEEKS and WILKEN, Jews and Christians in Antioch,
25—36. — It is possible, but not necessary, to think of converts.
88
 Cf., for example, the fragments v, xxi, xxxvii, LVII, LXIV, LXV, and LXVJ.
89
 Fragments i, H, xii, xin, xvi, xx, XLIX, LVI, LX, LXVIII, LXIX, and LXXI.
90
 Fragments xiv, XIX, xxxix, XLHI (ncugoci), Lll, and LIV.
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differs for no clear reason. The same is the case in fragment LXIX,
where it seems, moreover, that the 'Eßpoüoc reading does not agree
with one single version, just as in the other extensive quotation from
Gen 49, in fragment LXVIII. In fragment n, renderings of the Hebrew are
given which may go back to Aquila and one of the other recentiores,
yet here it is not plausible that Eusebius was aware of this origin.
His knowledge probably goes back to the work of predecessors such
as Origen or Eusebius of Caesarea, as argued in the discussion of
this particular instance in Part Two. The reading of fragment XLIX is
perhaps comparable to this one. In any case, it seems that wherever
Eusebius knew that a certain reading was to be found in one of the
three, he did provide this information, as is shown by the examples of
fragment xin, where the Hebrew, the Syrian, and oi Xoircot are both
cited for the same reading, and fragment xvn, where only Symmachus
is mentioned alongside the Hebrew and the Syrian.
The result of my inquiries shows that a direct use of the recentiores
is possible, but never necessary, in several cases; and that it is quite
impossible in others. Where the three play a role, Eusebius has prob-
ably obtained his information from his predecessors, either during his
education or through the use of their commentaries. Yet even such
indirect use of the recentiores is often hard to prove. In examples such
as xii (one of the paraphrases) and xvi (a case where ó 'Eßpodoc cannot
be reconciled with the Masoretic text), the assumption of the use of
the recentiores is very attractive, but in these cases, too, alternative
solutions are available. As all other cases, they can simply be explained
from the circumstance that the interpretations offered by these Jew-
ish revisions of the Septuagint were current, and thus known to his
informant. Alternatively, in the former instance Eusebius may have
supposed that the Hebrew would be identical to the Syrian, and in the
latter he may have reasoned on the basis of an exegetical tradition.
The points of agreement between Eusebius' Hebrew and the known
recentiores are never unique.
Kamesar suggested a fourth possibility, already noted in the preced-
ing paragraph; that is, that Eusebius interpreted the Hebrew on the
basis of his knowledge of the Syriac language or the Syriac text.91 In
fragment in on Gen 1:2 Eusebius gives an example from the practice of
translating Syriac into Greek in order to explain a translation problem.
When he gives the nuances of a Hebrew word in the same fragment, it
is not unlikely that he used his knowledge of the Syriac word, which is
91
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 150-153.
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from the same root, provided that he had been informed of this agree-
ment. As the introduction to the commentary (see fragment i) shows,
he knew indeed that Syriac and Hebrew were 'neighbour' languages. It
is probable that he also used his knowledge of Syriac in one of the cases
where he interprets a transliteration in the Septuagint—in fragment
xxxvii on Gen 22:13. Yet this example makes it painfully clear that he
had no access to the Hebrew text himself; the Aramaic root he used,
sbq, has only one letter in common with ~pD, the Hebrew word found
here; Eusebius clearly reasoned on the basis of the Septuagint's aocßex,
which can be a transliteration of either of the two.92 As noted above,
Eusebius' knowledge of the Syriac language could also play a role in
the four cases where he gives information on grammar or idiom. Yet
it is clear that if he needed an informant to read the Hebrew for him,
he could also ask this informant the meaning of the words he read.
The assumption of a more significant role of his knowledge of Syriac
is reasonable only if Eusebius or his informant had a Jewish Aramaic
Targum at his disposal. However, some agreement with one or more
of the Targumim exists, but its extent is not as large as that with the
Peshitta, and the instances of agreement do not provide a clear pat-
tern. Except, perhaps, for the doublet translation in fragment xxxvin,
Eusebius' 'Eßpoüoc readings are no typically Targumic renderings. As
in the case of the recentiores, the agreement between the 'Eßpoüoc
readings and the Targumim may be explained from the fact that these
were interpretations current in Jewish circles, and thus known to an
informant.
Somewhat more may be made out of the possibility that Eusebius
based his interpretations on the Syriac text of the Bible; that is, that
he started from the Syriac text and assumed that the Hebrew was
in accord with the Syrian, or asked an informant to confirm this.
This possibility is present in all twenty cases where he mentions both
the Hebrew and the Syrian as supporting a certain reading, and in
another seven cases where he does not mention the Syrian by name,
but where the Peshitta supports the Hebrew. As argued in the next
section, the Peshitta is the basis of Eusebius' Sûpoç readings. It should
be noted, however, that there are fifteen cases where Eusebius himself
provides different readings for the Hebrew and the Syrian, and another
nine in which Eusebius does not mention the Syrian, but where the
Peshitta does not support the Hebrew. Thus the mere fact that there
92
 The case where Eusebius explains a Hebrew name, fragment xxxv, could also
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is substantial agreement does not prove that he used the Peshitta to
find out what the Hebrew said; in fact, a large measure of agreement
is exactly what is expected, as the Syriac version of Genesis agrees so
often with the Masoretic text.
What the figures do make clear is that Eusebius definitely did not
rely on the idea that the Syrian would be close enough to the Hebrew
to accept the former as a witness to the latter. The fact that none of the
readings of the group of six that cannot be reconciled with the Hebrew
consonantal text is based on the Syriac Bible supports this claim.
Among the paraphrasing readings, the ratio conforms to the average.
Yet there are three reasons for greater optimism on the use of the Syriac
Bible. First, we can be sure that he had independent access to this
source. Second, of the group of thirteen more interpretative readings
a slightly higher number (eight) than expected can be connected to
the Syrian. Third, in one of these cases a rather special interpretation
is found which is paralleled only in the Peshitta (fragment xxi). In
conclusion no more can be said than this: when Eusebius needed an
alternative for the Greek, the Syriac text was his starting-point; if he
added an explicit reference to the Hebrew, he did not do so uncritically.
This conclusion points to something else: the fact that Eusebius'
first point of departure was the Septuagint. It is this version that he
had to explain and which coloured his understanding of Scripture. It is
true that he always had the Syrian, the version which he had probably
known from his youth onwards, at the back of his mind, but the Hebrew,
the original text he wished to reach, was only accessible to him through
the help of others. He never came to know more of it than some odd
snippets: here a word and there a sentence. Thus it may be said,
following Kamesar,93 that his interpretations of the Hebrew often seem
to be grafted onto the Septuagint. In actual practice this also means,
as Eichhorn observed, that the readings of the Hebrew often take the
form of the outcome of a comparison: where the Septuagint does not
contradict the Hebrew (or where such a contradiction is not relevant
to the problem that is being explained), the 'Eßpoüoc reading simply
follows this Greek version, only to deviate from it when necessary.94
Two of the six cases that could not be reconciled with the Hebrew
are fragments where it is said that the Hebrew presents a certain text
'in the same way as' the Greek. Here we must assume that Eusebius'
93
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 152-158. On the background to the appeal to the Hebrew,
see chapter iv.
94
 EICHHORN, Einleitung in das Alte Testament 1, 410. See, for example, our
fragments xvi, xxxm, XLVI, XLIX, and LXVIII (possibly also LXXI).
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informant was content to follow the Greek, even where it departed from
the Hebrew.95
There is yet another factor to be mentioned in this context. Eusebius
knew his way about independently in two versions of the Bible, and had
his informants for the Hebrew original. He was thus able to act in some
sense as a critical scholar. Yet his understanding of the Bible was—as is
in fact anyone's—strongly influenced by the education he had had, the
traditions he had heard and read, and the way the message of Scripture
was assessed in his branch of Christianity. In another two of the six
cases just mentioned, it is possible to say that the label 'Hebrew' is
given to what Eusebius had adopted as the right interpretation.96 In the
remaining two cases only the informant's particular understanding of
the text can explain the difference between Eusebius' 'Eßpoüoc reading
and the Hebrew text. In fragment vin the informant seems to have
read ""IDD instead of 13DD in Gen 3:22,97 and in fragment xxxv there
may be some question of a simple misunderstanding.
Conclusion. This discussion leads to the following conclusion. First,
it is clear that the appeal to informants can explain all readings. This
appeal, admitted by Eusebius himself, is very possible from a histor-
ical point of view. None of the alternative explanations can account
for all readings, yet it is not inconceivable that Eusebius obtained his
information from whatever sources were available to him. Thus it is
worth considering the likely additional means of access to the Hebrew
Eusebius could have had. We have seen that he did not know Hebrew
himself. The use of the recentiores is possible but, as far as can be
seen, it is not very likely that this source was important. Direct access
to the three cannot be proven. Indirectly, through exegetical tradi-
tions, Eusebius may have known some of their interpretations. Other
instances of agreement between the 'Eßpoüoc readings and the recen-
tiores may be explained from the fact that these interpretations were
current among Jews and thus known to informants. The agreements
with the Targumim can be explained in the same way. The Syriac text
and the Septuagint itself played a larger role, as these were the Bible
versions Eusebius knew and had access to. Together with, and as carri-
ers of, the exegetical traditions he knew from his education in Edessa,
Caesarea, and Scythopolis, they determined his understanding of the
biblical text. Yet the data collected do not give reason to assume that
95
 See the fragments xxxix and LH with their discussion.
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 See the fragments xvl and xxvill with their discussion.
97
 Cf. also the fragment LXIX, where Eusebius' informant may have read
instead of inn (Gen 49:6).
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he used the Peshitta in an uncritical way as a witness to the Hebrew
text. In some cases Eusebius' interpretations may be contestable—and
were actually contested by others, such as Jerome—, but I found that
in only six of the fifty-five cases his data could not be based on the
Hebrew consonantal text as we know it.
4- Excursus: The Hebrew in Other Authors
It is not possible to fully deal with the readings of the Hebrew in
other authors within the scope of this work. We have seen that some of
the main sources for other books—Origen, Eusebius of Caesarea, and
Theodoret—referred to the Hebrew text, as did Eusebius of Emesa in
the case of Genesis, and not to an existing Greek translation. Yet a
thorough investigation of the remaining material would be in order.
Here a survey of all Greek and the principal non-Greek sources besides
Eusebius of Emesa will be given for Genesis, as this book is the main
interest of this study and the one for which the Bishop of Emesa is the
chief witness to the Greek 'Eßpoüoc. The starting-point is the second
apparatus of Wevers's edition of Genesis. However, in the last decade
the editions of Theodoret's Quaestiones, the Catena on Genesis, and
the Collectio Coisliniana have added to the quality and quantity of the
available documentation. Moreover, Wevers did not give information
on readings of the Hebrew preserved in other languages.
I have found eleven cases of transliteration in Wevers's apparatus.98
It is likely that these go back either directly or indirectly to Origen's
Hexapla. As noted above, one of these cases, Gen 2:23, is also found in
Eusebius (our fragment vu). A twelfth case may be added to the list.
Theodoret tells us that for ('Aßpocap, iü>) TrepaTrj in Gen 14:13, it says in
the Hebrew «ißpei», 'which, put in a Greek form, becomes eßpoüoc,' and
that the same word is found in the Hebrew text of Gen 39:14, where the
Septuagint gives indeed ißpoüoc instead of nepa-cr]«;.99 This is the only
reading of the Hebrew in the Quaestiones in Genesim. With regard to
the number of references to the Hebrew, his other works of this genre
show the same picture, which is markedly different from most of his
other commentaries.100 In addition to the Greek material, Jerome's
98
 See note 56 above.
99
 Quaestiones in Genesim 62, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÂENZ-BADILLOS, 58.
100
 On the references to the Hebrew text and language in the Quaestiones, see
FERNANDEZ MARCOS, 'Teodoreto de Giro y la lengua hebrea'; on the text-critical
references, especially in the other works, see GUINOT, L'exégèse de Theodoret de
Cyr, 183-185 and 829.
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transliterations into Latin characters in his Quaestiones Hebraicae
should be mentioned. These do not necessarily derive from the Hexapla.
Wevers cites twelve readings which provide a translation and cannot
be traced back directly to Eusebius of Emesa. However, two of these
may still be connected with Eusebius: the 'Eßpoüoc readings of Gen 6:14
and 24:31 could be based on corruptions of Eusebius of Emesa's indi-
cations.101 Two other cases, the readings recorded for 13:2 and 19:28,
were taken from Jerome. In his Quaestiones Hebraicae, Jerome often
gives translations of the Hebrew into Latin, but in a few instances
he gives a Greek rendering. As far as the question of the kind of text
referred to in these readings is concerned, there is no reason to separate
them from the Latin ones. In the first case he gives both a Latin and
a Greek version, and attributes these to the Hebraica veritas;102 in the
second the Greek reading forms part of a larger quotation in Latin, and
is explained later with three Latin words.103 In a complete enumeration
of Jerome's Greek readings of the Hebrew, three instances should be
added in which he gives a transliteration into Latin characters and a
translation into Greek.104 The cases where he explains a Hebrew name
using a Greek rendering might also be relevant.105 As becomes clear
from the case of Gen 19:28, Jerome's use of Greek may be explained by
assuming that he believed that the Greek word expressed the nuance
of the Hebrew better than a single Latin word. However, the wish to
impress his readers with his knowledge and the practical circumstance
that he often used the recentiores—and, in the case of the names,
Greek onomastica—as an aid are also likely to have been influential.
The case of Gen 45:21 may be illustrative of his approach. Here he gives
a transliteration of the word ms as seda, 'which', he adds, 'all with
one voice have understood as èmaiiia^ói;, that is, rations or provisions
for a journey.' It is likely that the Greek word given here was not only
the reading of the Septuagint, but also of the recentiores (which are,
unfortunately, no longer extant in this instance).
A fifth reading of the twelve non-Eusebian Greek readings of the
Hebrew given by Wevers, a partial rendering of Gen 5:26, found its
101
 See the fragments xxi and XLI.
102
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 13:2, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 16.
103
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 19:28, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 23.
104
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 15:12, 45:21, and 49:11; ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 20,
49, and 54.
106
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 4:16, 14:2-3, 14:14, 28:19, 30:2, 32:28-29, 48:22
(including a transliteration of the name), and 49:19; ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 7, 17,
19, 34, 37, 41, 52, and 55.
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way from Combefis's notes, via Montfaucon and Field, to Wevers's
apparatus; Combefis may have based it on a reading given by Jerome in
Latin.106 On the other hand, Jerome's Latin rendering of the preceding
verse is paralleled in two Greek Catena manuscripts (Cat. 601). These
attribute the reading to the Hebrew and to Sa[xapemxov, just as Jerome
seems to do (et in hebraeis et Samaritanorum libris). It is, therefore,
possible that Jerome based himself on a Greek note relating to both
verses, and that this note was still extant in the material Combefis
had at his disposal.107 This note, or at least the reading of Gen 5:25,
belongs to a group of four 'Eßpoüxov readings that appear to stem, in
some way or another, from Origen's Hexapla. The fact that the Hebrew
and the Samaritan are used extensively by Eusebius of Caesarea in his
Chronicon—information not recorded by Wevers that should be added
to the documentation108—points to the possibility that the reading of
Gen 5:25-26 goes back to him.109 The same holds true for the version
of the remark on the absense of Cain's words from the Hebrew text
in Gen 4:8 which is found in Cat. 508 and some biblical manuscripts
with Hexaplaric notes. There is also a version of this remark that
does not mention the Samaritan and is attributed to Origen himself;
that is, Cat. 509. A third reading, relating to Gen 43:23, gives both
a transliteration and a translation, which at least makes clear that
it refers to the Hebrew text. The fourth, relating to Gen 47:5-6, was
taken from the notes of Combefis, who may have reconstructed it on
the basis of a fragment which is also attributed to Origen, now edited
106
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 5:25-27, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 9.
107
 This would be concordant with MONTFAUCON'S note to 5:25-26 (Hexaplorum
Origenis quae Supersunt 1, 22a), which says with regard to COMBEFIS: 'Ille vero ex
Codd. Monspeliensi & MazarintEo exscripsisse se dicit. ' The two Greek texts are
separated by the fact that Cat. 601 reads hr\ prcß', whereas COMBEFIS'S text has
pitC'. However, the fact that Jerome reads CLXXXVII does not prove that COMBEFIS
used his text, as their agreement can be explained otherwise; the figure they read
agrees with the Masoretic text.
108
 Armenian text: ed. et tr. AUCHER, 1, 116-156. Cf. also tr. KARST (GE 5),
38—46. This part is quoted in Syncellus' Ecloga Chronographien,, ed. MOSSHAMMER,
92-101, which uses the term TO raxp' 'louBaioiç 'Eßpa'ixov, cf. the Armenian tyt/ig
hpfuyuilfuib. (On p. 41 in KARST'S translation, correct the figure 603 to 653; this is
a misprint, see ed. AUCHER, 1, 128a: wiTu ntif.)
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 However, Eusebius of Caesarea's indications (which are in line with both the
Samaritan Pentateuch and Targum) differ from those in the Catena and Jerome.
On the other hand, the fact that the catenist speaks about 16 Sa(j.apeiTtxov and Eu-
sebius about to Jiocpec Eauaptltaii; 'Eßpa'ixov (cf. the Armenian puui uin. 'fi juiJpmuiging
kppuijiulfuîlifli) is not necessarily an argument against a connection with Eusebius of
Caesarea. On the catena fragment, see also page 150 below.
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as Cat. 2046.uo It regards the order of these verses in the Tetrapla,
which has been adapted to the other versions and the Hebrew.111
In addition to the readings in Eusebius of Caesarea's Chronicon,
several other references to the Hebrew can be added to this group of
four on the basis of the Catena and the Collectio Coisliniana. Thus
some glossator has not only noted the transliteration of the first word
(that is, the Hebrew title) of Genesis, but also given a translation of
it (Cat. 2; using the indication iicxp' 'Eßpodoic). The rendering he gives
was known to Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea, though they knew
that this particular one related to the Hebrew title of Chronicles rather
than Genesis.112 To the same category belong the notes Cat. 473 and
1934, of which the latter may well be attributable to Origen himself.113
It is very possible that the translations are based on the recentiores,
but this cannot be substantiated. Four other notes indicate pluses or
minuses in the Hebrew. These are Cat. 60 (using the expression èv
TW 'Eßpoüxtö and indicating the presence of an asterisk), Cat. 191 (a
note of Origen using uocp' 'Eßpouotc and arguing that the plus ßißXoc
in the LXX was based on a Hebrew model in which the corresponding
Hebrew word was added by contamination with the parallel Gen 5:1),
Cat. 1184 (using uocp' 'Eßpodoic and indicating the presence of an
obelus), and Cat. 2027 (indicating only the presence of an obelus).
The anonymous note Cat. 1168, which observes that Aquila (?) has
rendered f| Jtpwiotoxoc instead of r\ npeaßutepa 'slavishly following the
Hebrew' (to 'Eßpoüxw öouXsüaaaoc)114 ought also to be noted, as well
as Acacius' comment on Gen 21:9 (Csl. 200). Acacius guessed that
'struggle' and 'play' correspond to one and the same word in Hebrew.
Thus he is able to explain that Sarah wanted Hagar and her son to
be driven away, although the Greek Bible only says that she saw that
Hagar's son was 'playing' (roxlCei) with her son Isaac. A last group that
could be added here is a series of notes giving the meaning of Hebrew
names: Cat. 236 (Origen), 286 (Apollinarius), 549 (Didymus), 1408 (?),
110
 WEVERS does not attribute this reading to TO 'Eßpatxov, but to ó 'Eßpatoc
and oi XoiTtot. However, the fragment of Origen has èv itp 'Eßpaixtjj xai taîç
111
 The differences from LXX* that do not concern word order are shared by some
Septuagint manuscripts (Ra 707 and most MSS of the s group).
112
 See PETIT, note c to Cat. 2.
113
 On Cat. 1934, see page 151 below. WEVERS gives only the transliterations in
these cases. Compare also Cat. 1686, where the transliteration is accompanied by
a note on usage (Origenic?).
114
 The idea that Aquila slavishly followed the Hebrew was commonplace; thus
this note does not suggest that its author knew Hebrew.
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1697 (?), among others. These may be based on onomastica or, in some
cases, the recentiores. Acacius' remark that the word iï£pàtï]ç, used as
an epithet of Abram in Gen 14:13, is in fact the meaning of the word
Ißpoüoc (Csl 172), belongs perhaps to the same group.115
In the preceding cases, reference is clearly made to the Hebrew
text or language. There are three other readings from Wevers's second
apparatus still to be considered. All these instances are found under the
name ó 'Eßpodoc. Here it is possible to assume a full Greek translation
with that name, but the only argument for such an assumption would
be the use of this expression itself. In my view, it is more likely that
these readings, too, are references to the Hebrew text. They may have
been provided by informants, but the use of the recentiores suggests
itself as a very good alternative in at least two of the three cases.
Origen's 'Eßpoüoc reading of Gen 31:7 (see now Cat. 1608) is in fact
a paraphrase in which the element that really differs from the Greek
may be based on the readings of the recentiores given just before in the
same verse.116 in this case, the way the reading is introduced (IXeyev
oov, 9T|atv, ó 'Eßpatoc) also leaves open the possibility of an informant.
The reading of Gen 49:8 (see now Cat. 2148) is identical to Symmachus
for a large part, and paralleled by Aquila for the rest.117 Less certain in
this respect is the reading recorded by John Chrysostom, which regards
a single word in Gen 24:2; here the recentiores are no longer extant.
In fact, it is difficult to distinguish readings such as these three from
the 'Eßpoüxov reading of Gen 5:25, those preserved in Eusebius of Cae-
sarea's Chronicon, and the Greek renderings which accompany some
transliterations, whereas all these 'Eßpoüoc and 'Eßpoüxov readings can
easily be separated from cases such as Cat. 1244, where an exegetical
tradition is attributed to 'Eßpoüoc tic, and the fragment Cat. 2037,
probably written by Origen, where such a tradition is given under the
name ó 'Eßpaloc. This 'Eßpaloc may be the Hebrew informant whom
115
 We have already noted Theodoret's comment on the same verse (see page 64).
Theodoret also observes that eßpa means Staßaoic in the Syriac language. Gennadius
appeals to the same tongue to defend the opinion also given by Acacius, and the
fragment of uncertain authorship Cat. 922 does so on the basis of ol Tiepi 'AxtiXav
(= 'Aquila and his colleagues'?).
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 Origen's reading is Aexâxu; fi9Étiriae(v) tàç auv9r|xac itpoc töv 'laxciß. The other
one in WEVERS'S second apparatus is based on Eusebius of Emesa; see fragment
XLIX. Origen's reading is dealt with in the discussion of this fragment.
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 Cf. the readings in Cat. 2145 and 2151; Symmachus' reading in the latter
fragment has not been recorded by WEVERS as it is only found in manuscript L
(Ra 628), which he did not use for his edition.
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Origen quotes more often.118 As Field observed, the word 'Eßpoüoc
is indeed ambiguous; however, the evidence for the book of Genesis
gives no occasion for the separation of transliterations from transla-
tions and traditions. It is more profitable to separate references to the
Hebrew text, whether translations or transliterations, from exegetical
traditions.119
In addition to the Greek sources, there are also many references to
the Hebrew in Syriac and Armenian texts. Remarkably enough, Eu-
sebius' contemporary Ephrem did not cite the Hebrew (or the Greek)
in his Commentary on Genesis.120 It is Isocdad who is probably the
richest source of this material in Syriac, at least as far as the book
of Genesis is concerned. For a small part, his quotations consist of
Syriac renderings of those of Eusebius of Emesa. A comparison with
the Diyarbakir commentary shows that he took several others from this
source; yet the provenance of a third group of readings remains un-
accounted for.121 The twenty-two references found in the Genesis part
of the Diyarbakir commentary do not conform to Eusebius' readings
or any others known in Greek.122 There are, however, some parallels
between these readings and Isocdad's third group on the one hand, and
the readings attributed to the Hebrew in the Armenian commentary
attributed to Ephrem on the other.
It has long been known that the Armenian Ephrem has been trans-
lated, at least partially, from a Syriac original, but that the relationship
to Ephrem is not without problems.123 Mathews has recently confirmed
these points. He has also suggested that this work is dependent on the
118
 See DE LANGE, Origen and the Jews, 25-28.
119 Thus, in a more general sense, DE LANGE, Origen and the Jews, 26, who deals
with the opposite opinion as defended by FIELD and HANSON (Allegory and Event,
174). Note, however, that FIELD'S opinion is much more nuanced than DE LANGE
suggests; as we have seen, he did not group all translations with the traditions.
120
 Unless one accepts the emendation of his comment on Gen 1:21 which was
proposed by JANSMA, 'Beiträge zur Berichtigung einzelner Stellen', 60. This is not
necessary, however, and it would yield only one reference to the Hebrew.
121
 Cf. VAN ROMPAY in Le commentaire du manuscrit Diyarbakir (tr.), p. 1.
BAUMSTARK'S 'Griechische und hebräische Bibelzitate in den Pentateucherklärung
Isô<dâ5s' is no longer up to date.
122 Thus already VAN ROMPAY in Le commentaire du manuscrit Diyarbakir (tr.),
xxxix-xl. Where Eusebius and the anonymous commentary give a reading for the
same verse, they differ; cf., apart from the quotation of Gen 4:15 mentioned by VAN
ROMPAY, ibidem, note 22, also those of Gen 36:24 and Gen 49:3 (our fragments LIV
and LXVIII).
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 Thus LAGARDE'S 1880 study, 'Über den Hebräer Ephraims', 60. He often refers
to this text as 'die venediger catene'.
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Scholia of Jacob of Edessa.124 The latter point and the question of
which part of the fifty-three (or even fifty-nine) readings of the Hebrew
he counted125 do indeed go back to Jacob must await the edition of
Jacob's exegetical works currently being prepared by Kruisheer.126 For
the time being, the possible interrelationships between these sources
can be illustrated by the fact that the three references to the Hebrew in
the Genesis part of the Catena Severi,127 which is a witness to Jacob,
among others, are also found in the Armenian text, and that two of
them are also given in the Diyarbakir commentary and Iso'dad.128
With regard to the nature of the references to the Hebrew unac-
counted for in Greek sources, it should be noted first of all that, what-
ever their intermediary, the commentaries present these, like the others,
as references to the Hebrew text; they often compare the Peshitta, the
biblical text commented on, with the Greek and the Hebrew. It is
possible that at least some of the readings circulated only in Syriac and
Armenian. This would imply that they entered the Syriac tradition
directly through Jewish informants (whether or not proselytes), if they
were not already part of early Syriac traditions such as the 'Tradition
of the School'. The number of readings close to, or even exclusively
supported by, Targumim seems to be higher among these readings than
among those also found in Greek sources.129 Of the three readings from
the Catena Severi mentioned above, the first one, Gen 24:63, 'Instead
of the word to walk the Hebrew gives "to pray" ,'130 agrees with TgOnq,
TgPs-Jon, and TgNeof; the Masoretic text has the hapax legomenon
124
 MATHEWS, 'The Armenian Commentary Attributed to Ephrem'.
iss "phe Armenian Commentary Attributed to Ephrem', 149. Thirty-one of these
readings (those of Gen 1-38) have been collected and studied by LAGARDB, 'Über
den Hebräer Ephraims'.
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 See KRUISHEER, 'Ephrem, Jacob of Edessa, and the Monk Severus'.
127 'phg references to the Hebrew in this work (as far as it has been used by
BENEDICTUS for his edition of Ephrem) have been collected by PERLES, Meletemata
Peschitthoniana, 51—53.
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 Gen 24:63 (Catena Severi: ed. BENEDICTUS (Ephraem Syri Opera Ornnia 1),
173B; Armenian Ephrem: Venice edition, 85,34). — Gen 25:25 (Catena Severi:
ed. laud., 173C; Armenian Ephrem: ed. laud., 86,13-15; Iso'dad: Commentaire 1.
Genèse, ed. VosTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 179,17-18 (corrected reading), tr. VAN DEN
EYNDE, 193,14-15; Diyarbakir: ed. VAN ROMPAY, 92, 6-7 (corrected reading), tr.
118,5-6). — Gen 36:24 (Catena Severi: ed. laud., 184DE; Armenian Ephrem: ed.
laud., 99,37-39; Iso'dad: ed. laud., 199,6, tr. 214,3; Diyarbakir: ed. laud., 107,21-
22, tr. 137,14).
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 For the readings in the Diyarbakir commentary, see the survey in VAN ROM-
PAY'S introduction, Le commentaire du manuscrit Diyarbakir (tr.), xxxix.
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 .n^i=i. y\T.pf oA^nl . cvi\<n=>A,i ,m •u^.'iW The readings are cited here in the
version of the Catena Severi as edited by BENEDICTUS, cf. note 128 above.
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?. The second one, Gen 25:25, 'Instead of curls of hair the Hebrew
says "a garment of hair" ,'131 is paralleled in the Targumim, but also
conforms with the Masoretic text as usually interpreted. The third
reading, Gen 36:24, 'Instead of he found water in the desert..., the
Hebrew says: "he found giants",'132 agrees exclusively with Targum
Onqelos. In this case as well as in the first, Eusebius also refers to
the Hebrew text, but he gives other interpretations, not paralleled in
the Targumim. It should be noted, however, that these are only three
examples taken from a group which is possibly not uniform in compo-
sition. Further research should bring more clarity here. In this work,
Barhebraeus' Scholia should not be overlooked. They contain some of
the traditional material, but also some new readings.133 However, such
research will probably not bring new data to light of a kind likely to
change our views on the Greek 'Eßpoüoc readings.
C. Readings Attributed to the Syrian
The discussion of the 'Eßpatoc readings has shown that the Hebrew is
often supported or contradicted by ó Sûpoç, 'the Syrian'. The meaning
of this designation has long evaded scholars. I first report on past
research. As it has recently become clear that the term refers to the
Syriac Bible, I go on to discuss briefly the research on the early Peshitta,
in order to answer the main question: what is the relation between the
Supoç readings and.the Syriac Bible as it is known to us? In closing,
some remarks on readings attributed to 'the Syrian' in other authors
are made.
1. Status Quaestionis
It would seem to be self-evident that the term ó Supoç refers to a Syriac
text translated into Greek. However, the matter is not so simple. For
centuries, two questions have been asked. The first one was in fact the
same as that asked with respect to the 'Eßpatoc readings: are these
Greek readings ad hoc translations made by the exegete who needed
131
 . rd.i-iv vnrf rc'ivao.i re'\YtnK* rrtsJM K'iuiu. -«\»*
132
 . «'ti.-caa r^-il\^ «»•»T.re' isortf rc^iax. . . . «'•UMio
133
 On Barhebraeus' readings of the Hebrew, cf. GÖTTSBERGER, Barhebräus und
seine Schoben, 134-135.
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them, or are they borrowings from an extant Greek version? The second
one was whether the Vorlage of these Greek readings was a Hebrew
text—which would imply that its name referred to the origin of its
translator—, or indeed a Syriac one? Some scholars even ventured the
suggestion that 'the Syrian' was an epithet of Jerome, and thus referred
to a Greek translation of the Latin Vulgate.134
Until recently there was a consensus on the answers to these ques-
tions. Field had collected about ninety Supoc readings, of which thirty
related to Genesis. These were found in works attributed to Melito of
Sardes, Didymus of Alexandria, Diodore of Tarsus, Eusebius of Emesa,
Polychronius of Apamea, Apollinarius of Laodicea, John Chrysostom,
Theodoret of Cyrrhus, Procopius of Gaza, and 'others'. On the basis
of two examples, Sopoc readings of Gen 39:2 and Jer 48:33, Field as-
sumed that the indication ó Sûpoç did not refer to a Hebrew or Syriac
text translated ad hoc, but to a full Greek version.135 Field also held
that the Vorlage of the readings must have been a Hebrew text rather
than the Peshitta, because ó Stipoç and the Peshitta differed in sixteen
instances. He rightly argued that the instances of agreement did not
constitute a proof of the identity of the Peshitta and ó Sûpoç, as the two
translators may have rendered the same Hebrew text. The agreement
might thus be accidental, though Field was prepared to assume that
the translator named ó Sûpoç used the Peshitta as an aid in making his
own translation. Rahlfs followed Field, but was not satisfied with the
two examples mentioned by the latter. Instead, he advanced a 'fully
certain proof', a Sûpoç reading of Jdc 12:6 in Theodoret.136
A third question has been posed in recent decades: the question of
who cited the Syrian. The answers given have changed the picture.
It became clear that the Syrian was not cited by the second-century
author Melito, or by Didymus, as had long been assumed. The two
readings attributed to these exegetes appeared to go back to Eusebius
of Emesa, who was thus the first to have cited ó Eûpoç.137 In the case of
the reading erroneously attributed to Didymus, it was the Armenian
version of Eusebius' commentary that furnished the proof. The same
text, together with the new insight gained into the stemma of the
Catena tradition, also confirmed the surmise that Diodore was depen-
134
 A full survey of the discussions on ó Sûpoç can be found in my article '"Quis
sit 6 Sûpoç" Revisited', 360-370.
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 Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, bcxviii—Ixxxii.
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 RAHLFS, 'Quis sit 6 Eûpoç'. BLOCK, 'O EYPOS and the Peshitta', still often
cited, plagiarizes RAHLFS'S article; see my '"Quis sit ó Sópoc" Revisited', note 30.
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 See the fragments xxiv on Gen 8:7 and xxxvn on Gen 22:13 below.
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dent on Eusebius for his Sûpoç readings.138 Unlike Melito, Didymus,
and Diodore, Eusebius of Emesa was an author who certainly knew
Syriac.139 These observations reopened the discussion on the first two
questions: now a large number of Sûpoç readings could be assigned to
someone who could obviously have translated readings from a Syriac
Bible on an ad hoc basis. Lehmann in 1987 first stressed the importance
of the Armenian version of Eusebius for the Sûpoç question.140 He was
also the first to consciously study the Sûpoç readings by author, claim-
ing that what was valid for Theodoret may not be the case for Eusebius.
He surveyed Theodoret's Sûpoç readings, and concluded that there are
a number of hints in his works which indicate that the language of the
Vorlage of ó Sûpoç was Syriac and that Theodoret himself provided
Greek renderings. Guinot independently reached more or less the same
conclusions.141 These two authors also challenged Rahlfs's 'fully certain
proof' of Jdc 12:6, as Sprenger had already done in 1977.142
In an earlier paper, I took a step backwards to raise some method-
ological questions. I argued that the Sûpoç readings should indeed not
be studied as a closed group. Though I agreed with Field's claim that
the instances of agreement between ó Sûpoç and the Peshitta are not
conclusive on their own, I also pointed out that the position of Perles
and Wellhausen had gained weight through what has become known
about the textual history of the Peshitta and the possibility of corrup-
tion in the Greek texts. As these two authors suggested, it is possible
that the Peshitta text from which the readings were taken was not the
same as the text we now find in most manuscripts. This means that
single instances of disagreement between the Peshitta and ó Sûpoç are
not decisive either. There is no room for a single 'fully certain proof'
from the readings themselves. Conclusive evidence is to be expected
rather from the immediate context of the Sûpoç readings, and also from
the context in a wider sense: the commentary from which the read-
ings are taken may give clues to the identity of the Syrian other than
the readings themselves, and the biography of the exegete in question
should not be forgotten. In fact, Field had already considered that two
readings from Theodore's commentary on the Minor Prophets stood
138
 See pages 21-22 above.
139
 See chapter II, section A, above.
140
 LEHMANN, 'The Syriac Translation'.
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 Theodori Mopsuesteni Commentarius in XII Prophetas, ed. SPRENGER, (Ein-
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in a class of their own, because the full text of the comments made it
clear that this author referred to a text in Syriac.143
Taking these principles as my starting-point, I reasoned that as
Eusebius knew Syriac, it is indeed possible that he used the label ó
Eûpoç to refer to a Syriac version. In fact, Eusebius himself explains
in the introduction to his Commentary on Genesis (see fragment
i) that Syriac and Hebrew are 'neighbour' languages. Although, as
the preceding section has shown, he did not minimize the differences
between the Syriac and the Hebrew Bible, he appears to have accepted
the use of his mother tongue as a means of approaching the Hebraica
veritas; when Eusebius needed an alternative for the Greek, the Syriac
text was his starting-point. Now on the basis of the analogy with
the way Eusebius applied the term ó 'Eßpouoc, it may be inferred
that the assumption that he refers to a Syriac version is indeed the
most probable one. This claim is further supported by the way in
which Eusebius sometimes introduced his Supoç readings. An example
is found in fragment vin, which deals with Gen 3:5 and 3:22. The
Septuagint of Gen 3:22 reads: See, Adam has become like one of us.
Eusebius writes: 'Among the Syrians, some read as it is in our (text),
and others in this manner: "See, Adam has become like one (that is,
to have by himself knowledge of good and evil)"...'
This example also suggests that Eusebius himself translated readings
from his—or someone else's—Syriac Bible whenever he needed them
for his explanations. Another example of ad hoc translating may now
be added. It is found in fragment xxxvin on Gen 23:4-6. Here Eusebius
says: 'The Syrian, however, does not say (as the Septuagint does) a king
from God, but: "You are a great (one) of God"—or: "through God" —
"among us".' He seems to give two Supoc readings for the Greek's
roxpa 0eou, from God. The simple genitive Wuuini&nj, 'of God', may be
a translation of r^tnW.'v the reading of the Peshitta. But then we find
the instrumental (Aui/imàm^, 'through God', which may reflect Sia oaou.
We should probably not look for variants in the Syriac tradition to
account for this: the instrumental can easily be explained if we assume
that Eusebius is translating on the spot, and gives another nuance to
the dalat This nuance fits very well into the explanation he wants to
give. One of the proofs adduced by Field to demonstrate the opposite,
a Eûpoç reading of Gen 39:2, goes back to Eusebius. The discussion
143
 Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, Ixxviii. At this stage,
one should resist SPRENGER'S tempting proposal to interpret all Sijpoc readings
in the light of these; Theodori Mopsuesteni Commentarius in XII Prophetas, ed.
SPRENGER, (Einleitung) 79-80.
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of this instance (see fragment LXI) makes it clear that Field's position
cannot be maintained when the reading is studied in its context.
Thus it is more than likely that Eusebius' Sûpoç is a Syriac text
which was translated into Greek on an ad hoc basis. One important
question remains: what is the relationship between this fourth-century
Syriac Bible and the Peshitta as it is known to us? What kind of Syrian
is ó Sùpoç? This can be determined only by comparing all Eusebius'
Sûpoç readings with the readings of Peshitta manuscripts. The paper
referred to earlier presented the six instances from Genesis used by Field
to demonstrate the differences between ó Sûpoç and the Peshitta. It
was found that none of these was decisive proof against the hypothesis
that ó Sópoc reflects some (early) stage of the Peshitta tradition. I am
now able to give the results of a comparison of all readings; but before
doing so, I summarize what is known of the early Syriac Bible.
2. The Early Peshitta
There has been an extensive debate among specialists of the Peshitta on
the question of whether those text forms that are closer to the Hebrew
text are representatives of an older stage of the Peshitta tradition or
products of a revision.144 As for the book of Genesis, it is the fifth
century manuscript 5bl—one of the oldest Peshitta manuscripts—that
shows a large number of unique readings, most of which are closer to
the Hebrew text. Koster in his extensive 1977 dissertation had already
defended the original character of this kind of variants for the Exodus
part of the manuscript.145 He thus corroborated the position taken
by Pinkerton in 1914.146 In my own study of the variants of 5bl in
the first half of Genesis I took into account the considerations with
regard to translation technique brought forward in 1988 by Van der
Kooij.147 It emerged that, for Genesis too, a translation very close to
the Hebrew Vorlage had developed into one that was easier to read and
144
 A good recent introduction to the Peshitta and Peshitta research is found in
DIRKSEN, La Peshitta. His 'The Old Testament Peshitta' deals at greater length
with the origins of the Peshitta and the relationship with the Targumim.
145
 KOSTER, The Peshitta of Exodus. He answers his critics and expands his
position in the articles 'Which Came First: the Chicken or the Egg?' and 'Peshitta
Revisited'.
146
 PINKERTON, 'The Origin and Early History of the Syriac Pentateuch'. The
opposite position was defended by BARNES, 'A New Edition of the Pentateuch in
Syriac'.
147
 VAN DER Koou, 'On the Significance of MS 5bl'. This article also gives a
survey of the debate on 5bl.
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less ambiguous.148 I observed the following conscious adaptations of
the original text. Some phrases were replaced by more idiomatic Syriac
ones or by expressions which better met the prevailing standards of
literary Syriac. What is implicit in the Hebrew text and in the original
translation was made explicit, for example, by adding the subject to
•cnrs* phrases. Complicated sentences were clarified by slight additions
or omissions, or by changes in word order. Finally, certain passages
were harmonized.
In some places, the translator of Genesis may already have used these
techniques of elucidation. However, the special position of 5bl imposed
the conclusion that they were also—and perhaps even chiefly—applied
in the process of transmission during the first stages of the history of
the Peshitta: although 5bl is closer in many instances to the original
translation than any other Peshitta manuscript, it also displays a
few elucidating changes where the 'standard' text 7al preserved the
original reading. Thus in all extant branches of the tradition the text
was clarified. This was done not so much systematically as haphazardly.
Users appear to have added their alterations wherever they thought
fit, either when making a new copy, or when reading an existing
manuscript. Corrections by later hands in the margins and in the text
itself attest to this fact, even in a manuscript such as 5bl. The relative
uniformity of manuscripts in later stages of the textual history, that is,
after the sixth century, suggests some kind of standardization: one text
was chosen from a broad spectrum of texts which must have existed in
the first stage.
Our only witnesses to the text of the Peshitta as it was before the
fifth century are the quotations in fourth century Syriac authors. These
should be further examined to assess the assumed broad spectrum of
texts. Owens has already published a monograph on the quotations in
Aphrahat.149 However, his conclusion is that Aphrahat often quoted
inexactly. The large body of material Owens collected does not warrant
the assumption that Aphrahat had a manuscript at hand; he appears
to have cited from memory in a loose manner. Ephrem's method of
quoting the biblical text and the extent of his citations make him,
in his commentaries on Genesis and Exodus, a much more impor-
148
 TER HAAR ROMENY, De Syrische Tekst van de Eerste Helft van het Boek
Genesis. A summary of the results can be found in 'Techniques of Translation and
Transmission'.
149
 OWENS, The Genesis and Exodus Citations of Aphrahat.
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tant source.150 Where 5bl and the Leiden edition differ, I found that
Ephrem—apart from a few unique readings—supports 5bl in about
half the cases, and the edition in the other half. A dissertation on the
biblical text in Ephrem by A.G.P. Janson, from Leiden University, is
to be published in the near future. Another witness of some impor-
tance may be the exegete which is the subject of this study: Ephrem's
contemporary Eusebius of Emesa.
3. The Relationship between 'the Syrian' and the Peshitta
As with the other scriptural citations, it is important to remember
that Eusebius' text has been handed down to us in various branches
of tradition, and that corruption in one or more branches took place.
In most cases, however, a comparative study of the witnesses enables a
fairly reliable reconstruction of Eusebius' text. As observed above with
regard to the 'Eßpoüoc readings, the problem of a 'rival text', which
makes it difficult to get a reliable picture of Eusebius' Septuagint, is
not significant for the alternative readings.
The seventy-one fragments collected in Part Two of this work yielded
fifty-nine instances where Eusebius gives readings or other concrete
information on a Syriac text of Genesis. As noted above, Eusebius
once provides a second rendering which goes back to a different text
(or tradition), the case of Gen 3:22. There are thus sixty readings in
total. Thirty-one of these can without reservation be considered plain
Greek renderings of the Peshitta.151 Six more special cases can be
added to this group: three cases in which Eusebius provides more than
one rendering in order to indicate the shades of meaning of the Syriac
expression,152 and three in which the reading conforms mainly to the
Peshitta, but where one or two elements unimportant for the question
at issue are adopted from the Septuagint.153 Thus in fragment LXII on
Gen 41:16, Eusebius does not try to give a precise rendering of the
Peshitta's rd_sA:\, an interrogative introducing a rhetorical question
and implying the answer 'by no means'. He retains the simple oux of
the Septuagint. The form of the verb is the point at issue here, and
150 'phis was already the opinion of NÖLDEKE, review of CERIANI'S Translatif)
Syra, (1876) 1290-1291.
151
 Fragments vin (first reading, see below), x, xi (bis), XIII, XIV, xv, xvil, XXI
(Gen 6:14), xxili, xxvi, xxx, xxxiv, xxxv, xxxvi, XLI, XLII, XLVII, XLIX, LI (31:52),
LIII, LIV, LVI, LVIII, LIX, LXI, LXIV, LXV, LXVI, LXVII, and LXX.
152
 Fragments xx, xxxvni and LXXI (for
153
 Fragments v, xxxm and LXII.
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the form in the Eûpoç reading, auoxpiOTjaofjieoa, can only have been
taken from a Syriac version. The Hebrew has a third person, but the
Peshitta's rendering of this form, r&±*, can also be understood as a first
person plural—a possibility which does not exist in the Jewish Aramaic
versions. The previous discussion of the 'Eßpoüoc readings showed that
ad hoc renderings are the product of a comparison. The exegete who
produced the translation often rendered only the differences between
the Septuagint and the alternative text which were important to his
goal, following the Septuagint in other parts of the sentence.
Another fifteen cases are less compelling; here it would be more
correct to say that it cannot be demonstrated that the Vorlage of ó
Supoç is not the Peshitta. In four instances Eusebius gives a vague
indication.154 Thus in fragment LXIX on Gen 49:5-6, he says only that
there is a difference between the Greek and the Syrian, without indicat-
ing what the difference is. In eleven instances it must be assumed that
Eusebius—if he did use the Peshitta—provided a free or interpreta-
tive rendering155 or a paraphrase.156 Such information could sometimes
serve his purposes well enough, or even better than a literal rendering.
In some of these cases, the Septuagint is more important than in the
instances assigned to the group of thirty-seven cases, while there is no
question of a full disagreement in meaning between ó Süpoc and the
Peshitta.157
Eight of the fifty-two cases now discussed attest to readings exclu-
sively found in the Peshitta.158 What is more, two of these are readings
that can only be explained as renderings of a Syriac text. The exam-
ple of fragment LXII on Gen 41:16 has already been cited. The other
example is found in fragment xxxvi on Gen 22:12. Here Eusebius says
the Syrian reads 'now you have made known' (vûv èfvtoptaaç). In the
Peshitta—and nowhere else—we find a form which can be interpreted
as a second person singular: k^.iar«'.
Three of the remaining eight cases reveal a difference between the
Leiden edition of the Peshitta and the reconstructed Vorlage of ó
Sûpoç, but here it is probable that the reconstructed Vorlage agrees
with the original text of the Peshitta. The best example is fragment
xxiv on Gen 8:7. Here ó Eûpoç reflects a reading closer to the Hebrew
which is likely to have been the original reading of the Peshitta. In
154
 Fragments xvn, XL, XLV, and LXIX.
155
 Fragments xxix, XLVI, LI (31:47), LVII, and LXIII.
156
 Fragments xn, xxxii, XLVIII, and LXVIII.
157
 See especially the readings of Gen 6:5 and 8:21 in fragment xxv.
158
 Fragments xxi (Gen 6:14), xxxin, xxxvi, XLII, XLVIII, LIV, LXII, and LXVIII.
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the Syriac tradition, it was preserved only in the original reading of
the manuscript 5bl, which was subsequently changed to the common
reading by a later hand. In fragment xxv on Gen 6:6 the Sûpoç
reading seems to support the original reading ,afc\jM<', which has been
preserved in 8/5bl, 915, 1114, and some later MSS. In fragment LX on
Gen 38:29, 5bl, some later manuscripts, the Diyarbakir commentary,
Iso'dad (and the Mosul edition) give the original v>Ai_ instead of the
feminine form ,^A^ The former reading is also reflected in Eusebius'
interpretation of the comment; the Greek lid aé of the Sûpoç reading
itself is ambiguous.
Three cases have now been discussed in which an original Peshitta
reading is supported by Eusebius' Syrian. There is, however, one case
in which ó Sûpoç supports the secondary reading. This is fragment XLII,
the case of the order of the words 'good' and 'bad' in Gen 24:50.159
There is a conflict here between the Armenian and the Greek texts
precisely on this point, but it is unlikely that the Armenian, which
supports 5bl, represents Eusebius' Syriac Bible in this case. There is
yet another difference between 5bl and the rest of the manuscripts in
the same fragment—a case in which 5bl has the secondary reading—
but here the Sûpoç reading does not permit a choice. In fragment xxxin
on Gen 18:19 a choice between Sbl's cnMSorcT or the mWior^ of the
rest of the manuscripts is not possible either. In another case, fragment
xxi on Gen 6:14, the Supoç reading èm. rcXocxwv rcu^lvwv could induce
one to conjecture an original Peshitta reading by adding seyameto the
rdtaio of the manuscripts. This word indeed renders a Hebrew plural.
However, as ~"«v>.r. can be taken as a collective noun, this conjecture is
unnecessary and even far-fetched.
Finally, we are left with five cases in which Eusebius' Sûpoç and
all Peshitta manuscripts disagree. In fragment xxxix Eusebius gives a
rendering of Gen 23:15 which cannot be reconciled with the Peshitta
or any other version; I suggested in the discussion of this instance that
the Armenian text, the only witness here, may be corrupt. The context
suggests that Eusebius was aware of the main differences between the
Septuagint and the Peshitta. Two other instances are longer readings
which have elements that conform to the Peshitta, but differ from it
in other respects in such a way that one cannot speak of a paraphrase.
These differences are not paralleled in any other version. Thus in
fragment XLIII Eusebius gives two Sûpoç readings of part of Gen 24:63.
159 This case has been added to the group of thirty-one examples of agreement
mentioned above, see note 151.
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It is not exactly clear whether he wanted to indicate the shades of
meaning of a single Syriac text, or whether he had two different texts
at hand. In any case, both readings differ on one and the same point
from the Peshitta; they say Isaac was coming home from the land
instead of going out to it. Unless these readings were prompted by the
explanation Eusebius wanted to give, they suggest a variant reading
pdAnu or rdlrxu ,p3 in the Peshitta's ^V"-- . . . Auxa.rf jiajo. In
fragment LXXI Eusebius translates a large part of Gen 49:27. Most of
it can be seen as a paraphrasing rendering of the Peshitta. However, he
also inverted the references to morning and evening in this verse, just
as he had done in his quotation of the Septuagint. This is probably a
virtual variant, which came about by mistake through the association
with Num 23:24.
The last two cases are more revealing. In fragment xxxvn the
Supoç reading of Gen 22:13, 'suspended (xp£[jux[j.evoc) on the branches
of a tree' does not reflect the Peshitta's r<f^aa>=> .•VLX.K', 'held back
in a branch'. There are no variant readings in Peshitta manuscripts
(but note that 5bl is not extant). The Sûpoç reading, however, does
appear to have been known in Syriac tradition. The discussion of
this instance has prompted the suggestion of a Targumic background;
it may reflect a Christian interpretation of such a reading. The last
instance to be mentioned also shows that Eusebius was familiar with
exegetical renderings of this kind. This is the explanation of Gen 3:22
(fragment vni) already cited above, where he states that 'among the
Syrians' some read as the Septuagint does, and others have a different
text. This second text, 'See, Adam has become one (or: like one), to
have by himself knowledge of good and evil,' is nearly identical to the
reading of Targum Onqelos.
Conclusion. The extensive agreement between ó Sûpoç and the
Peshitta, which in some instances covers unique readings, establishes
this Syrian in Greek dress (and sometimes in Armenian disguise) as
an early witness to the Peshitta tradition. A particularly scrupulous
count, considering only the cases of full agreement, still leaves forty
out of sixty instances. The five cases where ó Sûpoç and all Peshitta
manuscripts differ are not of a nature to prove the contrary. It must
be stressed, moreover, that there is no other text which agrees so
comprehensively with ô Sûpoç—neither any of the Targumim or Greek
versions, nor the Masoretic text itself. This situation could not be
posited if a completely different Old Syriac translation had existed.
An examination of the Targumim shows that Onqelos corresponds
best with the Sûpoç readings. A comparison yielded twenty instances
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of full agreement.160 None of them concerns readings unique to the
Targumim. C0 Sûpoç and Onqelos disagree especially in cases where
Onqelos has an elaborative or interpretative rendering.161 Thus there
is nothing to suggest that the early Peshitta tradition was closer to
any of the known Targumim than the standard Peshitta. The evidence
does not allow us to regard Eusebius' Syrian as a witness to a 'Vetus
Syra' of Genesis or a 'wild Peshitta'. The position of the Sopoç reading
of Gen 22:13 among the rest of the data is isolated. It is therefore unac-
ceptable to call it as a witness to sustain the thesis that ó Sópoc reflects
an assumed initial Targumic stage of the Peshitta, as Vööbus did.162
The case of Gen 22:13 does prove, however, that certain renderings
of Targumim—or certain Jewish exegetical traditions—were known to
early Syrian exegetes as alternatives to the common Peshitta readings.
This finding concurs with my interpretation of the double Eûpoç read-
ing of Gen 3:22. Targum readings such as these did not usually take the
place of the more literal renderings in Peshitta manuscripts, although
occasionally such was the case. An interesting example in this respect is
that of the D?fl^Hîî 'la in Gen 6:2,4, where 8/5bl has the same reading
as Targum Neofiti, r&ï^ ,Ä=>, 'sons of judges'. Ephrem preserved two
different readings here, rxiiï.t, 'judges', and r^criW A=>, 'sons of gods'.163
The Peshitta transliterated the Hebrew text as pa.cncAre' >ï=>.164
The conclusion regarding the nature of the fourth-century Peshitta
is that the picture sketched on the basis of 5bl has not undergone
much change. The Vorlage of the Sûpoç readings is part of the Peshitta
tradition, and does not constitute a separate branch very different from
the others. It is not possible to assert more than that it belongs to the
early phase of the tradition, a phase in which the text of the Peshitta,
prior to its full standardization, was slightly more fluid. Where the
manuscripts within the Peshitta tradition go separate ways, ó Sûpoç
supports the reading that is probably original in three cases, and the
secondary reading in one case. My earlier statement about a broad
spectrum of texts must be qualified somewhat: in fact, the tradition of
160
 These regard the Eûpoç readings in the fragments v, vin (second reading), xi
(BtSpa), xiv, xv, xvii, xviii, xx, xxm, xxiv, xxx, XLI, XLVII, XLIX, LI (31:52), LVI,
LIX, LXI, LXIV, and LXV.
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the Peshitta of Genesis as we know it appears to be rather homogeneous
in comparison with the traditions of the Targumim and the Septuagint.
The following can be said with regard to Eusebius' Supoç readings
in other biblical books. The Genesis part of the commentary also
contains one Sûpoç reading of Is 40:20, which agrees with the Peshitta.
According to Lehmann's counting, Eusebius cites the Syrian another
twenty-four times in the rest of the Commentary on the Octateuch and
the appendices.165 I have checked the seven Exodus readings.166 These
do not alter the view derived from the Genesis material. The case of
Ex 3:14 is particularly interesting. Here Eusebius gives a transcription
of the Peshitta's m*mr* -itr? crumnT.167 I have argued elsewhere that the
diminishing attention to textual matters in the rest of the Commentary
on the Octateuch may be explained from a change in the nature of the
work.168
4- Excursus: The Syrian in Other Authors
I first discuss the quotations in Genesis in detail, and then give some
general remarks with respect to the Syrian cited in other books by
other authors.
The readings in Genesis. As noted previously, the fragments with
Sûpoç readings formerly attributed to Melito and Didymus turned out
to be the work of Eusebius. Moreover, all Sûpoç readings in Diodore
and Procopius were found to have been taken from him. It follows that
only a small number of Sûpoç readings in Genesis could possibly be
introduced by other authors. I argue in Part Two of this work that
both instances found in John Chrysostom also go back to readings
of Eusebius. Chrysostom has mixed up the Syrian and Theodotion in
fragment xi on Gen 4:4, but the information he gives is definitely related
to that of Eusebius. In fragment xxxvi on Gen 22:12, Chrysostom
appeared to be a reliable witness to Eusebius' quotation.
Part Two also comments on Theodoret's reference to ó Sûpoç in
respect of Gen 36:24 (see fragment LIV). Although Theodoret may very
well have used Diodore's text here, the reading he provides has nothing
166
 LEHMANN, 'The Syriac Translation', 76. Note that the quotation of Gen 9:4-5
he mentions should be deleted from the list. It regards Gen 8:21; see fragment xxv.
166
 The (double) reading in Ex 3:22, only preserved in Procopius (Mnc 174r 8-
9) should probably be added to the Eusebius' readings; the Armenian translator
seems to have skipped this instance.
167
 Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 104,216-217.
168
 TER HAAR ROMENY, 'Early Antiochene Commentaries on Exodus'.
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to do with the Sûpoç reading borrowed by Diodore from Eusebius,
nor with the Peshitta. It constitutes independent reasoning based on
Theodoret's own knowledge of Syriac—which told him that oclva was
the Syriac word for source—and on the form of the name (in his Greek
Bible) of the person concerned, 'Aïvàv. Theodoret also reasons from
the Septuagint and a knowledge of Syriac in order to provide an answer
to the question of the origin of the name 'Hebrew' as indication of the
language. He argues that it is connected with Abraham's crossing of
the Euphrates when going to Palestine. He observes that eßpcc means
Staßaoic in Syriac, and goes on to state that for ('Aßpaafj. -ca) nepàifl
in Gen 14:13, the Hebrew says «eßpei», 'which, put in a Greek form,
becomes aßpoüoc'.169 Gennadius' comment is comparable: he remarks
that 7t£p<xT,T]c is expressed with the word eßpoüoc in the language of the
Syrians (Csl. 171). It was a commonplace among Antiochene exegetes
that TOpdiY)c was the meaning of aßpoüoc,170 but the appeal to Syriac is
proper to the contemporaries Theodoret and Gennadius. The possible
relationship between these two exegetes has not yet been examined.171
As Theodoret knew Syriac172 and his indications are more precise and
accurate than those of Gennadius, it might be supposed that the latter
was dependent on Theodoret here; yet the commonplace nature of the
largest part of the information is a warning sign. Gennadius, who is
known to have used earlier Antiochene material, may just have cited a
particular version of a tradition circulating among Antiochene exegetes.
Finally, Wevers mentions a Supoç reading relating to Gen 24:61.
This reading is found in part of one particular branch of the secondary
tradition of the Catena.173 Elsewhere, the two alternatives which it
gives for the Septuagint's äßpou are cited as the readings of Aquila and
Symmachus respectively, or without any indication of origin. I see no
reason to give preference to the attribution to the Syrian over the other
possibilities. It rather constitutes an attempt to link an anonymous
tradition to a well-known source of alternative readings.
The readings in other books. The appeal to the Syrian in other
books is also restricted to Antiochene exegetes. In the rest of the
169
 Quaestiones in Gen. 62, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SAENZ-BADlLLOS, 57,20.
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Octateuch and in Reigns the situation appears to be comparable with
that in Genesis, except that the number of readings falls. It is only in
3Reg 12:10 that the assumption that Theodoret is giving a reading on
the basis of the Syriac Bible seems unavoidable. However, the vague
expression 'in this way the Syrian has also translated' leaves open
more possibilities here, too.174 In the two remaining cases, he may
have used his knowledge of the Syriac language and the reading of the
Septuagint.175
It is scarcely surprising that some more material can be found for the
Psalms, for these texts were much read though difficult. In the remains
of Theodore's commentary there are eight references to the Syriac text
and in Theodoret six.176 It is important to note that in one instance,
Theodore and Theodoret give different renderings of the same Syriac
expression.177 On the other hand, one of Theodore's readings does
agree with a reading found in the commentary on Psalms attributed
to Diodore, of which only the first part has been published.178 This
evidence is too small a basis for a sure conclusion. Yet as neither
Diodore nor Theodore knew Syriac and give the same reading in at
least one instance, it is quite possible that they used the same source.
As Eusebius was Diodore's usual source of information of this kind, a
working hypothesis is that one group of readings derived from Eusebius'
works or teaching, and that others were introduced by Theodoret. He
also knew Syriac and may have possessed copies of parts of the Syriac
Bible. The one reading attributed to the Syrian in John Chrysostom is
a transliteration of a Hebrew word. This made Field suggest that the
indication ó Sûpoç here is a lapsus for ó 'Eßpoüoc.179
In the Prophets, Theodoret becomes our main source for Supoc
readings. Theodore of Mopsuestia still refers three times to the Syrian
174
 Quaestiones in HI Reg. 33, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-BUSTO SAIZ, 156,3.
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in his commentary on the Minor Prophets, but his attitude towards the
Syrian has become very negative in this work, which was written later
than the commentary on the Psalms.180 Apollinarius and Theodore's
brother Polychronius refer two or three times to the Syrian in Daniel,181
and John Chrysostom does so once in Isaiah.182 However, many more
readings can be found in Theodoret's commentaries on Isaiah (2 in-
stances), Jeremiah (including Lam., 33), Ezekiel (15), and the Minor
Prophets (3).183 It is striking that the position of his commentary on
Jeremiah is exceptional, and particularly so if the ratio between the
references to the three and to the Syrian is considered. In his other
works, Theodoret refers much more often to the three than to the
Syrian, but in the commentary on Jeremiah there is no reference to
the three at all. This ratio (more in line with that in Eusebius' Com-
mentary on the Octateuch) casts doubt on Theodoret's authorship.184
However, Lehmann has pointed to the possibility that the time and the
particular situation of the author when composing the Interpretatio
in leremiam may have been of consequence. He noted similar content
and other links with other works of Theodoret.185 Another possibility
is that his attitude had changed, like that of Theodore.
Both Guinot and Lehmann argued that the language of the Vorlage
of ô Eupoc must have been Syriac.186 Guinot also compared the Supoç
readings with the Peshitta. In nearly all cases, he found agreement be-
tween ó Sópoc and the Peshitta, whether the commentary on Jeremiah
or the rest of his works was examined. He sketched a picture which
does not differ much from the one I sketched for Eusebius.187 Thus
it is surprising to read in his conclusion of his adoption of Sprenger's
180
 Commentarius in XII Prophetas Minores ad Hab 2:11, Soph 1:4-6, and 3:2;
ed. SPRENGER, 270,26-27, 283,29-30 and 284,16-17, and 295,22.
181
 Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, Ixxvii.
182 <p}jjs instance is not mentioned in FIELD'S enumeration of Chrysostoni's Sûpoç
readings (Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, Ixxvii note 17), but can be found
ad Is 7:18, idem 2, 444a with note 29.
183
 A complete index can be found in GUINOT, L'exégèse de Theodoret de Cyr,
842-843, and (for Isaiah), Theodoret de Cyr. Commentaire sur Isai'e 3, ed. et tr.
GUINOT (SC 315), 397.
184
 See GUINOT, 'Qui est "le Syrien"', 64-65 with note 20, and IDEM, L'exégèse
de Theodoret de Cyr, 186.
185
 LEHMANN, 'Evidence of the Syriac Bible Translation', 368-369. Genre did not
play a role, according to him; in Eusebius, who did not cite alternative readings in
his homilies, this is different.
186
 GUINOT, 'Qui est "le Syrien"', 65-66, and IDEM, L'exégèse de Theodoret de
Cyr, 187-188; LEHMANN, 'Evidence of the Syriac Bible Translation', 369-370.
187
 GUINOT, 'Qui est "le Syrien"', 66-69.
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suggestion that Theodoret used an old Syriac translation which had
later become supplanted by the Peshitta.188 As there is no particular
reason to assume a Vetus Syra—Sprenger's starting-point was Field's
now superseded disproof of the identity of Supoç and Peshitta—, I
cannot take this step.
The last question to be asked about Theodoret here is how he had
access to the Syriac Bible. Guinot argued that he may have used other
Greek commentaries,189 and in his most recent work on the subject he
put forward the hypothesis that Theodoret used a copy of the Greek
Bible where he found glosses pertaining to the readings of the three and
the Syrian.190 However, I do not think it is advisable to introduce some
unknown factor when Theodoret's own knowledge of Syriac can fully
account for his appeal to this version. As Lehmann concluded, there is
hardly any reason to assume an intermediary link between Theodoret
and 'the Syrian'.191
Conclusion. Eusebius of Emesa was the only known Greek-writing
exegete to have made Greek renderings of the Peshitta of Genesis.
Quotations in other authors derive from him. Both references to the
Syrian in Theodoret's Quaestiones in Genesim are attempts to clarify
the Septuagint by using the Syriac language rather than the Syriac
Bible. However, the latter has had access to a Syriac Bible, presumably
the Peshitta, in other parts of Scripture. On the basis of the available
sources, it can be concluded that the great majority of the Eùpoç
readings come from these two Syriac-speaking Antiochenes. The few
readings that cannot be traced back to the extant works of either of
them must derive from lost works of them, their teaching, or other, now
unknown Syrians within the Antiochene School or in the neighbourhood
of the exegetes who cited ó Sûpoç.
188
 Theodori Mopsuesteni Commentarius in XII Prophetas, ed. SPRENGER, (Ein-
leitung) 79—83. Note that GUINOT had not mentioned this idea in his first statement
on the subject: Theodoret de Cyr. Commentaire sur Isaïe l, ed. et tr. GUINOT (SC
276), 48-50. Unlike SPRENGER, GUINOT maintained explicitly that this Old Syriac
and the Peshitta are closely related.
189
 GUINOT, 'Qui est "le Syrien"', 69-70.
190
 GUINOT, L'exégèse de Theodoret de Cyr, 197, 222, 251-252.
191
 LEHMANN, 'Evidence of the Syriac Bible Translation', 370.
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D. Readings Attributed to the Three
In addition to the Hebrew and the Syrian, Eusebius also quotes the
three recentiores. However, the number of these quotations is very
limited. In the Genesis part of the commentary, there are two references
to Aquila, three to Symmachus, two to Theodotion, and one to oi
XotTtot; further, Eusebius acquaints his readers with Aquila's translation
methods in the introduction to his work.192 As far as they can be
checked on the basis of other sources, his indications are accurate.
There are no references to the three in the rest of the Armenian
Commentary on the Octateuch.193
Eusebius probably took his references to the three from comments
of other exegetes he had heard or read, or from marginal notes in a
Septuagint manuscript. It is possible that he had seen the Hexapla
while studying with Eusebius of Caesarea, and that he had his own
notes (or memories) of certain readings. One might therefore suggest
that his appeal to 'scholars' for his knowledge of the peculiarities of
192
 Fragment I cites Aquila and tells about his translation technique; fragment vi
(on 2:23) cites Symmachus and Theodotion; fragment xi (on Gen 4:4) cites all three;
fragment xin (on 4:12) cites oi XotTtoi; fragment xvii (on 5:3) cites Symmachus only.
193
 There is, however, one reference to Aquila and one to Symmachus in a col-
lection of fragments added at the back of HOVHANNESSIAN'S edition. The reference
to Symmachus relates to Mai 3:8 and that of Aquila to Is 5:2 (ed. HOVHANNBS-
SIAN, 220,93-94 and 226,225 respectively). LEHMANN, 'The Syriac Translation', 76,
refers to a Symmachus reading of Ex 20:7 with a question mark. Eusebius does not
deal with this verse, however (the quotation of the Septuagint in the Armenian
text, ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 123,881-883, labelled by the editor as a reference to
Ex 20:7, concerns Ex 21:7). LEHMANN probably refers to the reading I consider
a quotation of Mai 3:8. The reading in question cannot regard Exodus, as Euse-
bius explains that Scripture mentions 'the tithes and fruits' directly afterwards.
In Malachi the tithes are indeed mentioned in the same verse; moreover, the quo-
tation of the Septuagint in the Armenian text, bßl; /uiup/jgt nf ijUm/mnu*, is a
literal translation of the Greek El ntepviel &v6pcoTCO(: 9eov; and the reading of Sym-
machus, b/3fr 'Lpfy/'gt "f ijUuiniuuifr, conforms with the reading preserved in Greek
sources: MT) (el Syh Hiut) 6citooTepr|aEi avopouitot 8eov; cf. Duodecim Prophetae, ed.
ZIEGLER, second apparatus, ad loc. LEHMANN also mentions readings of Aquila for
Jos 24:29(30), Hos 11:1, and Eccl 3:17 (ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 219,53-54; 226,219;
and 3,50—51/219,56 respectively). However, these are all presented by Eusebius
as regular scriptural references, and they agree indeed with the Septuagint or, in
the case of Jos 24:30, a variant reading within the Septuagint tradition. The LXX
of Ecclesiastes, cited both in the introduction and in one of the fragments, is now
considered a work of Aquila, but it would be an anachronism to group Eusebius'
quotation from this book with his references to Aquila for that reason.
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Aquila's method should be explained as modesty of a rhetorical kind.
Yet even then it must be assumed that Eusebius had no access to a
copy of the Hexapla when writing his Commentary on the Octateuch,
if only because of the low number of quotations. There are many
instances where a reference to the three would have substantiated
Eusebius' argument, but the best example is probably the case of
Gen 1:1. Eusebius appeals to Aquila here, but makes it painfully
clear that he did not know any more than the rendering of the first
word of the verse.194 The assumed practice of borrowing readings from
other commentaries can be illustrated from the case of Gen 4:4, where
Eusebius' use of the different versions has no parallel in his own work,
but is quite common in Origen.195 The discussion of the readings of
the Hebrew has shown that it is not necessary to assume that Eusebius
had direct access to the recentiores for his references to this text.
In closing, it should be remarked that Diodore, who took all his
'Eßpoüoc and Eûpoç readings from Eusebius, had access to other sources
for his quotations of Aquila and Symmachus.196
194
 See the discussion of fragment i.
195
 See the discussion of fragment XI.
196
 He quotes Aquila independently from Eusebius in Csl. 145, 161, and 299, and
Symmachus in Csl. 267.
Chapter Four
BIBLICAL QUOTATIONS AND METHOD
OF EXEGESIS
A. Eusebius' Antiochene Method
This section discusses the Antiochene School, to which Eusebius be-
longed, and its method. Thus the background is given against which
the function of the alternative readings in Eusebius' Commentary on
Genesis may be seen. I begin with developments within the School and
Eusebius' position in it. The questions of the characteristic features of
the School and their possible origins are thereby raised. Finally, the
practical aspects of the Antiochene method are discussed.
1. Eusebius' Position in the Antiochene School
In chapter two I observed that Eusebius should be regarded as the first
representative of the Antiochene School whose exegetical writings have
come down to us in reasonable quantities. However, scholars usually
distinguished an 'early' from a 'late' Antiochene School, the later School
beginning with Diodore.1 For some, this meant that there were actually
two Schools;2 others kept to the single School concept, but distinguished
between its earlier and later representatives.3 All based this distinction
on the dogmatic differences between the earlier and later Antiochenes.
It is interesting, however, to note that those considered to belong to the
'Early Antiochene School' were precisely those about whom the least
1
 This subsection builds on the conclusions of my paper 'Eusebius of Emesa's
Commentary on Genesis', where the history of research on the origins of the Anti-
ochene School is dealt with in more detail. The recent survey by HIDAL, 'Exegesis',
does not contribute much to our knowledge of the School. More important is the
survey of this century's research by VICIANO, 'Das formale Verfahren'. There are,
unfortunately, some large gaps in it.
2
 Thus LOOPS, Leitjaden zum Studium der Dogmengeschichte (4th ed.), 277-278
(or 6th ed. by ALAND, 218-219).
3
 Thus KIHN, Theodor und Junilius, 11-12, HARNACK, 'Antiochenische Schule',
592 and Lehrbuch der Dogmengeschichte 2, 341 n. 3, and many later scholars.
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was known. This seems to be the main factor in the attitude of Simon-
etti, who chooses to ignore the supposed founder of the school, Lucian,
because 'we know nothing of Lucian's specific exegetical activity'. He
seems to assume a distinct 'Syro-Palestinian exegesis' in which the
Antiochene School had its origins, but locates what he calls the 'real
beginning' with Diodore.4 He supposes that Diodore's work constituted
a rupture of directions and results in relation to earlier exegesis.5
The doctrinal positions of Eusebius of Emesa and Diodore of Tarsus
have become clearer, and Diodore's indebtedness to Eusebius in ex-
egetical matters has been established beyond doubt. Therefore to draw
the line between these two representatives is no longer acceptable.
Arguments brought forward in favour of the idea of a rupture, such
as the systematic and radical nature of Diodore's approach, are not
sustainable. Eusebius was no less radical in his rejection of allegorical
interpretation and in his reservations about Messianic references. His
extant works contain fewer technical terms than those of Diodore—at
least if the Commentarii in Psalmos are to be numbered among the
latter's works—, but that does not prove the absence of systematic
thought. It is still difficult to come to grips with the time before Eu-
sebius, because of the scarcity of texts handed down to us from this
period; but there are equally few grounds for drawing the line before
Eusebius. It is often impossible to identify the exact links between
the members of the Antiochene School, although the impression that
they do indeed belong together is clear. The Antiochene School is per-
haps best described as a school of thought (Richtung], rather than
an institution (Lehranstalt) such as the School of the Catechists in
Alexandria.6
I do not mean to imply that there were no developments in the
School. The method of exegesis seems to have become more system-
atic after Eusebius; we know, for example, that Theodore developed
a system of strict rules for exegesis. However, Diodore's theoretical
writings date from before this time,7 and many of Theodore's rules
4
 SIMONETTI, Biblical Interpretation, 59-60, 68.
5
 SIMONETTI, Le.tte.ra e/o allegoria, 159. He is followed by RINALDI, among oth-
ers: 'Diodoro', 407, 419 with note 32.
6
 Thus HERGENRÖTHER, Die antiochenische Schule, 7; DIESTEL, Geschichte,
126; HARNACK, 'Antiochenische Schule', 592. See also IDEM, Lehrbuch der Dog-
mengeschichte 2, 341 n. 1. This statement was generally accepted; cf. VICIANO,
'Das formale Verfahren', 370 with note 1.
7
 The main theoretical statements are found in the prologue to the Commentarii
in Psalmos attributed to him by MARIES (ed. OLIVIER, 1 (CCSG 6), 3-8) and in
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appear—explicitly or implicitly—in Eusebius' works. The main char-
acteristics of the Antiochene School—its adherence to the plain sense
of the text and its restraint in recognizing references in the Old Testa-
ment to the time after the Maccabees—had already found their place
in a fully developed method when Eusebius wrote his Commentary.
Perhaps more important are three other (gradual) changes during the
time after Eusebius. First, the Antiochenes after Eusebius shared the
awareness that the Septuagint is only a translation, but the theoretical
assessment and practical implications became different. This point is
discussed in the next section. Second, the reluctance to accept aggadic
traditions was already evident in Eusebius, but later Antiochenes were
even more strict in this respect.8 Third, Guinot's studies of Theodoret
have made it clear that this last great Antiochene had begun to develop
a 'middle position' between the Antiochene and Alexandrian Schools.
This development is evidenced especially by a greater openness to Mes-
sianic references in the Old Testament.9 It may be argued that John
Chrysostom shared this greater openness with Theodoret.
This discussion demonstrates that Eusebius' method is best de-
scribed in general terms as one of Antiochene exegesis. The next
question, therefore, is a double one; what were the distinctive features
of this School, and how can we explain these?
2. The Antiochene School and its Background
Much of the Antiochene outlook and method can be explained from its
indebtedness to the pagan traditions of the grammatici and rhetores,
which were particularly strong in Antioch.10 All the elements of the
system of interpretation find their counterparts in these traditions: the
instruments, the literary genres in which the exegesis was couched, and
the contempt for allegory, so popular in the philosophical schools.11
However, other factors also played a role.
the hypothesis to Ps 118 from the same work (in: 'Extraits du Commentaire de
Diodore', ed. MARIES, 90-100). The Suda (5 1149 s.v. Diodore, ed. ADLER, 2, 103)
also mentions his Tic Siapopà Be&piaç xai <4AAr)-)-0|3iaf, which is now lost.
8
 See pages 96-97 with note 32.
9
 GUINOT, L'exégèse de Theodoret de Cyr, especially 818-819. Cf. also SIMO-
NETTI, Biblical Interpretation, 75-76.
10
 On education in Antioch, see for instance FESTUGIÈRE, Antioche païenne et
chrétienne, 91-240 and, more in general, SCHÄUBLIN, 'Zur paganen Prägung', 150,
with further references. See also the next footnote.
11
 The importance of profane education had already been recognized in the
previous century; a detailed argument was given more recently in SCHÄUBLIN'S
Untersuchungen, 25-42 (cf. also his 'Zur paganen Prägung'). The link between
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First of all, it cannot be denied that the Antiochenes knew Origen's
work and were influenced by it.12 Eusebius' contemporary Eustathius
of Antioch dealt explicitly with Origen's literal interpretation of the
story of the witch of Endor (IReg 28), and in passing criticized several
of his allegorical explanations of verses of Genesis, Job, and John.13
Acacius and Eusebius were students of Eusebius of Caesarea, who had
access to Origen's library. It is possible to argue that the Antiochenes
inherited their philological skills and attention to the details of the
scriptural text from Origen. But this judgement requires qualification.
As Bate says, the Antiochenes 'took over just as much of his method as
was congenial to their own established traditions: they inherited from
him an ideal of scholarship, but retained their own technical equipment
as students of rhetorical science.'14
More important were Origen's use of allegorical explanation and
reference to other witnesses to the biblical text; these were collected in
his monumental Hexapla. The use of other witnesses was adopted by
the Antiochenes, the allegorical explanations were important in quite
another fashion. The excesses of this method gave cause for a flight to
other methods of exegesis;15 on the other hand, Origen's own dealing
with his literalist adversaries had made clear that a simple rigorous
literalism was no longer possible.16 The elaborate explanation which
Eusebius of Emesa gave in his homily De Arbore Fid might be better
appreciated in this light.17 In this work, he pointed out that some
allegorical methods and the philosophical schools, and the reservations about these
in the grammatical and rhetorical tradition, already mentioned by SCHÄUBLIN and
even before him, were stressed by FROEHLICH, Biblical Interpretation, 20-21, and
YOUNG, 'The Rhetorical Schools', among others. For further details, see my paper
'Eusebius of Emesa's Commentary on Genesis', 125-126 with notes 6 and 7.
12
 On Origen's exegesis of the Old Testament in general, cf. CARLETON PAGET,
'Christian Exegesis', 499-534. A survey of other recent studies in HEITHER, 'Ori-
genes als Exeget'. For his philological work, see especially NEUSCHÄFER, Origenes
als Philologe.
13
 De Engastrimytho contra Origenem 21, ed. KLOSTERMANN, 48-50. A conve-
nient collection of translations of the opinions of the Greek Fathers on this passage
can be found in PARMENTIER, Goddelijke Wezens.
14
 BATE, 'Some Technical Terms', 60.
16
 In polemical statements one often finds the opponents indicated as 'the alle-
gorists'. Explicit references are also found, however. See, in addition to Eustathius'
De Engastrimytho, the fourth section of Theodore's Treatise against the Allegorists,
preserved in Syriac: Fragments syriaques du Commentaire des Psaumes, ed. VAN
RoMPAY, 11-13 (tr. 14-18). Here Philo and Origen are mentioned. Discussion in
RUNIA, Philo in Early Christian Literature, 265-270.
16
 On this controversy, cf. HANSON, Allegory and Event, 149-154.
17
 De Arbore Fid 4-8, in: La collection de Troyes, ed. BUYTAERT, 257-261.
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allegories were acceptable and others not. The acceptable allegories
were those where the biblical authors clearly indicated their use of a
figurative mode of expression. Unacceptable was the use of allegory as
an easy escape in explaining a difficulty. He wrote:
And just as the one who is confined does not search the straightforward way
out of the door from where he can leave, but one from where he can hastily
go out, thus those who are oppressed by ignorance and do not understand the
problems, easily find a way out through allegories. And to these it is possible to
say that a fig tree is not a fig tree, and a donkey not a donkey. But one should
be patient, descend with the words, and break the chains.
Thus the following picture emerges: the Antiochene method was based
on the grammatical and rhetorical training of the pagan education sys-
tem in Antioch, which did not favour a combination with the methods
of the philosophical schools, and it was elaborated in opposition to the
ideas and actual results of the Alexandrian School.
However, this is still not the full story. The genre of Ephrem's
Commentary on Genesis differs markedly from the 'Greek-styled' works
of the Antiochenes, but it displays a comparable attitude towards
allegorism. Reflection on this observation leads to the supposition
that apologetic concerns increased the need for opposing allegorism.
In the continuing fight against the Marcionite movement, allegorical
interpretations of the Old Testament were not very helpful, as they
were not accepted by Marcion's followers. This movement was still
very much alive in the Antioch area as late as the fifth century, as some
letters of Theodoret prove.18 The refutation of Marcionite opinions
was evidently an important concern of exegetes like Eusebius and
Ephrem. Furthermore, the fierce attack by Porphyry on Origen's way of
allegorizing must have made quite an impression on learned Christians.
Eusebius of Caesarea quotes it in full.19 It may have incited the restraint
he shows towards allegory in his work. Didymus also dealt with it.20 The
reluctance to allegorize the Scriptures may echo Porphyry's criticism
that tac ipavepoç roxpa Mcouaet Xeyo[jieva should not be allegorized as
the Greek mysteries.21 In sum, it would seem that various factors
Compare also the way Diodore (?) presented the Antiochene approach to 'higher
interpretations' as the sensible, Christian middle course between 'IouBata(jioc and
'EXXr)viapioc: prologue to the Commentarii in Psalmos, ed. OLIVIER, 1 (CCSG 6), 8.
18
 See HARNACK, Mission und Ausbreitung, 931-932.
19
 Historici, Ecclesiastica 6.19.1-11, ed. SCHWARTZ (GE 2.2), 556-562.
20
 See BINDER, 'Eine Polemik', and SELLBW, 'Achilles or Christ?'
21
 Criticism may be met with opposition, accommodation, or a combination
of both. Didymus chose to oppose Pophyry fiercely. He states that the obscurity
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strengthened each other, and led to a full rejection by the Antiochenes
of allegorical interpretation.
Polemical concerns were also important in another aspect of the An-
tiochene method. In addition to—not necessarily in connection with—
the rejection of allegory, the Antiochenes disapproved of speculation
and the addition of anything to the biblical text. Their attitude recalls
Irenaeus' and Tertullian's drive for authoritative exegesis in opposition
to the Gnostics; they wished to defend the Bible against illicit curios-
ity.22 On the other hand, the dogmatic strife among Christians in the
fourth century was also an obvious background factor. The conviction
that nothing should be added to the biblical text played a role in the
opposition to Nicaea. I am inclined to explain the expression of this
concept in Eusebius of Ernesa from his desire to avoid taking sides. He
wished to preserve the vagueness in terminology of the period before
the Council of Nicaea.23 However, the Arians criticized the Council for
its introduction of unscriptural terms. Athanasius rebutted this argu-
ment by explaining that the Arians themselves used terms that could
not be found in Scripture. He emphasized the sufficiency of Scripture.
Thus this issue was of some concern to all parties after Nicaea.24
(ocoatpeta) of the Bible necessitates allegory: Moses' words are not plain and clear, as
Porphyry asserts. I suppose the attitude of Eusebius of Caesarea (at least in prac-
tice; cf. HOLLERICH, 'Eusebius as a Polemical Interpreter', 590) and the Antioch-
enes was more accommodating. Most Antiochenes tend to downplay the obscurity
of the Bible as a practical problem that can be solved (cf. the next subsection). The
importance of Porphyry's criticism was also pointed out by SIMONETTI, Biblical In-
terpretation, 54 (cf. also 62). On the other hand, RINALDI suggests that Diodore's
anti-allegorical polemic was provoked by the fact that the 'pagan reaction' in the
persons of the Emperor Julian and the Prefect and philosopher Saturnius Secun-
dus Sallustius, active between 361 and 367 in Antioch, fostered the allegorical
interpretation of myths: 'Diodoro', 420-430. If the specific activities of these two
persons exerted an attraction on Christians, this may have played a role, but it
is hard to establish such a connection. Moreover, RINALDI fails to see Diodore in
the right perspective. On the one hand, he does not mention SCHÄUBLIN'S Unter-
suchungen, where Diodore's method was linked to the pagan education system of
the grammatici and rhetores; on the other hand, he has not appreciated the fact
that Diodore's anti-allegorism is essentially that of Eusebius of Emesa. Another
flaw of this article is the fact that it does not refer to the new edition of Diodore's
fragments on Genesis, the Collectie* Coisliniana, which was published seven years
earlier ('Diodoro', 417 n. 24).
22
 Cf. GRANT, The Letter and the Spirit, 73, and FROEHLICH, Biblical Inter-
pretation, 12—15; on the exegesis of Irenaeus and Tertullian in general, see now
SKARSAUNE, 'The Development of Scriptural Interpretation', 422-429 and 429-434,
with further references.
23
 See page 11 above.
24
 POLLARD, 'The Exegesis of Scripture', 416-417, 419. On Athanasius' exegesis,
see further STEAD, 'Athanasius als Exeget', especially 177-180, and also SIEBEN,
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Once a pie has been cooked, it is often difficult to determine its
ingredients and their proportions. Yet it is clear that there is more in
the pie than flour alone. I hope at least to have identified the main
factors shaping the Antiochene method as found in Eusebius, Diodore,
and Theodore. One more may be added: 'the Syrian connection' of the
School, which contributed at least the person of Eusebius of Emesa,
with his knowledge of translation problems, his Syriac Bible, and some
exegetical traditions current among Syriac-speaking Christians.25
However, some more suggestions have been made by scholars in
order to explain the characteristics of Antiochene exegesis. Simonetti
mentions the growth of historical, scientific, and archeological interest
in educated Christian circles as an important factor in the development
of Antiochene anti-allegorism.26 If this were true, one would expect
the Antiochenes to have written commentaries giving a full literal
interpretation of the book of Exodus. In reality, nothing of the sort is
found.27 The same scholar also connects the anti-allegorical tendency
in 'Syro-Palestinian exegesis' with 'the fundamentally materialistic
outlook typical of Asiatic culture'.28 This would seem to be based on
a set of presuppositions which, I hope, are no longer shared by most
of us.
Finally, Drewery assumes an inheritance of 'Hebrew forms of exege-
sis and theological argumentation'.29 For this assumption, no evidence
can be found either. It is true that Antioch had an influential Jew-
ish community. A study of some of the sermons of John Chrysostom
reveals that the Jewish community exerted a strong attraction on An-
tiochene Christians; these were drawn to the festivals, but also went
to synagogues on other occasions, like the swearing of an oath. All
this was a reason for him to preach 'against the Jews'.30 However,
'Herméneutique d'Athanase', and CARLETON PAGET, 'Christian Exegesis', 536—538.
In the Arian and later Christological controversy, the question of allegorical inter-
pretation does not seem to have played a role of any significance; for the Arian
controversy, see POLLARD, 'The Exegesis of Scripture', 415; for the Christological
one, see YOUNG, 'Exegetical Method', 292-302.
25
 On the 'Syrian connection' of the School, see VAN ROMPAY, 'Quelques remar-
ques' and 'Antiochene Biblical Interpretation', and my paper 'Eusebius of Emesa's
Commentary on Genesis'. On the reception of Eusebius' ideas, see the next section.
26
 SIMONETTI, Biblical Interpretation, 54-55.
27
 TER HAAR ROMENY, 'Early Antiochene Commentaries on Exodus'.
28
 SIMONETTI, Biblical Interpretation, 25, 60.
29
 DREWERY, 'Antiochien', 107. This suggestion was not new either: see KIHN,
Theodor und Junilius, 12, and GREER, Theodore, 86-111. SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchun-
gen, 28—29, argues against it.
30
 See MEEKS and WILKEN, Jews and Christians in Antioch, 30-36.
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the contacts between Jews and Christians appeared not so much in
method of exegesis as in other aspects. It remains to be determined
whether apologetic prudence was a factor in the reserve with regard
to the acceptance of Christological references—whether typological or
prophetic—in the Old Testament. Strictness of grammatical method is
another possibility.31 But contacts between Jews and Christians were
certainly revealed in Eusebius' access to an informant who communi-
cated readings of the Hebrew Bible and exegetical traditions to him,
though some of these traditions may have been known to him already
from his education in Edessa.
It should be noted, though, that among Antiochene exegetes there
was a growing unease with regard to aggadic traditions. This is an
important difference from the exegesis of Ephrem, who was receptive
to such traditions and could give them a natural place in the genre of
his Commentary on Genesis. Kamesar has explained that this kind of
information was used as an aid in TO ictopixov, the supplying of data
pertaining to persons, places, dates, and events—one of the 'tools'
of exegesis. Data from the aggada were especially useful in filling in
gaps in the story, events passed over in silence (oyrjfAoc aicuitriaewc in
the Greek literary terminology), but which should be supplied for a
full understanding. Just as the Antiochenes only accepted allegory as
a mode of expression, so they did not accept the T^T\\LO. cnwrcfiaetuc
unless required by the immediate context. It was not to be exploited
as a device in the interpretation. Furthermore, they were anxious not
to add anything to the biblical text that was based on conjecture, as
noted above.32 Thus it can be seen that though the exegetes in the
31
 The latter suggestion is that of SCHÄUBLIN; cf. page 18 above. According
to SIMONETTI, SCHÄUBLIN mistakes the result for the cause. The cause must be
ideological: Lettera e/o allegoria, 159 with note 193 (he is thinking of a change
in attitude towards the relationship between the Old Testament and the New). I
would speak rather in terms of a combination of factors.
32
 KAMESAR, 'The Evaluation of the Narrative Aggada', especially 66-69. Cf.
also VAN ROMPAY, 'Antiochene Biblical Interpretation', 113-116, and my 'Eusebius
of Emesa's Commentary on Genesis', 139-140. The practical consequences can be
seen in the fragments XIV (Ephrem accepted an aggadic tradition, Eusebius and
Basil did not; Jerome mentioned it), xv (Eusebius may be reacting against spec-
ulations, as was Theodoret; Jerome and Didymus accepted an aggadic tradition),
xxvill (Jerome cited a Jewish tradition, Eusebius did not), XL (Eusebius quoted an
aggadic tradition but gave it a philological basis, unlike Jerome and Ephrem), LVIII
(Eusebius cited a tradition and gave evidence for its correctness, but later Anti-
ochenes did not follow him), and LXXI (Jerome gave an aggadic tradition, Eusebius
did not).
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Palestinian-Alexandrian group were more critical than Ephrem, they
accepted these traditions more often than the Antiochenes.
3. The Method in Practice
Describing the taste of the pie is easier than determining its ingredi-
ents.33 In Christian education, exegetical practice following the gram-
matical tradition must ideally have comprised four parts.34
First, the sentence was read aloud correctly. This involved accentu-
ation, word division, and punctuation: TO ocvayvcuOTixóv.
Second,35 the sentence was fully explained: TO èCriyT)tixóv. This in-
cluded a word-for-word interpretation. Moreover, the exegete explained
metaphors, comparisons, and other rhetorical modes of expression; he
also discussed ambiguities, paradoxes, and discrepancies. The explana-
tion focused on the events that had actually happened (the Tipaffjuxta),
and examined their place in the context and logic of the narrative. The
target was the meaning of the sentence as the author had intended
it (OKXVOIOC). This meaning was often laid down in a paraphrase. The
ilriyiyuxov had four opyocva, 'tools'. The discussion of vocabulary was
the first. This was followed by the 'historical' explanation (TO Icrcopixov);
that is, as noted above, the answer to the questions of who, where,
when, and what. Here knowledge of practical matters as well as exter-
nal sources could be used. Gaps and obscurities in the story could be
explained in this way. However, the Antiochenes were reluctant to add
speculative elements from other sources. They preferred to examine the
context, which was of crucial importance for their method. Eusebius
wrote:36
Thus with regard to the words of the Scriptures, it is also fit that the foregoing
are repeated and that one searches the consistency (consequentia, unquestion-
ably reflecting Greek axoXouSux) in those that follow, in order that on the basis
of the foregoing and following words, (the meaning of) what is in between is
found.
33
 A good description of the Antiochene method is found in SCHÄUBLIN'S Unter-
suchungen. See, in particular, his detailed survey of Theodore's exegesis (84-155)
and his chapter on the Antiochene xploiç 7totT)|iài:(ov (157-170). Compare also DIES-
TEL, Geschichte, 129-141, DEVREESSE, Essai, 53-93, SCHÄUBLIN, 'Zur paganen
Prägung', NovoTNY, 'Fragments exégétiques', and VAN ROMPAY, 'Antiochene Bib-
lical Interpretation', 108-111.
34
 I follow the reconstruction of USENER, 'Lehrgebäude'; cf. SCHÄUBLIN, Unter-
suchungen, 35.
35
 Or, in other contexts, in the third place: USENER, 'Lehrgebäude', 267 with
note 9.
36
 De Arbore Fici 8, in: La collection de Troyes, ed. BUYTAERT, 261.
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The Old Testament was regarded as an entity, and a collation with
parallel passages within this entity was an important device, according
to the principle "Opipov èÇ 'Ojj.r|pou aacpTjvtCeiv.37 The two other 'tools'
of to èÇT)fT|Ti,xov were the application of grammatical and rhetorical
knowledge in the narrow sense, and metre.
Third, the issues of textual criticism, TO OiopOonixov, were discussed
on the basis of the sentence just read and explained, and the dif-
ferences with respect to other readings were clarified. In his very
important monograph on Origen as a philologist, Neuschäfer assigns
the evaluation of readings from other witnesses as a matter of course to
this part of the grammatical exegesis.38 This is problematic. Schäublin
now follows Neuschäfer,39 but earlier he seems to have classified the
evaluation of such material as part of -co eCriyT]ttxov.40 Neuschäfer's
classification is correct at least to the extent that Origen used the
other versions as a criterion in the selection of the correct reading
when the Septuagint manuscripts differed among themselves. This use
was exceptional among the Antiochenes,41 however, and Origen himself
often used them in other ways as well. This problem is dealt with in
the next subsection.42 Two remarks, however, should be made at this
point. First, in general, it can be said that the Antiochenes recognized
the difficulties arising from the fact that the Septuagint was a trans-
lation. Second, prudence is called for in all classification of material
that could on the face of it be considered textual criticism. In the
pagan grammatical tradition, elements such as the argumentation for
a rejection of a spurious passage or a change in the order of parts of
a verse, were assigned to the fourth part of the system, -cö xpmxóv.
Usener also warns that the placing of the signs of Aristarchus is spread
over èÇT)yï|Tixov, ôiop0cùi:ixov, and xpuixóv.43
37
 SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 159-160.
38
 NEUSCHÄFER, Origenes als Philologe l, 117-122; for the casual nature of his
classification, cf. ibidem, 15 with note 41: here NEUSCHÄFER says that Jerome valued
Origen's Hexapla higher than the Antiochenes did, 'denen textkritische Fragen nur
ein bescheidenes Interesse entlocken konnten. ' For the latter assertion, he appeals
to SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 139 (this is a mistake, he means 155, a page which
refers to 139 for more general information), assuming that the latter's remark on
textual criticism refers also to variant translations. However, SCHÄUBLIN only refers
to variant readings within the Septuagint tradition: see Untersuchungen, 139 n. 223.
39
 SCHÄUBLIN, 'Zur paganen Prägung', 171.
40
 SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 123-138 and 139. See note 38 above.
41
 An example is found in Theodore: Expositio in Psalmos ad 16:13—14, ed.
DEVREESSE, 108,1-13. Cf. also Eusebius, fragment xiv (concerning punctuation).
42
 Cf. also KIHN, Theodor und Junilius, 92-93.
43
 USENER, 'Lehrgebäude', 267 n. 8.
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Fourth, the sentence was evaluated in a kind of 'higher criticism':
to xpmxóv or xptaiç TUHTKJKXTCDV. According to Usener this comprised
die ästhetische und sachliche Beurteilung.** Schäublin admits that the
meaning of this concept is variable and has not been fully explained.45
It seems that the examination of the moral and dogmatic value of the
text should be placed under this heading. The exegete answered the
question of what the author wished to teach. Schäublin also deals with
the Antiochene use of typology under this heading, and this would
seem to be correct. I discuss this briefly.
In this final part of the explanation, the exegete had to examine
the truth (aXr|0£t<x) to which the author referred, and its interest. The
account of events as such may contain obscurities, but according to
the Antiochenes, these could be solved without recourse to allegory.
The exegetical treatment should reveal immediately the realities of the
texts to be classified as loiopta; other modes of expression should be
recognized and classified by the exegete, to show the reader to what
they referred. Most Antiochenes, unlike the Alexandrians, had a down-
to-earth view of obscurities in the biblical texts: they were obstacles to
be removed from the path, problems that should be—and could be—
solved.46 They were not mysteries designed to hide a spiritual meaning
but, for instance, resulted from the character of the Septuagint as
a translation.47 Even for the Antiochenes, however, it was possible
to discover a different aXr|0eia through a higher 'vision' (Gewpia), as
Diodore (?) called it.48 This approach did not abrogate the reality of
the historical sense, but developed a higher truth on top of it. The
event described was a real event, but was also a IÛTCOÇ, a foreshadowing
14
 USENER, 'Lehrgebäude', 267, and cf. 283.
45
 SCHÄUBLIN, 'Zur paganen Prägung', 171.
46
 On the possibility of solving even the most difficult problems without recourse
to allegorizing, cf.—in addition to Eusebius' De Arbore Fid referred to above—
the second section of Theodore's Treatise against the Allegorists, in: Fragments
syriaques du Commentaire des Psaumes, ed. VAN ROMPAY, 3—7 (tr. 4—10).
47
 The obscurity of the Bible was a problem for most Fathers, not least in the
context of apologetics. Especially among Alexandrians, there was a tendency to
justify this àaâçetoc, leading in some cases even to a positive view of it. See note
21 above. The picture sketched by HAUL, 'Origène et l'<obscurité»', is somewhat
one-sided, as she cites mostly authors from this milieu. However, on pages 336-337,
she discusses John Chrysostom. He seems to have accommodated both views.
48
 See, for instance, the hypothesis to Psalm 118 (cf. note 7 above). The use of
the term is different in Alexandrian and Antiochene circles: BATE, 'Some Technical
Terms', 61-63. The choice of it by Diodore may be polemical. Whether Eusebius
used the term, I cannot say; but the practice, and the use of the word tûitoç, can
be seen in fragment xxxvii, for instance.
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of another, more important event.49 In this way the Antiochene exegete
could build a bridge between the Old and the New Testament—though
it must be noted again that he only sparingly used this possibility.
Though this four-part exegetical system may have functioned in
this way in oral education, it represents in the main the ideal of
the handbooks. Even the full commentaries did not always present
every element, and if they did, the order of the different elements
often differed.50 Yet the system makes clear the vision the Antiochenes
had of the business of the exegete, and presents the elements their
work could contain in different quantities. The choice made by the
exegetes depended on the nature and difficulties of the text as well as
their personal interests. This factor applies even more forcefully to the
commentaries of the question-and-answer genre, and thus also to the
selective commentary Eusebius was writing.51 These works dealt with
problems, often in the form of possible objections to the text. Most of
these problems can be assigned to to ICr)yT)iixov and to jcpmxóv.
Eusebius' commentary usually gave the results of the exegetical
process in the shape of one or more solutions. This could simply be
a paraphrase. Theoretical reflection with regard to the method of
exegesis is not encountered; explicit statements of this kind are found
mainly in the homilies, as Novotny observes.52 The main statements
of Diodore and Theodore are found in the prologues and prefaces of
their commentaries. The introduction to Eusebius' Commentary is
dedicated to the problems of translation, however. This appears to
have been a more important topic for him; he also discussed it in some
of the comments. The next section develops this aspect.
B. Eusebius' Use of Alternative Readings
A general picture of Eusebius' Antiochene method has now been given.
The next question posed is that of the role assigned by Eusebius to
49
 DIESTEL, Geschichte, 131-133, SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 166-170, and Vi-
CIANO, 'Das formale Verfahren', 388-389. See also GUINOT, 'La typologie', with ref-
erences to the earlier literature. YOUNG'S 'Typology' does not give a clear picture
of the matter, as no reference was made to the theoretical statements of Diodore
and Theodore.
50
 SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 155 n. 300; NEUSCHÄFER, Origenes als Philologe
l, 35-36.
51
 For more details on this genre, see chapter II.B.
52
 NOVOTNY, 'Les fragments exégétiques', 31.
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the quotations from the Hebrew, Syrian, and the three recentiores.
First, I discuss the practical side of quoting alternative readings. The
purpose of the readings is described and their position in the genre of
the selective commentary. In the second part of this section, I discuss
the value ascribed by Eusebius to the different witnesses.
1. The Appeal to Alternative Readings
In several fragments, Eusebius cited the Septuagint and an alternative
reading without making his choice between them explicit. Jerome often
followed the same procedure in his Quaestiones Hebraicae. The choice
seems to be left to the reader, but this does not mean that the author
had no preference. In many cases, it is easy to see that the Septuagint
text was problematic, and that the obscurity or difficulty was solved in
the alternative reading. The alternative reading was thus presented as
a solution of a problem which is not posed explicitly. In these cases the
supposition must have been that the alternative reading was in a sense
better than the Septuagint reading. It is conspicuous that Eusebius
often presented the readings as rival alternatives, using a formula like
this: 'The Hebrew and the Syrian do not say... , but... ' There are,
however, also fragments in which the alternative reading is simply a
help in interpreting the Septuagint. Moreover, there are cases where
the only problem seems to be the difference between the Septuagint
and the Hebrew or the Syrian. In such cases Eusebius' choice is less
clear. Matters of assessment and preference are discussed in the next
subsection. Here a survey of the issues and problems dealt with by an
appeal to other witnesses is given.
Textual criticism. In the first place, I assign to this group a number
of readings given in cases where the Septuagint is not problematic.
Thus Eusebius pointed out the differences in the genealogies of the
Patriarchs in Gen 5 (fragment xvii); he noted that the Syrian reads
Kardu instead of Ararat for the name of the mountain on which the ark
grounded (fragment xxin), but added that the Hebrew had Ararat,
like the Septuagint.53 Two cases in which Eusebius seemed to deal
with pluses in the Septuagint are especially interesting. Thus fragment
LII says that a reading of the Septuagint is confirmed by the Hebrew.
We may suppose that this comment was incited by the absence of the
phrase in question from the Syrian. Perhaps Eusebius also knew that
Comparable cases in the fragments xxxv, xxxix, XLVI, LUI, LVi, LIX, and LXIX.
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other Septuagint manuscripts did not have this reading.54 In the second
place, the use of the Hebrew and the Syrian in order to determine the
right punctuation of the Septuagint (fragment xiv) should also be
classified under this heading. The wish to determine the meaning of a
difficult Septuagint reading seems to have played a part in two other
fragments, vm and LXVIII. They are links to the following groups.
Ambiguous or imprecise words or passages. The reader of the Sep-
tuagint is often confronted with expressions which are vague or can be
taken in different ways. In such cases, Eusebius could set out the cor-
rect interpretation by giving an alternative reading. Alternatively, he
gave his own paraphrase and added a corroborative reading taken from
another witness. Thus Adam's statement 'This is now bone from my
bones and flesh from my flesh' (Gen 2:23), was explained in fragment
vi to hint at the formation of a woman from the rib of a man as a
non-recurring event. Eusebius added that Symmachus and Theodotion
translated 'more clearly': they had 'once' instead of'now'.55 Sometimes
the establishment of the interpretation was important from the point
of view of doctrine. In fragment xn, for instance, Eusebius probably
wished to stress that ritiial correctness was not an issue in the rejec-
tion of Cain's offering. The point was that every person should behave
correctly in a moral sense.56
Obscure words or passages. The Septuagint also contains words,
phrases, and constructions which are unclear, unexpected, or awkward
in the context. These should be elucidated to recover the intended
sense. Thus when confronted with the unexpected place-name in the
Septuagint's 'This one is Damascus Eliezer' (Gen 15:2), Eusebius sim-
ply told his readers in fragment xxx that the Hebrew and the Syrian
read 'Eliezer the Damascene', which is perfectly clear. In fragment
LXVI he explained the metaphor 'the marrow of the land' by giving the
Syrian's 'the good of the land' (Gen 45:18).57 In most of these cases,
the Sûpoç or 'Eßpoüoc reading would seem to have been given as a real
alternative, replacing the Septuagint reading.
Some special cases should be dealt with. The Septuagint's 'Sem was
a son of a hundred years' (Gen 11:10) was explained as 'something
peculiar to the Hebrews'; the translators had 'obscured the clear lan-
54
 A similar case is found in fragment LXV.
56
 Comparable cases in the fragments XXI, xxix, and LXXI. Cf. also fragment v,
where Eusebius tried to determine the meaning of Edem.
56
 See also the fragments xin, xxiv, and XLII.
57
 Cases comparable to these are found in the fragments xi, xx, XLI, XLVII, XLVIII,
LX, LXH, LXIV, LXVH, and LXXI.
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guage of Scripture' by conveying it literally, as fragment xxvin has it.
A comparable explanation is found in fragment L for the repetition of
the word 'daughter' in 'your daughters are my daughters' (Gen 31:43):
it was a peculiar customary mode of expression of the Hebrew language.
In at least one other case one might have expected the same kind of
reasoning: fragment LVII deals with the Septuagint's 'Let us not hit
him up to the soul' (Gen 37:21). However, here no appeal to Hebrew
idiom was made. Eusebius gave a straightforward reading on the basis
of his interpretation of the Syriac Bible, which has in fact a text very
close to the Hebrew and its literal rendering in the Septuagint.
The use of the Syrian in the explanation of transliterations58 and
names59 should also be mentioned here. In fragment xxxvn, the Sûpoç
reading which explains the Septuagint's transliteration aocßex is also the
basis of a Christological explanation of Gen 22:13. Thus the alternative
readings could reveal a higher meaning. However, Eusebius was very
cautious in admitting this. The case of fragment XL is interesting in
this respect. In the Septuagint of Gen 24:2, Abraham ordered his
servant to put his hand under 'his loins' to swear an oath. Eusebius
explained that this reference was euphemistic. In fact the Syrian and
the Hebrew referred to Abraham's member: the servant had to swear
by the circumcision, which was a sign of the covenant. Unlike Diodore,
Eusebius seemed to reject a Christological interpretation: only the first
covenant was involved. Note also the case of fragment LXX, where
Eusebius associated a Christological interpretation with the Syrian,
but rejected it. In his opinion the first part of Jacob's blessing of Judah
referred to the tribe. Only the last part, from Gen 49:10 onwards,
referred to Christ.
Inappropriate words or passages. An additional set of problems is
encountered in those passages which attribute actions or statements
to God, or to human beings, that do not suit them. Most of these
problems have a doctrinal background. Thus fragment n considers the
Septuagint reading God 'made' heaven and earth (Gen 1:1). This word
can be used for 'making out of pre-existent matter', whereas Moses
intended the creatio ex nihilo. Therefore Moses would not have said 'he
made'. The Hebrew means 'he brought forth', which is the appropriate
term, the one that should have been used in the translation. Fragments
xix and xxv discuss the problem that God is described as repenting.
This problem is solved by an appeal to parallel passages and the
58
 See the fragments xxxvn and LIV.
59
 See the fragments xxxv and LXin.
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Hebrew. The statement 'Now I have come to know that you fear God',
said to Abraham in Gen 22:12, was also considered inappropriate as it
depicts God as learning new things. Fragment xxxvi explains that the
expression should be understood as 'Now you have made known', as the
Syrian has it.60 It is interesting to note that in fragment xxvn Eusebius
realized that the Hebrew could not help him escape the problem of the
use of plural forms for God in Gen 11:7, 'let us go down'. Instead,
he explained this use as a manner of speaking, and said that others
suggested that God was addressing the angels.
Impossibilities. There are also passages in the Septuagint that sug-
gest events impossible from the point of view of physics, history, geog-
raphy, doctrine, or general plausibility. Thus the expression 'a source
welled up and watered all the surface of the earth' (Gen 2:6) could
be taken to mean that there was another Flood. One of the solutions
given in fragment iv is based on the Hebrew: it is not a source, but a
kind of mist or air. The Septuagint of Gen 4:24 can be taken to mean
that Cain had to undergo 490 punishments. Fragment xv probably
states that the Hebrew is ambiguous, but that the Syrian reads the
more plausible figure of 77 vengeances. The Septuagint of Gen 11:3
mentions the use of asphalt as cement. Fragment xxvi explains that
this must be lime, as the Hebrew and the Syrian say. In Gen 26:33 a
city of the name $piocp opxou is mentioned. Such a city was not known
to Eusebius. Therefore in fragment XLV he pointed out that the Syrian
did not speak of a city.
Inconsistencies and discrepancies. Some passages in the Septuagint
lack consistency and coherence (àxoXouôloc). Eusebius used alternative
readings to solve such problems, too. A good example is the Septu-
agint's 'this one will be called "wife" ("yuvri), as she was taken out of
man (ex toû àvôpoç)' (Gen 2:23). This is incoherent because the second
part does not seem to give the reason for the first, although the two
parts are connected by öti. Fragment vu explains that the Hebrew uses
related forms here and proves this with a transliteration; the translation
should have read 'this one will be called "wo-man" (f| avOpwitoc), as she
was taken out of man (ócrcö iou ócvOpcónou).' Eusebius' Greek reading of
Gen 18:19 makes God say, 'I knew that Abraham would command his
sons and his house after him, and that they would keep to the ways of
the Lord God, to do justice and judgment.' However, the descendants
of Abraham did not keep to the ways of the Lord. Fragment xxxm
30
 Comparable cases of inappropriateness are dealt with in the fragments Hi, x,
xviii, xxv, XXXH, XLIII, LI, and LXI.
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manages this problem by pointing out that this difficulty exists only
in the Greek text. The Hebrew and the Syrian do not read 'and that
they would keep'; they say that Abraham commanded his descendants
to keep to the ways of the Lord, not that they actually obeyed.61
A number of fragments deal with gaps in the story or try to establish
the precise chronology of events; these are related to the group just
commented on. Thus Gen 19:21-23 makes clear that Segor would not be
overthrown, but that the townsfolk would still be punished like those of
Sodom and Gomorrah. Fragment xxxv claims that the meaning of the
place-name, confirmed by the reading of the Hebrew, yields a solution
to the difficulty. The Septuagint of Gen 31:7 mentions a wage of 'ten
lambs' which Laban had changed. However, such a wage had not been
mentioned before. Fragment XLIX points out that the Hebrew and the
Syrian say that Laban had changed Jacob's wages 'ten times'.62 A
further group of fragments are those that handle real contradictions.
Thus in Gen 11:10 Sem is said to be a hundred years old 'when he
begot Arphaxad in the second year after the Flood'. However, Noah
begot Sem in his five-hundredth year (Gen 6:1) and the Flood was in
his six-hundredth year (Gen 7:6,11). Thus Sem must have been one
hundred and two. This is exactly what the Hebrew says, according to
fragment xxvm.63
Conclusion. In only very few instances can the quotation of al-
ternative readings be regarded as belonging to to SiopGomxov. Most
quotations play a part in io eCr)yr)-cixov or TO xpi/uxóv. The questions
at issue are a cross-section of the kind of problems dealt with by a
commentary in this genre.64 Eusebius' appeal to the Hebrew, the Syr-
ian, or the recentiores often functioned as a means of solving exegetical
problems, as a kind of 'tool'. His aim was to set down the meaning of
the scriptural passage and to deal with all obscurities, inappropriate
expressions, impossibilities, and inconsistencies. Part of these are the
result of bad translating. In a good translation, the intention (Oiavoia)
should be clear.
Dl
 See also the fragment xvi. Here the verb àxoXouoéco is used. The connection
of Gen 4:26 to 6:2 requires a certain reading of the former verse. The Hebrew gives
this reading.
62
 Precise chronology is at issue in the fragments v and W.
63
 Other examples are found in the fragments xxxiv, xxxvin, XLIII, and LVIII.
64
 Note that if the first two groups are excluded, the problems dealt with by
Eusebius bear a likeness to those in the system of Moschopoulos: SCHÄUBLIN, Un-
tersuchungen, 58—59. This system ultimately goes back to Aristotle, Poëtica 25.
See also GUDEMAN, 'Aoaeic', 2516-2517.
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The relation of the use of other readings to the more usual tools
of exegesis can be described as follows. In the first place, it is a
possible alternative to devices such as a close reading of the context
and the appeal to parallel passages. In the second place, Eusebius was
able to combine tools to strengthen the solution as a whole. Thus in
fragment xxvi the problematic 'asphalt' is confronted by the Hebrew
and the Syrian, which read 'lime'. Eusebius added that this reading
must be correct, as lime is appropriate for building purposes, whereas
asphalt is useless. Here the alternative reading was combined with a
knowledge of practical matters. In the third place, a reading can be
used as a corroboration of a solution based on other arguments. It
is not possible to classify all instances with certainty. In cases such
as fragment xxxvi, where the Syrian seems to be presented as a
substantiation of the argument given before, it is also possible to say
that Eusebius' understanding was determined from the outset by his
understanding of the Syriac Bible.
2. The. Value Attached to the Witnesses
The preceding subsection has demonstrated that the alternative read-
ings can be used to explain and even to correct readings of the Sep-
tuagint. Eusebius' attitude towards the different witnesses and its
backgroiind is a point further elaborated here. The introduction to
the commentary (fragment i) is of eminent importance to this issue.
Furthermore, the explanation in the comment on Gen 1:2 (fragment
in) should be mentioned, as well as a collection of fragments added at
the end of Hovhannessian's edition.65 These theoretical statements are
discussed first, and then the practice of the fragments is studied.
Theory. In Eusebius' time, the Septuagint was the Old Testament of
Greek-speaking Christians, and through its daughter translations also
that of most others. The fact that it differed from the Hebrew both
in extent and in content was well known among Christian scholars, at
least from the time of Origen's Hexapla. The correspondence between
Africanus and Origen also attests to this fact. Earlier, Justin's Dialogue
with Trypho had dealt with the opinion that instead of rcapÖEvóc, the
translation of Is 7:14 should have read veavic. As noted in the discussion
of the introduction to the Commentary, criticisms of a translation could
65
 Ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 217-228. The status and original position of these added
fragments is unclear, but there is no doubt about the Eusebian authorship. Cf. also
MAKE, 'Traduction et exégèse', 249 with note 36.
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be met in a religious community by one of two approaches: by the belief
that the translation was inspired, or by the decision to return to the
original text and revise the translation. Both approaches can be found
in Jewish circles: on the one hand, authors like Philo and Josephus
cite miraculous legends on the origin of the Septuagint; on the other,
several revisions were made. The common approach among Christians
was the first one: the legends of the Septuagint's origin were taken over
and a doctrine of an inspired translation was formed.66 The fact that
the Septuagint was handed down within the Church from the time of
the Apostles was also of increasing significance.67
Such was the background to Eusebius' introduction to his Com-
mentary on the Octateuch and Reigns. It is a treatise on translation
technique, but it also acts as a justification of Eusebius' appeal to
alternatives to the Septuagint, because of its clear presentation of the
problems caused to the reader if the wrong method is followed. It is
not likely that anyone critical of the Septuagint would meet with much
approval in Greek-speaking Christian circles. It was for this reason
that Jerome couched the defence of his approach to the Hebraica ver-
itas in a rhetorical form. In the preface to the Quaestiones Hebraicae
in Genesim, he first frankly denied that he charged the Septuagint
with errors—that was slander of jealous people, he said—and he then
pointed out the differences between the quotations in the New Testa-
ment and current copies of the Septuagint, and between the recentiores
and the Septuagint. He also made clear that the legend of the Letter of
Aristeas concerned only the Books of Moses, which 'agree more with
the Hebrew than the others', and referred to Origen's use of the Hebrew
in scholarly writings.68 Eusebius' approach was also subtle. He did not
mention the Septuagint as such, but attacked Aquila's literalism. One
example was taken from the Septuagint, however; this implied that
the translation of the Seventy was not exempt from the same errors.
The following points are significant for the correct understanding of
Eusebius' position: the practical nature of his discussions, the central
position of the Hebrew and the Syrian, the absence of any reference
66
 See HARL in HARL-UORIVAL-MUNNICH, La Bible grecque des Septante, 294-
295, with further references.
67
 On this point, see especially KAMESAR, Jerome, 29-34.
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 Quaestiones Hebraicae, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 2. Cf. KAMESAR, Jerome, 78-
79, and HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 94-99. The defence in this preface
is in line with that in a number of prefaces to Jerome's translations iuxta Hebraeos,
see KAMESAR, Jerome, 58-72.
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to providence and tradition, and the negative view on obscurities in
translations of Scripture.
The practical nature appears in the many concrete examples of the
difficulty of translation found in the introduction as well as in the
rest of the work.69 In these examples, Eusebius explains the difficulty
of interpreting an unvocalized text, and he deals with the 'particular
expressions' of a language, that cannot be rendered word for word.
He assessed the merit of Aquila and the Septuagint as translations
of the Hebrew. He did not use the term 'Hebrew truth', but it is
clear that the Hebrew text, as the basis of the translations, was the
criterion. The view of the Septuagint as a translation was not new.
But Eusebius of Emesa was prepared to draw conclusions from this
comparison which others wished to avoid. It is not difficult to see how
Eusebius had obtained his knowledge of translation problems: already
in the first paragraph of the introduction he had mentioned the Syriac
language as the 'neighbour' of Hebrew. One of the main examples he
gave in the Commentary itself was an illustration based on the practice
of translating Greek into Syriac (fragment in). Eusebius' bilingualism
was what made him different from other Greek exegetes.
This bilingualism was significant in two respects. In the first place,
Eusebius' knowledge of the two languages gave him an insight missing in
contemporary Greek-speaking exegetes. The status and position of the
Greek language had precluded the necessity of building up knowledge
in this field. It is not surprising that the exegete who can best be
compared to Eusebius in this respect is Jerome. Latin was his mother
tongue and he had learnt Greek when young. Moreover, reflection
on translation was highly advanced among native speakers of Latin.
Bilingual experience prevented Jerome like Eusebius from developing
an unrealistic picture of translation. In the second place, Eusebius knew
a Bible that was different from the Septuagint: the Peshitta, the Syriac
Bible which was translated directly from the Hebrew text as it was
current in those days. Just as the recentiores may have played a role
in Jerome's early 'conversion' to the Hebraica veritas,70 Eusebius had
this Syriac Bible. However, the Peshitta posed the problem to Eusebius
in a more acute manner. It is a main factor in the explanation of the
absence of references to Providence and tradition.
59
 For some examples from the introduction and the Commentary itself, see
pages 51-53 above. In addition to these, the added fragments mentioned above in
note 65 are of high importance.
70
 On this early conversion, cf. KAMESAR, Jerome, 41—49.
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The concept of Providence at work must have been difficult for
Eusebius, for why would Providence have provided a different Bible for
the Syriac-speaking Christians? Or, if both Bibles were inspired, how
could one explain the differences between the two versions? Thus the
belief in the Septuagint as inspired was not an 'easy escape' enabling
him to explain the differences between the Septuagint and the Hebrew.
The importance of the Greek tradition did not lead him to abandon
the Syriac Bible either. It is not necessary to assume that a pride
in his own Syriac tradition was significant here.71 Eusebius described
translation as a human business, in which it was possible to make
errors. Practice had taught Eusebius what translating was like, and
what could go wrong. Tradition was no safeguard against errors made
at the translation stage. He deemed Aquila most erroneous, as Aquila's
translation method was wrong, but it is clear that he was prepared to
assume that the Septuagint could show the same errors. The main error
of translators who followed the wrong method was that they made the
translation obscure.
Eusebius' aversion to obscurity links his ideas on translating to his
exegetical method. In the discussion of the introduction to the Com-
mentary it is noted that his choice for sensus de sensu translating was
related to the absence of any idea that the letter of the text contained
a mystery to be revealed by the exegete.72 Alexandrian exegetes could
appeal to the obscurity of the text as a reason for developing allegoriz-
ing interpretations. This obscurity was seen as something intentionally
written into the inspired text. Eusebius did not wish to allegorize.
Obscurities were often man-made: they could be the result of a wrong
translation method. On the use of 'son of' in indicating someone's age,
Eusebius wrote (fragment xxvni):
And this is something peculiar to the Hebrews, just as they frequently put the
(word) 'with' into their speech. And the translators conveyed it in the same
way and have obscured the clear (language) of Scripture.
A translation should make clear the intention of the words. When a
word had more than one meaning, the context should indicate what was
intended. In order to convey this sense, the translator could need more
words than the original, or less. By explaining the cause of obscurities
71
 His opinion on the origin of the Syriac version is not known. Theodore of Mop-
suestia describes the Syriac translator as an 'obscure person' (see below, IV.C.3).
Some more positive ideas are attested among Syriac authors from much later times:
DIRKSEN, 'The Old Testament Peshitta', 255.
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 Cf. also MAHÉ, 'Traduction et exégèse', 250.
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as a result of translation method, Eusebius implicitly indicated the
solution. There was no reason to allegorize. A better rendering of the
original Hebrew was needed.
Practice. The foregoing words may have left the impression that
Eusebius was always keen to reach back to the original text. A confir-
mation of this impression is found in the instances where he explicitly
wrote that the Greek was not clear or correct, and gave the Hebrew73
or the Hebrew and the Syrian74 as a better alternative. These cases
are rather few in number; however, the instances in which a problem
is solved if the reading of the Hebrew is adopted may be added here.75
These corrective readings were also given in cases where the method
of translation was not concerned. In practice, Eusebius admitted the
existence of more kinds of errors in the Septuagint. The fact that the
reading of the Hebrew was decisive for Eusebius is clear from a number
of fragments where the positioning of the Hebrew vis-à-vis the Septu-
agint76 or the Syrian77 leaves no doubt about his preference. The latter
group of cases makes clear that the Syrian was also looked upon as a
translation. It was thus fallible, too.78
But this is not the full picture. There are cases where Eusebius
did not indicate his preference or give the Hebrew as a solution to an
obvious problem. In such instances the situation is less evident. One
might suppose that the Hebrew was always decisive for Eusebius, but
there is nothing to prove this. In practice Eusebius may just be less
outspoken; he left the decision to the reader. Two more differentiations
should be made.
First, there are a very limited number of cases where Eusebius
implied that it was unnecessary to reject the Septuagint in favour of
the Hebrew.79 It must be understood that the Septuagint was Eusebius'
first point of departure. It was this version he had to explain and which
'
3
 Fragments H, ni, vu, and XXVIH.
r4
 Fragments xxvi, XXXH (A), and xxxm.
75
 Fragments iv, XVI, XIX, XXIH, xxv, and XLIII (giving a reading of the Hebrew);
and fragments x, xi, xvin, xx, xxx, xxxiv, xxxvi, xxxvni, XL, XLIX, and LXXI
(giving a reading of the Hebrew and the Syrian).
76
 Fragments v, xix, xxv, and XL. Note also the cases where the reading of the
Hebrew is given as a confirmation of the correctness of the Septuagint (without
explicit reference to the Syrian): fragments xxvn, XXXV, LII, and LV.
'
7
 Fragments v, xxm, xxv, xxxix, LVIII, and LXIX.
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 In some cases Eusebius even implied that the Septuagint was better than
the Syrian. Thus in fragment xxxix the reading in the Syrian was mentioned,
but contrasted with that of the Hebrew, which confirmed the Septuagint. Another
example, without reference to the Hebrew, is given in note 82.
79
 In fragment xxxvi it seems that Eusebius wished to show that even the Sep-
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coloured his understanding of Scripture, as observed when dealing
with the content of his 'Eßpoctoc readings.80 His aim was not to render
the original text in all instances, but to give his readers a clear and
intelligible text. The original was an important means to achieving this
objective, but no more than that. If the Septuagint was clear, he had
no reason to abandon it.
Second, in the discussion of the content of the 'Eßpoüoc readings
it was also observed that when Eusebius felt he had to leave the
Septuagint, he consulted the Syrian first. This was the version he had
known from his youth and was often at the back of his mind. It was
his second point of departure. This should not surprise us, as Eusebius
did not know Hebrew. He could read Syriac by himself, but needed an
informant for the Hebrew text. The fact alone that he often combined
the reference to the Hebrew and the Syrian is significant. A strict choice
for the Hebrew would make the reference to the Syrian redundant in
these pairs. In some cases it is very clear that Eusebius first solved
the problem in the Septuagint by using the Syrian, and then gave the
Hebrew as a confirmation.81 In the case of fragment xv, where the
Hebrew was ambiguous in his opinion, the Syrian was decisive for him.
In fragment xxxvn, he presented different renderings for the Hebrew
and the Syrian without making clear his choice. In many other cases,
Eusebius solved problems without having recourse to the Hebrew at
all.82 It is possible to infer from the introduction to the Commentary
that the importance of the Syrian for Eusebius lay in the fact that
Syriac is a 'neighbour' of Hebrew. Moreover, it was noted that he did
not rely on the Syrian for his references to the Hebrew, but used an
informant. However, in some cases the Syrian served his purpose well
enough, and he saw no need to go any further.
Finally, a remark on Eusebius' use of the recentiores is in order here.
These were only seldom quoted. Moreover, they were not cited to solve
problems caused by impossibilities, inconsistencies, and improprieties.
One never gets the impression that they were to replace the Septuagint.
tuagint can be interpreted in the right way; in fragment LVI, the Catena gives an
argument in favour of the Greek.
80
 See pages 62-63 above.
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 See the fragments XXXIH, xxxvi, xxxvin, XLIX, LI, and LX.
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 Fragments XLI, XLHI, XLV, XLVil, LXI, and LXII. In fragment LXX Eusebius
mentioned only the Septuagint and the Syrian, and seems to choose the former
for doctrinal reasons. In fragment LXIV, he presented the Syrian as an alternative
to an unexpected phrase in the Greek, but also reconciled the Septuagint to the
context. Note that all these cases are found in the latter part of the Commentary
on Genesis. It would appear that Eusebius came to rely more heavily on the Syrian.
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The case of fragment xi is important in this respect. Here Aquila,
Symmachus, Theodotion, and the Syrian are presented as conveying
different aspects of what was happening. Eusebius knew that a Hebrew
word could be ambiguous or rich in meaning, but this would not
appear to be the issue here. The renderings are completely different.
Eusebius did not usually present such readings as complementary. In
comparable cases, the implication of Eusebius' words is that one has
to choose between rival alternatives. The readings of the three—in
fragment xi and elsewhere—were probably adopted by Eusebius from
another exegete together with the form of presentation.
Conclusion. According to Eusebius, problems in the Septuagint
should not be used as a springboard for allegorizing interpretation, but
solved. A return to the Hebrew, the original text of the Old Testament,
could give the required solutions to such problems. Eusebius explained
that difficulties could be the result of an erroneous translation method,
and in practice, he also allowed for the possibility of other translation
errors. The extent of his use of the appeal to alternative readings and the
place he accorded it in his method were unprecedented. The explanation
of this can be found in Eusebius' bilingualism, which furnished him with
a practical knowledge of translation problems and with the Peshitta,
a version of the Bible used by a Christian community but different
from the Septuagint. However, Eusebius' appeal to alternative readings
remained pragmatic. His main aim in the Commentary on Genesis was
to explain problems in the Septuagint. The Septuagint was always his
point of departure. Eusebius was prepared to leave it, but only when
necessary. The Syriac Bible was a great help to him, but sometimes
prevented him from really going back to the Hebrew (which involved
the aid of informants). These two factors, combined with the tendency
to leave the choice to the reader, made the results of his approach less
radical than they might have been.
C. The Use of Readings by Other Exegetes
The preceding section has shown that Eusebius' use of additional
witnesses was unprecedented. This point should be illustrated further.
It might, after all, be objected that Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea
also used different versions. Moreover, the latter was a teacher of
the Emesene. Therefore the first part of this section concentrates on
their use and valuation of other witnesses to the biblical text. Jerome
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has been mentioned as the exegete who can best be compared to
Eusebius in his approach to the Hebrew text. This point is elaborated
in the second part of this section. There are also important differences
between Jerome and Eusebius of Emesa. Finally, Eusebius' heritage in
the Antiochene School is discussed. The first section of this chapter has
suggested that later Antiochenes came to see the approach to other
witnesses in a different way.
1. Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea
Origen. The debate on Origen's assessment of the different witnesses to
the biblical text started early: Rufinus and Jerome took different views
of his position. It should be understood that Origen was a versatile man
with textual, exegetical, educational, and apolegetic interests. In many
respects these different interests coincided, but not necessarily in all.
This is why two of his theoretical statements may seem diametrically
opposed. On the one hand, the Letter to Africanus advocated the
Septuagint as the Bible of the Church, and pointed out that it was
wrong to think that Providence 'has not taken care of those bought
at a high price, for whom Christ died'.83 He claimed that the Bible of
the Church was not less correct than the versions of the Jews. On the
other hand, the Commentary on Matthew accepted the Hebrew Bible
and the recentiores as the instrument to heal the 8ia<pwvta among the
manuscripts of the Septuagint.84 Is the real Origen the scholar who
wished to correct the Septuagint as he was 'overcome by the Hebrew
truth', as Jerome said,85 or the man of Church who wished to defend
its traditional biblical text, as Rufinus thought?86
Unlike many others, Origen seems not to have invested the Sep-
tuagint with authority on the basis of legends as found in the Letter
83
 Epistula ad Africanum 8, ed. DE LANGE (SC 302), 532. Cf. 1 Cor 6:20, 7:13;
and Rm 14:15.
84
 Commentant in Matthaeum 15.14, ed. KLOSTERMANN (GO 10), 387-388. For
the interpretation of this passage, see NEUSCHÄFER, Origenes als Philologe l, 88-
98. On Origen's Hexapla, see now the papers collected in SALVESEN (ed.), Origen's
Hexapla and Fragments.
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 Quaestiones Hebraicae, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 2.
86
 Apologia contra Hieronymum 2.40, ed. SIMONETTI (CCSL 20) 114-115. Cf.
KAMESAR, Jerome, 4—6, with more references. Though it is tempting to see Origen's
statements in the Epistula ad Africanum as merely necessitated by the defence
against criticisms of his work (thus NAUTIN, Origine, 345-347), BROCK, 'Origen's
Aims', has made it clear that the apologetic purpose it is at least part of the truth.
Cf. DE LANGE in his introduction to the edition of the letter (SC 302), 496-497.
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of Aristeas.37 But Origen did believe that Providence had guided the
translation. This had a double effect. On the one hand, it meant that
the Septuagint was a very reliable rendering of the original text; on
the other, that oixovofjua may have been employed. The translation
was not always literal; it was adapted to the needs of Greek-speaking
Christians. Differences between the Hebrew text and the Septuagint
were thus either errors made by copyists—which caused the Öiacpcovtoc
Origen wanted to heal—, or purposeful elements of the original Sep-
tuagint. Origen can be seen to have made remarks on the difficulty of
translating from Hebrew to Greek, and on the need to render certain
features of the Hebrew language in a way that could be understood by
native speakers of Greek.88 Some of these could have been written in
the same way by Eusebius of Emesa. The difference is, however, that
Origen presented them neutrally or even as proof of the reliability of the
Septuagint, whereas Eusebius pointed to the fact that the translators
sometimes did not observe the right method.
The concept of providential Economy enables us to understand that
'the real Origen' was both the scholar and the man of the Church. As
Kamesar explains, Origen must have believed that he could separate
the two classes of differences between the Septuagint and the other
witnesses.89 They were either the result of inadvertence or boldness of
copyists, or they were guided by Providence. On the basis of Origen's
exegetical practice, Nautin defended the idea that Origen's aim was
to get back to the original Hebrew text.90 This is certainly not true.
Origen's exegesis remained centred on the Septuagint.91 Differences
from the Hebrew based on olxovo[xla were valued positively. Origen
may have appealed to the recentiores to elucidate the Septuagint,
and he may even have said that Symmachus rendered more clearly
(aaçéoiEpov) than the Septuagint. This did not lead to a rejection of
the Septuagint, however.92 If only those readings are considered that
87
 On this point, see HANSON, Allegory and Event, 165, and, with further refer-
ences, NEUSCHÄFER, Origenes als Philologe l, 112-113.
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 Some examples are found in BARTHÉLÉMY, 'Origène', 258.
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 KAMESAR, Jerome, 17-18.
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 NAUTIN, Origène, 351-353. This would seem to go further than Jerome's view
of Origen.
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 See the detailed discussion in KAMESAR, Jerome, 22-26. Cf. also NEUSCHÄFER,
Origenes als Philologe l, 102-103.
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 HARL, 'La pluralité textuelle', 259, explains that the lexicon of Symrnachus
in particular was often more attractive than that of the Septuagint. This did not,
have textual consequences, however. When Origen chose for the reading of the
Hebrew or the recentiores when there was no oiouptovtot among the manuscripts of
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were given in view of a clear exegetical purpose, we may distinguish
roughly between two groups in Origen's work.
A first group of readings may have been given as a help in estab-
lishing the meaning of the Septuagint.93 They often appear as a kind
of afterthought and are not central to the comment. They are not used
to solve problems of inconsistency and impropriety—or at least the
problems are not presented as such. A second group of readings seems
to put the Hebrew or the recentiores on a par with the Septuagint.94
Though it is clear that this does not imply a choice for the Hebrew, it
is important to realize what these instances meant for Origen's view
of the biblical witnesses. Some of them support Barthélemy's idea of
a 'biblical dualism', the 'Jewish Bible' and the Septuagint giving a
stereoscopic image of the text.95 The reality is more complex, how-
ever.96 There is often no clear opposition between the Hebrew text
as against the Septuagint. The recentiores were not always taken to-
gether, and they were not always identified with the Hebrew. Thus
Origen could deal with Aquila and the Septuagint judging both in
their quality of translation of the Hebrew. The case of Jer 15:10 is
also very interesting. Here Origen first explained that the text of the
majority of Septuagint manuscripts was corrupt, and then went on to
expound both the correct and the incorrect texts.97
The term used by Harl is not dualism, but plurality. Origen was
able to use the plurality of witnesses for exegetical purposes.98 Kamesar
speaks of 'exegetical maximalism'.99 Origen dealt with the traditional
the Septuagint, he nevertheless seems to have thought in terms of a scribal error or
•coX(j.T) in the Septuagint tradition. This happened mainly in the case of word order
and names. Cf. NEUSCHÄPER, Origenes als Philologe l, 99-100, and KAMESAR,
Jerome, 10-12. In the New Testament he seems even to have changed names on
the basis of his own geographical knowledge; the right understanding of names was
very important to him, and he thought this was an area in which copyists made
many errors; see his Commentarii in lohannem 6.204-216, ed. BLANC, 2 (SC 157),
284-294.
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 HARL, 'La pluralité textuelle', 257-262; SGHERRI, 'Sulla valutazione', 2—4;
KAMESAR, Jerome, 25. Cf. also NEUSCHÄPER, Origenes als Philologe, 104-105, 112,
118-119.
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Septuagint and other forms of the text giving a worthy and useful sense.
Though the textual critic Origen considered himself very well able to
determine an error in the transmission of the Septuagint, he adopted
a conservative stance towards pluses and minuses,100 and the exegete
could make full use of all different versions he had found. Harl points
to two factors important in this respect. She mentions the 'principal
hermeneutical rule' that 'all texts of Scripture speak of Christ and his
mysteries', and she points to Origen's theory of language, according to
which 'words are signs that refer to a reality without reaching it; the
mystery is "beyond what is written" (ûrcèp & ydypaTttai)'.101
I think the latter point is especially important. Origen's view of the
witnesses was essentially idealistic. All versions of the text may point
to the true sense, which was not necessarily a single one. Other versions
may clarify, but also add to, the truth contained in the Church's Bible.
Likewise some of the sentences found only in the Hebrew, though
not a part of the Bible 'appointed to be read in churches', may be
explained, because 'they are full of the most necessary things, which
can convert our soul if we apply ourselves to them.'102 At least in
exegesis, the question of whether the text gave a true and useful sense
was ultimately decisive. All readings contributing a sense worthy of
God and salutary to man may be expounded. The witnesses were to
be considered complementary rather than rival alternatives.103
For Origen, the conclusion must be that the reading of the traditional
Septuagint was the point of departure. But it is one that was never
really abandoned. In the textual sphere, he was aware of differences
between manuscripts. In such cases, the recentiores could be helpful
when choosing. In the exegetical sphere, Origen knew that the clarity
of another version could be useful in order to illustrate the Septuagint's
reading, or to add other senses. But this practice never amounted to
'° For the explanation of the use of obelus and asterisk as a conservative strategy,
see NEUSCHÄFER, Origenes als Philologe l, 124-125.
101
 HARL, 'La pluralité textuelle', 262-263. Cf. also 'Origène et P.obscurité»', and
thé introduction to her edition of the Philocalia (SC 302), 125-157. The quotation
is taken from Origen's Commentarii in lohannem 13.31, ed. BLANC, 3 (SC 222),
48.
102
 Homiliae in leremiam, 16.10, ed. NAUTIN, 2 (SC 238), 154.
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 A different explanation is found in NEUSCHÄFER, Origenes als Philologe, l,
129-130. He referred to practice in the schools of the imperial age, where one would
have been content to enumerate variants without choosing. This is not satisfactory.
NEUSCHÄFER explained Origen's use of other witnesses too much from the point of
view of textual criticism (the fact that he classified all use of variants as 8iop6omxov
is telling). In Origen's commentaries, the readings are often cited for exegetical
purposes. Cf. also KAMESAR, Jerome, 25-28 notes 71 and 78.
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leaving the Septuagint. Real problems of a literal interpretation, when
the reader 'suspects the words to be written incorrectly, inconsistently,
and not as it should be', should not be solved by 'changing through
substitution the sense which rests in the words that seem to be written
inconsistently'. Rather, the sense should be examined using the devices
of the grammarian, such as the comparison of parallel passages.104
However, divine Economy inserted 'stumbling-blocks, offences, and
impossibilities', which disabled a literal interpretation in order to point
the reader to the deeper sense, which is often hidden ócTtö tcov rcoXXtöv.105
When Origen found another reading which presented more clearly what
he had just exposed as the spiritual sense, he said that he 'kept to the
Septuagint in all respects, being sure that the Holy Spirit wished the
forms of the mysteries to be hidden in the divine Scriptures, and not
to be dealt with clearly and openly.'106
The position of Eusebius of Emesa is in part the exact opposite. He
would agree with Origen that many impossibilities, improprieties, and
inconsistencies could be solved by studying the context and parallel
passages. However, others may be the result of a bad translation.
The clarity of Scripture may be obscured by the translators, even
by the Seventy. Scripture was thus the original text, the Hebrew.
Eusebius held that the sense of this original is clear and should be
rendered clearly in Greek. Whenever there was a chance that this was
not done, the original text (or a version more likely to represent the
original) could be studied and an exegesis built on the reading found
there. Though the Septuagint remained the point of departure and
the focus of the attention, the Hebrew was the court of appeal. The
Hebrew, or a version which represented it, could not only elucidate
the reading of the Septuagint, but also replace it.107 A Hebrew word
could have more meanings; and because the text was unvocalized, more
interpretations of the letters of the text were possible. But Eusebius
came to this conclusion on the basis of his own experience in translating
and reading Syriac unvocalized texts. There was no idealistic view
of meaning. Written language as such was not insufficient. Though
104
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 De Principiis 4.2.9, ed. CROUZEL-SiMONETTi, 3 (SC 268), 334-340. Cf. also
Homiliae in Genesim 7.5, éd. DOUTRELEAU (SC 7bis), 206-208.
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 Libri X in Canticum Canticorum 1.3.14, ed. BRÉSARD-CROUZEL-BoRRET, l
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SGHERRI, 'Sulla valutazione', 11-13.
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Eusebius sometimes found choosing between different senses difficult,
and in other places claimed that two or more Greek words were needed
to render one single Hebrew word, the implication of his comments is
that the text has a single sense, determined by the axoXouBia of the
words.
If the surviving comments of Origen on Genesis are compared with
those of Eusebius of Emesa,108 the first thing that strikes the reader is
the fact that several of them discuss identical problems. In part, this
circumstance can be explained by the presence of common enemies;
many of the issues dealt with by Origen had become commonplace in
Christian exegesis. Further, whenever Origen kept to the plain sense,
the grammatical approach he and Eusebius shared may have presented
them with the same problem and solution. But there can be no doubt
that Eusebius was acquainted with the work of Origen; in some cases it
is even possible to assume that he took over,109 or reacted against,110
the latter's comments.
Of special interest are those passages where the use of other witnesses
is at stake in the agreement of, or difference between, Origen and
Eusebius. Partial agreement is found in fragment v. Eusebius may
have referred to Origen's opinion on Edem (Gen 2:8), but he did not
record its details and also presented another one. Furthermore, the
way the three recentiores are combined in fragment xi was noted above
as a possible indication of Origenic provenance. The same possibility
can be entertained in other cases where the recentiores are mentioned.
However, in none of these cases has a comment from Origen come down
to us to corroborate this claim. If it is true, Eusebius of Caesarea may
have played at least the role of mediator in these cases. Much more
numerous are the differences of approach. Our picture may be slightly
distorted in some details, because we have to rely in part on works of
'
8
 In addition to a collection of homilies, translated by Rufinus, Origen must
have written a work tic T^V Pivtaiv and possibly a collection of scholia. Fragments
have been preserved in the Catena. Cf. DEVREESSE in Les anciens commentateurs
grecs, 26—30. His other works also furnish much information.
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 Apart from the questions where the use of an alternative plays a role, it can
be noted that one of the solutions in fragment xxvil is that of Origen. Moreover,
in fragment xxn, Didymus and Eusebius partially give the same solution, which
may go back to Origen.
10
 Apart from the questions where the use of an alternative reading plays a role in
the difference, the following fragments can be mentioned. In ix, xiv, xxiv (Didymus
only), and LXX the possibility of a reaction may be considered. In vm, XIII (Didymus
only), XV (Didymus only), LU, and LXXI there is a simple difference of approach
or opinion. Most cases concern the speculative filling of gaps, or Christological or
other symbolic interpretations.
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Origen other than those explicitly concerned with Genesis, and on his
follower Didymus. Yet as a whole it confirms the view expounded above
of the differences between Origen and Eusebius of Emesa in handling
the various witnesses in an exegetical context. Examples are given in
the following paragraphs.
Two cases are particularly important. In these instances Eusebius
and Origen dealt with the same problem and supplied the same sort of
information about other witnesses, but differed considerably in their
attitude to the Septuagint. Thus fragment vu deals with the Septu-
agint's 'this one will be called "wife" (jwf\), as she was taken out of
man (ex -cou àv5poç)' (Gen 2:23). Eusebius presented the translitera-
tions which are also found in Origen's explanations of this passage,
but said explicitly that the Septuagint was not consistent. According
to the Septuagint of Gen 31:7, Jacob complained that Laban changed
his wages 'of ten lambs'. As there was no question of a wage of ten
lambs prior to this reference, this translation was problematic. Eu-
sebius solved the problem in fragment XLIX by giving the reading of
the Syrian, which translated the Hebrew words D'ïO mW» as ôexàxtç,
'ten times', and said that this word could be interpreted as uoXXàxtç,
'many times'. He also pointed out that the Hebrew confirmed this text.
Origen met the same problem and also gave alternative readings. He
quoted Aquila and Symmachus, and paraphrased Jacob's accusation
with the words Sexàxiç i*|6ÉTT]aev ràç auvorjxaç rcpoç tav 'Iaxa>ß ó Aaßav,
saying this is wç <pr]atv ó 'Eßpouoc. Yet Origen kept to the reading of
Septuagint; he claimed that though no mention of lambs had been
made, it was possible to infer from Jacob's mention of them here that
indeed there had been an agreement on a wage consisting of lambs. He
clearly interpreted this instance as a a^f)p.<x aicouriaetùç, and felt justified
in filling the gap.
There are a further five cases where Eusebius gave the interpretation
Origen (or Didymus) connected with the Septuagint, but based it on the
Hebrew or the Syrian instead. Eusebius realized that the Greek did not
support the interpretation needed. Origen had presented the matter as
a question of interpreting the Septuagint, but Eusebius turned it into
an issue of choosing the right translation. Thus Eusebius' Caesarean
teacher and namesake compiled a file on the question of the creatio ex
nihilo quoting a long passage from Origen. The comparison between
God and a craftsman given by Eusebius of Emesa is already found
here.111 But the Emesene's defence of the creatio ex nihilo concentrated
111
 See fragment n for all details.
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on the use his adversaries could make of the verb euolriae (Gen 1:1),
which can be used for the work of a craftsman, who makes things from
raw materials. Eusebius explained that the translators 'abandoned the
true term of the translation'; they should have used exiioe or rather
àvéoeiÇe. The idea that TtoUw should sometimes be understood as <xv<x-
or àn:oôetxvu|ju. was cited by Didymus in another context, and may thus
have come from Origen. But saying that a word could be understood
in another way is not the same as saying that it should have been
translated differently.112
There are three other fragments in which Eusebius also preferred
an explanation based on the Hebrew or the Syrian to one based
on the Septuagint; but here we find more in Origen than a simple
(re)interpretation of the Septuagint. Thus in fragment xix, Origen,
Didymus, and Eusebius raised the issue of God's repentance, and all
three connected the problem posed by Gen 6:6 in their explanation
with IReg 15. However, the Alexandrines only gave a solution which
explained the use of the formula that God repented as a manner of
speaking and an indication of the extent of the sin. Eusebius could
certainly endorse this solution, and seems to be ultimately dependent
on Origen in his presentation of this topic. Yet he was the only one
to pose the problem as a translation difficulty.113 In fragment XLVII
Eusebius dealt with the àypoç of Gen 27:27, the smell of which would
be comparable to that of Esau. The word does not evoke the thought of
the fertile field, blessed by the Lord, which is described. It is probably
for this reason that Eusebius gave the reading of the Syrian, apoupot.
Origen's comments on this verse make clear that it was indeed difficult
for a Greek reader to imagine the smell of an ôcypoç. This smell is not
perceptible, he said. He resorted to a symbolic explanation and called
the expression 'mystical'.
Eusebius of Caesarea. Eusebius of Caesarea seems to have accorded
to the Septuagint at least as much authority as did Origen. In his
Chronicon, he pointed out that chronological differences between the
Hebrew text and the Septuagint could be explained from the fact that
12
 See further the fragments in, xvi (Didymus), xxix (Didymus), and possibly
LII. The same may be the case in fragment XLIII, but here Eusebius also gave another
interpretation than Origen. The term aSoXeaxTJoou in Gen 24:63 had acquired the
connotation of 'talking idly', which did not fit Isaac. Origen said that Scripture
'calls' (ovoii&Çco) itepl -KÖV Oeltov o(xiXeiv now aooXeaxTJoat, and explained elsewhere
that there are forms of ecooXeaxTJaoci which are not blameworthy. Eusebius gave the
reading of the Hebrew, TOJÜÜOCI, as a solution.
13
 See also fragment xxxvi. If this is not a question of textual criticism without
further purpose, one might add fragment LXV.
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the former has been falsified.114 The Septuagint, on the other hand,
is based on an old and uncorrupted (&8iàai:p09oç) Hebrew document.
The importance of its tradition is strengthened by the remark that the
Septuagint was already handed over for use 'from the beginning' by
the 'Apostles and Disciples of our Saviour'.115 His description of its
origin referred to the Letter of Aristeas, but was not embellished with
much legendary material.116 However, the Caesarean did make much
of the fact that the translators worked 'in concert' (aufjupcovcoc),117 and
he also noted the working of divine Economy: the Septuagint was -t\
0£00£v olxovo(JLT]6eIaa eppiveia.118
In disaccord with these statements, Hollerich asserted that Eusebius'
use of the Hexapla was 'a serious attempt to come to terms with
the Hebrew original', that it was the Hebrew he 'recognized as the
primary authority', and that there is little doubt that 'he would have
done what Jerome was to do years later', had he only known this
language.119 This assertion is not entirely without foundation, however.
The Bishop of Caesarea knew that the Greek versions were translations,
and that Hebrew expressions could often be translated in various
ways. Moreover, we do find a very small number of instances in his
Commentarii in Isaiam where he seems to be prepared to follow 'the
Hebrew and the others' instead of the Septuagint. These are cases
where the Septuagint contradicted known history or did not support a
explanation necessary for theological reasons.120 But as Hollerich also
says, 'in general he preferred to retain the Septuagint reading rather
than to dismiss it completely.' As in the case of Origen, the knowledge
114
 This passage has been preserved in Greek in Syncellus' Ecloga Chronogra-
phica, ed. MosSHAMMER, 95, cf. also a passage on pp. 99-100; Armenian text:
Chronicon, ed. et tr. AUCHER, 1, 123-126 and cf. 147-149. See also tr. KARST (GE
5), 39-40 and cf. 44-45.
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Ecloga Chronographica, ed. MOSSHAMMER, 100. Armenian text: Chronicon, ed. et
tr. AUCHER, 1, 149-151. Cf. also tr. KARST (GE 5), 45.
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 Praeparatio Evangelien 8.1.6-8 and 8.2-5, ed. MRAS (GE 8.1), 420-427; ed.
SCHRCBDER-DES PLACES (SC 369), 42-60. Here Ptolemy's sponsorship of the trans-
lation is also mentioned. This played a role in the idea of a gentile chain of tradition,
see KAMESAR, Jerome, 29-30.
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 Demonstratio Evangelica 5 prooem. 35, ed. HEIKEL (GE 6), 209-210. On this
passage, a parallel, and the Caesarean's view on unanimity, see KAMESAR, Jerome,
37-38 n. 109.
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 Praeparatio Evangelica 8.1.7, ed. MRAS (GE 8.1), 420,21-22; éd. SCHRŒDER-
DES PLACES (SC 369), 44.
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 HOLLERICH, 'Eusebius as a Polemical Interpreter', 592-593.
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 See HOLLERICH, 'Eusebius as a Polemical Interpreter', 593 with note 34, and
SIMONETTI, 'Esegesi e ideologia', 40-41.
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that the Septuagint was a translation did not inspire him to abandon
this Bible of the Church. The Caesarean did not wish to discard the
help of the later translators, 'in order that my arguments may have
stronger support from all sides.'121
In the textual sphere, Eusebius of Caesarea must have been a strong
supporter of the Hexaplaric Septuagint, purged from scribal errors and
interventions, and provided with a documentation of pluses and mi-
nuses. In his exegesis, he was prepared to use the recentiores. His use
of these does not make 'our author match ultimately with Jerome',
as Simonetti said, but to Origen. Simonetti himself explains that the
Caesarean usually introduced the variant readings at the end of the
comment, as did Origen, whereas Jerome usually gave them at the
beginning.122 In fact, Simonetti's classification of the use of Hexaplaric
readings in the Commentarii in Isaiam reveals that Eusebius of Cae-
sarea used the readings for the same purposes as Origen.123 They were
brought forward sometimes without further discussion and for docu-
mentary purposes only, or so it seems. In many other cases, however,
the readings served to elucidate, or to add to, the meaning of the
Septuagint. The readings were complementary to the Septuagint, as
in Origen. Whether it is in the fragments on the Psalms or in the
Commentarii in Isaiam, the reader is struck by the preponderance of
these cases. The only difference with Origen is perhaps the small group
of cases where he was apparently overcome by the unanimity of the He-
brew and the recentiores, and the historical or theological probability
and clarity of their reading. In the end, however, 'un disciple d'Origène
ne fera jamais de la clarté la norme suprême d'une traduction.', as
Barthélémy says.124 The works of the Caesarean cannot explain the
step taken by his pupil, to use the readings as rival alternatives, in
order to solve problems caused by impossibilities, improprieties, and
inconsistencies in the Septuagint.
As there is no commentary from Eusebius of Caesarea on Genesis,
the comparison with his pupil is more difficult than the comparison
121
 See the passage from the Demonstratie» Evangelica quoted above in note 117.
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 SIMONETTI, 'Esegesi e ideologia', 38-39 with note 139.
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 SIMONETTI, 'Esegesi e ideologia', 38-41. See also HARL, 'La pluralité textuelle',
260-262. On the readings in the fragments on Ps 118, cf. DORIVAL in: La Chaîne
palestinienne sur le Psaume 118 l, ed. HARL (SC 189), 120.
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 BARTHÉLÉMY, 'Eusèbe', 56. BARTHÉLÉMY describes the Caesarean's position
as being basically in line with that of Origen, but in some respects more open to
other witnesses. He did not take the step Jerome took, however: 'Eusèbe', 64-65.
I would agree with him, as well as with KAMESAR (Jerome, 37), who stresses that
this openness does not represent a significant step beyond the position of Origen.
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between Origen and the Emesene. In some of the fragments of Part
Two it was noted that other works of Eusebius of Caesarea reflect
the particular verse or problem attended to by Eusebius of Emesa. In
fragment n it appears that the Emesene may have known the file on the
creatio ex nihilo compiled by the Caesarean, who was thus the mediator
of Origen's opinion. It was noted that an agreement in doctrinal position
with regard to the Holy Spirit may have played some role in fragment in.
Finally, in fragment vu two transliterations, ultimately deriving from
Origen, were probably adopted by the Emesene from the Caesarean's
version of the explanation, which is—unlike that of the Emesene,
but in line with that of Origen—not explicitly negative towards the
Septuagint. Further results of the comparison of these instances were
mainly negative.
In some cases the agreement was so general that a conclusion of
dependency could not be asserted.125 In others the data or approach
differed. Thus in fragment LXX, the Emesene gave the reading of the
Syrian of Gen 49:9 as 'you have gone up from death, my son', but
he warned that this reading wrongly implied that this verse already
referred to the Son. According to him, the verse referred to the tribe
of Judah. This was also the opinion of his Caesarean namesake and
teacher, yet the latter believed that all Jacob's words to Judah were
definitively fulfilled in the coming of the Saviour. The Caesarean not
only linked his Messianic interpretation of Gen 49:9 to the text of the
Septuagint, but also quoted two alternative readings. He wrote that
Aquila's ÓCTCÖ ocXwaecoc ... avEßTjc and Symmachus' àx ÔTjpiaXwoecoç . . .
aveßric meant the Resurrection and the escape of the Saviour from
Hades.126
Conclusion. The link between Eusebius of Caesarea and Eusebius
of Emesa, which can be established on biographical grounds, is not
strongly evident in the Emesene's Commentary on Genesis. As the
Caesarean did not write a commentary on the first book of the Old
125
 Fragments xxxv and XL.
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 Other differences are found in the fragments xvii and LX. Compare also the
way the Caesarean and the Emesene dealt with the caption of Ps 9. The former
explains that the Seventy translated finip TÜV xpuçuov instead of nept toü 9av<4tou
too uloü because they wanted to refer in a more obscure way to the Passion: Eclogae
Propheticae 2.5, PG 22, 1097D-1100A; cf. BARTHÉLÉMY, 'Eusèbe', 57-59. This idea
of purpose is completely absent from his pupil's explanation. According to him, the
Hebrew says indeed 'concerning the death', but because of the fact that Hebrew is
unvocalized, it can also be read as 'concerning the hidden things' or 'concerning the
young woman'—an observation which is more or less correct: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN,
217,1-11 (added fragment).
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Testament, this conclusion is not really surprising. It does mean, how-
ever, that the extent of the Emesene's indebtedness to his Caesarean
teacher remains uncertain. It may be assumed that the Caesarean was
the mediator of Origen's ideas, which can more clearly be shown to
have influenced Eusebius of Emesa.
The use of different witnesses by Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea
may have inspired Eusebius of Emesa, but it cannot fully explain his
method. In the first place, the Emesene often accorded a central position
to the alternative readings. They were not only used to elucidate the
Septuagint, as in Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea, but also to solve its
inconsistencies, impossibilities, and improprieties. It was now admitted
for the first time that the Seventy obscured the meaning of the original,
not for some positive purpose, but because they did not always follow
the appropriate translation method. Eusebius did realize that the
Hebrew original could have more meanings, but these were usually
not seen as complementary. Eusebius did not follow Origen's theory of
meaning. In the second place, Eusebius of Emesa was mainly interested
in the Syrian and the Hebrew. The recentiores were only seldom used
by him. Moreover, this use did not have the innovative character which
that of the Hebrew and the Syrian could have. Eusebius would seem to
have taken over the readings of the three together with the comment
from existing commentaries.
2. Jerome
The agreement between Eusebius of Emesa and Jerome is more sub-
stantial than that between Eusebius and Origen. Not only did they
often tackle the same problems, both Jerome and Eusebius were also
prepared to depart from the Septuagint to find a solution. Problems
were often presented by them as the result of an incorrect translation.
There are, however, three main differences between the two men. First,
in Eusebius' view the choice of the wrong method was the source of
problems. He also detected other errors, but did not often name these
explicitly. Jerome spoke in a more general sense, and with more em-
phasis, on mistakes and errors made by the translators. Second, the
Quaestiones Hebraicae in Genesim, which yield most parallels to Eu-
sebius' Commentary on Genesis, give the impression of a much more
systematic approach to the Hebrew text. Eusebius' purpose was to
explain the Septuagint; the Hebrew was the court of appeal in the case
of problems. Very often, an understanding was reached out of court.
Eusebius' view of the biblical text was coloured by the Septuagint. At
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the back of his mind, he had the Syriac text, which made him aware of
another text form. Yet there was no attempt to correct the Septuagint
in all instances; the reader was shown a few patches of the Hebrew
by courtesy of Eusebius' informant, but no more than that. Jerome,
on the other hand, seems to have wished the reader to get an idea of
the Hebrew text as a whole. Third, Jerome approached the Hebrew
direct, helped by the recentiores and by rabbinic exegetical traditions.
Eusebius first consulted the Syriac Bible when he had a problem. In
many cases, he sought the help of informants. Jewish tradition must
have influenced him via both his Syrian education127 and the service
of the informants. However, such traditional material was not usually
placed in the forefront, nor was it often openly accepted as a solution
to problems.
The explanation of these differences can be found in the background
and consequent objectives of the two authors. The dialectics of progress
played a role. Both authors were bilingual, knew the difficulties of
translation, and were aware of the differences between the Septuagint
and the Hebrew. However, Eusebius had the Peshitta at his disposal.
He understood that his appeal to the Syrian was justified only insofar
as it formed a means of access to the Hebrew. His critique of Aquila and
positioning of Syriac as the 'neighbour' of Hebrew may indicate that he
found the Syrian particularly apt for this task. Moreover, this version
was used by the Syriac-speaking Church, and had thus, at least for
Eusebius himself, a much higher status than the recentiores. Eusebius
must have felt that the Syriac Bible and the data concerning the
Hebrew provided by informants formed a strong combination to which
a real knowledge of the Hebrew language would not add significantly.
In the Latin area, different versions circulated of a translation made
not on the basis of the Hebrew original, but the Septuagint. To make
things worse, this Vorlage was a non-Hexaplaric, and therefore inferior,
form of the Greek Bible. Jerome was well aware of these problems, and
must have felt obliged to change the situation. This required taking
a much larger step than Eusebius had to take. This step included
learning Hebrew and convincing others of the necessity of a return to
the Hebraica veritas. Jerome was prepared to take it. But as a key to
understanding the Hebrew text, he could not do without the recentiores,
may be illustrated by the agreement which exists in some points with
the work of Ephrem; see the fragments x, xxxv, xxxvi, xxxvn, and LXX; possibly
also xvi and xx. Cf. further XIV, XLIV, and LXVIII.
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which he valued highly128 and which had played an important role in
his awareness of the importance of returning to the Hebrew Bible.129
As Jerome's Quaestiones Hebraicae yield most parallels to Eusebius,
it is important to see how this work fitted into Jerome's evaluation of the
witnesses and the development thereof. It is well known that Jerome's
position seems to be a 'moving target': in addition to statements and
projects which amount to a plain defence of the Hebrew truth, we find
that he also occupied himself with the Septuagint. He defended the
Hexaplaric Septuagint and revised the Vetus Latina on its basis. Schol-
ars have usually explained this by assuming a protracted chronological
development. It was even thought that the Quaestiones Hebraicae in
Genesim constituted a reflection of his conversion: the preface being
pro-Septuagint and the comments showing a development towards a
negative stance. Now we have already seen that the preface is in reality
not pro-Septuagint, and Jerome's last comment, on Gen 49:27, is one in
which Jerome's attitude is far from anti-Septuagint. Indeed, Kamesar
has been able to prove on good grounds that the traditional view of the
Quaestiones Hebraicae and of Jerome's approach as a whole cannot
be held.
According to Kamesar, Jerome came to see the importance of the
Hebrew in an early stage of his career. He developed a three-tier
position for tactical reasons. His minimum position was to support the
Hexaplaric Septuagint. But the original could be seen better through a
version closer to the original. Thus he made his own, and advocated its
use either as an auxiliary to the Septuagint, or preferably—and this is
his top-line—as a replacement of the Septuagint and its Latin daughter
translations.130 The Quaestiones Hebraicae served as a defence of his
version iuxta Hebraeos and its philological approach, which comprised
as its main feature the use of the recentiores and rabbinic exegesis as
keys to the understanding of the Hebrew text.131
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 KAMESAR, Jerome, 69 with note 112.
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 KAMESAR, Jerome, 73-81. HAYWARD, who had earlier defended the thesis
that the Quaestiones Hebraicae revealed 'no obvious over-arching plan or theme'
('Some Observations', 59), has now come down on the side of KAMESAR: Jerome's
Hebrew Questions, 1-14. He argues, however, that the work cannot be seen simply
as a defence of the version iuxta Hebraeos, because there are discrepancies between
the Vulgate and the renderings of the Hebrew in the Quaestiones Hebraicae, and
because it also deals with exegetical questions. HAYWARD therefore suggests that
it is 'nothing less than an attempt to justify his dealings with Judaism and the
Jews.' This would seem to be a bit too much on one side, whereas it neglects the
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The foregoing remarks can be illustrated with the examples collected
in Part Two. Two cases in which Eusebius and Jerome dealt with
different issues clearly show the central position of the Septuagint in
the former's work. Thus in his comment on Gen 26:33, Jerome discussed
the main differences between the Hebrew and the Septuagint, whereas
Eusebius only mentioned a problem in the Septuagint. He solved this
difficulty by appealing to the Syrian.132 Then there are eight cases
which reflect the same problem and give a comparable solution. These
illustrate the three main differences of approach. Thus both Jerome
and Eusebius noted the disagreement between the Hebrew and the
Septuagint in Gen 4:7, and used this as a means of stressing the
theologically correct reason for the rejection of Cain's offering.133 But
whereas Eusebius mentioned the support of the Syrian, Jerome called
in Theodotion by name. Moreover, Jerome said explicitly that the
Septuagint and the Hebrew were quite different. He gave this as the
reason for dwelling on the differences. Here too, one can see that the
reader of Jerome could gain a better perception of the Hebrew text:
his quotation of the Hebrew is longer and more precise. One exception
proves the latter rule: in fragment LXIX on Gen 49:5-6, Eusebius'
information on the Hebrew is more extensive, detailed, and correct
than that of Jerome.
In some cases Jerome and Eusebius are so close to each other that
the possibility that Eusebius influenced Jerome may be entertained.134
There are some indications to support this idea. In the section on
Eusebius' biography (II.A) above, it was noted that Jerome mentioned
Eusebius in his De Viris Inlustribus. But there are more references
to Eusebius in other works of Jerome. With respect to the exegesis of
Genesis, it is interesting to note that Jerome named Eusebius in a letter
as one of the authors he consulted when discussing Melchizedek.135
importance of the recentiores on the other. As we have seen, KAMESAR'S position is
not so narrow as HAYWARD sketches it. The differences between the Vulgate and the
Quaestiones Hebraicae should be further studied, but the three-tier approach, the
fact that the version iuxta Hebraeos is in itself a compromise, and the time interval
between the composition of the two works may explain a great deal. — BROWN, Vir
Trilinguis, 55—62, does not seem to assume the traditional development in Jerome's
position (and in the Quaestiones Hebraicae) either. However, this is not further
elaborated.
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Even more important is a passage in the Quaestiones Hebraicae, on
Gen 22:13, in which Jerome referred to a theory of Eusebius mentioning
him by name.136 This instance does not just confirm the possibility of
influence as a real one, it also leads to two reservations. First of all, it is
the only instance where Jerome mentioned Eusebius in the Quaestiones
Hebraicae, and his quotation does not appear to be literal. Neither did
it present Eusebius' position completely. It is perfectly possible that he
was citing from memory or second-hand. This would severely curtail
the extent of the influence. Second, the way Eusebius was cited is very
negative. In the preceding paragraph, we saw that Jerome usually gave
more information than Eusebius, and on other authority. This means
at the very least that he did not rely on Eusebius' information.
On the other hand, several examples can be added if it is accepted
that the supposed influence was restricted to the suggestion of the
problem to be dealt with, and a solution to be corrected. Jerome may
have considered Eusebius one of those who 'utter all sorts of suppo-
sitions about the Hebrew books'. In the preface to the Quaestiones
Hebraicae, Jerome explained that he set out to correct the errors of
these persons, among other things.137 In eleven of these instances,
Jerome provided information on the reading of the Hebrew different
from that of Eusebius. Thus in fragment v, Eusebius gave two options
for the original of the Septuagint's uapâSeiaov èv "ESejx (Gen 2:8), when
answering the question of whether Edem was the region where Paradise
was planted or the word for Paradise itself. Jerome was able to remove
one option. The way Jerome determined when Paradise was planted
may also have been directed against Eusebius. The latter based himself
on other information with regard to the Hebrew and on a detail in the
Greek text which had no counterpart in the Hebrew.138
One of these instances should perhaps be deleted from the list.
This is the case of Gen 36:24, where the transliteration lafxiv has to
be explained. Jerome remarked that 'There is silence about it among
the Greeks and ourselves,' which may suggest that he did not know
the solution based on the Syrian given in fragment LIV. However,
one might have to add some cases where Eusebius does not give
36
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alternative readings. In such instances too, Jerome may have directed
his information on the Hebrew against Eusebius, as Kamesar holds.139
The possibility that Jerome's comment was provoked by that of
Eusebius is also significant in a fourth group of parallels. Again, Jerome
and Eusebius dealt at least in part with the same problem, but here
the acceptance of traditions was at stake. Thus in fragment xxvin,
Eusebius posed the problem of the discrepancy between Gen 11:26,32
and Gen 12:4 with regard to the age of Abram at the death of his
father Terah. He was not able to solve the difficulty. For Jerome it was
also a quaestio indissolubilis; but he cited a Jewish tradition that in
Gen 12:4 Abraham's days were reckoned from the day he was rescued
from the Babylonian fire by God's help because he refused to worship
it. Here Jerome simply added to Eusebius, who was more reluctant to
use aggadic material.140 In two other cases Jerome's position was more
negative towards the Emesene, as he was able to give a different opinion
on the reading of the Hebrew on the basis of such traditions. Thus the
difficulty of the name Damascus Eliezer in the Septuagint of Gen 15:2
was solved by Eusebius by interpreting it as 'Eliezer the Damascene'.
Now Jerome was convinced that the Hebrew read 'Damascus'. He took
it as a proper name, and referred to a tradition that Damascus Eliezer
gave his name to the city.141 In the comments on Gen 24:2,9, Jerome
chose the Christological explanation rejected by Eusebius, and here he
may have tried to defeat Eusebius on his own territory by ascribing to
Hebrew tradition what Eusebius based on the readings of the Hebrew
and the Syrian.142
In two more cases, both authors quoted Jewish traditions, but
different ones. Here too, one might consider the possibility of a reaction.
The first case is the explanation of the change of Abram's name
in Gen 17:5 (fragment xxx). Eusebius' explanation can be seen as
mistaken. In the second example, Eusebius explained the word 'eunuch'
in Gen 37:36 for Potiphar, who had a wife, on the basis of the tradition,
explicitly derived from Hebrew informants, that in certain positions
marriage was obligatory, even for eunuchs (fragment LVIII). He did
not produce this explanation without providing a proof: Potiphar's
wife pursued Joseph, day after day. Jerome also thought that Potiphar
was really a eunuch. This may be a reaction against Diodore rather
139
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140
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141
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than Eusebius. Diodore explained the use of the term eunuch here as
an appellation given on account of his loyalty—a quality attributed
to eunuchs. However, the tradition quoted by Jerome has more of an
aggadic flavour; it adds all kinds of events not recorded in the Bible.
Jerome also identified this Potiphar with the Potiphera of Gen 41:45,50
and 46:20, which runs counter to the Hebrew text as known to the
recentiores and to us. Jerome also provided a proof, but this is a
circular form of reasoning.
One example of Jerome's acceptance of a reference to Christ has
already been mentioned. He was much more open than Eusebius to the
acceptance of such references and to symbolic explanations. Thus for
the difficult ocOoXea^fjoai of Gen 24:63, Jerome not only gave a rendering
of the Hebrew different from that of Eusebius (fragment XLIII), but also
connected a typological explanation to it: Isaac went out to pray alone
'at the ninth hour or before sunset', just as the Lord prayed alone on
the mountain (cf. Mc 6:46). In Gen 49:8-9 Jerome's explanation is fully
in line with that of Eusebius of Caesarea, who made these verses, both
in the Septuagint and the recentiores, refer to Christ. For Eusebius,
these verses referred to the tribe of Judah, as we have seen (fragment
LXX).143
Conclusion. Jerome and Eusebius shared a readiness to depart from
the Septuagint to solve problems. The Hebrew was the highest author-
ity. Tradition and Providence were not used as arguments to salvage
the Septuagint. This separated them from Origen and Eusebius of Cae-
sarea. However, Jerome's criticism was more general and more open
than that of Eusebius of Emesa; he wished to give the Hebrew a central
position; and he had other means of access to it. In some instances it is
possible that Jerome drew on information from the Emesene. However,
he never relied exclusively on such information. If Eusebius played any
part in Jerome's work, it was in the double function of stepping stone
and stumbling block. Apart from the case of Gen 22:13, Jerome did
not engage in an open polemic, and never mentioned the Syrian as an
unreliable witness. Though this may mean that the Syrian was simply
irrelevant to him,144 it makes one sceptical as to the extent of Eusebius'
influence. A relationship can be demonstrated with certainty in only
one individual case, that of Gen 22:13. Kamesar's claim that Jerome
knew and reacted against some of Eusebius' comments remains an
143
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attractive hypothesis, however. This is for two reasons. First, the single
proven case shows that the idea is not unrealistic. Second, it is the best
explanation for Jerome's emphasis of some features of his method and
some details of his comments.
The main reasons for Jerome's supposed reaction lay in the extent
and content of Eusebius' information with regard to the Hebrew. On
the one hand, the use of the Syriac Bible and of Hebrew informants
do not alter the fact that Eusebius' explanation as a whole was based
on the Septuagint. The alternative readings were grafted onto the Sep-
tuagint. Jerome has usually seen more of the Hebrew, and was thus
able to put forward corrections. On the other hand, the different means
of access to the Hebrew often suggested to them different interpre-
tations. Jerome's interpretations were based on the recentiores and
rabbinic sources; those of Eusebius on the Syriac Bible and his infor-
mant. Through his own education and via his informant, traditional
(Jewish) exegesis of Scripture certainly influenced Eusebius. But these
traditions could differ from those adopted by Jerome, and Eusebius had
become sceptical with regard to the more aggadic elements in it. In his
(discriminating) acceptance of aggadic material and in his openness
to Christological and symbolic interpretations, Jerome emerges as a
representative of the Palestinian-Alexandrian group of exegetes. The
lip service he paid to verbum de verbo translations for biblical texts,
'in which even the word order is a mystery', points to the same.145 But
here actual practice links him again to Eusebius of Emesa, as is shown
by his own translations and the fact that his reverence for Aquila did
not go as far as accepting etymologizing renderings.
3. Later Antiochenes
This subsection falls into two parts. First Diodore of Tarsus is discussed.
Because of the many instances of literal agreement, his position can
be determined by a comparison of his fragments with the work of
Eusebius. Second, other Antiochenes come up for discussion. As the
number of parallels is much smaller here, I am confining myself to some
more general remarks on Theodore, Gennadius, and Theodoret. These
can best illustrate the change of attitude towards the use of other
witnesses in the Antiochene School.
Diodore. After Petit had determined the precise relationships be-
tween the witnesses to the Catena proper and the Collectio Coisliniana,
145
 Epistula 57.5, ed. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL 54), 508. See further the discussion of
fragment I.
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she found that Diodore's dependence on Eusebius could be established
with more certainty. 'Diodore a plagié Eusèbe', she concluded.146 This
conclusion still stands, but needs a few qualifications.
It is evident that Diodore was fully dependent on Eusebius both on
matters of translation technique (see fragment in) and for his quota-
tions of the Hebrew and the Syrian. Diodore also adopted Eusebius'
position on the evaluation of the witnesses together with these data. He
seems to have been prepared to go a step further in the criticism of the
Septuagint. In fragment vu on Gen 2:23, Eusebius had explained that
the Septuagint's 'this one will be called "wife" (jwr\), as she was taken
out of man (ex toü avöpóc)' was inconsistent (ocvaxoXou9oc). Diodore
added that the translators were in error (açàXjjia) at this point. How-
ever, he qualified this remark with 'they say' (9<xat). Therefore, I would
rather take this passage as an indication that Diodore understood Eu-
sebius' position well, but realized that he was not reasoning on the basis
of his own experience. There is no sign, however, that he disagreed with
the idea expressed.147 When he decided to deal with the same problem,
he usually took over the readings furnished by Eusebius.148
Moreover, in these and many other cases Diodore was also dependent
on Eusebius when defining the problem at hand, and he adopted at
least some of Eusebius' arguments and solutions together with the
alternative readings. We should note, however, that he was writing
his own commentary. Just as Didymus did not always follow Origen,
Diodore sometimes expanded the discussion and added a new point of
view.149 He could change the order of the comment, lay more stress
on one of the options given by Eusebius,150 or shorten the text.151
In some cases, there were differences of opinion. On two occasions,
Diodore did not quote a solution based on some tradition.152 On a
146
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third occasion, he chose to interpret a verse as referring to Christ,
whereas Eusebius had not done so.153 In a fourth case he seems to
have adopted only Eusebius' alternative readings and to have written
a completely new comment.154 Sometimes Diodore tapped additional
sources of information. For instance, it was noted in chapter III.D
that he had independent access to the recentiores, whom he cited four
more times. He checked quotations of the Septuagint and could make
them complete.155 But as a rule, the differences in content do not show
Diodore here as someone who was particularly original in his ideas. In
several comments he simply followed Eusebius' reasoning slavishly.156
What strikes the reader positively is the literary quality of Diodore's
comments. Even from the English translations it is clear that he im-
proved Eusebius' style. The latter's is the wooden and tiresome style of
someone who simply wished to record his information and ram home
his point.157 Diodore had the advantage of being a native speaker of
Greek, and probably had more literary ambitions.158 He often chose
Atticistic forms, and the optative still had a place in his use of the
verb. But in the structure of argument, some of his comments are also
real gems.
In general it may be said that the study of Diodore's comments on
Genesis is the study of Eusebius, both for method and for a considerable
part of the content. This claim poses the question of the relationship
to the Commentarii in Psalmos attributed to Diodore. The question of
its authorship has not been finally settled.159 If this work was indeed
written by Diodore, some interesting differences point to a development
in his opinion; and if this is not the case, this text still marks a next
stage in the evolution of the Antiochene attitude towards the different
scriptural witnesses. First, the number of references to the Hebrew
drops to a very low level and, not insignificantly, the Syrian is not
153
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mentioned at all.160 The majority of references comprise remarks on
Hebrew idiom and usage, and have a parallel or equivalent in the work
of Eusebius.161 One explanation of the meaning of the first word of
Genesis in Hebrew must be based on Eusebius' remarks in fragment i.162
Evidently the author did not have a Eusebian commentary on Psalms
available from which he might have drawn more information.163
A practical result of the lack of more concrete information on the
Hebrew and the Syrian, if not a deliberate choice, is the fact that
the alternatives to the Septuagint now fit in what could be termed as
Eusebius' minimal position: the Septuagint contains difficulties because
the translation is too literal. Eusebius' practice allowed for many more
corrective readings, as he also recognized that translators could choose
a wrong rendering, thus causing loss or distortion of meaning. The
Commentarii in Psalmos reveal Eusebius' critical attitude towards the
aa<x<p£ia of the Greek Bible,164 but the consequences of this attitude are
less far reaching. The recognition of particularities (IBiGuLLoaa) of the
Hebrew language which were translated literally takes a much larger
proportion of the references to the Hebrew. Though the priority of the
Hebrew was acknowledged, the Hebrew was used in these cases only to
explain a turn of phrase uncommon to Greek ears. It is not insignificant
that a certain use of Stoç was explained once as an IOÎCÙLUX 'Eßpoüxov, and
twice as an ISlcujjux ypacpucov.165 The recourse to the Hebrew switches
imperceptibly to the explanation of grammatical and lexicographical
difficulties of biblical language in general.
This brings us to the second difference between the comments on
Genesis and those on Psalms. The Commentarii in Psalmos employed
160
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a large apparatus of grammatical and rhetorical terminology.166 Such
terminology is rather uncommon in Eusebius' Commentary on Gene-
sis. Diodore's comments on Genesis did not use many more of these
terms.167 The Christian use of this terminology was not new: it was
inherited from the schools and also played an important role in Origen's
work. Its use may be explained in part from the specific demands posed
by the difficulty of the language of the book of Psalms. But it is clear
that the recognition of ioiw^a-ctx and the application of a terminological
apparatus to them could also be used instead of direct recourse to
the original language, as an alternative tool—a 'Greek approach', as
Kamesar called it.168 Greek philologists recognized particularities of
style and dialect in each author.169 In a Greek text, all phenomena
that were unclear or unexpected in the eyes of Greek readers could be
explained as loico^oaa (or I0T)) of the Hebrew language or of Scripture
as such. If the Commentarii in Psalmos were written by Diodore, it
would seem that the beginnings of this 'Greek approach' were his con-
tribution to the Antiochene method. If such is the case, the work was
probably written later than his comments on Genesis.
Further developments. The 'Greek approach' was refined and elab-
orated in the works of Diodore's pupil Theodore of Mopsuestia.170
Theodore seems to have produced a complete listing of l8iou[Aata in the
introduction to his Expositio in Psalmos.171 Theodore recognized the
fundamental position of the Hebrew text.172 There was no way back
behind Eusebius' recognition that the Septuagint was a translation
which was often so literal that the sense was unclear to Greek readers,
and that some words could not be rendered with one single word in
another language. With respect to the latter point, Theodore referred
to the case of Gen 1:2, showing that he was aware of Eusebius' discus-
sion of this instance. His teacher Diodore, who had adopted it in his
commentary, may have been their intermediary.
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However, Theodore's formulation differs considerably from that of
Eusebius and Diodore. He said that the conciseness (auvTO[jua) of the
Hebrew expression was the problem. If it was rendered as concisely
in Greek, clarity (ooc<pr|V£ia) could not be maintained. Eusebius and
Diodore stressed the distortion of sense.173 This difference is funda-
mental. Loss of clarity requires elucidation; loss of meaning is irrepara-
ble, unless one returns to the original. Theodore smartly redefined a
deficiency as a disadvantage—a disadvantage, moreover, that had a
name and therefore seemed controllable. His next step was to turn this
disadvantage into an advantage: elsewhere in the Expositio in Psalmos,
he explained that the reader who paid attention to the consistency
(axoXouGla) and texture (ucpr|) of the meaning of Scripture would not
choose another version than the Septuagint—a frank reversal of Eu-
sebius' statements in the introduction to his Commentary, using the
same terminology. Symmachus may be clearer, Theodore continued,
but the Septuagint, by translating idioms and metaphors literally, had
preserved more of the Ijxçaatç of the original.174 The presuppositions
of Theodore's view are that the Septuagint gave him the most reliable
access to the Hebrew possible, and that his grammatical apparatus
provided him with the means to solve all problems in the text, even
those for which the Alexandrians had recourse to allegory and those
for which Eusebius and Diodore used other versions.
In his Commentarius in xn Prophetas Minores, a later work, this
view was worked out even more consistently. Here Theodore no longer
referred to the recentiores, as he had done in the Expositio in Psalmos.
He mentioned the Syrian three times, but only in a very negative
sense. He praised the Septuagint for several features: the number
of translators, their quality—they were avSpec Ttpeaßutepoi and their
knowledge had passed the test of the High Priest and people of Israel—,
the fact that the Apostles had adopted the translation and given it to
the Gentiles, and that it was the version used in churches and at home
by Christians. It would be foolish to suppose that such translators had
made errors. The Syriac Bible, on the other hand, was composed by
173
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some unknown man who often erred.175 This and the fact that he often
complained about the (AuGoXoyta based on the Syrian make it clear that
it was especially the unverifiable nature of the translation that made
him shrink from using it. He was afraid of conjectural translations.
The fact that he could not read Syriac himself may have played a
role here. A case in point is also his criticism of Jerome.176 Theodore
reproached him because he had not learned Hebrew in his youth, and
had been taught by quite ordinary Hebrews. With such imperfect
knowledge, Jerome had dared to make a new version. Theodore here
also mentioned the consensus of the Seventy. Apart from the idea of
providential Economy, the position of Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea
is found again.
It is interesting to observe the practical consequences of Theodore's
approach by comparison with that of Eusebius. It was noted above
that in fragment v Eusebius gave two possibilities for the original of
the Septuagint's itapàSeioov èv "Eôefi (Gen 2:8), and that Jerome was
able to remove one option on the basis of his knowledge of Hebrew.
Theodore based his answer on a detail in the wording of the Greek text
and on data taken from the story which follows. In the same fragment,
Eusebius reasoned that Paradise was planted after the formation of
man. He based himself on the information that the Hebrew, unlike the
Syrian, did not read that Paradise was planted 'from the beginning'. He
also used the the word Iti, which in his view made clear that God caused
trees to spring up from the earth 'again', without realizing that this
word has no counterpart in the Hebrew. Theodore's comment would
seem to be a reaction against Eusebius, as it discussed the word eti.
As Theodore claimed the trees were planted on the third day together
with the other trees, he had to get rid of this word. Amazingly, he did
not point to the fact that it had no basis in Hebrew, but explained it
ex tivoç ISicùfxatoç tfjç 'EßpatSoc yXœaarjç. He spoke about the Hebrew
language, but his remarks, guesses in fact, had lost contact with the
Hebrew text.
In fragment xi, Eusebius discussed the fact that the offerings of
Cain and Abel are described by different terms in Gen 4:4-5. This was
175
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a problem because the use of different terms could be taken to mean
that the kind of offering was important. Instead, Eusebius believed that
the intention was at stake. He simply indicated that the Hebrew and
the Syrian use the same word. Gennadius, who may be compared with
Theodore in his use of terminology,177 had the same problem, but said
that it was the iôtcùfjux of Scripture to use different terms even when the
same was meant. The alternative readings were less important to him.
Even when he followed the interpretation of Eusebius and Diodore, he
did not always adopt these quotations.178
A precise assessment of Theodoret's dealings with other witnesses
is complicated by the fact that his commentaries differ considerably
from each other in this respect.179 It is clear that he adopted much
from Theodore, but he was open to other sources as well. On the one
hand, he seems to have considered the Septuagint even as an inspired
version;180 on the other, he did not draw the conclusions Theodore had
drawn from his reverence for the Septuagint in his Commentarius in
xn Prophetas Minores. Theodoret did not stop quoting other readings,
and though he may have changed his attitude towards the Syrian, he
never spoke of it with Theodore's disdain.181 In practice, the purposes
for which he appealed to other witnesses seems to be fully in line with
those of Eusebius of Caesarea.182
Some examples may be taken from Part Two. In Gen 4:26, Theodoret
cited Aquila where Eusebius of Emesa had quoted the Hebrew (frag-
ment xvi). The position of the reading is different, however. Unlike
Eusebius, who said about the Septuagint reading that iv to 'Eßpoüxco
ofy ofhuç Xéyei, Theodoret did not present this reading as a rival
alternative, but as a help in interpretation. Eusebius had solved the
problem that asphalt is mentioned as cement in the Septuagint of
Gen 11:3 on the basis of the Hebrew and the Syrian (fragment xxvi).
Theodoret rejected this solution. He did not refer to other witnesses,
but explained that asphalt was indeed used for building purposes. In
Gen 24:2, he provided the same interpretation as Eusebius, but did
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not mention the philological basis Eusebius had given the idea (frag-
ment XL). In Gen 39:2, he used the direct context and a parallel to
explain the problem Eusebius had solved with a reading of the Syrian
(fragment LXI).
Conclusion. Eusebius of Emesa took as his starting-point recognition
of the priority of the Hebrew text. The difficulties of translating and
the application of inappropriate methods had caused obscurity in the
Septuagint. The translators should have rendered the sense, not the
individual words. Problems could be solved by returning to the original
text. In this process one could also use a mediator. The Syriac Bible was
pre-eminently fitted for this task, as the Syriac language was related
to Hebrew. Theodore reacted against Eusebius. He did not deny the
priority of the Hebrew, but had come to accept the Septuagint as the
only genuine mediator. He was attracted to the idea that the Septuagint
was more trustworthy than other translations because of the quality
and unanimity of its translators and its position in the Church from
the very beginning. He was afraid of conjectural renderings.
Of course, Theodore had to defend his predilection for a literal
translation. The obscurity and mystery of the Septuagint were judged
positively by Alexandrian exegetes, and there was no drawing back
from Eusebius' answer to them. Theodore rescued his position by a
simple reversal of Eusebius' arguments: the consistency and texture
of meaning, as well as the expressiveness of the original, were best
preserved in the Septuagint, not in a translation that chose to render
only the meaning. He realized that there was a drawback to this:
a loss of clarity. However, this problem could be solved if attention
was paid to the particularities of the language of Scripture. He was
speaking about the Hebrew, but his view was restricted to what he
guessed to be its reflections in the Greek. Therefore Theodore's method
should indeed be termed a 'Greek approach', as Kamesar suggested.
Unlike Eusebius, he was not prepared to assume that the Seventy
could have made wrong choices. Diodore, who had followed Eusebius
in his comments on Genesis, may have paved Theodore's way if he was
indeed the author of the Commentarii in Psalmos attributed to him
by Maries. The 'Greek approach' made it possible for Theodoret to
adopt the results of the traditional position of Origen and Eusebius of
Caesarea.
Chapter Five
CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
The identification and publication of the Armenian translation of Eu-
sebius of Emesa's Commentary on the Octateuch and Reigns and the
edition of fragments of his work in the Catena in Genesim have given
a new impulse to the study of this fourth-century scholar and bishop of
Syrian descent. This does not mean that the establishment of Eusebius'
original text has become easier. Each source has its own disadvantages.
The Armenian text is a translation; the catenist selected only small
fragments from the commentary and these have been corrupted in some
instances; Procopius and others used Eusebius' comments in their own
work, rewriting his words to varying degrees. A comparative critical
exploration of all these sources is needed. The present study, which
concentrated on the Genesis part of the Commentary, has shown that
such an exploration is worthwhile: it yields a much fuller and more
reliable picture of Eusebius' exegetical work.
A distinctive feature of Eusebius' Commentary on Genesis is its
appeal to other witnesses to the biblical text. This feature was the
starting-point for this study. Eusebius commented on the Septuagint,
but he also referred to the Hebrew (o 'Eßpoüoc), the Syrian (o Eûpoç),
and—in a small number of cases—the recentiores. The first set of
questions in this study was of a textual nature. It had to be determined
what or who answered to the names ó 'Eßpoüoc and ó Sûpoç, and
the affiliations of these and other readings had to be established. The
second set of questions concerned Eusebius' method of exegesis and
the position of the alternative readings in his work. The answers to
the latter set of questions also helped to determine Eusebius' place
in the Antiochene School of exegesis, with which he has often been
connected.
Eusebius centred his commentary on a vulgar, non-Hexaplaric Septu-
agint text of Genesis, just like other Antiochene exegetes. The variant
readings found did not show the traits usually attributed to the Lucianic
recension. Consequently, my restricted survey did not yield indications
for the existence of such a recension of the Greek text of Genesis. This
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finding is in line with the conclusions reached by Wevers and Fernandez
Marcos in their studies of the Antiochene text of Genesis.
Field suggested that the term ó 'Eßpaloc was ambiguous. It could
refer to ad hoc renderings of the Hebrew text, just as iö 'Eßpalxov.
However, in the works of Eusebius of Emesa and some others it would
be the epithet of someone who had made a full Greek version of the
Hebrew text. This suggestion is refuted in this study. A survey of
Eusebius' terminology revealed that his use of the term ó 'Eßpaloc
referred to ad hoc renderings of the Hebrew text. It had the same sense
as TO 'Eßpalxov. No support was found for the assumption of a full
Greek translation of Genesis under the name of ó 'Eßpaloc. Eusebius is
our main witness to Greek 'Eßpaloc readings for this book; additional
quotations by other Greek exegetes did not alter the picture.
In Eusebius' Commentary on Genesis, I found fifty-five references to
the Hebrew. Six of these could not be reconciled even with the Hebrew
consonantal text as we know it. However, among the remaining forty-
nine references, there was extensive agreement with the Masoretic text.
This finding posed the question of the source of these readings. There is
nothing to prove Eusebius' knowledge of Hebrew. The best explanation
is probably the one he gave himself: he asked Hebrew informants. Yet it
is not inconceivable that he used additional sources. Two possibilities
were considered.
First, the recentiores would have been an obvious source of informa-
tion on the Hebrew. Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea had used these
as such, and Jerome applied them as a help in translating. However,
for Eusebius of Emesa they did not appear to have played a major
role. The number of explicit quotations from the recentiores is also
very limited. They are mentioned by name in only five comments on
Genesis. It is very unlikely that Eusebius had direct access to these
sources.
Second, Eusebius could have used his knowledge of Syriac. Since
there is nothing to suggest that he was able to read the Hebrew alphabet
himself, it is improbable that he applied this knowledge directly to the
Hebrew text. It is more likely that he started from the Syriac text of
the Bible, and assumed that the Hebrew would read the same. Yet here
too a reservation is in order. The Hebrew and the Syrian do indeed
form pairs in twenty instances. On the other hand, there are fifteen
instances where Eusebius himself cited different readings for these two
witnesses. Moreover, the 'Eßpaloc readings that disagreed with the
Hebrew consonantal text as we know it, never formed pairs with the
Syrian. Some were even presented as contrasting. Eusebius may have
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used his Syriac Bible as a point of departure, but he did not rely on
the presumption that the Syrian would be close enough to give him full
access to the Hebrew.
This statement brings us to the readings of the Syrian. Here too, the
view that the term ó Sûpoç did not refer to ad hoc renderings of a Syriac
text, but to a full Greek translation, long held sway. Moreover, it was
thought by Field, Rahlfs, and others that the Vorlage of this translation
was not a Syriac text, but a Hebrew one—though some influence of
the Syriac Bible was admitted. Lehmann was the first to point out the
importance of Eusebius' Commentary for this question. On the basis of
the readings in Eusebius and those in Theodoret, he demonstrated that
the position of Field and Rahlfs had become untenable. He suggested
that these two Syriac-speaking authors might well have given ad hoc
renderings of a Syriac Bible in their commentaries.
For Eusebius, this point could now be substantiated by a further
study of the Commentary on Genesis. The editions that have become
available considerably improved the position to answer the question
Quis sit ó Svpoc. This is illustrated by the fact that Field had found
thirty Eûpoç readings in Genesis, whereas this study counted sixty. Field
also thought that the readings came from different authors. It can now
be established that Eusebius of Emesa was the first to use the name ó
Sûpoç, and is the only exegete known to have made Greek renderings of
a Syriac translation of Genesis. Quotations in other authors derive from
him. Theodoret made use of the Syriac Bible only when commenting
on other parts of Scripture. The great majority of the Sûpoç readings
in commentaries on the Old Testament were introduced by these two
Syriac-speaking Antiochenes.
This study found substantial agreement between Eusebius' Sûpoç
and the Peshitta. This Syrian in Greek dress (and sometimes Armenian
disguise) is therefore an early witness to the Peshitta tradition. This
finding is important because the number of witnesses for the early
Peshitta is restricted. Most manuscripts date from the seventh century
or later. For Genesis, the fifth-century manuscript 5bl and the fourth-
century quotations in Ephrem are thus joined by a third early witness:
the Greek renderings in Eusebius of Emesa. The Sûpoç readings corrob-
orate the picture that can be sketched on the evidence of the first two
witnesses. All three belong to a phase of the tradition in which the text
of the Peshitta was slightly more fluid. No evidence for a 'Vetus Syra'
or a 'wild Peshitta' was found. It is true, though, that some Targum
readings—or Jewish exegetical traditions—were known to early Syrian
exegetes as alternatives to the common Peshitta readings.
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This study also aimed at determining the purposes for which Eusebius
appealed to other witnesses. This in turn helped to reveal the value
he attached to them. The innovative character of his approach, as well
as its limitations, became more clear when contrasted with the use
of alternative readings by others before and after him. The choice of
exegetical method proved to have had a direct bearing on these issues.
Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea recognized the importance of the
traditional status of the Septuagint, and the fact that providential
Economy had guided its translation process. On the one hand, the role
of Providence guaranteed the quality of the Septuagint; on the other, it
formed an explanation of the differences between the Hebrew and the
Greek. These differences had a purpose in their view. The approach
of Origen and the Caesarean did not usually lead to an abandonment
of the Septuagint. Untenable readings were rather explained as errors
through the inadvertence or boldness of copyists. In the sphere of
textual criticism, other versions of the biblical text could be helpful to
repair such errors. In exegesis, they were called in for more purposes.
Some readings seem to be given for merely documentary reasons—
often, in fact, as an affirmation of the reading of the Septuagint.
Others were used as a help in explaining the meaning of the Septuagint
or as an addition to it. The other witnesses yielded complementary
rather than rival alternatives. Origen's was an idealistic view of the
meanings of a text. Obscurity was valued positively as an incitement
to search for higher interpretations.
Eusebius of Emesa may have taken the idea to quote other readings
from Eusebius of Caesarea, and via him from Origen. However, his
approach was markedly different and cannot be fully explained from
that of his Caesarean teacher and namesake. Obscurity was evaluated
in a negative fashion by the Emesene. His Antiochene method forbade
him from escaping it by using allegorical explanation. The language of
Scripture was clear, and a good translation should render the sense of
the text, not obscure it, he argued. He was the first known Christian
exegete to have recognized the decisive priority of the Hebrew text
and applied it to his work. His Syrian descent and his bilingualism are
of great importance for the understanding of this phenomenon. His
particular background gave him a practical knowledge of translation
and its difficulties; it also gave him the Peshitta, a Syriac translation
much closer to the Hebrew text current in his days than the Septuagint.
His familiarity with this Syriac version made him aware of the existence
of another Bible, different from the Septuagint but not less important.
Unlike the recentiores, this version was used by a Christian community.
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The importance of tradition and the working of Providence could not
explain to him the differences between the versions.
The practice of his method shows that Eusebius of Emesa took
the return to the Hebrew seriously. The genre of his commentary can
be termed as a 'selective commentary'. It is related to the question-
and-answer genre known from the pagan schools. Eusebius commented
on selected passages. He used the alternative readings as an exegetical
tool. Just like Origen and Eusebius of Caesarea, he appealed to them in
order to pin down the meaning of ambiguous or imprecise expressions,
and to elucidate obscurities. But in the last category a difference
showed up: Eusebius often presented the readings of the Hebrew and
the Syrian as rival alternatives to the Septuagint. And this played an
even greater role in the Emesene's use of these witnesses to overcome
real objections to the text: he dealt with inappropriate expressions,
impossibilities, inconsistencies, and discrepancies. Here the alternative
readings were presented as the solution to a problem in the Septuagint.
The supposition was that the alternative reading was better. In a few
cases, this weis even stated explicitly. Eusebius did not use the Hebrew
and the Syrian to add complementary meanings to the Septuagint.
On the other hand, the practice of Eusebius' method also deter-
mined its restrictions. With Kamesar, it may be supposed that Jerome
directed some of his comments in the Quaestiones Hebraicae against
Eusebius because of these. Eusebius explained the text of the Septu-
agint, and the Greek Bible remained central to him. He only returned
to the Hebrew in case of problems. He had no view of the whole of the
Hebrew text. In many cases, he did not come to know more than one
or two words of a verse. Thus the extent of his knowledge was severely
restricted, which resulted in some remarks which someone who knew
Hebrew could easily identify as mistakes. Jerome may also have crit-
icized the content of some of his readings. Though Eusebius did not
rely on the assumption that the Syrian would be close enough to the
Hebrew, he consulted the Syrian first if he needed an alternative to the
Septuagint. This knowledge was corrected and added to by courtesy
of his Hebrew informants. This approach differed from that of Jerome,
who read Hebrew himself with the help of the recentiores and infor-
mants. Both knew traditions, but not the same ones. Moreover, Jerome
was less critical of aggadic explanations.
The study of Eusebius' Commentary on Genesis supplements our
knowledge of the Antiochene School. Eusebius is the first representative
of the School whose exegetical writings have come down to us in
reasonable quantities. The relationship between Eusebius and Diodore
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in the field of both doctrine and exegesis is very close. Therefore it
is no longer acceptable to draw a dividing line in the School between
these two representatives. The main characteristics of the School had
already found a place in a fully developed method by Eusebius' time: in
his anti-allegorism and reluctance to accept references to times beyond
the temporal horizon of the Old Testament, he did not differ from later
Antiochenes. It is especially with regard to the use of other witnesses
that a development can be seen within the Antiochene tradition.
Diodore of Tarsus fully accepted the exegesis of Eusebius and his
use and appreciation of other witnesses in his comments on Genesis.
However, Theodore of Mopsuestia reacted against him. He found the
Syriac Bible unverifiable. He was afraid that it might contain conjec-
tural translations. Renderings provided by informants would have the
same disadvantage. Therefore he focused on the Septuagint, stressing
the quality and unanimity of the seventy translators, and its position
as hallowed by tradition. The idea that the Seventy had given a wrong
translation, causing a distortion or loss of meaning, was not accept-
able to him. The obscurities which resulted from translating literally
could be seen as peculiarities of the language of Scripture. Through a
recognition of these difficulties, the text could be explained. The idea
that the Hebrew language had certain idiosyncrasies came from Euse-
bius, but the approach to these via the Septuagint was an innovation
of his followers. If the Commentarii in Psalmos are to be attributed
to Diodore, he was the one who initiated this 'Greek approach', as
Kamesar called it.
The contribution of Eusebius of Emesa to Greek exegesis was the
recognition of the priority of the Hebrew and his method of approaching
it through the Syriac Bible and the use of informants. Before him, it
was realized that other versions could help the understanding of the
Septuagint. He defended the necessity to go back to the original text
to solve problems. Within the Antiochene School this idea was not
forgotten, but reversed in practice by assuming that the Septuagint
was the best road to the original. Through the Catena and Procopius,
the practical results of his approach must have enjoyed some popularity
in the Greek world and outside it: Heinsius, for instance, referred to
Eusebius' explanation of Gen 1:2 in the formulation of Procopius.1 In
the Latin world, Jerome was able to surpass him, as he was convinced
1
 HEINSIUS, Aristarchus Sacer, (pars posterior) 322; cf. DE JONGE, Daniel Hein-
sius, 20.
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that one should always go back to the original, not just in case of
problems. Possibly this Syrian in Greek dress was most influential in
his Armenian disguise, if indeed, as Mahe and Ter-Petrosyan suppose,
his work had a decisive impact on the Armenian practice and technique
of translation.
PART TWO

CHOICES AND PROCEDURES
1. The Choice of Texts
Texts adopted. This second part of this study offers a full documen-
tation of all instances where Eusebius gives alternative readings in
his Commentary on Genesis. All instances are presented within their
contexts. Decisions about the extent of the text to be included did
not usually present problems. All witnesses of possible relevance to the
constitution of the text of Eusebius' comment are noted, even when a
witness does not cite the alternative reading itself.
The general principle guiding the selection of the material was to
refer to all material that at first sight seemed to be relevant to the
questions dealt with in this study. First, this means that a very small
number of fragments from Eusebius' commentary were included which,
after further consideration of their textual tradition or their content,
proved not to contain an alternative reading. What seemed to be an
indication of such a reading was in fact a corruption, or an exegetical
tradition rather than a reading. But this result was obtained only after
careful sifting of the evidence. All fragments have been adopted that
on the basis of a first selection were considered likely to yield evidence.
Second, this means that all witnesses to Eusebius' commentary were
studied, whether or not they gave an initial impression of reliability.
The reliability had to be tested and the evidence weighed against
contrary evidence from other witnesses. This poses the question of how
the criterion of Eusebian authorship was applied.
Initially, the attributions in the Catena in Genesim were the basis for
deciding whether a certain comment, or an element within a comment,
derived from Eusebius. Since on this basis the Eusebian authorship of
the Armenian text could be established with certainty—and it did not
appear to contain work of others—, the Armenian text itself became
a means of identifying additional material. Some of this material was
found in the Catena: texts without any attribution or texts with wrong
or mixed attributions. A very important addition to this material
was the testimony of Procopius. As this author does not provide
attributions, the Catena and the Armenian translation provided the
basis for determining what he took from Eusebius. The same holds true
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for the Greek commentators using Eusebius' work to write their own
comments, and for Iso'dad. In the adoption of additional material from
the Catena, Procopius, and the other witnesses, I have taken the same
liberal attitude as mentioned above. In order to sculpture a statue one
needs a large block of marble. Part of this marble is chiselled away
and becomes waste material; which part this is does not appear in the
quarry, but in the studio. The selection of a text is not equivalent to
saying that it contains Eusebius' words, but that this is possible. The
studio work is done in the discussions of the fragments.
Texts rejected. Of course, some blocks of marble can be rejected as
a whole and left in the quarry. Here, eight cases should be mentioned
where the Catena gives fragments which are attributed to Eusebius
in part of the Catena tradition only and which have no counterpart
in the Armenian translation. The latter fact alone is not decisive,
as the Armenian translation is probably not complete. But the case
for Eusebius' authorship is hardly tenable when the attribution is
not attested in more than one branch of the primary tradition of
the Catena or when there is a conflict between the witnesses in this
respect, and when the content of the fragment yields no arguments in
favour of Eusebius. The first seven cases comprise fragments attributed
to Eusebius (not explicitly to Eusebius of Emesa) in the manuscript
L. This attribution is the only argument in favour of his authorship
but, to make things worse, this particular manuscript provides isolated
gratuitous attributions in many other cases as well. It is not a witness
one would follow in cases where there are no other grounds for a choice.
In the case of Cat. 601 ad Gen 5:25, the manuscript M, the only
other witness to this text, gives no attribution, and there is no trace
of this fragment in the Armenian translation. Nor does the content of
the fragment provide arguments for his authorship; on the contrary,
that Eusebius of Emesa did not refer to the Samaritan anywhere else
would even tell against it. The combination of TO 'Eßpoüxov and to
Safjuxpsmxov points rather to Eusebius of Caesarea's Chronicon as a
possible source. The attribution in L should at best be read as an
attribution to Eusebius' Caesarean namesake.1
For Cat. 922 ad Gen 14:13, the other manuscripts (S, B, and wit-
nesses of type III) give no attribution, except that the fragment was
linked to one attributed to Origen in part of the secondary tradition
of the Catena. Procopius gives a different text on the same subject
which is close (but not identical) to Diodore's comment in Csl. 173.
1
 On this issue see page 66 above.
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As Procopius did not usually cite Diodore, one might conjecture that
Eusebius' text should be sought in Procopius rather than in Cat. 922.
The verse is not dealt with in the Armenian text, which jumps from
Gen 12:17 to 14:17.
Likewise, for Cat. 1244 ad Gen 22:4 the manuscripts M, S, and B,
and the witnesses to the secondary tradition of the Catena have no
attribution, and there is no trace of this fragment in the Armenian
translation. Neither does the content of the fragment provide argu-
ments in favour; the reference to 'a Hebrew' is not unique to Eusebius
of Emesa. This text might just as well be attributed to Origen. The
same holds good for Cat. 1708 ad Gen 34:5, which is found without at-
tribution in M, B, and the secondary tradition. This fragment contains
an interesting reference to to IlaXaiativalov.
'Hard evidence' for Origen's authorship in the form of an attribution
is found in the next two cases. Cat. 1934 ad Gen 41:43 is attributed
to Eusebius in L again, but to Origen in M, B, and the secondary
tradition. This text contains a transliteration of the Hebrew, which
must have a Hexaplaric origin. Eusebius only very rarely provided
transliterations. The fragment Cat. 2037 ad Gen 46:30 is attributed to
Eusebius in L and to Origen in B, whereas the manuscript M and the
witnesses to the secondary tradition of the Catena have no attribution
here. The text yields no decisive argument for Eusebius' authorship.
The seventh fragment is Cat. 1413 ad Gen 25:30, attributed to
Eusebius in L, while M, B, and the manuscripts of the third type give
no attribution. This text explains that Esau was also called Edom
because of the colour of the lentil soup, as a5w[xa is the Hebrew
word for 'red'. It forms part of a series of fragments quoting Flavius
Josephus' Antiquitates. There is only one of these fragments, Cat. 1120,
which is not only attributed to Eusebius in MS L, as this one, but also
explicitly to Eusebius of Emesa in M, S, and B. The vast majority
have no attribution at all, and none of them has a counterpart in the
Armenian translation. Thus, although the tradition on Esau found in
this particular fragment was known to Diodore,2 I would assess the
evidence for ascribing this text to Eusebius as too weak.
Cat. 1103 ad Gen 18:25 is a case of a different kind. This fragment
is attributed to Eusebius in M, and to Cyril in L. It is not paralleled
in Cyril's Glaphyra, and it is easy to suppose that this text goes back
to Eusebius, just as two fragments in its immediate neighbourhood,
Cat. 1102 and 1107. These are attributed to Eusebius of Emesa in all
See Csl. 86, cited as text F at fragment v above, with discussion on page 196.
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manuscripts of the primary tradition, though they have no counterpart
in the Armenian text either. However, application of the other criterion,
that the texts should contain an alternative reading, created a problem
in this case. The second apparatus to Wevers's edition suggests that
the supposed reading in this fragment is a reading of Symmachus.
However, the only basis for this is a gloss in the manuscript Ra M; the
catena manuscripts do not give his name. It would rather seem to be a
paraphrase.
The order of the witnesses. As the witnesses are evaluated only
in the discussion of the fragments, it is a matter of course that this
evaluation should not influence the order of the witnesses. They should
always be called in the same order. I chose this one: fragments of the
Catena, Procopius, Armenian translation, Diodore, other witnesses.
This order reflects an a priori classification: the Catena is the only
witness that usually gives fragments in an unrevised form, Procopius
edited his fragments, but in many cases he did so only superficially,
and he quoted long passages of Eusebius without any changes. The
Armenian translation, though sometimes the basis on which the Greek
witnesses are indentified, retreats into the background whenever any
of the two primary Greek sources is available, simply because it is a
translation, and thus an interpretation, of Eusebius' original words.
After the Armenian text, the Greek witnesses are cited who, unlike
Procopius, in principle used Eusebius' information to write their own
comments. That Diodore takes pride of place among these, will come
as no surprise.
In order to avoid misunderstanding, I repeat that this order has
been chosen and maintained for consistency, and does not reflect the
results of the research into the particular case in question. In the
discussion of a certain instance it may appear, for instance, that the
Catena is heavily corrupted, that Procopius is adding elements from
other sources, and that the Armenian translation, though not in the
original language, is the only witness to give an accurate picture of
Eusebius' comment. Whenever there is a clue enabling a choice to be
made, the preset order loses its value completely. The sphere within
which it may be of any importance is as narrow as the sphere within
which the authority of a better manuscript can be invoked, that is,
when judgment has no scope, when there are no grounds on which to
base a decision. It is the last resort of the critic.3
Cf. HOUSMAN, 'The Editing of Juvenal', 399-400.
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2. The Editions
As far as possible, the texts are taken from the relevant editions. With
regard to the Greek, Syriac and Latin texts thus adopted, I did not go
back to the manuscripts themselves. I give these texts as quotations,
not as new editions. As I do not cite the full apparatus, these quotations
can in no way replace the original edition. The apparatus I provide in
some cases, records the changes I propose to the texts as chosen by the
editor, together with all instances where the editor proposed a certain
reading without a manuscript base. Unlike the editors, I have used [ ]
to indicate a lacuna and a proposed restoration of the text, and { }
for a piece of text that has to be deleted although it is attested in all
witnesses. As usual, < > indicates proposed additions to the text as
found in the manuscripts. Passages omitted by me because they were
not relevant for our purposes are indicated by three simple dots.
I have made all necessary changes in the texts themselves, as I feel
that they should be cited in the form which is the basis of the trans-
lation. The apparatus should always enable the reader to reconstruct
the choice of the editor. For difficult points in the Armenian text, I
have consulted a copy from a microfilm of MS 873 of the Mechitarist
Library of Venice. This is the archetype of the known tradition and
the manuscript that was used by Hovhannessian, the editor. The com-
parison yielded some corrections to the edition, which are documented
in the apparatus as well. In the Armenian texts, the page numbers of
the edition and the manuscript have been indicated by the forms (*!*)
and (1 ) respectively.
With regard to Procopius, I indicated on page 25 that some parts
had not yet been edited; editions of these passages are given here on
the basis of a microfilm of the Monacensis. I also used photographs of
the folios found back in Basle (MncB), and checked some passages in
the Leiden codex B.P.G. 50. Where texts of Procopius are cited in full,
I have provided a reference to the edition in PG 87.1. These references
are given for the sake of convenience only; as pointed out, this edition
has no value for the constitution of the text. Its variants are not usually
recorded. I followed the example of Petit, integrating the editions of
the Catena and Procopius wherever possible. In such cases, only some
important variants of Procopius are noted in my apparatus.
There are two exceptions to my procedure of quoting the text in
the form reflected in the translation. First, it is customary to print
the biblical text commented on in a distinctive type (slanted roman
and Greek and unslanted Armenian, according to the typographical
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conventions of the respective languages). Except that the lemma con-
taining the biblical text is often marked by the use of a different colour
or by signs in the margin, there is no manuscript base for this use; it
is a matter of interpretation. The text gives the interpretation of the
editor, the translation my own. Second, I have not always followed the
punctuation of the editors. All major changes have been noted, but
those that are not important from the point of view of the constitution
of the text (such as the differences following from conventions with
regard to the way quotations are marked) are passed over in silence.
Unless otherwise stated, the texts give the punctuation of the editor
and the translations my own.
3. The Translations and Discussions
The translations are not meant to be masterpieces of literature, but
tools for study. In many cases it was not possible to translate fully
according to Eusebius' own principles of ad sensum translation. If, for
instance, the Greek shows an ambiguity which is interpreted in the
Armenian in one way and in Iso'dad in another, the translation of
the Greek should show the ambiguity, not the choice preferred. In the
discussion of fragment i it is noted that there are different kinds of
literalism. My aim is to show, as much as is possible in a translation,
the points of agreement as well as the differences between the witnesses.
Where two express the same thing, the same English translation should
be used; where they differ, the renderings should do so as well.
In practice this means the following. I have often given in to the
demands of English word order. More precision was attempted in the
representation of the single elements and the structure. In this manner
it can sometimes be shown that, for instance, Procopius and the Catena
said the same thing, but structured the sentence in a slightly different
way; or conversely, that the Armenian translation neatly imitated the
syntax of the Greek sentence, but used words with a different meaning
or connotation. The latter example shows that I sometimes had to
choose between giving the Armenian the meaning of the (supposed)
Greek Vorlage or the one that an unbiased reader would give. I hope to
have succeeded in some cases to run with the hare and hunt with the
hounds by closely following the text. Where I felt that I had to choose
to render the Armenian as it was probably understood, the discussion
compensates for the loss of information vital to the establishment of
textual relations.
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It has not been my aim to translate all words consistently in the
same way, but wherever the meaning of the sentence did not forbid
this, I have striven to give consistent renderings to certain terminology
recurring within a fragment. Elements that should be added in order to
make the text readable and intelligible in English, are placed between
normal brackets ( ). Apart from these, the same sets of symbols are
used as in the edition. Biblical names are given in the spelling of the
Revised English Bible, unless the Vorlage of my translation differed too
much from this standard, such as in the case of the Peshitta's form of
Reuben's name, which ends in an -1. All line references are given in a
double form, indicating a position in both text and translation.
It should be clear from the preceding section that the texts require
discussion of the textual tradition. The same holds good for the transla-
tions. The tradition is therefore always the first item to be discussed. It
is followed by the question at issue: here I try to find out which problem
Eusebius was trying to solve. Reference to parallels in other exegetes
are often made. Wherever a genetic relationship is possible—in the
case of Diodore, for example—, this issue is explicitly dealt with. Other
cases are important as well, however, as they can help us to discover
what may have occupied Eusebius' mind. Moreover, it sets Eusebius'
comment against a background which can emphasize what is standard
and commonplace in the content and method of his exegesis, and what
is different or even innovative. Finally, the readings of the Septuagint
and the textual affiliations of the alternative readings are discussed.
THE ALTERNATIVE READINGS
I. Introduction / Ad Gen 1:1
The introduction to Eusebius' Commentary merits a full translation
and analysis, as it contains a statement of his view on translating
texts. It makes clear why, in interpreting the biblical text, he attaches
so much importance to the comparison of different translations and to
gaining some knowledge of the Hebrew text. It also gives information
on his sources and on the status he assigns to the Syriac language.
It is because of the rarity of accounts of translation theory and the
early date of its translation into Armenian that Ter-Petrosyan and
Mahe suppose this introduction to have had an important influence on
the practice of translating in Armenia.1 A small snippet of the text,
containing remarks on Gen 1:1, is also found in Greek, and there is a
quotation in Iso'dad.
A. CATENA (type III only): Petit, Cat. 10 ('otherwise')
«'Ev xecpocXtxicu», orcep ol "EXXrivec «iv ouviofjuo» cpocolv. || 'Ev ap%rj oöv,
warcep xe<paXr|v aw^aioç, où -cfj 0£<j£i JJLÓVOV àXXa xal tfj aia9r|a£i, iov
oupavov xod TJ?V jf\v upo twv aXXcov Sr)[jLtoupyT)[jiài:cùv yevojjiéva, <ocecpaXf)v»
àxàXei. Oùpavèv Sa xod ffjv elittov, TOXVTOC ta èv aùioiç TtepieXaßev.
(Aquila's expression) 'in the head' (is) what the Greeks express with 5
'in short'. || (As regards) in the beginning: as (if they were) the head
of a body, not only with respect to position, but also to perception,
he called heaven and earth, which came into existence before the other
creatures, 'the head'. And when he said heaven and earth, he meant to
include everything that is in them. 10
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 4v 29 -5r 1, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 10 (PG 87.1,
37B 4-9)
'Ev 5e tcp 'Eßpoüxw f| apffl «xe<pocXr)v» ori^atvei. || Kai OÜVOCTOU oûpavov
xod t^v jfjv Tipwta öVta töv ópa>(j.éva>v 8T)[xioupyri[xaTa, «xeipaXT)v» xaXelv,
1
 Cf. TER-PETROSYAN, '/;,/„/.r/,,„i (;,;/./,i„r„ «fli/?Un/luuiyuA/> ITtljlmip/inAp»', MAHÉ,
'Traduction et exégèse', 249—250, and the discussion in WEITENBERG, 'Eusebius of
Emesa and Armenian Translations' (with further references).
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jceepocXr) aeujjuxtoc, où tfj OÉasi [lóvov àXXà xai tfj alc0r|aei xal ifj
s In the Hebrew the (word) beginning means 'head'. || And he may call
heaven and earth, which are the first creatures among the visible ones,
'the head', just as the head of a body is the leading (part), not only
with respect to position, but also to perception and to (being the seat
of) life.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 1,1-4,94
( 1 ) U/i/t »,ƒ> /pm/pHp qiuJUuuijb fhijnLUig 'liriij|i"/i pii//ipi..p ijijiiii.p
/r/iiipif i/ùîii/jy, ^lliiii]niijiiïlil, jiiilnjliifîiïli i/ I'liSlijnjli luuuiglifng ij i/puin:
puiojtLif&i puin pipuj,|>uju^pip jkqnLujg uin_uïuip"u"ii pu/ti^p, npj? /?t
n incnt.nO LiliuiiDDTV 11 LiiLtililin L. pïiuiuinp » u. luuiimin n u
5 ftnLfib ujjLngplf, np*p i^bnuuu p '//•f uiplfujlipglïii. p"{/g 'bnijjjb piiüipt^ J"{//.
ftqiri ifinifinpjtïuii^' jiiliflnijl.ijiiifiiiîliiîïi iji/iiiiiiiy'/j qujipnipjpi-lj: huHjniiT ]&)_
uijiimpup IL uytu"/t" 'J-tnuüikif^p p ChppuijkgLng pjujntU L. p "unpp i^ rj-piuginJU'
juiunpptt: Dl juijlinuplf np ^/Af /jinui^uipujliuii p7iupiji/ïuufcgp^/' puinjiiif
ifpJujpnLpJpïb 4 ittLttiiïliLi, n\'.j' f i i i i i i puîlipifli IJuipfj.tIuîliligJîli' iffi hpL.kugp'b
111
 umin ij mij njliii jili] iiiii'liLj. i^inLpJuighui^p Ji pulufigh pJuipif.tfùjlinLpJpLUu, p
IfinpH ifinintjli np p i'inJijiijli niiipnlpi!lil,p'jiiijli n j ÇiiijLipiîli: 3np ifiuliiiiinïlnj
lA/jpiijtuy IjpkuJ^ ( 2 ) nniKli niunLiKiuju^p^p, np tj^pujUb L.b[d
linjlnj iiiliiulf jdnijiii ilniliLj L. {III/I/>Y, IL puin ilïiinirjti pli&iiijiiiliHniïli'
>ƒ I I I I K I jmjpiij, mu Ji Ji'iJ»! jnilnijiiliiili i j j i f r i> ;ii|;n ^ /Ju'ji ilïiiniijli Ipjiifniipiililipij,
15
 p puinnit/*ppu jujjbgujlit, "f-f o^pujupgu JbljUnLpJIïijl; u/uipiyp7 uipuipp'b, IL
t j i j n i i inn jtllii li / ' I I I / I / / I I / I in j lfiintnl,iiiiih fujim iLu7in.pi/uju i j i i t ijiuliLj. L/LUUU npnj
u. /?iupLLi/LuTinip7tiLilili pufy £iu"u t: ^Luliijp uy7i /lufy iLjiuin^Lu!fiLio-iyli tp'
jffnnnLi n niiihjiitli limit inli&jïlili uiLuji/Lulf (looj puin pipujnujbjpLp ipnriLUJgu,
IL qjjiinu jtojiip^i Ji/mynj i/i"ii'/i/,j u. jinlu] jutinli f f i i i un iu i i i / i / i f , u. n^ uni iiili\j!lili
20
 f'iiili|ii|/i LULUin^Luïfpi^p njjtuipnipTpiu tlininijli JtiuippJUJp!îp
l'/'//, ll.p »ƒ UJJUtLfflUp UjUIjJUlbujl p7lUpLll/LU^inLp7filLlu'u L^LUppUp' ƒ • l l l l ƒ l l l l ƒ
""L p Ü'PF^'IIU °J1'/Ilnu<u
fcj "- pn-^Lun.iiiinpgt 'L"y^ ' '/"'/"ï- "ƒ* "^ "J-
upinu, ijnp n^ /L pujli^ii pu^ jufb&V' uinjunignili: *t*ulbaji IL
25
 C uijiingfilf np a^jnjlj jLifin'li niTVpg^Ti IL 'flmjli p '/pp uiplfaini^ i^iuppn/Si ,
mij-tin ijnjhi^ CkppuijuiljUjU uiiLiuTiApTi puJlipgT^. 0^ 1 np jnilnuili Lun_uSiApTiTi
puiüpl^>"u l£uippgp*U, Jl'l^r//. ƒ ƒ / ƒ / , ! ! / ƒ ! ƒ ƒ , / / ! /ƒ!]ƒ l//'l/;// . I f i y i y / l puin ^fcppltyfcDLflD pLUUpUU
puippLun_iy' ^pjKtppV : ruijg puin ^/ippiiipiifpii/f piuppiun_iyTi piupin^ P"'/
' /i"u^uin_iuui/ïu"u npn^ni
30
 "ungut lufLUni
(3*) DL lupij-, t /ft»i_ ^uAij-tpa iiuir,liuijli puïbpL^pL puippuin_ni^p p
iiilunji njïlirj.'u I I IK/ . J . npiu^u jnpj-uuif HJÎÎJf^ uipij.iiipli U- HJJ"1}
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nnl.n f/t f i i i i i u i î l i L
i | m i ( n | i i i | i ] n M > l i . iijiinljnnlUliinJh jnilf j' IdniiniiHuInnftlI.uîlili iiijijin un/ rrr'/i
bppuijailfuîb pufbpL iim/Ji ijuipbm^ (hlfpLijuij: (/ƒ(//; jl,/i iViii'iiiiiiy/.niy /.ƒ<//, 35
inn nnikjilili jiîlii puippujn.^ i n j i j bppuijbging' Ifuinp jinlf nij<l ^iilhphgnLgujU^
•Ufhpkpgnquh, puyg n^ ^npkgnjg qJpmJu jiujL L juiJL puHifigU, L
niiiiiliiilliiiijniii ilninli i'nniitniij p ifiiiiiirj f'iiililiijli ulUJru« Gffll: '/>ƒƒ i f f i n i / , i i
iiinniini pub) l'tnnuiit /, 11 / / i i i in / i / i i i»i liJtniiti i f i i i l i i i i j i i iffnnnLi 1111111 uiLiùIihli
pujbuUj L. fiilluiiitli IJi.tiiiiiifnihl,i: l^ult inn<fuii/"ujn_uuijäriuu pimini^u uuippnhu 40
Ptupij.ifu!iifij^p iliifiiinjli juy/^ lfi'JJlL> n/"J/tu ^ uij&iT jhppiujhgLngb p
i L i f i n , ijiliunnjli illiftiiijiiijillitli kppbSli Ifuiukgnigjîii li bpphffù
^u^ ifpJuignigp)j. IL 'ƒ";/» J "{fi* guitig "P^P l^bppuJjbgf'li pulf f/'"It/''1
ruijg ufujptn t ij/iinfc^t^t fc^ FuàJ*Pjl'p['UJjbgfîli' qnpuliryl/uipujïini.^fcuji^p 45
p}ujp(f.iiujiih^ ^ Ç*liujp, ijujuli mu ni/iAJili puiïipgb pjnpnL[t}bujb. L. p Çmplfl;
I^UJna.i/ûj^j/14 0^ 1 I I I / / I I IH/ J I li lilff npLulipnli p jujjin iuo"fci Cujbuiniub: K?n nP
i l l j l j l ' i l i l l l j i M i j i n l j i l l . n l l i n c 1111s! i| l . | l l | ] ih l l IL i|l.|il||l|l ;ij P ul | i | | ' in l i l , iini/.
^ P iL|^ |unj: Pu/^ "J/11/- f/.""'/" /u^"J:r/I9'i*^P jnpnuf inill,-
ƒ111111 i^ii i i iT iii^iii^iiij(//,iii/ili guAilfatgnij^p uibrj^p i| /iini/i/ii|/.li. 50
i!liiiil(ll,unl['li ( 4 ) IfuiJbgiûii puw'bJp^i puiïipg ^/in^iij i/i'iiVi/.j:
iu L. ij^juijtniiuiLnpnLppLb iluiuiijli ifftfuignjg. «P i^fJunjU, "»"£, uipuip
U.i i i i i i i in iA ij/.ji/jji'/i t ijbplfpp»: eSf' mjfunj[je jnjb^ nj_ if" «!{'Lpu'l1lf'J ff-pmlÎL,
uijl^ MuipA Ji l | i i i | i A i i | : Puyg bppuijbgLng ^tijnA' nbplffa n^ ijbpL.b^pu, uij^
'/»;ƒ'' "p /i *|/"|»nyii t f"l* ijuui, npnj L. jiun_tu£unj.fyli t ujpuipuiarb bplfppL 55
, ijliinini ii[i juin tup l,jïli .fJiu'/j ijLpli.!,! ji uipuipujiru' lullijn iiij^injli L.U
ijlniiiiii. npuffcu 11 i j j i i i jn ij|i uni uif jili /, JujpSùnj i i j ij jijnli iljiinjli,
mil II ucfluji D // iiriiiiiUinlii II niluntiin njh lin inii/i iinijinh: (AuCfnuZj nbnu|uj
L i | l , | i l | | i | i . L i^iuilk(l39)'liuij[i ffU^ np j1! "\jnuui" p "iibp^u tpiulfbujg: *l.uiûli
npnj L. i j n i j ^ i i l i ji^ Jp putn JpnfJ; uni nî]i&\îlfli Jpj^pijki npuffcu fj_pnijujiiq.uilf p 60
scripsit editor; juAÎ/A cod. | ' scripsit editor; i\iup\igfb cod. \ c scripsi; ^ji/npfSi
cod. | editor hune locum defectivum et confusum esse censet | e~e scripsit editor;
t cod.
If someone wishes to translate the sense of any language word for
word,2 he does not make clear the intention of the words that are
said. For numerous are in each of the languages the specific words
that — if they remain there (in that language) in their place — appear es
elegant, bright, clear, and fitting to those who employ them; but, being
transposed word for word2 into another language, they do not present
the intended sense. We find many similar and (other things) of all
Literally: 'with the same words'.
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kinds in the language of the Hebrews and in its neighbour, in Syriac.
7o And among those who translated the Old Testament, there is much
obscurity to be seen (among those) who translated according to the
(separate) words in order to pass themselves off as having made a more
exact (work). As they applied themselves to the translation of the
(separate) words, they did not pay attention to the texture of meaning,
75 which became deformed by the separate words. This was carried out
especially by Aquila—scholars say—who argued (that one should) only
translate and render a word in the same way and, with regard to the
expression of the intention, in many cases was found to be erring in
exposing the expression of the intention according to others, (namely)
so those who acted indifferently towards the analysis of the (separate)
words, and took trouble to expose the sense of the words. (It is) at this
(that) the work of translating is aimed. For it would be more proper
to put aside the individual state of the words according to each of
the languages, and to translate and make clear the intention of the
85 language, and not to corrupt the intended sense through (keeping to)
the correspondence of individual words.
If someone does not follow such a manner of translating, he causes
much trouble to the readers, because through the practice which he
is proposing, he does not preserve the sense, and (because) he forces
9
° the texture which exists there (in the text that is to be translated)
into another meaning, which even the words would not accept.3 For
those who know the Greek language and employ it in practice are
also necessarily ignorant of the individual Hebrew words; for those
who make use of the individual Greek words are confused when they
95
 read (words) which are translated in agreement with the particular
expression of the (separate) Hebrew words. However, according to the
Hebrew idiom, it is right, for example, not to establish an individual
distinction of words4 in due course.
Now it is possible to say the (word) 'with' superfluously with all
100
 (kinds of) words (and) expressions, such as when he says 'with the just Ecci a-.n
and with the wicked' in Ecclesiastes, instead of saying 'the just and the
wicked'. Aquila, they say, used this specific Hebrew word in his whole
translation. If it was not known that this expression was something
3
 A French translation of the above can be found in MAKE, 'Traduction et
exégèse', 249. A translation of the whole text into modern Armenian is given by
TER-PETROSYAN, 'bi(ufcp/inu bJbuuigni «flt/Sun/ïuuyuA/i lAlj'Wp/im'iip»', 65-67.
4
 I interpreted the adjective puîuuiljutu, which usually means 'logical' or 'rea-
sonable', as 'with respect to words'. The translation of the last two sentences is
tentative.
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specific of the Hebrews, it would very much confuse the readers; but
he did not confuse the meaning of all other words, or annoy because he IDS
deviated from the meaning of many of the words. However, as I said,
it is good to put aside the individual words of the language that is
translated, and to translate the intention. Now when translators of one
language into another—such as (this case) here: from (the language
of) the Hebrews into the Greek language—made use of the individual no
words, they sometimes withheld the exposition of the intention, and
sometimes entirely obscured it. And we noted this after having been
informed by those who knew Hebrew.
However, it is necessary to know that there are words in Hebrew
which cannot be translated concordantly, because of the depth (in us
meaning) of the specific words. And of necessity, the translators en-
deavoured only to show the intention of the words. For as regards the
(verse) In5 the beginning God made heaven and earth, the Hebrew
does not say 'in5 the beginning', but 'in6 the head'. Now should we
search for a head in which everything came into being, in accordance 120
with the one for which those who desire alteration (of the meaning) will
find occasion, since they had the intention of translating concordantly,
with the same words? Aquila even obscured the clarity of the meaning:
'In6 the head', he says, God made heaven and earth; the Greeks do
not understand 'in6 the head' as 'in5 the beginning', but as 'in short'. 125
But as to heaven—not the visible (one), but that which is above it,
the creation of which was also prior (to the other)—together with the
earth, those which were before the visible creation, the language of the
Hebrews calls them also the head of the other (creatures), (as they are)
just as the head, because it is the first (part) of the body, not only with iso
respect to position, but also to (being the seat of) life and to senses,
and is more (in a) leading (position) than the other (parts). By saying
'heaven and earth ', he implied also everything that is in them. For this
reason he also mentions the other (creatures) as the whole of what is
implied, though he mentions them one by one separately (afterwards). i3&
D. ISO'DAD: éd. Vosté-Van den Eynde, Genèse, 12,5-9.15-16
3rd=L . ix^-ir^Aa r&=>uA rc'cnlrtf' ^7*- r^r.va .• isir«' .^.l
.to»\-i r i^ooaua ol .• (•«Lsix.ai CKTJ ccjSOAn r&L-i
5
 Literally: 'from'; this is the usual way in Armenian to say 'in the beginning'.
6
 Literally: 'from'.
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The Greek says: 'In the head, God made heaven and earth,' that
s is, first of all, just as the head is the first (part) of the body, not
only with respect to constitution, but also to (being the seat of) life,
to perception, and to leadership. ... Now Aquila, instead of 'in the
beginning', says 'in xecpaXaiov'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The text of the introduction is only preserved as such
in the Armenian translation. There are some passages in which one
greatly misses the Greek original, as the text is quite difficult. Thus
the repetition of ifaitugu jfb^uijnLßbalii, 'the expression of the intention',
in lines 13-14 (78-79) and the use of the verb Ij/iij, 'to carry', in line 12
(75) are surprising. The word <iulnj.t" in line 22 (88), translated here
as 'practice', has so many meanings that one cannot be sure whether
this is what Eusebius actually meant. Mahe translates 'du fait qu'on
ne s'exerce pas à éclaircir la pensée por l'expression'.7 The second part
of the second paragraph is even marked by the editor as corrupt and
incomplete, but this is perhaps going too far. It is not obvious that any
step in the explanation has been left out.
The Greek and Syriac texts all give different versions of the long
and difficult sentence in lines 54-58 (126-132) of the Armenian text,
which refers to an exegetical tradition based on an etymologizing in-
terpretation of the first word of Gen 1:1 in the Hebrew Bible. They
concur—against the Armenian—in not mentioning the idea of the ex-
istence of two heavens. This idea, however, appears also in another
part of the commentary8 and in a text written by Eusebius' follower
Diodore, which is clearly based on the two texts in Eusebius' Com-
mentary.9 It may have been omitted here by Procopius, the catenist,
and Iso'dad because they discuss the issue in greater detail at Gen 1:7.
Moreover, the two Greek compilers may have had a problem with the
idea of an invisible heaven (after all, only the earth is called ocopatoc
in Gen 1:2): the catenist reads ixXXcov for the word opcujjtevwv which is
preserved in Procopius,10 who in his turn reads upw-ca (instead of a
formula with rcpo, as in the Catena?), suggesting they were the first
7
 MAKE, 'Traduction et exégèse', 249.
8
 In an appendix containing more examples of translation problems; Armenian
text: éd. HOVHANNESSIAN, 219,44-50. Procopius quotes it at Gen 1:7, see Mnc
13r 31-lSv 1 (PG 87.1, 65D 2-5).
9
 See the fragment Csl. 16.
10
 Cf. the word f . / iMif / i in line 56 of the Armenian text.
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creatures among the visible ones, and not before them. In addition to
all this, the catenist has changed the order of the sentence.
Procopius and the catenist both quote one other sentence from the
first part of the same paragraph, but they have not chosen the same
one. The former gives the explicit citation of the Hebrew, the latter
Eusebius' statement on the meaning Greeks would attach to Aquila's
reading. Iso'dad also quotes Aquila, but attaches an interpretation
to it (not cited above) which he probably found in Basil's homilies
in Hexaemeron. He used these as a source in several instances.11 The
reading itself, however, was taken from Eusebius rather than from Basil,
as the latter does not attribute it to Aquila. It is partly a transliteration
into Syriac characters.
The questions at issue. Though this text does indeed precede the
commentary in the Armenian manuscript, it is not comparable to the
prologues found, for example, in the full commentaries on the Psalms.
These imitate the example of the prologues to full commentaries in
profane literature of the late imperial age in dealing with the xpifaijjiov,
axoTCOç, (lépoç, fVT|aiov, and tàÇtç of the work.12 Eusebius' introduc-
tion does not discuss these items, nor is it comparable to a ÛTtoGsoiç,
which establishes the historical situation of the events described in the
work.13 However, in the genre of the quaestiones et responsiones or that
of the related selective commentary,14 one should perhaps not expect
a discussion of introductory questions of this kind. It is interesting to
compare the opening sentences of Jerome's Quaestiones Hebraicae.15
Jerome confesses that he should set forth the subject-matter (argu-
menta) of the work at the beginning, but says he is compelled first to
defend himself against false accusations. He compares himself to Ter-
ence, who used his prologues for similar purposes. Theodoret's preface
to the Quaestiones in Genesim is in fact also a justification of the work
that follows.16 Eusebius' preface should be read in this light. It touches
on the most innovative part of his work, the contribution he made to
the Antiochene School as a bilingual exegete. On the basis of his own
11
 On Basil as a source of Iso'dad, cf. Commentaire l. Genèse, tr. VAN DEN
EYNDE, xviii and 14 n. 6. As far as I can see, Gregory's work was not used by
Iso'dad. For the interpretation, see note 34 below.
12
 SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 66-72.
13
 SCHÄUBLIN, Untersuchungen, 84-94.
14
 On the genre of the Commentary, see Part One, chapter II.B.
15
 Quaestiones Hebraicae, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 1.
16
 Quaestiones in Gen., ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÀENZ-BADILLOS, 3. Only the
preface to the Quaestiones in Reges follows the scheme prologue - hypothesis. On
the prefaces of Theodoret, cf. GUINOT, L'exégèse de Théodoret de Cyr, 334-335.
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experience and education, Eusebius gives an account of translation
technique and the problems caused to the reader if the wrong method
is used.
As far as translating from Semitic languages into Greek is concerned,
it is in fact one of the few statements on this issue, whereas several the-
oretical accounts can be found on translating from Greek into Latin.17
One could compare the well-known statement in the Prologue to Eccle-
siasticus: Où yàp iaoouvajiel aùxà èv ètxuioiç 'Eßpoäcra Xsyajxeva xod öiav
|jieta)(0fj eîç èiépav yXcôaaav, 'For things said originally in Hebrew, have
not the same force when they are translated into another tongue.'18
According to Barr, the author was observing that his Greek transla-
tion was semantically not very close to the Hebrew original. In the
sentence which follows this one, the author extends this criticism to
the Greek translation of the Law and the Prophets. Thus, according to
Barr, the statement may be considered an utterance of dissatisfaction
which was to lead to a movement for increasing literalism. However,
as Barr himself notes,19 the aim of reaching greater semantic accuracy
conflicted with many other phenomena which are usually considered
expressions of literalism, such as word-for-word segmentation and the
aims of translating concordantly and representing supposed etymolog-
ical links. Though the statement is perhaps too short and unclear to
allow certainty about this, it would not seem probable that the author
of the Prologue should advocate the latter kind of literality; instead,
he wanted to apologize beforehand that the range of meaning of the
Greek expressions he had chosen in his translation of his grandfather's
work was not always identical to the range of meaning of the Hebrew
original. In his defence, he suggests that this is not so much his own
fault as an inherent property of translating, as the Greek versions of
the Law and the Prophets show.
The background for the criticisms which the Septuagint attracted,
is the value attached to the source text. Once its sacredness had been
17
 On these accounts, cf. SEELE, Römische Übersetzer, and MARTI, Übersetzer
der Augustin-Zeit.
8
 There is some discussion on how this sentence should be interpreted. It is
not clear to what the word auti refers. Some modern translations make it refer
to the word XéÇEiç, used in the sentence before. This is attractive—it would bring
this statement even closer to Eusebius—, but grammatically impossible, as XéJjEiç
is feminine. SMEND, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach, 3, says the statement as such
does not refer to the rendering of sense, but of Wortlaut; the author is apologizing
for the fact that his translation is too literal. My interpretation is more in line with
BARR, 'The Typology of Literalism', 317, as will be indicated below.
19
 'The Typology of Literalism', 314-317, cf. 301 and 325.
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established, the recognition of the difficulties of translating could lead
to a reluctance to translate at all; but where the choice for translating
had been made, criticisms of the result were answered in two ways,
as Brock observes: either one accepted the idea that the translation
was inspired—thus making any improvements unnecessary—, or one
had to make a revision.20 Unlike Brock, I would not say that the
desire for an accurate translation always led to the choice for slavishly
literal translations.21 As suggested above, the grandson of Ben Sirach
probably defended a semantic accuracy which conflicted with many
slavishly literalistic approaches; moreover, Symmachus' revision shows
concerns which were quite different from Aquila's. Rather, there seems
to have been a common drive for greater accuracy which took diverse
forms (though Barr may be right that in our eyes these are variations
within a basically literal approach22). Apart from a verbum de verbo
approach, the opposite sensus de sensu method was also defended on
the basis of the very same desire for accuracy. The results were of
course compromises between the two extremes.
The choice between these points of departure was based on such
factors as the assessment of the genre of the text, the availability of
people who knew the source language, and the prestige attached to
the source and target language, as Brock explains.23 In my opinion,
these factors were not constant quantities, but varied from one period
to another and from one community to another. Moreover, the view
on the meaning or meanings of the biblical text, which was decisive
in the method of exegesis, also played an important role in connection
with the third factor just mentioned. I shall illustrate these points. In
the Hellenistic and Imperial age, legal texts were commonly rendered
verbum de verbo by an interpres, a hack translator, whereas the ideal
way of translating literary texts was sensus de sensu, as an orator or
expositor might.24 Although Brock holds the view that most people
had come to consider the Bible a legal document a century after
its first parts were translated, there is reason to assume that this
classification was not fully fixed. There may have been circles or schools
20
 BROCK, 'Aspects of Translation Technique', 72, and IDEM, 'Translating the
Old Testament', 91-92.
21
 Cf. BROCK, 'Aspects of Translation Technique', 77.
22
 BARR, 'The Typology of Literalism', 281, 289-290.
23
 See his 'Aspects of Translation Technique', 71-77.
24
 For the terms, cf. BROCK, 'Aspects of Translation Technique', 69-71; IDEM,
'Translating the Old Testament', 90—91. The terms orator and interpres are found
both in Cicero, De Optimo Genere Oratorum 14.
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where other views predominated. The second factor, the availability
of people who knew the source language, was probably the one that
necessitated most compromises to the verbum de verbo approach. The
literalism of Aquila is only a practical proposition in an area where
an expositor was available, that is, where some people knew Hebrew.25
The third factor is a more a point of principle. Thus Philoxenus of
Mabbug's commentary on the Prologue to John criticizes the earlier
Syriac translations, stressing that every word in the Greek original of
John was said 'by the Evangelists and the Apostle'.26 Through them,
the words are uttered by God or the Spirit; thus they are not a product
of human thought that can be corrected or changed by us. Such an idea
of course accords well with a view which assumes that the biblical text
has several layers of meaning. A translator has to pass on the mystery
of the original text, leaving the job of interpreting it to the exegete. A
sensus de sensu translator, on the other hand, is bound to lay down
an opinion on the meaning of the text,27 a procedure which was more
likely to enjoy popularity in circles where the text was held to have one
single sense. Here there was no reason why the translator of the text
should not be its expositor.
This goes to explain that it is not very strange that an Antiochene
exegete such as Eusebius, though he did attach great importance to
the fact that the Old Testament was originally in Hebrew, did not
accept the kind of literalism that aims at creating a formal one-in-one
relation between the original and the translation. Eusebius' objective
was indeed different: he wanted to disclose the meaning of the text to
the reader. A combination of biographical circumstances helped him
to shape his ideas in this field and accounts for the fact that it was
Eusebius who focused the attention of the Antiochenes on this issue.
First of all, he was bilingual himself. Syriac was his mother tongue, but
at least during his time in Palestine and Alexandria he spoke and wrote
Greek daily, and in the Antioch area he may have used both languages.
This bilingualism made him well aware of the problems connected with
the rendering of the meaning of a message into another language. He
knew both these languages too well to value the practices of translating
concordantly and word for word positively, since he must have sensed
the loss of meaning which results from them. It is the particular
arrangement and the combination of words that imparts sense, in
25
 BROCK, 'Aspects of Translation Technique', 74.
26
 Philoxène de Mabbog. Commentaire du prologue johannique 23, éd. DE HAL-
LEUX, 51-52 (tr. 50-51).
27
 Cf. BARR, 'The Typology of Literalism', 292-293.
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his opinion. A second biographical circumstance, the simple fact that
Eusebius did not know Hebrew, made him notice the confusing nature
of Aquila's version. This kind of translating was not only inaccurate, it
was also unclear. As noted, word-for-word translation needs someone
who knows the source language in order to explain its obscurities. A
third point is the fact that Eusebius was not only a scholar, he also
wrote and delivered numerous homilies. He must have sensed that in
order to reach the audience and communicate its message, one should
render a text as an orator or expositor rather than an as an interpres.
For Eusebius, this was not only a possibility for reasons of principle, it
was also a necessity.
A competence comparable to that of Eusebius is found among
Christian exegetes only somewhat later, in the person of Jerome. It is
his letter De Optimo Genere Interpretandi which supplies us with a
treatise on the same subject. He states explicitly here that one should
translate Scripture word for word, and other texts de sensu.2B He
substantiates the desirability of translating de sensu with quotations
from Latin secular authors, from Evagrius of Antioch and Hilary of
Poitiers, from citations of the Old Testament in the New, and from the
Septuagint itself. He rejects the etymologizing translations of Aquila.
From the fact that he gives examples from the Old Testament here, and
from statements in other works, it becomes clear that Jerome in fact
often preferred the de sensu translation to the literal one even where
Scripture is concerned.29 In actual practice, Eusebius and Jerome can
be said to have shared opinions in this matter. Let us now study the
former's opinion in greater detail.
In the first paragraph, Eusebius states quite generally that transla-
tors should express the intention of what they are translating, and not
each individual word. His main point here is not so much that there is
no such thing as a one-to-one relation between the words in the source
language and those in the target one, but that the way words can be
arranged differs from one language to another. It is this arrangement,
this texture,30 which determines the meaning and which may become
28
 Epistula 57.5, ed. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL 54), 508.
29
 On this discrepancy, see BARTELINK, Hieronymus. Liber de Optimo Genere
Interpretandi. Ein Kommentar, 44-45, BARR, 'The Typology of Literalism', 313-
314, and MARTI, Übersetzer der Augustin-Zeit, 73-76. BROCK, 'Aspects of Trans-
lation Technique', 79, notes that Jerome's compromise had to do with the lack of
expositores who knew Hebrew. It was a pragmatic compromise.
30
 The Armenian word is '/m/n/; this word may render the Greek tàÇiç or rather
c. However, it is also possible, and perhaps even more probable, that the
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deformed by a word-for-word translation. Eusebius tells his readers
that this also holds good for Hebrew, the language of the Old Testa-
ment, and for his own mother tongue, Syriac (which he rightly calls
a neighbour of Hebrew31). Thus even in translations of the Old Tes-
tament one may find confusion through the practice of word-for-word
translating. Scholars have told him, he says, that this is especially the
case in Aquila's translation. This may be partly rhetorical modesty,
as he must have seen more of Aquila's work when being taught by
Eusebius of Caesarea, but, as will be seen below, he probably had no
copy of Aquila's translation of Genesis at hand when he was writing
the Commentary.
In the second paragraph he becomes more concrete. Those who
have to rely on their knowledge of the Greek words, he says, will
become confused if the words are translated one by one according to
the (standard) meaning they have in the Hebrew text. In some cases,
for example, they should not be read as two distinct words, since it is
the combination of words which gives the intended sense in Hebrew.
In the third paragraph, he gives an example of this. In the Septuagint
of Ecclesiastes he found the expression auv TÖV olxaiov xal at>v TÓV
ocaeßfi xpiveî ó 0eóc. Here the word ouv—with an accusative, a detail
not dealt with by Eusebius—stands for the Hebrew nota accusativi n«
(which is apparently associated with the preposition nw).32 Eusebius
reports that he has heard that Aquila uses this auv everywhere in
his translation.33 He states that this manner of translating is quite
confusing for a Greek reader who does not know that the abundant
use of the expression 'with' is a peculiarity of the Hebrew language.
Translating word for word sometimes does not convey the meaning,
and sometimes even obscures it. It is important to note that Eusebius
clearly states here that he used informants who knew Hebrew. This is
one of the indications that he did not know Hebrew himself.
model read àxoXouSioc, cipiAO;, or 6cpr|, words often used among grammarians and
Antiochene exegetes to express this idea. Compare the Latin term verborum ordo,
used by Cicero and Jerome.
31
 The resemblance between Syriac and Hebrew, with a 'historical' explanation
based on the idea that Syriac was the primeval language—which was not Eusebius'
opinion, see the text mentioned note 108 below—, is also noted in the Diyarbakir
commentary, in a fragment that may derive from Theodore of Mopsuestia: ed. VAN
ROMPAY, 68,27-69,11 (tr. 89,1-14).
32
 On this way of translating, cf. BARTHÉLÉMY, Les devanciers d'Aquila, 10-21.
33
 It is interesting to note that nowadays the Septuagint of Ecclesiastes is at-
tributed to Aquila by many scholars. Cf. MUNNICH in HARL-DojuvAL-MuNNicH,
La Bible grecque des Septante, 145.
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In the last paragraph, Eusebius goes one step further: there are
some words that have a very 'deep' meaning. Here translators should
express what is intended. As one may gather from the example he
gives, he is thinking particularly of metaphorical language. Thus in
Genesis 1:1 the Hebrew says, according to Eusebius, that God created
heaven and earth 'in the head (XECOCATI)'. Now one should not search
for a head large enough to contain the creation; the meaning intended
is 'in the beginning'. Aquila's translation èv xe<pocXoda> (translated by
the Armenian, too, as 'in the head') is even worse than a translation àv
xecpcxXfj, since this expression is understood by Greeks as 'in short'. And
indeed, Basil of Caesarea and Gregory of Nyssa gathered from Aquila's
reading that the world was created in one go (âOpocoç).34 Eusebius goes
on to add an exegetical tradition which tells us that heaven and earth
are called the head of creation in Hebrew. Probably this tradition is
based on, and added by Eusebius as an elucidation of, the reading of
the Hebrew. Here he provides a smooth changeover to the commentary
itself, as he adds some of his ideas on Gen 1:1 that have nothing to
do with translation technique. As most other contemporary exegetes,35
he distinguishes between the heaven and (invisible) earth of Gen 1:1-2
and the firmament and dry land of Gen 1:6-10. For Eusebius, this
means there were in fact two heavens.36 At the same time he alludes to
another opinion, which says that in the creation of heaven and earth
of Gen 1:1, the creation of everything else—dealt with in more detail
in the following verses—is implied.37
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation from Gen 1:1 in
the Armenian translation agrees with the Septuagint and with the
Armenian Bible. The Greek texts A and B do not yield variants either.
The only problem is that Isocdad attributes the reading rdfi= to the
Greek. It is probably not based on the reading of the Syro-Hexapla,38
but on a misunderstanding of Eusebius' text. On the basis of its role in
the commentary, the element Iv ap^fj can be established as Eusebius'
reading. It may also be supposed that he knew the reading töv oupocvóv
34
 Basil: Homiliae in Hexaemeron 1.6, ed. GIET (SC 26), 112. Gregory: Apologia
in Hexaemeron, PG 44 69D-72A.
38
 Cf. La Genèse, tr. HARL, 87 ad Gen 1:1, and ALEXANDRE, Le commencement
du livre, 75—76.
36
 For this idea, cf. Theophilus of Antioch, Ad Autolycum 2.13, ed. GRANT, 48.
37
 Cf. ALEXANDRE, Le commencement du livre, 75.
38
 This was VAN DEN EYNDE'S opinion (tr. 14 n. 3), but BAARS'S edition (New
Syro-Hexaplaric Texts, 41) now reads W.-i=i. BAARS also says that Barhebraeus
supports Iso'dad's reading, but as far as I can see, this is not the case (he only
quotes the Peshitta as W.vi: Scholia, éd. SPRENGLING-GRAHAM, 4 (folio 3a) 1. 17).
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xal iï]v yfjv (see C and D) — The reading of Ecclesiastes in the
Armenian translation agrees with the LXX.
The alternative readings. Aquila's reading Iv xecpaXaico is also at-
tested by the Amherst Papyrus (Ra 912), two MSS from Athos (Ra 343
and 344), and Philoponus.39 It is given in Latin by Jerome40 and, as
noted above, it was also known to Basil (who attributes it to g-cepoi -icov
applveuTwv), Gregory of Nyssa, and Iso'dad. Eusebius got his knowl-
edge of Aquila second-hand. He says so himself in line 12 (76) of the
Armenian text, in a general statement on Aquila, and in line 35 (102)
with respect to this translator's use of aûv for Hebrew JIM; the same
can be inferred for the reading of Gen 1:1 from the fact that he does
not quote the rest of the verse. The expression uipuip tAmmu ma i/'-/>'/pi
L qkplffip, 'God made heaven and earth', which completes the reading
of Aquila in lines 52-53 (124) of the Armenian text is a rendering of
the Septuagint, added to make the quotation fit the context. Eusebius
had probably only heard Aquila's rendering of the first word; otherwise
he would not have needed to have recourse to the Greek translation
of Ecclesiastes to find an example of the Hebraistic use of auv: Aquila
reads auv io\> oupavov xal aùv xf|v yfjv in Gen 1:1.41
Eusebius' interpretation of the first word of Gen 1:1 in the Hebrew
text as 'in the head' is based ultimately on an etymological understand-
ing of rPWQ. He may have got this information from an informant
who knew Hebrew, but it is also very possible that he based himself
only on Aquila, who was known to follow the Hebrew meticulously, or
on a combination of Aquila's reading and his knowledge of the Bible in
Syriac, which he calls a 'neighbour' of Hebrew in this text; the Peshitta
reads JMJC.-Î=) here.
II. Ad Gen 1:1
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 5r 18-29 (PG 87.1, 37D 3-40A 6)
To ôà 'Eßpoüxöv TO" ènoirjas ar\[>.a.(\>u xal tö «Ix-ciae» xal TO «
ÔTCp loixe fiäXXov 8T|Xoüv r) ypa<pr) ebç è£ oùx övctuv «avéSeiCs». Tö yàp
inoii]ae.v èueiOTi Xéye-cat xal lul twv lx tivoç yiyvofiévwv, olov ô xi ex ai5f|pou
39
 See Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.
40
 He reads 'in capitulo': Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 3.
41
 Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.
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f\ tl Totovhov ó T,e)(vli:ï)ç iTCoir)oe, ôéô'oùxé tiai XaßTjv toù Xéyetv d>ç
Mcùuafjç èÇ AlyuTtiiwv (jux0à>v 1% 8Xr|Ç 7cpou7iox£ifiévr]ç yeyovévai xè TCÔCV
elxoiwç elitEv inolr\atv &v àyvoouvxeç tr)v auxcxpavxtav ol âpfxriveûaavieç
éKoir\G£v eluav, ôéov elueîv to «ocv£§£i££v», ôusp E'IXOÇ eluetv Mwüaéa itpôç
toùç -CT)V uXrjv eiaàyovTaç àv0iatà[ievov wç yap (J.TI [tr)v oXTjv]6 Ttpounàp^eiv
el5cùç, àvtl uXT)ç oûpavov xai yfjv xai TTJV aßuoaov upoyei-ovóta Xaßwv trjv
l| aùttûv eiaT)yr|aato 6iaxoa[jLT)atv.
a
 TÔ Mncac Ld PG; ttia MncPc | 6 TT)V uXriv supplevi; lacuna in omn. codd.
The Hebrew indicates with (the word that is translated into Greek as)
he made 'he created'42 as well as 'he brought forth', which Scripture
seems to signify in particular, since 'he brought forth' out of the
non-existent. For the expression he made, because it is also said for
things that come into being out of something else — such as what the
craftsman makes out of iron, a sickle or something like that — , gave
some the opportunity to say that Moses, having learned from the
Egyptians that all had come into being out of pre-existent matter,
appropriately said lie made. And the translators, who were not aware
of their misrepresentation, said he made, though one should say 'he
brought forth', which Moses probably meant to express, as he was
opposed to those who introduced (pre-existent) matter. For, as he
knew that [matter] did not exist before, having taken heaven, earth
and the great deep rather than matter as the things that first came
into being, he presented the orderly arrangement resulting from them.
10
is
20
25
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 4,1-5,31
«P nliii mull!, minim Uiiiililn ni(S ijii j i l j l ï l i li nbnujin»:
finfl îiiijli,!* j i i/liijij (;/.<|iji/i mill, j i| (/iiijiijn//, ' Jill, ijl.il j n i j l i i f i i i i i nij jiilinil"
nun [ J l t i lilt tn iiLnij, "/'./' umi, lilt c/oc It tinijffnj j t t i j nil inn mO n liiitjii wnuip
'A i / i f in i n i fV nufl/DUlJJfll, u. titiifiiittl, mul, li n liillili liimnhn h"ll mmn. nh
l ) . | in i | i l i , unilji, n^ i^ )J^1)k "bjufiiwlfkj ^puÄiijp k t ƒ• '^/"/^ 'y /^î. T 5
um iit^ n Llljinc um l i l , j , nnutcu jcnumlffnjL ifnilni mijlt: hujln Ufnn. i/Zun/a/l
ƒ' Çlïpitiiijiiiliiiîli ( 5 ) piiifipiiiii njli inbrjtiliLuLiu^ uuJbiT np iiiu/.'d f i l l , U, | ini | i .
an i'mi mlimfmi liiLinifj1 pull lUJll/ï mu tilt IffÇ ƒ? *n.fll^ / i i i / .mr ^' CkpnuijkninlJ
llljli Jiiijili jullllijuliiill lyiii^tn'/i/; Uipuipll, Ijji li j ^ - - . i i n i n i i i i M i l . i i i | | l l
li i f l . i | i i | i j h , np iliiilmiiniltii pulfjuijin juJbtj-pJluU Lmgnnguibl; iiim l ( )
p jn.njcb tun lil. i:
I'lujiJ '/in/lijn//' 'liilnilmiiinjli l^i li l,i|ii|ijh IJ1III iiuijilLmilj' /Jiii|i/.j, .^
mjbngpl] fyuyp' np n^fiLpiuLpifiuU JnL^-ujiifcjiU. ijnnlli ujjunpftlj u.
42
 Or: 'he founded, he established'. The Armenian translator has chosen the
nuance last mentioned; see further on.
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i^iLipiiiiij in lill,itililt Luujiihub n uçO pknç, It iiiljivfinin f i*» / i i /</iii/i/ii./r/n n* iniiij
15 P"J[> "{/£ ijbrjljLb jiubij.pjûlb /jiiiyiiiiyu/fi/, . qp ijLplijlli L. qhpljpp L. ijiiAiijniJiiju'
npujfcu niillîliiiijhji ÇujJuiLp^L iCiu f i n î l i i , ^^LpJiûiipLpJu, "îiuipj luJjfyiuqtT l. ijl. HIJ
L. niiijui ƒ] 'liiliuliljii ijijii/jiij'// I I / I L tu^: ruijg jjuiiirjilïuliiuifli p 'f/,"; tf' j r/./iin/iy
ii j. qUniJupup ijiljnniïli, 11 ji juijlmijuiji ppu jnprj.npkgp'li [fluu indhj, L. u j
20 [annpuji' i i l i i i i i i i j l i , nn jnfbjl; n fLnj t/jtiüi muoWUuuiu iiuun./ii/UJU liuu^nt
In the beginning God made heaven and earth.
As to what the Greeks dare to say about Moses, that he had learned
the wisdom of the Egyptians, who say that God made everything out
25 of pre-existent matter, they also confirm that he persisted in the same
doctrine. For, he made, they say, does not mean '(he made) out of
nothing', as it is also possible to make out of pre-existent matter, like a
sickle out of iron. But it is possible now to be informed by the Hebrew
language of what it says, that he made. For he aptly made clear that it
3
« came into being out of nothing; (the word) he made in the language of
the Hebrews makes this evident, as it means 'he established', as well as
'he brought forth', which demonstrates more clearly that (God) made
(heaven and earth) out of nothing.
However, it would have suited Moses more to use the meaning
35
 'he brought forth' as well, as he was opposed to those who introduced
(pre-existent) matter; for that reason he exposes the nature of creation,
and does not admit increate matter, but demonstrates (the fact that)
'it came into being', as he introduces heaven, earth and the depths
as the entire matter of everything, being unfurnished at first, and
40
 receiving decoration from (God) afterwards. However, it happened to
the translators that they knew neither the thoughts of Moses that
led him to introduce such things, nor (the thoughts) of those who
would criticize the same things: having abandoned the true term of the
translation, 'he brought forth', which demonstrates that everything
45
 came into being out of nothing, they said: he made.
C. ISO'DAD: éd. Vosté- Van den Eynde, Genese, 12,9-15
>ï.V3 r s^o.i : r^ Hz.no «** \\r«
•. y \» r*Aocm K'Jt^i-'iix K'.ltrA K'X.i-M
coniecit editor (xoXXàpiov); rt"-Acx= codd.
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Although the expression he made of the Greek may signify that (God) 5
made them out of some sort of matter, as a sickle from an iron band
and so on—whence the materialists impiously contend that Moses,
as he had learned the Egyptian wisdom, handed on this doctrine of
matter. But they should know that Moses was referring to (this word)
according to the Hebrew meaning and sense, from which (language) 10
the Greek and the remaining (versions) were translated.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Greek and the Armenian texts differ consider-
ably from each other. Yet it is clear not only that the same thoughts
are expressed, but also that both versions must have had one common
origin. One may suppose that Procopius has condensed Eusebius' text
somewhat; in the early parts of his work he tends to reformulate the
works he is using more than he does further on. Procopius, though,
seems to have preserved more of the original structure of the argument
in some places. Thus the translator's first sentence, 'As to what the
Greeks dare to say about Moses, that he had learned the wisdom of
the Egyptians, who say that.. . ' obviously misses the point. No one
doubts that Moses has learned from the Egyptians (compare for ex-
ample Act 7:22); the contention of Eusebius' opponents, however, is
that 'he learned from the Egyptians that all had come into being out
of pre-existent matter' (thus Procopius). Isocdad's summary does not
quote the meaning of the Hebrew verb. In starting with an explanation
of the Greek verb and subsequently giving a reference to the Hebrew,
the order of his account corresponds more to the Armenian text than
that of Procopius.
The question at issue. The idea that the world had been created ex
nihilo was not acceptable to Greek philosophers. Among Christians,
there must have been a debate between those who were willing to adapt
their beliefs to Greek tastes, and those who thought the acceptance
of the existence of pre-existent matter was not concordant with the
omnipotence of God.43 A well-known topic in this debate was the com-
parison of God with a craftsman (le^vtiiric; the word also used in text A),
who needs raw materials to make things. Eusebius' Caesarean teacher
and namesake compiled a file on the issue, quoting long passages from
43
 See for a discussion of some views NAUTIN, 'Genèse 1', 61—94. It is interesting
that Eusebius does not deal with the question also on the basis of Gen 1:2, as most
contemporary exegetes did; cf. ALEXANDRE, Le commencement du livre, 76-80.
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Dionysius of Alexandria and Origen, who both counter the accuracy of
this comparison.44 It is interesting to compare Origen's refutation to
that of Eusebius of Emesa. The former states that the assumption of
uncreated matter is not necessary at all—God is able to do whatever
he wants—, and he takes the reasoning of his opponents ad absurdum:
a craftsman needs matter, which is available through providence; if
God used pre-existent matter as a craftsman does, one has to assume
either that an older providence existed, or even that matter had always
existed, which would amount to a denial of providence and God him-
self. The Bishop of Emesa could certainly have given the same kind of
exposition; he may even have known the topic of the comparison with
the craftsman from the (lost) work of Origen used by his namesake.
In the text we are dealing with, however, the task he has set himself
is to explain the biblical text. The difficulty he finds here arises from
his opinion on creation; there are others with a different opinion, and
they may find support in the text. Eusebius did not want to change his
opinion, but he was not able to ignore the plain sense of the text either;
by his method, he was bound to a literal interpretation. Now it is
through his ideas on translating and translation problems that he finds
a way out, a possibility to prove that his opponents have no right to
claim support in the biblical text. He has found that the ambiguity of
the Septuagint's iKolr\at does not exist in Hebrew.45 The Hebrew word
used here, he says, means 'to create' (x-dCw), or rather 'to bring forth'
(àvocôeixvufju), words which cannot suggest the moulding of pre-existent
matter, but only a creatio ex nihilo. According to the Armenian text,
he goes as far as indicating that the Septuagint translators made a
wrong choice. This is not something one would expect Origen to have
said.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma and quotations of
Gen 1:1 in the Armenian text agree with the Septuagint and the
Armenian Bible. Procopius and Iso'dad do not yield variants either.
On the basis of its role in the commentary and its attestation in the
three witnesses, the word lnolr\at(v) can be established as Eusebius'
reading.
44
 Praeparatio Evangelica. 7.19-22. On the comparison, see especially Dionysius
in 7.19.6 (ed. MRAS (GE 8.1), 401; éd. SCHRCEDER-ÜES PLACES (SC 215), 268-269),
and Origen in 7.20 (ed. MRAS, 402-403; ed. SCHROBDER-ÜES PLACES, 270-277).
45
 On TO>UCU, cf. ALEXANDRE, Le commencement du livre, 72—74. An interesting
explanation of why the translators have chosen this verb can now be found in
RÖSEL, Übersetzung, 81-83.
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The alternative readings. Eusebius does not give us a single 'Eßpoctoc
reading here. He wants to make clear the shades of meaning of the
Hebrew word which is translated with l:totT}oe in the Septuagint, that
is, the word N"13. As to Eusebius' source for his renderings, the fol-
lowing can be said. The first reading, EXXKJE, 'he created', is Aquila's.
Whether it was known to Eusebius under his name or not, this trans-
lator may have been the ultimate source of the rendering.46 The other
one, ocvéôeiÇe, 'he brought forth', cannot be traced back to one of the
other Greek translators, as their renderings are unknown. Didymus of
Alexandria, however, says in an explanation of the èxàXeaev of Gen 1:5,
that arifxatvei yap TCOTE xai TO «euoir]a£v» ocvcfl too «ocrceSeijCev».47 Appar-
ently, a tradition circulated that uoiétô should sometimes be understood
as <xva- or àiïo8eîxvu[ii.48 The fact that Eusebius and Didymus share
this interpretation points to Origen as a possible common source. The
ultimate source of both Greek renderings may thus be the philological
work of Origen.
III. Ad Gen 1:2
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 7r 21-22, 23-25, 27-31, 32-v 5; 7v 13-14, ed.
Petit, ad Cat. 27 (PG87.1, 45C 1-2, 4-6, 9-14, 15-48A3, 14-16)
Kai lUVeOfJIM 0£OÛ £7r£lp£p£TO èntXVù) TOÛ uSotTOf. Ol (Jlév (paai TÖ TtVEÛjJUX TÖ
ayiov ... ToioÛTOv TI yàp imoaï)[iouvetv t^v 'Eßpalwv <pa>VT)v TO otovel
GaXTtEiv opviGoç 8ixï)v xod xtveîv rcpôç Çwoyoviav TÖ öBcop- ... ôitep oüx
êa^ev T) TCÜV 'EXXr|vwv ôià fxiâç XéÇecùç ^apaaTfjaai <pa>vrj. Ô0ev élue TÖ
ènetpépsm, Ç>r\[i.a, Oeiou Tiveûp-aToç ayav àXXOTpiov, et \ir\ TIC cbç TÖ xtxteßr) o 5
0e6ç xai aveßr} xai Ktpisnatei xal TOC TOKXÜTOC, xai TOÛTO vorjaeiev. J
Ol Se TOÛTO [jLÈv à7t£ÔoxL[xaaav . . . nveüfj-a 6à oeoû TÔV àépa aT)[ji.aîv£tv
uuEXaßov xai 8ià TÎ 0£oû; TI yàp TWV Xoiitwv où ÔEOO; litEiôt) TCÖV £lpï]p.£vcov
X£7CTOT£pov xai aawfjuxtcov êyyûç, ETI 5è xai xtvr)Ttx6ùT£pov nveüfjux TE 6ià
TOÛTO TtpoaayopEUETai, ô xai TTJV 0EÎav oùatav ôvo(xàÇ£tv OÎÔEV •/) 0£ia ypacpr|. 10
46
 For the reading, cf. Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc. We have
seen above on page 169 that the first fragment gave no indication that Eusebius
knew more of Aquila's rendering than the first word of the verse.
47
 Commentarii in Gen., 9A 2-10, ed. NAUTIN-ÜOUTRELEAU, 1 (SC 233), 50.
48
 Compare the translation of K~n with xata5elxvu[ju in Is 40 and 41. Cf. KOENIG,
L'herméneutique analogique du Judaïsme antique, 173-178.
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'Oç ouv [AÏ] âXXo xi Tiotpà xr)v xtiaiv athóv ôià xaûia vo[juau[AEv elvou,
upoaiÉGeiJcs io oeoû, àÇ oorcsp OJJUHOÙÇ TOÎÇ ocXXotç èyéve-co. . . .
"EôoÇe ôé mat xal âsoû nvsûp.a tr]v ivépfEiav eliteîv, GàXuouaàv te xal
ôioixoûaav tcôv &§àta>v tï)v cpuaiv.
is And the Spirit of God was borne over the water. Some say it is the
Holy Spirit. . . . For (they say) that the idiom of the Hebrews means
something like 'brooding' in the way of a bird and 'stirring' the water
to create life (in it), . . . which the idiom of the Greeks could not
render with one single word; whence (the Greek translation) said it
20 was borne, a verb very much alien to the divine Spirit, unless one
interprets this too like God descended, ascended, walked around*9 and
similar (expressions). ...
Others, though, rejected this,... and assumed that the spirit of God
meant 'air'. For what reason then (the addition) of God? For which
25 of the remaining (elements) is not of God? As (the air) is more subtle
than the ones mentioned, and is close to the incorporeal beings, and
besides more mobile, for that reason it is called spirit, (a term) which
divine Scripture may also apply to the divine Essence. Lest we should
consider it, because of this, to be something beyond creation, (Moses)
so has added the (expression) of God, from which (it may be inferred)
that it came into existence in the same way as the other (elements). ...
Some supposed that the spirit of God meant also the activity that
warmed and attended to the nature of the waters.
B. CATENA (type III only): ed. Petit, Cat. 27 ('otherwise')
'Ematriaeic ôià TI oùx tint TOV 0eöva ôcXXà nvsü^a Beau; Tr\\> ivepyfj Öóvocjjuv
Xiyei, GàXuouaav ià>v uSà-cwv ir\\> cpûaiv xal 5taxußepvcuaav.
a
 conieci; TOO Oeoû coda, et ed.
You must consider why he did not say 'God', but spirit of God. He
speaks of the active power that warms the nature of the waters and
5
 pilots it.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 8,108-9,151
«ÖL SHIJ.JI Ui i in i i i i h n j jji^tp I1 'lî'n'MJ ?jiins"!
^<? nOcnli n* n '/'."/ >LUI.IIJUI/TDUJI. jeriunsiihijijhiui ç. D/I tVTi piub ç n
>opfiuijhgliii, IL ilfint^ puubjiLb L^ilfinii bfikuu i^/Zup^^ |c/iu^ii| i/ui'fi/.j J"y^
;/.i|iu : llpuf^u linil.ijliliii iljill L. iifiiijinnn i^ili iljlunijlji iiniji ji jnjU jl.ijiu , It
19
 Cf. Gen 11:5 (xaießri xûpioc), Gen 17:22, 35:13 (&.vi$r\ ó 9eóc) and Gen 3:8
(xupiou too 6eoü jteptTiatoüvcoi;).
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jLifin j ƒ, i/ûfpp7, */l»y'fllff(fi G|ijl,|îli /i l^[ii| i ii||ih
i / jfnii jf puuupi iiuijili Çtppuytgipfu, IL J/mij i'iiilijn'li p/mpii iS/ii/i/^ jiHji^in IL
/ « i l /mui iiiiiï/.ijïiii 4/pjjpUfn i f i i i i i i / . iy in iiiii/i/iy nuni/lu. o/I *ç L/Zupp7 iljiniï l'iiilijn
pujuïf juy^ fhqriL p7uiptt
ippuyig/i puippujra.1i, u
,l' "/'"ƒ/•" **"" ''/' "f ';<*""/"'' />'"/ /<//i iii/.///i p/.ii iiiijmViJ;^/, . 10
/; u^iuiuauii/ûiyîi /i»// ap7ni^ // apauipii^ p ifkpuij yiiiij»i|ij(//^(ii pjuiqui^fcuii^
!ƒ i| ni Jii|/, . iiiylnAii/îii/i/.M^ '/i^iii'liiii^/. fiulili np Jp /, /i i i i j / i j iiiiji tptuu nilijr. lit
'"(''/ ll'UJ"["l- "7"»«^  pufiifiLb ujjUjjuiifi Jfiuij> ^Luptti/ûititpli:
( 9 ) Puyg "TT pJunpfcugni^. q^rnif.Ln'jb uppnj uiupgt p t^ 1^nr^l41)ilnj:
Sp ^4nij.ifylj "ppn/ pîm/i uAi^ptuj li^uAiui^^ /L t/uAjuiiuAjij. jnp«/uii/"ijîinppli 15
q^fem !ƒ i j i i i i (un ƒ(/ƒ»/! ƒ 'iii/iji'li jujppgf p /.n ni i / inf i /^f i i j
p L^tpuiy ^P^tija H^nif.LnjU uppnj uiu^b^ i/iui££p, ^iVi
^ufuiutjuilSp SnijLifyl» uppry, puyg p?t
'^ npui£u y?t t£^ UiUinnuufr L. fc^' j'igt Z./1^^1) ^ npuf^u uiyiiu^pup
uiR_untni7i. n n : PUIID uuipW/i u i iSiuii / i i i uiUGiajnObni. titji iiliiii' lin tnbjnLbfU 20
aant^f ^ PF/1" "^"^  ƒ• '//'puy àiuanig aprauipii^ U'^kf- lA^auj/iiuu £^nipn
t ÇnijtT L. p £nipg Flpjt) ^ PFP^ l^^-l "[* £ti_niguAit n^ /pni/iiit.p, uyi^
I'liinjflLiiilili uiijii iiiliniliiiijill.iiiilj' II |i'(iiiiiii/iin/(//.iii/i/i L/LipÂuiLnpni.p7/îuiup: Pull
Uiii i i i i i i<j i iy iffiui'prj. uiupgp: ihjjli uitflsbuijb ^/>gt" lAuuini^iy: lApra ^luhifjp
i i j / i i i i i i iy i i iny II//I ,pui/i ii^'uiii /<inp//i /. , /i iliniui juAltftuplIp'U [L ^ i i i j i r / ' l i i in j iiy'/i. 25
i/ i i i i i / i uminp/iLf Utiiiiiiti h i t j ujuujgujt:
l'illjll Ijl'l ll~ L l f l l llllîlilllj ll.illillll f t l l j S»'//' UIUU1 ^lil^ll/.lpll^ll'/l'fl l l l l l / , j |r//.
£tra.niiJujLitp ijj^fingii J-/IIH JJJn'li il Jiidniil ' i irji/j/ . ji:
a
 tnterpunxi
And the Spirit of God was moving- over the waters.
It happens that the (expression) was moving is not translated in a 30
true manner, for there is one word in Hebrew, and it is not possible
to translate two meanings with one word in another language. As one
says 'archer' and 'slinger' in one way in the Greek language and it
is impossible to translate (these) in the same manner into the Syriac
language, so one says 'he was moving' and 'he was brooding' with one 35
word in Hebrew. And translating with one word, even if (that word)
was violated, could not have preserved the sense, as it is impossible to
translate that single word with one word for the two senses in another
language. For it does not mean only 'he was moving' in the Hebrew
idiom, but (also) 'he caressed', 'he was brooding', 'he stirred', 'he was 40
moving over', like a bird that warms its young under its wings and
at the same time strokes them with tenderness and by brooding on
(them), while shifting about; similar to that is the meaning of this
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word, which is single but has so many meanings. And how, then, would
45 they have translated with one word so many senses?
But let us now ask: is he speaking about the Holy Spirit or about
the wind? Well, he certainly appears to denote the Holy Spirit, espe-
cially when he attaches the meaning of this word to him, (that is,)
to be moving while he was warming the waters and as though he was
so brooding on them. One (can) say about the Holy Spirit: 'he sustained,
he attended to, he worked and he guided',50 but 'to be moving' is not
becoming for the Holy Spirit, unless 'to be moving' is something like
(the expressions) God descended and ascended49 and one should un-
derstand it as such. It is, however, also possible to say 'he was moving'
55 referring to the wind; but how should an inanimate being be stroking
and moving while brooding like a bird on its young? The wind is re-
lated to the waters and derives from the waters, and it is like the air,
that warms not by (its own) will, but out of a natural relation and a
habitual proximity. But why is it said of God? Are not all other things
so of God? Well, because it is more subtle than the (elements) mentioned,
and close to the incorporeal, and more mobile, for that reason he said
of God.
Some, however, wished to call the Spirit of God the activity, (that
is,) that he warmed and attended to the nature of the waters.51
D. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl 32
Ta à<p' éiépocç yXomric aic èxépav [leiayó^sva vorifjuxta, el tic xal xfj XéÇsi
SouXeûcov àcp' fjç f)p[xr|V£utat rceipono xai IÛCOT:Y]V ^etàyeiv,
tfjç 5iavoi.aç. 'fiç yap a<p£vôovr|i:r]ç r\ ToÇotTjç, rcap' f|^.tv [jièv ôià jxiaç
OT][Aodvet<xt., mxpà Sûpoiç §è Ôià Sûo, OUTCÛ xal TÖ ènetpépsto, [da. jiiv à<m XéÇiç
5
 TCap' 'Eßpodoic, itap' TIJJÜV ôè §ièc (jnâç XéJjewç oùx âv TOxpaaimr). BoóXetai
yàp f| eßpa'ixT) XéÇiç T] -cou èx£<pépe.io ar)[iodvÊW ou xocGâuep opvtç cbà
Çiv àuaXwç âcpaTitopiévTi elç TÖ ÇcooyovElv, ouiw xai -co
TOÎÇ SSaai ÇcoooaXitoûv. Eïte Ôé ttç ave[j.ov ßouXouo Xéyeiv io
afjuxptr|a£tai — auyy£VT)ç yàp tcov ùBoVccov ó avefxoç, èxeîOév -ce
10 TT)V yéveaiv l^wv xai ij\ çopçc xivcôv xai StafjLEißuv ià>v uôàttùv ITJV çûaiv
—, 0ÊOÙ ôè Xéyouo wç Ipyov 0eoù- àXX' èueiÔT] [xéya aÙTto èöóxet oiSóvat
ta 0àX7t£tv xai Çwoyoveiv 10 uôcop, oeoû Ttpoaé0T)xev, îva tr|v tou yevo[AÉvou
50
 This seems to be a general remark on expressions Eusebius deemed becoming
for the Holy Spirit. As far as I can see, only the last one can actually be found in
Scripture in connection with the Holy Spirit (Is 63:14; cf. also Rm 8:14).
51
 Cf. the French translation by MAHÉ, quoted in POUCHET, 'Les rapports de
Basile de Césarée avec Diodore de Tarse', 268 n. 101; but see also the corrections
in VAN ROMPAY, 'L'informateur syrien', 248-249.
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attîocv tà> luv ôXa>v 7toiT)ifj èmypâc|>7]- Eïte tov 7tapàxXT)tov ta ayiov Ttveujjux
Solï] tic elvai to unô Mcoaécoç elpïjfiévov, oûx àn:oa(paXr|a£i:ar xoa[j.T)iixôv
yàp tcav ÔVTCÙV TO itveûfxa. El 5è Ttveûfza 0£oû xai tfiv èvépyEtav Xéyoi - is
Xéyetai yàp nveüjia xal r) Ivépyeia — oùx èaxai auoßXTjxoc' xai yàp ó 0eöc
•cö McoaEt Ttpooiaaaei rcpEaßutEpouc èxXéÇaoBat Ißöojjirixovxa, toü Mwaatxoù
Tiveûfjuxtoç [Jilpoç VKoayoptvoç athoïç p;£TaÔcaaetv, ô i^v r\ x<xptç.
Concerning concepts which are translated from one language into an-
other, if someone, being slavishly obedient to the single word from 20
which one makes a translation, tries to convey even that, he will be
mistaken as to the intended meaning. For as a slinger or an archer
are indicated by one word with us, but by two with the Syrians, so
too it was borne, though it is one single word with the Hebrews, may
not be expressed with one word with us. For the Hebrew word which 25
corresponds to it was borne tends to indicate that the spirit, as a bird
warms eggs while gently touching them with its wings to create life
in them, was borne in the same manner on the waters while warming
them to life.
Suppose that someone wants to call this spirit wind, he will not so
be missing the point — for the wind is related to the waters, while it
derives thence its origin and stirs with rapid motion and changes the
nature of the waters — , it might be called of God as a creation of God;
well, because it seemed exceedingly good to him to assign the warming
and vivifying of the water, he added the expression of God, in order 35
that the cause of what came into being would be ascribed to the Maker
of the universe. Suppose that someone concedes that that which was
mentioned by Moses is the Comforter, the Holy Spirit, he will not
be mistaken, as the Spirit is skilled in ordering the beings. Suppose
someone calls the Spirit of God the activity — for the activity is also 40
called spirit — , he will not be rejected; for God ordered Moses to select
cf Num ii:i7,25 seventy elders, as he had promised to give them a share of the Mosaic
Spirit, that was, Grace.
E. ISOCDAD: ed. Vosté-Van den Eynde, Genese, 17,5-9.10-11.20-21.
21-23
ruact otn rai rsA.w ctm ^k.ri' •. cnuki»r^ ic<'r<' Xx. CTujcci "r^Au'ta« >cn jcA <^';'
-> -il vyK* ."mvaao r\; *»"* cm^p'iaX r^Acv^HJrv vyr^ .-»-»»«•
o . . . . •* •' ""\
. . . ^ •'<•*' K'crAre'.l cA
5
on?
legit editor cum L ; r<Suj-iasM J
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For if the (expression) his spirit was brooding refers to the air, how can
this, an inanimate and senseless being, be caressing as a hen (caresses)
its young, and be stroking and brooding as an act of its will and be
10 stirring the waters? ... And why does (Scripture) call it the Spirit of
God? Are not the other (elements) of God (as well)? . . . Others (say)
that the activity of the Spirit of God is meant, that attended to and
stirred the nature of the waters to make them fertile. || (Scripture)
calls it the Spirit of God because it is more subtle than the remaining
is (elements), related also to the spiritual (beings) and it is moveable and
and moving.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The differences between the Armenian text and that
of Procopius may be explained from the fact that Procopius is citing Eu-
sebius in the context of an exposition refuting the idea which the latter
prefers, that the Spirit of God mentioned in Gen 1:2 is in fact the Holy
Spirit. Procopius took his arguments from Eusebius, Basil the Great,
Severian of Gabala, and perhaps Theodore of Mopsuestia. It seems that
he has preserved some fragments of Eusebius' exposition quite well.
I have reproduced these above. The words TWV EÎpr|[ji,évwv/(j2fujn_fciij(u'ii
are interesting in this respect, because they fit well in the context of
the Armenian text, but are quite difficult to understand in Procopius'
scholion. The last part of the second paragraph has no parallel in the
Armenian text, but it too may have been taken from Eusebius, as more
or less the same thought is also expressed by Diodore. Fragment B is
an anonymous scholion with a parallel to the last sentence of my quo-
tation of Procopius and the Armenian translation. When considering
the Greek fragments from Procopius, one should bear in mind that,
however well preserved, they have been detached from their context in
Eusebius' explanation, and have been given a new place in Procopius'
own. — For the translations of ^/j£t/> and ÈTceçspeio, see below under
'Quotations from the Septuagint'.
Diodore (D) expresses the same ideas as Eusebius. He gives his own
wording, however, and there is a small difference of opinion; on the re-
lations between the texts of Eusebius and Diodore, see the next section.
Eusebius' explanation of âTtecpépexo as the brooding of a bird was cited
also by Basil the Great.52 On the basis of the known relations between
52
 Basil's text does not add to our knowledge of the original wording of Eusebius'
scholion, and is therefore not cited above; see Homiliae in Hexaemeron 2.6, ed.
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Diodore and Basil, it might be surmised that Diodore was Basil's in-
termediary, but Van Rompay demonstrated that the arguments with
respect to content which have been put forward to sustain this idea can-
not be upheld.53 Basil, in his turn, was cited by others either directly or
through intermediaries. Thus we find the comparison to the brooding
of a bird in Jerome,54 Ambrose, Augustine, and in the Diyarbakir com-
mentary, Iso' bar Nun, Theodore bar Koni, and Iso'dad.55 The latter,
however, also gives four quite literal quotations of Eusebius' scholion
(reproduced under E above). He adds these to material taken from
Isoc bar Nun's Questions as well as from the Diyarbakir commentary,
containing the citation of Basil.56 As neither these two commentaries,
nor Theodore bar Koni's Scholia quote Eusebius, Iso'dad must have
had independent access to a translation of Eusebius' commentary. The
quotations correspond to the last part of the Armenian text, that is,
lines 20-28 (54-64). There is a difference in order, and Iso'dad gives
the material a place in his own plea; moreover, the first quotation cites
the biblical text according to the Peshitta, whereas Eusebius refers to
the verb of the Septuagint.57
The question at issue. Eusebius first deals with the word auEcpsp£To.
He explains that the word used in Hebrew here has more meanings,
making it impossible to give a true translation in one Greek word.
He gives another example of this phenomenon, which is, however, not
altogether clear. Read in an English translation, the text could be
taken in the sense that the Greek has one word to indicate 'archer'
and 'slinger', and the Syriac two. This is not the case. The Greek has
two distinct terms, ioÇoiT)ç and açevÔovrjTT]«;; these have been preserved
in Diodore. Now Diodore's text can only be taken to mean that the
Syriac language needs two words for each concept; this may indeed be
GIET (SC 26), 166-171; a fragmented version: éd. PETIT, Csl. 31. See also the
Syriac translation, ed. THOMSON, 28 (tr. 24).
53
 See his 'L'informateur syrien', which deals with all previous literature. The
possibility that the 'Syrian' quoted by Basil is Eusebius, was first discovered by
LEHMANN, 'El Espi'ritu de Dios'.
64
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN—LAGARDE, 3. On the possibility
that Jerome used Basil, see KAMESAR, Jerome, 131 n. 122.
55
 For the interpretation of the verb in Greek and Latin Patristic sources, cf.
ALEXANDRE, Le commencement du livre, 86-87; for the Syriac sources, cf. VAN
ROMPAY, 'Iso< bar Nun and Iso'dad of Merv', 229-238.
56
 Cf. the article by VAN ROMPAY mentioned in the preceding note.
57
 Iso'dad's wording of the last sentence may have been influenced partly by a
parallel in the Diyarbakir commentary, ed. VAN ROMPAY, 9,13-14 (tr. 13,6-8), yet
it is clear that his text stands much closer to Eusebius (cf. A 8-10 and C 24-26
above).
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what Eusebius had in mind. He probably refers to the expressions
re"\r«^=> (or r**fc\sn=> K'w.s) for 'archer' and re^An= r<r.vc..-\ for 'slinger'.58
Another possibility is that he was thinking of the participle of rtxx. as
such (or the nouns r^cwu. and n£..vc.), which can refer both to a slinger
and an archer. In this case the example would be fully parallel with the
problem dealt with — a single word in a Semitic language with many
meanings in Greek — ; it implies, though, that Diodore has not fully
understood Eusebius' intentions. The Armenian text is ambiguous.
Eusebius' point is clear, however: the word used in Hebrew, ^m,
means more than just 'he was borne'; it is a term often used to indicate
a bird's brooding, caressing, and stirring (to life). The object of these
actions is indicated as the bird's 'young' (amiju) in the Armenian text,
but this term is perhaps 'single and with many meanings' as well: an
expression such as Au»^.u Su/Lfc^is also used for brooding, sitting on eggs.
After this lexicological explanation, Eusebius enters into a hotly
debated issue, the identity of the uv£u[xa 0£oo in Gen 1:2. Eusebius gives
three possibilities: the Holy Spirit, the wind, and the activity (èvépyeia);
the latter opinion may be related to that of Theophilus of Antioch,
who, moreover, shares some terms with Eusebius: Ccuoi-ovrioic/Ccuoyovta
and XETTCOC (the latter, however, is also found in SapSal 7:22). 59 It seems
that Eusebius preferred the first option, just as Origen did.60 He links
it to what he has just said about the meaning of the verb. The word
âuecpépeto may be awkward for the Holy Spirit — unless, he says, it is
to be interpreted like the anthropomorphic verbs of descending and
ascending, that is, as manners of speaking61 — , the sense of warming
and brooding is more suitable, however, and even is especially so.
Eusebius explains, though, that the two other options, the wind and
the activity, are possible as well, even if the verb is taken in the sense
of warming and brooding.
58
 This was suggested by LAGARDE, 'Über den Hebräer Ephraims', 62. He com-
pared the way Syriac translations express the word 'slinger' in Jdc 20:16 and
4(2) Reg 3:25. The Peshitta uses two words and what he called the 'schlecht sy-
rische' Syro-Hexapla only one (the clearest example is the one from the last book of
Kings; the LXX has ol acpevBovfjtou here, the Masoretic text D^sVpn, the Syro-Hexapla
ruAja, and the Peshitta rdiAn= ^.-vt-i).
59
 See Theophilus' Ad Autolycum 2.13, ed. GRANT, 48. On the contemporary
exegesis of 7ivEU[ia and ine.tpipe.io, cf. also ALEXANDRE, Le commencement du livre,
83-87, and GUILLAUMONT, 'Genèse 1,1-2', 126-131.
60
 See the discussion and references in NAUTIN, 'Genèse 1', 91-92.
51
 Eusebius is referring to a well-known topos here, dealt with already by Philo
(De Confusions. Linguarum 134-141) and Origen (Contra Celsum 4.12, éd. BOR-
RBT, 2 (SO 136), 212,17-27), among others.
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Diodore gives the same three options, but changes their order: he
first discusses the wind extensively, and then, more briefly, the Holy
Spirit—which is no longer connected with the interpretation of the
verb—and the activity. His discussion of the activity is indeed short,
but it is still a bit more extensive than that of Eusebius. Note that
Diodore does not seem to have a preference. Basil would appear to be
closer to Eusebius in two respects: he opts for the opinion that the spirit
mentioned here is the Holy Spirit, and uses the understanding of the
verb as one of his arguments. But in two other aspects Basil moves away
from both Antiochenes.62 Eusebius' second option, Diodore's first, the
wind, is formulated in a different way: Basil mentions the x"01? TO0
àépoç, the stream of air. The Antiochenes' third option, the activity,
is not an option in itself for Basil, but converges with the idea that
the spirit mentioned is the Holy Spirit, in the sense that he defines the
activity as the creative activity of the Holy Spirit.63 Similarly, Ephrem
is familiar with the three options and the argumentation concerning
them.64 He prefers the idea that the spirit is the wind.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts cited do not yield
variant readings. The Armenian translator gives ^pgip for inÊCpépeto,
which is in fact the rendering of the Armenian Bible. It means 'to
turn', either transitive or intransitive. Although the transitive sense
('to turn over') might be connected with èrceçépeio (if understood as a
middle voice: 'to threaten, to attack'), it would be difficult to translate
anything else in this context but its intransitive sense of 'to be turning
round, to be moving'. As to the sense of âueçépeto, I opted for the passive
62
 On the differences between the opinions of Eusebius, Basil, and Diodore, cf.
VAN ROMPAY, 'L'informateur syrien', 250-251.
63
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 130, explains that Basil's object was the refutation of
those who denied creative power to the Holy Spirit, the Pneumatomachi. Euse-
bius' teacher Patrophilus of Scythopolis was described in such terms by Athanasius
(Epistula IV ad Serapionem 7, PG 26, 648B). Eusebius himself did not have a very
high opinion of the Holy Spirit either. Cf., for instance, his De Fide 40 (La collec-
tion de Troyes, ed. BUYTAERT, 103): Adora unum Nonnatum et unum Unigenitum;
ne spernas unum Spiritum. HANSON describes his opinions as being in line with
those of his other teacher and namesake, the Bishop of Caesarea: The Search for
the Christian Doctrine of God, 395-396. This explains the shift of emphasis.
64
 Commentarii in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 11,9-12,6 (tr. 7,24-8,14). The
correspondence is striking and poses the question of the relationship between these
contemporaries. Now Basil was, in any case, not dependent on Ephrem here, as
the latter does not explicitly give the comparison to a bird. It is more difficult
to exclude a dependency of Ephrem on Basil. I see no other indications of such a
relationship, however.
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'he was borne' (or: 'he was being borne'), following Alexandre.65 The
Armenian translation also follows the Armenian Bible in the use of the
plural 'waters'. On the basis of its role in the comment, the element
Tcveufxa 0EOÜ ine.yept.io can be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest
of his text is less certain.
The alternative readings. Here, as in the preceding verse, Eusebius
does not provide a single 'Eßpaloc reading, but shades of meaning.
Since none of the Greek terms used in these verses are employed by
Eusebius, the source of his knowledge on the Hebrew word is not, as
one might have expected, Dtn 32:1166 or Jer 23:9, the only other verses
in the Hebrew Bible with forms of the verb *"]m. The recentiores all
read è7ii<pepó(j.£vov.67 Therefore, they cannot be considered Eusebius'
source either. I suppose Eusebius used his knowledge of the Syriac
Bible, which reads: rsiso »arc* Xi. rda«'w> r^cnW.i rduaio. He may have
been informed by 'a Hebrew' that the Hebrew text uses the same liujjiov
as the Peshitta. This is in fact the way Basil says his Syrian informant
worked. Hayward points to yet another possibility: it appears that in
the Latin version of one of Origen's homilies on Isaiah reference was
made to the idea of brooding on the waters with respect to the Spirit
of God.68 If this has a basis in Origen's Greek text, and if this passage
was known to Eusebius, this may have been his source; yet in the
philological basis he gives to it at least, Eusebius proves himself to be
innovative. It is in the form given by Eusebius that the idea is adopted
by others.
IV. Ad Gen 2:6
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 194 11. 1-5 (attributed to Eusebius)
'Eßpoüoc 8É tic <pT]CHV oit où Xéyer n.r\jt] 8è aveßaivev ex -cfjç jfjç, àXXà ti
fcîôoç, <pr|aiv, ôc^Xûoç f] alGépoç auveatôhoç ua^utàiou, o5 tr)V ôcvàÔoatv
65
 Le commencement du livre, 86-87; cf. La Genèse, tr. HARL, 87 ad loc., RÖSBL,
Übersetzung, 34 ad loc., and WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 2 ad loc., who rightly
explains that the imperfect form indicates continuity (and not an Erzahlfortschritt,
as RÖSEL claims).
66
 Otherwise KAMESAR, Jerome, 131.
67
 Cf. Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.
68
 Only Jerome's Latin translation has been preserved. Here the word incubabat
is used: Homiliae in Isaiam 4.1, ed. BAEHRENS (GO 8), 258,9. See HAYWARD,
Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 103-104.
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tfjc yfjç ylv£o6ai Itpr) xal xaXûrcteiv tö upóacouov site Se àito tfjç votiôoç,
<pT|atv, ette 9eoû oixovo[iouvtoç èyiveto, oox l^w Xéyav.
<&lXa>v 5à ó "Eßpaloc <pï]aiv «Mr^ote <î>ç ïiraoç XÉyetai ßaaiXewc 5
Ttâaa ITITUXTI ôûvafjuç, outœ xal Jtrjyrj, uâaa <pXe4> tfjc yfjç, rcótifjiov uôwp
avo[j.ßpoüaaa f| itriyàÇouaa. Eo 6é, q>T]atv, xai to çàvat [AT) rcaaav àXXà
Kpàacùitov ir\ç jf\<; votlÇeaGai, ta aptotov xai f|ye[j.oveûov [XÉpoç, xai xapito-
çopelv ôuvàfxevov, ö tfiç àuo töv ILTJ-J-ÖV èrcixouplaç Ôeltat».
a
 ex usu Philonis legendum putat editor; Tiâv a(j.ßpoüaa codd.
A Hebrew says that (Scripture) does not say 'A source welled up out 10
of the earth', but, he says, a kind of mist, or compact, very thick ether;
and he said that its issuing took place out of the earth, and that it
covered (its) surface; but whether it took place because of humidity, he
says, or because God provided it, I cannot tell.
Now Philo the Hebrew says: 'Perhaps, as all the cavalry force of is
the king is called "horse", thus every spring of the earth gushing out
or springing forth with potable water (is called) source. But it is also
right', he says, 'that (Scripture) does not say that all (the earth) was
wetted, but (only) the face of the earth, the best and the leading part,
and able to bear fruit, (the part) that needs aid from sources.'69 20
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 39v 24-40r 4; 40r 4-14, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 194
(PG87.1, 149B3-D4)
Où yap 5f| nr}*[ri, tpaal tivEç, 8Xï)v f|p5eu£ tTjv jf\\> rcriStuaa ta opr\ xai elç ta
ßa6r| xataÔuofjLÉVT)' âXXoç yàp âv outoç imfjp^e xataxXuqxoç. Tivèç [lev yap
ecpaaav oti tr)v èv to itapaSetao) Xéyei icTiyriv, àpôe.ûouaav tôv TtapàSeiaov
xai dç réaaoipaç oiat.pou[i.Évr]v àp^àç, f}v oatepov Ôeutepol. Tl ouv ôti npo toù
àvaieîAat ^dpiov taûta èylveto; tpltT) 8à i^v •/ijj.épa tote èv fj xai ó ^upiafióc 5
twv ùSàtcùv xai TI tôv xapTCOv avaooaic- ev aûtfj oöv tfj ^[lépgc àv fj ta
O8ata l^wpla0T), èSelto àpSeiaç -f\ yfj; où5a[icùç. Tl ouv to XeyójJtevov; "Apti
too uôatoç )(copto6évtoç, Tipiv àvaSoôfjvat xapuouc, navta^oOev vevotiajjievr)
eßpue xai wauep îÔpou f| yfj xai èxâXurctev autfic tö Ttpóowitov, ôitep im
tfjç TCoXuo[ißplac cpiXeï ylveaÔat, ïva f| ta ènori&v àvtl toû «èxàXuTitev». 10
'Eßpaloc 5é tlç <priaiv ött où Xéyei tö 'Eßpaixov Hiqji} 5é tic aveßaivzv
ex tfj/; yf]/;, àXXà ti etSoç, <pr\alv, à)(Xûoç r\ àépoç auveatootoç ua^utàtou, o5
tïjv àvâÔoatv àito tfjç yf)ç £<pï)ae ylvecBat xai xaXuuteiv ta itpóawuov tfjç
yfji;' eïte Ôà àito tfjç vottôoç àylveto, elte 0£où olxovofioûvtoç, çTjai, XéyEtv
OÙX £)(Ct>. 15
Ttvèç 8é «paai- «Mr|uot£ àçluitoç Xéy£tai ßaatXewc itäaa IUTUXTI Ôûvafjiiç,
outcù xai Kriyri, itâoa <pXà()j tfiç yfjç, notifjiov 8ôa>p mriyàÇouaa. Eo 5e, cpr|alv,
69
 Philo, Quaestiones in Genesim 1.3 (last part).
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xod TO <pàvai \ir\ Ttàaav àXXà TÔ npoatànov Trjç yrjc vottÇeaoat, to âpicrcov xal
f)y£[JLOV£Uov [J.époç, xai xaprcoçopEtv SUVIXJAEVOV, S xa't ifjç àrco löv -rcrifîov
20 àîuxouptaç ôelxat».
No, in fact (it was) not a source, some say, (that) irrigated the whole
earth, bounding over the mountains and plunging into the depths, for
that would be another Flood. Some have said indeed that he speaks of
the source in Paradise, which irrigates Paradise and divides into four Gen 2:io
25 branches, (the source) which he mentions again later. Then what (does cf Gen j-.u
it mean) that these things happened before the verdure sprang up? Gen 2:5
Well, it was the third day then, on which both the separation of the
waters and the production of the fruits (took place); so did the earth, cf Gen i:9-is
on the very day that the waters were separated, need irrigation? By no
so means. Then what (does) the expression (mean)? As soon as the water
was separated, before the fruits were produced, the earth, wet on all
sides, broke out and sweated as it were, and covered its surface — which
usually happens in the case of abundant rain — so that the (expression)
it watered is (meant) in the sense of 'it covered'.
35
 A Hebrew says, however, that the Hebrew does not say 'Some source
weUed up out of the earth', but, he says, a kind of mist, or compact,
very thick air; and he said that its issuing took place out of the earth,
and that it covered the surface of the earth; but whether it took place
because of humidity, he says, or because God provided it, I cannot tell.
40
 Now some say: 'Perhaps, as all the cavalry force of the king is called
"horse", thus every spring of the earth springing forth with potable
water (is called) source. But it is also right', he says, 'that (Scripture)
does not say that all (the earth) was wetted, but (only) the face of the
earth, the best and the leading part, and able to bear fruit, just (the
45
 part) that needs aid from sources.'69
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 17,44-18,71
'.'"ƒ',"ƒ' MIJI/,. «ll,i| pli |i l.|iiihi |i L nil iiij uilil.|i i|iiiilKlimjh bpbuu
Of. uinn., on l i j tttnliijltilit. iiniill.liiii jti / . M / I / I M l'"h tin ntj
puipitpiLiybui^ ƒ! ftipp^iu, IL lipl.ini ùitiiiiiil.iui Ji riuj^utu. LUjL ill.in ILU
tp-
llJujiijf I I IM/ . ' / I ƒ<?£ qiujbif uiq^plLfil; iu"t, nfi ƒ• ij.fiuifumffli fcfi L
ƒ* iff" UTLiufu pui^ulb^p, qnpj^ jkuinjb ufuimifl;:
"•" fcppnjiif. im j.'Ji kft'jnpnLiTli- Jblfbb^ fiiifiijli fcijt IL iLjinrjngb (145)
" ujjfij nil in j l jnpnttf fnLp^ll ill,ljlil,ijilili l^ni^llll nniilnnjfi ILIfllllLJ
10
 "n_nfLLubkinj. un//.'/i/i / i / i pulf njj hulj qff'li^l'gk "[> (*18*) uiuuiguiiV uijli
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$ pnrjli ill.ljlil.iui, li Ijiuil juin nif l'"^l ,/""'' ufinijngli l.fili l.f. ijji rim|iij/, /'"'ƒ
u PUU Join OfiLnab uouTioim jiiiiILliniili unnt/ujlin umi/fi i i r / i ini tniliilii li npnL.
j>pinuiilpj> éi i ià/ j / .ni j tffti tpt",p bplfjifi, np jtilli&pli inàriîli untfnp £ /./"k^t
nuu mi .1111 m / i / n / j t j i i i n i i i j l i i i i l f Luuhinj làç a'uid'uçn: Puiiq opnu/fGn/i nr'/fi mu/,
jiiiiil, /?t UJIJ^P/I/I tjuîîitp jkplfpk- "iJL 'iF^'L' t^uin-UJlurl[lJ /^*J_ IfkpuftiipujU^p 15
IfmiC mi !ƒ !•ƒ nj^ '""',11' pnLunjU p tfbp l.jili l,j. f^iujliu^iuLnj \fli\_ UMiil^p' fik
njipkuu kpljpp: Puijg ƒ<//, II ƒ[ ƒ>ll^/l/ l l lrl lƒ<//, ' l l^ ullnnji li jili jll.iiiiiiii flnj
/ij ni ƒ(//.')>/, iJiU^p, iiin, uijli ^iJLLpiTp^ij^ mul, f:
Why does he say: 'A source weJJed up and watered aJJ the surface of
the earth '? 20
And now, what shall we say? Did it water the whole earth, rising up
onto the mountains and extending down into the plains? That would
be another Flood! Some say that he speaks of that source which was in
Gen 2:10 Paradise, which watered Paradise and divided into four branches, (the
cf Gen 7:11 source) which he tells about later. 25
Gen 2:5 And now, how is it that this happened before the verdure sprang
up? It was still the third day, on which both the separation of the
cf Gen 1:9-13 waters and the growth of the fruits took place; did the earth, on the
very day that the waters were separated, need watering? By no means.
Then what (does) it (mean), that which was said, after the waters so
were separated and even before the fruits appeared? (It is) in order to
say (that) immediately after the separation of the waters, the (earth),
covered with mud from all sides, broke out, and the surface of the earth
was covered, as it were, by sweat — which usually happens in the case
of abundant rain. Now the (expression) it watered is (meant) in the 35
sense of saying 'it covered'. A Hebrew says, however, that (Scripture)
does not say: 'A source weJJed up out of the earth '; but what (does he
say)? A kind of mist or air did not permit a plant to appear above (the
surface). With reference to something like that, he said that it covered
the surface of the earth; but whether it took place because of humidity 40
or because of God's providence, with regard to that (question) I cannot
say anything.
D. ISO'DAD: ed. Vosté-Van den Eynde, Genese, 53,18-54,3
O(7l >
po.vi ,_Acn.i ^_OA.AI r^K" . ^4c.H r^vaHrîlA .^ âkcact j^x^ - ^n jal
•* •• *«n rt* «or».-n tno rt\rt . rC'iAkxA r<_socvj. . cucn . »Sen _»oc
r&sn .r&rC* Vale rf-\ •* '• -*» 1^ . r .^iK' Xorn r^mito rc i^
•. 'jaxn K>-»«V«V «oil r i^S 71*0 : r^w.ÂK' >ar^ ^p •* •' *" oA^Jnrc'.A ^n . lu en 5
lM Xosa.va •. (713.1 rc'^ Kj-^ œ r^kvcAA^ a : rf V *>a.l rd>x.cU2k i
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.• >öm
(*54*) .°l\t> '. OCT)
JcA K'ÏMMn.l rc^r*"
10 . rds.ire' »are* ii. rtiv.v^A ^ocn r£»u>k\2r>
a
 (egit editor cum L ; rrtn^u i^ J
Others, however, say he speaks of the source that waters Paradise, of
which he says below that it leaves Eden and divides into four branches. Gen 2:io
But one should know that these things happened before the verdure Gen 2:5
sprang up, that is, the third day. Did the earth, on the very day that cf Gen i:9-is
is the waters were lifted up from the earth, need water? I do not think
so. Then what (does it mean)? As soon as the waters were kept back
from the surface of the earth, before any verdure sprouted, at once
after the gathering of the waters, this moisture, because of the great Gen i:9
moistness in (the earth), broke out over it like sweat, and because of
20
 its abundance, its surface was covered, which happens now, too, in
the case of abundant rain. He puts down the (expression) it waters,
then, instead of (saying) 'it covered'. Now in the Hebrew, too, there is
no source, but 'a chosen form appeared, wrapping the surface of the
earth.'
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian text and Procopius are completely
parallel. Iso'dad's version is a bit shorter, and the Catena only gives
the last part of the text. The second part of the catena fragment
and the last part of Procopius, a quotation from Philo which has no
counterpart in the Armenian text, should probably be detached from
Eusebius' comment. The following paragraphs give a more detailed
discussion of these points.
The Armenian text starts with a lemma citing the biblical text.
Procopius and Iso'dad could omit the lemma here, since they had
already quoted the verse before, for Eusebius' discussion is preceded
in their works by another comment on Gen 2:6, which is a parallel
to Eusebius' description of the saturated earth, including the mention
of abundant rain.70 The first part of this passage is also found in the
T0
 Procopius: Mnc 39v 16-24 (PG 87.1, 149A 4-B 3); Iso'dad: Commentaire 1.
Genèse, ed. VosTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 53,11-17 (tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 57,3-8). The
same thought is expressed—without mentioning the rain—in the fragment Csl. 78
(11. 6-11), which may be attributed to Diodore.
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Diyarbakir commentary71 with an attribution to Michael and Theodore
which is also given by Iso'dad. The attribution to Theodore may be
correct,72 but poses the question where Isocdad found the last lines; did
he take them directly from Theodore's work?73 Procopius introduces
Eusebius' explanation with the formula <pocat tiveç and Iso'dad starts
quoting his comment only from the mention of those who think the
source refers to the source in Paradise.
I took the vague mention of 'the source % uotepov Beutepol' as a
reference to Gen 7:11, as Eusebius has just compared the watering of
the earth to the Flood. The Syriac version simply renders this Greek
expression with 'below', making this link impossible. On the wording
of some citations of, and allusions to, other scriptural passages, see
below.
A problem is formed by the three temporal clauses (lines 11-12
(30-32) in the Armenian text and parallels), as the third one is in fact
the same as the first. Procopius does not give the third one, but the
longer reading would appear to be the lectio difficilior and is still found
in the Armenian text and in Iso'dad, who tends to shorten the text in
many other instances. The Armenian has tried to solve the problem
by joining the first two clauses to the preceding words (TO Xeyofievov in
Procopius). This seems not impossible, but one would not expect the
temporal clauses to be joined with the verb 'saying', as the clauses do
not determine the moment of saying, but of doing.
Further on, in the sentence 'But what? A kind of mist or air did not
permit a plant to appear above (the surface)' (lines 15-16 (37-39)),
the Armenian translator read tl; for ti and où for ou (cf. lines 12-13 in
Procopius); but he did his best to make sense of the result. In line 11
(35), Procopius explicitly says that Eusebius' Hebrew informant read
the Hebrew text, using the expression tö 'Eßpoüxov. The fact that it
is an elucidation, the fact that it is not found in the Catena and the
71
 Le commentaire du manuscrit Diyarbakir, ed. VAN ROMPAY, 24,6-10 (tr.
33,2-5).
72
 Michael may have followed Theodore, see Le commentaire du manuscrit Di-
yarbakir, tr. VAN ROMPAY, 33 n. 196.
73
 This is not impossible, cf. Le commentaire du manuscrit Diyarbakir, tr. VAN
ROMPAY, p. 1 with n. 47. Other attributions are more problematic. If Eusebius
himself was the author, not improbable in a few other cases where two parallel
versions of one explanation are found in Procopius, one would have to explain from
where the anonymous commentator got this text, since he does not cite Eusebius
elsewhere without intermediary. If Diodore was the author, one would have to
attribute Csl. 78 to Theodore with some of the manuscripts, and one would have
to explain from where Procopius took his text, as he does not usually cite Diodore.
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Armenian, and perhaps the use of this term itself,74 suggest that it is
an independent initiative of Procopius. Iso'dad reformulates the text
here, and his reading of the Hebrew appears to be corrupted; but the
word el5oc can still be recognized in the word rrtxcvsaj.v
Finally, the fact that Eusebius' comment is followed by a quotation
of Philo in the Catena and Procopius (who does not mention his
name) should be dealt with. It has been suggested that Eusebius was
the one who quoted Philo, which would imply that the Catena and
Procopius cited him indirectly here.75 Runia was the first to note that
this quotation of Philo is not found in the Armenian translation. Yet
he stands by the opinion that Eusebius was the intermediary,76 on
the basis of the argument that the catenist used material from the
Quaestiones in Genesim beginning at 1.55. Now the mere fact that the
quotation of Philo is not found in the Armenian text does indeed not tip
the scale in favour of the idea that Eusebius was not the intermediary,
as this translation appears to be incomplete in some other instances.
However, the argument that the catenist did not employ material from
this part of the Quaestiones is not decisive either, as this very instance
may be used as the proof against it.
There are, however, two internal considerations that can bring us
further here. These make it less plausible that Eusebius has mediated
this text to us. First, the quotation of Philo would be a foreign body in
Eusebius' work. Eusebius does not cite Philo anywhere else; moreover,
this would be the only instance where Eusebius gives a full literal
quotation from the work of another author. Second, in response to
Runia's suggestion that the quotation of Philo could make sense in
Eusebius' comment if 'Philo is being cited here in his role as Jew in
order to provide ammunition against Jewish exegesis that differs from
Christian tradition' and in order to defend the Septuagint,77 it should
be noted that such a way of reasoning is foreign to Eusebius; a defence
of the Septuagint or Christian tradition is not his objective, and though
we sense a growing critical attitude in his works with regard to Jewish
traditions of a speculative nature, this does not affect his trust in his
informant's ideas on the meanings of words and phrases. Of course, all
74
 On this issue, see page 55 above.
75
 Thus PETIT in Quaestiones, Fragmenta Graeca, note a to QG 1.3 (p. 42). She
was followed by ROYSE, Spurious Texts, 16 with note 11 and p. 22, note 38.
76
 See his review of La Chaîne 1, Studia Philonica Annual 5 (1993), 231 and
his Philo in Early Christian Literature, 264-265 with note 147.
77
 Philo in Early Christian Literature, 265; cf. his review of La Chaîne 1.
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this does not rule out that considerations such as those mentioned by
Runia played a role on the level of the catenist or a later user.
A comparison with the catena fragments of Flavius Josephus, which
would all appear to be indirect quotations, can help to explain how this
text of Philo came to be part of the fragment attributed to Eusebius.
The use of the formula $Ucov Sa ó 'Eßpoüoc cprjai instead of a simple
lemma <!HXa>voc 'Eßpalou could be explained as an initiative on the
part of a copyist or even the catenist himself, but this is not the most
likely explanation. Examples of such a change can be found, especially
in the secondary tradition of the Catena (see Cat. 2202, for example),
yet the change in the other direction is far more common; copyists
were often anxious to provide fragments without a lemma with an
attribution. But something else could also happen; in the cases of Cat.
815, 930bis, and 1413 a fragment without a lernma was joined to the
preceding fragment, always only in part of the tradition. Now this is
probably what happened here. Thus my conclusion would be that the
formula $lXcov ôè ó 'Eßpocloc tp^ai indicates that the fragment of Philo
was indeed an indirect citation—the observation that the Quaestiones
in Genesim were only cited directly from 1.55 onwards still stands—,
yet internal considerations suggest strongly that the intermediary was
not Eusebius; the fragments were joined later on, which was made
attractive by the fact that two Hebrews could thus be juxtaposed. The
circumstance that the quotation of Philo is found here both in the
Catena and Procopius does not alter anything to this, as these two
texts are parallel in many other ways; Procopius may even have used
the Catena.
The question at issue. Eusebius finds it a bit difficult to accept that
a source would water the whole earth, not, I think, because that would
be impossible for one source,78 but because it would be like the Flood,
of which there has been only one. Eusebius knows that some indeed
think it is a reference to the source in Paradise, which is mentioned in
Gen 2:10 and in the story of the Flood, in Gen 7:11. He refutes this
opinion by determining, on the basis of the context, when the source
welled up. As Gen 2:5 tells us, this was before the verdure sprang up.
Now Eusebius combines this datum with the Creation narrative of the
first chapter of Genesis: in Gen 1:12 the earth is said to produce a
pasture of verdure (the same word is used), thus the events of Gen 2:6
must have taken place on the third day as well. On this day, however,
78
 This is the problem dealt with by Philo (Quaestiones in Genesim 1.3) and
some other exegetes, cf. ALEXANDRE, Le commencement du livre, 233.
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the waters were separated from the earth; not a day on which the earth
would have needed watering. Scripture wants to express, he concludes,
that just after the waters were taken away and just before the verdure
sprang up, the wet earth was saturated with water and seemed to
secrete it like sweat.
Eusebius found yet another solution to the same problem: a Hebrew
told him it was not a source, but a kind of mist that came out of the
earth. Eusebius admits that his spokesman is not sure whether this
solution is compatible with his, which would be the case, more or less, if
the mist came up because of the humidity of the earth, or whether the
mist was provided directly by God. This reading of the Hebrew differs
from many others in that it is not a single straightforward reading,
but has an interpretative character. The mention of his spokesman, 'a
Hebrew', may have been intended to lend credibility to the reading,
though it also creates some distance between Eusebius and this inter-
pretation. As in several other instances, Eusebius does not make a clear
choice.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma in the Armenian text
follows the Septuagint and the Armenian Vvigate, except that it does
not sayjt/jfy/it (àx tfjç f^)- These words are found, however, in the
citation in the body of the texts. In the paraphrasing sentence at
the beginning, Procopius' Greek text uses another verb for 'watering',
àpÔEÛtù (translated here with 'irrigating'), perhaps for the same reason
that Philo used &pOw instead of the Septuagint's TtoTtÇco: the latter form
may have been deemed less classic in this sense.79 The term uottÇco is
taken up, however, in line 10 (34) in a context where a more literal
citation is required. The Armenian and Syriac text use one and the
same verb in all instances. In these texts, the reference to Gen 2:10
is also less of a paraphrase: Isocdad replaces the verb 'irrigating' with
the verb 'leaving' of the biblical text (found both in the Peshitta and
in the LXX), the Armenian text uses the same verb for 'dividing' as
that used in the Armenian Bible. Moreover, Iso'dad also uses a word
for 'gathering' in line 6 (18) from the same root as the verb used
in the Peshitta at Gen 1:9, whereas the other versions speak about
'separation', a word which cannot be found in the biblical text here.
All this may be a sign that translators used versions of the Bible in
their own language as an aid in translating. The reference to Gen 2:5,
finally, does not yield any variants. The Armenian and Syriac texts use
See ALEXANDRE, Le commencement du livre, 232-233.
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the same words as in the Armenian Bible and the Peshitta respectively,
but allow adjustments to the syntax of the context.
Only the word m\jr\ in Gen 2:6 is confirmed by its role in the
comment. Some other readings seem to be trustworthy to some extent
because of their occurrence in more than one source: the words that
follow immediately on uTiyr) in Gen 2:6: 5a öcveßouvev âx tfjç yfjç, the
phrase itpö toü ocvataXat in verse 5, and elç téaaapaç àp)(àç in verse 10.
The alternative reading. The reading of the Hebrew, ti EÏÔOÇ à^Xûoç
?j alOÉpoç, gives an other interpretation for the word ~!N, which is found
in the Hebrew Bible only here and at Jb 36:27. The reading of the
Septuagint in Job, vEcpeXf], and the translation of the Targumim of
this word in Genesis, M33Ï,80 indicate that this interpretation was well
known in Jewish circles.81 Thus it is quite possible that it had been
handed down to Eusebius, as he states himself, by 'a Hebrew'. This
suggests that he relied on information which was passed on orally
here; the use of the first person singular in Eusebius' quotation of his
informant at the end of this comment may be an indication of this, too.
The Peshitta reads 'source' here, and is thus not under consideration.
V. Ad Gen 2:8
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 237 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
01 \t.iv 9<x<nv 'ESèfyi xaXeïa0ai tóv tórcov ev ö ÈeputEÓSï) ó rcapàOEiaoç' ol 8è
'ESèfi töv Ttapàôeiaov cpaoïv, töv ôè Ep[Jiï)V£utr|V xal tï)v êpppeiav Geïvou xai
10 âp|AT|VEUO[JL£VOV.
ZritEÏtai 8È rcotEpov [xeià tö uXao0f]vai tóv avGpooTtov
tic yicp Ç>r\m -COÜTO ßouXetat aT][j.aiveiv —, fj tf)
tcùv aXXwv ÇûXcùv. 'O (Jièv oöv Eûpoç ootcoç lyzi y£Ypa[X[jLévov «Kal
Itpûteuaev ó 0eoç TOXpà8eioov èv 'Eôè^j. <èÇ àp^ç». 'Eßpoüoc 8é tiç>a «e?
ôcp^fjç» cpT)ai [J.TI iyxetaöai tö 'Eßpa'ixai. Aéyouaiv oöv TcoXXol öti [letà taûta
i,(put£Û9r). Elittbv yàp, çaolv, Mœuofjç Sti 'E^üteuaev ó 9eoç TrapàSecaov, xat'
£0£to iàv avOptùnov ov êwAaa£v èv aùtw, napiatwv ôti (jiEtà taûta èçuteûGri 10
ó rcapâÔEiaoç ènàyei' Kai ÉfavetEiAev eu ó 0£Ôç ex trjç TTJÇ, to Itt
ôtt xwpk T^v <(^Ç àpX'HÇ" ó(Jioü y£vo(ji£vcov.
a
 supplevit editor; èï ocpxfjç supplevit DBVREESSE
80
 Thus TgOnq; TgNeof has p»; cf. also TgPs-Jon and the interpretation in
GenR 13:12, ed. THEODOR-ALBECK, 2, 121.
81
 It might be defended on the basis of Arabic >iyad, cf. KOEHLER-BAUMGAR.T-
NER, Hebräisches und Aramäisches Lexikon l, lia s.v.
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Some say the region where Paradise was planted is called Edem; others,
however, say that Edem is Paradise itself, and that the translator (of
is the Septuagint) has given both the translation and the word to be
translated.
The question is whether Paradise was planted after the formation
of man — for the literal text would tend to indicate that — , or on the
third day, together with the other trees. The Syrian has the following
20 formulation: 'And God planted Paradise in Edem <from the beginning. '
But a Hebrew> says that 'from the beginning' is not present in the
Hebrew. Thus many say that it had been planted afterwards; for, they
say, after Moses had said 'God planted Paradise and placed the man he
had formed, in it,' proving that Paradise had been planted afterwards,
25 he adds: 'And God caused (. . .) to spring up from the earth again', Gen 2:9
making clear with the (word) again that (Paradise was planted) apart
from those (trees) that were created together 'from the beginning'.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 274 (ad Gen 2:16; attributed to Eusebius
inL)
To àôâjx èa-ci «ff j èpuGpà», 1C fjç Soxel ueitXaaÖat ó àv9pa>icoç, à>ç ßeXdovoc
ouar)ç taûtï]ç TTJÇ Xoircfjç ffjc' DO §è éppiveuôèv ÛTIO tivwv «alfjux», 'Eßpoüot
«5à[jU Xéyouaiv.
The (word) adam is 'red earth', from which man seems to have been
s formed, since it is better than other earth; but that which is translated
by them as 'blood', the Hebrews call 'dam'.
C. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 42v 22-25, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 232 II. 1-3 (PG87.1,
157D 8-10)
'EÔèfji §è ó xóiEoc èv öitep fjv ó TOXpàôeiaoç, örcep loti capixpf)» xa9' 'EXXrjvwv
9<ovT|v, toutécmv èv Tputpepw xai xaXw touw TOÜTOV ètpfazuaev.
Now Edem is the region in which Paradise was, which is 'pleasance'
in the language of the Greeks, that is, he planted it in a pleasant and
5
 beautiful region.
D. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 43r 25-27, 43v 1-2, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 237 (PG
87.1, 160C 1-3, 8-10)
Tov 5e Ttocpaoeiaov, ol (iàv âcrco -CTJÇ tpliriç rijjiépaç èÇr)v6r)xévou cpaalv, ôtsrcEp
^ Tffj ßXatnfjaat TrpoaiexaxTar . . . ol 5e TW In itpDoé^Óvtec', vüv xoütov
As to Paradise, some say that it had grown out as from the third day,
5
 when the earth had been ordered to sprout out, . . . those, however, who
Pay attention to the (word) again say that it had sprouted out now. Gen 2:9
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E. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 18,72-19,94
ritljll l'i/ j i ijl,ijl,fulfill Hl Uil Liflill i l l j i i l i f f , ) ! . « U l l iml . ! |<Y, l im/, , ol;[l U . l l l l l l l l U l f »
r|lllupl£ll Cni | |h[ll|[ll,, L l | l j l . u i l j | l . | l l i l l l l ' l l t l | l i l l L l . l j l i l ( l i l | l l | ' l l ] l I l i l ' l i , I|K|||| l i i [ i | i :
UL mlil|l.inrj o^p U.uinni ui?! i|i j p i i i j n i n l i jl)>i| j î l i » :
Suiij-pVii iii/îuii.fi innlîli lifill, iiiLii J! £ jnpnLif ij.puifuirtii i i l l i l f l i i j i i i i : (/.ijji/i
i| i / ij iâ/. iuj ffiyjim|i/ i i i / i »"i/,, (l jilniiiijifnllijili ifƒ(/!»ƒlij i/m/iiff/c/^i'ïîfj f . i f / .u i j /i qnp 5
!ƒ H/juif /,:
j i l î i t f i i f l i in/iff/ , i | i i i i n i f i i j / i .ƒ> !ƒf i i i i | i inî / i ,
liKli hpl; jkftimfifj.ni.lfii n i in i j i / i filiij uy^
i|iji '(/ijm ";/""(',i' '/";^- ""' tnblflsmg xS/.ji tl.nuiin ni!) tfrf.fiujfuinli
if^puJiil;»: Puyg ^pfiuijkijfi nffii uiuf ƒ?(; I* ulfff^ptuUÇli jj/"y 10
lAfiij., pimjnii/^ ( 19 ) luulîli fil; jkuinj tnblfkguiL. jtulliqji uiut
Uiiijiil^n' ƒ<//. ,S'll/|/.liliy U,minimi!) ijlj jnlijiuiili II Lif ft 'lnlîii !ƒ i&iynp/ !ƒ !!ƒ! iinl/ . l jr»,
np jiujui ftffii uirLÎit Pk jkvinj utblfkguiL iyjiiii|nm"(j: PuJjg uifal; iflinijJiJp' fit;
I'm ïiiiiii U.U fnnunç: Ui n/i ujuninu, jimin nui lil^ lfllt nj/l" uin_uniq nijhij nii h
tilfif puîiil'li LifLiui /,/i/i utblfliuig: 15
However, that which took place on the sixth (day is) like this: And tie
Gen 2:7-8 Lord God, he says, formed man, dust from tie earth, and ne breathed
in his face, and man became a living soul. And the Lord God planted
Paradise in A din.
With regard to Adin some say it is the region in which Paradise 20
was planted. He also calls Paradise Adin, and the translator (of the
Septuagint) has given both the translation and what is to be translated.
The question is: was Paradise planted after the formation of man—
for the words signify something like that—, or on the third day, together
with the other trees? In the Syrian Scriptures it says the following: 'And 25
the Lord God planted the Paradise Adin from the beginning.' But a
Hebrew says that 'from the beginning' is not present in the Hebrew.
Thus many say that it had been planted afterwards; for Moses says:
'God planted Paradise and placed the man he had formed, in it,' which
makes clear that Paradise had been planted afterwards. However, he so
Gen 2:9 adds: '(God) caused (...) to spring up from the earth again. ' By saying
the (word) again, he makes clear that (God) planted other (trees),
apart from those that were created 'from the beginning'.
F. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Cs/. 86
Kat ^(jsütÊuaev ó 0sôç TcapccSeiaov ^v 'ESâja xatà àvatoAàç. 'ESèfx ol JAÈV
tàv Ttapâôeiaov aùtov XéyeoOal cpaaiv, oi ôà tôv -CÓTIOV rcàviot êv ö xal 6
itapà§£taoç •Pjv, ÔÔEV xod ó 'A5à[x èuXaaör). Kal 'Aôàpi âx -cou àuà tfjç yfjç
Iv 'Eôèpi fe-fevfiaSou TtpoaTiyopeoOr]. 'Eôcbfx yàp ta rcuppov, &ç TCOU xai ô
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s 'Haocü, rcuppâç cpajcfjç rcEJtpaxcùç aùxoû là upcùiotoxia, xr|v icpoaT)yopi.av
eïXTjcpev. Kai TOÜ-CO [xâXXov àXï]9éç.
And God planted Paradise in Edem facing east. Some say that Paradise
itself is called Edem; others the whole region in which Paradise was,
where Adam was formed as well. And Adam got his name from the
10 (fact) that he was created out of the earth in Edem, for Edom (is) 'red';
just as Esau received this name after having sold his birthright for red
lentil-soup. And that is even more accurate.
G. ISO'DAD: ed. Voste- Van den Eynde, Genèse, 56,22-27
r^crAr«' r^-tn .ateoK'.t rC^ucuA ,<TJ .fcxiSoo : .^ 3— i
«^.•\ r^l'iuK' . Kuf in ^*> Jwiartf'A ,-Aœ ^n "i\fn" rc*\ ..X. Juoarf\ ,cno
. . . rt^vc.,1 K'JnS-j yi»- r^iAîM pal
s And in the Hebrew the (expression) from the beginning is not present
either. And some say that Paradise was planted after man came into
being, and they adduce the (expression) of the Greek, 'The Lord God Gen 2:9
caused (. . .) to spring up from the earth again,' and the (word) 'again'
evidently indicates 'apart from those which (the earth) brought forth
10
 from the beginning'. Others, however, (say that Paradise was planted)
on the third day, together with the rest of the plants . . .
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian gives a quite faithful translation of
the Greek text as found in catena fragment A. The reading fAij./ftj,
'Adin', however, neither has a basis in the Greek text, which reads
'E5ÉJX, nor is it found in the Armenian Bible. The reading of this word
without preposition in line 10 (26) is not supported by the Greek
text. The same holds good for the reading Stp Hummiu^, 'the Lord
God' in line 9 (26). An explanation for this will be given below in
the discussion of the alternative readings. In the Greek text A the
introductory paragraph which is still found in the Armenian was left
out. Moreover, a few words have been omitted as the copyist jumped
from the first to the second èÇ àpxrjç. Devreesse already surmised an
error like this;82 Petit was able to complete the text on the basis of
the Armenian translation. Another difficulty in the Greek text is the
phrase starting with Tcapioxwv, 'proving that' in lines 10-11 (24): does
82
 Les anciens commentateurs grecs, ed. DEVREESSE, 59.
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it belong to the quotation of Gen 2:8 or to the one from the following
verse? The Armenian translator opted for the first possibility. He was
probably right in doing so, as can be concluded from the parallel
construction and from the remark in line 5 (18), 'for the literal text
(i.e., of Gen 2:7-8) would tend to indicate that'. It remains unclear
why the translator added the word puyg, 'however', in line 13 (30) of
his text, despite the fact that the quotations are not opposed to each
other.
The first fragment of Procopius (C) quotes Severian of Gabala,83
but the sentence 'EÔàjx ôà ó tóitoc èv tSitep j\v ó rcapàôetaoç is not found
in Severian, and may have been taken from Eusebius or from Origen.84
The second fragment (D) is Procopius' summary of the last problem
dealt with by Eusebius and his solution. Diodore (F) refers only to the
first one, changes the order of the solutions and adds a tradition on
Adam's name and one on the fact that Esau was called Edom. The
second catena fragment (B), which has no parallel in the Armenian
text, might be considered the source of the latter remark, but as it is,
there are many differences between the two texts—Diodore even uses a
different word for 'red'—, and it is quite possible that Diodore picked
up the idea somewhere else, as traditions on the etymology of the name
of Adam must have been widespread.85 Thus it seems unlikely that B
was Diodore's source. This brings us to the question of the authorship
of B. As no trace of B can be found in the Armenian, and as Diodore
did not necessarily use this text, the only argument which remains
to suggest that Eusebius might be the author is the fact that it is
attributed to him in MS L (MSS B and M having no attribution at all).
I consider this basis too weak. Isocdad (G), finally, cites a small part of
Eusebius' text and summarizes one of the questions dealt with.
The questions at issue. Eusebius deals with two questions. First he
asks whether Edem is the region in which Paradise was planted, or
another word for Paradise, in which case the translation 'Paradise in
Edem' would be double, giving both the Hebrew word Edem and its
translation. The latter suggestion makes clear that he had no access
to a Hebrew text; otherwise he would have been able to check whether
83
 Cf. the fragment Cat. 232 11. 1-3.
84
 A text attributed to him is found in the Catena: éd. PETIT, Cat. 236 (see
below).
85
 See, for instance, Flavius Josephus, Antiquitates 2.2-3 (cited in Cat. 1413),
and also the catena fragments Cat. 265 (etymological onomasticon) and Cat. 271
(Eusebius of Caesarea).
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the Hebrew had two words or only one.86 Origen appears to be better
informed. He tells us that 'Eôéfji means r\§r\, and that 'the Hebrews' did
not translate it here, but used the Hebrew word itself, as they knew
that it was the name of the region.87 Jerome also makes clear that he is
aware that the Hebrew has two words here, since he comments both on
the word 'paradisus', for which he gives the Hebrew gan, and the word
'Eden'.88 Kamesar even suggests that Jerome's remark was directed
against Eusebius, who, not being able to check the Hebrew, gives an
impossible option.89
Secondly, Eusebius asks whether Paradise was planted after the
creation of man, which is suggested by Gen 2:7-8, or on the third day.
The latter possibility finds support in the reading of the Syrian, whose
èÇ àp^fjç is taken by Eusebius as 'during the six days of creation',90
but the Emesene takes the edge off this argument by appealing to
the Hebrew text. He quotes an informant who told him that that
expression was not found in the Hebrew (as the fragments iv and xvm
show, this may just indicate that Eusebius had been informed that
the Hebrew has a different reading; the remark does not necessarily
regard a shorter text). Then he cites Gen 2:8 and 2:9, laying particular
emphasis on the word £-u (that has no counterpart in the Hebrew
text as we know it). These verses prove for him respectively that
Paradise had been planted after the creation of man, and that it
was indeed planted apart from the trees that were formed during the
six-day period of creation. Now Jerome's view was that God planted
Paradise even before he made heaven and earth. He gives the reading
of the Hebrew in transliteration as meccedem, which he translates as 'a
principio ', and he supports this by the readings of all three recentiores,
thus disproving Eusebius' affirmation on the absence of this expression
from the Hebrew.91 Eusebius' opinion on the planting of Paradise
was, as Hayward observes,92 not exclusive to him—it is also found in
Theophilus' Ad Autolycum 2.24—, but I agree with Kamesar's claim
that in this case, too, it is particularly the (presumed) incorrectness
88
 Thus also KAMESAR, Jerome, 140-141. He thinks the identification of Edem
and paradise may have been influenced by the well-known idea that è5é^ meant
tputpi*), cf. Severian's remark quoted above in text C and Theophilus' Ad Autolycum
2.24, ed. GRANT, 64.
87
 See the fragment Cat. 236 mentioned above.
18
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 4.
19
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 139-140.
90
 See KAMESAR, Jerome, 142.
11
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 4.
92
 Jerome's Hebrew Questions, tr. HAYWARD, 108-109.
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of Eusebius' information which might explain Jerome's stress on the
reading of the Hebrew.93
It is characteristic of Theodore of Mopsuestia that, when dealing
with the first issue, he bases his answer not on speculations on the
Hebrew, but on the exact wording of the Greek text (a Paradise in
Edem), and on data taken from the story which follows (the idea
that Cain could live in Edem, but not in Paradise itself).94 Theodore
distances himself from Eusebius also with respect to the second issue.95
He claims the trees were planted on the third day, and goes into the
word iti (in reply to Eusebius?), which he explains ex tivoç IBiGùfjuxtoç
tfjç 'EßpottOoc fXwaaTiç, that is, added 'on the base of some peculiarity
of the Hebrew language'. There is no Hebrew equivalent of the word in
this verse here, but Kamesar explains that Theodore must be 'following
his well-known practice of appealing to the distinctive loiwixaia of the
Hebrew language when explaining linguistic difficulties in the LXX,'
and that it is not necessary to assume a different Hebrew Vorlage here.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek text A cites Gen 2:8
without the word xûpioç, as do Diodore and several other witnesses,96
but it also replaces axel by èv otthü, for which there is no parallel in
any manuscript. The Armenian follows A in both respects, but only
the second point constitutes a difference from the Armenian Bible. In
its quotation of verse 9, it changes the order of eu and ó OEÓC, together
with Theodoret. The Armenian leaves out the mention of God here,
whereas the Armenian Bible reads Stp tAumniuie-, 'the Lord God'. The
Armenian translation also gives a long lemma, citing Gen 2:7-8. This
text follows the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible except for the
fact that the end of verse 7 has been shortened, and that it reads
Stfi UUUUKUJ&-, 'the Lord God' twice, the first instance against the
Septuagint but in accordance with the Armenian Bible, the second
in accordance with LXX* but against the Armenian Bible and the
quotation in the body of the commentary. The reading in the body of
the commentary would seem to be the original one. There are more
instances where the translator (or his version of the Armenian Bible)
appears to have completed the formula 'the Lord God' in this part of
93
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 143.
94
 Fragmenta, ed. SACHAU, 19-20. Cf. KAMESAR, Jerome, 141.
95
 Fragmenta, ed. SACHAU, 20-21. Cf. KAMESAR, Jerome, 142-143.
98
 Note, however, that Theodoret's name should be deleted here from the first
apparatus in Genesis, ed. WEVERS; see Theodoreti Quaestiones in Octateuchum,
ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SAENZ-BADILLOS, xlii.
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the work.97 On the spelling (Aij/A, 'Adin', see below. — On the basis of
the attestations, it can be assumed that in Gen 2:8, Eusebius read the
phrase ècputeuaev ó 6eoç itapàôeiaov èv 'E5è(x, without the word xûpioç. In
verse 9, he must have read at least the words xai eÇavéteiXev . . . eti . . .
lx. ifjc iffjc.
The alternative readings. The Supoç reading as found in the (cor-
rected) Greek text agrees with the Peshitta's rda^-ia K*<nW rd.« .=-10
TI..-VO ^3» ^J^=, except for the fact that it does not represent r^.v»,
'the Lord'. Eusebius did not want to suggest more differences between
the reading in his Greek Bible and the Syrian than those which were
relevant to the question in hand. The reading in the Armenian trans-
lation is closer to the Peshitta in this respect, but may very well have
been adapted to the reading of the lemma, which follows the Armenian
Bible. One might explain the fact that the Armenian Sopoc reading
lacks the preposition before the word Uij./Ai, 'Adin', from the influence
of Gen 2:15 or 3:23, 24 in the Syriac version (which read ^ju-.t rua*.fia;
the Armenian and Greek texts do not give a transliteration for py
here). This would imply either that the Armenian translator was influ-
enced by the Syriac Bible, or that the Greek quotation in the Catena
has been altered under the influence of the Septuagint. This is probably
too far-fetched; the form without the preposition may easily have come
into being without such external influence; it is also attested in the
tradition of the Armenian Bible.
The peculiar spelling Uij./fti (instead of b^hif, the form to be expected
as a transliteration of the Greek "Eoejx, and indeed the one found the
Armenian Bible), could also be explained on the basis of the Peshitta.
However, this case makes it clear at once that the Armenian translator
did not use a Syriac Bible to revise the Sûpoç readings, because the
same spelling is also used in the quotation from the Greek. It was the
way he thought the word should be spelled in all cases. Just as the
occurrence of 'Syriacing' forms of names elsewhere in the Armenian
Bible does not have to be explained from a direct influence of the
Peshitta, this form 'Adin' may be based on existing early Armenian
practice, which was coloured by its contacts with the Syriac-speaking
Christians and their Bible. Though the present manuscripts of the
Armenian Bible do not give the form,98 the translator may have found
it in the Armenian version he used.
97
 See, for instance, the fragments XIX and XX below.
98
 The fact that the Armenian Ephrem reads jU.if.fii (see "ty/ij. frVutf-ng, ed.
ZEYTUNIAN, second apparatus ad loc.) is not decisive, as this text may have been
translated from a Syriac original.
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As observed above, the information derived by Eusebius from his
informant is only correct if the remark that 'from the beginning' is
not in the Hebrew is taken in the sense that the Hebrew has another
reading here. One might assume that his informant interpreted the
ambiguous Hebrew expression DipD (or the Aramaic p01p"?o [TgOnq])
only in the sense of 'in' or 'from the east', and that Eusebius asked him
'does your Bible read "from the beginning"?'
VI. Ad Gen 2:23
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 312 (attributed to Eusebius in L)
Nuv, criaiv, TOÛTO JJLÓVOV a"f£V£To, TO TT|v yuvatxa ex uX£upàç TOÜ ôcvopoç
TOÙ yap Xoiuoü 1C àvopoç xaî fuvatxoç xal TOÛ VÓJJLOU TOÛ
T£)(6r|a£Tai. — , xarà x^ptv TOÛTO TtpocpT]t£Ûuiv.
It is now only, he says, that this happened, that a woman was born
from the side of a man — for hereafter she was brought forth from a
man and a woman and the custom of marriage — (this is said by Adam)
prophesying this through grace.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 306 (no attribution)
£óji[jux)(pc, GeoSotltuv «Tou-co aitocJ; ÓOTOÜV ex TCÙV ôotécùv jxou».
Symmachus, Theodotion: 'This is (only) once bone from my bones.'
C. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 48v 10-12, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 312; Mnc 48v 12,
ed. Petit, ad Cat. 306 (PG 87.1, 176C 15-D 4)
KaXôiç Oà xal TO TOÛTO vüv omoûv: to yap yuvoctxa, CTJOIV, ex TOÜ àvSpoç
i, vüv [xóvov ouveßr). Sûjjifjia^oç Ôà xal GeoÔOTlwv avTl TOÛ vûv ta
And rightly (he says) This is now bone: for that a woman, he says, was
formed out of a man, happened now only. Symmachus and Theodotion
have translated 'once' instead of the (word) now.
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 24,246-251
«Uyu i i i j j i f^ inn/;, nul^p jnuljbpuig |n'n|| II JuipJpi |i Jujpffunj
uytfi/"i/Jiuyli ij ^ iiij/.ijru/ L. uy^n^ttu: UfiJuij>nu L.
L.U (
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This is now he says, bone from my bones and flesh from my flesh.
Woman's formation out of man happened now only, and not elsewhere
as well. Symmachus and Theodotion translated even more clearly: 'This
which is only once bone from my bones.'
E. DIODORB: ed. Petit, Csl. 100 pars prima
TOÛTO vw ôaroûv ex tcöv ómwv /^lou xai càpf ex ifjç aapxóc fiotr aötrj
xAr)0rJCT£T«i jwf], cm ex TOO àvopoç aihrjç èArçipOTj. 'Ex noXXcov |xèv lativ
lôeîv rcoXXfjc ^ àpuoç fejiovca xöv 'A5à[A, ofy f}xiaia 8è xal ex TOUUCOV. Tt]v
yap yuvatxa TtXarcofiévTiv èÇ athoü oùx £l§£v uwc yàp ÙTCVWV; 'Yrcô 5è
TOO 0EOÜ upoc£V£)(6£Ïaav auto) ènÉyvco, itpotprixtxcótspov Eincbv cbç oùxétt i^
xöv atrtóv tpóuov jevriaeiai iÇ àvôpoç, öauep T) Eöa èÇ aötou. TOÛTO
cpTjai vüv óaTOÖv ex iüv oaiüv /xou. JVüv [lóvov -coöxo yE-yovóc, cbç xai
xai ©soSotlwv ripjiriveuaav «loûto auaÇ ôoioûv ix TCUV ócitiSv
IAOU». Ta yàp aXXa èÇ av§pöc xai yuvaixóc, xai too vó[xou ioü ya^ixoü.
10
 Aià ti oè vvv ex nXeupac; "Iva \ir\ [xóvov uavtcov twv iv it5 ßta> vo[iiÇo(xévcov
xaXwv, àXX' rf>T[ naipoç xal [XT)tpôç upoTijxcuaiv àXXriXouç oi etc aapxa
(LiÉaV £VOU[JL£VOl.
This is now bone from my bones and flesh from my flesh; this one will
be called 'wife', as she was taken out of her man. One may see from
15
 many things that Adam was full of mighty grace, above all from these
(words) as well. For he had not seen that his wife was formed out of
himself, for how (would that have been possible) if he was sleeping?
But he recognized that she was brought to him by God, as he said,
more prophetically, that woman would no longer come into existence in
20
 the same way, out of man, like Eve out of him. For This, he said, is now
bone from my bones. This has happened now only, as both Symmachus
and Theodotion translated: 'This is (only) once bone from my bones,'
since for the rest (woman comes into existence) from a man and a
woman and the custom of marriage. For what reason then is she now
25
 (taken) from a rib? In order that those who unite themselves to one
flesh prefer each other not only to all the things which are considered Gen 2:24
good in life, but even to (their) father and mother.
Discussion
Textual tradition. Procopius' text is a close parallel to the Armenian
translation. He has left out the lemma, as he had already cited the
verse before, and may have reformulated Eusebius' text slightly. In the
manuscripts of the Catena the alternative reading is not given together
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with the rest of Eusebius' comment; the catenist may have taken the
hexaplaric information from another source, such as the margin of the
Bible manuscript he used. As the alternative reading is adduced by
Eusebius only as additional evidence, it was not impossible to omit
it when quoting him. However, its place in the Armenian translation,
Procopius, and Diodore makes clear that it originally formed part
of Eusebius' text. The Armenian translation and Procopius lack two
elements that may have formed part of the original text as well: the
mention of the custom of marriage and the idea that Adam was speaking
prophetically." Both elements are found in the Catena, and they are
elaborated in Diodore's text. However, the parallel construction of the
Armenian and Procopius—both without these elements—, and the fact
that the Catena appears to be a less reliable witness here since it has
split up Eusebius' text, make this assumption less plausible. The text
in the Catena may be considered a 'second wording': a reformulation
of Eusebius' text with some extra elements that are not found in
the Armenian text. A more evident example of this phenomenon is
discussed on pages 214-215.
The question at issue. On the basis of the word now in the Septu-
agint, Eusebius explains that the formation of a woman from Adam's
rib was a non-recurring event. He sustains this with a quotation from
Symmachus and Theodotion. In the more elaborate form that makes
it explicit that afterwards both a man and a woman were necessary in
order to produce new human beings, this explanation was accepted by
Diodore and John Chrysostom.100
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma in the Armenian texts
agrees with the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible (except that it reads
uytfif with several manuscripts instead of the editor's choice uy<fJ^l/,
a word with the same meaning, 'now'). The body of the commentary
in A, B, C, and D does not yield variant readings. On the basis of its
role in the commentary and its occurrence in A, C, and D, it can be
established that the word vûv (and perhaps also touto) formed part of
Eusebius' Greek Bible. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
99
 For the idea that Adam was speaking prophetically, cf. Theophilus, Ad Au-
tolycum 2.28, ed. GRANT, 70-72.
100 The latter gives the interpretation both in Sermones in Genesim 6.2, PG
54, 606,36-607,6 and in his Homiliae in Genesim 15.3, PG 53, 122,51-123,9. It
is not clear whether he followed the second wording or Diodore. The fact that he
ascribes the alternative reading to ütepoc; ip(XT)veutir|C may indicate that he had no
written source at hand.
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The alternative reading. The reading attributed to Symmachus and
Theodotion is also found in the uncial Ra M (seventh century),101 but
this manuscript assigns louto aua£ to Symmachus only.
VII. Ad Gen 2:23
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 314 (no attribution)
To 'Eßpa'ixöv oùx lye.i "fwfj, àXXà siaoc ôaaétùç, o
xal toüto [jiaXXov axóXouBov öoxel elvai.
The Hebrew does not have wife, but 'heisa '—pronounced with rough-
ness—, which means 'of man'. And this seems to be more consistent.
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 39,697-703
« J i n , l | i i J ,ni | | i l[[!l i , i|]i jum'lil, |npJ1; inn HM mul,: u.iiiii iiilijiujtn jiilli l~. '"/"ƒ
'/iniiVi nijliiijijili liiijl.iiijji Iffîb ij/i Jinn-lit fufJi/t t: *»/(_ "ƒ" jkppuytijfiii ""'t»
f^nJli ^lïfii £. ij^i JJi tp i/injiipi, L. j>ullniji juifLbffij I f l i l i l i uirufcuj^ t
iijiiijl,!! ƒ! Jfinfëb iffi:
one wiW be called 'wife', as she was taken out of her man, he
says. Something here is not clear. Now for this reason she will be called
'wife', because she is (taken) out of her man. What he says in Hebrew,
however, is clearer, for (there) it is said: 'Man was one' and 'because a
wife was taken out of man,' like one out of one.
C. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 100 pars altera
To jjiévcoi Aörrj xArjörjasrat yuvrj, dn ex wü àvÔpoç aÙTfjç èXf}<p8r), où
Soxet -uva awÇeiv àxoXouBlav. El yàp èitEtôr) rcXeupà xou 'ASàjji f) Eua, ôià
toùto juvrj, al [lE-cà xaûia yuvalxec âpa oùx eialv ex TCÙV àv8pwv. 'AXXà
tapa TOÙÇ èpptrivEUaavtac -co a9àX[j.a çaal yeyEvfjcBar (xr) yàp elprixÉvai
*T)v ypa<pf]v T'iivr^, àXX' «f| avBpwuoç». «TIa{a}a» JJLÈV "j-àp ôvo(jiàÇ£i tôv
v ôaautaTT) itpocpopâ xfjç cpcovfiç ^pcùjjLÉvr), «;l£aaàh» 6è TT)V Euav,
TOÛ àvGpcùitou. Kal TOÜTÓ JJLOI ÔOXEÎ [xâXXov lyzw àxoXouBtav.
scripsi (litteram a. delevit editor); TIa{a} éd., vide apparatum ad loc. \ b scripsi;
uaoà éd., vide apparatum ad loc.
101
 Cf. Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc., to be completed by ed.
PETIT, Cat. 306. On the attestation in John Chrysostom, not recorded by WEVERS,
see the preceding note.
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Yet the (sentence) This one will be called 'wife', as she was taken out of
her man, does not seem to maintain consistency. For if (it is) because
Eve is the rib of Adam, that (she is called) 'wife', the wives afterwards 10
are still not (taken) out of the men. They say, however, that an error
happened to the translators, for that Scripture had not said wife, but
'woman'. For it calls man 'his', using a rough pronunciation, and Eve
'hiessa', out of man. And this seems to me to be more consistent.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The text in the Catena seems to be truncated: it
mentions only the transliteration of the Hebrew word for woman; the
Armenian text, though, seems to make clear that it had also the
transliteration for 'man', like Diodore's text. The Armenian translator
mistook the transliteration ÊIÇ for the Greek numeral 'one',102 yet tries
to make sense of the reading which results. From the order of the text,
however, it is still clear that Diodore followed Eusebius closely here.
A problem is the translation of ôaaéwç (in A) or 5aauta-:Ti upotpopc*
xfiç <pa>vfjç (C). According to Petit, this may be an indication of the
redoubling of the sin, which would mean that Diodore used the term
mistakenly.103 There are, however, at least two other possibilities: it
might be an indication of the pronunciation of the sin as opposed to the
usual sigma, or it may be an indication of some aspiration or colouring
of the (first) vowel. Contemporary sources seem to support the latter
suggestion. Compare for example this text from the dedication of
Callinicus' Vita Hypatii:10*
'EvaXXaijac aùtcôv àyài xod BtopocoaàiiEvoç 8aa xatà tT)v tcöv Sûptùv oiàXextov xal
t^iv jcpoooûaav autolç 6aaûtT)v èBoxet itpôç tf|v auvi?|9T) i?]iJAv 8tï]XXàx8ou çtovriv, tout
Êati TOÜ T) OTOixelou elç tö EI (jtstaßoXf|V f\ toû u> eîc tô o r\ to àvâmxXw.
I have changed and amended of these the things that, according to the way
of speaking of the Syrians and the roughness belonging to them, seemed to be
different from our accustomed sound, that is, the change of the 'phoneme' T) to
EI, of the to to o, or the other way round.
Bartelink thinks the author of this text means the strong aspiration,
which exerts its influence on the following vowel too.105 The h used
102
 See PETIT, note a to Cat. 307 (p. 210).
103
 See note d to Csl. 100 (p. 104).
104
 Ed. BARTELINK (SC 177), 64-66.
105
 Callinicos: Vie d'Hypatios, ed. BARTELINK (SC 177), 66 n. 1. See also LID-
DELL—SCOTT, Greek-English Lexicon, 370 s.w. BaauypacpMo, oaauvco, Bocaóc, and
Saoiitric; and cf. John Chrysostom, Fragmenta in leremiam ad 31:2, PG 64, 969D 8-
9 on the Hebrew word Dn (warmth): to fàp &\i xatà tTjv 'Eßpaltüv cpcüvriv Baauvo(ASVOV,
9ep[AOv sari.
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in Jerome's explanation of this wordplay (heis/hessa),106 is probably a
way of indicating the same phenomenon. This is why I have followed
this transliteration in my translation of the Greek texts.
The question at issue. The Septuagint's This one will be called 'wife',
as she was taken out of her man, is unclear—or rather inconsistent, the
Greek texts suggest that the word (ôcv)axoXou0oç was used—, since one
expects that &u, 'as', will introduce the reason why Eve is called yuvri,
but apparently it does not. Eusebius explains that this is a problem in
the Greek text only. The Hebrew text has a play on words here, which
has not been reproduced by the Septuagint: man is 2TK and woman
TON. The Septuagint uses the completely different words yuvr| and
acvTJp (in order to indicate this, I have chosen the translations 'wife' and
'man' instead of 'woman' and 'man'). Eusebius gives a transliteration
of the Hebrew and explains the feminine form as (otTco too) àvôpomou,
'(out) of man', to make his point clear.
Iso'dad does not cite Eusebius' text, yet he might have been inspired
by it; he explains the play on words in the Hebrew text by using the
Syriac word for 'man', K>H=i^, and a highly unusual feminine form of
it, rrtxvaXi107 A closer parallel is found in one of Jacob of Edessa's
letters. He cites an unknown text of Eusebius (who is named explicitly)
in which he uses a transliteration of the Hebrew wordplay to prove that
Hebrew must have been the primeval language.108
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma in the Armenian text
agrees with the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible. On the basis of
its role in the commentary and its attestation in all witnesses, the
word yuvri can be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest of his text
remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. This is one of the few texts in which
Eusebius gives a transliteration of Hebrew words. His source may be
Eusebius of Caesarea, Origen, or perhaps even Symmachus' version
without intermediary, if the latter indeed combined transliteration
and translation.109 Unlike Origen,110 however, the Emesene and the
Caesarean do not deal with the supposed derivation of m&K, 'woman',
106
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 5.
107
 Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VosTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 72,1-6 (tr. VAN DEN
EYNDE, 77,17-22).
108
 'Two Epistles of Mär Jacob, Bishop of Edessa', ed. WRIGHT, n^. French
translation of NAU in 'Traduction des lettres XII et XIII', 274. See also BUYTAERT,
L'héritage, 37* and 73*-74*; discussion on 33-34.
109
 Cf. Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.; Cat. 307; and Jerome's
explanation (see note 106 above).
110
 A survey of Origen's remarks on this text in DE LANGE'S edition of the Letter
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from NC3, 'to take' (which is found also in Theodotion), nor do they
give the word àvOplç, which was coined by Symmachus. This is why
Eusebius, if he has based himself on a written source at all, must have
used his namesake rather than Origen or Symmachus. The Caesarean
writes the following in his Praeparatio Ev'angelica:111
'H Be Tfuvri, iitel-Ttep 6.IpT|-cou ex too &v8po<; etXfjcflat, xai tTjv upooTifOptav emxoivuva
tQ> av&pr £<jaa yap r\ fuvTi Xefetat. Ttap' aùxoîç, ciaTtep eic ó àvrip.
As to woman, because it is said that she was taken from man, she also shares
her name with man, for woman is called 'hessa' among the (Hebrews), as man
(is called) 'heis'.
Note, however, that Eusebius of Caesarea does not say anything on a
'rough' pronunciation. This makes my transliteration tentative here,
and points to the possibility that the data concerning the Hebrew were
transmitted orally to the Emesene, either by his namesake, who was,
after all, one of his teachers, or by an informant.
VIII. Ad Gen 3:5
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 449 11. 15-16 (mixed attribution)
'Ev 6a TCO 'Eßpaixö cpaai 5ià tô3v autov •ypacpeaoai tö «6eoc» xai «6£ol»" |
tivàç oüv <«x>ç 6eôç» àvéjvoùaav.
They say that in the Hebrew (text) 'God' and 'gods' are written with
the same (characters); | some have read (this expression) as: 'like God'.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 62r 13-15, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 449 (PG87.1, 224A
1-4)
'Ev Sa toi 'Eßpalxö cpaai Sià töv autöv ^pàtpEoôai ypa^(jLatcùv tó «9eöc»
xai «6eot»' | toiyapoüv TO "EasaOs &><; ôsoi, TIVÈÇ «ùç Oeoç» avéyvcoaav.
They say that in the Hebrew (text) 'God' and 'gods' are written with
the same (characters); f for that reason some have read the (expression)
you will be like gods as: 'like God'. 5
C. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 452 11. 1-2 (attributed to Didymus) — cf.
Procopius: Mnc 62r 17-18, ed. Petit, ibidem (PG 87.1, 224A 6-9)
'flq dç Se, âTteiÔT] xai ó SiaßoXoc oùx élue «0Eol», àXX' a>ç öeot', 6eöv tà^a
êautóv xal TT)V èauxoû atpaxiàv.
to Africanus (SC 302), 575-578. Apart from giving a discussion in the Letter to
Africanus, Origen also explains the play on words in his Commentary on Matthew.
111
 Praeparatio Evangelica 11.6.18; ed. MRAS (GE 8.2), 16,8-10; ed. FAVRELLE-
DES PLACES (SC 292), 78.
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Like one, because also the devil did not say 'gods', but 'like gods', Gen 3:22
probably calling himself a god, as well as his host.
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 32,513-33,548
r*uff ujinnniuiÀuli ujutl, liuiiT UtumnLutfr |jnfy''/;ni|/i*li ' / ;;>ii / l i i i i i jj i / iJi^>
*fbnju ujrL.ujliitp'L iLpkuif^ jt dîupP pJuAiuii^ pk Jpiupujp pgk k
puiiji/Zupujp. inii/.'/i ƒ?(; jkppuijkgp pLphpgnLuiimjb lfiupij.fl Juin ftp
^uyij.: i / i f i i j , n^ijflipf^p^b ppp^L ifiuumnLUjftu' nilujbjt ppph- a^uutnuuif
, iji/imui Lufrkuii oLujU' bpk CuiLuiuuip UtUUinL&Tij Li'l'p^p-P'
yb' fik ppph uiuuinLuiitu, i p i i p i n î l i i i i l f luukpjj P^ uiuuinLuiirji
pdu'fj'ul'- ^ufblp iflinpp'ii Çkw ifliniJJiJp lutlLuii uiufc Utuinniuià.
U»q_ujLr bnL jif'pl' pJ|i J" iflfiij»: Ot puHiuiuplfnLli gunning pi; *^"i^ p
r^, uyi /?t /'P/7'1 uiuuimuiir^: lAuuinuua' ( 33 ) pkpL.u qiublfb
10
 H"tkr h l/11/1 IJlULpUllfLUllull. pul] lltlllltlnflllf Çkcfilkui^ IjUtlf-Ullf 11
np^> iiilfii nLbkfö1 uiuwniuiiru fjfukpij, Cbtfbkuii L ij^pujUuiuplfnLU
«pppL. ijifp p l/fli^ tijt», ipnpjuîbuil^ uiutspy pi; iJïijL., L. iflu^lf
piini/JtuA tj-pufkguiL, npnLiTifiupP kp uîbJujÇ jJîlib£pkjU>uinni.(rnj ^pi
'[mijl,tui l i i . lim i f f i i i / i r i i i i i A i i i i ï ï i l t i i i i i n i i itihlii Hinnimmt) ibnu., j>uJljnn u. n*
^5 puuUuuiplfnib. li. j i i l l i i f î i i Ç f n p I î l i l ; ujliuip i i i l i l j i i n :
Uppuijkgp naii utumg' pk jbppuijbgp^j jj; c fy i / i iu j . uj^iu Uii^ujiT hr|L jij 'pl i
1jJ|i fi J^U^, uJJLjippli- qifji n^ np jJiUpj. /i Uiuinniuifr npnj uin_/iiiij /ii/f, fi
*-iuii_pk nLLk^ijl^liujiiu IL qtf.pinni.ppLb mtflsliuijiip' ^P-f FUJ3 J''P"rL"J'
Pulf jujunpng niiujlijt, npufk" "- p ilkpniifù fy«y pUphn^Unih, L nJujUji
20
 utjuujku- UJ^UJ UitLuiiT hqL J'ppli- 1^p> tfnpjujbuilf iniiLpij pk J_t J'MJL n^
" i i i j i i n i i n i M l i . ujyi |t";i,j.'(i iii*/iA|il/ ni'/iji fij liiiuliiiipju'li' ijnp gujblfUjgujLU. U.'tiii
UtrLuitf tn/l qil^i jltboliiik nLbki^qiLpinnLpfiLU puipinjb L. jjiipp:
Now the (expressions) 'gods' or 'God' are written with the same char-
acters, and when written in isolation, it is impossible to know whether
25
 it is singular or plural. They say it may be known in the arrangement
of the Hebrew discourse. Now some have read (the words) you will be
tike gods as expressing 'like God', imagining this: 'you will be equal
to God'. Others, however, have understood this (expression) like gods
in the sense of saying 'you will be gods', (but this is not right) for
30
 after this, God says in addition to it: 'See, Adam has become like one
of us,' and the devil did not say: 'you (will be) gods', but 'like gods'. Gen 3:22
Probably he called himself a god, as well as his hosts. God, however,
deriding Adam and Eve, who cherished the hope of becoming gods,
said, deriding the devil as well: 'he has become like one of us', in the
35
 sense of saying: 'he did not'. And he happened to obtain a mortal
nature, he for whom it had been possible to become immortal, if he
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had stood by God's commandment. He wished to become a god, (but)
he did not become a god—for neither (did) the devil—and he fell out
of immortality.
A Hebrew said that in the Hebrew it is not written: See, Adam has 40
become like one of us, but 'like someone who (originated) from me'.
And a god who has to receive the possession of life and knowledge from
the Father does not exist, except for the Son.
Among the Syrians, some read as it is in our (text), and others in
this manner: 'See, Adam has become like one', in the sense of saying: 45
there is no refuge with any other, but he himself has authority over
himself, which he desired. 'See, Adam has become one, to have by
himself knowledge of good and evil.'
Discussion
Textual tradition. Small traces of the long text in Armenian have been
preserved in Greek. There are no important differences, but it should
be noted that the sentence 'Ev oe to 'Eßpoüxö <paci . . . would seem to be
an abridged version of Eusebius' wording. A slight problem is the word
^puAiqfi, 'because', 'for', in line 7 (29), since the sentence that follows can
only be understood as a refutation of the opinion just given. Another
problem is formed by the attributions: the first catena fragment (A) is
attributed to 'Eusebius and Theodore' in MS M, to Theodore only in
MS B; the second (C) is attributed to Didymus in manuscripts M and
B. In both cases, it is not very difficult to separate Eusebius' texts from
the remainder of the two catena fragments: apart from the agreement
with the Armenian version, it can be observed that his texts form the
last and the first lines of the larger fragments respectively. Moreover,
only the main text of the fragment Cat. 449 has points in common with
the Syriac translation of Theodore, and only the large second part of
Cat. 452 may be traced in the Toura Papyrus. — Eusebius expresses
the idea found in lines 12-15 (35-39) of the Armenian text also in his
first homily De Hominis Assumptione.112
The question at issue. Eusebius tells us that the Hebrew word crn^H
may be interpreted as a plural or a singular. This serves to explain that
some have read the serpent's statement that Adam and Eve would
be like gods (<bc 6eoi) as 'like God (&c 6eoc)'. He goes on to stress
the importance of the presence of the word à>ç; God said 'Adam has
112
 De Hominis Assumptions 1.3, in: La collection de Troyes, ed. BuYTAERT,
363,22-25.
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become like one of us' in Gen 3:22, and not simply 'has become one of
us'; likewise, the serpent did not leave out this word. Probably it is an
argument for Eusebius to support his interpretation of Gen 3:22 as an
ironical remark. The issue which plays a role here in the background
is the translation of the Greek 1C or the Hebrew fD: is it partitive or
separative? One group of exegetes chooses the former option. When
they connect Gen 3:5 to Gen 3:22, they are obliged to say that God
was speaking ironically in Gen 3:22, deriding Adam, or to take the
sentence as a reference to Adam's position before he fell.113 In addition
to Eusebius, Theodore,114 Ephrem,115 and others116 defend the idea
that the sentence is meant ironically; as Didymus called the defendants
of this thesis 'ol rcoXXol',117 we may suppose that it was widespread.
Didymus himself states that èÇ is separative here: man became like the
one who fell out of the divine world, that is, he became like the devil.
This is Origen's opinion as well.118
Eusebius does mention the possibility that èÇ is separative, but in
quite a different sense. He connects this interpretation to the Hebrew
text, to which he attributes the reading 'like someone who (originated)
from me', 'one who (is) out of me'. As this tradition reads 'me' instead of
'us'—an issue not dealt with as such here—it is difficult to understand
the separative sentence in any other way than 'being dependent in
origin'. For Eusebius, the expression as a whole can refer only to
Christ. In the last paragraph of the Armenian text, he gives yet another
interpretation; it is found among the Syrians, he says, of whom some
have a reading which is not in line with the Septuagint. This particular
reading takes fD in the same sense as the second interpretation, but as
the preposition is followed by a third person singular and preceded by
a pause, it is taken as reference to the independent position Adam has
attained, knowing by himself what is good or bad. Eusebius does not
make a choice between the three options.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The short quotations of Gen 3:5
and Gen 3:22 in the Greek texts do not yield variants. The quotations
113
 Cf. Augustine, De Genesi ad Litteram 11.39.53, ed. ZYCHA (CSEL 28.1), 374.
114
 See the fragment Cat. 449 11. 4-14, and the Syriac translation: 'Interpretation
(du Livre) de la Genèse', ed. TONNEAU, 52-53.
115
 Commentant in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 45,16-20.
116
 See ALEXANDRE, Le commencement du livre, 330.
117
 Commentant in Gen., 108,19-20, ed. NAUTIN-ÜOUTRELEAU, 1 (SC 233), 254.
Didymus devotes a long discussion to this subject (pp. 254-256), part of which is
also found in Cat. 452 11. 3-25.
118
 Commentant in lohannem 32.233, ed. BLANC, 5 (SC 385), 284; Homiliae in
Ezechielem 1.9, ed. BORRET (SC 352), 76.
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in the Armenian text also agree with the Septuagint, but with the
Armenian Bible as well. On the basis of its role in the commentary
and its attestation in C and D, the phrase cbc Oeoi of Gen 3:5 can
be established as Eusebius' reading. The comment also suggests that
Eusebius must have read the sentence 'A5ac|i yeyovev 6ç sic èÇ ^[juöv of
verse 22 in his Greek Bible.
The alternative readings. Eusebius is informed correctly about the
ambiguity of the Hebrew word DTI'TM, which is an indication for 'gods'
and for 'God'. His source may be an informant knowing Hebrew: apart
from the word cpoccl in the Greek texts, which might have been added
to the text when it was joined to Theodore's, the sentence 'They say it
may be known in the arrangement of the Hebrew discourse' (lines 3-4
(25-26) in the Armenian text) clearly points to this. The same holds
for the second remark on the Hebrew text, which is not attested in
Greek. Here 'a Hebrew' told Eusebius about the reading of the Hebrew
text of Gen 3:22. This remark is also rather a matter of interpretation
than of textual criticism, although it should be noted that Eusebius'
informant may have read ''JDD instead of 13DD. Jewish sources usually
give a third person here.119
In the last paragraph of the Armenian text, Eusebius states that
two readings of Gen 3:22 are found 'among the Syrians': one like the
Septuagint—this is also the text of the Peshitta—, and another one
which explains 13DD as 'out of himself', and places a pause before this
word instead of after it. This is one of the places which makes clear
that Eusebius is not using a full Greek translation of the Bible made
by some Syrian, but translates ad hoc from his own—and here also
someone else's—Syriac text. The reading is in fact similar to the one
in Targum Onqelos.120 According to Genesis Rabba, it would seem
to have been Akiba's opinion also.121 It must be assumed that some
Targum readings, or at least Rabbinic interpretations, were known
among early Syrian exegetes.122
119
 Cf. SALVESEN, Symmachus in the Pentateuch, 18.
120 XgOnq reads B'ai 3» STD1? ,TJD KD^ÏS TTT iTO DIM «n. Cf. also TgNeof
and TgPs-Jon.
121
 See GenR 21:5, éd. THEODOR-ALBECK, 1, 200. The interpretation is also re-
flected in Symmachus' reading, as found in the uncial Ra M, see Genesis, ed.
WEVERS, second apparatus ad 3:22: "I6e ó 'ASa(x féfovev ô(xoû étcp' iautoû fivcoaxsiv
xaXôv xa'i Ttovripov. His wording is not as close to the reading quoted by Eusebius
as that of Onqelos.
122
 Compare the discussion on pages 80-81 above, and the discussion of the Sûpo;
reading of Gen 22:13 below on page 331 (fragment xxxvn).
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IX. Ad Gen 3:21
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 186 (ad Gen 2:2; no attribution)
'Eßpaloi Xéyouaiv El xaténavas if\ rifiépçi tfj eßoojj,^, Ttercoirjxé -et xai èv
aotfj.
Hebrews say: If he rested on the seventh day, he made something on Gen 2:2
this (day), too.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 444 (no attribution in B, attributed to
Diodore in M)
Xnavaç ospp/xdvouc frr) -cf)v aapxot vóei xocOàrcep tivéç — avco yap &TOX£
êcpY] 611 Xovv Xttßuv ana trjf yfji; STrAaasv ó 0£Ôf TOW avdptonov — , aXX'
ÖVTCOC ^itwvac 8ep[xai:tvouc, oöc eSwxev aùtoîç ó 0eoç, ex TCÙV àpprittov aù-coû
ÖTjaaupóuv xataaxeuàaaç. Oô5è yàp Bel Çr|T:eîv O6sv, àXX' ÔTI l7iolT)aev,
5
 BEIXVÓCOV ÔTI ypffai tô OVTJIOV ifjç çûaewç, ifjç àtTtô iwv Ijjiaxlcov ßoT)06i.ac.
(The expression) clothes of skin does not mean 'the flesh', according
to what some (say) — for above he had once said: 'Having taken dust Gen 2:7
from the earth, God formed man.' — but (they are) really clothes of
skin, which God gave them, (clothes which) he had supplied from his
10
 undisclosed stores. For one must not investigate from what, but that
he had made them, showing (thereby) that the mortal (part) of nature
needs the help of clothing.
C. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 61r 5-11 (PG 87.1, 220A 6-15)
Kod ènoirjasv xûpioç ó öeóf T<Ü 'Aôàf* ^ttcuvaç ôepfxaTtVouf. Nexpàv ax£jtr|v
w vexpcoôévxi 6ià xr)v àfiap-ctav nvèç 5é, xaOàTcep etpTycat Ttpotepov,
tfjç cpoaecoç etpaoav véxpwaiv TIVÈÇ Se 5r)Xoùv oit xaiEve^SÉvtsç elç
<puaiv TOC tfjç 0VT)Tfjç èvsvoouv (puaecoç alc6o[i£voi tfjç yu(jivcûC£Cùç. Xat
e, çaalv, aùîotç ^ ttovaç 0£pp.on;ivovç- oùx àuo ünoxetpiévou àXX' obç
ex [if) OVTCÙV. Ilâiç oöv d ye TT) eßdopr) xatéitavaev àno mxvta>v
the Lord God made clothes of skin for Adam. He made a dead
covering for the one who is mortified by sin. As said before, however,
10
 some said (that they represented) the mortality of nature; others,
though, (said that they) indicated that after having descended into
mortal nature, (Adam and Eve) thought of the things of mortal nature,
as they took notice of their nakedness. And, they say, he made clothes
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of skin, not from existent matter, but, like all things, from the non-
Gen 2:2 existent. How is that if he really rested from all his works on the seventh ^
(day)?
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 32,503-512
Di "'j"l nJf'ii^ujrLufigk'iinguj. *>iu'/ii(/.jiiUi i/Zu t^q i^u. „pui'/ii^ i (152) npuf^u
jinn uifuiiinjlili uiuuigfl, II^LIUJ l> iSiii^/fiij/iiiiiynt. '^liniƒ(/ƒ»'(! if jiViiH^/fini/ifi |iinji-
ItilujU^ uiii/i/i, ijyi i/«7t jli-ß'libpnfiif.Ji uiinifüi Çintnjl.iui '/.mum imY,
L. ft luim ffu^ (J-HfiaiuiiJ. "liuu mi in'/iji/j mu/; T"/i/> /?£ «HLUUimpbujg
il^ jmiiupll i|l,l|l.|iii|n| |l l| linlülii n jll I j lf npAii |il|i»: 5
What did he make for them? Clothes of skin. For, as I said before, after
they had descended into mortal nature, they thought of (the things of)
Gen 2:2 nature. Some say: if God rested on the seventh day, he nevertheless
Gen 2:2 made something on it. And see, Scripture says: God completed all his
works on the sixth day. 1°
E. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 33,549-34,559
«Di iii[iui|i uil,|i U.MIIMII iiiiY Sinli!| I,|IAII il!ir.||l.i|ljni IJ,r| ini(iii| L Ui ii i j | i<>: llidiili.p
^Ill/Ill /i)IA II I/l/l^/l/.!!/,/Ill lll/lllllf/Jl/lll/l Illll/f/l. 'IJ/'| ^C /I ' /A" /7 f / /J ''/'^', lll'l'l''
jnLbcfw' LL n* i/iiiini//// c/iu, jytubnn pniiii ujuç iffc /iin/ii ntnjunupuli umurw',
L. iiuijiii n^iîi^ lii ƒ? "Llip^pu ujfilf: lAy^ ^UJlujJi, ( 34 ) npu^u jtun.iufiuif.njli
ll>»fl.llƒƒ^ ƒ?£ nililni'ili fi tfùj^lftiîUujgni punLJdfiLU, L. ft ilLfiliinjtll.iiîlîli
i/inii'/i i-'/iiii W/.iii/i'/i, «Lhnuin ^ujun.fefiau ilujililjnffiju» n) h 'ÏinLiffnj
ujH-UjOh /iiiiiii, uyi nnujfcu nujulïbujjb /i^j* ' 10*^14j^:
And tie Lord God made clothes of skin for Adam and Eve. Some say
the clothes of skin (are) bodies. This is not fitting, because if they had
no skin, they were no human beings either, for Scripture says (God) 10
cf Gen 2:7 formed the body first, and brought in the spirit afterwards. But since—
as I said before—, when they had fallen into mortal nature, they were
mourning, in their nakedness, because of their nature, ie made clothes
of skin, not from some matter which existed before, but out of nothing,
as everything. l5
F. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 118
"Eviot TT)v oàpxa cpao'tv elvai toùç ^ttcovaç toùç SepfwcttVouc, xaxwç vooûvcsç.
IIpô yàp TOUTOU <pr)aiv ó Mcoafjç- Koci ênXtxaev 6 6eàç TOV avopconov %oüv
ànà ifjç •j'f)?. Nuvl ôè èTtetÔT) TT)V yu(JivOTT)Ta auvtévTeç xal alÔeaOévTeç aie'
aÙTfj, çiuAAa auxrjic êppa^av, ôtôcoaiv OCOTOÏÇ ó 0eôç ^ticôvaç, ex TCÜV
aÔToù 9T)oaupwv xaTaaxeuàaaç. Oûôè yàp 6ei CTJTEÏV Ö9ev, àXX' OTI
T
° 0VT1TOV TTJÇ çûaeœç, TTJÇ àito TCÛV IfiaTicùv ßoT)0Eiac.
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Some say the clothes of skin are the flesh, thinking in the wrong way.
For before this, Moses says: 'God formed man, dust from tie earth. ' Gen 2:7
Now, however, after they had sewed leaves of the fig-tree together as Gen 3:7
10 they became aware of their nakedness and were ashamed of it, God
gives them clothes (which) he had supplied from his undisclosed stores.
For one must not investigate from what, but that he had made them,
having shown (thereby) that the mortal (part) of nature needs the help
of clothing.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian translation deals with this verse in
three places. Above I cite only the text which contains a parallel to the
supposed 'Eßpoüoc reading in catena fragment A, that is, fragment D,
and the text most closely related to it, fragment E. The third instance
can be found in Eusebius' commentary on Gen 2:25.123 Although
partially the same is said in D and E, their location does not seem
unnatural; each has its place in the composition of the commentary, as
I shall elucidate in the section concerning the content of this fragment.
Procopius first gives two opinions from others in lines 1-3 (8-10);
the first one seems to refer to the opinion disputed by Eusebius, that
the clothes of skin refer to the bodies, whereas his second sentence
describes another common opinion.124 He goes on to combine elements
which can be found in the two fragments of the Armenian translation
of Eusebius. The first sentence (tivèç §è ÖTjXoüv ... yufivcooecuc = others
• . . nakedness) has its closest parallel in D, but the same thought is
expressed in E. Its last words may have been added by Procopius as
an elucidation. A very close parallel of the next sentence (Kat i-Ko(f\ct
• . . ôv-ccùv = And he made . . . non existent) is found in E, whereas
the final one has a counterpart in D. Especially in the first part of
his emtofiTJ, Procopius often composed his commentary by taking one
sentence from one text and one sentence from another text. Therefore,
it is more plausible to assume that he worked in this fashion here as
well, combining the two Eusebian texts to a new unit, rather than that
the Armenian .translator was in a creative mood, making two texts
from one Vorlage.
The catena fragment A is added to the manuscripts as a (marginal)
gloss to Gen 2:2. Its content is only the confrontation between Gen 2:2
123
 Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 24,270-25,281.
4
 See ALEXANDRE, Le. commencement du livre, 328.
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and 3:21. The relocation of an element like this is not unusual in the
Catena; in this case it is quite understandable because it contains
information on verse 2:2. However, the result is confusing because in
this very short catena fragment all connection to Gen 3:21 has been
lost, so that it seems that God's resting is the question at issue. On
the attribution to 'Eßpouot, see the section 'The Alternative Reading'
below. The other catena fragment, B, poses the main textual problem.
It is only handed down in the manuscripts B and M. In M it is
attributed to Diodore, but this attribution may be due to the fact
that this manuscript combined the Catena proper with the Collectio
Coisliniana. In the latter collection, a close parallel to the catena
fragment is found under the name of Diodore (fragment F above). The
compiler of the text of MS M took the attribution from the Collectio
Coisliniana, but with regard to the text itself, he adopted the very
close parallel to Diodore's wording from the Catena. This procedure
is understandable, especially if we consider that the fragment in the
Catena was probably anonymous, as it is in MS B.125 This still leaves
us with the question of the authorship of fragment B. The text differs
too much from Diodore's for one to say right away that he is the
author (there are differences in wording and the catena fragment does
not refer to Gen 3:7). On the basis of the Armenian translation and
its parallels in Procopius, it cannot be proven that Diodore's model
Eusebius is the author either; the first part, which opposes the idea
that the clothes of skin would be the flesh by referring to Gen 2:7, does
indeed find a counterpart in E, yet the second part goes much further
than the Armenian text in answering the problem of the provenance of
the clothes of skin.
There are more instances where a 'second wording' of Eusebius' ex-
egesis appears to exist. These texts usually contain additional elements
which may very well be Eusebian, but which do not have a parallel in
the Armenian translation. In the case of fragment iv on Gen 2:6, a com-
parable 'second wording' could be assigned to Theodore of Mopsuestia
(see page 188 above). In the case of Gen 3:21, however, Theodore's
commentary is preserved,126 and this text gives no cause to attribute
catena fragment B to him. Now two possibilities remain: B was either
composed by another, unknown, kindred spirit, or it was, after all,
written by Eusebius himself. In the latter case, one has to assume that
125
 See PETIT, note a to Csl. 118 (pp. 120-121).
126
 Greek text: ed. PETIT, Csl. 120; Syriac version: 'Interprétation (du Livre) de
la Genèse', ed. TONNEAU, 50-51 (fol. 2v 5-25), tr. 59-60.
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it has been taken from another work by Eusebius, or from another
place within the Commentary; in this instance, Gen 2:25 would be a
possible location, as Eusebius mentions the clothes here (see above).
There is much to be said in favour of this solution. The 'second word-
ings' are indeed often found when alternative locations for comments
can be found, and the idea that the Armenian translator operated in
an economical fashion is not altogether improbable. However, the way
in which the opinion which we have learned to be that of Eusebius is
introduced in the catena fragment should make one cautious in this
instance.
The question at issue. In Eusebius' exegesis of this verse I distinguish
four—or, if fragment B is of Eusebian authorship, five—elements. In the
composition as preserved in the Armenian translation, fragment D has
its place in a long commentary on Gen 3:2-7. Eusebius has just dealt
with the opening of the eyes in verse 5 and 7. He has explained that
Adam and Eve became aware of their nakedness and were ashamed.
This is an obvious moment to introduce the clothes God provided. Now
the first step Eusebius takes in his exegesis is to explain why Adam
and Eve needed clothes. This amounts to a repetition, as Eusebius
confesses, of what he has just said, and of what he said in his comment
on Gen 2:25:m as they descended into mortal nature, they started
thinking of the things connected with mortal nature and they became
aware of their nakedness. The second element in Eusebius' exegesis is a
confrontation of Gen 3:21 with Gen 2:2. It is possible to think that the
action of Gen 3:21, the making of the clothes, took place on the seventh
day, as it happened after the formation of man. On this day, however,
God is said to have rested from his works (second part of Gen 2:2).
Eusebius simply cites the first part of Gen 2:2 in the version of the
LXX, which says that God completed all his works on the sixth day.
It is not clear whether Eusebius wants to suggest with this quotation
that the making of the clothes must have taken place on the sixth day
itself, or whether he leaves the question open.
After this digression to Gen 3:21 Eusebius returns to a problem in
Gen 3:5, which brings him to a parallel expression in Gen 3:22 (see
the next item).. In this part of the commentary, too, the tendency to
give in to the demands of the subject matter, that is, the inclination
to connect events and sayings which are related with respect to either
content or chronology, takes precedence over the principle of following
the order of the text, no doubt because of the complex structure of
127
 See note 123 above.
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these chapters. After the excursion to Gen 3:22, however, Eusebius
takes up the thread of the order of the biblical text again for a while.
He first returns to Gen 3:21, as he had not yet discussed all problems in
this verse, then goes on to deal with Gen 3:22, 3:24, and subsequently
moves to chapter 4.
In his second discussion of Gen 3:21, Eusebius states—and this is
the third element of his exegesis—that the clothes of skin should not be
identified with the human body. This identification was made by Philo,
but it was also ascribed to the Gnostics and to Origen.128 Theodoret
considers it the opinion of oi aXXr)yopT)iou.129 The fact that the body
had already been created is proven by a simple reference to Gen 2:7 in B
and F: it had already been said that man was formed. In the text which
is certainly Eusebian, E, the reasoning is a bit more complicated.130
Adam and Eve were living human beings; now according to Eusebius
this means they already had a body; God formed the body first, and
introduced the spirit afterwards. This is quite an important aspect of
his anthropology.131 Eusebius goes on to explain that they got clothes
of skin because they had become aware of their nakedness: a repetition,
again, of the first element of his exegesis. Finally, Eusebius states that
the clothes were created out of the non-existent, which is the fourth
element of his exegesis.
In Procopius' text, the problem described as Eusebius' second ele-
ment is posited in a slightly different way, because the fourth element
had just been mentioned: not the making of clothes is a difficulty, but
128
 Philo: Quaestiones in Genesim 1.53. Irenaeus refutes it as the opinion of the
Gnostics in Adversus Haereses 1.5.5, ed. ROUSSEAU—DOUTRELEAU, 1.2 (SC 264),
86-88. Epiphanias gives it as the idea of Origen in his Panarion 64.4.9, ed. HOLL-
DUMMER (GCS—E 2), 412; however, his picture of Origen's opinion is too simple.
See Origen's own words in Contra Celsum 4.40, ed. BORRET, 2 (SC 136) 288-
290; Homiliae in Leviticum 6.2, ed. BORRET, l (SC 286), 276; and especially the
fragment on Genesis 3:21, ed. PETIT, Csl. 121. On the connection with Gen 2:7, see
SIMONETTI, 'Alcuneosservazioni', 370-381. Cf. also ALEXANDRE, Le commencement
du livre, 327-328.
129
 Quaestiones in Gen. 39, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÂENZ-BADILLOS, 40-41.
He rebuts it in a way closest to the formulation of E (see below); on the other
hand, he also warns against inquiring curiously as do B and F. GUINOT'S claim
that Theodoret used Diodore is made too hasty (L'exégèse de Théodoret de Cyr,
755-756). He does not refer to Eusebius at all in this instance.
130
 The fact that B and F give a fuller citation of Gen 2:7 cannot be used to
demonstrate the priority of these texts over E: quotations were often checked or
completed from memory by those who used earlier texts.
131
 Eusebius expresses the same thought in two texts preserved in Latin: De Filio
39 (La collection de Troyes, ed. BUYTAERT, 72,9-73,3) and De Incorporali 2.9 (La
collection de Sirmond, ed. BUYTAERT, 119,15-120,3).
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especially the making out of the non-existent. Theodore of Mopsues-
tia,132 who is cited by Procopius further on, is especially interested in
this problem. In his opinion the clothes cannot have been made out of
the non-existent, as the creatio ex nihilo was restricted to the first six
days. He suggests God gave Adam and Eve the idea of using treebark.
In the fragments B and F it is stated that the clothes were taken
from God's 'undisclosed stores'; if this remark did indeed flow from
Eusebius' pen, it could be taken as an answer to the same question
(this would be the fifth element in Eusebius' exegesis of the verse):
the clothes had already been made, and were given to Adam and Eve
when they became aware of their nakedness. This agrees with Eusebius'
remarks in his commentary on Gen 2:25. The mention of God's stores
is accompanied by the typically Antiochene recommendation not to
investigate that which is not stated in Scripture.133
Quotations from the Septuagint. A longer citation of Gen 3:21—
the other texts mentioning only the clothes of skin—is found only
in C and E. C (Procopius) follows the Septuagint but does not say
xod tfj yuvouxl OCUTOÜ. The Armenian text E gives the indirect object
at the end of the sentence and says 'Eve' instead of 'his wife'. In
other respects his citation agrees with the Armenian Bible134 and the
LXX. The translator may have completed an original shorter lemma
which contained only the words Kal ènotriaev xópioc ó 9e.ôç ... ^itovaç
ÔEpjjKx-dvouç. The presence of the last two words in Eusebius' Greek
Bible can be established on the basis of their role in the comment, too.
A and C do not give the word âv in the citation of Gen 2:2 (a variant
also found in LXX manuscripts); C and D give this text in an order
different from the one in the Septuagint and (in the case of D) the
Armenian Bible. D also quotes the beginning of the verse; the text
agrees with the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible, except for the
plus 'all'. This variant is found in some manuscripts of the Armenian
Bible and in some other non-Greek witnesses as well. It is plausible
that Eusebius knew the readings if) ïxift and tfj eßSojAfl- The rest of his
reading remains uncertain. — The quotations of Gen 2:7 in B and E
are free; B adds Xocßcov and changes the order, and E, in fact, gives only
a paraphrase. Diodore (F) follows the Septuagint.
The alternative reading. On the basis of fragment A one could
suppose Eusebius also gave a 'Eßpoüoc reading. In fact, he only reports
132
 See the text cited in note 126 above.
133
 Of. KAMESAR, 'The Evaluation of the Narrative Aggada', 53-56.
134
 But note that m^p (xûpioç) here is only found in a small number of Armenian
biblical manuscripts.
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an exegetical tradition which confronts Gen 3:21 with Gen 2:2. The
attribution of a truncated and dislocated version of this text to 'Eßpoüoi
in fragment A may be an attempt to connect this tradition to some
authority, just as it is also attributed to Symmachus in a catena
manuscript of the third type (Ra 500135). It has the character of a gloss,
comparable to the note containing a reading attributed to Aquila and
Symmachus, which was written near it in the Basle manuscript ( Cat.
185).
X. Ad Gen 4:1
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 481 (no attribution)
'0 'Eßpoüoc xod ó Sûpoç: «exi;r]aàfi.r]v avBpwnov èv 0£à>», à>ç àvcraôevtoç
löv rcparcÓToxov T(îi Oeö.
The Hebrew and the Syrian: 'I obtained a man in136 God', as she
dedicated her first-born to God.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 65r 5, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 481; Mnc 65r 7-8 (PG
87.1, 233B 10-11.13-14)
To Ôè 'Eßpoüxov (pocatv ïyzw «xö 6eœ», àvti too: «Iv tö 9eax» ... itö 9eö
•yap èiufpàcpei too -[•£VVT)6Évxoç TY]V uoi.ï)aiv.
They say the Hebrew has 'for God', in the sense of 'in136 God'. ... for
she ascribed the creation of her child to God.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian 37,640-643
« U in m n uil, mul . , imjnrL l l . inmi i c*) iu |» : Gpnujjhgrnj L. niimii/iVi UJU/HI Lhumnt-fffiji
i JufJ i i i i i ' /Mi i / j iiiiiLjiij p^ j ( A i i / i / i i i n iA, Ifuiifpl; 'liilin liL^fikiUf:
I obtained, she said, a man through God. The Hebrew and the Syrian
say 'for God', in the sense of saying: 'in136 God', or: 'given to him'.
135
 See Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad Gen 2:2.
136 This èv (/i in the Armenian text) is probably to be understood as 'with a view
to', see below.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. The four independent witnesses allow us here to make
a reconstruction of Eusebius' original text. Both the Catena and the
Armenian text read 'the Hebrew and the Syrian'. Procopius probably
only kept 'the Hebrew', as the Syriac was less known and deemed less
important; after all, Eusebius himself used the Syrian as a way of getting
nearer to the Hebrew. It is conceivable that the Syrian is sometimes
left out, or the Hebrew added when not yet present, as the Syrian and
the Hebrew often form pairs elsewhere. The term TO 'Eßpoüxov instead
of ó 'Eßpoüoc may also be taken as a sign that Procopius reworked
his source.137 The expression lxtT)aap)v avGpcorcov was probably added
to the quotation of the Hebrew and the Syrian in the Catena for
the sake of clarity, as there is no lemma here immediately before the
interpretation. The element &\m forms part of both the Armenian text
and that of Procopius. In the Catena it was left out either on purpose,
to shorten the text, or accidentally, the eyes of the writer skipping from
TO Geo to âv (TCO) 6ew. The final clause is supported by the Catena.
The Armenian text has a remnant of it and Procopius an adaptation.
These considerations leave us with the following text:
tpT)al, avBpconov Stà -cou Qeov. 'O 'Eßpaioc xai ó Supoç:
àvcl toû: «âv TÔ> 0eco», tbç àvcm0éVcoç tov
The interpretation of iv is quite difficult. Were it not for the context,
I would adopt a translation like 'in (the name of)' or rather 'with, by'
(instrumental). However, as the word ocvxl here means 'in the sense of',
one is bound to find a meaning close to a plain dative that fits into a
sentence in which a dedication is made. Thus this preposition should
probably be understood here as 'with a view to'.138
The question at issue. The Septuagint translates the phrase n«
mrr, which is quite difficult in this context, as ôià TOO Oeou.139 This
translation posed a problem to many exegetes as it could suggest that
God was an instrument instead of the cause.140 Eusebius does not
explicitly say this is the problem he wants to solve, but this may very
well have been the case. According to Eusebius, Scripture wants to
express that Eve dedicated her child to God. The basis of his opinion
137
 On this issue, see page page 55 above.
iss This meaning is found elsewhere as well. Compare LAMPE, Lexicon, 460b s.v.
v sub E, and BLASS-ÜEBRUNNER-REHKOPF, Grammatik, § 220,1.
139
 On this translation, cf. WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 51.
140
 See ALEXANDRE, Le commencement du livre, 346-347.
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is probably the Syriac Bible, but he also claims the support of the
Hebrew text.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The biblical text is cited only in
the lemma in the Armenian translation. It follows the Septuagint and
is identical with the Armenian Bible. On the basis of the Armenian
text, it may be assumed that Eusebius discusses the reading lxrt\a&\u\v
ocvGpwTtov 5ta too 0eou. This is also the text of the lemma given by
Procopius some lines before our fragment.
The alternative readings. As a Sûpoç reading, TO 0ew may be com-
pared to the Peshitta, which reads re^-isA. This word is ambiguous,
but may very well be translated with -cw 9eo3. This interpretation is
supported by the parallel remarks found in Syriac commentaries.141
As a 'Eßpoüoc reading, it is more difficult. The Hebrew Bible reads n«
mrr. A translation with TO 0ew is not very likely. It is possible, though,
that Eusebius had some informant who interpreted a Targum reading
in this way. TgOnq and TgNeof read Dip fD, which may be taken
in the sense of 'before' (although 'from' is more likely).142 The same
interpretation is in fact given to the Hebrew text on the basis of TgOnq
by Nachmanides, who cites TgOnq simply as Dip.143 This is also the
reading found in some ancient printed editions of TgOnq. Symmachus
is not under consideration as a source for Eusebius' 'Eßpoüoc reading,
as he reads aov; the other recentiores are no longer extant.
XL Ad Gen 4:2-5
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 494 (no attribution)
©EoSo-doiv, So(i[jux)(pc' «e7tuplcxa£v»a, «âiépcp6Ti»,
a>
 haec loca emendanda esse secundum Procopii lectionem editor censet;
et ÈTiexXtOT] propono
141
 Ephrem: Commentarii in Genesim, ed. TONNEAU, 47,8-9 (tr. 36,13); Di-
yarbakir: ed. VAN ROMPAY, 46,9-10 (tr. 58,3-4); Iso'dad: Commentaire 1. Genèse,
ed. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 93,27-28 (tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 99,25-26).
142
 The meaning of mp |D coincides sometimes with mp; cf. RIBERA, 'La ex-
presión aramaica mn qdm\ 114.
143
 Commentary on thé Tara ad loc., ed. CHAVEL, 1, 42-43.
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Theodotion, Symmachus: 'he fomented', 'he rejoiced', 'he was prose-
cuted'.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 65v 2-4, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 494; 65v 4-11 (PG
87.1, 236A 14-B 10)
Oütw yoùv xat GEOÔO-ÛWV âÇÉôwxEv E'IUWV «IveTcûpiaev», ó §è 'AxûXaç
«ÈU£xXi0T]»a, So[X(xax;oç Ôè «àtépcpQT)», ó Ôè Eûpoç «EÛôoxrjaE». Kal ó (xèv
XÉfEi Tfjç arcoOo^fjc löv tpÓTCOv ou §ià TCupóc, tbc ami. MWÜOEWC xat 'HXioü-
ó ôè ôti tfjc lm toû 'Aôà|A ôpi"rjç TcapaxXiOeiç6 ó 9eöc lÔéÇaio' ó ôè on
s «èT£pep0T]», wç ETÙ Cwvit TW ôwpw. $atvEi:ai yap ó ôeôç xal èv auto iw xiîÇetv
toïç xtvoufxévoiç T|6ó(ji,£voc xat ia E^u^a IIJJLCUV, & 8f) xal [ióva EUXoyrjaE.
T6 ôè «EÙôoxTiaev» È[j.cpaivEi wç upoöxpivE toü "AßsX ia 5wpa.
'O ôè 'Eßpaloc, cpaai, xai ó Sópoc a[A<pw «Ôwpa» xaXEi.
a
 codd. et éd.; à.n£x\r\6r\ scripsit MAI (PG) | 6 scripsi; TCapaxXriöelc Mnc PG, ex
itacismo, vide infra
And Theodotion translated thus, saying: 'he set fire to'; Aquila however:
10
 'he inclined himself towards'; Symmachus: 'he rejoiced', and the Syrian:
'he consented'. And the first one conveys that that the manner of
acceptance was (by) fire, as with Moses and Elijah. The next one
that God, after turning from the wrath towards Adam, accepted (the
sacrifice). The one that says 'he rejoiced' (means): as over a living
15
 offering; for also during the act of creation itself, God appeared to be
taking pleasure in the moving beings, and bestowing honour upon the
animate ones—which were even the only ones he blessed. The (Syrian's)
expression 'he consented' expresses that he preferred Abel's offerings.
The Hebrew, they say, and the Syrian call both of them 'offerings'.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 37,658-38,674
«ÖL -SiuptL ^nijJiL tp pJUjjuilig. L ^uijbguiL, IMII/ , , U.niimuiicV p ^lupt^:
' tnij^uinli mu/.. IL Çnip ijiiiii Linij, mul., U.iiinin util [i ifkputj -Siupt/Ji-' Pufy
lAlJpiijiuu' ƒ?£ U fufijïfuiiikguiL ƒ! ifhpvuj'Unfim: U^ifui^pnu inn/, iiiiiiiijtl\iiiijnii:
Uiunpfîli ujut Si ' i iC/i iyii i i : Utn-Ut^pVli i^rin^ iii ' / i/jfifi^//iiu'/iif iijiiijilliili mill, /?t
5
 *>pni], npuf^u tun. Uiiipijinpi'li L. lun. l,if IIIIIJJH : Pufy (/./ƒ/!! ^ niii' [dl; p
pfplfnijtHililfli ll.ii iniluij JpjpßwpkguiL f / i / i i i i i i i i i i A ( 38 ) L pUlfiuiuii: PuL
"p i/iii ii^iA'niiyiiiid mul., iiyinj/.ii ƒ! tfbpuij /ƒ/,'/»( n/'fiji /îïi^ ufuiuiuuptuiLp, ^piijliiiji
spu-p ottiinnLuiir li p {iiiiiiii/.^ ifLn iii'lin, nipuifu ifbhi L. lin^tui^p /i
H2^^iuinpuli iijinnnuLj. ,fuilln^i tfp'l'j^ I^Jl^1 ""L t^/1' ™> nLpk^p bpLp p7t
UitpS litujn, uifi nuniujunLbub illtnifli: Puu I I IH/ . I I I / / / I u7£ ÇuilfhnuJL, jujjui minuit
l<rC juipiikuig U.iiinni iu!\
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And Abel was a herdsman of sheep. And God, he says, regarded Abel
Theodotion says: 'And God lit a fire over Abel.' Now Aquila: 'he was
soothed over him.' Symmachus says: 'he rejoiced.' The Syrian says:
'he consented.' The first one conveys that the manner of acceptance is
(was) by fire, as with Moses and Elijah. Aquila, on the other hand,
says that God was soothed from the anger over Adam and accepted
(the sacrifice). Now the one that says 'he rejoiced' (means): as over a
living offering; for also in creating the creeping animals, God appeared
to rejoice, and to honour through them the living beings, too, for while 20
creating the other (creatures), it appeared nowhere that he blessed
(anything) but only the animals. Now by saying 'he consented', (the
Syrian) makes clear that God valued Abel's offering highly.
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 40,741-745
«4uj | l i l | IIIL I J . 1 1 I I I M I l l l l V | l Sl'l|'l,| II | l l l | l i m i l J I | I M M | I I l l l l | I U I , L | l ' l l l l j j i l l 11. [ l I j l l ^ l "
'lin|im n, Sii i j l , i | im > : Oppuljkgjfb II uiunpjfb ^/.^/jinyiii'//iy'/i njinniuijinnj 11 nniL/r.
God regarded Abel and his offering, and Cain and his sacrifice he did
not regard. The Hebrew and the Syrian call both of them 'offerings'.
E. ISO'DAD: ed. Voste- Van den Eynde, Genèse, 103, 11-18
. cutn . oaiA^jSrvK' . œoloK' . \.-»m
. \ -i«i-> oa.ftX^Xr^r» rt'oCTj r«
•JkK'.l r^crAr^ •u\>j<'u»&O3 . r£Vv> re'» -»•{<•. n -n vyrC" . CMCTJ . JoX ii— a
xts^^r^ rdiivtc^Ho r<uai ^\cna •. -pxn
..•\CLuA vvo
Theodotion: 'He revealed himself by fire to Abel.' Aquila: 'he was
persuaded', that is, God was soothed from the anger which he felt
towards Adam, was persuaded and accepted (the offering). Symmachus:
'he rejoiced', that is, as over a living offering; for also when he formed
everything in the beginning, God appears to have been pleased with 1°
the animate and sensitive beings, and to honour them, for nowhere did
he bless creatures other than the animals.
F. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM: In Epistulam ad Hebraeos Homiliae 22, in:
Joannis Chrysostomi Interpretatie Omnium Epistolarum Pauli-
narum 7, ed. Field, 251, 10-13
rcüp xoaeXSöv avaXaßeiv -càcç 0uataç- àvd yàcp too, 'Em
, xai im ràç öuai'af auioü, ó Sûpoç, «Kal èveîtûpiaev», elusv.
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The fire is said to have come down in order to take up the sacrifices;
for instead of He looked upon Abel and upon his sacrifices, the Syrian
said: 'he set fire to'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Basle manuscript of the Catena gives a heavily
corrupted Hexaplaric note without attribution. It is quite possible
that the readings of the three were in circulation together even before
Eusebius wrote his commentary, and that the note in this MS was not
extracted from Eusebius' commentary by the catenist (or the copyist
of the manuscript). As to the other texts quoted above, Procopius and
the two Armenian fragments give in essence the same text. Iso'dad has
a somewhat shortened version. There are a few problems which should
be dealt with.
Firstly, the correct form of the reading attributed to Aquila is
probably a7iExXt0T], which can be translated as 'he inclined (himself)
towards', 'he turned (himself) to' (intransitive or reflexive), or perhaps
'he was bent towards' (passive). Iso'dad may have read this form,
giving the interpretation 'he was persuaded'.144 Aquila also used the
verb amxXtveaOou for what he interpreted as the hitpa'el of the same
Hebrew verb, nyœ, in Is 41:10. Moreover, other readings (avexXTJOr),
oc7i£xXr|9r|) do not make sense. Now it would seem only natural that
Eusebius, if he wanted a play on words in his explanation of Aquila's
reading, would also use a form of xXlvw. However, the form found
in the Munich manuscript is 7i:apaxXr)9£ic, 'soothed' (text B, line 4).
Although both the Armenian translator and Iso'dad understood the
form in this way, I would still maintain that this is a case of itacism,
and that Eusebius did intend the reading itapaxXiGetc. The Armenian
translator created a text that gives sense by attributing the meaning
'to be soothed/comforted' of the verb uapaxaXeojjiai to Aquila's reading
itself, too.145
A second problem is formed by the differences in wording in part of
the explanation of Symmachus' reading. The two translations can be
144
 WEVERS also presents Iso'dad as a witness to this reading; see his edition of
Genesis, second apparatus ad Gen 4:4.
145 "pjjjg explains the difference between the readings of Aquila in the Armenian
version of Eusebius and the Armenian Ephrem noticed by MATHEWS, 'The Arme-
nian Commentary Attributed to Ephrem', 149-150. The Armenian Ephrem reads
/unliuifi<iguji, 'he inclined himself towards', a rendering of eTiexXlGr): Venice edition,
30. On the other hand, the rendering of Theodotion in this work would appear to
be the result of some corruption.
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considered, I think, as renderings of the Greek text found in Procopius,
iv auto tip xtîÇeiv TOÎÇ xivoujjiivoiç T|ÔOLIÊVOÇ, xocl ta ljjic})U}(a xtfJ-ov.
Both translators took some liberties, however. The Armenian took
TOÏÇ xivoufjilvoic as the object of x-clCetv, which forces him to introduce
some minor changes in what follows, and he repeats èv -co xiîÇetv as
a determination of time for the blessing of the animals. The Syriac
translator took -coîç XIVOUJJ.ÉVOIÇ and rà e|xc|;u)(a together as the object of
both fi8o[jLevoc and—referring to them with the pronoun ^omX—TI^JLOV.
In the sentence on the blessing of the animals, it is the other way round:
the translations present almost the same text here, and it would seem
that Procopius shortened this formulation.
A third problem is the fact that the observation found in lines 7-8
(18-19) of Procopius' text is separated from the rest of the commentary
on these verses in the Armenian text, where it has its own lemma.
Between the fragments cited above under C and D, the Armenian text
gives an explanation of Gen 4:7 and, linked with it by association,
a discussion of some problems pertaining to Gen 2 and 3. It also
discusses the eating of meat before the Flood, an issue which brings
us back to Gen 4:4, as Abel's sacrifice is one of the arguments for the
hypothesis that meat was eaten before the Flood. Considering that
jumping backwards and forwards is not unusual in commentaries of
this kind, that it would be difficult to find another place for the text
between the fragments C and D, and that text D has its own lemma,
one is inclined to assume that Procopius, who did rework his sources,
relocated this fragment, rather than to reconstruct a supposedly more
original order in the Armenian text.
The fourth and last problem is the Sûpoç reading in John Chrysos-
tom, which is identical to Eusebius' Theodotion reading. In a few cases,
he appears to be familiar with Eusebius' explanations or alternative
readings; he does not cite him literally, however, and it cannot be
ascertained whether he was working from memory or simply had this
information on hearsay. In this instance, where his quotation of the
Septuagint is also a paraphrase, it would seem that he had heard or
read Eusebius' explanation once, liked Theodotion's reading âveuûpiaÊV
best, but could only remember that it had something to do with the
Syrian. With Field, I would not attach too much value to this deviating
witness.146
146
 Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, Ixxvii n. 17: 'ei (i.e., the
Syrian) Symmachi versionem per incuriam tribuit, ' (Symmachi is a mistake on
the part of FIELD, it should be Theodotionis); cf. ibidem, 17b n. 4: '... oscitanter
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The question at issue. Eusebius comments on the expression
which must have been somewhat unclear in this position for the Greek
reader, and which gave rise to many different translations in the recen-
tiores. Eusebius, who seldom cites witnesses other than the Hebrew and
the Syrian by name, now also gives the readings of Theodotion, Aquila,
and Symmachus. His treatment of these verses is unusual in yet another
respect: he shows that all readings shed light on what is happening and
does not express any preference. It happens more often that Eusebius
gives two alternative interpretations and does not choose, but here it
would seem that the interpretations are complementary ones rather
than alternatives. This way of dealing with readings is as unusual for
Eusebius as it is typical of Origen's way of looking upon the value of
witnesses to the biblical text. It would not surprise me, therefore, if
Eusebius were dependent on him here.
Eusebius also made the observation that the Hebrew and the Syrian
do not use two different words for the offering of Cain and Abel.
The question is, of course, what the employment of different terms
in the Septuagint indicates. In an explanation handed down to us
in Procopius,147 the idea is found that the giving of a 5opov entails
giving everything to God, whereas offering a Buaioc implies that the
giver retains part of it to eat himself.148 Gennadius, however, suggests
that it is the lÔîtùjjia of Scripture to use different terms even when the
same is indicated, and that the term Quota as such does not refer to
a wrong kind of offering.149 Eusebius solves the problem in a slightly
different way, by indicating simply that the Hebrew and the Syrian use
the same word. It is important for him to indicate this, as he prefers
a personal ethical understanding of this passage: it is the intention
which is important, not the kind of offering, as will be seen below in
his commentary on Gen 4:7.
tribuit'. Compare the case mentioned in note 100 above, where John Chrysos-
tom attributes the reading of Symmachus and Theodotion to Etepoi; ep|iT)veut^(.
On Chrysostom's inexact manner of citing, see also WEVERS, Text History of the
Greek Genesis, 159, and MUNNICH in HARL-DOR.IVAL-MUNNICH, La Bible grecque
des Septante, 141.
147
 MncB Ir 12-15 (PG 87.1, 237B 11-15).
18
 DANIEL, Recherches sur le vocabulaire du culte, 209-210, argues that the dif-
ference was introduced by the translators to distinguish between Cain's sacrifice,
for which the usual rendering of nn3D, the banal Guoloc, is used, and Abel's, which is
indicated by 5ojpov, a word more likely to suggest a large gift of one who submits
to God. According to RÖSEL, Übersetzung, 103 ad 4:3,4, in LXX Genesis, a Soipov
is usually a gift that should propitiate the receiver. Only Abel's gift can really do
this.
149
 See the fragment Csl. 127.
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Quotations from the Septuagint. Except for the use of tp instead of
fcijt (corresponding to 7*jv instead of iyevsto), the quotations taken from
the verses 2 and 4 in the Armenian text C agree with the Septuagint
and the Armenian Bible. The citation of the verses 4 and 5 in D,
however, is fully identical only with the Armenian Bible. The reading
Çiujlitjiiii (èueiôev) instead of "buykgwi (corresponding to Ttpooecj^ev) in
verse 5 finds no support in the tradition of the Septuagint. There are,
however, several manuscripts of the Armenian Bible with this reading.
The variant could arise easily in the Armenian tradition because of
the graphic resemblance of the two readings combined with the fact
that SuykguiL is used in the parallel construction in verse 4. Moreover,
the two Armenian words correspond more closely in meaning than the
Greek ones. It can be assumed that Eusebius discusses the reading xocl
àrcriÔsv ó Geo? lid "AßeX in Gen 4:4, but the rest of his readings remain
uncertain. Procopius does not cite the verses 4 and 5 in the lemma he
gives some lines before our fragment.
The alternative readings. The reading attributed to Theodotion,
(Kai) eveuupiaev (ó 9eöc lui "AßeX), finds some support in the read-
ing èuópiaev given in three Septuagint manuscripts with hexaplaric
notes.150 Furthermore, Jerome reads 'Et inflammavit dominus super
Abel'.151 Aquila's ine.x.\(Qr\ and Symmachus' etépcpör) are found in the
above-mentioned Septuagint MSS as well. Eusebius probably found the
readings of the three in a commentary by one of his predecessors—
possibly Origen, as suggested above—or, alternatively, in the margin
of a Septuagint manuscript. — The Eupoc reading eûôoxT)ae is a cor-
rect translation of the Peshitta's »a^-nT. For the testimony of John
Chrysostom, see above.
The information given in D and in lines 7-8 (18-19) of B is accurate
as well: the Septuagint uses 6opa for Abel and Ouatai for Cain, whereas
the Peshitta reads ixSoicxo in both cases, and the Hebrew nnio. Eusebius
may have consulted an informant for his knowledge on the Hebrew,
but as the recentiores for this part of verses 4 and 5 are not extant, it
cannot be ruled out that he used these.
150
 Ra M, 127, and 344; see Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad 4:4.
151
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 4:4—5, ed. ANTIN—LAGARDE, 6.
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XII. Ad Gen 4:7
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhaimessian, 38,675-678
«II j^  ujujui^p^b bpt nLq^irj^ JUJinnLgujuhu k nti^jiq^ nj^ puj(f uTüjigbu
' » / ƒ bppuijhgfili IL f i f i i i i j i j i / i iiinlili. l-fdl, ufipint^ ni ij juf /, ^i/jij m'li/.j ƒ[ /, , /L
If you offer justly, but will not divide justly, have you not sinned? Now
5
 the Hebrew and the Syrian say: 'If your heart is just, it is acceptable,
and if it is not just, it is not acceptable.'
Discussion
Textual tradition. This text has come down to us only in the Armenian
translation.
The question at issue. Eusebius gives only an alternative reading.
The Septuagint here is quite different from the Hebrew, as Jerome
also observes.152 This difference and the difficulty of the Greek reading
may have led Eusebius to add this note to his commentary, just as
we find a comparable hexaplaric note in the Catena (Cat. 501), but
there is probably yet another reason. Eusebius refers to the heart, the
seat of free will, although this word was probably not present in one
of his sources (see below). This may be an indication that Eusebius
wanted his readers to understand this passage not in the sense that
one should act correctly in ritual matters (a sense which imposes itself
if one assumes that the difficult notion of 'dividing justly' refers to
ritual153), but in an ethical sense: one has good or bad intentions. This
certainly played a role for Jerome, who mentions free will explicitly.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Armenian translator follows
the Septuagint in his quotation, but — apart from piuJiuiifaln, for
pujrfuAtu — his text is also identical to the Armenian Bible. The read-
ing is not discussed in such a way that the comment can confirm its
wording.
The alternative reading. The reading attributed to the Syrian and
the Hebrew, 'If your heart is just, it is acceptable, and if it is not just,
it is not acceptable,' is not a literal translation of either the Hebrew
152
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 4:6-7, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 7.
153
 Thus La Genese, tr. HARL, 114 note ad loc.
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text as we know it, or the Peshitta. It shares, however, two important
characteristics with both of them: it gives two hypotheses, whereas
the Septuagint has only one; and it refers to being good in a general
sense, not to offering and dividing sacrifices correctly. The first point
is emphasized by the fact that the antithetic parallelism has been
completed; the element 'it is not acceptable' may have been added for
this reason.
It may be argued that Eusebius combined Theodotion's reading
(oux âv àfaôcoç rcotfjç Öexióv xal ààv (AT) ócfaOöc.. ,154) and the Peshitta
(.. . •vax.fex rcdrc'o -VA-A« -iax.^  ^j<" nfm). If so, he probably interpreted
•iaz-în as a peca/ ('you will be fair', or, 'good'), and not as an ^aph'-el
('you will do well'), taking 'your heart' as subject for the sake of
argument. The supposed use of Theodotion might explain the presence
of niijjifj, 'justly', in both hypotheses, and of piiij.rulitjji, 'acceptable'.
However, as Eusebius' Greek wording is not extant, this explanation
remains uncertain.
XIII. Ad Gen 4:12-14
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 527 (without attribution)
'O 'Eßpoüoc xal ó Sûpoç, «aaX£uo[AEvoç xal àxataaiatoùv», touiéati [AT)
[Aévcov èv ivl TÓTOO.
The Hebrew and the Syrian (say): 'agitated and unstable', that is, not
staying in one place.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 66r 26-29, ed. Petit ad 527 (PG 87.1, 241C 9-13)
To 5è S-cévcùv xai rpefiwv ear] im trjç y^ç, to 'Eßpa'ixöv I^ei, (bç xai ot
XoiTtoi •/ipfj.riveuoav «aaXeuofjievoc xal axaTaaxa-cwv», -couiéait [AT] [AÉVWV èv
Ivi -cOTicp, àXX' àXcù[A£voç.
(For) the (expression) You shall be moaning and trembling on the
earth, the Hebrew has, as the others also translated it, 'agitated and
unstable', that is, not staying in one place but wandering.
154
 Cf. WEVERS, Genesis, second apparatus ad loc.; on the interpretations of the
recentiores and the targumim, cf. SALVESEN, Symmachus in the Pentateuch, 20-22.
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C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 41,756-774
«Dnbnbuji li i i m i i n > i i l i l i i i i | l.n I n i L n , "in/,, l i ilbnuii l . i i E i i i F i : UL mul; Muiij l l i
i|Sl,|i. IJ Lfl t i i |umi | i ( l i | ]uf" , |>MJ|I i | [< ln r |m |i| i | |ni. L l, [dl, Smli l .n i j j u i ujjuuiin
j l . j i L n m i j b|il | |il,, l i jbpbuLug .|»n;| [«Ku^pbLujg»: Uphpkujjli li iriiiiniitiiil.injli
an nnku n ubnLui hnLnn h t jupniLijDnnu G L jujunphU unjLtujfcu £. pujia lib
nifujb^p nfi LUjULLjI^u ^/n/jiiy i/m'd/ij^i/i' &ƒ?£ yjup^bui^ b. |iimppjiu|buj|,
f /?t tfiulJ9^i" f1 l^I"lt^"ln'ïrjin£, uiji^ Pttii^iujn-^irffiu: l*ulf' «iflïfr £
jtif j>inU qpnijnLfij. ijjtu», lujuuijiuji ffij^ t- fc/?t Jbf^plJ jiiT It jii
ii/ii/fuiji/ /</f/t ij ni ijjiu jkpkuuig ./'",'ƒ Çtûtil'Li tl- jkfikuu
"' niilllliuijli nfi !ƒ ijii;/'/iJi(y/, i//iii-'
10 Ui "V"/ /"^"f/1/1 t' /^ t nai^uipij.L.^j> uujujU
I/" tuJL^t ^m"ï"J /^'^ kuj£ t/1^1 yîjujtilsi, li JujULnLliJ! IL n lfu
You siaW be trembling and tottering, he says, on the earth. And Cain
said to the Lord: 'My punishment is too great to abandon me, and if you
drive me today off the face of the earth, I will also be concealed from
15 your face. ' You shall be trembling and tottering on the earth: both in
the Hebrew and in the Syrian it is in the same way, but there are some
that translated thus: 'agitated and shaking', that is, you will not stay
in one place but be wandering. Now (the expression) My punishment is
too great to abandon me, is like (saying): 'my sins surpass even death,
20 but still, if you drive me away from (before) your face and from the
face of the earth, everyone who finds me will kill me. '
Now the question is, who would have killed Cain at that time; for
there was no one, as the others still had to be born, and they were
young and few in number.
D. ISO'DAD: éd. Vosté- Van den Eynde, Genese, 102,26-29
. cum . :\
Others: (as to) the (expression) 'be agitated and wavering', that is,
shaken and troubled, that is, not staying in one place, but moving from
here up to there.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian text gives the most complete version
of Eusebius' commentary on these verses, which, apart from the alter-
native reading for the expression atevcov xai xpEfjiwv of the Septuagint
and its paraphrase, included a paraphrase of Kain's answer to God and
an open question. Procopius cites only the sentence preserved in lines
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3-6 (lines 15-18) of the Armenian text, but leaves out the mention
of the Syrian, in accordance with the principle explained on page 219
above. In the Catena the same sentence is found truncated, but here
the mention of the Syrian is preserved.
The main textual problem is the fact that the alternative reading
is attributed to the Hebrew and ol Xotuol in Procopius, whereas the
Armenian translator attributes it only to 'some', while stating that the
Hebrew has the same reading as the Septuagint. The easiest explanation
is to assume that the original text read as follows:
To Sa Stévtùv xa.1 ipépcûv ear] èm trjc jf\q, ó 'Eßpcüoc xal ó Sûpoç (ÊXEI)I
<bç xoct ol Xoiitoi f|p^.f)veuaav «aaXeuojJievoç xod ôcxaiaaiatôùv» ...
If this is the case, the Armenian translator must have taken a shot at
its meaning, starting from the erroneous idea that the expression at the
beginning was the reading of the Hebrew and the Syrian, and trying to
make sense of the rest by dividing the sentence in two parts after the
word (bç. If one assumes, however, that this passage is corrupt in the
Greek texts, one has to explain the presence of the unexpected 'some'.
Eusebius generally uses this word to introduce other explanations.
When it is used for translations, he indicates where these are to be
found; 'among the Syrians', for example, as in the commentary on
Gen 3:5 above. In the case of Gen 4:12-14 their identity would remain
vague: are they Hebrews, Syrians, or Greeks? Procopius' ol Xoiuol, on
the other hand, is perfectly clear.
Iso'dad gives the reading of the Peshitta, Ardio ^-r?\, and equates it
with a reading that is clearly a translation of oaXeuo[XEVoc xai otxataa-
•coacov, ti^j.o ^.vi-xso. On this rétroversion, see below.
The. question at issue. The Septuagint does not express that Cain
would become a fugitive, an idea Eusebius needed for his explanation
and which fits well into the context, since Cain is afraid that he will
be driven away. Eusebius first gives a quotation from the Syrian, the
Hebrew, and 'the others', which expresses that Cain would be agitated,
would be in motion, and not in rest, that is, he would be without a home.
That aaXeuofxevoc has the latter connotation is confirmed by Jerome,
who interprets this word as instabilis et fluctuans ac sedis incertae.155
Eusebius goes on to lay down his interpretation in a paraphrase. From
the same perspective he explains the sentence MslCcov f) akla jiou toü
acpeOfjvou [XE from verse 13. The paraphrase he gives here, in which
he integrates elements from verse 14, suggests that he interpreted xou
Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 4:16, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 7.
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àcpeOfjvou P.E as 'to abandon me', but it does not completely rule out
the interpretation preferred by most other exegetes,156 'to forgive me'.
Finally, Eusebius poses the question of who could kill Cain at that
moment, as there was in fact no one to do so. He does not give an
answer, but uses the question as the overture to the commentary on
Gen 4:15. The same question is found in Didymus,157 who answers that
Cain may have been afraid of people in times yet to come, or divine
forces. Eusebius does not lose himself in speculations of this kind, but
makes clear in the next fragment that Cain had to live on till he had
undergone seven punishments.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants. The long lemma in the Armenian text follows the Septuagint, but
in two instances its translation appears to be less precise: ctevcov xod
tpEjjLCuv (verse 12) is rendered by fc/ifcptu^k uiuinm/bL-iu/, 'trembling and
tottering', and r\ odtla (verse 13) by upjur/irfij, 'the punishment'. These
are the renderings of the Armenian Bible. In the latter instance, the
Armenian Ephrem gives the more accurate reading juftiguA^.158 The
rest of the quotation in the lemma agrees with the Armenian Bible as
well, except for two points: the quotation does not read (Aummiuà- in
verse 13 (with LXX*), and it has the plus L at the beginning of verse
14 (with a number of Septuagint manuscripts). The forms ufiuuifiJ-^ for
u/ujin/id1 (verse 13) and './''/K ^or fyfy/'/> (verse 14) are variants within
the tradition of the Armenian Bible. It may be concluded that the
Armenian translator used the Armenian Bible here at least as an aid
in giving his own rendering. The quotation in the body of the Arme-
nian text and the elements used in the paraphrase which follows, agree
with the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible, except that fc^/ig/i (êotou;
verse 14) is omitted by way of simplification. — On the basis of its role
in the commentary and the support for it in the sources, the phrase
STÉVCÙV xocï Tpéfitùv ear) im tfjç -yfjç can be established as Eusebius' text
in Gen 4:12. The rest of his readings remain uncertain.
The alternative readings. The word aaAEuo^evoc is a perfect ren-
dering of the Peshitta's jk_rjv In the rétroversion into Syriac found
in Isocdad, some 'interference' occurs, as the person who translated
Eusebius into Syriac wanted to express explicitly that oaXeuopvoc is a
Passive participle. He took such a participle from the quadriliteral root
2C2C , related to the root zwc, used in the Peshitta. 'Interference' may
156
 See La Genèse, tr. HAUL, 115-116 ad 4:13, and ALEXANDRE, Le commence-
ment du livre, 359-360.
157
 Commentant in Gen., 132,23-25, ed. NAUTIN-ÜOUTRELEAU, l (SC 233), 308.
58
 See *tyfi.p Ö"üii!j.ng, ed. ZEYTUNIAN, second apparatus ad Gen 4:13.
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also explain the formal difference between the Peshitta's nrdi and the
rétroversion of ocxaiaaiaiwv, TJ^X.. As these words all express instabil-
ity, Iso'dad felt justified in equating them. The expression aaXeuo[xevoc
xai ocxoaaatataiv may also be considered a rendering of the Hebrew text
as we know it, 131 373. As we have seen above, the connection between
instability and being a fugitive which is expressed by these Hebrew
words is found at least in the word aocXeuojjievoc, too. Eusebius may
have consulted an informant (who may have used a Targum), but it is
also possible that he argued that the Hebrew would have this reading
on the basis of the agreement between the Syrian and oi XoiTtot. The
readings of some of the recentiores have been handed down to us in
the fragment Cat. 526. 159 They partially substantiate Eusebius' claim
that oi Xotftot agree with the Syrian; Symmachus reads
xai aaXEuofievoc and Theodotion axaiaataioc xai àvàaïaioç.
XIV. Ad Gen 4:15
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 536 (no attribution to Eusebius)
Oo-co) Ôel àvayvovai' Ou% oôicoç n&ç ó ànox^elvaç, où mxç <poveùç §[xoioç
loti tcp Kàïv ôio oû§è (póvtp ipovoç SiaXiieiou. 'O yàp Kâïv ima èxÔixoûjJLeva
nocpaXvaei, àvil ioû- èutà à[jLapi:T)fxàxtùv (jLÉXXei Soûvai 8îxTiv. "AXXoi ôè
Xéyouaiv ôxi xoûio Xéysi, ôti ó cpoveówv iöv Kàïv, ântà Tijjuopicov evo^oç
latai. s
One must read Not thus anyone who killed as: not every murderer
is equal to Cain; that is also (the reason) why (this) murder is not
expiated by murder. For Cain will pay seven vengeances (is) instead
of (saying): he will be punished for seven sins. Others, however, say
that he expresses that he who murders Cain will be liable to seven 10
punishments.
B. CATENA: ed Petit, Cat. 537 (no attribution to Eusebius)
'ETTCOC iifjuoptac, Tycoi Ix8ixr)a£ic.
Seven punishments, or: satisfactions.
169 "phe information in the hexaplaric apparatus of WEVERS'S edition is not com-
plete, as he did not use MS L (Ra 628).
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C. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 67v 7-15; 67v 16-17, éd. Petit, ad Cat. 537 (P G
87.1, 245C 11-248A 1)
Tivèç Se IStxonepov on Sel löv Kàtv ÉTtiaTtXaaiova Soûvat TT|V Ttfjuoptav. Kat
'AxûXaç yap OUTCOÇ ICéOwxev «'ErctaTtXaaîcoç lx8txT]0r|aei:ai.». Sû(ji[xa)(oç
ôé- «'EßSofJicüc exÔixY)atv SOÙOEI», ôrcep nvèç ICeXocßov «Iv emà yeveatç 6ixr]v
Scoaei». 'O 5è 'Eßpatoc orcoatlÇet elç tô aTroxreivaf. Tóv yàp -cou Kàtv,
5
 cpaaiv, ó 0EÔÇ eôeuTÉpcoae Xoyov, Xéywv «01% OTcep IcpT)ç rcâç ó ànox-telvaç»,
ô èanv oô]( ofixcoç àvaipeGrioî), oùÔè uôéç ó euptaxcov èVcat as àTtoxtelvaç'
EÏta ÔCTCÔ aXXiqç àp^fjç TÖ Kaiv inta exoixoopeva xapaXûaei.
'Exdixoop.£v<x 8è XÉyet tàç litià tifxcup'tac tàç èxôtxoûaaç TÖV "AßeX.
Now some (state) more specifically that Cain must pay the penalty
10
 seven times. For Aquila indeed also translated: 'Seven times he will be
avenged'. Symmachus however: 'Seventhly160 he will give satisfaction,'
which some have understood as 'during seven generations he will be
punished.' Now the Hebrew puts a comma after the word killed, for
God, they say, repeated Cain's remark, saying: 'not what you said
15
 "anyone who killed" ,' that is, not thus you will be killed, nor will anyone Gen 4: 14
who finds you be (one that) would kill you. Then, after another starting-
point, the (expression) Cain will pay seven vengeances (follows).
He calls the seven punishments which avenged Abel Vengeances'.
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 41,774-42,790
«ÖL LUU^ in^p UiuinnLiu!y (156) gMujjpj. llj^ mji| ii|l,n t) IUJ[_ uiJKüiiijïi np
uiuiug Viiy l^i, t^ lutKliiujli np ij niii/'/i/. fji"' imyiii/iiy/, '//»'-
jff' n^ iii;i| "ƒ'•"• "{//. Pt uiJKiuyîf np iin|iii/nii/i^ iy/; Ifbq. n
filffinjtifkujg U<uinnLuiif L mof fc/?t "^ ">p uufufiigfc l^f^l} F"{I3
liiijl'li It jil'li iiiiiii>iji(lii Ifpbug^, i j j i uijuujfcu /»'// niniiji^ili IL bppujjkgfîb iiinlîli:
**uyn ni/ùAi o ujiuuiçu iilililltiiijiiili. lit tiijii HI^II ç, n* uuJUiTiuilf/iq/iu, "yi
uiiflîiiujjii np uujujLiiijLfigl; q^luijjib: Ui.ftl'b i]^pl;J-' qL.ftt'b UfLUinpJ-ulj uiui~p np
ifujult ^ujpk^p Ifpbfngii ^p. ujpi^ np 1*pbi]_ uuLfuAitLÜi^, ( 42 ) mul,,
" Ufuiwpdub pjiuifiujiil;: UL '";'i( pJbr^pbugnL^p. k'tjiFii pulf ujupgl;,
160 ^hg translation of the adverb of IßSojxo;, 'seven', as 'seventhly', 'in the seventh
place', perhaps to be interpreted as 'in the seventh generation', is conjectural.
SALVESEN, Symmachus in the Pentateuch, 26 with n. 99, renders this word as
'sevenfold', but prefers to read ißSojxalo; (with some MSS at Gen 4:24; cf. also Cat.
566). She is followed in this respect by HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew Questions,
122-123. The word eß5o|xaioc, however, means 'on the seventh day', which does not
appear to make sense here. If the text is to be altered, the rare word iß8o[jt.aTO{,
seventh', should be adopted; this is Jerome's reading of Symmachus, as SALVESEN
argues (ibidem), and all other readings can be explained from this one.
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And the Lord God said to Cain: 'It is not thus, but anyone who kills
Cain will pay seven vengeances. ' Some put the comma thus: because
Gen 4:14 Cain said: 'anyone who finds me will kill me', God said: 'Not thus, but
anyone who will kill you'; God repeated Cain's remark and said: 'Not is
someone who kills you, but Cain will undergo seven punishments,' for
thus the Syrian and the Hebrew say. Others, however, read as follows:
'It is not thus, you will not be killed, but anyone who will kill Cain.'
He called the seven punishments which he had to undergo because of
Abel 'seven vengeances'. Now the one who kills you, he says, impedes 20
the seven punishments. Let us now ask whether he means seven (in the
sense that) seven (punishments) are much or (in the sense that they
are) seven in number.161
Discussion
Textual tradition. The catena fragment A seems to echo the two options
discussed in the Armenian translation, but there are no literal contacts.
The short scholion B reflects the opinion found in lines 8-9 (19-
20) of the Armenian text. This remark is also found at the close of
the fragment of Procopius. This author gives the readings of Aquila
and Symmachus and then summarizes the information provided by
Eusebius on the punctuation of the phrase according to the Hebrew.
He leaves out the mention of the Syrian, in agreement with the principle
discussed above on page 219. There is nothing to suggest that Eusebius
himself also cited Aquila and Symmachus here. The Armenian seems to
be complete, but its text is not always clear. Thus the word uy ,^ 'but',
in line 4 (14) is difficult to understand, as it would take away the small
difference between this paraphrase and the way Eusebius paraphrases
the 'others'. It was perhaps added by the translator because he expected
an opposing statement after the expression 'not thus'.
The question at issue. As Salvesen explains, almost every word in
Gen 4:15 can be taken in at least two different ways, and for this reason
the versions show a wide variety of interpretations which are themselves
often not unambiguous.162 Eusebius does not report different readings,
but two ways of splitting up the phrase ofy oöiwc TOXÇ o arcox-cslvac
Kàiv ârctà èxSixoófxeva uapaXóaer. before or after the word Kociv. In the
first case, the phrase which is left, o\)y_ ouxwç itôcç ó ócuoxtetvac, should
be explained. Eusebius does so by telling us that God responds to the
161
 Or: '(in the sense that) seven is few'.
162
 SALVESEN, Symmachus in the Pentateuch, 24-25.
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fear expressed by Cain in verses 13 and 14. God repeats Cain's words
with a negation: mâç ó euplaxtov (AS ocmoxtevei [it is denied by saying ofy
oihcùç mâç ó àmojaeivaç. That is, Cain will not be killed by anyone who
finds him, as he must undergo seven punishments himself before he can
die. (Eusebius had already hinted at the possibility that Cain's death
would be postponed in the open question at the end of the preceding
fragment, which declares that 'at that time' there was no one to kill
Cain.) Eusebius states that this division finds support in the Syrian
and the Hebrew.
The way Eusebius paraphrases the reading of the 'others', in which
Kdiv is the object of àrnoxielvaç, is remarkable as it minimizes the differ-
ences between the two interpretations. If one follows this reading con-
sistently, the obvious interpretation would be to take Cain's murderer
as the subject of what follows, that is, Cain's murderer is the one who
has to undergo seven punishments. Either Eusebius did not see this,
or—as is more probable—he did not want one to pay attention to this
possibility; at any rate, he circumvents it by giving a different meaning
for mocpaXuaei. He first establishes that the word 'vengeances' indicates
the seven punishments which he (and this can only be Cain) had to
undergo because of Abel, and then paraphrases thus: 'the one who kills
you impedes the seven punishments'. IlapaXûeiv is no longer taken in
the sense of 'paying', but is interpreted as 'annulling', 'paralysing'. In
Eusebius' explanation, the only difference between the two options is
that in the second one the murderer of Cain is said to be killed.
The opinion that Cain had to receive seven punishments before
he could die is also found in Didymus and Basil,163 who interpret
mocpotXikiv in the sense of 'annulling', and in Jerome,164 who takes it
as 'loosening', 'liberating'. The latter two authors are familiar with a
tradition which states that the seven punishments correspond to seven
sins.165 Eusebius does not say anything like this, nor does he follow
163
 Didymus: Commentarii in Gen., 133,11-20, ed. NAUTIN-ÜOUTRELEAU, l (SC
233), 308-310. Basil: Epistula 260.2-4, ed. COURTONNE, 3, 105-111.
164
 Epistula 36.2-3, ed. HiLBERG, 1 (CSEL 54), 269-271.
165
 Jerome attributes this tradition to 'alii': Epistula 36.6, ed. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL
54), 273-274. Basil appears to accept it: Epistula 260.3, ed. COURTONNE, 3, 106-
109. In fact it is quite a common idea. A passage in the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs, TBenj 7:2—3, should already be interpreted in this way. The vengeances
are punishments for 'seven evils' here; God sends a plague every hundred years.
References to others who held similar opinions can be found in ALEXANDRE, Le
commencement du livre, 363. The reference to Origen should be corrected: his—if
the attribution is correct—enumeration of Cain's sins can be found in PG 12, 102D
(not 162D); this text is now re-edited by PETIT, Cat. 541.
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the aggadic tradition that Cain was killed in the seventh generation,161
a tradition which was not only known to Jerome and to Basil,167 but
was adopted by Ephrem, who does not even mention the idea of seven
punishments.168 In other respects Ephrem's opinion is more or less in
line with Eusebius' first option, as is to be expected in the case of an
exegete explaining the Syriac Bible. He interprets the first part of the
phrase in this way: 'No, thus, as you said, it will be for the murderers
who come after you'.
It may be concluded that the Antiochene exegete Eusebius was
much more reluctant to use the aggadic traditions which were circu-
lating than Jerome and Ephrem. He states that Cain has to remain
alive because Scripture says he has to undergo seven punishments
first, but he does not allow any speculations on the length of Cain's
life or the nature of his punishments. The tactical way in which he
handles the different understandings of TtocpaXuetv indicates, however,
that Eusebius was certainly alive to various explanations of this verse.
The correspondences with Didymus (see also the next paragraph and
page 231 above) suggest that Origen, who is said 'to have dictated his
twelfth and thirteenth book on Genesis only about this question',169
may have been his source.
Eusebius concludes with a question on the meaning of the number
seven which is not answered. It may allude to the opinion defended
by Didymus and known to Jerome, that the number seven should not
be taken literally, but indicates a perfect punishment.170 Whereas the
open question at the end of fragment xm can be seen as a transition
to the present fragment, it is more difficult to assign such a function to
this question.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants. The lemma in the Armenian text citing part of Gen 4:15 differs
from the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible in that it makes the
indirect object Cain explicit, and adds a copula to n^ uyij.ujt" (oùx
). The participle otTtoxTeivotc is rendered by a relative phrase, as in
166
 Cf. for example the Targumim; on this tradition, cf. SALVESEN, Symmachus
in the Pentateuch, 25—26.
167
 Jerome gives it as the interpretation of the reading attributed to Aquila and
Symmachus: Epistula 36.4, ed. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL 54), 271-272. Basil opposes it:
Epistula 260.5, ed. COURTONNE, 3, 111-112; cf. the discussion of the next fragment.
168
 Commentent in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 51,6-52,6 (tr. 39,28-40,24).
169
 Thus Jerome, Epistula 36.9, ed. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL 54), 275.
170
 Didymus: as cited in note 163. Jerome: Epistula 36.7, ed. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL
54), 274.
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the Armenian Bible.171 On the basis of its role in the commentary, the
phrase Où^ OÔTCÙÇ itâç ó àitox-ceivaç Kàïv éircà Ixöixoujjieva TOxpaXûaei can
be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest of his text is less certain.
The alternative reading. Eusebius noted only that the Hebrew and
the Syrian put a comma before the word 'Cain'. In the Peshitta this
is indeed the case; it reads •«*».-«»-> .v» .^r£n . «Ao^o 1^  R^VOJ rsd
.i-iaau. Even if one leaves out the punctuation, this reading can only
be interpreted in the way suggested by Eusebius, as ^rta cannot
be the object of rcdcv^o. The Hebrew consonantal text as we know
it is ambiguous. According to the Masoretic accents in the Codex
Leningradensis, a mUnah under the word l"in and a zaqëph on pp, the
division of the phrase is not before but after 'Cain', and the word l"in
is in the construct state. This yields the meaning 'he who kills Cain' or
'the murderer of Cain' for these two words; and this expression must be
the subject of Dp\172 However, Onqelos took the Hebrew consonantal
text in the way Eusebius says. He interpreted nn as a collective noun,
and reads the plural N'Vnop, an emphatic state which cannot take pp
as its object. Eusebius' source may be a Hebrew informant who knew
this interpretation. Another possibility would be that he simply argued
on the basis of the Syrian. The readings of the recentiores, as cited by
Jerome, all take omnis qui occiderit Cain as the subject of the verb
which follows; thus if Eusebius knew them in this form, they cannot
have been his source.173
171
 ZEYTUNIAN reads uiifuiimj/i/. , but the form uuymWij/igi is also attested.
172
 APTOWITZER, Kain und Abel, 92-93, states that 'the old accentuation' puts a
r
ebïa< on nn. This idea, however, would appear to be based on Procopius. APTO-
WITZER wrongly assumes that Procopius is referring to this system of accents and
he uses only the Latin translation, which has punctum local for OKoati&i. (hence
the rebîa', which is indeed a single dot).
173
 It is difficult to reconcile the readings attributed to the recentiores in the
various sources. An additional problem is the link to Gen 4:24, where sometimes
the same and sometimes other readings are attested for the recentiores. See the
survey in SALVESEN, Symmachus in the Pentateuch, 23-27. Important sources are
Jerome's Epistula 36.2 (ed. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL 54), 269-270), his Quaestiones He-
braicae (ad 4:15; ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 7), the Syro-Hexaplaric manuscript BL Add.
14,442 (edited by CERIANI and LAGARDE) and Iso'dad (Commentaire 1. Genèse,
éd. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 101,6-8; tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 107,31-108,3). The fol-
lowing observations can be made. It would appear that the readings in Greek for
verse 15 were handed down as alternatives for the Septuagint's iniet èxStxoó[xeva
TOxpaXóoEi, without any indication of the subject. Now in Jerome's Latin render-
mgs all three have omnis qui occiderit Cain as the subject of the phrase. The
Paraphrases given in Procopius suggest strongly, however, that in this text Cain
Was taken as the subject instead. The reading of the verb attributed to Aquila in
Procopius (èxSixT)9r|aETOu; cf. ^n^iu in the margin of the Syro-Hexaplaric MS and in
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XV. Ad Gen 4:23-24
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 70v 3-5 (PC 87.1, 256B 14- C 2)
'Ev ôè tœ 'Eßpa'ixqi, <paai, TÖ IßÖofwjxovraxic énm xal TÖ «4ßOo|jLr|xovia
ircta» TOÎÇ aùtotç ypà[i[Jiaoiv o[ioi.cùç ypacpetai. 'O ôè Sûpoç «I
In the Hebrew (text), they say, seventy times seven174 and 'seventy-
seven' are written with the same letters, in the same way. The Syrian,
however, has 'seventy(-seven)'.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 563 (attributed to Eusebius in M) — cf.
Procopius: Mnc 70v 5-7, ed. Petit, ibidem (PG87.1, 256C 5-7)
$alvetai ó Aà(XE)^, àtp' öv Xéyei, ôûo àTioxielvaç avôpaç. Aûvatai ôè ó àvrjp
xal [xéariç elvoa f|Xtxlaç xal Xoircôv yépcùv, ó Ôè veaviaxoç vetcuepoç.
From what he says, it seems that Lamech killed two men. The man may
be in middle age and even old, the young man, however, (is) younger.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 42,791-801
«R|i mm iin|iiili|i |i i|l,[i'i ['''k, 11- li|i|iiiiiiiiMii|ii| |i Siii[rni
LLJO u ' I I1 '» ' ' vP ["'in i i L i i m i , mum! j l^ujub DUJJ l i . | J i i i h t i i i i l i l i l i ! i t j 11 lo E i < > :
i' It l<luîhiiii!lil,ljlili li jil'li L. li jdiiïliiiiuin'li II II jil'li 'liiijliiifl^n li 'limj^îli
'J/'/'i p"yg jmunfi^fh' li IJiuliuiuljLlifili L_p"ii Ifuuj: OpL-fi {i"^
; jl"-[lng /'"'f ptu^'/ig'1) Pt bfilfnm uifiu i i i iy iuf i . i/îupj?^ uyp i i / n f i j 5
II iniliif lljl^liinjli f i r i i i i n f f i i l i , il II il nui nul, j ij^/,ji jl.jj, ƒ'";ƒ'ƒ b
Iso'dad) can only be reconciled with Jerome's ulciscetur (which is a deponent verb
meaning 'he will avenge', not 'he will be avenged' as SALVBSBN says, ibidem, 25 and
27 n. 102) if one assumes that Jerome has opted for an intransitive meaning be-
cause this is the only sense in which the reading does not oppose his interpretation.
With respect to the readings attributed to Symmachus, Jerome's vindicabitur for
exSlxr)<jtv Btuoei is also neither impossible nor very obvious. On the word eßBo[xooc and
its alternatives see n. 160 above; note that the explanation added to this reading
in Procopius finds a counterpart in the slightly different remark «'•is (cmLre'.t o<n)
iSu r^&u^iln r**.«..-.»., '(the one who has begotten) the seventh generation will give
satisfaction', which is linked to the reading of Theodotion in the above-mentioned
Syriac sources (the words between brackets are only found in the Syro-Hexaplaric
MS). The last word of the reading in Iso'dad for Theodotion, .v=a\2u •**«. "-» .•us,
may be a mistake for i_=!u, which is found in the Syro-Hexaplaric MS (a MS like this
may have been his source). Compare the reading found at Gen 4:24 for Theodotion:
81' iß&o^aBoc i£eSixTiO6 (but note that WEVERS also records other possibilities).
174
 Or: 'seventy-seven times'; see below.
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For I have killed a man to my wounding, and a young man to my hurt,
for if seven vengeances were exacted from Cain, then from Lamech
10 seventy times seven. ' In the Hebrew seventy times seven and 'seventy-
seven' are written in the same way and with the same letters, but
in the Syrian it says 'seventy times seven'. Now from his words, it
seems that Lamech killed two men. It is possible to call someone who
is middle-aged and even someone old, a 'man '; but a 'young man ' (is
is what one calls) a younger one.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian text is largely a faithful translation of
the Greek text as found in Procopius. It has preserved the lemma. The
Catena gives only the last part of the text. A problem is the fact that
Procopius attributes the reading aß6o[xr|xovta to the Syrian, whereas
the Armenian translator attributes /i/Jni/jiuuV./////! t/?li, 'seventy times
seven', to the same source. The only internal argument in making a
choice is the consideration that if Eusebius did find the same reading
in the Syriac as in the Greek Bible, he would have indicated this
explicitly. This would plead for Procopius' reading.175 The fact that
this text says only ißÖo[xr|xovT<x does not necessarily indicate that
the Syriac Bible read only the word 'seventy': Eusebius repeats the
word which is at issue: the question is whether it is aß5o(jLT)xovt<xjac or
eßOo[jir|xovia. As regards my translation, the expression aßOojxifjxovcaxK;
Mid is ambiguous: it can be (and has been) understood as 'seventy
times seven' and as 'seventy-seven times'.176 One may assume that the
Greek translator(s) did intend to say 'seventy-seven times',177 though
the expression eß5o[ir|xovT;a èntàxiç would have been a better way to
express this.178 However, this does not answer the question of how
Eusebius understood this formulation; this cannot be determined with
certainty.
175
 If the argument is not accepted, one is left only with the general rule that a
Greek text stands a slightly better chance of having preserved Eusebius' wording
than a translation. This would lead one to make the same choice.
176
 Cf. ALEXANDRE, Le commencement du livre, 373-374, and La Genèse, tr.
HARL, 118 ad 4:24.
177
 Thus BLASS-DEBRUNNER-REHKOPF, Grammatik, § 248,2 with n. 3. This is
also RÖSEL'S translation: Übersetzung, 114 and 118. WEVERS, Notes on Genesis,
65 ad 4:24, takes the expression as 'seventy times seven', however. To the ancient
witnesses to this interpretation mentioned by HARL (as cited in the previous note),
one should add the Syro-Hexapla. It reads * .-<». K'ta-jx y^-1» (according to BL Add.
14,442, edited by CERIANI and LAGARDE).
178
 KÜHNER-BLASS, Grammatik 1.1, § 188.
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The question at issue. Eusebius does not deal with the ambiguity of
the Septuagint's expression lß8ofjiT|xovTaxic âuià. Otherwise one would
have expected him to express the two possible interpretations of it,
instead of giving this reading of the Greek as one of two interpretations
of the Hebrew. We must, therefore, assume that he was not aware of
this difficulty, and attributed only one meaning to the expression. As
stated above, we cannot tell which one. Thus I shall elucidate both
in the paragraphs (a) and (b) which follow; in my opinion, the latter
would seem to make much more sense.
(a) Eusebius interprets the words aß5o(JiTixovi:axic èmtà as 'seventy-
seven times'. Now he wants to make clear that Lamech has to undergo
seventy-seven punishments, which is not the same as being punished
seventy-seven times; the latter expression can be understood in a way
that would support the opinion of those who said that the God of
the Old Testament is unjust, that is, if Lamech was indeed punished
more than once for a single offence. With regard to Cain, whose case
is dealt with just before this one, Eusebius has explained Gen 4:15 in
the sense that Cain had to undergo seven punishments on account of
Abel. He may have read this idea into the first part of verse 24 as well
(though it should be conceded that the form arciaxic makes this quite
difficult). For the second part of the verse, the case of Lamech, this
interpretation is also possible, since, he tells us, the Hebrew text can be
interpreted in both ways: it is either the cardinal number seventy-seven
or the multiplicative seventy-seven times. The Syrian even expresses
the cardinal number seventy-seven unambiguously.
(b) Eusebius interprets eßoopixovtaxic lutà as 'seventy times seven',
that is, 490. This large number of punishments is surprising and could
also be considered unjust. Thus Eusebius tells us that the Hebrew can
be interpreted in two ways: it is either 490 or 77, and one is not able to
tell which of the two, as the reading of the Hebrew is ambiguous. The
Syrian, however, clearly says that seventy-seven vengeances would be
exacted from Lamech.179
After this explanation, Eusebius gives an observation on the last
part of verse 23, indicating that one is bound to conclude that Lamech
179
 Basil, who is familiar with the interpretation that 490 vengeances were exacted
from Lamech, also knows of an explanation which considers it a reference to the
seventy-seventh generation after Adam, when Christ came, the One who could
heal Lamech's sin (Epistula 260.5, ed. COURTONNE, 3, 111-112). This idea is also
found in one of Jerome's letters to Damasus (Epistula 36.5, ed. HII/BERG, 1 (CSBL
54), 272-273. Note that an opinion which explains septuagies septies as 490 is
mentioned in 36.9, ed. laud., 275). Eusebius does not, however, refer to generations
at all.
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killed two men on the basis of a literal interpretation of the text. If
the text is complete, this may be considered a reaction against the
many speculations on the question of the number and identity of those
who were killed by Lamech. Among both Syrian and Greek Fathers,
the idea that Lamech killed Cain, or Cain and a son of Cain, was
known from Jewish sources.180 As one might expect, the Syrian and
Alexandrian-Palestinian Fathers are more prepared to accept aggadic
traditions such as this one than their Antiochene colleagues. Jerome
and Didymus181 do indeed embrace the idea, Basil182 argues against it,
and Theodoret183 simply rejects it as a mythologizing invention.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants. The lemma in the Armenian text gives the second part of verse
23 in full agreement with both the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible.
It also cites verse 24, but this reading differs from the Septuagint in
three respects. It has an ' i f . . . , then' construction which is found in
the Armenian Bible but not in the tradition of the Septuagint; only
the catena manuscript M (Ra 17) comes close to it, as it reads el. The
lemma also says L.p"b i/yit^-p, 'seven vengeances', instead of 'seven times
vengeance(s) were exacted'. This reading, perhaps influenced by verse
15, is found in several MSS of the Armenian Bible (the rest saying L.p'ii
uïij^unTiljik^^ /u"ijij.p/ig/!Ïi or /u1[j^ptg/Ä, 'seven times vengeances will be
exacted' or 'were exacted'), but not in any Septuagint manuscript. It
could arise easily only in the Armenian tradition, where a verb and a
noun are used to express the Greek sjcoeOLjcTj-cai (cf. the Hebrew Dp"1;
the Greek renders the same Hebrew verb by a noun and a verb only
in verse 15). Finally, the lemma changes the word order, putting /i
180
 Didymus (Commentarii in Gen., 142,27-143,3, ed. NAUTIN-ÜOUTRELEAU,
l (SC 233), 328) and Jerome (Epistula 36.4, ed. HILBERG, l (CSEL 54), 272) refer
explicitly to Jewish sources. Didymus calls his source the Book of the Testament;
this work, which is now lost, must have been related to the book of Jubilees (cf. Ju-
bilees 4:31, which relates that Cain was killed by his house collapsing); in Didymus'
source it is a wall which is being built by Lamech that collapses on Cain. The oldest
preserved Jewish source in which it is explicitly said that Cain is killed by Lamech
is Tan n^WD 11, but Symmachus' translation of Gen 4:15 (see above p. 233) may
be a reminiscence, as the idea seems to be connected with the notion that Lamech
belonged to the seventh generation, and that Cain would be punished during seven
generations. — Cf. the survey of patristic interpretations in ALEXANDRE, Le com-
mencement du Uvre, 372. Compare also Ephrem: Commentarii in Genesim, ed.
TONNEAU, 53,29 - 54,13 (tr. 42,13-26). A collection of the legends on Cain's death
can be found in APTOWITZER, Kain und Abel, 56-68.
181
 See note 180 above.
182
 See the letter mentioned in note 179 above.
183
 Quaestiones in Gen. 44, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SAENZ-BADILLOS, 43,6-12.
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(ex Kàiv) in front position. This variant is found neither in the
Armenian Bible, nor in the Septuagint.
On the basis of their role in the commentary and their attestation
in the Greek and Armenian sources, the elements ocvOpoc, veocvlaxov,
and iß§ojji.T]xovtaxi.c âircà can be established as Eusebius' readings in
Gen 4:23-24. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. The reading of the Hebrew text, DT31P
nsnizn, can be interpreted as 'seventy-seven times',184 or as 'seventy-
seven'. The interpretation 'seventy times seven' is impossible because of
the conjunction -l. Unless one choses option (a), Eusebius' information
appears to be incorrect. His source may have been an informant or the
readings of the recentiores (which are here no longer extant).
The Peshitta reads rd»_=2.o ^-.A. The question is how the -A
should be interpreted. The most likely explanation is that it is used
to resume the expression -.= .•u., which is the usual way to indicate
the multiplicative idea, used in the first part of the verse, where
one finds rei_ai= .vj for 'seven times'. If this is the case, the words
r^v -1T.O ^.v-iA can be translated as 'seventy-seven times'. In any case,
the Peshitta reading cannot be interpreted as 'seventy times seven',
because of the conjunction between 'seventy' and 'seven', just as in
the Hebrew. Interpreting the comment in line with option (b), this is
exactly what Eusebius is expressing when he gives the Greek rendering
Iß5o|ir|xovi:a. If one were to opt for (a), one must assume that Eusebius
interpreted the Peshitta reading differently or even that he had text
without a lämad. In this case, Eusebius would have given the Greek
form aß8o|rr|xovi;a instead of eß5op)xovxaxtc to indicate that the Syrian
has a simple cardinal number here.
XVI. Ad Gen 4:26
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 577 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa) -
cf. Procopius: MncB 2r 20-25 (Ktl 21v 13-17, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 577;
PG87.1, 261C 1-9)
fjXmaev èmxaXeïaQai to ovopa. iou 0eou.>a 'Ev to 'Eßpa'ixö6
ouxoùç Xsfet, àXX' «ooioç i\\mae,v imxocXeïoOai tâ> ovojjtaxi xuptou xoû
184
 The unexpected nsaiB, instead of saw, may have been written under influence
of the feminine form DTlS^lf in the first part of the verse; cf. JOÖON—MURAOKA,
Grammar, § 142q.
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9eoü», TouTÉattv ulôç 9soû Xéyea0ai. jcai 0eoç. Ol yàp àrco xoû Er|0 ôixouoi
yeyovaaiv O0ev -f] ypa<pr|, eauifj àxoÀou0ouaa, [letà tocuxà cprjaiv Kat eföov
5
 ot uioî TOO Ö£oü taf öufoaspac wv àvdpajnwv, toutécrav ol ôtxouoi. Où yàp
•^v È7U[jiiCia töv ulöv ST)0 jtpóc TOÙÇ arcó toü Kaïv.
a
 e Procopio supplevi \ 6 cpaaiv addit Procopius
This one hoped to call upon the name of God. In the Hebrew, he
does not say thus, but 'this one hoped to be called by the name of
the Lord God,' that is, to be named son of God and God. For the
!o (descendants) of Seth have become righteous ones, whence Scripture,
consistent with itself, says after these things: And the sons of God saw Gen 6:2
the daughters of men; this refers to the righteous ones, for there had
been no intermingling of the sons of Seth with those of Cain.
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 42,802-812
«01 i l l . | i l i i ] | bqL i i | i i | | i . L i i i l l i i i i i i l l l i i i i l ) ' i n f i l l n i lu i i l l (jliniju. uiu JIM I M I I I J I I H
l^njji^ ijujUnLU bbuitiTb UiuuinL&nj»: P ^LppuijLgfib n^ uijuuffcu mu^, "J//^  /?t
um jiti IHIIIJHH IfnjJi^juIiinLii 5tujfi-li lAuinnta^iy. ujju^Hi^pli t n/"J/* <J*uuini.frnj
tulinLuniui LL lliiniiiii tub . on nno n Ukloiujb çlib' ujpn.ujno / , / / / .ƒ / . nininji
5 u. l^hnli ohi-P n^Difi C/I/CTDUUI ujuc jfunnj' ffffc «Ocu/ïli nnrin ou ILniuiii uni
Hrj-uinhfiEjU Juifir^l^ujli», ujjufîb^pii t/?t ujpij.uip^. ^piulinji ^[i fiftiutifiiLpJtLli
npninqij Ubjtfuji [ i l i ' l uyljnuhu nn h Vuy/^j^i t/1*0-'
And to Seth a son was born, and he gave him the name Enosh. This
one hoped to call the name of the Lord God. In the Hebrew, he does
10
 not say thus, but 'this one hoped to be called by the name of the
Lord God', that is, to be named son of God and God. For those who
descended from Seth have become righteous ones, whence Scripture,
consistent with itself, says later on: Tie sons of God saw the daughters Gen 6:2
of men; this refers to the righteous ones, for there had been no alliance
15
 of the sons of Seth with those who descended from Cain.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian text is a faithful translation of the
Greek text as found in both the Catena and Procopius. It has preserved
a long lemma. Procopius introduces Eusebius' explanation with the
word çocaiv; this word does not belong to Eusebius' text. — The same
interpretation of this verse is mentioned at Gen 12:8 (see pages 293-296
below).
The question at issue. Eusebius interpreted the Septuagint reading
of this verse in the most obvious way, that is, he took it to mean that
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Enosh hoped to invoke the name of the Lord. However, he appears to
prefer an alternative: he gives the reading of the Hebrew as ImxaXelaOai
to> óvófxati. xuptou TOÜ 9eou. The difference from the LXX, the dative
to ovójjuxti instead of the accusative 10 ovo[xa, seems small, but its
consequence is far-reaching: in this reading it is difficult to interpret
the word âiuxaXe.ta6at as a middle, as it is deprived of its object; it is
now more easily taken as a passive, that is, as Eusebius paraphrases, it
comes to mean 'he hoped to be named son of God and God'.185 Eusebius
explains that the descendants of Seth were righteous, and that these
just ones are called 'sons of God' in Gen 6:2, in full agreement with
Gen 4:26.
The idea that the Sethites were just and the Cainites wicked was
fairly commonplace. Here it is linked to the interpretation of the
'sons of God' as the Sethites, instead of angels or mythical beings.
Though it may very well be argued that it was this equation which
triggered the passive interpretation of Gen 4:26b186—the 'sons of God'
in Gen 6:2 should be interpreted as the Sethites and the correctness of
this interpretation can be 'proven' by forcing a passive interpretation
on the Septuagint text of Gen 4:26—, both elements can stand alone;
they are mentioned separately in Julius Africanus, the first author
whom we know to have suggested these interpretations,187 and the
passive reading of Gen 4:26b is also found without reference to Gen 6:2
in Didymus.188 Therefore it does not come as a surprise that Eusebius
deals with Gen 4:26 and appeals to Gen 6:2 as evidence instead of the
other way round.
The new element introduced by Eusebius is the fact that he does not
force the Greek into the strait-jacket of this interpretation, as Didymus
and Julius Africanus do, but appeals to an alternative reading; he is
aware that it is not a very obvious understanding of the Septuagint text
itself. Thus the appeal to the Hebrew appears to be a secondary element
in the history of this tradition. A comparable attempt at an explanation
185
 On this interpretation of èmxaXEÏaOai, cf. FRAADE, Enosh and his Generation,
63-64 with n. 50 and KAMESAR, Jerome, 147-150 with n. 184.
186
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 146, and cf. FRAADE, Enosh and his Generation, 67-68.
is? i'hg fragments do not link up, at any rate. See Chronographiae, fragments 3
(ed. ROUTH, 238-239 = Syncellus' Ecloga Chronographica, ed. MOSSHAMMER, 10, 7-
11) and 7 (ed. ROUTH, 241; ed. MOSSHAMMER, 19,23-20,4). Fragment 3 should in-
deed be attributed to Africanus, see KAMESAR, Jerome, 146 n. 170 (against FRAADE,
Enosh and his Generation, 88 n. 127 and 128), which, as a matter of fact, makes
Eusebius' exegesis less original than FRAADE, ibidem, 67-68, suggests.
188
 Commentarii in Gen., 145,3-8, ed. NAUTIN-ÜOUTRELEAU, 1 (SC 233), 332.
In Gen 6:2 Didymus read ocyyeXoi with many LXX manuscripts.
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which is philologically more accurate is made by Theodoret,189 who
appeals to Aquila instead of the Hebrew, citing him as TOTE TIPX^
TOO xocAEÏaSou xo3 óvófiaTi xuptou.190 The problem seems to have been
sensed by John Chrysostom191 and Cyril of Alexandria192 as well: they
give the dative TO ôvo^ora in their quotation of the Septuagint. It
is unclear whether these three exegetes were familiar with Eusebius'
interpretation of the Hebrew. At least in the case of Chrysostom this is
a distinct possibility, but for Theodoret it is perhaps less complicated
to assume only a familiarity with Aquila, and Cyril may simply have
given a paraphrasing citation of the LXX along the lines of Africanus'
interpretation iïuxaXeïaScu tó övo(xa xuplou loü OEOU itpoioç, tout' eau
itpoaayopeûeaOai ovófjiatt. 6soü.193
Jerome, as expected, takes philological accuracy one step further. He
was able to check the Hebrew and was aware of the way Aquila worked.
When he gives the translation iste coepit invocare nomen Domini
in the Vulgate, he would appear to have interpreted the expression
too xocXEÏaOou èv óvófjum xuplou (one of the readings attributed to
Aquila in LXX manuscripts), as a literalistic rendering of the Hebrew.194
Consequently, he is not able to use Aquila in the way Theodoret did.
Ephrem, who is also familiar with the equation of the 'sons of God'
189
 Quaestiones in Gen. 47, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÀENZ-BADILLOS, 44-46.
Compare his interpretation of the form eitexocXeoaio in Gen 21:33; here he also
chooses the sense of 'calling', but he takes this form as a middle voice, adding to it
the double accusative tö övojjia toû toiiou èxEivou ©eôç alc6vtoî (cf. the construction
in Gen 21:31): Quaestiones in Gen. 73 (end), ed. laud., 68.
190
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 147—148 n. 176 argues on good grounds that one should
adopt this reading from the apparatus, instead of the editors' choice tote ripxfl'n too
xocXetv èv óvó|iati xuptou, one of the readings attributed to Aquila in the margins
of some LXX manuscripts (cf. Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.). It
would appear that Theodoret gave a mixed reading, as the reading OOTOC rîpÇato
TOÛ xaXeïaSou èv óvóu.ati xupiou is also attested in LXX manuscripts. On the inter-
pretation of this reading, cf. KAMESAR, ibidem, 149—150. If Theodoret indeed used
the simple dative instead of the construction with èv (which, as a matter of fact, is
also found in the manuscript tradition of his commentary), this may be explained
as a Hellenization of Aquila's literalistic expression as he understood it. Thus,
with respect to the use Chrysostom may have made of Aquila, KAMESAR, ibidem,
147 n. 175, and in general, ibidem, 149-150.
191
 Expositio in Psalmum 49 1 (PG 55, 241); see also the texts and discussion
in FRAADE, Enosh and his Generation, 70-75.
192
 Glaphyra in Ge.ne.sim 1 (PG 69, 48AB); see also the texts and discussion
in FRAADE, Enosh and his Generation, 80—85; add to these Responsiones 15, ed.
WICKHAM, 177. See also the discussion in WICKHAM, 'The Sons of God and the
Daughters of Men', 135-147.
193 Th^ fragment 3, see the reference in note 187 above.
194
 Thus KAMESAR, Jerome, 149-150.
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with the Sethites and the link to Gen 4:26,195 has another problem:
in the Peshitta a passive interpretation is completely impossible. He
solves this by reducing the appeal to Gen 4:26 to a mere play on words.
It is uncertain where Eusebius picked up the exegetical tradition.
As its occurrence in Julius Africanus, Ephrem, Didymus, and Cyril
makes clear, it was widespread among Christian exegetes. As Julius
Africanus, in whose Chronographiae this opinion is first found, has
the reputation of a traveller, having stayed both in Alexandria and
Edessa, its geographical spread is not at all surprising. Eusebius may
have brought it with him from Syria, or learned it when studying in
Alexandria or Caesarea. Eusebius of Caesarea is known to have used the
Chronographiae, but his extant works do not mention this opinion.196
In the extant works of Origen it is not found either,197 but as we have
seen, it does occur in the Alexandrians Didymus and Cyril.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma citing part of Gen 4:26
in Procopius agrees with the Septuagint, except that it does not read
xupiou. This minus is not found in Septuagint manuscripts, and it is
probably not Eusebius' text either. The word is found in the 'Eßpocioc
reading, where it can best be explained as an element adopted from the
Greek Bible. It is not a point at issue. The lemma in the Armenian text
is longer; it follows largely the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible.198 It
reads L. (xod) before uîimiulhkwg (aiLCuvojAaaev); this is the reading of the
Armenian Bible, supported by some Septuagint manuscripts. It renders
&7io>vo[juxa£v TO ovofjia auiou using a construction with a dative, whereas
the Armenian Bible more closely imitates the Greek; and it reads uw
where the Armenian Bible has "but (both are possible renderings of
OUTOÇ; ij.«* would perhaps have been the most precise one). — On the
basis of its role in the commentary and its attestation in Procopius
and the Armenian translation, the phrase o&xoç T^XTUOEV emxaXsïaOat. to
ovoïde xuptou tou 0£ou can be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest
of his text remains uncertain.
195
 Commentarii in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 54,29-55,3 (tr. 43,8-11) and 56,1-
3 (tr. 44, 8-10). For a discussion of this motif and the importance it has for Ephrem,
cf. KRONHOLM, Motifs from Genesis 1-11, 163-171, who also deals with all parallels
in Ephrem's hymns.
196
 See FRAADE, Enosh and his Generation, 56-60.
197
 See FRAADE, Enosh and his Generation, 52-56.
198
 The observation in the first apparatus of Genesis, ed. WEVERS, at to 3vo(Aa 1°,
which attributes the reading T<Ï> ovó|j.cm for this place to Eusebius of Emesa, is wrong
and should be deleted. In the column referred to, 555 of PG 86.1, only the Latin
translation can be found. In column 556 the text of the Catena, containing only
the reading of the Hebrew for TO ovo(xa 2° is given.
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In the quotation from Genesis 6:2, Eusebius reads xod eloov instead
of lôovtEç 5é. His reading may be explained as an inaccuracy as a result
of citing from memory. No manuscript supports it. Though it does not
render xou, the Armenian would seem to follow Eusebius' Greek text:
the Armenian Bible reads the participle mfcutm/. Only the following
words, ol uîoi -cou Osoû TOC Ouyottépocç xâ>v ôtvopcomov, can be established
with some certainty as Eusebius' reading.
The alternative readings. The 'Eßpaioc reading differs from the
Hebrew text as we know it, which reads mrr owa «~ipV brnn T«. This
is usually interpreted as 'Then people began (in fact a passive form,
'then was begun') to call upon the name of the LORD.' As the appeal
to the Hebrew should probably be regarded as a secondary element
in the history of the tradition which gives a passive interpretation
of eiuxocXelo-Gai, the question is posed of where Eusebius found this
'Eßpoüoc reading. In the comparable instance in Gen 12:8, it is the
Syrian which supports Eusebius' interpretation; in Gen 4:26, however,
the Peshitta opposes Eusebius' exegesis. Thus the 'Eßpoüoc reading
cannot have been 'grafted onto' the interpretation of the Syriac Bible, as
is possible in some other cases. Neither, probably, does it constitute an
independent attempt at rendering the Hebrew by a Hebrew informant
of Eusebius,199 as that would entail the supposition of a different
Hebrew text, or at least of an interpretation which would not seem to
have been current in Jewish circles.200 I think Eusebius simply followed
the Septuagint for the first and the last part of Gen 4:26b, which is
problematic, but not at issue in his commentary. In the second part,
he may have based himself on the reading of one of the recentiores.
Although this was probably not intended, the passive interpretation is
an obvious understanding of the reading (o&toç fîpÇocto) too xaXeîaôai èv
ovofiait xuplou, which is, as we have seen, one of the readings attributed
to Aquila.201 Less favourable for Eusebius, but just as possible, is the
199
 The same opinion is expressed by KAMESAR, Jerome, 148. He stresses the fact
that a large part of the 'Eßpalo; reading simply follows the Septuagint.
200
 Only some versions of the Samaritan Targum give a passive interpretation of
N~]pV. They may have interpreted the form as a niph'al infinitive of which the he
has been elided. See for texts and discussion FRAADE, Enosh and his Generation,
29-31 with n. 6. FRAADE does not assume any relation between this Samaritan
tradition and the passive interpretation current in Christian circles; the ambiguity
of the Greek verb is a more obvious explanation. On Aquila, see below.
201
 On this reading and its interpretation, cf. the literature mentioned in note
190 above. Just as in the case of Theodoret, the simple dative instead of the con-
struction with èv may be interpreted as a Hellenization of Aquila's expression as
he understood it.
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thesis that Eusebius simply assumed it was the reading of the Hebrew
as he had learned that the passive understanding of âjuxocXelaGou was
the right interpretation.
XVII. Ad Gen 5:3
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 581 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
Etc TO "EÇrjaev de 'Aôà^j. lit] aX ' xai èfévvr^aev tov £r)6. 'laieov 5e on ó
'Eßpoctoc xal ó Eópoc xai ó Su^fxa^oc rcapà p' Itr] àel yeveaXoyeï. Kai
urtoSetyfjiaTOç evexsv ETC' aüioü -cou 'A6à[j. yéypaTrcai aX' ètwv yevvcov tov
£r|6, ó 'Eßpaloc p X ' , Ttpoattorjai 8è aotèt elç uuoXoiuov ÇCÙTJÇ too 'A5à[Ji.
ZT)teliai XoiTtov ta xatà MaGouaàXav. 5
As to (the sentence) Adam lived 230 years and begot Seth: it should be
known that the Hebrew, the Syrian, and Symmachus always draw up
a genealogy with a difference of 100 years (with respect to the Septu-
agint). And, for example, in the case of Adam himself, he is described
(in the Septuagint) as (being at the age) of 230 years when he begot 10
Seth; the Hebrew, (though, reads) 130, but adds these (subtracted
years) to what remains of Adam's life. The question presents itself,
then, as to the years of Methuselah.
B. PROCOPIUS: MncB 2v 11-13 (Ktl 22r 2-3, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 581;
PG87.1, 264B 1-3)
'laiéov ÔÈ o-ct ó 'Eßpaioc rcapa éxaxóv !TT) àel yeveaXoysl. Olov ó 'Aôàjo.
yéypau-cou aX' itâiv yevvöv löv ÜTJ0, ó Ôè 'Eßpatoc pX' <pt]aiv.
One must know that the Hebrew always draws up a genealogy with a
difference of 100 years (with respect to the Septuagint). As for instance
Adam is described (in the Septuagint) as (being at the age) of 230 s
years when he begot Seth, but the Hebrew says 130.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 42,813-43,823
« u l | l i l l l i | l),i| n u f n n l i i l . | i l | l , | i | i i |i L l i j l l i i l m ' l i , L V l i i i i i i | l) l , | ( l». /"''ƒ kppujjljgftll
L l l l l i i i f l j î l l Li lljii(!ii_i>iiii CuiflflLfl Ullf Uftlllftllu un*)/,'/! j iuiyiy iii^nii/TiiyiJi iilllij , ll
ujLfiffhuilf inliij Hinwill ftul{ jUiif.ujifiuj t iun3inL^fiulj i n j i i i l j i l f : rpbui^^, Uifj.wif
( 43 ) fcpfyfcpfiiji L. bphuntb nnliiiij £ƒ• ijjt fl'linn ijUl^p. fiulf bp
L. bpkuntb uiif Cuji/iiubt ƒ• 'Imifii'ilil^li fi ufiulfuiunifïtfiLli
uyuni^fcui/i L. ijimlli
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Adam lived two hundred and thirty years and begot Seth. The He-
brew, the Syrian, and Symmachus give one hundred years less in the
10 enumeration. And an,example may be taken from (the case of) Adam:
it is written (in the Septuagint): Adam was (at the age) of two hundred
and thirty years when he begot Seth. The Hebrew, though, subtracts
one hundred and thirty years from this, (which leads) to a decrease of
Adam's life(span). The question presents itself, then, also concerning
is Methuselah.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian text is a faithful translation of the
Greek as found in the Catena, except for the words TtpoatiOriat 5è aùià
etc 6itoXotitov in line 4. The translator seems to have made a random
guess at their meaning. Procopius gives a condensed version of the
passage.
The question at issue. The Hebrew text and the versions differ in
respect of the ages of the patriarchs. Eusebius gives a general rule: the
Hebrew, the Syrian, and Symmachus subtract one hundred years from
the age at which they beget a son, but the lifespan as such is the same
in the Hebrew and the Greek, as the Hebrew adds the subtracted years
to those which remain after the birth of the offspring. The general rule
holds good for Adam, Seth, Enosh, Kenan, Mahalalel and Enoch, but
not for Jared, Methuselah and Lamech.202 The case of Methuselah is
particularly difficult, because the figures in LXX* imply that he died
fourteen years after the Flood.203 Eusebius, however, only tells us there
is a 'question' concerning Methuselah.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma in the catena fragment
and in the Armenian give the same shortened version of Gen 5:3.
The readings agree with the corresponding part of the verse in the
Septuagint and the Armenian Bible. On the basis of its role in the
comment, the number 230 can be established as Eusebius' reading in
Gen 5:3. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. The case of Adam is used to demonstrate
the general rule. The data given for the Hebrew and the Syrian agree
with the Masoretic text and the Peshitta. The mention of Symmachus
seems to be appropriate as well.204 In his Chronicon, Eusebius of Cae-
202
 Many modern commentaries give comparative tables; see for example DRIVER,
The Book of Genesis, 79, and RÖSEL, Übersetzung, 131.
203
 For this problem and some patristic explanations, see La Genese, tr. HARL,
123-124 ad Gen 5:27.
204
 Cf. Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.: ol X' pX.
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sarea205 compares the chronological data in the Hebrew and Samaritan
scriptures and the translation of the Seventy. The exclusion of the
Samaritan Pentateuch and the mention of Symmachus and the Syr-
ian, though, make clear that Eusebius of Emesa was at least partially
independent from this work of his namesake.
XVIII. Ad Gen 6:5
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 73r 14-16 (PG87.1, 269A 9-12)
Kcd näc lie, 8iotvoehai iv ifj xapÔiçt aikoö em^eAwc ini m Trovrjpà x<x9'
r)[jiép<xv, xod -cà iÇfjç. Tö nó.aa<; tàç ^p,ép(xç TÖ 'Eßpoüxöv oüx e^et.
And everyone studiously meditates evil in his heart day by day, and
the following words. The Hebrew does not have the (expression) all the
days.
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 44,845-850
«ÜL llllllillllljll n. p INUI^II |l il|ilil|l |n INN if [lilmiliill| |i JIII|I|HI |l I li'iilllj II
mul,. IL iiiillïliiiijli njt funpÇfi i^ni/<?iii£ ƒ! ^L
fi l l /j/.'lmiij fiLfing» lij uiunjtffU mul. It HJ hp
And everyone mindfully meditates evil in his heart from his youth. The
Hebrew says: 'And everyone studiously meditates evil always.' Neither 5
the Syrian nor the Hebrew says all the days of his life.
Discussion
Textual tradition. Procopius' text may be explained from the longer
one reflected in the Armenian translation, rather than the other way
round. Procopius has shortened the text by leaving out the full reading
of the Hebrew, a procedure which was possible as this reading does not
seem much different from the Greek. He has also left out the expression
lx veótT)Toc (OCUTOÜ), which formed part of Eusebius' Greek Bible, but
which was probably not found in that of Procopius. The expression
xoc6' f|[jiEpav is difficult to explain; it is not a variant known from other
sources, and the usual LXX reading róaotc tàç rijxépaç is also given. I
would suggest that it formed part of the reading of the Hebrew, and that
205
 Armenian text: éd. et tr. AUCHER, 1, 116-129. Cf. also tr. KARST (GE 5),
38-41.
un i n i l
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it is this expression which is rendered by the Armenian as
'always', a translation which hardly fits Eusebius' intentions, as we
shall see. Procopius retained it as part of the reading of the Greek
either because he liked it as a paraphrase or by mistake. In fact, it is
possible that this whole situation came about through a mechanical
error; the eyes of the copyist may have slipped from the first occurrence
of ta itovT)p<x to the second in a text like this:
Kai Trâç uç Stavoeîtat èv rfj xotpÔia autou èmpeXtoç èm ta Trovrjpà ex
veOTrjToç (+ atkoû ?). eO 8à 'Eßpaloc <pï)aiv Kal itâç TIC Siavoeïiat . . .
im ta TCOVT]pà xa0' fjfjiépav . . .
In the last sentence of the fragment, Procopius omitted the mention of
the Syrian, in accordance with the principle explained on page 219.
The question at issue. This short comment points the way to a much
more elaborate discussion of this verse and its parallel Gen 8:21 (see
fragment xxv below). What Eusebius wants to emphasize here is the
fact that neither the Hebrew nor the Syrian read rcàaaç xàç r^épaç.
This expression has the connotation of 'all the days of his life'. The
Armenian translation makes this explicit, and one can infer this from
Diodore's comment on Gen 8:21 (Csl. 150), which explains that after
the Flood, God had become lenient towards errors committed in one's
youth. Diodore is reasoning here on the basis of the fact that his Greek
Bible read TOXOOCÇ iàç f|p.épocç in Gen 6:5 and àx veoiirycoc in Gen 8:21. 206
Eusebius probably thought that if a man really meditated evil 'all the
days of his life', this could imply that he was bad by nature. As one can
gather from the longer comment just mentioned, the idea that evil is
natural is exactly the view Eusebius was opposing; he considered it an
invention of the heart: it is the choice of man's free will. For this reason
the denial of the correctness of the reading màaaç iàç f|[jiépaç must have
been important for him, whereas the reading xoc9' ^(Jiepav, which is
perhaps the reading of the Hebrew, may have been more acceptable.
Quotations from the Septuagint. Eusebius' Septuagint read the plus
£x VEOTTVCOÇ, an addition on the basis of the parallel Gen 8:21, as do some
manuscripts, some ancient translations of the LXX, John Chrysostom,
and perhaps Didymus.207 It is also found in the Sûpoç reading of Gen 6:5
in fragment xxv, where it can best be explained as an addition on the
basis of the Septuagint. The word /u/ii/t, 'his', may be an elucidation
36
 Cf. also the fact that CLAUSER translates raxaaç tôcç f||AÉpaç as omnibus vitae
diebus in another instance (PG 87.1, 290C 10; in his translation of the text dealt
with here, in 270A, he renders xa6' ^(xepav twice).
207
 Commentarii in Gen., 159,13, ed. NAUTIN-ÜOUTRELEAU, 2 (SC 244), 42.
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of the Armenian translator or an indication of a Vorlage with the word
ocu-cou, which is attested by some witnesses both here and at Gen 8:21.
The rest of the text reconstructed above agrees with LXX*. By following
the reading ix veOTiycoc (OCÜTOÜ) and by rendering oiavoettai with the
present /un/iSfi, the Armenian translator distances himself from the
Armenian Bible. In the tradition of the Armenian Bible the plus is not
found, and all MSS read the imperfect /unp<t/7.
The alternative readings. The sentence 'Neither the Syrian nor the
Hebrew says all the days of his life,' can mean two things: either
Eusebius wants to express that these witnesses do not read the words
cited at all, or that they have a different reading. With regard to the
Hebrew, it can be inferred from the complete reading he gives that the
latter option should be chosen. The words nrn hs are indeed rendered
better by x«9' fjfiEpav than by Ttàaaç xàç r|[jiipaç, which implies 'of his
life'. The rest of the full reading of the Hebrew agrees more closely with
the Septuagint than with the Hebrew text we are familiar with, IX"1 Vrn
y~i p~\ in1? rac?nD. This is concordant with Eusebius' own observation
in fragment xxv, text C, lines 8-9 (40-41) that 'the Hebrew says
the first passage (i.e., this one) as the Greek.' (pages 278-279). It
may be assumed that Eusebius had an informant who explained the
reading of the Septuagint as a paraphrasing, yet accurate, translation
of the Hebrew, just as Wevers does in our time.208 When dealing with
fragment xxv, we shall see that Eusebius handles the Sûpoç readings
of Gen 6:5 and Gen 8:21 in a similar way to that in which his informant
may have handled the reading of the Hebrew here. — The absence of
a counterpart to èv if) xocpôlçc can be taken as a sign that Eusebius'
source was of the opinion that the Hebrew word 13 V was rendered
satisfactorily in the verb Siavoeliai. It is impossible to tell the reason
for the choice of the word i/im./?ni£ 'with care', 'studiously', instead of
/ij'fimifni/, which means much the same; the background to the difference
may simply be that the translator adopted the reading of the Armenian
Bible dubujifnif) as a rendering of the Septuagint, whereas he gave his
own interpretation in when translating the 'Eßpoüoc reading. -- The
208 WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 78-79. Cf. also RÖSEL, Übersetzung, 160-161.
Another possibility (a less probable one, I think) is to surmise that the translators
of the Septuagint, followed by Eusebius' source, took ~>:r as a verb, and rnttfns as
an adverbial expression which they translated as ÈTCt|j.eXâ)<;. The problem that the
word rn!Z?nD is not found in the parallel Gen 8:21, whereas èTtifxeXóöc is, also applies
if one takes eiujjiEXcuc as the translation of pi. In both cases one has to assume
that the translation of Gen 8:21 was influenced by Gen 6:5. Cf. also La Genèse, tr.
HAUL, 127 ad 6:5.
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'Eßpoüoc reading in the second apparatus of Wevers's edition of the
Greek Genesis is taken from the text dealt with below as fragment
xxv. It is one of two 'Eßpatoc readings of Gen 8:21, and should be
deleted here at Gen 6:5, as it does not relate to this verse.
With respect to the Syrian, it is more difficult to make a choice in
the dilemma outlined. The full reading of the Syrian given in fragment
xxv, text C, lines 4-5 (35-36), 'Every man mindfully meditates evil
from his youth', could be taken to suggest that Eusebius' Syriac Bible
had no counterpart to the expression iiàaaç tàç fjjjiipac. This reading
certainly yields no conclusive proof, however, since one would expect
such a counterpart just after the words 'from his youth'; it could simply
be a partial quotation. Thus it is very possible to make the same choice
as in the case of the Hebrew. The Peshitta reads joo. .\-\-i, which I
would render in the same way as the Hebrew text rather than with the
expression Ttàaocç tac ^fiipaç. Confronted with the reading in his native
language, Eusebius may have sensed that saying 'Neither the Syrian
says all the days of his life, nor the Hebrew,' made his case stronger
than giving his own translation.
XIX. Ad Gen 6:6
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 73r 16-23 (PC 87.1, 269A 12-B 7)
Kal ia èveovfjLrjori SE, to 'Eßpa'ixöv E^et «8i£vor|0T]» r\ «itpoaéa)(£v», èVcaûGa
[AÓVOV. 'AXXa^pü 6è EÏ rcou l^si, <mLe.ie\i£\-f\ÜT\y> OTjXoï f] «uapexXriÖT]», avt't
TOÜ «£7toïr|a£ xat' av0pcÓTCCuv aÏtYjaiv à£ioù0£lç». Tic töv SaouXa f)tr|aavio
ol 'louSaioi xal EÖOUXEV aûtoïç ó 0£Öc TÓV SaoóX' oümw yàp 'Pjv ó Aaui5
5
 èîtiir|Ô£toç, àXX' lu VEÓC, xal f| ßaatXEia où tö B£viafjilv axpEiXEto' öfxwc
Sa xal ócTto B£via[i,lv oux ócpyöc, èTCEiSr) [X£ia xoü 'Iou5a BEviajjilv i^v, tva
"f] 'Ecppaljji T) xaxcoc apÇaaa \ir\ ljj\ Xéy£iv on ô OEÔÇ au' èfxoü fjpCaio f\
lege forsan
And for the (expression) lie became concerned, the Hebrew has 'he
10
 pondered on' or 'he turned his attention to', here only. Elsewhere, if
(the Hebrew) has (this word) somewhere, he means 'he repented', or
'he relented', in the sense of 'he acted according to the demand of
men when mollified by entreaties'. Just as the Jews asked Saul and
God gave them Saul — for David was not yet fit, but still young — , and
15
 yet kingship was not due to Benjamin. However, (it was) not in vain
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either (to start) from Benjamin, because Benjamin was together with
Juda, in order that Efraim, who had reigned badly, could not say: '(It
was) from me (onwards that) God started (the kingship)' or '(that) he
elected (a king).'
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 44,851-864
«til. iliriui|un|i^ hqli inl,p U.ui i in i mfr , i|]i ujpujp [jJUJprj. L i | i l i i n in UIA'»:
3bppuijkgj!b ilium i/fii fyuy pt liftnuiL tuff, pmjij tujniLfi ntjit^' IL cfjfuiguiL,
iiji tiilinini lucrh ititnit.ii inning Lijitn uiuc, iTifi/ziuflfUfu iiniLiiij \t\\r nnn ujniup
mri 1/Zunn.li on iiniiitjhiiiin - nfiLucu n UuJifnLcnj' nn ujniUjhinJ njun.nknnb
^flfctui l>ïl L. Lin Initial U.riliri(l.l.i.irY n C/llUMi n, n/l jit. LLU ^nt<TUni Çn PUJI./1/ffj tuj^
ij.fcn_ ilîuliuili tp- t puuiLuiin[ini.lttfiîlib' dnir^ujjfi LL n^ rliU^iuitlJtU^i fcp tiilitj,
uuilfiujb IL ƒ• pKj^ujJ^il/t nj^ i^iujpuiu^uip, ^ujbijji L. pt^j/ituJJA ji'Juy OnLtiuijfi
£n. n/i UtnnbiJn Minn nu uittil IJlu lilt nn * uinujfujn iiitiiiLtnij un niiingn ujuu^
a
 negationem delevi
And the Lord God became thoughtful (about the fact) that he had 1°
made man, and he came to ponder on it. In the Hebrew, it says here only
'he came to ponder', but somewhere else (it says) also 'he repented',
for he says elsewhere 'he was prayed to' (for) 'he came to ponder', in
the sense of saying: 'what he did towards man because he was prayed
to'. As (was the case) for Samuel, for the Jews asked him through 1$
prayer, and God gave them Saul — for David was not yet ready, but still
young — , and yet kingship was proper to Judah and not to Benjamin.
However, it was not in vain either (to start) from Benjamin, because
Benjamin was also together with Juda, in order that Efraim's royal
dynasty, which had reigned very badly, could not say: '(Starting) from 20
me (God) elected (a king).'
Discussion
Textual tradition. In the text of the first two sentences, there are
some differences between Procopius and the Armenian translation.
Procopius may have left out a longer lemma, but he correctly states
that Eusebius is dealing with the word av£6u[jLr|0T). The reading of the
Armenian translator may be explained from the Greek one on the
assumption that he thought that Eusebius meant to discuss the last
word of the verse, 8iE.vor|0ri, whereas Eusebius had intended this word as
one of two 'Eßpoüoc readings for ev£0u[rr|0T]. The fact that the two Greek
verbs are related in meaning, and the rendering of them into Armenian
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(see below, page 258), may have added to this misunderstanding. The
translator tried to make the best of it, which means that he had to leave
out the second interpretation of the Hebrew, which now had become
incomprehensible. — The word aiqunkgujL, 'he was prayed to', 'he was
supplicated', is a translation of both rc<xpe>cXri0T] and <x|ioù0etç. It is not
incorrect, but the Greek words can also express the positive result of
an entreaty. The translator misunderstood or misread the word TOO (A,
line 3) as -coü-co ö or o, rendering ijnp, 'what' (B, line 3 (14)).
In the second part of these fragments, the Armenian and Greek
agree, except on the mention of Samuel. The Greek text reads Saul
twice, the Armenian refers to Samuel first. From the viewpoint of
content and grammar, both readings are possible. In the Greek text,
the accusative that goes with ouxéoo can indicate the one to whom the
request is directed or the object which is demanded. The same holds
true for the construction of the Armenian. Graphically, the names Saul
and Samuel resemble each other in both scripts. Perhaps, however, it is
more natural to suppose that a scribe straightened out the difference,
than that he introduced one.
The question at issue. Eusebius wants to tell his readers that the
Hebrew word translated as ave0u[if|0T] here only has a meaning like
§ievoT|0Y) or Tcpooéa^ev. This is correct; the word an: is rendered as
only here. Elsewhere it is translated mostly by the verbs
i, [ieTa[jiiXo[i,ou, (JLETXXVOECD, or Ttaoco. Eusebius mentions the
first two of these renderings, and gives a single paraphrase on the basis
of uapaxaXEofJuxi. He goes on to deal with an important example, the
case of IReg (ISam) 15. In this chapter, it says that God repented of
having made Saul king. The verb an: is translated as [Aeie[ieXr|0T) in
verse 35, but the Septuagint reads TtapaxexXrifjiai in verse 11. Eusebius
interprets this case in the light of the sense he has just given to
the Hebrew verb, that is, 'to act according to the demand of men',
explaining at the same time that God had a purpose in doing so.
This interpretation takes the edge off the idea that God was indeed
repenting here.
The background to this remark may be the fact that the suggestion
that God could repent was not acceptable. Philo already deals with this
issue at length.209 For him, the idea that God could change his opinion
is the main problem. Origen cites the Genesis passage in his Contra
ag
 See his Quod Deus Immutabilis Sit, especially the paragraphs 20-32 and 70-
'2, dealing with this passage of the book of Genesis.
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Celsum,210 and says there can be no question of [AEtafiiXeia here, as
this is a human passion. A passage in De Principüs makes clear that
the idea that God repented that he had made man could also be grist
to the mill of those heretics who accepted the idea of a bad Creator
and a good Saviour.211 In this text and in two homilies on Jeremiah,212
Origen also refers to IReg 15 and gives the quotation Meioc[ie[i.ÉXT||Aai. oxi
£T(piaa (^piaaç in his De Principüs) xov SaoùX elç ßaaiXea, a combination
of the first person of verse 11, the verb (ji£i:a|ji,eXo(juxt of verse 35, and
the formula oxt e^piooc TÖV EocouX etc ßaaiXea from IReg 11:15 and
15:1, 17, instead of the expression on ißocatXeuaa tóv SaoùX sic ßaatXea
found in IReg 15:11, 35. 213 Repentance does not befit God, who knows
everything beforehand, but, Origen explains, the divine Economy, when
it is dealing with human affairs, conforms to human manners, just as we
adjust our language when speaking to children.214 Further, he stresses
in one of his homilies on Numbers215 that the term repentance in
IReg 15 is used to make clear that Saul had committed an inexpiable
sin. Didymus' commentary216 is clearly dependent on Origen. It gives
the quotation of IReg 15 in the form MET£[(jLeXTJ0]r)v 8ti E^piooc TO[V
Soco]uX etc ßaoiXaot, and says that this expression is equivalent (he uses
the verb iaoOuvajxeco) to those in Gen 6:6, 7. Theodoret does not say
this, but he does deal with the expressions of Gen 6:6 and IReg 15:11
as comparable; he explains the mention of repentance as an olxovojxlac
ri; and he paraphrases the two phrases.217 Diodore and Severus
210
 Contra Celsum 6.58, ed. BORRET, 3 (SC 147), 322-324.
211
 De Principüs 4.2.1, ed. CROUZEL-SIMONETTI, 3 (SC 268), 296-298.
212
 Homiliae in leremiam 18.6, ed. NAUTIN (SC 238), 196-200, and 20.1, ed.
laud. 252.
213 This appears to be the usual form in which Origen refers to IReg 15. Cf.
the homily on Numbers, preserved in only Latin, mentioned in note 215, and the
fragment edited in La Chaîne palestinienne sur le Psaume 118 l, ed. HARL (SC
189), 372 (also reading xp'oaC instead of ëxPlaoO-
214 Thus Homiliae in lererniam 18.6, quoted above. Cf. two catena fragments
on IReg 15 attributed to Origen (fragments iv and v, ed. KLOSTERMANN-NAUTIN
(GO 3), 295-297).
215
 Homiliae in Numeros 19.1, ed. BAEHRENS (GO 7), 180,9-12. Cf. a general
remark on the use of the word repentance for God, saying that it is used when God
wants to show that we are ungrateful for his benefactions, in Origen's Homiliae in
Genesim 2.3, ed. DOUTRELEAU (SC 7bis), 118.
216
 Commentant in Gen., 159,22-161,2, ed. NAÜTIN-ÜOUTRELEAU, 2 (SC 244),
42-44.
217
 Quaestiones in Gen. 50, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÂENZ-BADiLLOS, 48-49.
He paraphrases Gen 6:6 as !5oxl|j.aa<x SioXéaat -cüv écvSptÓTCtov TO févoi; and IReg 15:11
as è5oxi[i<xa<x |iàv TOXÛOOU TOÜTOV, Etepov 5à x"pOTOvfjaoa. The issue is dealt with in a
parallel way in Quaestio 52, ed. laud., 50-51.
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of Antioch do not refer to the story of Saul but cite Aquila's reading
of Gen 6:6 (with (is-cefieXyjOTi as the verb) and Gen 6:7 ([X£te^eXr|6T)v)
respectively,218 and, like Theodoret, are in fact not far removed from
these Alexandrians in their explanation of God's repenting. All express
in different ways that it is a manner of speaking, and a way of indicating
the extent of the sin committed.
This proves to be Eusebius' opinion, too, as we may gather from
his comments on Gen 15:16.219 Here he gives the verb [xetajjiEXofjuxi.
in the form |i£T£fieXr|0T]v, which is not found in the LXX. We should
probably not look for another concrete source such as Aquila's reading
of Gen 6:7 or Symmachus' of IReg 15:11. The first person singular
form had become a siglum to refer to the problem of God's repentance.
Its origin can be traced back, via Didymus, to Origen. Therefore it
would appear that the question of God's repentance and the reference
to IReg 15 with a first person singular form of (xeiajjieXofxai was a topic
borrowed by Eusebius from this author.
However, in the comment we are dealing with at present, he adds
an element which I have not found elsewhere, that is, the admission
that the Hebrew uses one and the same word in Gen 6 and IReg 15.
This poses the problem of God's repenting in a more acute way. At
the same time, it gives Eusebius the key to a solution; unlike the other
exegetes mentioned above, he is able to solve the problem in Gen 6
on the basis of his knowledge of translation problems. Eusebius notes
that the Hebrew reads a word which should be interpreted in this case
as 8i£vof|0r) or rcpoaeoxev, and in that case as (Ji£i£[Jt.£Xr|0r) or uap£xXr|0T).
This is concordant with his observation, in the introduction to the
Commentary, that a word may need to be translated in different ways
depending on the context. Moreover, in IReg 15 he exploits the fact
that the word Dn: is also rendered by the verb uocpocxaXeofjuxi.220
Quotations from the Septuagint, The Greek text does not yield
variants. The Armenian translator gave his own rendering of the Greek.
This was necessary because the rendering of the Armenian Bible is too
18
 Diodore: fragment on Gen 6:6, éd. PETIT, Csl. 145. Severus: Homiliae Cathé-
drales 80; Greek fragment, ed. PETIT, Cat. 637. — Cf. also the fragments of un-
known authorship Cat. 638 and 639.
19
 Catena fragment: ed PETIT, Cat. 966; Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN,
60, 322-330. See also the last lines of Cat. 632, dealt with below under fragment
XXV as text A, lines 12-14, and a remark in Procopius, dealt with under fragment
XU ad 24:31 as text B (second part).
But note that Origen gave the Hexaplaric reading deprecatus est (TtapexXriSiri)
as an alternative for the Septuagint's (/.etevorioev of Jon 3:10 in Homiliae in Numeros
16
'4, ed. BAEHRENS (GO 7), 141,13-14.
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far removed from the Septuagint, since it renders the first verb as
i f i i i f i p i i i f / nu , 'he repented', and has the plus 'in his heart' with the
second, which was not found in most MSS of the LXX. The full reading
of the Armenian Bible is bi uuippjugujL liummimV (without ">tp), i/1
uipuifi n>Hiifiifii ... /i Jiniufun^ tij/i ƒ1 iijii;i/i fiLfintJ^ 'God repented that
he had made man ... and he became thoughtful in his heart.' Note
that the translator of Eusebius uses the rendering for ive.Qv[i.rfir\ which
the Armenian Bible employs for oievor|0T]. As the two Greek verbs
are related in meaning, we do not have to assume an error, but it is
clear that these particular Greek verbs and their translations may have
contributed to misunderstandings such as the idea that Eusebius was
dealing with the second instead of the first verb. Perhaps the similar
case of the Sûpoç reading of this verse contained in fragment xxv is
another such misunderstanding; on the latter instance, see page 281. —
On the basis of its role in the commentary and its attestation in both
witnesses, the word eve9u[j.r|6T) can be established as Eusebius' reading.
The rest of his text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. As stated above, 8ievor|0T] and 7tpoa£a)(£v
are not known as renderings of nm in the Septuagint. The recentiores
that are extant were not his source either: Aquila reads p.£T:e(jieXT)0T) and
Symmachus ôcrcéatpecfjev èv ifj xapôiqt aù-coû,221 and there is no indication
that they rendered Dm in this way elsewhere. The interpretation cannot
have been based on the original Peshitta reading .oivfcvr*', 'he repented',
or onto the secondary one iio^^nr, 'he sighed', 'he regretted'. Perhaps,
however, it is not even necessary to search that far, for it is not
impossible in this case that Eusebius grafted his interpretation onto
the Greek, giving 5ievor|0ri and upooia^ev as a paraphrase, a further
definition of the meaning. One element, the verb Ôi<xvoéo|j,ai, presented
itself even in the same verse. Eusebius knew that the word translated
here as IviQuprfir] is rendered differently elsewhere, but this is no
problem for him, since, as we have seen, he defends the opinion that
words cannot always be translated in the same way; here, and in
IReg 15, he is happy to follow the different renderings of the Septuagint.
The assumption of the services of an informant is easily possible, but not
strictly necessary. This holds even for the information on the verb used
in Hebrew in IReg 15, as Eusebius could have deduced this information
from the Peshitta or from the recentiores, after the importance of this
place had been indicated to him. — For two more alternative readings
of this verse, see fragment xxv below.
221
 See Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.
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XX. Ad Gen 6:13
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 658 (no attribution)
<Kaipoç>. 'O 'Eßpoctoc xal ó Eûpoç- «rcépaç», f) «téXoç», f\ «7iXT|pGù[jux».
<Moment>. The Hebrew and the Syrian (say) 'end', 'fulfilment' or
'completing'.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 74v 8-9 (PG 87.1, 272C 12-13)
To Ôè Kaipoç rjxsi, à 'Eßpoüoc raépaç» EÎTIEV i\ «téXoç».
For thé (expression) The moment has come, the Hebrew says 'end' or
'fulfilment'.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 44, 865-869
"Öl iliiiiiijuiiC lii|ii U.iiiniii .ma» . • . «l)i mul, ml,|i IKiimni m?> ij llnj. il M n(nil 1111 1|
'i n 1 1. In u j i i i f i i i | i i | i i | !,l |l,ni| Smn! ,Mi | !, i nn u i O |i ]ul">: /*);/ƒ ÇbppUljhgjîil L. lliiinpjîll
God became thoughtful . . . and the Lord God said to Noah: The Gen 6:6
5
 moment of all man has come222 before me. Now for the (word) moment,
the Hebrew and the Syrian say 'end' or 'fulfilment'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian text gives a lemma which links verse
13 to verse 6. The catenist does not give this lemma and he shortens
the text somewhat, leaving out the verb. Procopius only indicates the
expression dealt with and omits the mention of the Syrian, according
to the principle discussed on page 219 above. It cannot be determined
with certainty whether Eusebius gave three nuances of the Hebrew and
Syriac words in Greek, or two. The Armenian translation and Procopius
suggest he only read Ttépocç and téXoç, but the latter may have shortened
his text in this respect, too, and the Armenian translator could have
done the same, as the expressions are quite close to each other; in fact,
the word Ifuimujpui^ can be taken as a translation of itXripcajia as well.
222
 The two verbs used in the Armenian together express the Greek rfrei; cf.
MEÜLLET, Elementarbuch, § 132.
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The question at issue. The translators of the Septuagint rendered
the word fp here by xoctpoc, which usually indicates a critical or deci-
sive moment. This reflects a semantic development; in contemporary
Hebrew, the word also has the meaning of 'designated time' and 'time
of redemption',223 but this rendering is a bit awkward in this context.
Eusebius solves the difficulty by providing the shades of meaning which
he attributes to the word in the Hebrew and Syriac text.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants. For the quotation from the beginning of Gen 6:6 in the Armenian
text, see the preceding item (i/îmu/un< and i/Znw/unp< are equivalents).
The quotation from Gen 6:13 agrees with LXX*, except for the plus
intfi (xopioç). This word may have been added by the translator, but
it is also found in many other witnesses to the Greek Bible and in
the Armenian Bible. The rest of the quotation is identical with the
Armenian Bible as well, except for the double translation of f^xei (see
note 222). On the basis of its role in the commentary and its attesta-
tion in Procopius and the Armenian translation, the word xocipoc can
be established as Eusebius' reading in Gen 6:13. The rest of his text
remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. The Greek words itépaç, téXoç, and
[i<x are indeed all nuances of the Hebrew f p and the Syriac
Eusebius' knowledge of the Hebrew may be based on an informant,
who, simply by pronouncing the Hebrew word (or on the basis of a
Targum reading such as that of Onqelos), was able to confirm that the
Hebrew has the same word as the Syriac Bible here. The possibility
that Eusebius checked the recentiores cannot be excluded, however, for
Aquila appears to have read xéXoç, and Symmachus itépaç.224 In any
case, the fact that Eusebius does not allow the Hebrew the meaning
'designated time', suggests that he is arguing mainly on the basis
of his knowledge of the Syriac word, which did not undergo the same
development. The way he gives the shades of meaning of the word would
seem to indicate that he is not citing from extant Greek translations
under the name of ó Eûpoç or ó 'Eßpoüoc.
223
 See BARR, Biblical Words for Time, 124-125, and La Genese, tr. HARL, 130
ad loc.
224
 Cf. Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc. In fact, the Septuagint
itself gives these translations in some other places; cf. for example Ps 118(119):96
and Ez 7:2,3 for nÉpaç, and Jb 28:3 for -céXoç (all these verses have r^_o in Syriac
as well).
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XXI. Ad Gen 6:14
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 74v 16-19 (PG87.1, 273A 6-10)
IIoîrjGov Ôè CT£auT63, <pr\al, xißcotov ex <fuAo>v àarfittcùv f\ xeSplvoov. 'O
'Eßpoüoc to TeTpafcóvcov (pTjalv «lui TtXaxöv TtuÇîvwv». 'Ev xâ> 'Haatçr Kat
fàp TEXTUR èxXéfetai £uAov âarj^rtov, ó 'Eßpoüoc «èxXextóv».
Make for yourself, he says, an ark from logs not liable to decay, or:
5 of cedar. The Hebrew says (for) the (expression) cut square 'in planks
of box-wood'. In Isaiah (one reads): For a carpenter chooses a log not
liable to decay; the Hebrew (says) 'a choice (log)' (there). is 40.-2o
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 44,870-45,874
«Uipuj inn i > l i i i i n i i u i i i i i l i i i i i l i i j i i i i ui i | i i i i j i i i | i i | » . f-U~,rjIi lili fruin-nj uiuç. />uu
^bpfiuijhgjih li ( 45 ) uiunpfäi ft mi/uiimjn/, inuifumujlfujg uiuKli. iJUniujLuij"
L. ! n i in l l . i ' iMl i | niiiji iiîlnjini in iftujjui, ijiiji kppuijkgfili ffbwfip mill, L ui
a
 conieci', ßuyg cod.; puijg ed. \ * n uull^'iuu verbum ignotum (cruces addidi)
s Make for yourself an ark from logs not liable to decay. He means 'of
a cedar tree'. Now the Hebrew and the Syrian say: 'from planks of
box-wood'. In Isaiah a log not liable to decay is also called rameban, is 40:20
which the Hebrew calls 'a choice (log)', and the Syrian '(a log) not
liable to decay'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian translator took ex ÇûXœv àarjittcùv as
the reading of the Septuagint, and xeoplvwv as an interpretation of it.
This is probably the way Eusebius intended his comment to be read.
Procopius' text can be explained more easily as a development from a
Greek text close to the Armenian translation than the other way round;
as the second sentence in his version indicates, he read xe-cpaycovcuv in
his Greek Bible, which is the reading of most manuscripts. He must
have taken Eusebius' Septuagint reading and his interpretation of it
as some kind of paraphrasing elucidation. It is interesting to note that
he did not change the order of the text, but joined the words aarjTcicuv
and xe8ptvGuv with the simple r\, and added a reference to the LXX as
he knew it in the next sentence. He also left out the mention of the
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Syrian according to the principle explained on page 219. He did the
same in the last sentence, but his text remains an important witness,
as the first part of this reference to Isaiah is corrupted in the text
of the Armenian translation. Here it would be difficult to imagine a
Greek text close to the Armenian translation that could have formed
the basis of Procopius' text.
It seems as if the Armenian translator could not read, or did not
understand, a small part of his model, tried to make sense of what
he saw but was still left with one word which he could not translate,
and which he interpreted as a transliteration. I would assume he has
rendered 'Ev t<5 'Hoatcc as Sbuuytuy, xod as L, and £oXov v.ar\ntov
as u/bi/iiutn i/»uyi/i; the words in between, yap xéxicov ÈJcXeyÊ-cou, were
problematic for him. The last word can still be recognized in tuu/i; he
interpreted the word as Xefetou, as he did not understand that Eusebius
had taken a complete sentence from Isaiah, and therefore could not
place the choosing carpenter; perhaps he could not even read the word
tex-cow. The incomprehensible n-iuJtpuili is at best a transliteration of
(a corrupted version of) the remaining yap TEXIWV. To make things
worse, a scribe must have replaced the expression 3buuytuy by Puyg,
'however', which resembles it graphically and is clearly a lectio facilior
within the context of the Armenian translation.225
The question at issue. This is a case where Eusebius' commentary
elucidates a single word. He first tells his readers that he thinks the
Septuagint means 'of a cedar tree' when it says 'not liable to decay',
and goes on to quote the reading of the Hebrew and the Syrian, giving
them as an alternative interpretation. He found that the Greek uses
the same word in Is 40:20, and again gives the readings of the Hebrew
and the Syrian. Thus he makes clear that this is a difficult case, in
which it is hard to make a choice. As the Syrian's reading in Is 40:20
is identical with the Septuagint reading, Eusebius may have found
this parallel either in the Syriac or in the Greek Bible. Anyway, he is
not taking his departure from the Hebrew text, and does not give the
impression that he knows that the word iDl is not found elsewhere
225
 The disadvantage of this explanation of the Armenian reading is, of course,
that it supposes that errors occurred at the stages of both translating and copying.
Yet the simple explanations cannot explain every detail. If it is assumed that the
translator has given a correct rendering of the Greek, his text should be recon-
structed as Sbutujkaij bi fltiiii pLuififc uilii/iniui ijnnjui (cf. the Armenian Bible, which
reads pbinpbuig); however, this reading makes it difficult to assume a copyist's error
leading to the reading we now have in the manuscript, and it does not explain the
presence of u/u/i. If, on the other hand, it is assumed that the translator has made
all the errors, it is hard to say how he changed 'Ev iC> 'Haouqi into 'however'.
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in the Bible. Jerome does not say so either, but his comment, which
is much simpler than that of Eusebius, does take its departure from
the Hebrew. In fact, Jerome only gives a translation of it, as 'lignis
bituminatis ', which is probably based on the meaning the verb 101 may
have had in contemporary Hebrew.226 The Diyarbakir commentary and
Iso'dad both give notes comparing the reading of the Peshitta and the
common Septuagint reading 'cut square', in an attempt to define the
meaning of the term used in the Peshitta.227
Quotations from the Septuagint. As explained above in the discussion
of the textual tradition, it would appear that Eusebius read aorju-cwv
in his Greek Bible rather than the tetpaycovcov of LXX*. Epiphanius
did the same, and there are quite a number of witnesses which read
xetpaycuvcov ào^Tc-ccov: the t group, John Chrysostom, and a source of
Iso'dad,228 among others.229 The Armenian translation appears to have
followed its Greek Vorlage here; the Armenian Bible reads ^npk^nLufi,
'cut square'. On the basis of its attestation in both witnesses, the rest
of the lemma can also be established as Eusebius' reading. The full
text is thus IlotT|aov 6e aeauico xtßwcöv Ix ÇûXcov àoriu-ccùv.
Apart from the word order and the addition of xal, the quotation of
Is 40:20 agrees with the Septuagint and, as far as it has been preserved
in Armenian, with the Armenian Bible; Eusebius may have cited the
verse from memory.
!6
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 10. The pi'el of the
verb loi may have meant 'making water-tight by a lining of sulphur or pitch', cf.
JASTROW, Dictionary, 263a s.v.; cf. also the word moi in biblical Hebrew. The
requirement to smear the ark with pitch which is found later in this verse and to
which HAYWARD (Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 133) appeals, may have given him
an additional reason to choose this interpretation. In the Vulgate, he translates
'lignis levigatis', however.
These comments are probably independent from Eusebius; see, however, note
228 below. Diyarbakir: ed. VAN ROMPAY, 56,26-57,2 (tr. 72,18-73,2); Iso'dad:
Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDB, 117,12-22 (tr. VAN DEN
EYNDE, 126,27-127,8).
28
 As the Diyarbakir commentary, which is Iso'dad's source here, does not read
^«cniriso rei.i (aorJTiTCOv), Iso'dad must have adopted this detail from a Syro-Hexa-
Plaric MS—though one should note that the only known Syro-Hexaplaric witness
to this verse, BL Add. 14,442, edited by CERIANI and LAGARDE, reads simply ,»>
•^jicv^u^ referai—or, alternatively, from Eusebius.
9
 'Aoifatujv may also have been Aquila's reading. For all readings, see Genesis,
ed. WEVERS, first (add Iso'dad) and second apparatus ad loc. The reference to
Procopius in the first apparatus, which ascribes aco^jictcov xal xeBplvcuv to him, should
not be corrected to &o^nt<ov T] xeBpivcov, but deleted as a whole, because Procopius
did in fact read Tetpaf<j5viov.
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The alternative readings. The reading èiù TiXaxwv rcuÇlvcov is probably
a correct translation of the Peshitta's «is'u.s rdauia.v Although the
comments in the Diyarbakir commentary and in Iso'dad make clear
that the word was no longer understood in their times, rdo-k. can very
well be identified with the buxus sempervirens.230 One may feel the need
to reconstruct Eusebius' Vorlage as r^mïn, but this is not necessary, as
rdoun can be taken as a collective noun. As an interpretation of the
Hebrew expression "ID1 \ïï, a hapax legomenon, aid itXaxov ituClvcov is
not known outside the Peshitta. Thus it is possible that Eusebius simply
based the interpretation of the Hebrew on the Peshitta—but as not all
recentiores are extant, this cannot be concluded with certainty. The
question of Eusebius' source for the word xéôptvoç also arises. It is the
usual interpretation in Jewish traditions from the Liber Antiquitatum
Biblicarum onwards,231 and it is even ascribed to the Hebrew in a
marginal note in a Septuagint manuscript.232 It is tempting to surmise
that some Hebrew informant told Eusebius about this interpretation,
but it is perhaps too radical to change the text in such a way that here,
too, jceSptvcov becomes the reading of ó 'Eßpoüoc.
With regard to the readings of Is 40:20, the word uaiifinun (probably
corresponding to the Greek aaTjmov, compare the first line) is a correct
translation of the Peshitta's \\-i-« r<A.-\, an expression which is found
in the Peshitta only here. The reading of the Hebrew, p^m/i/i, 'choice',
does not agree with the 3pT «V (f y) of the Masoretic text. However,
the construction with the imperfect form of Dpi is slightly peculiar,
and it is not impossible that some informant of Eusebius exchanged
this word and the following "ira11, 'he will choose', the imperfect form
which constitutes the main verb of the clause. If so, this informant must
have used the Hebrew text; the Targum reading («3pT TON xh>7 HJ?H
~im) does not give occasion for such an exchange. The recentiores are
no longer extant here, thus it cannot be checked whether they can have
played a role.
230
 BROCKELMANN, Lexicon Syriacum, 550b s.v.; cf. Low, Aramäische Pflanzen-
namen, 63—64.
231
 Liber Antiquitatum Biblicarum 3:4; see also the Targumim and GenR 31:8,
ed. THEODOR-ALBECK, 1, 281.
232
 Ra 56, cf. Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.
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XXII. Ad Gen 6:19-20
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 682 (attributed to Eusebius) — cf. Pro-
copius: Mnc 76v 30-77r 11, 77r 14-16, ed. Petit, ibidem (PG 87.1,
281A 1-12; B 11- C 4; C 7-10)
'O 9eôç xeXeÛEi iü> Nüe àno mxvtcùv -côiv Çcocov Sûo öóo eloayayelv âpasv
xai 0fj[Au' elxa èv [xéacü, ànà TWV xaôap&v oùxén ôuo ôuo àXX' émó., CK.KO ôè
xaôapcov 5uo 6uo- xai itàXiv èv to téXei TOÛ Xoyou, 5uo ôuo, CTJOW,
Nos ànô TOXVICÙV, où (xé[ivT)i:ai ÖTI ini&.' "Oti 6uo §uo (Jiév, à<p'
s Ixàatou I-ÉVOUÇ âpaev xai ôrjAu, npoç ôiatriprioiv TOO yévouç, f| 8è 7tpoa0r|XTi,
tvcx IÇeX9tuv Ouaiaaf) xw 9eo3' Ôià toûto âv TOÎÇ xaôapotç yivexai. "Ap'a oöv
émà à<p' èxàoTou yévouç èBuataÇe xal aùtoç èxé^piTco âv -cfî x
El Ôà 7tp6 TOO xa-caxXuajj-oû [xr) r^aGiov xpéoc, TCÔJÇ VA/3£A Tirot^^v
?jv, fî 0uaîav £7:oUt ôc<p! &v eßoeXuaaexo; IIcoç ôè xaôapà xai àxàflapta
10 èXé-yeio; 'ETtEiSr) àv àp^fj à?rô ^àvTwv 8uo xeXeûei ó 0soç Elaayayelv JXET'
aùiov, tie-cà ôè taÛTa àn:ô TWV xaOapav tmà. éniâ, elta, ôte dafJi-ev ô Nue
E'IÇ i;r)v xißüjiov icàvia, oùx èmaT)jjiatv6i:ai f| jpa<pr| ott liità, àXXà xatà vty
TOO 0£OÜ <pCùVT)V Oil 6uO SuO.b
ôè elueîv BapSriaàvri«; Stepov [xèv TÖV Süo 6üo Xéyovia, Sxepov
is Sa tav J^TO- litetST] r\ 'Eßpatc ètépoiç xal âiépoiç ôvo(j.aai xaXel TÖV 9eov,
ôuo 9éXei àuo toûtcov iioieïv.
a
 scripsit editor cum Procopio; &p' L, &pa M | ' hic Procopius fragmentum auctoris
alterius inserit
God orders Noah to bring in of all animals pairs, a male and a female;
then, in the middle (of the passage he orders him to bring in), of the
clean (animals), not pairs any more, but sevens, and, of the unclean, Gen 7:2-3
20
 pairs; and again, at the end of the passage: 'pairs', he says, 'Noah Gen ras
brought in, of all (animals)'; he does not make mention of (the number)
seven (any more). Because (he ordered him to take) pairs, of every
species a male and a female, for the purpose of the preservation of the
species, whereas the addition (is commanded) in order that (Noah)
2s could make a sacrifice to God when he had left (the ark), for that cfGen8:20
reason (the addition) is among the clean ones. Thus with regard to the
seven of every species, he sacrificed (some) and used (some) himself in
the ark.
If they used not to eat meat before the Flood, how was Abel a
30 herdsman of sheep, or (how) did he make a sacrifice of what he felt Gen 4:2
a loathing of? Why was there talk of clean and unclean (animals), cf Gen 4:4
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because at the beginning (of the passage) God orders (them) to bring
in together with them of all (animals) a pair, and afterwards of the
Gen 7:2-3 dean ones sevens, and then, when Noah had brought all into the ark,
Scripture does not indicate (the number) seven (any more), but, in
Gen 7:8-9.15 agreement with God's first precept, (it says) pairs.
Now Bardesanes dared to say that one said pairs, but another
seven. Because the Hebrew (language) calls God with different names,
he wants to make two (gods) on the basis of these (names).
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 45,875-46,908
U i i i i f i i n i i i f l ^imiA'iij/, l i i i j j i jiiiiir.linijlil, / , ƒ>?ƒ IM n / . j i f j i i iu i/i*n Am'/ i f iy ' uifint li 1,'f •
IL jbmnj n illiO li ii/i/c//,iiiiin iinYiiyfj' n unpng m/iiii/i iij ILU hnLtnLU onuni.il,
inn li 1<1 li li lil lij li jLLtUuppnaLi / . ( i / j i i i i i bplinm • ,li 11 i i i i iA/ ,n i i n i / i i i / i iA*i i i / i j i
I ' l i i / i / i i i / . if/ j in u 0nuniul> mul, liitnji) Uni luiufcuujHic, u. 4 JPTC Q/ilaTi U.I0U
uipnL li tfi ƒ>
iijiiiiiiiiiyiiinj I/,IIIIIMI iViiy, ijnnili iiiy/inyiji/j d Ji/'li lijtl'li ji
"1 ' "Ul I" I' "li""",! '-/''' /' ITLLfUJUlfllHl:
bpt jiun_ui^ ^puft/ D^p^fcijfcnli jjiLinfcftli Jfiu, n^iiu'!jpij Si^pt/j "f ^"i/J11
/ I I I A M I I I / I I I /,ii, imii/rnLquiTicri 1111111111111111111 Uiinniii ùiij qnnu mi ou "ƒ/"ƒ**
Çmiluip\^fi: DL pbiL^"fi uipij-U.^ unLpp^p LL uiJiiiin fif,(> //n^t/fli. ^uuuq/i /•
"/ƒ'/ / ' I l l / I / , / i l f / l l l l M / . l l / l l l l l l ^nUll/UJltlUD ( / i l l l l l l l l I I I / ) fUll/GUUllUC I/lll Al(l/l / . | . I'
jfcuify ƒ> uppngli liftli iLftFli, fipph fci/ryà' Uly ƒ? iriuiu^iul/ii IIIULILÎLIUJJLI, n^
britLLinuJL i i in. i
k "V/, "y" "P ibp'ii u_plj. ^u/iioji /•ppiuytop'u uy£ u.
njlAuuiniiu^, Jbp[<} C ^  4"t_t oliui, /i utn/? öui^, /i JkpfJ Uir^nuuijji u-
Ur|nLJiJ^ i|inn'/i Lujitnpplf IL IILU' ymi i i ( 46 ) npnyjujïi ii'iliinniliijli' kplfnLU 20
ffiui/Ti uiutj; Dl jnpJ^ LUif fcjli L i/iuuiiyg i i y i i n i f i i i j i i i i i j , fc/?t ^t/1 It-jfb L.p*Li p
niii'inili ujn_ciui, njiiiiii( L'jojliiiililii uinn-U* jnnng itniinin ifinliliili, fc/ac nciJ-U w-
''/'"• l/"'/""'1 'ti'nniii ijnilil.ji U limit Jill, ojiplynutuju /'"'ƒ•'
a
 ('«e/ sim.) supplendum conieci, om. per homoioteleuton \ ° , interpunxi
God orders Noah to bring in of ail (animals) pairs, a male and a female;
and then, in the middle of the passage (he orders him to bring in), 25
Gen 7:2-3 of the dean (animals), not pairs any more, but sevens, and, of the
Gen 7:15 unclean, pairs; <and again, at the end of the passage: 'pairs\> he says,
'Noah brought in, of all (animals)'; he does not make mention of sevens
(any more), but (says) a pair, of every species a maJe and a female, for
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so the purpose of the preservation of all species. Now the addition is for
this reason: in order that (Noah) could make a sacrifice to God when cf Gen 8:20
they had left the ark; therefore (he says) sevens of the clean (ones). Yet
would he indeed sacrifice sevens of all species? No, but he also needed
them in the ark.
35 If they used not to eat meat before the Flood, how did Abel, who
was a herdsman of sheep, make a sacrifice to God (of) what he himself Gen 4:2
considered impure? Why were they called clean and unclean (animals), cf Gen 4:4
for at the beginning (of the passage) God ordered (Noah) to bring
in pairs of all (animals), and afterwards of the clean ones sevens? Gen 7:2-3
« When Noah had brought all into the ark Scripture does not indicate
(the expression) sevens (any more), but, in agreement with God's first
precept, (it says) pairs. Gen 7:8-9.15
Bardesanes dared to say (there was) one who ordered pairs, but
another who (ordered) sevens. Because the Hebrew (language) calls
4s God with different names—sometimes it calls him 'El', and sometimes
'Yah', and sometimes 'Adonayi', and sometimes 'Elowim'—for that
reason, he wants to speak of two (gods), in accordance with the dis-
tinction of their names. And when he went out and offered a sacrifice,
if he had not taken sevens of the clean (ones), the species from which
5
° he offered would have been ruined, whether he had offered the female
or the male, or even both.
C. ISO'DAD: éd. Vosté- Van den Eynde, Genèse, 118,12-18
.i cn.via ^.'•ikv ^.Hfcx •. K^o i^o a-is v\ cnruiA .-A
lx.:\ refill ispr^ .v.-»». v -i» •. t<"J(vcv=ua\
\\j~x> r&r? °r. ^.»knkx ^.fenfex 'JOCH ^n^m ^»mtm\^ >x.cvjA:\
a
 omittit L
5
 When (God) ordered (Noah) to construct the ark, he ordered him to
bring (them) in in pairs, male and femaJe (ones). But after he entered
the ark, the prophet said '(it is) in sevens that the clean (animals) Gen 7:2-3
entered (the ark) with him, and the impure (ones) in a pair,' rin order
to show that for the continued existence of their species pairs were
10
 sufficient."1 However, with a view to the necessaries of man, who is
more precious than all (others), and to the offering of sacrifices for
God, he increased (the number) of the clean ones.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. Apart from a short omission through homoioteleu-
ton, which can be restored on the basis of the Greek witnesses, the
Armenian translator provides a faithful rendering of the first two para-
graphs of the Greek. Note that he takes the word which Petit has
written—correctly—as otp' with the Munich manuscript (line 6) as the
interrogative particle &p<x or &p', and interprets the last part of the
sentence as the answer to the question which thus arises. With regard
to the small text found in Procopius immediately after the second para-
graph (omitted in the text as printed above), we may safely assume
that he took it from another author.233 The third paragraph is rather
longer in the Armenian text than in the Greek ones. Prom the point
of view of content, there is no reason to deny Eusebius' authorship of
the passages concerned (the four Hebrew names of God and a con-
cluding remark) to Eusebius. The consequence of not ascribing them
to the translator is that one has to assume that the Greek text used
by the catenist and Procopius was already defective in this respect,
which would imply that the manuscripts of Eusebius they used were
related more closely to each other than to that used by the Armenian
translator, if Procopius did not simply use the Catena.
Iso'dad gives a summary of the first paragraph of A and B. The
sentence in half brackets, however, has no counterpart in the Greek and
Armenian texts, and is in fact found in only one of the two manuscripts.
The question at issue. Eusebius deals with the fact that God com-
mands Noah in Gen 6:19-20 to take the animals in pairs, whereas
he tells him in Gen 7:2-3 to take seven of every species of the clean
animals. Eusebius explains the latter command as an addition to the
former with an eye to the sacrifice Noah was to make after leaving the
ark. He also says that some of the extra animals were used in the ark as
meat. This forces him to answer to the objection, not explicitly raised,
that permission to eat meat had not yet been given (this does not oc-
cur until Gen 9:3, whereas plants had already been defined as food for
mankind in Gen 1:29 and Gen 2:16). Eusebius counters by giving two
rhetorical questions. The first appeals to Abel's being a shepherd and
to his sacrifice, facts which suggest that he must have been accustomed
to eating meat himself. The second points to the fact that a distinction
is made between clean and unclean animals, which would be useless if
the clean animals were not intended partly for consumption. Eusebius
233
 The text in PG 87.1, 281B 1-10 (right after our first paragraph) is added by
the editor, however; see PETIT, note a to Cat. 673.
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gives a more elaborate discussion of this issue at Gen 4:4. There he
again refers to Gen 9:3, and concludes eventually that Adam was only
given permission to eat meat when he had left Paradise, as eating meat
was not necessary inside, and because in the beginning animals still
had to increase in number.234
The last sentence of the second paragraph, which tells us that in the
following verses the number seven is no longer mentioned, serves as a
transition to the third paragraph. Here Eusebius mentions the opinion
that one god ordered Noah to bring in two of each kind, and that
another mentioned the number seven; this idea is based, according to
Eusebius, on the different names given to God in the Hebrew text. He
ascribes it to Bardesanes—erroneously, as far as I can see.235 Rather,
the connection between the divine names and the conviction of the
existence of more gods reminds one of the ideas of the Ophites and the
Apocryphon lohannis, though there the number of gods is not restricted
to two.236 Eusebius may have given some of the Hebrew names for God
in order to display his knowledge, but he does not explicitly say that
Gen 7:1-5 uses the tetragrammaton and that the passages before and
after it mention only Elohim.237 Perhaps he was simply not able to give
these details because of the way the biblical texts readily available to
him had handled the names of God in this passage: the Septuagint uses
xûpioç ó Geóc in Gen 7:1,5 and most Peshitta MSS give r^cnW in Gen 7:1.
Anyway, Eusebius does not accept his opponent's daring suggestion;
yet he confines his answer to the explanation (preserved only in the
Armenian text) that the number seven for the clean animals must be
correct; if not, the clean animals would have become extinct through
the sacrifice of Gen 8:20.
234
 Armenian text: éd. HOVHANNESSIAN, 39,721-40, 741; catena fragment with a
parallel in Procopius: éd. PETIT, Cat. 760 (ad Gen 9:3).
235
 Bardesanes did not abandon the idea of a single God; cf. for example the
Liber Legum Regionum, ed. NAU, 536-539; he is even known as an opponent of
Marcionitism. A survey of sources pertaining to Bardesanes can be found in DRIJ-
VERS, Bardaisan of Edessa; a summary and update in DRIJVERS, 'Bardesanes'.
Eusebius' commentary is not yet mentioned there.
6
 For the different versions and editions of the Apocryphon lohannis, see GBE-
RARD, CPG 1180. On the Ophites, see Irenaeus, Adversus Haereses 1.30.4-11, ed.
ROUSSEAU-DOUTRELEAU, 1.2 (SO 264), 368-380 (cf. also GRANT, The Letter and
the Spirit, 67-68).
237
 Partly on the basis of this distribution of names, modern source-criticism
ascribes Gen 7:1-5 to the Yahwist and the other passages to the priestly narrative.
However, the idea that the passage should not necessarily be a unity seems not to
have occurred to Eusebius or his opponent.
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Didymus' discussion of this passage has much in common with that
of Eusebius.238 Thus he says that Noah has to take seven animals in
order to use them 'rcpoç -cpoçàç xcd Ttpoç lepoupytac', and he alludes to
a heresy which teaches the existence of two gods. These agreements
point to Origen as a common source.239 However, there are also some
differences. Didymus defends the correctness of the number seven right
from the beginning, appealing also to the significance of the number
seven in the Bible, and he does not discuss the question of the eating of
meat. Moreover, Eusebius links the heresy which recognizes two gods
to the problem he is dealing with: it is presented as an objectionable
solution to it, which is based on the different names of God in the He-
brew text. In Didymus' commentary the passage concerned is isolated
from the preceding part which deals with the problem of the number of
animals; he only wants to make clear that the survival of a remainder
on board the ark indicates that there is no new beginning, and thus
no second Creator.240 In spite of all this, it should not be excluded
that both Eusebius and Didymus used Origen here; it is clear, however,
that the possibility for using the explanation of these verses to fight
heretical ideas is developed by them in different ways. The mention of
the name of the Syrian Bardesanes by Eusebius also points to this.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The paraphrasing quotation of
Gen 6:19-20 at the beginning of the Greek text of this fragment does
not yield variants. The Armenian translation shares the reading ipl/mu
/./ilfntii with many manuscripts of the Armenian Bible; the editor of
the latter, however, has chosen tpfyni tjifym.. In Iso'dad's text the forms
for 'male and female' are indicated as plurals with seyâmë, as in the
Peshitta; however, in the use of the feminine forms of the numerals two
and seven, the author distances himself from the Peshitta text as we
know it. The Armenian and Isocdad translate IGÙV (JLTJ xaOocpov (from
Gen 7:2-3) with a single word, thus are independent in this respect
from the Armenian Bible and the Peshitta respectively, which both
give a circumscription using a relative clause. The fact that the Greek
text says âutà (from the same verse) only once in lines 2 and 7 does not
constitute a variant; it is simply a short expression, which indicates,
238
 Commentant in Gen., 182,1-185,1, ed. NAUTIN-ÜOUTRELEAU, 2 (SC 244),
92-98.
239
 Thus PETIT, note i to Cat. 682.
240
 Unlike NAUTIN and DOUTRELEAU (Didyme l'Aveugle: Sur la Genèse 2 (SC
244), 98-99 note 1), I would not equate this idea out of hand with the Marcionite
belief that one god was the Creator of the world, and another one the father of the
Saviour; Didymus speaks clearly of two demiurges.
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incidentally, the meaning given to inm éuià; in line 11 the full text is
given.
On the basis of their role in the comment and occurrence in the
sources, it can be established that Eusebius' Greek Bible read êcrcö
mxvcojv . . . 860 OtSo in Gen 6:19, &TCÖ ... tov xaGocpwv .. . Imèt èircà
and àito 8e ... TÖV \t.r\ xocÖotpöv ... Ôûo 6ûo in Gen 7:2-3, and 5ûo 6ûo
in Gen 7:9 and 15. On the basis of its attestation in the Greek and
Armenian texts, the phrase 7ioi[i.r)v itpoßatwv of Gen 4:2 may also be
considered Eusebius' reading.
The alternative readings. The information Eusebius provides on the
use of different names for God in the Hebrew language (r) Eßpouc)
is correct, as are his transliterations. The information would seem
to be a tradition linked to what one might call—though this is not
appropriate—-an early attestation of source-criticism. For the possibil-
ity that Eusebius derived this information at least partly from Origen,
see above. Jerome gives a much more detailed inventory of the names
of God in one of his letters,241 but does not connect it with this passage
or the heretic ideas dealt with by Eusebius.
XXIII. Ad Gen 8:4
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 725 (no attribution)
< 'Apapair.> CO 'Eßpaioc xai ó Eûpoç- «Kàpôou»a.
" x«p5i[..] false legit WEVERS242
Ararat. The Hebrew and the Syrian (read) 'Kardu'.
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 47,938-941
«ÖL ' i m m u n mu i i i | i i i l i l i j IL [(Tub pn p q. i m f l i l . m l i l i |i ^pi iuî l i L j l i [<l'li mi ln l .mhl i
I1 | l > | i j ! l i i ! l i U . | i i i i | imi j i i i j » : ^kpfiaijkgjîii 'inijlin^ii {ufUtf>ujfiuji^a mul,, fuijfl
uiunpfiU' fi ^nfiij.nLU :
litteram u delevi; uuipuipwi^ cod. (per dittographiam), Uuifinifiiuri ed. \ b scripsit
editor; ^n^nm cod.; lege forsan ^uifir^mu
241
 Epistula 25, ed. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL 54), 218-220; cf. the comments of MARTI,
Übersetzer der Augustin-Zeit, 160-162, who also cites a Greek parallel.
242
 The reproduction of this reading in Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus
ad loc., is incorrect according to PETIT, note to Cat. 725.
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And the ark grounded in the seventh month, on the twenty-seventh of
the month, on the mountains of Ararad.243 The Hebrew likewise says 5
'Ararad', but the Syrian (says): 'on Kordu'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian translation has preserved a lemma.
The catena fragment is much shorter; it is preserved only in the margin
of manuscript M, with a reference to the biblical text. A remark in
Iso'dad244 on the reading of the LXX is in all likelihood not dependent
on Eusebius' commentary. The catena fragment attributes the same
reading to the Hebrew and the Syrian, whereas the Armenian text
makes a distinction between them. I would say that the marginal note
in MS M is corrupt, and that the Armenian text reflects Eusebius'
original text, as there is no way to explain the reading of the Armenian
translation from the Greek text as found in the Catena (unless one
would accept the possibility that the Armenian translator changed
the text out of patriotic interests; he might have wanted to claim the
support of the Hebrew text for a reading which connects Ararat, a
symbol of Armenia, to Noah; for a number of reasons, however, this is
rather unlikely245).
In the Armenian text, the reading l/nip«/»«^ should be emended to
Ufiiiifiiuij. The former reading is impossible, as Eusebius says the He-
brew has the same reading as the Greek. Armenian biblical manuscripts
often vary in their reproduction of names. In many cases it is simply the
scribes' lack of familiarity with the names in question that is to blame
for this, but it goes without saying that the fact that early Armenian
manuscripts employed scriptio continua must often have added to the
confusion. The case of Uui[,ui[>unj can easily be explained from a ditto-
graphy, as the preceding word ends in an u. This error could indeed have
occurred more easily under the conditions of scriptio continua, but it
could even have come about if a correct model had already separated
the words; one should take into account that the Venice manuscript
243
 Or: 'the mountains Ararad', cf. INGLISIAN, Armenien in der Bibel, 3-4 n. 2.
244
 Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VOSTE-VAN DEN EYNDE, 120,13-14 (tr. VAN DEN
EYNDE, 130,10-11).
245
 Thus I do not know of any indication that Ararat already had this symbolic
function at that time, and the identification of U.jiui(la"f with Uypiupuim is not a
matter of course. Moreover, Kardu and Cordyene are also linked to Armenia in
some sources; cf. Josephus, Antiquitates 1.93 (citing Berosus), TgPs-Jon, and the
Armenian text of Eusebius of Caesarea's Chronicon (ed. et tr. AUCHER, 1, 36-37,
tr. KARST, 11; on the basis of Alexander Polyhistor).
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does not use capitals to indicate names. The form (/m/itu/itu^ is found
quite frequently in Armenian manuscripts, both biblical and other, but
in most cases dittography, the incorrect separation of words written
without spaces, or a combination of these, can explain it.246 The form
also assumed a life of its own, however, as one can gather from a
remark in one of the manuscripts of Vardan Arewelc'i's Commentary
on Genesis'. Uuipuifiuirf.ui mjiifitijtii Ikpiupiumnj, '(of) Sararad, that is,
Ararat'.247 The reading '/n^mu should be emended to '/npij.mu (a tacit
correction of the editor) or perhaps rather '/lupijmo. This may be a
simple case of parablepsis. The -u may be the article—if the translator
simply transliterated the Greek KàpÔou—, or the ending of the locative
plural—if one assumes that he adapted the form to the more common
word fynpij.fu.£, 'Cordyene'.
The question at issue. Eusebius gives a short remark on a different
reading for the name of the mountains on which Noah landed with the
ark. He finds that the Syriac and the Hebrew differ, but does not go
into the matter any further.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma in the Armenian trans-
lation agrees with the Septuagint and, apart from some small variants
which are all attested also in biblical manuscripts,248 with the Arme-
nian Bible. On the basis of its role in the comment, it can be established
that Eusebius read the name 'Apocpat in his Greek Bible. The spelling
lApuipiuij, 'Ararad', does not reflect a different Greek Vorlage; it is also
found in some manuscripts of the Armenian Bible, and must have been
influenced by this tradition or by some Armenian practice, just as the
form Uff/A/, 'Adin', in fragment v.
The alternative readings. The reading KapSou is a transliteration of
the Peshitta's os-in. This name is also found, however, in the Targumim.
The Hebrew text as known to us reads D~nK, thus Eusebius is correct
in this respect as well. If his source was an informant, this person must
have used either a Hebrew manuscript or some unknown Targum with
246
 Cf. the variants in the apparatus of 9^/ip^ 0"tfii>fng, ed. ZEYTUNIAN, ad loc.
INGLISIAN (Armenien in der Bibel, 24-27) deals with other occurrences of this form
and earlier literature on the subject; he also considers the form Uuipuipuii} a scribal
error, explaining that such a mistake could even come about when the word U,puipuiij.
!s preceded by ƒ• j/.mn-'/i, as the u and the^i can easily be confused. He also points to
the fact that in later times, only the name Uypuipuiin, and not lipuipujif., was known.
7
 ^"br-f O'liiiij.nj, ed. ZEYTUNIAN, second apparatus ad loc.
18
 ZEYTUNIAN reads jd/3'Lfcpnpij.mif for jLplikpnpi^, Lß"L for jLß'ij, uiJinJu for unf-
u&uiii'ii 2° and p j/.p/i'/m U/mijin/im»; for /i jf.fi/iW/i U,puipuiij.uij, with no differences in
Weaning.
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the reading B~n«. The possibility that Eusebius used the recentiores
or some exegetical tradition cannot be excluded.249
XXIV. Ad Gen 8:7250
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 733 (interpolated in a fragment attributed
to Didymus251)
Kai tö népati tov rcapoviouv pT)tcuv u£pl too xópaxoc ó Sûpoç o{% ô[Jiotci>ç
ifi 'EXX^vixfy Xeyei yap «uTtéaipetJjev» xal ó 'Eßpaloc.
And at the end of the present passage, concerning the raven, the
Syrian (does) not (speak) in the same way as the Greek; for he says 'it
returned', and (so does) the Hebrew.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 77v 28-29, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 733 (PG87.1, 285A
9-10)
Toiyapoüv xa't ó xópa£ «uuéatpecj;Ev», cbç l^ei xó 'Eßpoüxov.
For that reason the raven also 'returned', just as the Hebrew has it.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 47,942-943
,-^imj ii mi ///i i i i i i i i f i / i l i n^jnAyA ii/',n i"»',, uy£ mill, ƒ<?£ rj-Uifi^uit, "Lfyliuft" "•
Concerning the raven, the Syrian does not speak in the same way as
the Greek, but he says 'it returned', and so (does) the Hebrew.
249
 A Septuagint MS (Ra 64) attributes the reading ap(ji[evt(Xi;] to oi Xoiitol, however
(Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.); for this reading, cf. the Armeniae
of the Vulgate and the rendering of BTIH p« as (eU) 'Apixevlav in the Septuagint
of Is 37:38 (but (elç) ftp 'Ap<xp<xt in the parallel 4Reg 19:37). On the different
translations for 'Ararat', see also BROCK, 'Translating the Old Testament', 88-89.
250 "phis item is an expanded version of that found in my article '"Quis sit o
Sûpoç" Revisited'.
251
 The attribution to Didymus had already been questioned by MERCATI, in an
appendix to 'A quale tempo' titled: 'Sopra un passo con citazione del Siro attribuito
a Didimo', 6-8. On the basis of the Armenian translation, it may be assigned to
Eusebius of Emesa. Cf. page 72 above.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. Procopius fits this text into his discourse, omitting
the mention of the Syrian, in accordance with the explanation on page
219 above. The Armenian translation and the catena fragment are
almost exact parallels, except for the beginning of the catena fragment,
which has no counterpart in the Armenian.
The question at issue. The Hebrew expression men «is1 NSfi, which
should be interpreted as 'and it went forth to and fro', 'and it kept
flying back and forth',252 is simplified by the LXX translators. They
make explicit that, since it continues to fly to and fro, the raven did
not return to Noah.253 In fact, there is no difference with respect to
content: both the Septuagint and the Masoretic text express the idea
that the raven postponed its return until the water on the earth had
dried up. I am not sure whether Eusebius realized this, as he repeats
the aorist of the Septuagint, instead of giving a form that expresses
continuous action. By this simple repetition, he makes clear only that
he finds that the Syrian and the Hebrew do not give a negation,254
thus suggesting in fact that the raven did return. The background to
this may be a criticism of the widespread symbolic explanations of its
not returning. Didymus, for example, calls doves and ravens aojxßoXoc
for two different kinds of people in the Christian communities; ravens
do not return, they are not solid.255 Before him, Philo explained the
raven and the dove as symbols of vice and virtue.256 Perhaps under
his influence, Jerome mentions in a work against the Luciferians257
the raven as a symbol of evil, which should not return to the ark—a
type of the Church—, and the dove as a symbol of the Holy Spirit. As
expected, Jerome provides more exact information than Eusebius on
this verse in his Hebrew Questions, which does take the edge off the
difference between the Hebrew and the Greek suggested by Eusebius.
252
 Cf. GESENIUS-KAUTZSCH-COWLEY, Grammar, § 113s, and WALTKE-O'CoN-
NOR, Syntax, § 35.3.2c.
263
 Cf. WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 104 ad loc.; RÖSEL, Übersetzung, 185 ad loc.
is less to the point here.
'
4
 The lemma in Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc., is mislead-
!ng as it does not quote the negation, thus implying that Eusebius said that the
Hebrew and the Syrian read the same as the Septuagint. Furthermore, WEVERS
°nly mentions FIELD as his source. The correct text of the entry would be 'oùx
tóatpetjjev] ó oup' (> Procop) 6 eßp' bnéaïptfytv 17-135 Procop 285'.
255
 Commentant in Gen., 196,10-25, ed. NAUTIN-UOUTRELEAU, 2 (SC 244), 128.
>6
 Quaestiones in Genesim 2,35—39.
257
 Altercatio Luciferiani et Orthodoxi 22 (PL 23, 185); cf. HAYWARD, Jerome's
Hebrew Questions, 135-136.
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His comment on the expression et egressus non rediit ad eum is almost
the same in structure as that of Eusebius, but it gives the full reading
of the Hebrew text. Jerome says: 'Et de corvo aliter dicitur "emisit
corvum et egressus est exiens et revertens, donee siccarentur aquae de
terra".'25*
Quotations from the Septuagint. The texts all attest to the Sep-
tuagint reading où^ urcÉatpecJjÊV. There can be no doubt that this was
Eusebius' reading.
The alternative readings. This Sûpoç reading reveals the importance
of considering the possibility that the text found in the editions of the
Peshitta may be secondary. According to the common Peshitta reading,
the raven did not return. This is one of the verses cited by Field in
support of the opinion that ó Sûpoç does not refer to the Peshitta.259
However, Wellhausen already supposed that the original text of the
Peshitta had no negation, and that ó Supoç reflects the original text.260
This assumption has now been corroborated by research into the variant
readings of the fifth-century Peshitta manuscript 5bl. The original
reading of this manuscript, v^cno [jaasi] A°ua, was erased and partly
replaced by the common Peshitta reading in a later hand.261 The
common reading (with negation) may be considered the result of an
inner-Syriac development, starting from the more difficult and shorter
text of Sbl3^. At least in the first half of the Peshitta of Genesis, the
addition or omission of a negation is not found as a technique of the
translator himself. One may rather suppose that the forms ,»ai and
v^m were originally meant as participles, in the sense of 'going to and
fro', but from a certain moment onwards were interpreted as perfect
forms. It is the original reading of the Peshitta—still to be found under
the more common one in 5bl—, which is reflected by ô Sûpoç.262
The Hebrew text as we know it has no negation either. Eusebius
may have based his information in this respect on a Hebrew informant;
the recentiores are another possible source; their readings are no longer
extant, but in the Syro-Hexapla the negation is written with an obelus.
258
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAGARDB, 10.
259
 Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, Ixxviii.
260
 In: BLEEK-WELLHAUSEN, Einleitung in das Alte Testament, 560.
261
 The description in the apparatus of the edition is not complete here.
262
 Before I became aware of WELLHAUSEN'S support, I defended this opinion in
my 'Techniques of Translation and Transmission', 181-182. This article deals with
earlier literature and all explanations given for the secondary Peshitta reading.
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XXV. Ad Gen 8:21 and 9:4-5
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 632 ad Gen 6:5-6 (attributed to Eusebius
of Emesa) — cf. Procopius: Mnc 73r 24-73v 6, ed. Petit, ibidem
(PG87.1, 269B9-C 11)
At)Xol ôè <TO Trac TIÇ Siavoettat èmpeXâç xod ta èÇfjç, elpT)[iévov>a
ftpö TOO xataxXua[ioü xal (xeià töv xataxXuafxóv, tö cpuatxóv TI upoaeivai
i(p avöpcOTCGp Ttovripóv, tô àm6op.ïyuxôv f] -u Itepov, ô 0eöc (xèv etc
è^apioato, r||xeîç 8è eic xaxöv itpécjiafiev. 'O 5a 'Eßpaloc àvtl toü
«cpuaixóv -cou àvOpoùJiou lm ta TiovTjpà ex veotT]toç aîitou». Nosîtai ôè uap'
xat outcoç' caô TtXàafia tfiç xapÔtaç ocvGpcùTtou lui xà 7tovT)pà Ix
afrcoü». Oûxoûv où «çuaixov» Xéyei àXXà «uXàap.a» jjièv «Tfjç
xapSîaç», TOUIÉOTI TÖV aûteÇouaiov Xoyiajiov, èifxeîcÔai Se xal ^SeoBat
toîç xaxoîç ex veó-crftoc, TteitXàaGai. Bè elç to |TOÔU[JL£ÎV XOITT)Ç, otXX'
10
 £iç uatôoTcoiîav oûx elç itopvelav, cbç tô Gujjiixov elç <puXaxr)v àXX' oux
To ôè fiete/zeA^Ôr) xal to upfiaörj öupä xûpioç, àvOpWTtiva ôi' f|[xâç -
y àp ó 7ipoei5cbç (ieta|jLeXeïtai; — àXX' cbç âv vor|acù[Aev ôti ol Tiàa^ovteç
e Procopio supplevit editor
15
 <The (expression) everyone mindfully meditates et cetera, which was Gen 6:5
said> before the Flood and after the Flood, makes clear that some
bad natural (inclination) is attached to man, desire or something else,
which God had granted for use but which we turned into (a) bad
(thing). Now the Hebrew, instead of mindfully, (says): 'A natural
20
 (inclination) of man (is directed) towards bad things from his youth';
but this is conceived by them (i.e., the Hebrews) also in this way: 'the
formation of man's heart (is directed) to bad things from his youth'.
Surely then he does not say 'natural (inclination)' but 'formation of
the heart', that is, that the mind possessing free will is involved in, and
25
 takes pleasure in, bad things 'from youth', that it has been formed for
desiring intercourse, but with a view to procreation, not to fornication,
as irascibility (is given) for guarding, not for insulting behaviour.
The (expressions) he repented and the Lord grew angry with passion Gen 6:6 a'
(are) suited to man because of us — for how does the One who knows Num 25:3 etc.
30
 beforehand repent? — but (they are used) in order that we should know
that those who suffer, suffer rightly.
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B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 769 ad Gen 9:5 (no attribution) -- cf.
Procopius: Mnc 78r 26-78v 1, ed. Petit, ibidem (PG 87.1, 288A
1-9)
<nXr\v xpéa. iv erfoom (j>uxfj<; où <p<xj£a6e, xai ta àfrjç.>a Ö'u^v vüv
•cty Çcor|v ar)(jialve(. xal àvGpconou xai TÖV Çcocov, Çoùr|v °£ ITJV Ôi' at^atoç
èvepyou|i.évT]v. Hoc oöv 0T)pia èxÇT)iEÎ; ''Apa xai 0T)pta àviaiaxai; Tô
'.ExifrjTrçaa) oöv oûx elç TT)V (jiéXXouaav xpiaiv Xéyet, àXXà 6ià too VÓJAOU toü
[AÉXXovtoç tî0ea6ar xeXeûet yap èv xö VO[ACÙ tov «poveuovia ta aïka
avöpamóv te xai ÇâJov. Ootcoç oöv êxÇrytel ôtà löv xata vójiov
0
 e Procopio supplevi
Gen 9:4-5 <On7y you will not eat ßesh with blood, that is, the soul, et cetera>
Soul means 'life' here, both of man and animals, the life that is active
through the blood. How does (God) demand an account of (the blood)
from wild animals? Do wild animals also rise from the dead? Now he 10
says the (expression) I shall demand an account not with a view to the
Judgment which is to come, but by virtue of the Law which was to be
of EX 2i:i2, 28 imposed. For in the Law he orders that he who kills should undergo the
same, man and animal. Thus he demands an account through those
who take vengeance according to the Law. l5
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 47,944-48,989
lUttij-fifi f bpl; ffLq.^"p jtui ^fi^hrjkr^fîit ifinui^unÇ fcfj/i Stf lAuuiniUJ& qp
uipmfi tjifuifirfii li UIA qjïnuii: (Aiiiifi^ 'fi i j i i irV/i qt/înuii' uinji^uiguiL null,, iijin/'.'1
ƒ?£ f^i^plij^Iii^ii funfiCnipij. fib i^l^m [uit, fiulf CbpfiutjbnKlj qiflnuii niit'li uiuuig:
lAut uiunpfîù* L. ijiinllîlinijl'iti lining junpÇfr jiiliiuiHiij ji ^ in fi jiu ji ifujblfnLJaDlic
ujuuiguit. Ljbm £ fiÇkrjbf^fîb umi. U hinlni 5
hu. L. ujini^ pujbfiL mi;/. iy | in i | tS |lh /i i j i l | n n l . n i [ l i .
linnen Jill; ij I'-linilniiii Ji'/ij j iu^i uiuhgl;. qJuMfiq.njb ijijin'/i/pn /f/^i'/i/i JiiV/i uijlnifl."
'/"?'" '/"/' '''""'"""•> '' ƒ' ml. »ui flinfiCbujg L. Jbjf h juip t^uifiiinLguj^p: Put/
ÇbppujjbgfîU' ijiini tuf jilîli /'ƒ•ƒ''" ijnjlîii mu/,, /-m;;/ ijbplfpnprfb' i^n^uujliuJ^
liiliiiiiliifjli nnil.jiif. npufl;u ß^ pliuilfulli päL jinpml<thïli, p ifujblfnLJdlsliC 1°
uuuç, /i ujjuuinun iljimn "ttnj unguj l'inlili' jtllt iiniLiiùiii 111!) upuip ( 4o j
iniijiii njli ilfntil, p juiphu 11 ifiiitlliin liILhl^ /il in//., i i i i i i i i r tu liLilîi III /. l'iillllullll,
in /j iiini.ij?>iniiifi upinpti. iiiyii/ifi.p'li /. nîli^'liji/ jiinili njnpÇnipifb i/Jiiii/.i"J "
uipjnpj^bui^ IL {iii/iff ni iy/iii^ ƒ» {uippu p i/ïn'/i/^iii ƒ<//."/!/., up iMii / . iy^/ i i i i jd ç />
gu!blfni.ppLU i i i l i^ i i iyf i i i iy ' j i i^ i iy A A /ini^nVi /l «^ /i UfnfLblfni.ppLÎJ. npnLif (15"} i5
L. inn^lnîli /ƒ!!!ƒ iijiiinui /,ƒ!, '/nu ƒ[ jjjjppll iiiiH'.linijli ppullj?
''"'JU i|il|in, mil'.: ujpbujjp jlijiij il|i iiiin|ii|l,.|>, .pn!lii||i II i|M.|i iii|i|n'li ;I'J",|
|r M.n nilll. iiiilüliiiijli i| uii|iiiliini| j i ihi j |il.i||ii| L |i Jvl.n nili! i(!ii|ii| iijli
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20 i jh i i i : Cniljj iiiiini !ƒ///. i//'/iii'/i "î/^iii/iiii/^ ifijlùipij.nj L. qulliiiiillinj,
np i i i y i / ^ i i i i / j f ' / r IjLnili: Hpui'prj. L_ qtf.tuifujljuigli pfbij.ppgfc. J^ifil; i
jtun tijiijt. h: U,fi II qpjun.pljnpqil' nj n Cm/in / inÂ/.mi irniiriuiuiniiiliiiJi mu/, , K I / I
uu iiftlni!!. fill' qnp ij'fi/ijiiij £p: Öl nifiij njim'pfj. pjbn.ppg^. ^puiiluij^ j m L p fa üb'
uuJiminn nu ijhnjli iditÇ I//.H m/i/ii, lflunn.ni L. inillîhinjli i i ifiiii i i / i i i i . iitîliniltii
25 pjliq.nl;, njip niiyi^'(jiiu,pîi uiii^ifîulijiijl,:
(ifill, juiji Çiniiiiiiiiinliiiifj, jjiuïiaji uijUuffiup jiilli mut; uiunpfnj, ujufui
n\p l.jili l,injji iii/iA'd^ JIHII / I I I I ƒ(/ƒ»"/ T/i: (;in J»'/' I / / IIII il; nniLifa, wj[ jtujliah
if lift uin'lt p n jl, u ni iiinijiiniiiniiiii jilLiiili p jinji rf-uiputijtj. '"f"/ 'ƒ/•'""'/»'"''
iyiii/i/^iii|(/Jiir|i*l/ ^'"/i I p i j l k i i i i f . ii] npm^u fill, f» ' / ' II"I/IIJÀ/.I"|, <"ƒƒ ƒ] ;'"/'
30 i.
a
~
a
 interpunxi
The question is, why, after the Flood, The Lord God became thoughtful Gen 6:6
(as to the factj that he had made man, and came to ponder on it. The
Syrian says (for) he came to ponder on it 'he repented', as if he himself
consulted himself, but the Hebrew said 'he came to ponder on it'.
35 The Syrian also says: 'Every man mindfully meditates evil from his Gen 6:5
youth,' which was said before the Flood. And after the Flood he says:
'And the intentions of man incline mindfully towards evil.' And he Gen 8:21
says 'he meditates' and 'inclining' with one word, as if he would call
something natural bad. Thus he calls the desire of man, which God
40
 granted man for use but which we turned into (a) bad (thing). Now
the Hebrew says the first passage as the Greek, but (for) the second,
instead of saying mindfully — as if evil (were) something natural — he
says 'from youth', and the expression gives them (i.e., the Hebrews) a
sense like 'the invention of man's heart inclines towards evil from his
45
 youth,' thus, consequently, (evil) is not natural, but an invention of
the heart; that is, the free mind is inclined towards, takes pleasure in,
and reposes in, evil 'from youth', (the free mind) which is created for
the desire of beds, with a view to procreation and not to fornication.
(Man) who had to take care and to watch, at all events reduced it to
50
 evil ends.
But you must not eat flesh, he says, with blood, that is, the soul, Gen 9:4-5
for I shall also demand an account of your blood, the soul, from the
hand of all wild animals, and I shall demand an account of it from a
man. Soul means 'life' here, both of man and animal, the life that lives
55
 through the blood. How will (God) demand an account of (the blood)
from wild animals? Will wild animals also rise from the dead? Now he
says the (expression) I shall demand an account, too, not with a view
to the judgments which are to come, but through the laws which he
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was to impose. Now how will he demand an account? In the laws he
cf EX 21:12,28 orders a murderer to undergo the same death, man and every animal,
In this way he demands an account, which he has established by laws.
If (God) had created (man) bad — for the Syrian says something like
that — where would free will manifest itself? He has not created him
bad, but because he turned what he received to serve for reproduction
into (a) bad (thing), (the Syrian) now called the natural desire bad,
not as though it was created bad, but (as it was) turned into (a) bad
(thing).
D. ISO'DAD: éd. Vosté- Van den Eynde, Genèse, 124, 25-28
(It is) not at the Judgment which is to come (that) I shall demand an
account of your blood from the animals etc., but by virtue of the Law
cf Ex 21:12,28 I shall give later, (which says) that all who kill will be killed, man and $
animal.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The long text of the Armenian translation is given
as a comment on chapters 8 and 9. The Greek parallel to the second
paragraph, text A, is presented at chapter 6, however. On the basis of
the following two considerations, I would suggest that the situation in
the Armenian text is more original. First, commentaries of this kind
and, as we have seen, also this particular one, often skip backwards
and forwards in order to explain places which are related with respect
to content, whereas a catenist, as he is taking material from different
sources, is bound to follow the order of the biblical text more strictly.
Thus it is not unnatural that Eusebius explains Gen 6:5,6 again at
the parallel Gen 8:21, and that the catenist relocates these comments.
Secondly, if one surmises that the order of the catenist is correct and
tries to reconstruct the Armenian text on this basis, one is faced with
the problem that the Armenian already contains some comments on
Gen 6:5,6 at the 'right' place. In the Catena, these were simply left
out, and in Procopius one comment was placed after the other; it is a
matter of course, however, that the comments on Gen 6:5,6 must have
constituted a whole in Eusebius' commentary, even if the parts which
are now located at Gen 8 in the Armenian text should be added to
those already placed among the comments on Gen 6. Now it is hardly
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possible to reconstruct such an entity. It is the more difficult solution,
even if one were to consider only the second and fourth paragraphs,
which relate to the same issue.
The Catena and Procopius have a plus at the end, an observation
on the use of some anthropomorphic expressions for God. The fact that
Procopius and the Catena give the same text here, and that both join
text A as a whole to other comments on Gen 6, can best be explained
by assuming that Procopius used the Catena, adding material from
the original sources as far as they were available to him and as far as
he deemed necessary. Procopius was happy to follow the catenist with
respect to the relocation and extent of text A, but as we have seen,
he added Eusebius' other comments on Gen 6:5,6 to his 'Emio[j.r\ (the
Greek texts at fragment xvin and xix). With respect to content there
is no reason to deny Eusebius' authorship of the plus,263 but I am
not sure whether this was indeed its original place in his commentary.
— I shall now deal with the Armenian text and its Greek parallels
paragraph by paragraph.
The first paragraph has no parallels in Greek. The expression jfcin
£/i?&i{fcq_/iif, 'after the Flood', which should relate to the quotation
of Gen 6:6, is a mistake, triggered, perhaps, by the fact that the
commentary is now dealing with the period after the Flood; as this
error may have been made by the translator, I have not altered the
text. Another doubtful element is the fact that the reading of the
Syrian and the Hebrew is made to relate to the last verb of Gen 6:6.
The translator of Eusebius uses the rendering for èveöu[ir|0r| which
the Armenian Bible employs for 8t£vor|0T). The latter translates the
first verb by uwpCmguii, which is the reading attributed to the Syrian
by the Armenian text of Eusebius. This complex situation may have
contributed to a misunderstanding, as was also the case in fragment
Xix; see on this instance page 258. However, the main argument to
assume a similar misunderstanding here, is the fact that the reading
attributed to the Hebrew for the second verb is identical to the 'Eßpoüoc
reading relating to the first verb in fragment xix.
The second paragraph is found in the Greek fragment A, but this
text is shorter at the beginning: all explicit references to the Syrian have
been left out, in accordance with the principle discussed on page 219.
The catenist, followed by Procopius, now gives Eusebius' conclusion
with regard to the Syrian as a general remark: Scripture makes it clear
83
 See the discussion on page 257; the same combination of scriptural quotations
's also found in fragment XLI, text B, second part.
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that some bad inclination is attached to man. Rather than assuming
that the Armenian translator has made it up, I would say that the
observation that the Hebrew reads the first passage like the Greek has
been omitted as well. Thus it is not clear in the Greek that the two
'Eßpoüoc readings which follow both relate to Gen 8:21. In two other
respects, however, the Armenian is less reliable. The translator did not
understand the turn avxl too èm^eXtùç, «tpuatxôv too ócvGpcórcou liA ta
TOVïjpèc ex veoiT)toç aütoü». It appears most likely that Eusebius wanted
to express that the Hebrew has no counterpart to èmp-eXöc, and that he
gave the phrase of the Hebrew as a whole to show what it does say. Now
the translator expected a single expression as a counterpart to liufieXoc,
accepted ex VEO-CTJ-COC as the most likely candidate—mistakenly, as it is
not particular to the Hebrew—, and treated the remaining words, as
far as he could use them, as a parenthesis. I see no reason to reconstruct
a Greek text along the lines of avct too èm^Xuiç, oùç <pu<nxoc là ttovrjpa,
Xéf£t «ex v£OiT)ioç aùioù». Likewise, the Armenian translator also made
a random guess at the meaning of the last sentence of this paragraph.
In the third paragraph, the Armenian gives a faithful translation of
the Greek text B. It has two pluses that may be original, the lemma at
the beginning and the question 'Now how will he demand an account?'
Note that he translates the words for Judgment and Law by plurals,
that he mechanically renders Sia by the instrumental case (except in
the last sentence, which is translated freely), and gives t, 'and', for
oov. Iso'dad provides a shortened version of lines 3-6 (10-14) of the
Greek. This third paragraph can be seen as a separate unit, relating to
Gen 9:4-5, and as such it was given a place in the Greek witnesses.
The last paragraph of the Armenian text has no counterpart in the
Greek witnesses. As it relates to the matters discussed in the second
paragraph, rather than to those of the third, its position is rather
unexpected. However, it can be interpreted as an afterthought, and it
is not necessary to change the text.
The questions at issue. Eusebius starts off by posing his main
question: why did God become concerned about the fact that he had
created mankind before the Flood? He does not answer immediately,
but first establishes the correct reading of Gen 6:6. The idea that God
repented does find support in the Syriac text—information Eusebius
did not give when dealing with the same verse in fragment xix—but
this is counterbalanced by the Hebrew. Eusebius then goes on to deal
with two parallel sentences which occur just before and just after
the description of the Flood, the observation that man meditates, or is
inclined towards, evil (Gen 6:5 and 8:21). The way the Syrian expresses
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this induces one to think that man has a natural inclination towards
evil. Eusebius finds a way out in the wording of Gen 8:21 in the Hebrew
text. The latter does not read the word 'mindfully' there, and expresses
the sentence as a whole differently. According to some, it also refers to
a natural inclination, but Eusebius says that it should be understood
in this sense: 'what the heart invents, inclines towards evil from man's
youth', that is, the mind, which has a free will, makes wrong choices
from a certain moment onwards. As is the case with Theodoret,264
the expression ex VEOIT)I:OC led Eusebius to define the sins, the wrong
choices of free will, as misbehaviour in the sexual sphere. Man has
not always been bad, that is, he was not created bad as some heretics
would hold, but used the faculty to choose and to desire in a wrong
way, just as quick-temperedness, a faculty necessary if one has to stand
guard, is easily turned into insulting behaviour when used in the wrong
moments. This may be seen as an answer to the question posed in the
first paragraph.
In the third paragraph Eusebius moves on to Gen 9:4-5. He first
explains the meaning of the word 'soul': it means 'life'. When the
blood is still in an animal, it is still alive. Then he explains that God's
commitment to demand satisfaction of the wild animals does not relate
to the Final Judgment—wild animals will not rise from the dead—,
but to the administration of justice in accordance with the laws given
m the Pentateuch. By way of an afterthought, he finally returns to the
theme of the bad inclination, just to say that the expression of the
Syrian, which he had in fact rejected before, is not without sense if
taken differently; the Syrian calls the natural desire bad, because man
turned it into a bad thing.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants, except that Procopius reads xploc in Gen 9:5 with many Septu-
agint manuscripts.265 Apart from some minor details,266 the quotation
°f Gen 6:6 in the Armenian translation agrees with that given in frag-
ment xix above; see the discussion on pages 257-258. The Armenian
264
 See his Interpre.ta.tio in Psalmos ad 50:7 (PG 80, 1244BC-1245A). Diodore
approaches these verses from another angle. He uses the fact that his Greek Bible
did not read ix veotrpoc in Gen 6:5, and explains that after the Flood, in Gen 8:21,
God declares his intention to be lenient towards errors committed in youth, as he
knows youth is a time of instability (see Csl. 150).
65
 Delete the other variant, TTJÇ <J>uxfK, from the first apparatus of Genesis, ed.
WEVERS; it is the text of the PG, but it does not find support in Mnc.
' This quotation reads i/ïmu/unf, which is equivalent to the £/înm/unp< in fragment
XI
*; it reads yKupfi, (with the Armenian Bible) instead of ijifiupif and gives the
rendering of the last verb in a different order, mir nJûiuit instead of qi/wu» ui£.
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quotation of Gen 9:4-5 agrees with the Armenian Bible in giving the
prohibitive negation in verse 4 and in reading ^ly, 'the soul',267 for
the Septuagint's -côiv cjiu^ov u[iwv in verse 5, but it reads /i ifcrmAt,
'from the hand', with the latter, instead of the former's plural. It differs
from both versions in a simplification, reading /.r/ujpfcij/n; (èxCT)Tif|aü>)
only once and taking ftm (auto) as the object of the last occurrence of
this word; note, however, that several Septuagint manuscripts do not
read èxÇr]tT|06û 1° either. The last part of the verse is left out. — On
the basis of their role in the comment and occurrence in the Greek
and Armenian witnesses, it can be established that the words èuijxeXöc
(8:21), c|>uxT]ç (9:4), and ix£,r\ir\a<i> (9:4) formed part of Eusebius' Greek
Bible. The rest of his readings are less certain.
The alternative readings. According to the text as it stands, the first
reading of the Syrian, mn^u»;»», 'he repented', would be a rendering
of the last verb of Gen 6:6, which reads ""A-* K.\ak, 'it grieved in
his heart', in the Peshitta. However, if the supposition is right that a
mistake was made, the reading is a rendering of the first verb, which
is indeed ,ok\W, 'he repented', in the original text of the Peshitta.268
As observed above, the reading of the Hebrew for this word, qJZnuii
uifu, 'he came to ponder on (it)', is also assigned to the first verb in
fragment xix (oievor|6T); see the discussion of this reading on page 258).
If it related to the second verb, Eusebius could have taken it from the
Septuagint or from Aquila; both translations read 5ievor|07i there.
The quotation attributed to the Syrian for Gen 6:5, (L/fc'imi/ji'ii Jîupij.
^onp^/i /n'/muftii/ /i jjwp/iu /i ifîiiVfm/Jf.'iit /«pi/t, 'Every man mindfully
meditates evil from his youth,' has more in common with the reading
of the Septuagint, Kal itàç tic ôiavoeuat èv if) xapSia atnoü èiujjieXöi; èiù
ta 7tovT)pà (v.l. + ex V£OTT)IOÇ) uàaaç tàç T)[j.épaç, than with the Peshitta's
pDcu \i-» i»=> oirA.i rrt\jasi»SM rt\-, X-kO, 'And every inclination of the
reasoning of his heart (is) bad every day'. Moreover, the plus 'from
youth', which Eusebius also reads in the Septuagint text of Gen 6:5
in fragment xvin, does not occur in the tradition of the Peshitta. In
the same way, the Eûpoç reading of Gen 8:21, W/iuiKii JJim^ i/uj/nf<y
j ilii a n Hul l> £u/p/iu, 'And the intentions of man incline mindfully towards
evil,' is closer to the Septuagint's "Eyxeitai i\ ôiàvoia too
267
 Both in Armenian and in Greek this is an epexegetical genitive. Thus La
Genèse, tr. HAUL, 141 note ad loc. This is also suggested by Eusebius' explanation.
268
 This reading is found in 8/5bl, 915, 1114, and some later MSS. The more usual
reading uoin^re', 'he sighed', 'he regretted', is secondary. It is used nowhere else as
a translation of am, whereas .oVW is. The error could come about easily, since
this form of the yöd is easily mistaken for a hét.
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ç im ta rcovripà ix. veOTr)Toç, than to the Peshitta reading
^33 r*a n^trf -ian «n=A.T K'T-*.-», 'Because the inclination of the
heart of man (is) bad from his youth.'269 Now it is possible to solve this
problem by assuming either that the Armenian text is not correct, or
that Eusebius' Syriac Bible was very different from the Peshitta, but
this is not necessary. The key to understanding the passage is found in
the remark which follows: 'And he (i.e., the Syrian) says "he meditates"
and "inclining" with one word, as if he would call something natural
bad'; the last words have been preserved better in Greek: TO çuctxov TI
TCpoaetvou -co ocvBpcuTtw rcovï)póv, 'that some bad natural (inclination) is
attached to man'. Eusebius is clearly referring to the word r^i-, (ysr*).
He accepts the translation of the Septuagint as a free rendering of the
Syrian, but with this remark indicates the main difference: the fact
that the Syrian does not read a verb, but has some word which means
'natural inclination'. If this explanation of Eusebius' text is correct, the
only possible difference that remains between his Syriac Bible and the
Peshitta is that he seems to have read oj&vaA^ ^», 'from his youth', in
Gen 6:5, but this may be an influence from his Septuagint text as well.
With respect to the Hebrew, Eusebius says that its text of Gen 6:5
reads as the Greek. This is concordant with what he said in fragment
xviii. We made the observation there that he must have had an
informant who accepted the reading of the Septuagint as a free, yet
accurate, rendering of the Hebrew text, just as Eusebius handles the
Syriac text here. Incidentally, it is also possible that this informant took
"I2P as a verb, a possibility which does not exist in the Syriac text. On
Gen 8:21, his informant had a different opinion, triggered, perhaps, by
the fact that the word aiujjieXcoc has no counterpart at all in the Hebrew
text here. He gives two renderings, $uaixov -cou àv0pu>7tou im m itovï]pà
£x veOTTitoç aùtoû, and To rcXaqxoc tfjç xocpôùxç ocvöpcoitou im. ta Tiovïjpà
ex veoiTjxoç aùtoû, which correspond quite closely to the Hebrew text as
we know it, r~iy:a si DTKÜ 31? n:r (*D). The two options reflect the
two meanings which the noun IS11 has in Hebrew (and not in Syriac).270
The possibility that Eusebius used one of the recentiores exists in the
case of Gen 8:21, but cannot be checked, as they are no longer extant.
The fact that Eusebius does not read 'from his youth' here carries as little
Weight either way as the absence of a counterpart to Ttàaa; là; fyiépaç from the
quotation of Geii 6:5, since these expressions may have been left out simply because
s wanted to shorten the quotations; these words follow immediately after
that are cited.
Cf. KOEHLER-BAUMGARTNER, Hebräisches und Aramäisches Lexikon 2, 410a
s.v. -is: i.
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XXVI. Ad Gen 11:3271
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 838 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
CO Sûpoç xod ó 'Eßpaloc (pT)Oiv «Kai aaßeatoc fjv aùtolç ô itr)Xoç», 6 xal
Tuôavov âapaATOç yap sic olxoSofWjV â^priaToç.
The Syrian and the Hebrew say: 'And lime served them as clay,' which
is, indeed, plausible; for asphalt is useless for building purposes.
B. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 166
'O 'Eßpaloc xal ó Sûpoç i^er <ocal aaßeatoc ?jv autoïc ó uï)Xóc». Kal [juxXa
elxotcùç- aaipaAtoç yàp elç oixo5o(iT)v a^pTjatoc, aaßea-coc 5è èraxriOÊKnafr].
The Hebrew and the Syrian have: 'And lime served them as clay.' And
rightly so; for asphalt is useless for building purposes, but lime most
convenient.
Discussion
Textual tradition. This is one of the rare cases in which a unanimous
attribution by the catena manuscripts to Eusebius is not confirmed by
the Armenian translation. As this translation does not expound any of
the verses between Gen 10:9 and Gen 11:5, a lacuna may be posited.
For another case, see fragment LVI below. Diodore borrowed the note,
rephrasing it a little.
The question at issue. Here Eusebius uses the Syrian and the He-
brew in his explanation of realia. He deems asphalt unfit for building
purposes, thus he states that one should follow the Hebrew and the
Syrian, who read 'lime'. The explanation is known to Theodoret, but
he rejects it.272
Quotation from the Septuagint. "AotpaXtoc is the reading of all Sep-
tuagint manuscripts. On the basis of its role in the comment, it can be
established as Eusebius' reading.
The alternative readings. Field assumes a difference between ó Sópoc
and the Peshitta here, because aaßeatoc would be 'quicklime' and the
271
 This item is a slightly expanded version of that found in my article ' "Quis sit
ó Eûpoç" Revisited'.
272
 Quaestiones in Gen. 59, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÄENZ-BADILLOS, 56,1-10-
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f<*.-ua> of the Peshitta 'slaked lime'.273 It is, however, not possible to
draw such a clear distinction between these words. According to Payne
Smith, nf.-ua» means 'cote, gypsum, lutum, quo obducuntur parietes'.274
"Aoßeotoc may indeed be quicklime, but the term seems to be used also
in the more general sense of-citavoc, which is also some kind of gypsum,
chalk or lime. This identity of motvoç and äaßeatoc and its use as mortar
are mentioned by Procopius of Caesarea.275 As it is, both quick and
slaked lime may be considered as base materials for making cement,
and both the Syriac and the Greek term may be used to indicate 'lime'
in a general sense. This example does not warrant the assumption of a
difference between the Peshitta and the Vorlage of ó Sûpoç.
It cannot be determined whether Eusebius attributed the reading
'lime' also to the Hebrew because he assumed that the Hebrew text
conveyed the same as the Syriac version, because he had an informant
who interpreted the Hebrew word or the Targum reading thus, or
because he found support for this in the recentiores. The Hebrew
word used here in the Masoretic text, "ion, is found elsewhere only in
Gen 14:10 and Ex 2:3; it is nowadays usually interpreted as asphalt. The
Masoretic text's counterpart to the word translated as :tï]Xoç is ion.
In the unvocalized manuscripts of Eusebius' time these words could
not be distinguished, but the different renderings in the Septuagint
show that there must have been an ancient tradition of pronouncing
these words differently. Eusebius' 'Eßpoüoc reading might go back to
an identification (or confusion) of the two words on the level of the
Hebrew text—a level Eusebius had probably no access to by himself.
XXVII. Ad Gen 11:7
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 51,80-52,86
'<»<bl|uij_j> ji^gni^pu li. i i i l i i i i | i i i ,|>» ( 52 ) bppuijbgp'ii lijyliuyt" ""'t; npu^u
"t i^ujjia"jj£ n<f> uiupg^' ij ji/.iyin.j>. ifinfuuÎLiiilf tuukfnj [til; if.ftkgp: Pu/j
iutlj' ƒ?£ i y{ f i / ^ i f i i i i / f j i i ini / ,yi , qnpu piu^jubuigb kin p^fuujüu iiiijij mij,
tI' jtinlinnnn. 1111 iil.liitli MI I I / , , Ï0Ç «Wujnniq uuiVi/uniu itniij iiiij iitnn Hrnt-nj
Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt l, ed. FIELD, bcxviii.
r
" PAYNE SMITH, Thesaurus 2, 2607-2608 s.v. rC:vd».
rs
 De Aedificiis 1.1.53, ed. HAURY, 13. Ci. also STEPHANUS, Thesaurus Graecae
Linguae 1.2, 2148 s.v. aaßeaioi;.
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(With regard to the words) Come, let us go down and see, the Hebrew
says them in the same way, as if someone would say concerning himself:
'we have written', instead of saying 'I have written'. Now some say
(God) spoke to the angels, which he allocated as rulers to the peoples,
Dtn 32:8 as he says in Deuteronomy: He set the boundaries of the peoples
according to the number of the angels of God.
Discussion
Textual tradition. This text has come down to us only in the Armenian
translation. The quotation from the Septuagint may have become
corrupted within the Armenian tradition; see below.
The question at issue. For Eusebius, the problem here is the use of
plural forms instead of singular ones.276 He first states that the Hebrew
also has a plural. This rules out the possibility of a mistranslation.
Eusebius gives two alternative solutions without choosing. It is either
a manner of speaking—although only one person writes at a time, this
one writer can say 'we have written'—, or God may be addressing the
angels.277 Two anonymous catena fragments, Cat. 846 and 852 (also
cited by Procopius), deal with the same problem, but state that God
is addressing himself to the Son and the Holy Spirit rather than to
the angels. According to Harl, this Trinitarian explanation came into
existence in the fourth century; it is also found in Didymus (?) and
Augustine, among others.278
276
 Unlike Philo (De Confusione Linguarum 134-141, with regard to Gen 11:5;
cf. also TgOnq), he does not deal here with the possible anthropomorphism of the
expression 'coming down'. This issue was certainly known to him, however, see
note 61 above.
277
 Among Christian exegetes, Origen also defended this opinion: Commentarii
in lohannem 13.331, ed. BLANC, 3 (SC 222), 216 and Homiliae in Numeros 11.4, ed.
BAEHRENS (GO 7), 84,7-16. Philo thinks God addressed himself to his Suvà(xeiç: De
Confusione Linguarum 168—182. The problem has given rise to many comments on
Gen 1:26 and Gen 3:22 as well, yet the ancient commentators did not always give the
same answer in all instances; on Origen, cf. BLANC'S note in Origène. Commentaire
sur Saint Jean 3 (SC 222), 217 (n. 3); compare also Augustine's hesitation between
the possibility of relating this passage to the angels or interpreting it as Gen 1:26:
Quaestiones in Heptateuchum 1.22, ed. FRAIPONT (CCSL 33), 7.
278
 La Genèse, tr. HARL, 149 ad loc. The Trinitarian interpretation is defended in
a writing which is edited as the fifth book of Basil's Adversus Eunomium, PG 29,
756-757, but which—together with the fourth book—should possibly be attributed
to another fourth-century author. The authorship of Didymus is defended by some
(cf. GEERARD, CPG 2837 and 2571), but this proposal does not solve all problems:
see RISCH, Pseudo-Basilius, 3-12 (this book also gives a translation and commen-
tary). The Trinitarian explanation is considered a possibility by Augustine, De
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Quotations from the Septuagint. The first part of the quotation is the
Armenian Bible's translation of ÔEÛIE xoctaßavcec. Wevers's text joins
the two words with xou; but there are also Greek witnesses without
it, among whom Theodoret, John Chrysostom, and Procopius. More
puzzling is the word m/.nr/m.p, 'let us see', instead of the Armenian
Bible's luuinOiiulfliugnLj», 'let us confuse'. It is not found in any other
witness, but has probably been introduced as a result of the association
with Gen 11:5 and perhaps even 18:21, where 'going down' and 'seeing'
are combined. This may have happened within the Armenian tradition.
It is conspicuous that the article is placed after frfym.^ rather than after
the whole quotation. Apart from the use of the plural forms, Eusebius'
reading cannot be established with certainty.
The quotation from Dtn 32:8 follows the Septuagint. The Armenian
Bible reads pum ßm-nj ''/<•ƒ"<;/ fAuuimS-nj, 'according to the number of
the sons of God'.
The alternative reading. The Hebrew text does indeed have plural
forms. It cannot be determined whether Eusebius assumed that the
Hebrew text conveyed the same as the Syriac version, that he sought
the advice of an informant, or that he used the recentiores.
XXVIII. Ad Gen 11:10
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 86v 2-5, 21-23 (PG 87.1, 316B 5-10, D 4-7)
uiôç p' euov ots èfévv7]ae töv 'ApyafàS deuiépou è-couç /xsia làv
| Hoc oov p' kûv a£Î 7t£vxaxoaioa-ccùa Itei loûiov èyévvTjae
NCÙE, etei 5à y( féfovev ó x<xT<xxXi>a[ji.oç; El yàp Seuxépcp Itei [letà xàv
xocTocxXua(j.ov, EÛT] &v èxcôv pß', cùaitep lytt. io 'Eßpa'ixov. . . .
Hwç 6à TtàXiv, ei Gàppa o' ITCÙV àyévva töv "Aßpa(x xal à7co9vr|ax£t ae'
v, oùx ^jv IÓIE "Aßpafi pXe' Ixcôv àXXà OE' JIETO oàvatov -cou itatpoç, ci>ç
secundo, fnanu in lacuna
Dei 16.5-6, ed. DOMBART-KALB, 2 (CCSL 48), 506 (cf. his Quaestiones
l
n Heptateuchum, mentioned in the preceding footnote). The fact that this expla-
nation did not fully replace the other ones is an argument for VELTRI, Eine Tara
JUT den König Talmai, 51-55, to maintain that the fear of polytheism rather than
toe possibility of a Trinitarian explanation is the object of the 'alteration for King
"tolemy' recorded for this verse in rabbinic sources.
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Sem (Vas) a son of a 100 years when he begot Arphaxad in the second
year after the Flood. | How (could he say) a 100 years if Noah begot
Gen 6:1 him in (his) five-hundredth year, but the Flood took place in his 600th 10
Gen 7:6, ii year? For suppose it is in the second year after the Flood, then he must
be (a son) of 102 years, just as the Hebrew has it.
Gen 11-.26 Now once more, if Terah begot Abram (when) 70 years (old) and
Gen 11:32 dies (when) 205 years (old), how (could it be that) Abram was not 135
Gen 12:4 years (old) but 75 after the death of his father, as Scripture says? 15
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 52,87-106
« D l i i f l i | l l | | l S i i i | i |n | i l , ] l l , n i l i j n j i i l nn( . V l i i i u i | l l . | i ] | n i l . | M M i l | < l : Ol iiijii mil
t ^kpfiuijbging, npmtu i^i'lnj'li jm/finjii p Jiiim ii/i ifliUli, L.
/,!! *>ni/iji/i IL iSyi/ujiyfii.if|iff if jmmii f f i i r j i n i j l i :
"*y ƒ* /^^ "f ^"*f/"./i"/"J ƒ> uiJp m'Jnj.
»/, r"l<p' fc/^t ƒ" «||fcij$u*/ifii|injiij.p" ujjp m"(ii| '.i/'i ,
ufi^i f i f i i / f i i i i i i tf jnfitliuiT cV/niii ijU.(ii |iiii.(>iini|</, jtp/jfinpij. im/Ji jcin
i i i i i j i i i ÇuippLfi IL / . j i / j i i i uiuj>
mu// ƒ<//, i|/,ij *>iiiji|n ji /i tfi</"l9
luifîuij tp (Jnj, jnfi(161)<tuJtfirïimL l/fc if Cflhfiifiui^p u Luft}:
Dpt l"*ujpuj li j i l i i î l i i i n i l i L i l j i t/1 jnfij-uitf (V/um i(L/ij'jiiiimi/, t jnjufiu« 10
i f / i i i IIH'/I /•ƒ!/ƒ / i | i j i i j i (< i f / i i i i l i /.ƒ!, i ini | i i i ( A j ' f i i i i i i i i / i i i ^ i i i j / i r / i i i i i ' i i j i i i jmi /,ƒ! 'îniji/'i/'
/i /,ji/ïiiin'(i /i *•ƒ''"/ mi/iiiiy j jîlil-f. \i»l\ I'm iiiinilijili II l<liiiliiiiin:t'li uiJuig l,ji, ''
m
Sem (was) a son of a hundred years when he begot Arphaxad. And this
is something peculiar to the Hebrews, just as they frequently put the is
(word) 'with' into their speech. And the translators conveyed it in the
same way and have obscured the clear (language) of Scripture.
Gen 6:1 The question is: as Noah begot Sem in his five-hundredth year,
Gen 7:6,11 and (as) Scripture says about the Flood that it took place in his six-
hundredth year, and about Sem that he was a hundred years old when 20
he begot Arphaxad in the second year after the Flood — if he begot
after two years, then there must be hundred and two years. Now the
Hebrew says it in this way: 'Noah was six hundred and two years old
when Sem begot Arphaxad.'
Gen 11:26 If Terah was seventy years old when he begot Abraham, and (if) 25
cf Gen 11:32 he was two hundred years old when he died, then Abraham had to be
hundred and thirty five years (old) at that moment. But look, he was
cf Gen 12:4 (only) seventy years (old) even after the death of his father.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. Procopius gives a somewhat shortened version of
the text as found in the Armenian. He leaves out the remark on the
Hebrew idiom for giving someone's age, and does not give the reading
attributed to the Hebrew in the Armenian text, in which Noah is said
to be 602 years old when Sem begot Arphaxad. Instead—and this
is probably correct—he attributes the remark that Sem must have
been 102 years old to the Hebrew; the reading which the Armenian
attributes to the Hebrew should be taken as a concluding remark. In
the last paragraph the Armenian reads 200 instead of 205. This is no
mistake by Eusebius, who correctly calculated that Abraham should
have been 135 years old at that moment, but the error of a scribe or
the translator. Likewise, the number five was omitted in the reference
to Gen 12:4 in the Armenian text.
The question at issue. Eusebius first deals with the expression 'son
of' to indicate someone's age. He has found out that it is a case
of Hebrew idiom, comparable to the use of the object marker nw,
which is sometimes translated as oùv even in the Septuagint, as it
was identified with the preposition n«, 'with'. Eusebius has given the
case of DM as an example of bad translating in his introduction to the
commentary. Then he deals with the chronological problem posed by
the confrontation of Gen 6:1 and 7:6 with Gen 11:10. The Hebrew
solves this discrepancy, as it says according to Eusebius that Sem was
one hundred and two instead of just one hundred years old. A solution
of uncertain provenance that salvages the Septuagint reading can be
found in Procopius directly after the passage cited above.279
In connection with this issue Eusebius also poses the problem of
the discrepancy between Gen 11:26,32 and Gen 12:4 with regard to
the age of Abram at the death of his father Terah. He does not solve
this either. For Jerome it is also a quaestio indissolubilis; for want of
anything better, he cites a Jewish tradition that Abraham's days were
reckoned in Gen 12:4 from the day he was rescued from the Babylonian
fire by God's help because he refused to worship it.280 Eusebius keeps
fer from this kind of gap-filling speculation. It is only one of his followers
'
g
 Mnc 86v 5-11 (PG 87.1, 316B 10-C 1).
so
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 12:4, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 15-16. A legend con-
cerning a fire is found in Jubilees 12:12-14, but this is a fire kindled by Abraham to
burn the idols in his father's house. Moreover, this text does not connect the idea
°f a fire to a solution of the chronological problem. The latter step is taken in a
Greek fragment of unknown authorship, Cat. 867, which cites the Book of Jubilees.
Because of the difference between the two legends concerning the fire, I am not sure
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who comes up with a solution based exclusively on the particulars of
the scriptural account; a fragment which is to be attributed to Diodore
or Theodore281 explains that not all three children were born to Terah
at the same time,282 just as Noah did not beget triplets in Gen 5:32;
on the basis of details such as the marriages of Nahor and Abraham,
the author determines that Abraham was in fact the youngest son, and
Har an the eldest.283
Quotations from the Septuagint. Apart from the change of the
Septuagint's temporal genitive, found in Procopius' lemma, to a dative
with the same meaning in the quotation of Gen 11:10 in the body of the
commentary, there is little to observe. The dative is not supported by
any manuscript of the LXX. It cannot be determined from the Armenian
text whether it was Eusebius' text. The Armenian text follows the
Septuagint against the Armenian Bible when most manuscripts of the
latter add the verb tp, 'he was', in the translation of Er\p uiôç âxoaov
èxcùv. The translator of Eusebius also uses another spelling of the name
Arphaxad than most manuscripts of the Armenian Bible. On the basis
of its role in the comment and its attestation in A and B, the phrase £T)(A
uloç p' (âxocTOv) â-côùv oie èy£VVT)ae(v) TÖV 'ApçaÇàô can be established as
Eusebius' text. The rest of his reading of this verse remains uncertain.
- It is very probable that Eusebius read 70 in Gen 11:26, 205 in
Gen 11:32, and 75 in Gen 12:4.
The alternative readings. Eusebius' statement on the use of 'son of'
is correct. Gen 11:10 is in fact the only instance in the Pentateuch where
the Septuagint gives a literal translation of this Hebrew idiom.284 This
is the kind of information Eusebius could have got from an informant.
The remark that Sem's age is given as 102 years in the Hebrew text
of Gen 11:10 finds no support in the Hebrew text as we know it. In
this case, it cannot be determined whether Eusebius was advised by
his informant, or by the recentiores, as the latter are not extant.
that there is any connection between Jerome's comment and the explication in this
catena fragment (otherwise: PETIT, notes c and d ad Cat. 867). Cf. also Cat. 648
11. 10-11.
281
 Ed. PETIT, Csl. 174.
282
 Note, however, that this element is already found in a text attributed to
Origen, Cat. 864.
283 The problem is dealt with in another way in Iso'dad, Commentaire 1. Genèse,
ed. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 142,12-143,8 (tr. 154,23-155,12).
284
 See THACKERAY, Grammar, 41.
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XXIX. Ad Gen 12:8
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 90r 31-90v 7 (PG87.1, 329B 10- C 5)
Tivèç ôè to ènsxa^éaono èm lui ôvopom xupiou TÔV Sûpov Xéyeiv tpocoiv
«àxàXeaE tô ovofjux xupiou», touxéaitv èTtexàXeae TO óvófjuxti xupiou TTJV yfjv
oit Xoiîtôv 0EOÜ fjv xXiqpovofjûa. 'EppÉ0ï| fàp auto èv £u}(£|j.É Ta> cnép^aii
aou 8u>aù} rrçv jfjv Tautrjv. xai ÈX0à>v ôcvajjLÉaov Bai0r)X xal Ayyat,
s 6uataatr)piov rcotriaaç èxàXeae to ôvofjiati xupiou tr)v yfjv, wanep ó Er)0
^Amaev £^txaA£ÎCT0at — oùx £Ö)(£aöai Xéyei, àXXà xaXeïoOai, ôvop.àÇea0av
— 0EOÖ av0pcon:oç.
Ata-ci Ôè elç Eu^èfji wçOr) 0eoç aûio npwiov; "Cht, çaoiv, EXEÏVOÇ paoç
tfjç xXr|povo[juaç ô touoç.
10
 Some say the Syrian reads the (expression) he called upon the name
of the Lord (as) 'he gave (it) the name of the Lord,' that is, 'he called
the land by the name of the Lord,' because henceforth it was the
inheritance of God. It was indeed said to him in Sichern: 'I will give Gen 12=7
this land to your offspring. ' And when he had arrived between Bethel
is and Angai, he called the land by the name of the Lord after having
made an altar, just as Seth hoped to be called — he does not say 'to Gen 4:26
pray', but 'to be called', 'to be named' — man of God.
Now why did God appear to him in Sichern first? Because, they say,
that place (was) the middle of the inheritance.
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 56, 196-215
«Gjuibujq i i i h i i , /mi/,, uhnujlj ohuin_b IL limbujq i i i i l n u j i obuunJj»: lAunnhTi
quHinLb Stuin.1/: Vnjjiuigii jujlinib otuin_*Zi n^
iinil.jiij ƒ?£ Ouiliniîi fetuifLJi fyiij /.mi/
iphui^^fi ƒ• </iun_u/bij.nLy?^i.li: H,t^u«j.fyîjli uiuf pfc
I* UhLtjfcifitijitniihQuiL Öl/Zu {Autnntujo" LL iitnl, . « . < i n i i i / i i / i oniumiun qunLnnu
u», /i l.ljl.ini pi»], rkp^i^ L. ptir^ 1/Snj.t IfuHiifiilimg ubrjiub, L Ifn^kuig
nLÜ SfcojfLÎJ qkplfftpb, nfiuffcu qptinijuutj wul;' ƒ?£ '\tiiiiniiijiiii l^n^hf, L. n^
ll,, uy^ ^ "^ {j u/^ inluj^ |t^ uijfi Lhumni^nj:mi
^
10
 ufcijiuji, t nt /i UpLj>l;ifl ni.n I, i<\i Lynn ttifui Ifiiiiiiiiniift. L. Cfhplf^pli 'luim IL
uj jniniiininjnn tnujf: bi ijimili f*p />"i/ ƒ>
ifiiAi^ unifi ' /i ?t "*1
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There he built, he says, an altar for the Lord, and he called upon
the name of the Lord. The Syrian says: 'He gave (it) the name of the
Lord.' He does not say 'he called upon the name of the Lord' with is
reference to praying, but instead of saying: 'he called the land by the
name of the Lord,' because from that time onwards God had given it
in inheritance. Above he says that the Lord appeared to him in Sichern
Gen 12:7 and said: 'I will give this land to your offspring. ' And when he had
arrived between Bethel and Angai, he erected an altar, and he called 20
the land by the name of the Lord, just as he says about Enosh: 'he
Gen 4:26 hoped to be called' — he does not speak about praying, but (he says)
'to be called', 'to be named' — man of God.
Why does Scripture indicate here that he erected an altar between
Bethel and Angai, and not in Sichern, where God appeared to him 25
and promised to give the land to him and his offspring? And for what
reason did God appear to him in Sichern first? Some say that place was
the middle of the inheritance.
C. ISOCDAD: ed. Voste- Van den Eynde, Genèse, 144, 5-6
(It was) in Sichern (that) God appeared to Abraham, because it was
the middle of the promised land.
Discussion
Textual tradition. Procopius introduces Eusebius' commentary with the
expression 'some say'. He appears to have shortened the text a little.
Thus in the Armenian version Eusebius makes clear his intentions right
from the beginning: 'He does not say 'he called upon the name of the
Lord' with reference to praying...' Procopius may have left out this
sentence as the same is said also at the end of the paragraph. Although
its presence or absence determines whether the paraphrase belongs
to the Greek or the Syrian, this does not alter the function of the
alternative reading. Procopius also left out the question of why Abram
built an altar between Bethel and Ai, as it is in fact not answered
by Eusebius. He was probably correct in assuming that the expression
'that place' in the last sentence refers to Sichern, which is mentioned
just before in the second question, the question of why it was at Sichern
that God appeared to Abram. Isocdad gives the same interpretation
of this paragraph. Finally, Procopius erroneously reads Seth instead of
Enosh. This might be explained as an initiative of Procopius, who is in
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the habit of checking and correcting his sources. In this case he would
have made a wrong correction, based on memory or on a different
interpretation of Gen 4:26.285
On the translation of the different forms of xotXéw, see the next
paragraph. It would appear that the Armenian translator read the
same Greek forms as Procopius, although one cannot be entirely sure
since the Armenian text is in fact much more ambiguous: both the plain
dative and im with dative can be translated as /i with accusative,286
which is indeed done here, presumably; moreover, the Armenian does
not indicate the praeverbium im- or the middle voice of xocXew, but one
would not expect this, as the first would be quite difficult in Armenian,
and the second even impossible.
The question at issue. Eusebius wants to explain that Abram is not
praying to God, but giving God's name to the area, as it was given
to him in inheritance by God. The word liuxocXIto can mean 'to call
upon', 'to invoke', and in the middle voice which we find here also
'to appeal to'. Prom these meanings it is but a small step to the idea
of praying. The word ImxocXécù is ambiguous, however, as it is also
used to express the giving of names or surnames.287 If used in the
former sense, the word is often constructed with a simple accusative;
here, however, it is followed by Ircl with a dative.288 Eusebius does
not make use of this peculiarity, however. He appeals to the Syrian
to substantiate his interpretation, thus admitting that it is difficult
to understand the reading of the Septuagint itself in this way. One
might be tempted to translate the Eûpoç reading—IxaXeae ib övofjwc
xuplou—word for word, as 'He called the name of the Lord,' but xaXéw
TO ovojjia is one of the common ways to express in Greek that one
gives someone or something—TIVOC or ITU -ctvt ('to call over')—a certain
name. As Eusebius' explanation and his paraphrase, the active voice
of èmxaXéco with an instrumental dative, make clear, this is what he
wants us to understand.
286
 It is the lectio facilior, for why would the righteous Seth not have been called
'son of God' ? In our times, a similar mistake was made by GINZBERG among others
(Legends of the Jews 5, 151), when he assumed that Theodoret took Seth as the
subject of Gen 4:26b; cf. FRAADE, Enosh and his Generation, 81 n. 41.
286
 Cf. the translation of èmxaXeloOat Ttô OVO(JLOCTI with Ifnjk^ juumîb in the com-
mentary on Gen 4:26, on p. 243 above,
287
 One would perhaps expect an active or passive voice in that case, but compare
Theodoret's interpretation of the form ènexaXÉaato in Gen 21:33, cited in note 189
above.
288
 For this reason HAUL thinks the meaning is 'invoquer par le nom' (Genèse,
153 note ad loc.).
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Eusebius supports the idea that God gave Abram the land as an
inheritance by a quotation of the preceding verse. This is followed by a
paraphrase of the whole of verse 8, with yet another argument for his
interpretation, the use of emxaXeco for namegiving in Gen 4:26—that is,
if one follows Eusebius' explanation on that verse.289 Finally, he deals
with the question of why the altar was erected between Bethel and Ai,
whereas God gave his promise to Abram in Sichern. As stated above,
it appears that Eusebius only tells us why God appeared to Abram in
Sichern.
As at Gen 4:26, Didymus here also explains èraxaXéw in the sense
of 'giving a name'.290 One may surmise that Origen was their common
source for this interpretation, but only as far as the meaning of the
verb is concerned, as Didymus states that the altar (not the land) was
called by the name of the Lord. Moreover, Didymus does not provide
an alternative reading, but interprets the Greek of the LXX itself in the
sense required, just as he does at Gen 4:26.
Quotations from the Septuagint. All quotations are in accordance
with Wevers's text of the Septuagint and with the Armenian Bible,
except for the paraphrasing quotation of the last words of Gen 4:26.
Yet on the basis of its role in the comment and its occurrence in A and
B, the element TJXmaev iTUxaXEÏoSou can be established as Eusebius'
reading. In Gen 12:7 he must have read Tö aitép[xatt aou Swaco if]v yfjv
taikrjv (attested both in A and B), and in Gen 12:8 'EuexaXeoato im
ta> ovófiati xupiou (which is also confirmed by its role in the comment).
The alternative readings. The Syriac expression rCyaa r<"-io can be
used in the sense of 'to give someone a particular name', as can the
Greek xaXEco xo ovo[xa. Thus the Syrian's àxàXeae TO ovojjux xupiou may
be seen as a translation of «Msis cnsn=> r^-ipo. However, the meaning
of expressions with </r° and xocXeïv is not always clear. One might have
expected an indication of the Syriac bet in the form of Greek ev or at
least an instrumental dative, as in the paraphrase which follows the
Sûpoç reading. It remains unclear whether Eusebius gave this Greek
rendering to avoid any confusion with prayer, or had a Syriac text
without a bet.
289
 See his commentary quoted above on pp. 242-248.
290
 Commentarii in Gen., 223,14-224,6, ed. NAUTIN-ÜOUTRELEAU, 2 (SC 244),
172-174.
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XXX. Ad Gen 15:2
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 945 (attributed to Eusebius in L)
'H 'Eßpodtx «Aa[A<xaxï)VOç» Xéya, Ô0£V r^v auto f| \Lr\t,r\ç.
Tivèç §è TOÛTOV (paaiv eïvoa tóv oixÉtr)v tôv Tttaiov 'Aßpaajx, töv im tfjç
olxîaç aûxoû.
The Hebrew says 'Damascene', from where his mother was.
5
 Some say this was Abraham's faithful household slave, (who had
been appointed) over his house.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 93r 1-3, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 945 (PG 87.1, 337B
15-C2)
Oiuioc A<x[jL(xaxa<; 'EXie&p. '0 Sûpoç xod ó 'Eßpoüoc «AajxaaxT]vôç 'EXté-
fep», ó à-Tto Aa[xaaxoù.
Tivèç 6à toùtov tpaaiv eïvou tàv oixeirjv TÖV Tciaiov 'Aßpaajji, tov im tfjç
olxîaç aùtoû.
5
 This one (is) Damascus Eliezer. The Syrian and the Hebrew (say):
'Eliezer the Damascene', (that is,) from Damascus.
Some say this was Abraham's faithful household slave, (who had
been appointed) over his house.
C. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 185
To Aapaaxoc f\ Ißpouoc «Aa|o.aoxï]vö<;» Xéyei, toutéotiv ó ex Aa[iaaxoü,
Ô0£v fjv aÙTÔi f] [Jir|iT)p.
The Hebrew says (for) the (word) Damascus 'Damascene', that is, from
Damascus, from where his mother was.
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 58,254-259
uugtu Jîbîk, ijl bu inr mnjilj inliiijn| |i Ijnpü^Jii/T L anpq.p
iui:
ijliiliiïlil, i i i i i / i / r ƒ?£ uui tp ÇuiLunnuip^-iiT inun,uijli Utppw^uiifitL ƒ]
ujli \jnf
scripsi] n[ii| jnlijiii!, l^uij cod.; nnq.Ji jiif^ "'M/,, Ijujj scripsit editor
5
 £ord, he says, wûat will you give me, for look, (being) childless I am
perishing. And the son of my domestic Masek, the Damascene Eliezer,
will inherit from me. Some say about him that he was Abraham's
faithful household slave, (who had been appointed) over his house.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. The second part of A and B is also attested in the
Armenian text, and does not pose any problems. The tradition of
the first part, however, is less simple. Firstly, the Catena and Diodore
attribute the alternative reading to i\ 'Eßpoclot, whereas Procopius reads
ó 'Eßpaloc xai ó Sûpoç. As explained on page 219, the mention of the
Syrian is easily omitted by later witnesses, and this holds especially
for Procopius. Therefore, Procopius (or a copyist) would probably
not have included the mention of the Syrian if it was not present in
his model. The assumption that the shorter text of the Catena and
Diodore is secondary is the least difficult solution, although it entails
not a few assumptions in this particular case. Thus one has to assume
that the word ó 'Eßpatoc was replaced at the same time by the feminine
f| 'Eßpocioc, which is not used anywhere else in the Catena on Genesis
or Diodore's commentary, and that this happened quite high up in
the stemma of the textual tradition, as it is the form found in both
the Catena and Diodore. Moreover, if Procopius was indeed working
on the basis of the Catena, this implies that he has chosen not to
follow the Catena, but the manuscript of Eusebius' Commentary he
had at hand. The latter assumption also has its implications for a
second problem in this part of the fragment, the presence or absence
of the sentence Ô0ev f\\> aùtw f| pytrip, 'from where his mother was'. It
points to the possibility that Procopius, who does not read this phrase,
is following his manuscript of Eusebius again, instead of the Catena.
The sentence is attested only by the catenist and Diodore, who may
have had a reworked version of Eusebius' comment at their disposal,
perhaps a 'second wording'.291 The fact that Procopius did read the
paraphrase ó arcö AOCJJUXOXOÜ, which has been left out in the Catena and
lightly reformulated by Diodore, supports this reconstruction. A third
problem in the textual tradition is the fact that the first part of A and
B is not supported by the Armenian at all. This can be explained from
the fact that the translator, probably under influence of the Armenian
Bible, read T-iui/Zuu/jiug/i, 'Damascene', making the alternative reading
unnecessary. On this point, see below.
The question at issue. In the Greek text of Gen 15:2 a certain
Aotfiocaxoc 'EXiéÇep is mentioned. This poses two problems: what does
291
 The remark is also found in Iso'dad (Commentaire 1. Genèse, éd. VosTÉ-VAN
DEN EYNDE 148,21-22; tr. 161,10-11), but he did not necessarily cite Eusebius here,
for the remark is also included in the Diyarbakir commentary, which may have had
Diodore as its source (ed. VAN ROMPAY, 73,13-14; tr. 94,25-26).
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the place-name Aafxaoxóc mean here, and who is this person who
has not been mentioned before? The first problem is solved with an
alternative reading: the Hebrew and the Syrian give the adjective
belonging to Aocfjuxaxoç, and a paraphrase ó OCTCÖ Aapxaxoü.292 Eusebius
may have added a remark stating that Damascus was indeed the place
his mother came from. Van den Eynde thinks this explanation imposed
itself because Eliezer is called a slave who is born in the house (a K'Wa i=
in the Syriac text of Isocdad he comments upon).293 If so, the tradition
cannot have arisen among users of the Septuagint, as there both Eliezer
and his mother are called otxoyevr|c, the Greek equivalent.294 It is the
kind of gap-filling speculation that was popular with Ephrem, known to
Eusebius but looked upon more and more critically in the Antiochene
School. The same kind of gap-filling tradition is used in solving the
second problem: who is this Eliezer? Eusebius introduces the answer
with the formula 'some say'. The solution to the problem is in fact
very close to that given by Jerome,295 which is based on the readings
of Aquila, uióc TOO uottÇovioç oïxou [Jiou, and Theodotion, ó ulóc too im
ifjç olxiotç [Aou. A tradition like this may have been known to Eusebius,
but it cannot be determined with certainty that he derived it from
the recentiores, as it was probably widespread; the reading of Targum
Onqelos can also be interpreted in this way.296 — Further on in the
commentary, Eusebius cites a closely related tradition with respect to
Eliezer, in which he is identified with the 'oldest servant' mentioned in
Gen 24:2.297
Quotations from the Septuagint. The reading Aajxaaxoç 'EXiéÇep
is indeed the reading of the Septuagint. This is the only part of
the quotation from Gen 15:2 that can be established with certainty
as Eusebius' reading. It is the point at issue in the comment. The
Armenian gives a longer quotation from Gen 15:2, but this citation has
four peculiarities: the reading ^lui/Zuufyrng/?, 'Damascene', the addition
of luiiuu/ilf, 'look', the fact that the Septuagint's ofrcoc just before
Aocfjuxaxoc is not represented, and the addition of ^uin.u!b^kugk <j/iu,
'he will inherit from me', taken from verse 3. Unlike the rest of the
292 This paraphrase is misleadingly included in the reading of the Hebrew and
the Syrian in Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.
293
 Commentaire 1. Genèse, tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 161 n. 3.
294
 More on this tradition in KAMESAR, Jerome, 151-153.
295
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 15:2-3, ed. ANTIN-LAQARDE, 19-20.
296
 Onqelos reads 'n^^l pin KD31D 1-T, cf. HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew Ques-
tions, 159.
297
 Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNBSSIAN, 72,683-686.
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reading, the two additions and the omission of outoç are not found in
the Armenian Bible. These features can best be explained by assuming
that Eusebius is paraphrasing (although the addition taken from verse
3 is also attested in the Ethiopian and Syriac tradition, and in Philo,
who, however, has a different word order). A quotation of Gen 15:2
further on in the commentary is closer to the Septuagint.298 The
variant mentioned first, ^mi/Zuufyujg/i, is more important. It is in fact
the interpretation of the Armenian Bible, which may very well be its
source.
The alternative readings. The reading Aa(j,aaxr)voç 'EXiéÇep is (apart
from the word order) a correct translation of the Peshitta's iu-Are"
ix'inciDosovv The Hebrew text as we know it cannot have been much
different from the Vorlage of the LXX, but it is open to more than
one interpretation. TgOnq indeed gives this one (my^M n«pDol, the
closest parallel to AafxaaxTjvoç 'EXiéÇep), but Jerome seems to have
preferred to take Damascus as a proper name.299 As the recentiores
are not extant for this part of the verse, it cannot be ascertained
whether Eusebius used these, or information from an informant. A
third possibility is that he assumed the Syrian would be close enough
to the Hebrew here.
XXXI. Ad Gen 17:5
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 61,345-348
«ÜL nj bn pQn, "*"£> uJÜnLÜ on ( J . j ' j i i i u C lull LKpnuiujirhn nnji uîljn^Li jin»; ^A/"
bplffinpifii' j>ujUifJi ifiun-LufiinJii ninlîli ƒ?£ j i i i i i i ^npt^ijp/Si^ftj £yi, npni£ puin
mimi itilili hull '/ƒ'/'•'
And your name, he said, will not be Abram, but Abraham will be
your name. This second one (is) because they say about the first one
that it was in conformity with the tetragrammaton, through which
(circumstance) it is written in conformity with the Name.
/"J-/1 p^ff-n^f1 fidnj t- "f1 t /^ ^> »j-uit/tuu^iug/i Of^/iuiijiup, 'He is the son of . • • r^Y
domestic, who is himself (from aUTOç instead of ootoc?) the Damascene Eliezer'; ed.
HOVHANNESSIAN, 72,684-686.
299
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 15:2-3, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 20. See KAMESAR,
Jerome, 153.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. This fragment has come down to us only in the
Armenian translation. One may gather from the next paragraph that
its text is not unproblematic.
The question at issue. Eusebius wants to explain why Abram is
given the new name Abraham. This renaming on the occasion of God's
making a covenant with Abram is usually seen as a positive event:
Abram gets a name which fits his new position. Thus Jerome cites a
tradition of 'the Hebrews' which says that God added a letter from his
own name, the he.300 Like Jerome—and unlike other Greek exegetes
(including Philo), who started from the Greek spelling of Abram's
name—, Eusebius comments on the namegiving on the basis of the
Hebrew forms, and associates it with God's Name. However, in the
text as it has come down to us, it would seem that the renaming was
considered less positive: Abram gets an extra letter in his name because
his first name, consisting of four letters, had too much in common with
the four-lettered Name of God. One wonders whether Eusebius really
intended to say this.
Quotation from the Septuagint. The Armenian text gives a free
quotation of Gen 17:5, in which the word !ii is not represented and
the verb t«j^3/>, 'it will be' (lotai) of the second part of the phrase, is
used also in the first part instead of xX^GrioExat. The word order of the
second part of the phrase is also different. Apart from the minus of Iti,
these variants are not supported by manuscripts of the Armenian Bible
or the Septuagint. However, we do find a use of xX^G^aEiai in both
parts of the phrase in some manuscripts, and an interchange of the two
verbs in John Chrysostom. The change in word order is paralleled in
his quotation and that of Eusebius of Caesarea.301 Eusebius may have
wanted to give a paraphrase. The repetition of the verb and the change
in word order make the sentence more impressive. Apart from the two
forms of Abraham's name, Eusebius' text cannot be established with
certainty.
The alternative reading. This is not an alternative reading in a
strict sense, but an exegetical tradition based on the number of letters
in Abram's name in the Hebrew text. It is the kind of information
300
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 17:3-5, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 21. On this tradition,
see KAMBSAR, Jerome, 112-113 with n. 53 and Jerome's Hebrew Questions, tr.
HAYWARD, 163-164.
301
 All details in Genesis, ed. WEVERS, first apparatus ad loc.
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Eusebius may have got from an informant; Eusebius introduces it with
the formula 'they say'.
XXXII. Ad Gen 17:14
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1030 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
'0 Sûpoç oihtùç l^ ei' «Ttâç oç où TteptiÉfivEi IÇoXo0p£u6r|a£tou»' xod ó
'Eßpoüoc' «rcàç ó JJLÏ] Ttepité^vcov». Elxotwç' où yàp TO vr|7ciov Ôeî nepi toutou
xoXàÇsaSai àXXà TOÙÇ yoveïç.
The Syrian reads thus: 'everyone who does not circumcise will be utterly
destroyed'; and the Hebrew: 'everyone not circumcising'. Reasonably
so, for (it is) not the child (who) should be chastised for this, but the
parents.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1033 (attributed to Eusebius in M)
Oùx ait£i§r) TO ipyov ifjc •rcepfcop.fjç ocva^xaiov, àXX' on f| ôia0T|xr| aOe-ceïtou,
toü arijjietou 8i' o5 YvcuptCe-cai \i.r\ TtXT]pou(j.évou.
Not because the act of circumcision (is) indispensable, but as the
covenant is set at naught when the marking by which it is made known
is not performed.
C. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 98r 25-27 (PG87.1, 357/358A 19-21, Latin)
'0 5à Sûpoç oûx Êlrcev oç où rcepiTfirjÖ^aeTai 7ta0Titixoç, àXXà «TCÔCÇ oç où
7tepn:é[jLVEi»- xal ó 'Eßpatoc «irâç ó [xr| Tcepitéfjivcov».
The Syrian does not say 'who will not be circumcised', in the passive,
but 'everyone who does not circumcise'; and the Hebrew: 'everyone not
circumcising'.
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 61,370-62,376
«UL miiiiliuijh iiijini, 'mil,, np n; |i)|i|iiuiiiLiii||i |iiiini|il! m |(!!.|ui|ii| |i, uni-
uiujlibuqn ujbaL ujpj J^R^t JP'-P^t"*'
hulj iiifiri LubJlirj^ilujhnilfli uuiinuil^huy^i": Lhunfifili n^ tuut, fik ' |i|iiuu'"lj"
( 62 ) :uill!lii]ijh n[i ii) |(||I|IIIIMI|,II|||,. '/iffy'/iiif/.ii L. kpjiuijbgfÎL uiuç
jjij np ii;
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And every male, he said, who will not be circumcised on the eighth
day, that soul will be destroyed from among his people.
Now will the innocent child be destroyed? The Syrian does not
say '(who) will (not) be circumcised', but: 'everyone who will not
10 circumcise'. In the same way the Hebrew, too, says: 'everyone who will
not circumcise'.
E. DIODORB: ed. Petit, Csl. 191
Kcd ànspiTfjLïiioç, cpr)0tv, ocparjv, ôç où nspii:p.r)dria£T;ai xr\v G&pxo. TTJÇ oixpo-
jSuorîaç auToû vr\ r\\>.ipu. ffj óySórj, ëfoAoöpsuo^aeToa TJ (fiu^r) èxeivrj ex TOÛ
yevouç auirjç, o'-u trjv 5taorjxr)v pou SteaxEOaaev oùx I7t£t8r| 10 Ipyov -cfjç
TtEpitofJifjç àvayxaïov, àXX' era T] 5ia9r|xr] ocGe-ceïtai, TOÛ ar][X£iou 61' oo
s yvcopiÇetai (J.T) rcXripoufAÉvou. Tl oöv ô (JLT) -TCEpiifXTiOEic âÇoXo9p£u9TJa£T<xi;
Kal itcùç TÔ ppéçoç; Tcöv yóep uatépcov èai:i TO TcepiTÉjJLveiv if] óyOór| rijjiépa.
'AXA' ô aûpoç OUTCOÇ l^er «itàç 8ç où uepuépivet aCoXo9pei>6r|a£Tai»' xal ó
ißpaloc' «Ttâç ô [JLT) 7teprcé[AVu)v». Et 5è autri 0eoû aTtocpaaiç, Ttcôç oùx ISeiaav
oi âÇsXSovieç èÇ Alyûntou, âv TEoaapâxovxa Sisai (AT) nepitéfxvovtei; toùç àv
10 tfj epfipia) i£)(0£vtaç; "H rcoç ÇuXa [xév tic auXXéÇaç Iv aaßßaxw XioàÇetai,
xai ô Xaoç yoyyûaaç ÎIITT-CÊI xai xaià (J.£poç accpavlÇsTOi, aux àfjLÉjJiçOri Se
[il) 7i£pit:[jLr|6£iç; "H ÔfjXov on ômb TCEpiTojJifiç r)ßouX£to yvwpiÇ£o9ai toùç
olx£iouç, TOÙÇ âv jj,£(j(p axpoßuaicov TOTE xuy^àvovtaç- (Ji£ià taûta 5è èv âprujuo
y£VO[j.£vouç xal ioû aT)(jLslou où ^p£iav I^oviaç — -rcàvieç yàp ituy^avov
15 olxeloi too 0EOÜ —, oûx àufJTT)a£ to OT|[jL£lov -cfjç auv6r|)criç' aùtixa (i£tà
taû-ra oÔriyriOÉvcaç £lç TÏJV yfjv TTJÇ èTLayyeXlaç xal XoiTtov TOÎÇ I0v£aiv
£7ti[jLiyvujj.£voui;, TtàXiv àrcai/ca Tr]v 7i£pti:ojjLr|V. 'ETtsiÔri yàp ocTtô TÏJÇ xaTa
TT|v Ttlanv aiàa£coç oùx èyvcùpiÇovTo, xaOàTiEp aXoya àuô xautfjpoç, Ix TTJÇ
UEpiTOfJLfjç T|ßoüX£TO yiv(óaxEO0at, ïva r\ 7t£piaip£oiç Tfjç aapxoç ÔEIXVUT) TÖ
20 TCÙV iouôalcuv èÇalpEtov, ô tfjç TipoaipéaEwç f^v (XEytatr) xairiyopta.
And the uncircumcised male, he said, who will not be circumcised
with respect to the flesh of his foreskin on the eighth day, that soul
will be utterly destroyed from among his people, as he has disbanded
my covenant. Not because the act of circumcision (is) indispensable,
25
 but as the covenant is set at naught when the marking by which it is
made known is not performed. How so will the one who has not been
circumcised be utterly destroyed? And why the new-born? For it is the
parents' part to circumcise on the eighth day. But the Syrian reads
thus: 'everyone who does not circumcise will be utterly destroyed'; and
30
 the Hebrew: 'everyone not circumcising'. If this is God's decree, how
did those who had left Egypt not fear, for during forty years they did
not circumcise those who were brought forth in the desert. Or how is
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someone stoned for having collected logs on the Sabbath, and (how)
do the people fall when they had murmured and are they destroyed
severally, but was (someone) not blamed if he had not been circumcised? as
Rather, it is manifest that he wanted those who belonged (to him)
to be known by the circumcision, as they happened to be among the
uncircumcised then; but afterwards, when they had come into the desert
and had no need of the mark—for all happened to belong to God—, he
did not demand the mark of the treaty; immediately after that, when 40
they had been led to the promised land and mingled henceforward with
the gentiles, he demands circumcision again. For as they could not be
known by their position concerning the faith as animals by a brand, he
wished to know (them) by the circumcision, in order that the removal
of the flesh would represent the distinguishing mark of the Jews, which 45
was the most important indication of (their) disposition.
Discussion
Textual tradition. Independently of each other, the catenist (text A)
and Diodore shortened the part of Eusebius' comment that contains
the alternative readings by omitting the repetition of the quotation of
the Septuagint, as was possible in a context in which the full text of the
verse had already been cited. The explanatory sentence which follows
in A is not found in any of the other versions. It was necessitated
by the omission of the question, which is still found in the Armenian
text, and which is much elaborated by Diodore. Procopius would seem
to be interested only in the alternative reading here, as he does not
cite the question or give any explanation. Text B has no parallel in
the Armenian text, but it may very well be Eusebian. The attribution
(although only in one manuscript) argues in favour of this idea, as
does the fact that this text is also found in Diodore, who often quotes
Eusebius but is not cited himself in the Catena on a regular basis. If
Diodore had been quoted here by the Catena as an exception to the
rule, one would expect to find his name in the neighbourhood of this
text in at least one of the manuscripts, and one would wonder why the
Catena did not give a longer quotation from his well-written account.
With respect to content, too, it is quite possible that Eusebius was
the author: the text is reminiscent of Eusebius' criticism of those who
think Moses' life was threatened in Ex 4:24-26 because his children
were uncircumcised.302 — The Catena text A exists also in a shorter
302
 See the Armenian text, ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 107,414-108,425; the Greek
texts in Les anciens commentateurs grecs, ed. DEVREESSE, 89—91 (cf. Procopius,
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form in type III manuscripts.303 Here the Syrian and the Hebrew are
both said to read TCOCÇ ó [ir\ TtepiTÉfjivtüv; a simplification triggered by the
fact that the content of both readings is the same.
The question at issue. According to the Septuagint, the uncircum-
cised child would be destroyed, and not the parents who neglected
their duty. This is a problem for Eusebius. It is his opinion that each
human being has free will and can thus be held responsible for his or
her own actions. For him, this implies that one cannot be punished for
someone else's sins. Only those who are guilty are punished. According
to Eusebius, both the Hebrew and the Syrian have a reading which,
being in the active voice, passes the responsibility onto the parents.
Eusebius may also have given a paraphrase of the last part of the verse
(B and parallel in Diodore), which states that the circumcision as such
is not the issue; it is the covenant which is at stake. On this text, see
the preceding paragraph.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The short citation as found in Pro-
copius (C) agrees with the Septuagint. It is paralleled in the Armenian
translation (D). However, the lemma in the Armenian translation dif-
fers from both the LXX and the Armenian Bible in that it says uiJKuujJii
uipni, 'every male', instead of 'the uncircumcised male' (àTCEpttpycoç
apoY]v). It would seem that Eusebius is paraphrasing the reading of the
Septuagint and, as we shall see, the alternative readings, to make them
fit better into his explanation; if the 'uncircumcised male' was the sub-
ject of the sentence in the active voice, the sentence would be unclear
and the point he wants to make less convincing. The same explanation
can account for another difference vis-à-vis the LXX and the Armenian
Bible, the omission of 'with respect to the flesh of his foreskin' (ir\v
adpxa tfjc axpoßucmac autoü), in which 'his' (aùioû) might be confusing.
- On the basis of its role in the comment and the attestation in C
and D, the element oç où 7iEpiT[jiT|6r|a£Tou can be established as Eusebius'
reading. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
The passive reading /^i/itm/itu^/i, 'will be circumcised', indicates, as
do the two readings mentioned above, that the translator is following
Eusebius' quotation of the Greek Bible here, and not the Armenian
Bible, which reads the active voice. It is possible that the latter reading
is secondary and has come into existence under influence of a comment
like this.
Mnc 177v 27- 178v 28); and the homily De Moyse 5-8, in: La collection de Troyes,
éd. BUYTAERT, 280-282.
303
 Text edited by PETIT, ad Cat. 1030.
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The alternative readings. The reading of the Syrian, rcôcç Sç où
•rcepitéfivEi, agrees with the Peshitta's ioc^ «As rc'-fck.i «d-ic^o with
respect to the main point, the active voice. The first part of the
quotation has been fitted into Eusebius' explanation as explained in
the previous paragraph. In the Greek texts, Eusebius is giving a slightly
different reading for the 'Eßpouoc, with a participle instead of the
conjugated form. As there is hardly a difference in meaning in this
case—the Armenian translator even gives the same translation for
the Syrian and the Hebrew, and the catena manuscripts of the third
type give the reading with the participle for both the Syrian and
the Hebrew—, one wonders why Eusebius has given this other form.
The Hebrew text as we know it and the Targumim all give an active
imperfect, as does the Peshitta. It must have been either the form he
found in one of the recentiores (not extant here), or the translation
given by his informant. Eusebius may have retained the small difference
between Eopoc and 'Eßpouoc to show that he is able to give very precise
(and thus correct) information.
XXXIII. Ad Gen 18:19
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 62,377-390
« h|linl,|l. l""/,. l||l M|I I IMMI1 |l|llilll|l, ll.|>|llllllllf ll|ll| l Mij JM|I I I I | L Illlllll |npll|J
ptp, li. m m Ç L u n Kl i nT^ujUijjuJLUp^u iiiliiitn li UiuuinLO"m, MUI li!i| i iu i f i i f M IJ I
IL n|ipuiLnLliu». fiulf liiu ifLfiuicLnJlj muf I,fcfi uiïiuipuiin: T"phu^pf> [dl;
iiiut fit; iijin^liiiiflîli ij2fuAiiiiUfujp{u infcuin_Ti 5
lAuuini^iy, uyj^ jdfc' «r^itn^ft t^ u^u/«/inippfcugt Uipfimuitf nfiij.Lng jiLpng u
t/iuîli iiLnnLU jhui ni-/', ujtu>ui oîiYuiiuiujujfiÇu ocujn-u UiumnLO*ni}
L. yjipuiinuiu». qfi lujliu^u IL / j i / i j i / j / i /iui/ nrjf_
iiiiinjiiiijli Jfiuipuflifi:
'I knew', he said, 'that Abraham wouJd command his sons and his 1°
house after him, and that they would keep to the ways of the Lord
Gen 17:1 God, to do justice and judgment.' Now above he said: 'Be blameless.'
Suppose that God knew that Abraham would keep (to God's ways),
why does he also speak about those who descended from him and did
not keep (to them) ? The Syrian does not say: 'that they would keep to ^
the ways of the Lord', but: 'I knew that Abraham would command his
sons and his house after him to keep to the ways of the Lord God, to
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do justice and judgment', as in this way the arrangement (of the text)
is kept intact; and the Hebrew agrees with the Syrian.
Discussion
Textual tradition. This text has come down to us only in the Armenian
translation.
The question at issue. Eusebius first cites Gen 17:1, probably in
order to make clear that God had indeed ordered Abraham to keep
his commandments. Thus, Eusebius may have wished to imply, it is
not unjust to expect Abraham to do so. He goes on to deal with
another question. As God is omniscient, he knew that Abraham would
comply. In this respect, the biblical text does not present any problem.
However, it also says that God knew Abraham's offspring would keep
the commandments. As God is omniscient, he must have known that
Abraham's descendants would appear to be disobedient. Now Eusebius
has found that this contradiction exists only in the Greek text. The
LXX reads xocl (puXaijouoiv, which places this part of the sentence on
the same level as auvraJjei ... au-cov, making both verbs belong to the
content of what God knew. According to Eusebius, the Syrian reads
an infinitive, which must depend on auvtàÇei 'AßpaafA. Consequently,
God says, according to the Syrian, that he knew that Abraham would
command his sons to keep to his ways, not that they would actually do
so. The Hebrew would agree with the Syrian.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation in the Armenian
translation follows the Septuagint in reading L ujw^fcugtöi, 'and they
will keep'; the Armenian Bible has the infinitive uym^, 'to keep', which
could not be used by the translator, as he needed it for the reading
of the Syrian. As the Greek manuscripts of the d group, some other
MSS, and John Chrysostom, this quotation of the Septuagint makes
the subject Abraham explicit and says 'the Lord God' instead of only
'the Lord'. It is my opinion that Eusebius' Septuagint reading can be
established here as "Hi8e.iv yàcp on auviàÇei, 'Aßpaaji xolç ulolç aûxoû
xai to oïxco aùioû [xet' aùxov, xai cpuXàÇouaiv tàç oôoùç xupîou toû 9eoû
rcoiEîv ôixatoaûvr]v xal xpiaiv, including the two variants. The pluses
are also found in the Sûpoç reading, where they can best be explained
as elements adopted from the Greek Bible (see below). Furthermore,
their presence in Eusebius' Bible is confirmed in part by two free
quotations of the same verse found elsewhere. The first one is found
in the commentary on Gen 22:12.304 This quotation only supports the
D4
 See below, fragment xxxvi, texts A, D, and E; discussion on pages 322-323.
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plus 'Abraham'. The fragment Cat. 1816 gives both pluses. This text
is possibly of Eusebian authorship (it may be a 'second wording').
The alternative readings. The reading of the Peshitta agrees with
Eusebius' Syrian on the main point, to the extent that it reads a form
which can only indicate the aim of Abraham's commanding, that is,
j^vC^M, 'that they should keep'. The usual way to translate this into
Greek is, indeed, by using an infinitive,305 although in this Greek a
construction with Uva (ÖTCWC) might have been possible, too.306 The
explicit mention of Abraham and the formula 'the Lord God' must
have been taken from Eusebius' Greek text. Eusebius probably did not
want to trouble his readers with some small differences between the
Syrian and the Greek. This is why I think it would be overplaying one's
hand to take his reading 'his sons and his house' as a witness to a Syriac
text closer to the Hebrew than the Peshitta (all Peshitta manuscripts
read œi\»=> >in\o ,moï-A, 'his sons and the sons of his house'). For the
same reason—and because the Armenian can be interpreted in both
ways—, it cannot be used to support 5bl's aiM-iore* or the cnWioK' of
the rest of the MSS either.
Eusebius says 'the Hebrew agrees with the Syrian'. This may indi-
cate that he was aware of the fact that there is no literal correspondence
between the Syriac and the Hebrew. In fact, if one translates the Hebrew
Tincn literally into Greek, one gets the Septuagint's xod cpuXàÇouaiv,
and not an infinitive. However, in Hebrew this paratactical construc-
tion can be used to express that Abraham commanded his offspring to
keep to the ways of the Lord, as indeed most modern translations have
understood.307 Eusebius may have obtained this information from an
informant, or from the recentiores (which are not extant here).
XXXIV. Ad Gen 18:27
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 62,400-405
« '!mtmtMj|iimh|i hui UipnuiCuju It mill, . ml"l ubuujj J i i i n i i i l i t |''"| Sl.mii I'
»: l/m/i jiun_ui£ />ufy full I^J^1 tf ulfukiu^ J inn/n/ . j . uij^ uiunpfw
li'jlifl I<H. '/;((/1/ li/|iiil|; jlllni nl,j, ijltnjll uljllllljll ^nui u/^iiy mill,:
305
 The infinitive ufui'.fy in Armenian probably corresponds to TOÛ cpuXaoasiv, see
the preceding paragraph.
306
 On the construction, see BLASS-ÜEBRUNNER-REHKOPF, Grammatik, § 392
(verbs such as 'to command' sub Id).
307
 See also JoiioN-MuRAOKA, Grammar, § 177j.
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Abraham answered and said: 'Now I have started to speak with my
Lord. ' And before this, too, he had started to speak; but the Syrian,
instead of this (expression) 'now I have started to speak', says this: 'I
have started to speak'.308
Discussion
Textual tradition. This text has come down to us only in the Armenian
translation. A problem is the translation of fonfb. Its first meaning is
'the same', but it can be used virtually as an anaphorical pronoun.309
I have opted for the latter possibility. In both translations, the article
after ulfuwj is problematic.
The question at issue. Abraham started to speak to the Lord already
in Gen 18:23-25. For this reason, the word vüv in Gen 18:27 produces
a contradiction. Eusebius found that the Syrian does not have this
adverb of time.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation at the beginning of
the fragment gives a free rendering of the Septuagint's xoci oc7coxpt6£ic
Aßpaajj. eÏTCÊV, in the same way as the Armenian Bible. It differs from
the Armenian Bible in the choice of the word wp^ for 'now'. The
Armenian Bible has uyJif, which is, in fact, the word used in the body
of the commentary; it has the same meaning here. The quotation differs
from most MSS of the LXX and the Armenian Bible in the fact that it
says 'my Lord' instead of 'the Lord'. There is only one manuscript in
the Armenian tradition with this reading, but in the Greek tradition
it is supported by the d and t groups, several other MSS, and John
Chrysostom's biblical text. On the basis of its role in the comment, the
word vüv can be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest of his text
remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. It is true that the Peshitta does not read
'now'. Instead, it has K'CTJ, 'see'. This word is not rendered in this
text.310
58
 Or: '. . .the Syrian . .. says: "I have started to say the same".'
309
 See MEILLET, Elementarbuch, § 64.
10
 If the text of the Syrian was 'I have started to say the same', one would have
to reconstruct a Syriac text with an expression like ,m .v* ><n, or re'scn ,m, instead
of «'m.
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XXXV. Ad Gen 19:21-23311
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1158 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
Trjv £r)-[u>p l7tT)yyEiXato ó 9eoç Ôi' àyyÉXou fxr) xamatpétpat ôta tóv Awt.
TaûtT]v ôè àXXa^oû f| ypa<pr| Zoopàa xaXEÎ -- ó 5è Sopoç, Zaapr| —,
xal BaAa, toutéotiv «f| xataïuouaa». Aià tôt touto ol fiàv âvSpeç aùtov
xateuo0r|aav <àXX' oùx èv£7tupta0T)oav>fa- EÔEI yàp tr|v itóXiv aa>6fjvat. 5ià
tôv Acùt, èxeivouç Sa àvaipeSfjvar 5tà xouto èxXr|0T) «xataTtioûaa». Aià s
TOÛTO xal ô Aà)t àuo taûi:T)ç ei^E -càç xpo<pàç ev icô ôpsi<- TCÓÖEV yap £Ï)(£ tè>v
olvov àv ^ o öpEi;>c Kal ó 'Eßpaloc outco uwc Xéyer «ECÙÇ TTJÇ xa-camoûaT)ç»,
itEpi ifjç Eriywp.
a
 scripsit editor; Cwwpà (Ctoupa) L S, îotùpa M, Çu>Y°Pa B | * e. Procopio restitui
(om. per homoioteleuton) \ c e Procopio restitui (om. per homoioteleuton)
God promised through an angel not to overthrow Segor because of Lot.
Gen 13:10 Scripture calls this (town) 'Zoora'elsewhere—the Syrian 'Zaari'—, and 10
Gen 14:2,8 'Bala', that is, 'The One that has Swallowed'. For this reason, indeed,
the men among them were swallowed <and not burnt >: as the town
had to be saved because of Lot, but those (men) had to be destroyed;
for this reason it was called 'That has Swallowed'. For this reason Lot
also got provisions from this (town, when) in the hill-country; <for is
Gen 19:32-35 from where would he get wine in the hill-country?> And the Hebrew
says something like this: 'as far as The One that has Swallowed', with
respect to Segor.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1160 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa) -
cf. Procopius: Mnc 103r 15-20, ed. Petit, ibidem (PG 87.1, 374B
1-12, Latin)
yap oixfjaou év Srij-op, xai Tauta àxoûaaç öti Aià oè où
. Aio tpaal nveç 6ti où xatEa-cpàcpriaav ol Èva £ï]yi6p,
àXXà xa'ce7to9r|aay 6to xal BaAàx èxXrjGr), ô èpppEÓE-cai. «xai:a7co0Elaa».
Kal TOûto auvaycùvlÇEiai to toX[ji.fjaai -coioûio tac 0uyatépaç toû Awt, wç
[XTjÖEvóc [XT)8è ex Sriywp nEptX£tcp0£vtoç' où yàp âv ta ÈXEIOE icpuyEv ó Août. &
a
 scripsi cum Procopio; omittit S; eî? rell. codd. et éd., sed editor censet lectionem
Procopii prob, rectum esse, cf. notam 6 in apparatu
311
 The Armenian text has no lemma. The texts in the Catena (AB) are con-
nected to Gen 19:30.
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For he was afraid to dwell in Segor, and these (words were said) after Gen 19:30
he had heard that 'it will not be overthrown because of you', for
which reason some say those (living) in Segor were not destroyed but
swallowed. For this reason it was also called Balak, which is translated
10 as 'The One that has been Swallowed'. And this harmonizes with the
fact that the daughters of Lot dared such a thing, as no one, not even
from Segor, was left; for (otherwise) Lot would not have fled to that
place.
C. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 103r 20-25, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1158 (PG 87.1,
373/374B 13- C 6, Latin)
'AXXa^ou 6e r\ ypociff) Zoopàv xautT)v xaXeï — ó ôè Sûpoç, Zaàp — , fja
BaAàxf. Ka-ceiro6T)aav yap àXX' oùx èveTCupia0T)aav ol iaikr)v olxouvteç-
eôa yap TTiv jjièv Ôià xov AWT acoGfjvai., toûç ôè ocvaipe0fjvai|. 'Ex tauxr]ç
yècp efyev ó Aan èv xw opei xèc erci-cTJOEta' rcóöev yàp efye -côv olvov èv TW
s Kal ó 'Eßpatoc oihco TCOÙÇ Xéyer «EOÙÇ xfjç x<xTa7uouaT)ç», -reepi tfi
a
 scripsit editor; f\ Mnc
Elsewhere Scripture calls this (town) 'Zoora' — the Syrian 'Zaar' — , or Gen isao
'Balak'. \\ Those who lived in it were swallowed and not burnt, for Gen 14:2,8
the former (i.e., the town) had to be saved and the latter had to
be destroyed. | From this (town) Lot got the necessary (provisions
10 when) in the hill-country; for from where would he get wine in the Gen 19:32-35
hill-country? And the Hebrew says something like this: 'as far as The
One that has Swallowed', with respect to Segor.
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 63,420-431
*<l/fc ( loojn.ni] n fvnuuniuqujL funno'ujbuin i\l,n It CptjjUFiiuljfuJ ijiniili /j/i/i/imi,
AnnpLuj Ifn^Kb L. iiiiiiijijili uiuujp, L. kpphffij Pujqr|ui,
*j[UJU /^ uyuu^^u^ fîïij_ fiptug' ijji Juipij.fil{ ^uiqui^pfUi
jphguiU. ^uilnj^ i uyujpui fcp ^pnjrjui^pfïii iiiiifplif ifiijuli
5
 V7i£uiuy L. IHIIJIII uuiinuilfkf, ijiui;/i uijlinpfilj Ijn^kguiL pbljrjJJijj Utlffb
/'ufy L_ l^nijin uiliniji ntb^p ƒ• [kpfilflj qrj.njij.ujpftl£li, iiinfiii pj^ n^ niuinfi"
fi iLpl'ilili. L. bppmjhgffli mjliufpufi fiffij umi, qUki^nifjiiuj'
God promised through an angel not to overthrow Segor because of
10
 Lot, (Segor) which Scripture calls 'Zoora' elsewhere — and the Syrian Gen i3:io
'Caar' — , and sometimes 'Balla', that is, 'The Swallower'. For these Gen i4:2,s
reasons the men of the town were swallowed and not burnt: as the town
had to be saved because of Lot, and those (men) had to be destroyed;
for this reason it was called 'Swallower'. Now for the same reason Lot
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also took up residence in the hill-country; if not, from where would be is
Gen 19:32-35 Lot's wine in the hill-country? And the Hebrew says something like
this about Segor: 'as far as The Swallower'.
E. ISO'DAD: éd. Vosté- Van den Eynde, Genèse, 164, 2-3.20-23
K'ocn ja.li . . . . \,cA i^ sa Ti-çA rnu^acru rdl.t rï^reiA» :UID rï'crAr«' t.
. tn\ r^ocn fcurC' «A-» ^=r> r i^cA^a ^cA.i ^».i »maüi-cvu r. OOCTJ
. rï'ÀcA^a K'Vsiu nix.rtf' ,.»>
God promised through an angel not to overthrow Sacar because of Lot. s
. . . This town had to be saved because of Lot, but its inhabitants had to
perish rtogether with their neighbours, because they deserved it."1 Now
(with regard to) the necessary (provisions) for Lot in the hill-country,
Gen 19:32-35 he got them from Balac; and if not, from where (would be) the wine in
the hill-country? 1°
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Greek texts A (Catena) and C (Procopius) give
the same text as D (the Armenian translation), save that they exhibit
small omissions. These have been marked in the edition. Moreover,
Procopius' text misses the first sentence. As the minuses are found
in different places in A and C, a Greek Vorlage can be reconstructed
for the whole text of the Armenian translation. The omissions in
Procopius may be explained from the context in which this text is
found in his commentary; it is preceded by text B, where Bala or Balak
is explained with a passive participle, xoctocuoOetoa, instead of the active
one, xoc-tocmouoa, of A(D). As Procopius had already given the passive
form, he did not want to confuse his readers with the other explanation.
(And if this discrepancy between A and B arose only later on in the
process of transmission, Procopius may have made the cuts in order
not to say the same thing twice.) The omissions in A appear to be of a
purely mechanical character; I suppose àXX' oùx ive7tupia0T)a<xv and rcooev
yap dys. tóv olvov iv to opsi were left out because of homoioteleuton.
The second text may also have been tec £7tii:r|5eia' 7io6ev yap dyt töv
olvov Iv TCO öpei, in which case xàç xpocpàç was added later on to make the
text intelligible again. Procopius' -ça èîtii^Seta is supported by Isocdad's
,c7jcuix.cu., E line 3 (8). Procopius' way of editing the texts may account
for some other small differences in wording between his text and AD.
Petit was probably right in indicating that Bala does not belong to the
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Eopoç reading. However, Clauser translated 'id est Bala', as if it is an
elucidation of the Eûpoç reading.
The spelling of the place-names in the Greek texts reflects the same
variety one finds in the MSS of the LXX. Scribes obviously changed
these; in many cases this happened by accident, in some others on
purpose, in an attempt to correct the text. The reading tTuuu/i, 'Caar',
in the Armenian text is a striking example of the last category on the
part of the translator. In his Vorlage he must have found Zocap, with
the same 'Z' as in Zoopoc. Now he must have known that this name has
a sadë m Syriac, which sounds like the Armenian ca.312 The provenance
of the double i^in Bmt^jw, 'Balla', remains unclear; the Armenian Bible
reads Puirjuilf.
Iso'dad quotes two small sections of Eusebius' text, see text E above.
Between half brackets there are some words which he did not take from
Eusebius, but from his anonymous source.313 It is also on the basis of
the latter source that he identifies Sa'ar with Balac, and that he tells us
that the latter name is given because its inhabitants were swallowed.314
Text B is attributed to Eusebius in all catena manuscripts. The text
is closely related to A; according to Petit, its author cites Eusebius in
the first lines, and then gives a complementary argument.315 This is one
of the texts where a 'second wording' of Eusebius' commentary appears
to exist. These second wordings usually contain some extra elements
which may very well be Eusebian, but which do not have a parallel in
the Armenian text. These second wordings may have been taken from
another work, or from another place within the Commentary. In fact,
they often occur when the words dealt with are found more than once
in the biblical text. In this case, one might argue that A is Eusebius'
commentary on Gen 19:21-23, and B his commentary on Gen 19:30
(the texts would not be much to the point if they were written for
Gen 13:10 or Gen 14:2,8). If this is correct, the Armenian translator
simply left out the second version, as he saw that it is, for the main
part, a repetition of the first. As text A is found connected to Gen 19:30
in the Catena, the text must have been relocated. Confusion through
312
 It is indeed the usual transliteration for the sade, cf. HÜBSCHMANN, Armeni-
sche Grammatik l, 286.
313
 See the Diyarbakir commentary, ed. VAN ROMPAY, 82,21-23 (tr. 105,21-23).
The two words which precede this phrase in Iso'dad could derive from either of the
two sources.
14
 Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDB, 164,1-2 (tr. VAN DEN
EYNDE, 177,14-15).
315
 PETIT, note to Cat. 1160 (p. 167).
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relocation might also explain the fact that text B is found both in a
truncated version and in a fuller one in manuscripts of the third type.
The fact that we find a passive participle xatarcoôeiaoc in B and an
active one in A as yet remains unexplained. — It should be noted that
the argument of the second part of B, that no man was left for Lot's
daughters in Segor, is found twice in Procopius: he also gives it in the
form of a rhetorical question immediately after fragment C.316
The question at issue. After paraphrasing Gen 19:21, Eusebius
furnishes information on Segor: it is called Zoora in Gen 13:10 (and
Jer 31:34 [48:34]), for which names the Syrian reads Zaar, and it
is identified with Bala in Gen 14:2,8. Eusebius translates Bala as
'The One that has Swallowed'; a well-known explanation based on
the fact that the root blc means 'to swallow' in Aramaic (and in
biblical and contemporary Hebrew). Then he deals with the following
problem. Gen 19:21 said the town would not be overthrown, but still
the townsfolk had to be punished like the inhabitants of Sodom and
Gomorrah; however, it is not clear from the biblical narrative what
actually happened to them. Eusebius fills this gap on the basis of his
explanation of the meaning of the other name of the town, Bala, 'The
One that has Swallowed'. He supports this explanation by the fact that
Lot must have got his food and the wine mentioned in Gen 19:32-35
from somewhere; the only place which had not been fully destroyed was
Segor. Text B also gives an argument for the idea that the inhabitants
had been swallowed: from the story of Lot and his daughters it is
clear that no one was left there. In text A, finally, Eusebius gives a
confirmation of his explanation in the form of a reading of the Hebrew.
Apart from this 'Eßpatoc reading, Eusebius appears to use tradi-
tional material, known among Syrian exegetes. The same explanation
is found in Ephrem317, including the mention of the fact that Lot
obtained his wine from Segor, but that no husband could be found
there for his daughters. The etymological explanation of the name Bala
is also found in some Jewish sources,318 in Jerome,319 and in the Di-
316
 Mnc 103r 25-28 (PG 87.1, 373C 5-9).
317
 Commentarii in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 79,5-12 (tr. 64,32-65,4).
318
 GenR 41(42):5, ed. THEODOR-ALBECK, 2, 410; TgPs-Jon and TgNeof ad 14:2;
cf. also HAYWARD, Hebrew Questions, 151.
319
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 14:2-3, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 17: xataitooic, id est
devoratio (cf. Cat. 1551); Liber Interpretations Hebraicorum Nominum s.v. Bale,
ed. ANTIN—LAGARDE, 62: praecipitans sive dévorons; Jerome's translation of Euse-
bius of Caesarea's Onomasticon, ed. KLOSTERMANN (GE 3.1), 43 s.v. Bala: absorpta
(remark added by Jerome).
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yarbakir commentary.320 Jerome and Isocdad also give an explanation
of the place-name based on the Hebrew root scr (or, in the case of
Jerome, the Aramaic zcr) and in conformity with Gen 19:20, resulting
in the translation 'The Little One'.321 This runs counter to Theodoret,
who identifies Segor with xoctàrcoaiç; he may have interpreted Eusebius'
'Eßpaloc reading in this way,322 or he may have used an onomasticon
without realizing that the identification of the town with 'swallowing'
is based on the name Bala.323 If one were to maintain that Jerome's
explanations of Bala and Segor were written partly in reaction to Eu-
sebius,324 I think his confusing 'Eßpouoc reading should be the main
argument.
The identification of Segor with Bala is found in the biblical text
of Gen 14:2,8; the equation of Segor with Zoora may be based on
the Syriac Bible, since this version uses the same word in Gen 13:10,
Gen 14:2,8, and Gen 19:22,23. It is not necessary to assume that
Eusebius used the Onomasticon of his Caesarean namesake, which
does provide the same equation.325
Quotations from the Septuagint. Apart from the spelling of the
place-names (see above), there are no variants from the editions of the
Septuagint or the Armenian Bible. On the basis of its occurrence both
in A and D, the phrase [LT\ xamctpecjjou can be established as Eusebius'
reading in Gen 19:21. The reading Zoopd (Gen 13:10) is confirmed by
its role in the comment and its attestation in A, C, and D; but the
witnesses do not agree on the spelling of Bala.
The alternative readings. The Eûpoç reading Zocdp for the Septu-
agint's Zoópoc (or Zoyopoc) and Skycap corresponds to the Syriac -u--.
This is the reading found in 19:22,23 and Jer 48:34 in all Peshitta
manuscripts. In Gen 13:10 this reading is only preserved by 10/5bl.
Other Peshitta MSS read - here.
320
 See note 313 above.
321
 Jerome: Liber Interpretations Hebraicorum Nominum s.v. Seor (sic), ed.
ANTIN-LAGARDE, 72: parva vel meridiana; in his Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 14:2-
3, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 17, he seems to have based his explanation on the Aramaic
as he also gives the form Zoara: ilia parvula nuncupetur: siquidem Segor transfertur
in parvam, quae lingua syra Zoara dicitur. Iso'dad: Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed.
VOSTE-VAN DEN EYNDE, 163,26-164, l (tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 177,12-14); Iso<dad's
source is uncertain; unlike its immediate context, the remark that Sa'ar is Hebrew
and means 'little' is not found in the Diyarbakir commentary.
322
 Quaestiones in Gen. 71, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÄENZ-BADILLOS, 66,20-21.
323
 This is one of the points which make it clear that Theodoret did not know
Hebrew; see FERNANDEZ MARCOS, 'Teodoreto de Giro y la lengua hebrea', 44, 51.
324
 Thus HAYWARD, Hebrew Questions, 17.
325
 Ed. KLOSTERMANN (GE 3.1), 42 s.v.
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The 'Eßpoüoc reading would seem to be a step too far. It implies
either that the Hebrew text reads another name than Segor in Gen 19—
Bala?—, or that Segor itself means 'The One that has Swallowed'.
Neither of these suggestions finds support in the Hebrew text as we
know it, or in one of the Targumim. It cannot be determined whether
Eusebius based himself on an informant, or used the recentiores (which
are not extant here). The element ewç suggests his information relates
to Gen 19:23.
XXXVI. Ad Gen 22:12326
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1267 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
'Avtl too «Nuv iÔEiÇaç». ITwç yàp àyvoel aùtoç Xéycùv "Hi5e.iv yàp ou
avvcixl-ei 'Aßpaafx ioïç mxialv aômu mû (puXâaaeiv tàç èvcoXàç xupiou;
'AXX' cùOTCEp te "Iv' el5co, ôetxvûei [xèv à>ç ßouXo(j.evova [juxOelv, ßauXetou
Ôè 8iôàÇai toû 0eoû to axpißec, outco xat vûv Setxvûei [xèv àrco toutou
ytvoùaxovta töv 9eov, ßouXEtat Ôè f|fAâç ôtSàÇai, Nüv êjvu>v Xéycuv, ocvtö s
toutou yivcûaxetv tr)v sic 0£0v Qcyàn:T)v.
a
 sic PtPc, prob, recte; ßouXo|j.evoi: rell. coda, et ed.
In the sense of 'Now you have shown'. For how does (God) not know,
Gen 18:19 who himself said: 'For I knew that Abraham would order his children to
keep the commandments of the Lord'? However, just as the (expression)
Gen i8:2i 'In order that I know' shows (God) as if he wants to learn, but (in fact) 1°
wants to teach God's strictness, so (Scripture) now also shows God as
discerning from this (act of Abraham), but (in fact) it wants to teach
us, by saying 'Now I have come to know', to discern from this (act
Abraham's) love for God.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1266 (attributed to Diodore in M)
AT]Xoc§T] ó MEjàArjç ßovXfjc ajjeXoc.
is 9:5 Clearly (Scripture refers to) the Angel of the great counsel.
C. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1268 (no attribution to Eusebius)
Toutéati «Nuv EÔeiÇaç», wç ó 'Eßpaioc. Où yap ayvoiav elaàyet
&XXà ôixT)ç axplßetav à>ç tó Kateßr) lôetv ei xatà trjv xpauyrjv
326
 This item is a slightly expanded version ofthat found in my article 'Eusebius
of Emesa's Commentary', 132—139.
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That is: 'Now you have shown', as (reads) the Hebrew. For he does not
s bring forward ignorance of God, but (rather) strictness of trial, as (in
the expression) 'He went down to see whether they acted altogether Gen I8:2i
according to the cry against them. '
D. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 108v 19-23, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1267 (PG 87.1,
389/390B 19-22, Latin; 392A 1-2)
Eïià cprjor Nûv yap eyvcov on cpoßfi au löv ösdv, i;ouiéai:t «Nüv êOEiÇaç».
Où yàp ayvoiav elaàyei 6e.oû. rnâ>ç yàp àyvoel aùtoç Xéycùv "Htôeiv jàp
ôrt auviâÇsi 'Aßpaajj, -roîf Ttoaalv aÛToû toû cpuMacmv ràç IvtoXàç xupiou;
'AXX' &an:Ep to "Iva £l5ö,n aTj^atvet 5è 5txT)ç ocxpißeiav. '0 ôè 'Eßpoüoc
s <pT]cnv on «'Eyà> oï8a ou <poßfj au TÖV 6eov».
Then he says: 'For now I have come to know that you fear God, ' that
is, 'Now you have shown'. For he does not bring forward ignorance of
God, rfor how does he not know, who himself said: 'For I knew that Gen I8:i9
Abraham would order his children to keep the commandments of the
K> Lord'? However, as the (expression) 'In order that I know',"1 (this one) Gen i8:2i
signifies strictness of trial. The Hebrew, however, says: 'I know that
you fear God.'
E. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 68,579-69,595
«U |i . .'mi/., Ki | l i | i i | i V l i i i ' l i ,|»n |i i i | i i i i i i n l l p | , i i i l | i | . L i l j i i l l i i j j i l i j i i i i i ' l i | i r j l .n
i| in i| i f n i , i||i nijd il ! | | I I I I P I I I | | I j d l ^ l . j i l j l i j [ in j l i .nmm < > i i | . ijlliliiiiilnilli liuil,jlij
/»t uijt}if gnigbfi: "fttfUijp qjiiuafiij. jjj.fi infcp, np uiu^fib' t/?t «I'fiin^fi yji
ujuiinnLnnkugc Utpnuj^UJUnnriLnn ninnn UJujChi n^ujl/uiujiiin >u ocuin_u», uy/
5
 n/7Uj|£u nji i| | I I U M I I | [ M J | I ijin ifiiilil, jipfint. [dk niuuîbk^ l^uiil^ifj^i, L. nLuntgiubh^
IfujJJi uiJbnL ijU\utnnL^-nj ^lULUiuinfiuli, *bnjliu^u IL luuin gnLgujli^'
lAumniiija'lj ij-ftint; Jbn ljujilfi juytnl/tj, ij^ i injlini l.jili Lnifji u^ffb lApp
( 69 ) qnp uin_ Ifcoinntuj^i ntlitp: Pulf UJunfifili i^ii^ii i i / ini/y ujufcyiy'
'I | i in i i i i | | i , ujul;, UijJ/iT iV in lnu i j l i j i . puipinjj /""^ tuuf /?t
if'nfuLuiiuilf uiuk^nj fik uijdif nuintghfi siiiir.lntijli ifùipiij.lfujii:
IUUÇ Pt tu ij.fnnbiffiulf qji bplfb^pu jlhuuinifrnj:
-Do not', he says, 'stretch out your hand to the boy, and you should
not do any eviJ to him, for now I have come to know that you fear
God — in the sense of saying: 'now you have shown'. For how would he
15
 not know, who said: 'I Anew that Abraham wouJd order his children to Gen I8:i9
keep tie commandments of the Lord'? However, as the (expression) 'In Gen i8:2i
order that I know' shows (God) as if he wants to learn, and (Scripture
in fact) wants to teach through this (expression) God's strictness, so
it now also shows that God wants to reveal to us what he knows, in
qnp
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order that through this Abraham's love should become apparent, (the 20
love) which he had for God. Now the Syrian, instead of saying 'Now I
have come to know', says 'Now you have made known'. He correctly
says 'Now you have made known', in the sense of saying: 'Now you
have taught all mankind'. Now the Hebrew says: 'I know that you fear
God.' 25
F. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 204 11. 1-14
Ktxi èxótXeasv aüxöv ayyeAof xupiou è% ovpavoü xcxl elnev aùtôr 'Aßpoctx^i,
'Aßpaafx. 'O Os elnev 'I8où lju>. Eine Ôé- Mfj emßaXrjc irjv yelpo. aou im
TO TToaôt'ov vûv yàp êjvwv oil <poßfj au tov Beóv, xal oóx è<peiaü) TOÜ wou aou
TOÖ ajamrjxoü ÓV è[ié. "Ajjs.\oq yàp xupiou i!; oûpavoû, <ff]d(\>,a Sr]XaOr) ó
Me~fdXr]<; ßouXfjc ayyeAoç. 'Eàv ôè XÉyr| Növ êyvcov, cl>ç ta Kai xaieß^v s
ISetv el xaià T^V xpat.ujr\v autav auvteXowmt, Ttepi SoSójjiwv elpTijjiévov.
"fioTtep yap Ixeî oùx ayvoiav daàyEt 0eoû àXXà ôtxrjç ocxptßeiav — Ttw«;
yap âv xaTfjX0£v el (JLT) ajxapicoXouc fîet; — outco xal TO Nûv êyvcûv, àvù
•cou «vûv eSaÇaç», f| «èyvwpioaç» ÖTI au coßfj töv 0eóv.
a
 post tpTjalv editor legit xai Oùx éipelacû TOÛ à)-artr)Tou aou uioö 8i ' èfii ; sed haec verba,
quae praebent C Mo, recte déesse in A B puto
And an angel of the Lord called to him out of heaven and said to him: 10
'Abraham, Abraham. ' And he said: 'Here I am. ' And he said: 'Do not
lay your hand on the boy; for now I have come to know that you fear
God, and that you have not spared your son, your beloved, because
of me.' Since (Scripture) says 'An ange] of the Lord out of heaven',
is 9:5 (it refers) clearly (to) the Angel of the great counsel. Whenever he is
says 'Now I have come to know', (it is) as the (expression) 'And I
Gen 18:21 went down to see whether they acted altogether according to the cry
against them, ' said about the Sodomites. For just as there he does not
bring forward ignorance of God, but (rather) strictness of trial—for
how would he have descended if he did not know the sinners?—thus 2°
also the (expression) 'Now I have come to know' (is used) in the sense
of 'now you have shown' or 'now you have made known' that you fear
God.
G. AUTHOR UNCERTAIN (Gennadius?): ed. Petit, Csl. 204 11. 15-21
AOXEÎ §e ttoi (ATI lov uîôv àXX' ayyeXov elprixevai to Nùv êyvw, wç
TOÜ 6eou [jièv tp0eyyófjiEvov, ó[AoXoyoüvi:a 5è tT)v èautoü ayvoiav, xal ex
Epycùv yvcopîaavia ITJV xoù eAßpaa[x ittativ. "AXXot §e cpaat tö Nüv syvü>v
èv t f j eßpatoi èuajAçoTEplÇeiv, xai TOÜIO yap aT)^aiv£tv ajxa xal ött «vüv
âyvcùpiaaç», àvtl toù «Ttâaiv lôeiÇaç xal è7colr]aaç tpavepóv».
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Some think that it was not the Son but an angel who said 'JVow I
have come to know', as if (this angel) spoke in the name of God, but
confessed his own ignorance, and discovered Abraham's loyalty from
his works. Others, however, say that the (expression) 'Now I have come
10 to know' is ambiguous in Hebrew, and that it means in fact at the
same time also 'now you have made known', in the sense of 'you have
shown it to all and made it manifest.'
H. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM: In Epistulam H ad Corinthios Homiliae 3,
in: Joannis Chrysostomi Interpretatio Omnium Epistolarum Pauli-
narum 3, ed. Field, 44.
Tt ouv icra to Nüv efwov; 'O (xàv Eûpoç çpï]ai • «Nüv èyvcópiaac», toircéoTi,
toîç àvGpcÔTtoiç.
So what does JVow I have come to know mean? The Syrian says: 'now
you have made known', that is, to men.
Discussion
Textual tradition. Lines 1-8 (12-21) of the Armenian text contain a
quite literal translation of the Greek text as found in catena fragment A,
except for the end of the passage, which may be just a somewhat freer
rendering. Lines 8-11 (21-25) contain a Sûpoç and a 'Eßpoüoc reading
not found in the Catena. At first sight, this Armenian text seems to
be a complete unit. However, I venture to suggest that Eusebius wrote
more about this verse. The following elements should be mentioned:
(1) a summarizing statement 'For he does not bring forward ignorance
of God, but rather strictness of trial,' found in C, D (split up) and F;
(2) a long quotation from the first part of Gen 18:21 in C and F (as
against the short one from the end of the verse in A and E); (3) the
identification of the angel with the Angel of the great counsel in B
and F.327
27
 Procopius gives the same identification immediately before the fragment cited
above, in Mnc 108v 13-18 (partially edited by PETIT ad Cat. 1279; cf. PG 87.1,
389/390B 15-19 [Latin]). However, the wording of this piece—except for its last
sentence, which says the angel spoke in the same way as Balaam—is much closer to
a passage in Gregory of Nyssa's De Deitate Filii et Spiritus Sancti (PG 46, 572D
8-573A 3; catena fragment: ed. PETIT, Cat. 1279). The same identification is also
made for the Angel of the Lord in Gen 16:10 (Cat. 1009 and 1014) and Gen 31:11
(Cat. 1610); these fragments are of uncertain authorship. Cf. also Cat. 1657 (only
Procopius) and Cyril, Glaphyra in Genesim 6.(4).3, PC 69, 333B 15-C 9; cf. Cat.
2099.
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As these elements are found in the Catena proper, in Procopius,
or in both, it is less likely that they were created by Diodore himself:
there is no evidence that he was quoted on a regular basis by these
witnesses.328 On the other hand, the fact that they are found in Diodore
does suggest that they may originally have been written by Eusebius,
his model and the main supplier of material for his own commentary on
Genesis. If this is the case, the question arises why they are not found
in the Armenian translation. The way Procopius combines A and C,329
and the fact that B and C are found in different places either before
or after A in catena manuscripts, suggest that the original version of
B and C came from a different place in the Commentary—relocation
of fragments is, after all, not unusual in the Catena—or even formed
part of some other work written by Eusebius.
Two problems remain: what about the first line of C, containing
a 'Eßpocloc reading which conflicts with the reading found in A and
D, and what can we learn from fragment G? As to the first question,
it is not likely that Eusebius provided two different 'Eßpoüoc readings
for one word. Now the reading ol8a is supported by the Armenian
and Procopius; moreover, in Procopius we find the same formula as
that found in C, -coutéa-cr «Nüv e5ei£aç», instead of A(E)'s avri TOO
«Nuv ISeiCocc»—which means they are both quoting the 'other' fragment
mentioned above—, but he does not say that Nûv EÔeiÇaç is the Hebrew's
reading. All this can be explained by assuming that wç ó 'Eßpoüoc in C
is not appropriate here. This is where we come to fragment G.
This text may have been written by Gennadius, who quotes Eusebius
in a few places, although not as literally as does Diodore.330 In his use of
Eusebius here, the author of fragment G evidently confused the Syrian
and the Hebrew; this is not surprising, for the Hebrew was considered
more important,331 and the Syrian was used even by Eusebius himself
as a way of getting closer to the Hebrew. Thus the Greek text of ó Sûpoç
should be established as vuv iyvcoptaocc—as is confirmed by a remark
in John Chrysostom (H)332 which is in all likelihood dependent on
Eusebius, either directly or indirectly—, and perhaps the paraphrase
328
 Cf. PETIT, 'La tradition de Théodoret de Cyr', 284.
329
 The elements from A in Procopius appear between half brackets.
330
 See for the suggestion concerning Gennadius' authorship PETIT, note c to Csl.
204; for his way of quoting Eusebius, compare Csl. 205 11. 2-4.
331
 Cf. page 219 above.
332
 We have seen before, however, that John Chrysostom quotes information
with regard to alternative readings deriving from Eusebius in an inexact manner.
It would not seem that he had a written source at hand; he quoted rather from
memory. See the footnote 100 and page 224 above. — I was not aware of this text
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of the Syrian, translated into Armenian as 'Now you have taught all
mankind' (cf. the Armenian text, E, line 10 (23)), is found here in
Greek as well: Hccatv iOEiJjac xal èuoiriaaç çavepov.
Now if the text or texts which formed the basis of the catena
fragments do indeed use the word ISeiJjocc in the paraphrase of the
Syrian, too, then the inappropriate ebç à 'Eßpatoc in fragment C can
be considered the result of a confusion between the Syrian and the
Hebrew similar to the one in fragment G.
The question at issue. The problem at issue here is the conflict
between the omniscience of God and the expression Nûv eyvcov, Now
I have come to know. The same problem arises in connection with
ISeiv in Gen 2:19; 11:5, and ocjjo|o.ou . . . ivoc yvo in Gen 18:21. In all
instances, Eusebius provides an explanation, which suggests that a
good understanding of these passages was quite important to him.
The explanation may be the fact that these passages could be used
by Marcionites to show that the God of the Old Testament was not
omniscient. Origen also deals with this problem. His answer is simple:
the sinners are not worth knowing.333 Eusebius gives two other answers.
In the first instance, he says that God conceded the authority to
name the animals to Adam, so that the naming itself was beyond his
control.334 Here Eusebius mentions two other instances, Gen 11:5 and
18:21, and gives the same explanation: the building of the tower of
Babel and the acts of the Sodomites happened in spite of him. This
idea is repeated ad Gen 11:5, with reference to the Sodomites.335 The
other explanation is found ad Gen 18:21336 and here ad Gen 22:12:
Scripture wants to show that God acts scrupulously when passing
judgement,337 thus giving Abraham the opportunity to show his good
will and his love for God. In other words, lyvcov should be taken as
when I wrote the article 'Eusebius of Emesa's Commentary'. It is not mentioned in
Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.; see, however, Origenis Hexaplorum
quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, Ixxvii n. 17, and FIELD'S 'Auctarium ad Origenis
Hexapla' (at the back of the first volume of the edition of the Hexapla), 60a ad
Gen 22:12.
333
 Homiliae in Ge.nt.sim 4.6, ed. DouTRELEAU (SC 7bis), 156-161.
34
 Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 38,682-694.
15
 Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 51,63-65.
!6
 Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 62,391-399.
The fragment Cat. 856 (only handed down to us in type III manuscripts)
Must have been written by a kindred spirit. It connects Gen 11:7 and Gen 18:21,
and concludes that the expressions in question are written oùx &ç äcfvooüvtoc ÔEOÛ
• • • étXX' ïvoc x<xtavoT|(jT)t oil 8txatcùç f\ ttficopla xoctèc TÖV àSixoûvtcùv tpépeiou. This
author's explanation of the anthropomorphic 'going down' differs from that of
Eusebius, however.
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ISeiÇocç. Eusebius mentions the reading of the Syrian in confirmation
of this. An important addition to this Sûpoç reading is the paraphrase
mentioned above, which adds an indirect object to the verb338 and
may have completed the circle by giving eSeiÇaç as the verb. This raises
the question of which came first, the Eûpoç reading or the explanation.
It would appear that Eusebius' understanding of this passage was
determined from the outset by his understanding of the Syriac Bible.
It should be noted that exactly the same explanation—Abraham has
shown his love for God—is found both in Ephrem and in the so-called
Ephrem Graecus.339 And finally, the citation of the Hebrew appears to
have been intended as another confirmation that God already knew,
as the verb is clearly non-inchoative.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma of Gen 22:12 in the
Armenian text follows more or less the Septuagint and the Armenian
Bible. The quotation differs from both in that it explicitly says not to
do 'any evil' (i/t»j). The Septuagint and the Armenian Bible just read
'nothing'. The quotation also differs from the Armenian Bible in the
choice of some words and forms. There are no important differences in
meaning. Both are trying to imitate the Greek as precisely as possible,
but they do so in different places.340 The quotation in Procopius gives
TÔV 0EÓV and ou in a different order, like Ra 961. On the basis of their
role in the comment, the elements vüv and eyvcov can be established as
Eusebius' reading. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
It is clear that Eusebius is quoting Gen 18:19 from memory, as
it is a rather free citation. The element xou tpuXaaaeiv (instead of xod
9uX<xCouaiv) is given as the reading of the Syrian in his explanation
of Gen 18:19.341 Eusebius may have been influenced unconsciously by
the Syrian. The fragment Cat. 1816, which is possibly of Eusebian
338 i^ll (mankind)'; most Syrian commentaries specify 'the angels' instead; Bar-
hebraeus reads 'angels and men'. See BROCK, 'Genesis 22 in Syriac Tradition', 15.
339
 Ephrem: Commentarii in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 84,9-11. Ephrem Grae-
cus: Sermo in Abraham et Isaac stanza 154 in: S. Ephraem Syri Opera 1.1, ed.
MERCATI, 80: ïva SelJIn taai toïc tav xóa(xov otxoümv ôti acpóBpa ót-yaitcc tàv SEÔV
6 'Aßpaa(j.. Cf. also Theodoret, Quaestiones in Gen. 74, ed. FERNANDEZ MAR-
cos-SÄENZ-BADiLLOS, 68,11-17, John Chrysostom (in the homily cited under H
above), and the expression of the idea in general terms by Augustine (with re-
gard to Gen 11:5): . . . , sed ad tempus videre et cognoscere dicitur, quod videri et
cognosci facit: De Civitate Dei 16.6, ed. DOMBART-KALB, 2 (CCSL 48), 506.
340
 The translator of Eusebius chose i^fyi, 'stretch out', where the Armenian
Bible has Jfukn, 'force into/down'; uinjj/igfcu ij.ni 'you should not do' for um'iiip, 'do ;
and ip//ii^/iu, '(that) you fear', for tpfy/u/jiua- hu ij.ni, 'you are fearing'.
341
 See fragment xxxm (Armenian text only), with the discussion on pages 307—
308.
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authorship, has a comparable reading, whereas its parallel Csl. 267,
attributed to Diodore, reads xai tpuXaCouat.
The short quotation of Gen 18:21 in A and D (with eiou instead of
T-VÖ) does not have the support of any Septuagint manuscript either;
this, too, is probably a quotation from memory. The counterpart in E
follows the Armenian Bible. The longer quotation in C and F is in fact
a combination of Gen 11:5 (xod xateßrj xûpioç lÔelv) and Gen 18:21; this
comes as no surprise, for as we have seen, these belong to a series of
verses with the same problem.
The alternative readings. As explained above, Eusebius cites the
Syrian as Növ ayvcópiaac, 'you have made known'. This is in fact a
common interpretation of the Peshitta's W-ior*1 among Syrian exegetes,
'I have made known' being the other possibility.342 The Hebrew is
quoted only once: 'Eya> ol§oc on <poßfj au tèv OE.ÓV, a literal translation of
the Masoretic text. The absence of vüv in this quotation probably does
not indicate any textual difference, as this word is not under discussion
here. It may have been left out on purpose to prevent any inchoative
understanding of the verb.
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A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1277 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)344
To Kaxe'xojjLevo/; TÛV xepfacov, à Sûpoç xod ó 'Eßpocioc «xpejxàjievoç» cpriaiv
< ... >a, cbç aatpéatepov timouvta töv ataupóv. 'AXXa xai tô xptàç touto
axptßor où yap elitev à(ivoç, véoç à>ç ó 'laaàx, àXXà xpioç, cbç ó xûptoç
téXsioç. "fiauep 5è cputöv aaßex, lomea-uv «atpéaecoc», èxàXeaev tov äyiov
5
 a-caupóv, ovhco xai ó 'IeCexir|X, èv xtp téXsi, uSwp àçsE'aecoç èxàXeaev tô
TO ayiov ßa7iitO[Jia. Aûo oûv èaii. ta acpeoiv à|iaptiwv
ôià Xpiatöv xai ßautiofia.
hic editor lacunam suspicatur; vide notam 345
On this interesting Peshitta reading and its possible background in Jewish
exegesis, cf. MAORI, The Peshitta Version, 115-117 and BROCK, 'Genesis 22 in
Syriac Tradition', 5.
This item is a slightly expanded version of the one found in my article ' "Quis
sit 6 26po<;" Revisited'.
4
 This is the famous fragment which was formerly attributed to Melito of
Sardes; see MERCATI, 'A quale tempo', 5-6, and page 72 above.
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As to (the expression) held back by the horns, the Syrian and the
Hebrew say 'suspended' < . . . >,345 as it more clearly typifies the
cross. But also the (word) ram describes this accurately; for (Moses) 10
did not say 'a lamb', young like Isaak, but a ram, full-grown like the
Lord. As he called the holy cross 'the plant sabek', that is, (the plant)
Ez 47:3 of remission, so Ezekiel too, at the end, called the representation of
holy baptism 'water of remission'. There are two things that grant
remission of sins: the passion (endured) by Christ and baptism. 15
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 108v 24-109r 2, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1277 (PG87.1,
391/392A 3-10, Latin)
Kai iôoù xpioç xarc^dfZEVOc. 'O Sûpoç «xpE[xà^£voç» e^ei àvxi -cou
to ôè èv Ç>UTÔ> aaßex oûx l^ei. To 8à aaßex elÔoç tpuxoü,
xouxÉaxiv £7taveßatv£ xotç rcpoaSioic -rcoat, a^fjjjia acùÇwv, Ôiôt
ifjç xôùv TCOÔOV IxxàaEwç, xoü axaupou. '0 5è 'Eßpatoc, cTjaiv, «âtpeatv»
aTifxaiver ôtà xoûxo 5è aux âp(jLT)V£Û£-cai, cm ;Eßpa'ixT] [lia ouaa XéÇiç TtoXXà s
aT)(xa(.V£i ip[jLT)V£uo[JL£vri. «'A^éaECOç» ôà xov ataupèv lxàX£a£ TOÛ Xptaxoû'
OUTOO xai 'l£Ç£xir|X, £v xài xÉXEi, 6'5o)p àipECTfiwç ÈxàXECE xo IxxuTCOÙv xo a^iov
ßaTttiafjLa. Aûo ouv èaxi xà acp£atv apuxpxiâiv ^apiÇo[X£va- nàSoç ôtà Xpioxóv
xai ß(X7txio[jLa.
And behold, a ram held back. The Syrian has 'suspended' instead of 1°
held back; and as to the (expression) in a plant3*6 sabek, the Syrian
does not have it. Sabek, now, is a kind of plant, on which (the ram) was
suspended, that is, it mounted with the front hooves, preserving the
form of the cross through the stretching of the hooves. The Hebrew, he
says, means 'remission'. For that reason it is not translated, because the i5
Hebrew word, though being single, means many things when translated.
Now (Moses) called the cross of Christ '(plant) of remission'. Thus
Ez 47:3 Ezekiel too, at the end, called the representation of holy baptism
'water of remission'. There are two things that grant remission of sins:
the passion (endured) by Christ and baptism. 2°
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 68,569-576
«ÜL n i S l m mn| i l [ j i n i j i l j l ! |iii |l,ni| l | l , i j ^ ) | i [ l l i i i j |i u m l ' l l l j l i Uui |< l , l | » : lA
mill,, Hujjubun, i j i i i j i i / i i / i i i i / j fiii^ Miii[jnnjij. ['"'JU Uutplslfiia jujunpfij n
uy^ • ' I I I M I I I I I I a'UirLnj |iulj, uiu^, l | i i i | i i l>ni | : Ui ijjiuj"fif^ /^M^II/.IIIJ. Uu
345
 PETIT posits a lacuna here, as the participle IUICOUVT« is inexplicable otherwise.
346
 The word 'plant', a translation of TO tpikov, is used in a general sense, neither
excluding nor necessitating an interpretation as 'tree'. The Armenian uses the
general term umiiilj first, and the unequivocal train., 'tree', further on.
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'iijujliujlf^' fil; *ï/lffiinfcjni£ ƒ! LJbp kfiijL^fi L. u^r/jfc^ni^ ninfigb qujLfijiliujlf pjuitKu
: l^ulf jkppuijkgfuj' ULUpLIJL qptnrjnipfiLb 'li^ulliujl^:
éd. (mendum typographicum) \ b~k scripsi; /|in/u/.mj uuipklfu lijuîiiuityi. ƒ?£
cod.; /jtu/i/iii/£ </i> UuipklfL. 'Lju/Ziujlfi' /3t scnpst< editor
And behold, a ram JieJd bade by its horns in the plant sabek. The Syrian
says: 'suspended' instead of ie/d back. Sabek is not (to be found) in
the Syrian, but 'suspended', he says, 'on the branches of a tree.' And
why 'suspended'? Sabek347 means that (the ram), by exerting itself,
10 mounted upwards, and by stretching the hooves indicated the type of
the cross. In the Hebrew, however, sabek indicates 'remission'.
D. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 204 11. 23-26
To èv ÇJUTÔ) oux lyti ó Supoç, (JLÓVOV 6a TO atxßex. Toüio Se tô ÖVOJJKX -cou
cputoö elvou vofjùÇcù. Toïç §è 'Eßpodoic Soxel to aaßex «açeaiv» cT)(jiatv£iv
xal toÛTO ôè too ja.uai:T)pi.ou toû aiaupoû 8r)Xumxôv âv eïr].
As to the (expression) in a plant, the Syrian does not have it, but only
s sabek. I consider this to be the name of the plant. To the Hebrews,
however, sabek seems to mean 'remission'; and this may be indicative
of the mystery of the cross.
E. GENNADIUS, followed by an uncertain author (Diodore?): ed. Petit,
Csl. 205
To aaßex «occpeaiv» xivèç èxÔEÔœxaaw ol ôè «op0toç», <bç elvai auto
TCepi -cou xpiou' Sûvatai ôè xai xà cpuTOv outto 7ipoar)jopeûa9ai.
Socßex èp(j.r)V£Ó£TOu xupiwç tpâyoç «op0oç» eTtavaßeßrixtuc (putor iviaûQa
Se, «op0oç» TCÙV xepàxcov xaTE^o^evoç, à)ç elvai <pavep6v tûuov aiaupoü. Aià
5
 toûxo Sa où^ èpp.T)V£Û£i:ai, ött f] 'EßpoüxT) (xia ooaa XéÇiç, itoXXà aï)[juxtv£i
£pjjLT)V£uo(ji£vr|. IIpoç Se toùç TCuv9avo[iévouç ^ pf) ôcuoxplvEaôai xal Xéy£iv oit
IQ aaßEx «£7rT)p[jL£voç» èp[AT)veûei.
Some have explained sabeJc as 'remission', but others as 'upright',
(which means) that it is said about the ram. It is, however, also
10
 possible that the plant had been thus named.
Sabek is properly translated as a he-goat 'standing upright' moun-
ted on a plant, but here (it is), 'standing upright' held back by the
horns, so that it is a manifest type of the cross. For that reason it is
347
 The word uuiphlfi here is difficult. The editor adds the preposition /i. The
text which results, however, is inconsistent with what precedes. It can only be
understood as an awkward attempt to give a fuller citation of the scriptural passage.
I prefer to change only the punctuation, as did ZANOLLI, 'Una interpretazione
caratteristica', 187. See also the discussion below.
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not translated, because the Hebrew word, though being single, means
many things when translated. One should answer those who inquire, is
and say that sabek denotes 'lifted up'.
F. ISO'DAD: éd. Vosté- Van den Eynde, Genese, 175,4^10
A« ri'v^n >A K'tTJ •. rdticv>a rd.'j-is . r^OCT)
. cum . rc'imcue.a r^ocuxi •.
r^ocn rxlAkx . r^vc.:\ci rC^acvw .r»-.\\» -n .aoAxsa.i atruaso
-.
scripsi; ^1^99 ed.
As to the tree in which the ram had been suspended, the Hebrew and s
the Greek (read): 'Behold, a ram caught in the plant sabeq with its
horns.' Sabeq (means:) wood of remission, that is, the absolving cross,
as by the One who is crucified the sins are forgiven, et cetera. He
had been suspended by his horns: with his hooves stretched out, he
represented the figure of the cross. 10
G. JEROME: Quaestiones Hebraicae in Genesim ad 22:13, ed. Antin-
Lagarde, 26.
Ridiculam rem in hoc loco Emisenus Eusebius est locutus, 'Sabech',
inquiens, 'dicitur hircus, qui rectis cornibus et ad carpendas arboris
frondes sublimis attolitur.'
Discussion
Textual tradition. Although there are at least seven witnesses for this
scholium, it is very difficult to establish Eusebius' original wording.
They seem to contradict each other in some respects. However, it is
possible to determine at least which elements Eusebius' text contained.
I shall start with a brief characterization of the sources.
The text of the Catena appears to be corrupt: Petit states that the
accusative tuTcoüvm is grammatically inexplicable; it does not agree
with anything. An explanation similar to that found in the Armenian
translation and in Procopius seems to have been left out. Procopius'
text is fuller than the catenist's, and longer than the Armenian text,
which in many respects is an exact parallel of that of Procopius. How-
ever, it is still possible that Procopius rewrote parts. This should be
checked by a comparison with the other witnesses. The Armenian
translation ends somewhat abruptly, which casts doubt on its com-
pleteness. I agree with Kamesar in attaching great importance to the
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fragment of uncertain authorship Csl. 205.348 He even seems to imply
that it was written by Eusebius. This, however, is most improbable,
as this branch of tradition, the Collectio Coisliniana, is not a direct
witness to Eusebius' commentary. Apparently, we are dealing with a
text written by someone who used the work, be it Diodore, Gennadius
or someone else. Although it appears to have been reformulated in a
few places, it provides a very good parallel to the Armenian trans-
lation, Procopius and the Catena. It is especially the sentence Aia
IOÜIO ... ép(jiT)V£uo[j.évTi—which is found both in Procopius and in this
fragment—, that reveals that this text is not proper to one of the au-
thors cited only in the Collectio Coisliniana. As it is only on the basis
of its contents and wording that I suppose Eusebius to have been used
here, the text has no independent value as a witness. In combination
with other texts, however, for example to supply a Greek wording of an
idea extant in the Armenian translation, it retains its value. The same
holds good for Diodore's text and, to a certain extent, for Jerome's.
As this is Jerome's only explicit quotation of Eusebius in the Quaes-
tiones Hebraicae, one may assume that he is citing from memory or at
second hand.349 Therefore, Jerome's testimony should only be used in
combination with the other sources. Finally, a large part of Isocdad's
text can also be found in the Diyarbakir commentary, but the way the
former cites the Greek and the Hebrew explicitly seems to reveal that
he draws upon Eusebius of Emesa. I shall now show how far we can get
with a reconstruction of the contents of Eusebius' text.
The question at issue. Eusebius certainly cited the Sûpoç reading
xps[xâ[j.evoç. This is confirmed by Procopius and the Armenian trans-
lation. The reading is also found in the Catena, but the wording of
the context differs slightly, and the reading is here also attributed to
the Hebrew. This attribution is probably not original. As noted above
on page 219, the mention of the Syrian is sometimes omitted, or the
mention of the Hebrew added when not formerly present.
Eusebius also gave an indication of the Syrian's interpretation of
£v 9UTÔ) aocßex. Here we find a contradiction between the sources. The
longest text is the Armenian, which tells us that the Syrian does not
read 'sabek', but 'suspended on the branches of a tree'. Procopius only
states that the Syrian does not read êv tputw oocßex. It is tempting to
combine these two elements: the Syrian reads 'on the branches of a tree'
instead of èv çuiôS aaßex. This interpretation seems to be supported by
18
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 135-136 with note 134.
49
 For the latter explanation, see BUYTAERT, L'héritage, 15-16.
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Iso'dad's quotation of the scriptural passage.350 Diodore, however, says
the Syrian does read aaßex. Only èv cputâi would have been omitted.
Kamesar takes the remaining xpejiàpvoç aaßex as the reading of the
Syrian.351 If one accepts the editor's punctuation (but not his emenda-
tion), this would be supported by the Armenian text (Ifuj/utu^JAuptl/i').
This Eûpoç reading would then have triggered the interpretation of
aaßex as a nominative, in the sense of óp6óc. However, the interpreta-
tion last mentioned is cited in the fragment of uncertain authorship
in conjunction with the reading of the Septuagint (xa-cexp^evoc): aaßex
may be understood as a nominative in the Septuagint too, as Kamesar
admits. Moreover, the reading fyui/ufcujj Uiupklfu is not consistent with
the rest of the Armenian text,352 nor with Procopius. The parallel
statements of the Armenian and Procopius settle the matter in my
opinion: Diodore is likely to have reworked his predecessor's text, from
which he gathered that the Syrian gives an interpretation of the word
aaßex, but has nothing that corresponds to èv cputcù.
It may be supposed that Eusebius, having cited ó Sûpoç, first gave
an interpretation of aaßex as a kind of plant (or tree). This explanation
can still be found in Procopius and Diodore. Perhaps the Armenian
translation, which seems to equate 'sabek' with 'on the branches of a
tree', may also be cited in support: this interpretation is still closely
related to the Eûpoç reading.
As is typical of his approach, however, Eusebius did not content
himself with just one explanation. He added a second one: aaßex means
óp6óc, 'standing upright'. The original introduction may have been the
question of how xpefxa^evoc should be understood. This was explained
with the help of the second interpretation of aaßex. This situation can
still be found in the Armenian translation, if read with the proposed
punctuation (ÖL ij]W/»j. fyuifutuif. Uuupklfu"iiyuliui/jt' p t - - - ) - Moreover,
it is supported by Procopius' aitexpejiato, louteativ. Procopius did not
present his explanation of ôcTi£xpÉ|jiai:o as a second interpretation of
aaßex, nor did he retain the word ópOóc. I assume, however, that both
elements did form part of Eusebius' text. It is not inconceivable that
Procopius abridged his source. The mention of 'sabek' in this con-
nection is still extant in the Armenian text (Umpkljb lijiuinuljt' /?£...),
where "Lfypi/ifc/n^ might be a vague reminiscence of óp0ó<;. Both aaßsx
360
 The only grounds for considering 'on the branches of a tree' an independent
initiative of the Armenian translator would be the fact that the word iiun_, 'tree',
is also used in the Armenian Bible.
351
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 136 with note 136.
352
 See note 347 above.
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and ôpGoç can be found in Jerome's citation and in the fragment of
uncertain authorship (Eaßex èpfiT)veóetai.. .).353 The second explana-
tion of aaßex entailed an interpretation of the ram as Christ suspended
on the cross. It concluded with a sentence like that in the fragment
of uncertain authorship (wç elvou tpavepov xuuov ataupoû). A corrupted
version of it is found in the Catena, a translated one in the Armenian
text and in Isocdad,354 and a rewritten one in Procopius (reading a^fj[xa
where all other Greek texts read -cuuoc or a cognate word; Isocdad also
reads x'jn.ao^). This typology seems to have been dear to Eusebius: it
is found twice in the homilies.355
The Catena now gives an explanation based on the use of the
word 'ram' instead of 'lamb'. This text is not extant in any of the other
witnesses, nor is there any reminiscence of it. It interrupts the sequence
of explanations of aocßex. It may have been added by the catenist. The
interpretation of caßex as ópGóc was probably followed directly by its
rendering as ocepeaic (or the genitive of this word). This is still the
case in Procopius and in the Armenian translation. In the fragment of
unknown authorship, it was probably left out, as the explanation was
already mentioned in the preceding fragment. If the text is Diodore's
and followed directly upon the fragment cited under D, it must be
supposed that he changed the order of the explanations. In the Catena,
the interpretation is promptly elaborated by a parallel with Ezekiel; in
Procopius and in the fragment of unknown authorship it is first stated
that the Hebrew word was not translated into Greek, as it has so many
meanings. This remark and the elaboration of the word acpeatc are not
present in the Armenian translation. However, the original text must
have been longer for two reasons: the explanation of aocßex as ôcçeatç
cannot stand without an elaboration, and the remark Atà toûxo ...
âp[Aï]V£uofilvr| is typical of Eusebius' interest in translation problems.
This sentence may have preceded the elaboration of the word occpecuc, as
it was evoked by this third explanation of aaßex. It was omitted by the
catenist, who wished to connect interpretation and elaboration, and
who skipped the attribution to the Hebrew, which is, however, firmly
353
 On the basis of the fragment of unknown authorship and that of Jerome,
KAMESAR, Jerome, 135-136, also claims that the interpretation of oocßex as ôpSoç
formed part of Eusebius' text. It is, however, the agreement with Procopius and
the Armenian translation which settles the matter.
354 rpjje wording is different from the Diyarbakir commentary and closer to the
Greek and Armenian texts here.
355
 De Calice 14, in: La collection de Troyes, ed. BUYTAERT, 225,1-2 and De
Resurrectione 1.26, in: La collection de Sirmond, ed. BUYTABRT, 24,21-25,17.
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established by the Armenian, Procopius, and Diodore. The wording of
the explanation of aocßex as octpeaic in the East Syrian commentaries is
closer to Severus of Antioch,356 who may in turn have taken it from
Eusebius. The idea of the tree as a type of the cross was known long
before Eusebius.357 In his commentary it is connected with the idea
of the ram which, when suspended on a branch of the tree, takes
on the form of the cross. — The last sentence of fragment E is not
supported by any of the other sources; it seems not to fit into Eusebius'
elucidation.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Armenian translator follows
the Septuagint closely in the reading of Gen 22:13 in the lemma. He
renders etc with Jfr; Procopius does not give this word. It appears
that the Armenian Bible is influenced by the interpretation found in
It reads L mSni funj Jfi /ym/u/,;/^ '/"<//< n&iun-njb uuipklfUJJ
'and behold, a ram stood (or: was) suspended on the tree
Sabek by its horns'. On the basis of its role in the comment and its
occurrence in different witnesses, the phrase xaxe)(o(j.Evoc èv <pm<p aaßex
twv xepà-ccùv can be established as Eusebius' reading.
The alternative readings. The Sûpoç reading reconstructed, 'sus-
pended (xps[xà|ji£voç) on the branches of a tree', is certainly different
from the reading Field cited among his examples of the difference be-
tween the Peshitta and ó Sopoç, xpefxajxevoc iv aaßex,358 but it is still
not the Peshitta's rs'XaaxHa .-uur«', 'held back in a branch'. There are
no variant readings in Peshitta manuscripts here (but note that 5bl
is not extant at Gen 22:13). The Supoc reading, however, does appear
to have been known in Syriac tradition. Later Syrian commentaries359
may have been influenced by their Greek sources,360 to be sure, but the
way they, and especially Iso'dad, present the reading containing r<&*rt,
'tree', and «dfc\, 'suspended', rather suggests this was the reading found
in their Bible. A stronger proof, however, is the fact that this seems
356
 Fragment on Gen 22:13, éd. PETIT, Cat. 1276.
357
 Compare for example the fragment attributed to Melito (éd. PETIT, Cat.
1273), and the literature mentioned in note 363 below.
358
 Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, Ixxviii.
359
 An enumeration of works with this reading may be found in BROCK, 'Genesis
22 in Syriac Tradition', note 81. VÖÖBUS, Peschitta und Targumim, 110-111 points
also to a Syriac liturgical manuscript and to an Arabic daughter-translation of the
Peshitta. The Armenian Bible should be mentioned in this respect as well.
360 The reading xpt(j.a^£voc was widely known among the Antiochene exegetes
after Eusebius, who was probably the first to give this rendering in Greek. An
enumeration can be found in NIKOLASCH, 'Zur Ikonographie des Widders', 219.
Here, as well as in Gen 1:2, Ambrose also draws upon Eusebius or Diodore.
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to have been the reading of Ephrem,361 who was not dependent on
Eusebius or the later Antiochenes.
The ultimate source of the reading just reconstructed may very well
be a Jewish exegetical tradition. The Targumim usually read K^N,
'tree'; Pseudo-Jonathan even has 'branches of a tree'. The word <pikov,
used in the Septuagint, is ambiguous.362 The reading pcd&x, 'suspended',
may be a Christian interpretation of a reading without a verb as found
in Targum Neofiti. Note that Ephrem does not cite the verb at first: it is
only added in a paraphrase further on.363 As stated earlier, this does not
prove that the Peshitta was initially a Targum. It does prove, however,
that some renderings of Targumim were known to early Syrian exegetes
as alternatives to the usual Peshitta readings.364 An example which
shows that Eusebius knew such exegetical renderings is his quotation
of Gen 3:22, where he states that 'among the Syrians' some read like
the Septuagint does, and others have a different text. This second text
is the reading of Targum Onqelos.365
The interpretation of aocßex as ocipeaic, which would be the meaning
of ô 'Eßpoüoc, is probably based upon the Aramaic root sbq.366 One has
to assume that the person who first gave this interpretation did not
know the consonants in the Hebrew text (~po), but used the ambiguous
transliteration of the Septuagint. This exegete may very well have been
Eusebius himself. Aquila has ou^vecov, 'thicket'.
XXXVIII. Ad Gen 23:4-6
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1286 (attributed to Eusebius in L)
'AßpaocjJ. èamóv mxpoixov ovo[xàÇei, xàxeîvoi ßaaiXea ó^oXoyoüaiv. OÜTCOC
'O TocTOtvcöv éauTÔv
361
 Commentarü in Genesim, ed. TONNEAU, 84,16.20 (tr. 69,28.32).
362
 See note 346 above.
363
 A connection with the well-known testimonium Dtn 28:66 (cf. also Dtn 21:22-
23) is not impossible; cf. on this testimonium DANIÉLOU, 'La vie suspendue au bois'.
On a connection with Gen 22: HAUL, 'La ligature d'Isaac', 465 n. 23 and La Genèse,
tr. HAUL, 194-195 note ad loc.—with references to earlier literature. The idea of the
ram hanging in the tree was also represented in contemporary art, see NIKOLASCH,
'Ikonographie des Widders', 206-209 and 218-222, and BREGMAN, 'The Riddle of
the Ram'.
364
 See pages 80-81 above.
365
 See page 208 above, and the discussion on page 210 (fragment vm).
366
 Cf. KAMESAR, Jerome, 135, and BREGMAN, 'The Riddle of the Ram', 138.
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Abraham calls himself a stranger, and those declare (him) a king. Thus
LC i4:ii whoever humbles himself will be exalted.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc HOr 8-9, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1286 (PG87.1, 394A
3-5, Latin)
ocûtoç éauTÓv mxpoixov ôvojjuxÇei, ol ôà ßaaiXea.. OUTCDÇ 'O
All the same, he himself calls himself a stranger, but they (call him) a
LC i4:ii king. Thus whoever humbles himself will be exalted.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 69,596-612
«til null. Ui|'|iiii^iiiif ii|nilii| m jinn li 'lid i| I.Ç I. if Lu ]i iljij |i M.|iin iT MUH ,|>
ih& iiiiiiiiiin ni(S limliiu
'il'»1 /"ï- IÏ/ÏI7-/I«P" T»tt/iuJ| ujufctw' loc IJiiiii iiii.tin itAu£i7ni.o"/ii cu rtni n ubnuit
g uiunpfîli £iuu£' t^ /^ ""J.uiinp jtAumniAry, uy^ ' t^ " t^ tu fj.nl 5
j, Ifuiif fit; lAumni^ni^ ƒ! "Y'^ ./' ilkfiniif: Fulj Utpftilb^^ uijuuffiufi
jillii iniil, ifliJuJb^' P^ T'^iintt/" ƒ?(; UiuinnLuiir £A«J. ^pbc^ t- ijinilli uijTjnpfilf
L. UtuuinLuifr rjjîiuj puJfiÄ^iiugniguAtf», ij/i u]iu(169)inni.fiijfi frpph qiufir^uip.
L. ufiumTfuin-^p i i f i i iu id i i iy / i "Jinfiui ILiiinin iiiti kfiL.kugp, LL q-pinntftlpLli "linpuj
tun. puJijnLifli hpL.bugp: OL bppwjkgp'ii tinjliuf^u tuuf;' ƒ?£ U ta" u. pj^pjujU fco 1°
And Abraham said: 'J am a stranger and a sojourner among you; give
me the possession of tombs with you, in order that I may bury my
deceased. ' If he was a stranger, as Scripture also testifies concerning
him everywhere,367 how did the sons of Heth say: 'You are a Jdng from is
God over us'? The Syrian, however, does not say a Jdng from God,
but: 'You are a great (one) of God' — or: 'through God' — 'among us.'
Now Abimelech said something like this concerning him: 'I know that
Gen 21:22 God j's with you.' This is also why God raised him: that he would be
honoured as a righteous one, that God would appear to be the cause 20
of his honour and that the knowledge of (God) would appear in many.
And the Hebrew says in like manner: 'You are a mighty (one) and a
prince from God.'
367
 Apart from Gen 23:4 also in Gen 17:8; 20:1; 21:23,34.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. The first sentence of the Greek texts represents
only a very distant and very brief parallel to the Armenian text. It
remains doubtful whether the citation of Luke formed part of Eusebius'
commentary. It is not supported by the Armenian. The Armenian text
as such does not present special problems.
The question at issue. A literal interpretation of the Septuagint of
Gen 23:6 poses a problem: this text makes Abraham the king (ßocaiXeoc)
of the sons of Heth, but according to Gen 23:4 and some other places he
was a stranger to these people. Eusebius finds a solution in the Syriac
text: Abraham was exalted by God, through God he was a great one,
to whom honour was due. The reading of the Hebrew is given as an
additional confirmation.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants in the quotation from Gen 23:4. The Armenian translation follows
the Armenian Bible in leaving out an' àjAoû, the last words of Gen 23:4,
a minus not found in the Greek tradition. With respect to this verse,
there are some minor differences between the translation on the one
hand and the Septuagint and Armenian Bible on the other: the transla-
tion of Eusebius does not give an explicit rendering of ouv, whereas the
Armenian Bible reads OI/HJ., and it gives the plural of pi/iu//, a word with
meanings such as 'inhabitant', 'habitation', and also 'tomb', for -càtpoç,
instead of the unambiguous and correct singular form of ij/././.ifiiïi/ii
found in the Armenian Bible. The reading nJfcn_fcuifif is supported by
many manuscripts of the Armenian Bible, but its editor chose ^Jfcn_fcmp.
In the quotation from verse 6, the Armenian translation of Eusebius
follows the Septuagint in giving the pronoun ij/u (au). It has rendered
èv fijxiv as /i i//./"«/ Jfcp, perhaps because it needed the Armenian Bible's
/i J/i£/i JkpnuT for the reading of the Syrian. — On the basis of content
and attestations, only the elements rcàpoixoç (verse 4) and ßacaXeuc
rcapà 0eoû (verse 6) can be established as Eusebius' readings.
The quotation from Gen 21:22 is a free one; the element 'I know
that' has no counterpart in any of the versions. Eusebius may have
cited this verse from memory.
The alternative readings. The main point is that ó Sûpoç reads 'a
great one' instead of a king. In this respect, ô Eûpoç indeed agrees
with the Peshitta, which reads KÜ (which may be understood as a
(nominalized) adjective, 'a great one', or as a substantive, 'a prince').
The same holds good for a second point, 'among us' instead of over
us: the Peshitta reads v«--> The two readings given instead of the
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Greek's rcapà 0eoû are more difficult. The simple genitive (Aumm^iy
may indeed be a translation of r^cnW.i, but why does Eusebius give
us also an instrumental Uuuini&nij[ (corresponding, perhaps, to ôià
9eoü)? Probably we should not look for variants in the tradition of the
Peshitta here: the instrumental may easily be explained if we assume
that Eusebius is translating on the spot, and gives another nuance to
the dâlat, which fits very well into the explanation he wants to give.
The 'Eßpaioc reading gives a double translation for the Hebrew WîZ?3.
This may be an attempt by an informant of Eusebius' to do justice
to the ambiguity of the Aramaic word 31, which is the translation
found in TgOnq, TgPs-Jon and TgNeof (in fact the Peshitta displays
the same ambiguity, as we have seen, but this fact is not mentioned
by Eusebius). It should be noted that such a double translation was
not unknown in Jewish circles; in fact, the margin of TgNeof reads 31
erVui. The reading 'from God' (jUumm^nj), may be connected to the
Palestinian Targumim as well; TgNeof reads Dip fD; yet here one might
object that the Vorlage of this reading is probably itapà 9eoo, which
could just as well have been adopted by Eusebius or his informant from
the Septuagint.
XXXIX. Ad Gen 23:14-16
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1295 (attributed to Eusebius in L)
"Oaa fycT)aEv ó 'Ecppwv, roxpéa^ev àpjupiou doxijj.ou è[j.nopoL<;, wç âv
tic, CbYootatouc, ô oùô' Ifxitopoi &7ceOoxl|juxaav.
All Ephron asked, he handed over in si/ver approved by merchants, as
one might say, (approved by) public weighers; (silver) which merchants
do not refuse.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc HOr 22-23, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1295 (PG 87.1,
393/394C 4-5, Latin)
'fiç âv £t7cot TIC, Cufoaiaiaic, ô ooÔè eptopoi &v arceSoxtfjuxaav.
As one might say, (approved by) public weighers; (silver) which mer-
chants do not refuse.
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C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 69,613-70,623
!miiimiijiim!i|i bui UijiMiili U,['|i/ii S iinllii L. Mini,. 1 1 j injij ii|!,u I,, nll.p. |lill,lll|
t {iiT pt LTk^ujppi-p uujuitpp t) I*- "yi" il? "i'L Pot pi"]- J1" (*70*)
L (îi"|- 4?bn>>: Pulf uiunpjîb «Jmji/iii'dnify l.niiiijli Luubfnj, mu£' «S *^ i^« t
^nfih^p^ujpfiLp intimi,[i. L. nj_fïb^>>: Pufy bpfiujjbgffk L. quijb' [(H; lliUJjrj.ui^u I;,
5 utcyi. /i q/,fuuyii' 'bnjbujfcu ffljr^ jnLÏifÎL ui&t: «*npb,pÇiiJppi.p uuiuibp |ilnn|i|i
ijniAiiiii iiil|iiilniii|». ijiiiliiiiiliuili umi,fry' //ƒ!,ƒ> t fi''i/7 ijiii^niii ÇuinliuIbfigKb IL
nbinnn it iiitiitimjltlt n innn& i/uiA/ii/i »n/iii//iini|;
Ephron answered Abraham and said: 'It is not thus, sir. I heard it
is (worth) four hundred staters, and what is that between me and
10 you?' Now the Syrian, instead of saying I heard, says 'What is four
hundred staters, and (it is) nothing.' The Hebrew, however, presents
these (words) It is not thus, sir, as well as I heard, just like the Greek.
Four hundred staters valid with merchants: in the sense of saying:
'which should also be used for trade and should be considered valid in
15 a trial by merchants.'
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Greek text A gives a parallel to the last sentence
of the Armenian text; its first words, however, have no counterpart
there. It is quite uncertain whether this is Eusebius' original Greek
wording. The attribution in MS L is certainly no proof for such an
assumption. Procopius has the same text in a shorter form; this may
have to do with the fact that he combines elements from Cat. 1295 and
1296. The first part of the Armenian text is not without problems. The
reading of the Syrian does not seem to be complete, as the information
pertaining to the Hebrew suggests that Eusebius was commenting
on the expressions o6)((, xûpie and àxr|5coa (tetpaxoatwv ôiôpà^jjiwv).
These are, in fact, the main differences between the Septuagint and
the Peshitta in this verse. If such is the case, the words k n^ /fti^,
'and nothing', in line 4 (11) may be a remnant of the reference to the
Septuagint's oùyi, xûpie.
The question at issue. This fragment consists, in fact, of two short
comments. In the first, Eusebius tells us he has found that the Syrian
has a different reading for the expressions oû^l, xûpis and axifcooc of
Gen 23:15; the latter form may have attracted his attention as every
other new step in these negotiations is marked with an imperative of the
same verb: axouaov in the verses 6, 11, and 13, and ocxouaaxe in verse
8. The second comment paraphrases the concise expression
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è[juiopotç. As thé comparable comment in the PragTgg shows,368 these
words needed some elucidation in the Aramaic text as well.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants. In several respects, the lemma of the Armenian text (verses 14-15)
follows the Septuagint, ôcitexptBif) Sa 'Ecppwv TW 'Aßpaafji Xéywv oû^î, xupU'
àxTjxoa yap tetpaxoaloiv §i§pà^[j,cùv àpyuptou, âvà (xéaov à[xoû xod aoû tî
3cv eiT) TOuto;369 rather than the Armenian Bible's reading
kin Uijifinli IhppuiCuiilnL IL mul, ijliiii: //£, in^p fitf. fnimj, ƒ<?£
CujpfiLfi uinuiLfi Lufifuu^nj t, ƒ//»ƒ Jiu L. gillij ,ßfc^ 1/I"'^ IL t u{fli: Eusebius
Armenian text does not give the hexaplaric additions gitui (ocùuô), \n
([iou), and .//.m/r/;// (yfj), but it does read pbij. 2° (a second avec (léaov,
between xal and aou), which is, in fact, supported by many more Greek
witnesses. Moreover, it gives an independent rendering of oo^l, tries to
approximate the perfect form ocxrjxooc as closely as possible with /m t,»;
t /!«ƒ"( whereas in the body of the commentary, it too uses j/uuy), and its
/igt is a more precise rendering of &v dr\ than t-370 A similarity between
the Armenian Bible and the reading in the Armenian commentary is
the fact that neither of them reflects the Greek yap. Though some
Greek MSS read ô-u here, the use of /i?t • • • t in both Armenian texts is
not significant in any respect. It is an interpretative element which may
have been added independently. Eusebius' Armenian text differs from
both the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible in the word order of the
last part of the lemma, the addition of L just before this (parallelled in
only one Greek manuscript, Ra 52), and in the fact that it consistently
leaves out the mention of silver from the lemma and from the short
quotation of verse 16. The latter citation coincides with the Armenian
Bible in its choice of words.
The alternative readings. The Armenian text of the reading of the
Syrian as it stands — S/T1ij_ t ^n/ifc^'îiufi/itfi uuttnkp. L nj /ftijj 'What
is four hundred staters, and (it is) nothing' — does not agree with the
vAo: 'My lord, listen to me; the land is (worth) four hundred
shekels; between me and you, what is that?' As stated above, however,
it is possible that the Armenian text does not reflect Eusebius' Siipoç
368
 FragTgp on Gen 23:16: tH'OOllO pVapnDI ~nnO "?32 pin» nmoV "I3W, 'Pass-
able for a merchant: passable on all tables of exchange, and accepted (in) business';
a comparable text is found in FragTgv(LN',
369 This citation follows the correction to WEVERS'S critical text with regard to
the presence of ffj and the punctuation proposed in his Notes on Genesis, 337-338.
370
 WEVERS (Genesis, first apparatus ad loc.) even suggests that the Armenian
Bible reflects a reading eo-ul(v).
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reading. The references to ofyt, xupts and axr|xoa which follow, indicate
at least that Eusebius knew the main differences between the Peshitta
and the Septuagint. — On the basis of its role in the comment, the
element ofyi, xûpte- axrjxoa (verse 15) can be considered Eusebius'
reading. On the basis of content and attestation in A and C, the same
can be claimed for Soxifxou âptopoiç (verse 16). The rest of his readings
are more uncertain.
The information Eusebius provides on the Hebrew is at variance
with the Masoretic text; like the Septuagint, it supposes a reading
. . . "wow ^IK «"? no«1? instead of am« p« "JSDC "31« n1? ID«"?
«in HD -jrai -ra *pa 'rpœ HHD. Only the element xb, involving a
different division of verses, has been preserved in Hebrew texts. It is
the reading of the Samaritan Pentateuch here and in Gen 23:5-6, and
of both the Masoretic and the Samaritan text in verse 11. As it is not
certain that a reading "TODE? was really in circulation—the Septuagint
translators may have misread their text—, and as Eusebius does not
mention the absence of a counterpart to f~iN in the Septuagint, I
would prefer to assume that he had an informant who was content to
follow the LXX here, rather than to suppose that he used a different
Hebrew text. As the recentiores are not extant, it cannot be determined
whether they may have played a role. One should note, however, that
the readings of Aquila at verse 6 and 11 give the interpretation of the
Hebrew text as we know it, as do the Targumim.
XL. Ad Gen 24:2371
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1305 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
'O "EXXï]v oefAvótepov âp[jnr)veÛ£i- ó yap 'Eßpoüoc xocl ó Sûpoç auto Xé^ei
toü avÖpöc tó texvorcoiöv öpyavov. KeXeûa ôè axel 6sïvai TT^V )(£Ïpa, tva
xa-cà Tfic Tteprcofifjc ó[ióaT) tfjç toü 0eoü 5ia0r|XT)c.
The Greek translates more decently; for the Hebrew and the Syrian
5
 mean the male genital organ itself. (Abraham) orders (him) to put the
hand there to swear by the circumcision, God's covenant.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1303 (no attribution)
Eßpoüoc tic IXeye tôv öpxov eivou xoctà tfjç Ttepitofjtfjc, aXXoi 8e xata too
EX arcépfjuxtoç àxuopeuo[j.£vou Xpiatoü.
1
 This item is a reworked and much expanded version of that found in my
article '"Quis sit ó Eûpoç" Revisited'.
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A Hebrew said the oath was taken by the circumcision; others, however,
(say it was taken) by Christ, who came forth from the seed.
C. PROCOPIUS: Mnc HOr 28-30, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1305 (PC?87.1, 396A
5-8); Mnc HOv 6-7, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1303 (PG 87.1, 395/396A
18-19, Latin)
'O "EXXr|v, (paal, aejjwó-cepov èpp.T]veuei' ó yàp 'Eßpaloc xal ó Sûpoç aüiö
Xeyei loü av§pöc 10 lexvorcoiöv [xoptov. ...
"AXXoi. 5è töv ôpxov yeyovévai (paal xaxa TOO lx aTcépfJiaxoc èxTiopeuo-
jxévou XpiaTOÜ.
The Greek, they say, translates in a more honourable fashion; for the s
Hebrew and the Syrian mean the male genital member itself. . . .
Others, however, say the oath was taken by Christ, who came forth
from the seed.
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 70,624-632
« njip, mill,, qkbnAi ^n pliij. bpujbujL^p juJni^p, L. l , | i i | ÏÜi l , ! | iu i||n| ty>bq_
p obn Uiiiinm ui£> bplninq»: itnililt uiujnulsTinuua.njb liliiiiiii liitililtiuij, ['"'JU
sspnujjuahb iiiini /iniij/i HI/HI iiii//ni/i hull ujuuin. mini Sfiuji/iuic grbhi i iA/ ,n /i,
ijji Ji Pft^iiuinntpftLÜL'jlhuinnifrnj nijuinli kprflinitjni: I'ulj iii/n;'fi,f> iiiufi'/i' ƒ</',
ijunili ulijulinl'ili np ji*Uifiu t/>- "y/ yiiLui^^fijuiJUdunTUujÇuili IL i i L f i i l i i fitjifÙJ 5
t/"
Gen 24:2-3 Put, he says, your hand under my Joins, and I wiJ] mate you swear by the
Lord, the God of the Heavens. The Greek has translated more decently,
but the Hebrew speaks about the male parts themselves. (Abraham)
orders (him) to put the hand there, to swear by the circumcision, by 1°
God's covenant. Some, however, say that it is because of the posterity
that was in him, but Isaac was already born at that moment, and the
posterity was in the latter.
E. DIODORB: ed. Petit, Csl. 208 11. 1-8
Tivéç cpaai lov Supov xal töv 'Eßpaiov (XT) ovitwc e^eiv @èç if)v %sïpâ aov
OTTO lav [ir\pov fJLOU, àXX' dç auto TO TOXIOOJOVOV opyavov. 'ETceiorj ôè tfjç
Siaôo^fjç f| EÙXoyla to AûÇâveaos fy xod ^Arjöuveaöe, 5uT]p£X£ii:o tfj
to öpyavov iö naiSoTCOioûv touto ôè xal -co aT]jj.elov ifjç Ôia0r|XT)ç
TO ex TOÛ auépfjtaToç TOO 'Aßpapalou (AEXXstv aapxoüaOai tav 0eóv.
Some say that the Syrian and the Hebrew do not read thus: Put
your hand under my thigh-bone, but '(put your hand) on the male
Gen 1:28; genital organ itself'. As the blessing of the succession ran Increase and
8:17; 9:1,7 be multiplied, the child-begetting organ served the blessing; but this
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10 (organ) also received the sign of the covenant, (indicating) that God
would become incarnate from the seed of Abraham.
F. ISO'DAD: éd. Vosté- Van den Eynde, Genese, 176,28-177,2
,u> 7>\s . cnA r&nctt : K'ocrun
Others (say): '(It is) by the posterity that was to come into existence
from him (that) he makes him swear. But note that Isaac had (already)
s been born (then).
Discussion
Textual tradition. Catena fragment A and the first part of the Arme-
nian text are almost exact parallels. The Syrian has been left out in
the Armenian translation as in the case discussed on page 219. In the
Catena, a counterpart to the last sentence of the Armenian text has
probably been omitted, perhaps because it runs counter to the popular
Christological explanation of this verse. It is cited by Isocdad, who
added it to a passage of similar import taken from other sources.372
The first part of C is Procopius' abridged version of the text found in
catena fragment A. Procopius omitted the reference to the circumci-
sion here, but included it elsewhere, as an addition to a passage taken
from another catena fragment, Cat. 1306, which he located just after
the first part of C.373 Catena fragment B, cited in a slightly different
form by Procopius (second part of C), gives the two options discussed
by Eusebius, though the second one has been formulated in a way
that makes its possible Christological implications explicit, and Euse-
bius' negative conclusion is lacking. There are no indications that the
wording of fragment B could be Eusebius' own work. In fact, there is
something to be said in favour of the opinion that this fragment was
originally joined to Cat. 1301, which may be of Alexandrian origin.374
An important difference between the fragments A and D, on the one
hand, and fragment B, on the other, is the fact that B ascribes the
tradition mentioning the circumcision to 'a Hebrew', whereas A and D
give it as the opinion of Eusebius himself.
372
 Commentaire 1. Genèse, éd. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 176,23-28 (tr. VAN DEN
EYNDE, 190,22-27). The sources of this passage are the Diyarbakir commentary, a
source parallel to Theodore bar Koni, and (a tradition citing) the Greek.
373
 See PETIT, note a to Cat. 1305.
374
 Thus KAMESAR, Jerome, 155 n. 208. Note, however, that Procopius has no
counterpart to Cat. 1301.
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Diodore copies Eusebius' note on the reading of the Hebrew and
the Syrian, but he does not mention the term circumcision, and, unlike
the latter, follows the Christological interpretation. It should also be
mentioned here that lines 8-9 of Csl 208, not cited above, find a close
parallel in Cat. 1306, a catena fragment of uncertain authorship which
finds no counterpart in the Armenian text, but might be connected
with Eusebius.375 The text has not been cited above, as it does not put
the alternative reading in another light.
The question at issue. Eusebius explains that the Greek translation
is euphemistic; the expression used by the Syrian and the Hebrew refers
to Abraham's member. According to him, this supports the idea that
Abraham's servant had to swear by the circumcision, which is a sign
of the covenant God had made with Abraham. This view is probably
based ultimately on a Jewish tradition.376 If Cat. 1303 is indeed of
Alexandrian origin, Eusebius may have known this tradition from his
time in Alexandria or via Eusebius of Caesarea. Another possibility
is that he had already heard it in his youth from his Syriac-speaking
teachers in Edessa; it is, after all, also found in the commentary of
his contemporary Ephrem.377 The new element in Eusebius' comment
is the fact that he explicitly gives this interpretation a basis in the
reading of the Syrian and the Hebrew; in other words, he does not
want to pass on a tradition such as this without a philological basis.
The idea enjoyed considerable popularity among later Antiochene ex-
egetes, who may have based themselves either directly or indirectly on
Eusebius. It is found in Gennadius,378 John Chrysostom (who gives
ôaçûç as the reading of the Hebrew),379 and Theodoret.380 Moreover,
it is also recorded in the Diyarbakir commentary and Iso'dad,381 but
375
 Cat. 1306 is the fragment which follows the Eusebian fragment Cat. 1305
(A above) in most manuscripts. In the Sinai manuscript it has the lemma &XXu>c,
which may indicate that the author of the preceding fragment, Eusebius, was also
considered the author of this one; MS B, however, has ocXXoc and L and M ascribe
the text to Didymus. Diodore's use of Cat. 1306 may also be an indication of
Eusebius' authorship.
376
 Cf. TgPs-Jon ad loc. and GenR 59:8, ed. THEODOR-ALBBCK, 2, 636; Cat.
1303 and Jerome (Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 24:9, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 28-29)
explicitly attribute it to Jewish tradition.
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 Commentant in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 85,1-8 (tr. 70,8-17).
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 Edited by PETIT as Csl. 209.
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 Homiliae in Genesim 48.2, PG 54, 436,44-45 (rectify the reference in Gene-
sis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.).
380
 Quaestiones in Gen. 75, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÂENZ-BADILLOS, 69.
381
 Diyarbakir: ed. VAN ROMPAY, 89,27-29 (tr. 115,4-6); Iso'dad: the passage
mentioned in note 372 above.
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here Ephrem or one of these later Antiochenes may have served as an
intermediary.
Eusebius mentions yet another view, but only to reject it. There
are some who say that the servant has to swear by Abraham's member
because it refers to the posterity that was in Abraham. Eusebius attacks
this idea by taking it very literally; the posterity was not in him any
more, as Isaac had already been born. Though Eusebius does not
make explicit the Christological implications of the view he opposes,
his formulation seems to go further than the simple reference to the
power of generation we find in Philo and Origen,382 and it is clear
that Eusebius' comment does exclude the widespread Christological
interpretation of this verse.383
It is interesting to see that Diodore accepts Eusebius' information
on the reading of the Hebrew and the Syrian, but applies it differently:
he says the reproductive organ refers to God's blessing with regard to
the succession of generations when he established the covenant with
Noah and his descendants, and also received 'the sign of the covenant'.
Although Diodore must have in mind the circumcision here, he takes
the covenant in a wider sense than the covenant between God and
Abraham mentioned in Gen 17:10-14. He says that the sign indicated
that God would become incarnate from the seed of Abraham. Jerome
also follows the Christological interpretation. He accepts femur, 'thigh',
as a Latin translation in the Vulgate, but interprets this word as 'opera
nuptiarum' in one of his letters.384 On this basis, he can say that
the oath was taken 'by the seed of Abraham, that is, by Christ who
was destined to be born from him' (Thus the Quaestiones Hebraicae,
with a close parallel in the letter just mentioned). In the Quaestiones
Hebraicae, he also refers to the tradition that the servant swore 'on his
sanctification, that is, on his circumcision' as something 'the Hebrews
hand down'. In combination with his own explanation, this sentence
382
 Philo: Quaestiones in Genesim 4.86, Greek fragments: éd. PETIT, Quaes-
tiones, Fragmenta Graeca, 172-173 and Cat. 1304. Origen: Fragmenta in Psalmos
ad 44:4, PG 12, 1429B 1-11, and Commentaires inédits des Psaumes, ed. CADIOU,
78. The Christological explanation is a development of this idea, see KAMESAR,
Jerome, 153-154.
383
 This interpretation is given, among other places, in Cat. 1303 (fragment B
above) and Cat. 1301; Diodore, Csl. 208 (fragment E above); Severus of Anti-
och's Homiliae Cathédrales 51, Greek fragment: éd. PETIT, Cat. 1302; Isidore of
Pelusium, Epistula 1.43, PG 78, 209AB, also preserved in Csl. 207; and Jerome,
as quoted above in note 376 and in Epistula 65.10, ed. HILBBRG, 1 (CSEL 54),
627-628. See also the references in KAMESAR, Jerome, 154 n. 204.
384
 Epistula 65.10, éd. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL 54), 627,18.
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might be taken as an implicit reaction to Eusebius, as it can be
interpreted as a suggestion that Eusebius' information on the Hebrew
has nothing to do with the text of the Hebrew Bible itself. However, the
formulation is close to Cat. 1303 (fragment B above); as this may be
his source, it cannot be ascertained whether Jerome did have Eusebius'
comment in mind when writing these lines.385
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants. The lemma in the Armenian text, which cites also from verse
3, follows the Armenian Bible, except that it has lAuumiuià- instead of
jUuuifiLuuä-, a form which is, however, also attested in the tradition of
the Armenian Bible. The reading as a whole also agrees more or less
with the Septuagint, but note the choice of the word fc^uA^, whose
primary meaning is meaning 'loins', and the use of the plural 'heav-
ens'. On the basis of its role in the comment, the element iov [ATjpov
can be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest of his text remains
uncertain.
The alternative readings. The text states that the Syrian and the
Hebrew speak about the male parts; it does not state that their reading
is toû otvÔpôç to texvoitoiôv opyocvov. The words used in the Hebrew text
and in the Peshitta, "]T and K"-»» respectively, have strong connotations
of being the base of the procreative organs, unlike the Greek word
fiT)poc. The term *"-»> is used in translations to render not only vanoc,
but also ôa<pû<;.386 "Moreover, we have just seen that this explanation
of K'-JJ is given explicitly for this passage in the Syriac exegetical
tradition, even by a writer such as Ephrem, who cannot have been
influenced by the later Antiochenes. For these reasons, an opposition
between the Peshitta and Eusebius' Eûpoç, posited by Field,387 cannot
be upheld. Eusebius' knowledge of the reading of the Hebrew may have
been based on the recentiores—at least if John Chrysostom's 'Eßpoüoc
reading ôaçûç reflects any of these—, he may have used an informant,
or he may simply have grafted the interpretation of the Hebrew onto
his knowledge of the Peshitta. As we have seen, a knowledge of the
tradition that Abraham's servant had to swear by the circumcision,
combined with a growing critical attitude towards traditions such as
385
 The possibility that Jerome reacts to Eusebius is suggested by KAMESAR,
Jerome, 154-155, followed by HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 16 and 184-
185. However, KAMESAR, ibidem (with note 208) also mentions the possibility that
Jerome used Cat. 1303. In my opinion, the two possibilities may be mutually
exclusive.
389
 See PAYNE SMITH, Thesaurus I, 1350 s.v.^», K^».
387
 Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, Ixxviii.
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these, led Eusebius to check the readings of the Hebrew and the Syrian;
the tradition is not the source of the information itself.
XLI. Ad Gen 24:31
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1343 (gloss)
<EùXojTf]Wç xûpiof>. 'AxûXocç- «E6XoyT)(ji.év£a xópi£» tvoc ni gatTjxocç IÇw.
< . . . >fc «EûXoyT]fiévÊc 6uo xuplou».
a
 sic prob, le.ge.ndum editor putat; eufTpéve cod. \ b hic lacunam suspicor \ ° sic
prob, legendum editor putat; eùXofT)[j.s cod.
Blessed (be) the Lord — Aquila: '(You,) blessed Lord' — , to what end
are you staying outside? < . . . > '(You) who are blessed by the Lord.'
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 113r 23-24, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1343; Mnc 113r
24-26 (PG 87.1, 404C 9-12)
To Sa EùXojr}toç xûpioç, Ivo. -ci ifat/jxac ïÇu>; TO 'Eßpoüxöv lye.i- «r\ù\ojr\-
JXÉVOÇ Û7CO XUptOU».
Oötco xal tö fi£T£fi£Aij0rj xal â>p-[ia9r) àrcô 'Eßpoüxoö -cûuou lp(jir|V£u9àv
•cpa^écoç voà-cat.
s For thé (expression) 'Blessed (be) the Lord, to what end are you staying
outside?', the Hebrew has: '(Be) blessed by the Lord'. Likewise, when
the (expressions) he repented and he grew angry were translated from Gen 6:6 «'
the Hebrew model, they were (only) roughly understood. Num 25:3 etc-
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 71,668-670
nuil.jnj ƒ?£ «IkLpÇtjbiiJL f tpi [^ "l-t'p Ijiuu uipuim^nj», Utunpjib
Instead of saying 'Blessed (be) the Lord, why are you staying outside?',
the Syrian says: 'Blessed by the Lord'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian text is clear and without problems.
It is difficult to determine whether some of Eusebius' Greek wording
has been preserved in A or B . Text A is a corrupted gloss in catena
manuscript L, which gives the reading of Aquila and another one, where
I assume that the attribution has been left out. It is not impossible
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that this is Eusebius' Eupoç reading, as it would make a good Vorlage
of the Armenian Ui^^fcu/^ /i Sfciun.lit, but the same holds true for the
reading Procopius attributes to the Hebrew. The differences between
the two are found in the aspect of the participle, and in the fact that the
Catena gives a vocative and Procopius a nominative; the translation
of these forms into Armenian, however, would be identical. Even the
form eùXoyT)jjL£v£ rcocpàc xuptou, found as a gloss in some manuscripts of
the third type,388 is a possible Vorlage of the Armenian. The remark
added by Procopius, which refers to two well-known anthropomorphic
expressions, does bring to mind the use of the same combination of
texts in the last lines of Cat. 632, considered above under fragment xxv
as text A, lines 12-14. However, this can hardly serve as an argument
for the Eusebian authorship of the whole passage, not least because the
authorship of precisely this part of Cat. 632 is uncertain. Isocdad also
juxtaposes the Syrian and the Greek,389 but it cannot be determined
whether he was stimulated to do so by Eusebius' commentary.
The question at issue. This fragment is part of a series of short
remarks which give paraphrases or alternative readings for some verses
of Gen 24. The expression eoXoyTj-coc xùpioç is not very clear in this
context, unless understood as 'blessed be the Lord who has sent you
here'.390 Eusebius solves the problem by giving the reading of the
Syrian, which fits the context better, especially if understood as a
vocative.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants. The quotation of Gen 24:31 in the Armenian text follows the
Septuagint. On two points it deviates from the Armenian Bible: it
has pi"tk*p instead of the word ij/i* which is inspired by ïva but has
approximately the same meaning as pinjf/» and ^  reads unp^tu^uit/i,
whereas the Armenian Bible has tmpClitu/^ mhmn.'b. The translator of
Eusebius could not adopt the latter reading, as it means 'blessed by the
Lord': the genitive mbuinli makes the Lord logical subject (agens) of
the clause. On the basis of its role in the comment and its attestation in
Procopius and the Armenian translation, the phrase euXoyritoc xùpioç
can be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest of his text remains
uncertain.
388
 See Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc. and PETIT, note a to Cat.
1343.
389
 Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VosTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 178,1-3 (tr. VAN DEN
EYNDE, 191,30-32).
390
 Thus WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 358.
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The alternative reading. The Sùpoç reading lÀLp^Uw^p Sbuinüi^ and
its possible Greek counterparts can be considered translations of the
Peshitta reading r .^'ta.t oj^ia, '(you,) blessed one of the Lord'.
XLII. Ad Gen 24:50
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1350 (attributed to ô Eûpoç)
'O Sûpoç- «Où SuvT)aó(X£0a eiitetv T) xaXöv r\ xaxóv».
The Syrian (says): 'We shall not be able to say a good or a bad (thing).'
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 113r 27-28, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1350 (PG 87.1,
403C 17-18, Latin)
To ôè 'Avtzintiv XO.XÓV xaXû>a, à Sùpoç <pr|civ «Où ÔuvT)aojJL£0a ditslv r\
xaXöv f) xaxóv».
a
 xaxö ed. (mendum typographicum)
(For) the (expression) to say a bad (thing) in answer to a good (one),
the Syrian says: 'We shall not be able to say a good or a bad (thing).'
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 71,674-677
« '/<i/iiii(iii|iiiii'/[Ji <ii/ini!i>a l^iupuîli li Puj^nitlj ' tnkujrLbfc fc^ ^puji/Zuliij.
uyjj., Jfc^ n^ lfujpki£p >«"/' ifinjuujliujlj pujptnj ujubi>>: Uiunfifîb u/ut •'£_
Ifuifikiflp unil,i ^uip Ifujifpujpfi:
a
 supplevit editor
Laban and Bethuel answer<ed>: 'This command came from the Lord;
5 we cannot say a bad (thing) for a good (one). ' The Syrian says: 'We
cannot say a bad or a good (thing).'
Discussion
Textual tradition. Although the attribution to Eusebius of Emesa in
the catena fragment has been left out, it is clear that the Greek texts
correspond to the text preserved in the Armenian translation. The
latter still has a long lemma. A problem is the fact that the Armenian
text displays the order bad-good in the reading of the Syrian, whereas
the Greek texts put the word 'good' in the first place. It would seem
likely that the order in the Armenian text has been adapted to the
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order in the Septuagint, which is cited just before the reading of the
Syrian.
The question at issue. This fragment is part of a series of short
remarks which give paraphrases or alternative readings for some verses
of Gen 24. The reading of the Septuagint here is not ambiguous.
Eusebius may have wanted to give the reading of the Syrian as an
alternative, as it expresses more clearly a certain powerlessness when
confronted with God's will than the more positive assent of the Sep-
tuagint. John Chrysostom391 gives the reading où 6uvr)ao[xe0a àviEticelv
xaxöv f\ xaXóv—as do some Septuagint manuscripts392—and para-
phrases: ''H ÔiT|YT]atç aou, tpï)ai, ôetxvuaiv ôXov xfjc xoü 9eoü olxovofjuac
yefev^fiévov. Mf) -coivuv vo^juaflc ^fjuxç ivavnoüaOou lolç iG> 9ea> oó^aaiv
oùôè yàp olóv te toüto rcap' f|[J.öv yevéaoai.'
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants. The lemma in the Armenian translation is a rendering of the
Septuagint with some simplifications (it does not render elrcav or oov
aot; the future tense of ouvrjaofjieOa is not rendered). Its first part follows
the Armenian Bible, but its second part differs in some respects from
it. The Armenian Bible reads h mkiunlik ^ibri (probably reflecting the
word Ttpaffjia, found in some LXX manuscripts) uyij., L ('and', for ouv?)
Jb^ nt_ IfuifilsJjt (present indicative, which agrees with the Armenian
Eusebius against the Septuagint) {m^mn mf/ ('against', 'contrary', a
slightly more accurate rendering of av-ct in àvm-rcâv than i/m/Hni/imf/)
fii^ {i"r wu^i FT1"*/- ^n *^e basis of its role in the comment, the
element ocvTeirceïv xaxóv xaXö can be established as Eusebius' reading.
The rest of his readings remain uncertain.
The alternative reading. The Eûpoç reading Où ôuvT)oopi£0oc eïrceïv f]
xaXóv f| xaxóv corresponds with the Syriac expression ^L«
 V.»->T -a red
re"am»= OK* re'Vva^ vd vMrcisA, which is the reading of the majority of
Peshitta manuscripts. The absence of a counterpart to v>A is a simpli-
fication which Eusebius also applied to the reading of the Septuagint.
The Peshitta manuscript 5bl has two variants here. The reading twrci.i
for •fcareizA, which it shares with 17a7.8 and which is probably sec-
ondary, could also be translated into Greek as eliteiv; thus it cannot
be determined with certainty what Eusebius read in his Syriac Bible.
The other variant has to do with word order; 5bl reads OK' rt)s*i=>
This is the order of the Hebrew text, and probably also of the
391
 Homiliae in Genesim 48.5, PG 54, 442,7-11.
392
 They do so 'under Hebrew influence of some kind', according to WEVERS,
Notes on Genesis, 368.
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original text of the Peshitta: the order in all other manuscripts has
been adapted to the more usual one.393 The Greek text of Eusebius'
Sûpoç reading does not agree with 5bl in this respect. The Armenian
does, but as explained above, this is not likely to have been the order
of Eusebius' Syriac Bible.
XLIII. Ad Gen 24:63
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 113r 1-4, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1363 (PG 87.1, 401B
12-17)
To 5a 'EffjjAoev aooAso^rjaat eic TO neSiov npoç oet'Arçç, ó Supoç Xéyer
à 'laaàx ocitö TÏ)Ç àpoûpaç» xai «fjXSev Toaàx ex nfjç yfjç xai
SeiXrp. 'O ôà 'Eßpoüoc, tô aSoAeo^rjaai «TtaîJfai» <pï)ar xal 10
xai Tïiv yfiv o(Aoiwç Xéyei.
5
 (For) thé (expression) Towards evening, he went out into the plain to
chat, the Syrian says: 'Isaac was coming from the field'—and 'Isaac
came from the land'—'and it is evening.' Now the Hebrew says (for) to
chat 'to play'; and he says 'estate' and 'land' in the same way.
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 72,678-682
{ 72 ) «ÜL l,| Ui i i \ in l | i^puiiûiini.^ Ji i | i i i jn i | l l i plirL bpblju»: LhunjiffU muf u.
iij-t; p"{/3 ff^puii-uunL^M fuiurjui^i;: UL kpfiuijbgJAi uyut d tlju
,£tuij«jji ijij.fcij£^ L. qkpljph Etufbnilj'ijnjUui^u uiu^:
And towards evening, Isaac went out to amuse himself on the plain.
5
 The Syrian says: 'And Isaac was coming from the field', but to amuse
himself is 'to play'. And the Hebrew says: 'And Isaac came from the
land', for.he says the word 'area' and 'land' in the same way.
393
 In expressions like this one, the order good-bad is found six times in the
Hebrew text of Genesis (2:9,17; 3:5,22; 31:24,29; for other books, in which the
situation is not much different, see the enumeration in TROMMIUS, Nederlandsche
Concordantie l, 334a s.v. goet/goede). The reverse order is only found here in this
book. The text of TgNeof has also been adapted to the usual order here.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. It is clear that the Armenian translator had the same
words in his Greek model as those which can be found in Procopius,
but the order differs considerably, and the Armenian text has no
counterpart to the words xod Ttapecra SetXT). The Armenian text can
best be explained from the somewhat more difficult Greek one. The
translator may have considered it difficult to ascribe two comparable
readings, each consisting of a complete sentence, to the Syrian, whereas
only some details are attributed to the Hebrew. As one of these details
concerns the word yfj, he may have concluded that the reading which
contains that word must be the reading of the Hebrew. This left him
with the phrase xod rcapscm 8£iXr), which would make the pair consisting
of readings of the Hebrew and the Syrian quite uneven. He may have
left it out for this reason. Another problem for him may have been the
interpretation of etSoXea^fjaoci. He adopted the translation ^puinAini.f,
'to amuse himself', perhaps from his Armenian Bible. This translation
is very close to the alternative reading TtoûÇou, which may have led him
to give it as a paraphrase, just after the reading of the Syrian.
The question at issue. This fragment is part of a series of short
remarks which give paraphrases or alternative readings for some verses
of Gen 24. The problem which Eusebius may have wished to solve here
is either the fact that the Greek text says that Isaac went out into
the plain, whereas it tells us in verse 62 that Isaac, who 'was living in
the land which was towards the south', 'was going through the desert',
or the statement that he went into the plain towards evening. The
alternative readings given by Eusebius suggest that Isaac was coming
home from the fields, which seems more appropriate. The reading xocl
roxpecm SelXT) may have been meant as a more precise determination of
the moment, or even a correction of the Septuagint's rcpoc Ô£ÎXT|ç, which
is a rather vague term, meaning 'afternoon'.394
Eusebius also deals with the word ocSoXec^fjaai, which may be meant
as 'to meditate' in the Septuagint, but which has the sense of 'talking
idly' in classical Greek. From Philo onwards, exegetes have been at
pains to give this passage a more positive meaning, thus indicating
that the word a5oX£cx.ew was not immediately clear. Usually they
explain that Isaac is going to meditate or to speak with God, that
394
 On this expression, cf. WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 372, with further refer-
ences.
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is, to pray.395 Thus Origen says Isaac is going uepl xwv Öeicov ofjuXelv,
and indicates that Scripture now calls (the verb ôvo[xàÇo> is used) this
activity aSoXeo^fjaoci.396 Elsewhere, he explains that there is a kind of
ocooXeavjoc, probably understood as 'conversation', which is not fyzx.ir\,
'blameworthy'.397 Jerome, who translates the Greek word as exerceri
(as the Vetus Latina), gives the Hebrew as et egressus est Isaac, ut
loqueretur in agro déclinante iam vespera, and explains that this means
that Isaac, who was a type of the Lord, went out to pray alone 'at
the ninth hour or before sunset'—which seems earlier than Eusebius'
uapea-ci bs.Ckr\—, just as the Lord prayed alone on the mountain (cf. Mc
6:46).398 The Targumim all say Isaac went out to pray, and in Rabbinic
tradition, this place is adduced when it is said that Isaac had instituted
the nnjD riVon.399 It is difficult to say which meaning Eusebius attached
to the word àôoXea^fjoai. I have adopted the translation 'to chat' in
my rendering of the Greek text, as it indicates a less formal way of
speaking, but leaves open the possibility of a positive interpretation.
Eusebius' alternative for aSoXeo^fjaou, mxlÇou, 'to play (a game)', seems
hardly capable of rousing the same enthusiasm as the interpretations
mentioned above. If Eusebius knew these, which is not altogether
improbable, he must have had strong reasons to give another one.
Finally, Eusebius says the Hebrew word which is rendered as ueOtov
can be used for ^wplov—which here has the meaning of 'fields', 'rural
area'—and yfj, thereby giving some support to the two translations
current among the Syrians.
Quotation from the Septuagint. Procopius' quotation of the Septu-
agint omits the word JCQÜ at the beginning, the subject Isaac, and the
article TO after rcpoc. The first two details are simplifications on the part
395
 See La Genèse, tr. HARL, 204-205 note ad loc., and HAYWARD, Jerome's
Hebrew Questions, 187-188.
396
 See the fragment on Gen 24:63, éd. PETIT, Cat. 1364.
397
 See the fragment on Ps 118:15 edited in La Chaîne palestinienne sur le
Psaume 118, ed. HARL, 1 (SC 189), 212.
398
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 24:62-63, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 30. Cf. the Vulgate:
et egressus fuerat ad meditandum in agro, inclinata iam die.
39
 Cf., among other places, bBer. 26b. See further HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew
Questions, 188. His suggestion that Jerome based himself on Rabbinic traditions,
not least because of the reference to the hour of prayer, is not impossible, but it
should be noted that all necessary data could be found in Greek sources current
in Christian circles: Philo adds the words xocl I6i<x£n 6e£ to the verb aSoXsax^ in
a paraphrase (Legum Allegoriae 3.43), and Origen does the same with the words
1$ fletp (fragment on Ps 118:15 mentioned in note 397); the mention of the ninth
hour as the hour of prayer is found in Act 3:1, cf. also Josephus, Antiquitates 14.65
(offerings take place Ttpcot TE xod Ttepl iv<x-cr)V £pav).
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of Eusebius or Procopius, the last may be a variant, shared by some
other Greek manuscripts. The Armenian text does not enable us to
determine whether the Vorlage of the translator did not read -co. The
fact that it is more complete with regard to the other two points may
be the work of the translator. His rendering of the text agrees with
the Armenian Bible, even in the choice of a verb with the meaning 'to
amuse oneself', which, as we have seen above, was perhaps too close to
Eusebius' alternative reading.400 However, there can be no doubt that
aSoXeo^fjaou etc TO rceOlov was Eusebius' reading. The rest of his text
remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. The Sûpoç reading TJPX610 ô 'laaàx &TIÓ
Tfjç àpoûpaç differs from the Peshitta's .^Vr...-. . . . &Mja*rt jiaio on one
point: the fact that it supposes a reading rdAm» or txllni» ^a. No such
variant is attested in the tradition of the Peshitta. The expression r\pyzio
&TCÓ may be considered a rendering of «a>, though the Greek imperfect
suggests perhaps rather rfom .nai; apoupoc is a good translation of
rC \m», given also in fragment XLVII below. If the reading •i'jXGev 'laotax
lx. ifjç yfjç is indeed intended as a second rendering of the Syrian, it
may have been meant partially as an alternative (and indeed better)
translation of .OAI. With regard to ix ifjç yfjç, however, It would also
be possible to assume that he had seen a different substantive (r^irt
perhaps) in another Syriac text; the word ix gives rise to the same
problem as ôcuo in the first reading. The expression xoc't uapeaxi oetXT]
finds no literal counterpart in any Peshitta manuscript, yet one might
view it as a free, but accurate, rendering of the Peshitta's •*•• ~*+ «^->
'at eventide', if the translation was indeed meant specifically to correct
the much vaguer Greek expression upoc ôetXTiç, which is, as we have
seen above, much vaguer. As a 'Eßpoüoc reading, ï'jXGev Taocàx ix xfjç yfjc
(xa't rcàpÊcm SstXr)) would be no less problematic. The corresponding
Hebrew text as we know it runs any mJoV men . . . pra1 «xni, 'And
Isaac went out . . . in the fields at evenfall.'
The translation of the hapax legomenon nwh is uncertain. On the
basis of verse 65 one would incline towards a translation close to the
Peshitta's oa\cn=»A.401 Many other proposals have been made, but as
far as I can see, Eusebius' 'Eßpaloc reading rcouCai in fact only finds a
'° Zeytunian reads / 'umfm/i and ij fniumi'iil.j, but the forms UuiSiulj and f_pu»uiini/
are also attested in the tradition of the Armenian Bible. There is no difference in
meaning between the two verbs.
11
 Thus KOBHLER-BAUMGARTNER, Hebräisches und Aramäisches Lexikon 4,
1223a s.v. mto.
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parallel in the way aSoXsaxrjaat is translated in Isocdad,402 that is, as
, 'to amuse himself', and in the Armenian Bible. Aquila reads
i, Symmachus XaXfjoai.403 It seems that Eusebius' source must
have been an informant, who may have based the rendering uoùÇai
on a perceived connection with pnto. The pi'el of this verb is often
translated this way in the Greek Bible.
Eusebius also remarks that the Hebrew says ^copîov and f f j in the
same way. The word used here in our Hebrew text is mw, which the
Septuagint translates with âcypoç in the majority of cases (210), and
with Tteolov in another large group of instances (82) .404 The word -^r\
is not a very obvious translation of mitf, but it is not impossible, and
is indeed found in eight cases in the Septuagint; -^piov, on the other
hand, is never used in the LXX, but the related word x^Pa) which is
found there once, happens to be Aquila's translation of miz? here in
Gen 24:63 and in most other cases.405 Eusebius may have used an
informant, or he may have based his interpretation of the Hebrew on
the readings of the Syrian.
XLIV. Ad Gen 25:31
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1417 (no attribution)
Ol 'louSoüot (paai Ttpanotoxov elvou TOV 'laxtoß- itpâhoç yap èv xoiXla
raXàrce-cou ó ôetkepoç yevvcijievoc.
The Jews say that Jacob was the first-born; for he who is the second
to be begotten, is the first to be formed in the belly.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 115v 1-4; 11-12; Mnc 115v 12-13, ed. Petit, ad
Cat. 1417 (PC 87.1, 411/412 3-6, 12-15; Latin)
'AKÓOOU artpepov ra npunoióxió, aov è[j,oi. \Apoc fàp f|8ûvaxo npcoióioxoc
yevéaôai; 'AXXà ôfjXov <bç eùXoyT)[j,évoi fjaav ol Tipcoióioxoi, xal tö
402
 Iso'dad cites the Greek without further comment: Commentaire 1. Genèse,
éd. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 178,16-17 (tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 192,12-13).
403
 See Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc., and Cat. 1363.
404
 See Dos SANTOS, Expanded Index, 198 s.v. mto. Fourteen other translations
make up another 28 cases.
405
 All instances are enumerated in RsiDER-TuRNER, Index to Aquila, 257-258
s.v. xu>P°<; other translations are &YP<k and ac-|-pioc, ibidem, 4.
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toû TcpwtoTÓxou è'up.â'co. Aießr] TOÎVUV èui TÖV 'laxoäß, tvoc -co aitéppia aihoû
ci>ç rcpoKOTOXou ttfiätai. . . .
Kal éccp' &v rcape)(wpï]ae 5ià çaxov, èSEiÇev eùXoycoç aTtoaiepoujJievoc. s
'louôaîoi ôé cpaci uptototoxov elvai xóv 'laxcoß- rcpâStoç yap Iv xotXiçt
TtXatietai ô ôeikepoç •yevvcofj.evoç.
SeiJ today your birthrights to me. Could he indeed become the first-
born? Rather, it is clear that the first-borns were blessed, and that
the offspring of the first-born was honoured. Well then, (the rights) 10
passed to Jacob in order that his offspring would be honoured as (the
offspring) of a first-born. . . .
And he showed he was deprived with good reason of (the rights) he
gave up because of a lentil (dish). Now the Jews say that Jacob was
the first-born; for he who is the second to be begotten, is the first to is
be formed in the belly.
C. ARMENIAN: ed Hovhannessian 73,730-74,747
« t h i l l , 'Oni!|iii| | > l j U m i l l , i j i i i A l l l l l l i l l l j i l i i k n i | l l l l l l | l l | i l i l l l | | l l l l l l l | l l l |d|ll I l l l , |tn»:
DL itui"pP t/1 mjiij.t.p *liJUJ iiîbrj.fitiîiijilf jjîîifcj. fcj?t Jlujtn ƒ"''/ ( ' ^  ) t If
utbn.ntuUhLj>b luin^lifcuiip /,ƒ//! li ljujLwb niliij jiinliljiiiijli ufiutnni^fi, /ƒ/"»''
injttHtthli nihn nillllllili hllii'lili lliu itntlinil i> iiilttiiiililit an i f f i i i f l l / j UnnuJ
qiULUJffli. j>ujUifji fibjfli (1 71) jni/irj jini'/i/jiii ƒ<//.'/!/, /i jinr]ujgni.guîiik[nijli
ijiiiiîh nuufujljii' jfifiun.fi ftulf juyin inji i i i j i fc/?t J^^pli jfa-P^k 'LPWSl'
liuljilpiuliljiiijtlKli^li, qji IL juin inf ,1'nili '/";;'' iii/.imi///,|i <Jni/ |inJ ƒ• ƒ«'.
ii//iiiiji(/n//iiu|<//jiiii(j' mJfj/i iyiii/iijjiiri/i/|iii^/|n'/i/i, finjij uiulfuijli LhuinnLUjfr l.\>
<ij.n><j^j iiinliijauïlifi jnpni^uijti^t' np jkinnjli ifliujli^i: lAy^ UJfi
uibrf.puIUnL iiijli uiufi' np 'liiiijiili u'liiiiliji:
a
 supplevit editor
Jacob said to Esau: 'Sell me today your birthrights. ' And could he
become the first-born? Rather, it is clear that first-borns were blessed
and that the offspring of first-borns was honoured; for that reason i5
the birthright passed to Jacob, in order that his offspring would be
honoured as (the offspring) of a first-born. Did Jacob not think about
Esau, that he deprived the elder (brother)? (No, it happened) because
(Esau) himself, by giving up the birthright because of the lentil (dish),
justly made it clear that he himself was deprived of the birthright by 20
himself; for even before this, Jacob had seen that he bore the birthright
unworthily. Nevertheless it was God who directed (the affairs).406 The
Or: 'made (Jacob) prosperous'.
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Jews say that Jacob was the first-born; for he who is born later, is the
fir<s>t to be formed in the belly. Among us, however, he who is born
25 first is called 'first-born'.
D. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1418 (attributed to Diodore)
'AvàÇioç T"JV TÖV TtpcoTotoxlcov ó 'Haaü, ßlov ocyptw-cEpov Cov, xal Xuiuov
TOÙÇ yevvriaavtac.
Esau was unworthy of the birthrights, as he lived a wilder life, and
grieved his parents.
E. ISOCDAD: éd. Vosté- Van den Eynde, Genèse, 181,20-28
or*' . . v
: iruso
r\™^ A
K'ocn ,tnoX>
Sell me your birthright. Could Jacob become the first-born? Rather, it
is clear that because first-borns are blessed and the first-born offspring
honoured, (that) for that reason the birthright passes to Jacob, in
order that (his offspring) will be honoured as a first-born. Did Jacob
not know that he deprived Esau from a great honour in taking the
birthright from him? However, by the fact that Esau consented to give
up the birthright for lentils, he justified it for Jacob that it rightly
passed to (the latter) and was justly withdrawn from (the former).
Nevertheless, God was the one who arranged these things.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Catena quotes only one sentence from Eusebius'
comment. Procopius gives a longer quotation in two parts. A remark
that God is the cause of these affairs is found in a piece from another
author which he had already quoted before this fragment.407 This may
have been a reason for him to leave out Eusebius' statement of this idea.
There are no important differences between the Greek lines preserved
and the Armenian text. Note that both the Armenian translation and
I§ocdad interpreted ôccp' ov as 'by the fact that', which is not impossible,
though one would not have expected the plural &v. Iso'dad does not
Mnc 115r 19-20 (PC? 87.1, 409/410A 29-30, Latin).
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give the last lines of Eusebius' text, but apart from that, his version is
more or less complete. He has no counterpart, however, of the sentence
ij^ i L juin-ui^ j>wti . . . qufhr^fiuAilfntpliLiiu, lines 8-9 (21-22) in the
Armenian text, and he reformulates the preceding words. On the other
hand, his version of the sentence concerning Jacob's knowledge in lines
3-4 (10-12) would seem better than that in the Armenian text.
The question at issue. Eusebius is trying to elucidate the expression
'selling one's right as the first-born'. It is not possible actually to
become the first-born, but the blessing and the honour which are
usually given to the first-born can pass to a younger brother. Jacob got
the birthright with a view to the position of his offspring. Furthermore,
Eusebius explains that there was no question of dishonesty on the level
of the relations between the two brothers; as Esau had shown that he
did not deserve the birthright,408 Jacob would not have been mean if
he had devised the plan to take it away himself; yet he did not devise
such a plan: it was God who arranged these affairs. Eusebius knows
that another solution to these problems is known among the Jews:
Jacob was really the first-born, as he was the first to be formed in the
womb. Eusebius distances himself from this idea by saying that it is
not the view 'among us', and perhaps also by ascribing it explicitly
to the Jews, whereas he uses the term 'a Hebrew' or 'Hebrews' when
he gives details concerning the language or certain interpretations of
words.409
Quotations from the Septuagint. Like many Septuagint manuscripts,
the quotation in Procopius does not give the word [ioi. The citation
in the Armenian text is identical to the text of the Armenian Bible,
which suggests a reading with jiot, but without ejxol. Eusebius' reading
cannot be established.
The alternative reading. This fragment does not contain an alter-
native reading, but a tradition, ascribed to 'the Jews', that Jacob was
really the first-born, as they have another definition of what this means.
This idea was indeed known in the circles of Rabbinic Jewry.410
38
 Cf. Ephrem, Commenta™ in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 86,23-27 (tr. 72,2-6).
409
 On the use of these terms, cf. page 54 above.
410
 GenR 63:8 (ed. THEODOR-ALBECK, 2, 688) tells that the first drop of semen
went to Jacob, and that the one who went in first, came out last. Cf. also Rashi ad
Gen 25:26.
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XLV. Ad Gen 26:33
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 118r 31-118v 3 (PC 87.1, 417A 1-4)
Aià TOÛTO ôè èxâXsae, <pr\al, <ovofj.a>a tfj Tto'Aa $péap öpxou. '0 Ôè
Sûpoç oùx lyv. z?j KOXei, àXX' où6è èv ifj xatac^éaet eûpiaxEtai rcoXiç ouït»)
jcaXoufiiviy tóitou totvuv T\V ÖVOJJKX, âuel [ir)§£ uoXiç fjv èxsl.
" supplevi
For that reason, he says, he called <the name> of the city 'Well of the
Oath'. Now the Syrian does not have 'of the city'; nay, in the Possession
(i.e., the Promised Land), a city thus called is not even found. Well
then, it was the name of a place, since there was no city there.
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 75,766-770
H.uuuL nijliniijili l^iijliiiiji i j i i i /nn/ i ^uirjui^JfU £p$np t^uj ifiiîli. J^tli^li gujjuuiip
iliinfiiiliuillji: tSujunpffb jjfiuj' j>inrjiuj>[i, uy^ fiH^ I'pf^ ƒ• liuiinmibu fiïij^ nip
iij !ƒ [iini/;^i||i .piiiipii.fi /i ii/j ' / iuj/. n Ijiij IHIJI:
For that reason, he called the name of the city 'Well of the Oath', (as
it is called) to this day. Now in the Syrian it does not say 'of the city',
but: 'as in the possessions',411 where a city is not found (which) is thus
called.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian text can best be explained from the
Greek text as preserved by Procopius. The translator expected to find
the reading of the Syrian after the word &XXa, and seems to have read
œç or dbael instead of où6é. The negation he gives at the end may be
based on the (xr)5e of the last phrase of Procopius, which is not otherwise
represented in his text.
The question at issue. The problem Eusebius would seem to have,
is that he had not expected to find a certain $pé<xp ôpxou, 'Well of
the Oath', being mentioned as a city. In his opinion there was no such
city in the Possession (the area which was promised to Abraham in
411
 I am not sure whether the Armenian translator has understood xatàaxeotç as
an expression for the Promised Land (for this translation, cf. LAMPE, Lexicon, 722b
s.v. xaTàaxEotç)- The Armenian form should probably be understood as a plural;
only then it can be read as a locative. The translation remains uncertain.
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Gen 15:7). It can only be the name of a place, he says, and he claims
the support of the Syrian for this opinion. Yet he does not give the
reading of the Syrian, but says only that it does not read 'city'. It
should be noted that two LXX manuscripts read TOO tórcou, and that
the whole d group has too torcou ixetvou. Though these readings may
have come into existence under influence of the parallel in Gen 21:31
(if not this comment itself), they possibly show that Eusebius was
not the only one who thought the word rcoXtc to be difficult here, as
only the use of the expression toü tórcou (Ixelvou) was copied from
this parallel verse. Eusebius does not deal with the two most obvious
problems of verse 32 and 33: the fact that the Septuagint, unlike the
Hebrew and Syriac texts, says that Isaac's slaves did not find water,
and the fact that Beersheba had already got its name for other reasons
in Gen 21:30-31.412
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek text does not yield
variants; the omission of ovofjux would seem to be accidental. The
Armenian translation follows the Greek rather than the Armenian
Bible in saying //n?'."»/ qufunfij instead of t ufiinfo, and in giving the
word ^uirp/^/A without a demonstrative pronoun; the Armenian Bible
has ^uiijui^fii nijiiiljili (tfj TCÓXEI axetvT)). There is no reason to doubt
that Eusebius read 8ià loû-co èxàXeaE(v) ôvofxa ifj rcóXei $péap opxou with
LXX*.
The alternative readings. Eusebius' remark that the Syrian does not
contain the expression -cfj rcóXei finds no evident support in any Peshitta
manuscript. All read K*i\,vi.-\ mznx. here, which can be translated as 'the
name of the city'. In the first part of this verse neither the Septuagint
nor the Peshitta read 'of the city', but it seems rather far-fetched to
assume a case of parablepsis. Yet it is possible that Eusebius used the
Peshitta. Unlike the word noXic (or the Syriac K'&U*.-«, a very usual
word for city), the Peshitta's nrtu'io also has the meanings of village or
412
 On these issues Jerome, Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 26:32-33, éd. ANTIN-
LAGARDE, 33-34, who follows the Hebrew, 'with whose meaning Aquila and Sym-
machus also agree', with regard to the finding of water. He does not deny that
this place was the Beersheba of Gen 21, but explains the new etymology as a pun
on the old name. Isaac did not pronounce a sin but a sigma, 'id est hebraeum
samech'; thus the meaning of the name becomes 'Well of Abundance' (in fact,
one should read a sin for this interpretation). Cf. also the Vulgate. The tradition
of this pronunciation has indeed been preserved in the Greek reading of Aquila,
TtXriajjiovT), and in the reading ^_=œi= of the Peshitta, which reads ^-»i- elsewhere;
cf. Iso'dad, Commentaire 1. Genèse, éd. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 182,20-22 (tr.
VAN DEN EYNDE, 196,21-23).
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hamlet,413 and farm or field. If Eusebius did indeed refer to a reading
r<"J^-io, it must be assumed that he sought to make his point stronger
by simply denying that the Syrian could be interpreted as 'city' instead
of giving the nuances of the Syriac word.414
XLVI. Ad Gen 26:35415
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1441 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
'O Supoç oux e^£i èpiÇovaai, àXX' «oùx süapeatoüaou», àvd toù' eptôi xal
cpiXov£ixia Ttàv-ca noiouaai. 'O yàp {Sûpoç xoù}a 'Eßpoüoc «uapopyiÇouaai»
lXet.
a
 haec verba delenda esse editor censet; vide lectionem Procopii
The Syrian does not have quarreling, but 'not being agreeable', in the
s sense of 'doing everything with strife and contentiousness'; the Hebrew,
however, has 'provoking to anger'.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 118v 4-6, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1441 (PG 87.1,
417/418A 5-7, Latin)
Kai fjaav èpiÇouaai iy\ TsjSócxa. 'O Eùpoç OÙ^OUTGOÇ àXX' «oùx auapsatoü-
aai», ó 8à 'Eßpaioc «TtapopyîÇouaou». Kai Ttwç yap où itapcopytÇov, uàvca
itoioûaai cpiXoveixlçc;
And they were quarreling with Rebecca. The Syrian (does) not (read)
5 thus, but 'not being agreeable'; the Hebrew, however, (has) 'provoking
to anger'. For how did they not also provoke anger, doing everything
with contentiousness?
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 75,771-773
«Ut 'îl.iiiiil.lïli, um/., IJmSmljii i| L lrbpbl|uij l|iiiliin| |'h UUUULUJJ». /'"'j
Pt Çbuml^liïi, LUJ£ ftH;
413
 At least in scriptis serioris aevis, see PAYNE SMITH, Thesaurus 2, 3718 s.v.
Pi'-in, re-Jruio.
14
 BROCKELMANN, Lexicon Syriacurn, 696a s.v., translates the word K'K.-io with
possessio, which could be used as an argument for the correctness of the Armenian
text. However, BROCKELMANN'S translation is based on the fact that rt'iu'in is used
as a rendering of XTTJIX« (not xà.t&ayfaiç) in Act 5:1 (Peshitta and Harclensis; cf.
also Prov 31:16). In my opinion, this rendering indicates that xtfj^a was understood
correctly by the translator as landed property or field, rather than that rc'Xiu means
'possession'.
415 'pjjjg jtem jg an reworked version of that found in my article '"Quis sit ó
ç" Revisited'.
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And the wives of Esau opposed Isaac and Rebecca. The Syrian, how-
ever, does not say they opposed, but 'they were not agreeable'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Catena attributes the reading itapopyîÇouaou to
ó 'Eßpatoc and ó Supoç. I assume ó Sûpoç was added by the catenist
to make a pair. According to the principle explained on page 219, one
might think initially that Procopius left out ó Sûpoç. However, the
combination of both the Syrian and the Hebrew is impossible here,
as the reading of ó Sûpoç has already been mentioned. The 'Eßpaloc
reading is joined to the paraphrase of the Syrian with yap; Procopius
has made this link much stronger by giving part of this paraphrase
as a rhetorical question to support the interpretation of the Hebrew,
thereby dissolving the original connection with the Sûpoç reading. The
Armenian text appears to be abridged.
The question at issue. Eusebius gives two alternative readings and
a paraphrase, which accuse Esau's wife more clearly than the Septu-
agint's âptÇouaai.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma in Procopius' text
provides a shortened form of the verse, whereas the Armenian lemma
gives a longer reading, making the subject explicit. The choice of the
verb is different from the Armenian Bible, but this may have to do with
the fact that the latter's reading is much more in line with the Peshitta,
which makes it inappropriate here. Eusebius cites this verse again in
his exposition of Gen 27:46, but there the Armenian text does give
the reading of the Armenian Bible (apart from the uncommon form
for Rebecca's name): L rfnii i ' f i i i i iyi i i iyii i ' / i /J i / i , /mi/,, ijT'oui^uify L qfrmpbl],
'They irritated, he says, Isaac and Rebecca'.*16 -- On the basis of
its role in the comment, the element epiCouaou can be established as
Eusebius' reading. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. The reading of the Peshitta, ^Jtecn, means
'making bitter', 'exacerbating'. Now oùx euapeatouoou certainly may
not be called as a chief witness for the identity of the Peshitta and
the Vorlage of ó Sûpoç, but nor is the opposite the case, as claimed by
Field.417 The point at issue is the meaning of the verb; Eusebius does
not mention the absence of the word 'spirit' (present in the Masoretic
416
 Armenian text: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 78,850-851. The Greek counterpart of
this text has ÈplÇouoou, the reading of the Septuagint. See Procopius, Mnc 122r
12-13.
417
 Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, Ixxviii.
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text and the Peshitta) from the Septuagint. Both the reading of ó
'Eßpocioc and the reading of the Septuagint seem to interpret the
Hebrew ma as a feminine plural participle of a root mrh, 'to be
contentious'.418 The Sûpoç reading seems to remain closer to the root
used in the Peshitta, mrr. It cannot be determined whether Eusebius
got the 'Eßpoüoc reading from an informant or from the recentiores, as
the latter are not extant.
XLVII. Ad Gen 27:27
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1471 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
'O Eûpoç oûx lye,\. àypoû àXX' «àpoûpï]ç»' tö 5à rcArçpouç, «it£nXr)pa)[JLÉvoua
uv eùcoôea-càicov xal xapuöv». Ti ouv; 'H óa/zr) TOÛ uîoo pou
Tfjc àpoûprjç acoÇei iT)v ôafArjv.
a
 conieci; nenXriptO|j.Évov L B; iteTcXTipujjiévriç coniecit DEVREESSB
The Syrian does not have of the country, but 'of a field'; the (word) full
s (signifies) 'filled with the most sweet-smelling crops and fruits'. What
(does this mean)? The smell of my son preserves the smell of that field.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 119r 27-29, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1471 (PG 87.1,
419/420A 20-21, Latin)
TSoù oajU?7 TOÛ uîoû pou d>ç oafj.fi àypoû nXrjpou/;. 'O Sûpoç «ócpoópocc»
9T)alv àvcl TOÙ àypov1 àvti 8è TOÛ nXrjpouç, «7:eitXT)pcûfj.évoua ßXaai:ri[jiai:a)v
eùcoSEatàtcov xal xapitov».
a
 comect; 7te7tXr]ptO[i£voiv Mnc; 7tereXr|pco(xevT)c coniecit DEVREESSE
Looi, the smell of my son (is) as the smell of the full country. The
5
 Syrian says 'of a field' instead of of the country; for the (word) full
(one should understand) 'filled with the most sweet-smelling crops and
fruits'.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 76, 788-792
l ' , i , , , , |,,,||,||. Hi l l / , , C u l l ! [ I | M | I I I | { » I ' l l I 'CI ' l ' I j ^ l l l l l l l l l | l l l | l l l l l | | l I | H | I I M
ujrf.uipwl][i, uij^
L ufinqni^p:
interpunctio incerta, vide notam 419
18
 Cf. La Genèse, tr. HARL, 215 ad loc., and the double renderings in the
Targumim.
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Look, he says, the smell of my son (is) as the smell of the country, 5
which the Lord has blessed.
In the Syrian it does not say of the country, but 'of a field,419 full,
flourishing, blossoming, (and) sweetened by smells and fruits'.
D. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 226
'O oûpoç ocvci toü àfpoù «àpoûpaç» l^er TO os rcArçpouç, «
SÙtùSsa-càtcov».
The Syrian has 'of a field' instead of of the country; the (word) full
(signifies) 'filled with the most sweet-smelling crops'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. Apart from the lemma, this text has been preserved
well in the Catena. The last sentence has no counterpart in the Ar-
menian text, but there is no reason to deny Eusebius' authorship.
Procopius has reformulated the text slightly, using the word oom. The
reading oux i^ei is supported fully by the Armenian translation ( x (oùx)
IXEI. is usually translated as /i x (fj/juy), and partially by Diodore. The
introduction of the paraphrase of rcXripouç by to 5e is found in both the
Catena and Diodore; it is this text which can best explain the reading
of the Armenian. The translator did not understand that a paraphrase
of the word 'full' would follow — the lemma in the Armenian text sug-
gests it may have been absent from the translator's biblical text — , and
translated as if everything after àpoûpr)ç belonged to the reading of the
Syrian. The Armenian gives a rather free interpretation of the words
7te7cXT)pco(xevou ßXaoTT)(jLai:cov eutóÓEaTÓcxwv xal xapTcaiv. The reading rce-
rcXr|pu>[j.£vov, found in A and B, is not possible. Devreesse's conjecture
7t£7iXTipcù(jLévTi<;,420 foTsau recte according to Petit, wrongly assumes that
the word is part of the Supoc reading, where ócpoópr)c would indeed re-
quire the use of a feminine form. I would prefer to read UETiXïjpcofAévou,
a form which is more probable graphically and with respect to content.
It is in fact also the reading preserved by Diodore.
The question at issue. Harl explains that the word àypoç, often
referring to the campagne sauvage, was not particularly apt to evoke
19
 It is possible to read a semicolon or full stop here, as in the Greek texts, but
the Armenian text was probably intended as it stands here, as the Greek to 6é (cf.
text A) has not been rendered at all.
420
 Les anciens commentateurs grecs, ed. DEVREESSE, 76.
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the thought of a fertile field, blessed by God.421 Perhaps Eusebius felt
the same uneasiness, and solved the problem by giving the reading of
the Syrian. He also wanted to explain the meaning of the adjective 'full'
in this verse. It is an indication of fertility, as Eusebius establishes by
giving a colourful paraphrase. This paraphrase also indicates what kind
of smell it was: of crops and fruits. Origen's comments on this verse
make clear that it was indeed difficult for a Greek reader to imagine the
smell of an àypoç. This smell is not perceptible (oda9T)ir|), he says, 'rcoioc
yàp &v óa|XT] ÖÓVOCTOU EÏVOCI oafrfj aypoü 7iapaßaXXo[xevr|;' and he resorts to
a symbolic explanation.422 He even calls the expression mystical.423 -
Eusebius does not go into the fact that the word 'full' is not found in
the Peshitta here.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma in Procopius does not
yield variants. The lemma in the Armenian translation reads fu^iuiuiu/i/j
where the Armenian Bible has mSm, with the same meaning. The trans-
lator had to choose the rendering mijinpu,^ for àypoç, as he needed the
Armenian Bible's u/Lij-, which is also a common rendering of àypoç, to
render apoupoc. The lemma does not give
 t/iny (itXr|pouc). The translator
must have made a mistake, or the word was absent from his Armenian
Bible, as noted above. It clearly formed part of Eusebius' Greek Bible.
On the basis of its role in the comment and its attestation in the
sources, oqxf) too uloû (AOU £>ç oap,r) àypoû 7iXr|pouc can be established as
Eusebius' reading. Eusebius did certainly not read the popular variant
The alternative readings. The word apoupa is a good translation of
the Peshitta's ~-\r... It is also given as a Sûpoç reading in fragment
XLIII above.
XLVIII. Ad Gen 27:40
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 120v 3-7 (PG87.1, 421/422C 8-12, Latin)
"Estai be rjvt'xa &v xadeXflc xod èxXûarjç iôv Çuyôv aùroûa àrcô aoû. Etrce
yàp avay èm ifj ^.a^aipoc aou Çf)ar], ôti p.à)(i[j.ov la-cai to aTcépjxa aûtoû. CO ôè
!1
 La Genèse, tr. HARL, 217 note ad loc. (two corrections should be made to this
note: the adjective 'full' was probably already present in the Hebrew Vorlage of the
t-xx, cf. the Samaritan Pentateuch, and äpoupa is only found as a Eûpo; reading).
422
 Fragment on Gen 27:27, ed. PETIT, Cat. 1465; cf. also his Contra Celsum
1-48, ed. BORRET, l (SC 132), 206.
423
 Libri X in Canticum Canticorum 3.10.4, éd. BRÉSARD-ÛROUZEL-BORRET, 2
(SC 376), 590-592.
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Sûpoç to ÊCTtat «âv (jL£tavoT|ar)ç» Xéyei, xoutéati TOÛ Çfjv oihcoç, xal {poßr)0fjc
TOV 0£Ôv ÉTuyvoùç aûiov. Ttvèç 6à arcXöc ÖTI laïai ÔTE où SouXeûaeiç aûxai.
a
 secundo, manu
But it will corne to pass whenever you will cast off and release his yoke 5
from you. For he said above: 'By your sword you will live, ' because his
offspring would be pugnacious. Now the Syrian says (for) it will come
to pass 'if you will repent', that is, of living thus, and if you will fear
God having come to recognize him. Some, however, simply (understand
as follows): 'There will be (a time) when424 you will not be subject to 10
him.'
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 77,837-78,846
«Di bqjigji jnp^uiiT pliljbugbu i^[iiL& tinpuj Ji ,pbi^>>: ll^k[iujij.njijii touf ƒ?£
Unni] *PntJ 4"33^u) luiltn ujnuinkuti jfffc ItrLnLfin li uiLLuaiuuujpujnni iMibing
£ƒ! f ju ir i i i / f "\inpw, LhunpffU iri|'/iuj/.ii /iffii uni/, ' ƒ<?£ uiufui^juuiptnigbu. u
( 78 ) bpk ifUiuinnLUifr ftuîiifigtiu, qkp^uAiftgjiu ƒ• £ujn_iiyfii.^i"Zjt
^pnj: Vnfiiujijuili i i in / .y i iy ' ƒ?£ L. krj^jigfi, uiunpfjb inn/,' ƒ<?£ umjui^pjuiptiugbu: 5
Pujjg nJùjb^p uiuKli pfc tsr^pgfi J-uiiKuliujlf qjt <^>^ain^uyfcugfcua ftulf'bifïii:
a
 negationem supplevi
And it will come to pass when you will cast off his yoke from you.
Above he said: 'By your sword you will live', making clear that his
offspring was going to be pugnacious and rapacious. The Syrian speaks
in about this way: 'if you will repent' — that is, if you come to recognize 10
God — 'you will be delivered from the bondage of your brother.' Instead
of saying 'And it will come to pass ', the Syrian says: 'If you will repent'.
Some, however, say: 'The time will come that you will <not> be subject
to him.'
C. ISO'DAD: ed. Vosté-Van den Eynde, Genèse, 186, 19-20425
K'OCTU r^ ) Au^nct «Sso.t :u.r?ci r^.— IA van •. rdufev vya1!«
424 'pjjg expression latoci ote has come to mean 'there will be times when'—'when'
as a relative adverb—, 'it will happen that'; lotai r|vtxa &v does not appear to have
this meaning. The Armenian translator, too, has understood the Greek in this way.
425
 A reminiscence of this text is the sentence Iso'dad added to a comment on
Gen 49:17 which he also took from Eusebius; see Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed.
VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 218,3-8 (tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 236,26 - 237,3); cf. Eusebius
cited by Procopius: Mnc 160v 11-18, ed. PETIT ad Cat. 2215 (PG 87.1, 505/506,29-
34, Latin) and Eusebius in Armenian: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 94, 310-324. The added
sentence is the last one; it reads: rcjjV\ ;A v\^>-u> ,=? .onm rdunï^i joosre' ,33.1 l»-i
'For the Edomites were plunderers: Through your sword you will live, (Scripture)
says.' The choice for the word pdiau^j is based on the term re^>u^r>, 'in a band of
plunderers', used in the Peshitta here.
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He indicates with the (expression) By your sword you will live that his
offspring will be pugnacious, shedding blood, and rapacious.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian translation gives a paraphrasing quo-
tation of the whole of the second part of Gen 27:40, and recapitulates
by giving the Sûpoç reading of the first word of verse 40b again. It
would seem that Procopius has simplified this construction by leaving
out the full paraphrase. In the Armenian text a negation has been left
out, perhaps under influence of verse 40a. The sentence slue yap . . . TO
arcépjjux aùtoû, lines 1-2 (6-7) of the Greek text, is also cited by Iso'dad.
His text and the Armenian one indicate that Esau's offspring would not
be only pugnacious ([xà^ijxoç), but at least also rapacious (Xyptpixoc ?).
Procopius may have shortened this sentence as he had already cited
two parallel expressions. These have also been preserved in Cat. 1484
and 1485. Although these fragments have no obvious counterpart in
the Armenian translation, the first is attributed to Eusebius in MS L,
and the second also even in M and B.
The question at issue. Eusebius wants to explain the meaning of
the sentence 'But it will come to pass whenever you will cast off and
release his yoke from your neck.' He does not appear to deal explicitly
with the problem that, if one reads or understands the second verb
as èxXûarjç, the Septuagint has no apodosis ( 'videtur pendere sententia
nee esse compléta, ' as Jerome says426). He first associates the sentence
with the expression 'By your sword you will live' from the first part
of the verse; both may be taken as indications that Esau's offspring
will behave violently. Eusebius reports that the Syrian gives a different
reading; this version opens the possibility of repentance from this
violent life and recognition of God. The result of this conversion,
according to the Syriac Bible, is that Esau will be delivered from
his brother's rule. This is a reading which fits well into Eusebius'
ideas on personal responsibility, retribution, and God's acceptance of
the repenting sinner. Yet he seems not sure of his ground—perhaps
because he did not find support for the reading of the Syrian in the
Hebrew—, and admits that others interpret the Greek simply as 'The
time will will come that (Eatoct ÖTE, see note 424) you will not be subject
to him,' an unconditional reversal of the situation described in the
first part of the verse, as the choice of words indicates. — Note that
Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAQARDE, 34.
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Eusebius does not cite any of the traditions that interpret Esau and
Jacob as symbols for peoples.427
Quotations from the Septuagint. Procopius' lemma has a variant,
the conjunctive èxXûoïiç for âxXûosiç, which is shared by many LXX
manuscripts. Eusebius' reading cannot be determined; the distinction
between the two forms cannot be expressed in Armenian.428 Procopius
gives the last words of the verse, ôcito iou -cpa^riXou aou, in a shortened
form; this shorter text is also reflected in the Armenian translation,
which reads to /i ^k^, 'from you'. The lemma in the Armenian text also
provides a simplified text of the first part of the quotation: it gives only
one verb for xaSEXfic xai èxXûaT)ç. The single verb given would seem to
be a rendering of xoc6éXT)ç; the translator did not follow the Armenian
Bible's .puiljiugiu L /niiiy/.n, 'you will untie and release'. It is not impos-
sible that Eusebius himself provided this shorter text, as it facilitates
the comparison between the readings of the Greek and the Syrian, if he
indeed meant to say that otv [Aex<xvor|aï|ç is said instead of merely la-tat;
on this issue, see the next paragraph. These two simplifications should
probably not be considered real variants. On the basis of its role in the
comment, the word eotou can be established as Eusebius' reading; the
rest of his text remains uncertain. — The quotation from the beginning
of verse 40 as found in both texts agrees with the Septuagint. The Ar-
menian text is also identical to the Armenian Bible there. On the basis
of the agreement between Procopius and the Armenian translation, it
may be assumed that Eusebius read indeed lid tfl [xa^atpçc aou Çr|OT).
The alternative readings. The paraphrasing quotation /?£ luufuijuuj-
pkughu, i f f i f i i W i / f i / i i ^ f i i ƒ> £ujn_uyni/<MiZji tij^ptuip ,£"ƒ, 'if you will repent,
you will be delivered from the bondage of your brother,' is a perfect
rendition of the meaning of the Peshitta's ,»> <niu •»•«-» .=oi\&\ ^j^o
v\io_, literally, 'if you repent, his yoke will be removed from your
neckT' In recapitulation Eusebius also says that the Syrian reads /?t
muf!»; / i i . i if i / , i i i j / . i i , av tAeTavor|aï)ç, instead of Eaiai. This is indeed a literal
translation of -=ofc\i\ .^ o, and the Peshitta is in fact the only version
which renders the difficult Hebrew expression Tin "IU?K3 rrm thus. Yet
the remark that the Syrian has this instead of laiou poses a problem.
This word may be taken as a short indication of lami ôà i^vlxa âv
427
 For Jerome the offspring of Esau here refers simply to the Idumaeans, and that
of Jacob to the Jews; others, especially in Rabbinic circles, see Esau (Edom) as a
codename for Rome—an idea, for that matter, that was not unknown to Jerome. See
HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 196-197 and 137, with further references.
428
 Procopius also reads àv instead of aixv, but WEVERS now considers i&v sec-
ondary, see Notes on Genesis, 439 ad loc. (cf. 32 ad 2:19).
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xoc9éXr]ç; if such is the case, Eusebius has chosen the simplest way to
solve (or cover up) the problem that the Greek has three verbs and the
Syrian two. It is also possible, however, that Eusebius did intend to
set av jjL£TavoT|a7ic against ecrcou, and ijt/iau/ii/ig/iu, 'you will be delivered'
against xa9éXr|ç xoci. âxXûor|ç. In that case, Eusebius has taken the two
last-mentioned Greek verbs as a doublet, as the lemma in the Armenian
translation suggests.
XLIX. Ad Gen 31:7
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1606 (attributed to Eusebius in L, to
Diodore in M) — cf. Procopius: Mnc 133r 4-7, ed. Petit, ad Cat.
1606 (PG87.1, 447/448A 7-9, Latin)
<"O SB natrip UJLKUV mxpexpouaon:o p.£.>a Touteoii' Ttocpeßr). Kai rjXXaÇs
TÔV {juadov [tau tStv ôéxtx àp/âôcov, àvtl -cou' TcoXXàxtç fie fiOEtTjaev, cbç
6iaßaXXo)v -càç auve^eïç aûtoû (xetaßoXac xfjç yv(o[AT]ç uepl aûtov, wç ta
a
 e Procopio supplevi
s However, your father has deceived me, that is, he did wrong; and he
has changed my wages of ten ewe-lambs, in the sense of: 'he dealt
treacherously with me many times', since he complained of (Laban's)
successive changes of mind with respect to him, as the following (verse)
shows.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1607 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa) -
cf. Procopius: Mnc 133r 13-17, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1607 (PG 87.1,
447/448A 13-16, Latin)
'O Supoç XéfEi' «Kai fjXXaÇe TÖV [xta9óv JJ.DU Sexàxiç», àvtl TOÛ' TtoXXàxiç.
EÏTIE yàp, tpr)otv, ôti èàv yevvriaT) TtoixtXa xai <paià, eatai aor I6à>v 8è &ti
àrcXT)0uv8r) TÔSv toioûicùv f| yevea, rcâXiv Xéyef làv yevvr|aT) TOC Tcpoßoaa
Xeuxà, igtai aà. Aexàxiç oöv f)XXaCe [ioi xov [iiaOov. a'O 'Eßpaloc Xeyet
s ofjLotcaç.a
a — a
 sic B; haec verba, quae désuni in rell. codé., delevit editor
The Syrian says: 'And he has changed my wages ten times', in the
sense of 'many times'. 'For (Laban) said,' (Scripture) says, '"If (the
sheep) will bear spotted and dark (young), they will be for you"; but Gen 3i:8
having seen that the breed of these prevailed, he said contrariwise: "If
10
 the sheep bear white (young), they will be yours".' Thus ten times he
has changed the wages for me. The Hebrew speaks in the same way.
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C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 81,935-943
«Dt mnmbujq m J i i i i A i i juf i i i i i i i u i l i nnnOwqlj»: Lhunnpii iniirt thnruhiua oiTuindu
ftifiuju iiniiilli uibfLUJif" ifinfuujbuilf ujuhinj ƒ?£ pujqnuTuîlitj.ujj: Ut £j/nu*fiii,
uiii/i'li, tiiuiinj hp^ irliujii^gfjii Ufjiuuilju ti ipifi^ui^uyuiu' .ßtij t'^ /'S/
Lull,a /•ƒ<//, iijjliiijlnil.iiiiili <Y//ni'/;rj j i i jA~mJii / , i i i /y, !ƒ ii^i A f i f i i f mu/, 'ƒ<// ;
UUfflintulfU II ^UJl/Ullju jtlii] iltlllliiflll: flllillllîll iillnj nul ilinjiiLlllll rji/lll | iAil ƒ>!/* S
/i bpfiuifbg^Hi 'linjliiijlfii nui/, :
And he has changed my wages of ten lambs. The Syrian says: 'He has
changed these wages of mine ten times', in the sense of saying: 'many
times'. And how? They say: '(Laban) said: "If (the sheep) will bear
cf Gen 31-.8 spotted and dark (young), they will be for you"; and when he had seen 10
that the breed of these increased, he said contrariwise: "if they will
bear white and brown (young), they will be for you".' Ten times he has
changed my wages; and the Hebrew speaks in the same way.
D. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl 246
'O 'laxwß talc yuvaiClv OCUTOU Xefei itepi toü Aaßav Kai ^AAa^s wv
[iiaôov jJLOu TÔJV Ôéxa 6^j.vâbtov. '0 Ôè aûpoç e^et «xal Y]XXaÇ£ lev (itaôov
JJLOU Sexàxiç», àvu toû «TcoXXàxiç (xe f|6éi:r)a£v», xal Iv to yà^w xal âv
ir\ upotàaei xfi mept TÖV tixi:o[jiévwv itpoßatcov. Où yàp §T| Ôéxa rtpoßatcuv
[xtaBôç r^v auto àvtl TÖV toooû-ctùv xafjtàtcov. "Chi ôè xàç auve.^£lç aûtoû &
fietaßoXac StaßaXXei, ta èÇfjç OEtxvuaw. Aeyei yap- 'Eàv OU'TWÇ elnj]- Ta
êami aoi piadoç, xal téÇziot.1 navra m itpoßam noixiXa- èàv 5è
Ta Aeuxà eaïai CTOI fiiCTOoç , xoù léfetai itavta. ta npoßata Xsvxâ,
5T]Xâ)v ôti où^ tataio im xfjç aùirjç yvw[XTiç.
Jacob said to his wives about Laban: And he has changed my wages of 10
ten ewe-]aznbs. The Syrian has: 'And he changed my wages ten times',
in the sense of: 'he dealt treacherously with me many times', both in
(the case of) the marriage and in the proposal about the sheep that
were brought forth, for he had not, of course, a wage of ten sheep for
such toil. And that he complained of (Laban's) successive changes (of ^
Gen 3i:8 mind), the following (verse) shows. For he says: 'Whenever (Laban)
said, "You will have the spotted ones as wages," then all the sheep
bore spotted (young); but whenever he said, "You will have the white
ones as wages," then all the sheep bore white (young),' making clear
that (Laban) does not keep to the same thought. 20
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian translation agrees with the Greek text
B to a large extent. The translator added the question L. qj^ui"p^, 'and
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how?', to enliven the argument. It would seem that he read cpaai instead
of cpnai. The reference to the Hebrew has been left out in most branches
of the catena tradition and in Procopius, perhaps because they also cite
a fragment attributed to Origen in which a full paraphrase is attributed
to ó 'Eßpoüoc.429 Diodore's text does not mention the Hebrew either,
but it is followed directly by quotations of Aquila and Symmachus.
Fragment A is of uncertain authorship. The attribution in L and
the fact that Diodore cites it may be taken as indications for Eusebius'
authorship. Prom the point of view of content, there is no objection
to it; this is just another example of a parallel to a fragment of
undisputed Eusebian origin which adds some extra elements. The
fragment has no counterpart in the Armenian text. This may indicate
that it comes from another work, but it is also possible that it did
belong to the Commentary on Genesis. In this case its most probable
place was just before B(C); it is difficult to understand without B(C)'s
Sûpoç reading, as the alternative reading forms the link between the
Septuagint and the paraphrase 'many times'. Moreover, fragment A
does not easily fit alternative locations (the parallel to verse 7 in
verse 41 differs too much in wording to accommodate either A or
B, and the citation of verse 7 in Eusebius' comment on verse 12 is
itself partly a paraphrase that already contains the word TioXXouac430).
The fragment may have been omitted by the translator for reasons of
economy.
Besides the consideration that Procopius and the Catena do not
cite Diodore on a regular basis, there are some other arguments which
plead against the idea that Diodore is the author of A. On the one
hand, the fact that the wording of A and D differs and that D lacks
the paraphrase of uocpexpoûaato indicates that A is not simply a shorter
version of D; on the other hand, the fact that the difference is so
slight makes it even more difficult to assign A a place in Diodore's
commentary alongside D than to give it a place in Eusebius' work.
Moreover, it does not come as a surprise that fragment A is attributed
to Diodore in MS M. This manuscript is the only witness to the Catena
proper which is also influenced by the Collectio Coisliniana. It took
over the attribution to Diodore from the text justly ascribed to him
in the Collectio Coisliniana (D), but retained the wording of the two
catena fragments, which had both been used by Diodore.431
429
 Fragment on Gen 31:7, éd. PETIT, Cat. 1608.
430
 Greek text: éd. PETIT, Cat. 1613; Armenian: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 81,944-946.
431
 See PETIT, note a to Csl. 246 (pp. 229-230).
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The question at issue. According to the Septuagint Jacob complains
that Laban has changed his wages 'of ten lambs'. As there was no
question of a wage of ten lambs before, this is problematic. It is also
possible that Eusebius interpreted the LXX reading in the sense that
Laban has diminished Jacob's wages 'by ten lambs',432 but this is no
less awkward, as even the word 'lambs' has not been mentioned in the
procedure given in Gen 30:31-36. Moreover, Laban's way of operating
is given in verse 8, where nothing is said about a reduction of his wage
by ten lambs. Eusebius solves the problem by giving the reading of the
Syrian, which translates the Hebrew words D^D mwï as ôexàxiç, 'ten
times', and says this word can be interpreted as rcoXXàxiç, 'many times'.
He may have felt it necessary to provide the latter interpretation as the
context does not give ten particular instances in which Laban cheats
Jacob, but only the general principle of his deceit. As Eusebius wants
to show that the Syrian is correct on the basis of this principle—as laid
down in verse 8, which he paraphrases—, he cannot leave this possible
disagreement undealt with. Finally, Eusebius repeats the Eûpoç reading
in a paraphrasing way and says the Hebrew confirms this text.433
Origen deals with the same problem in the fragment mentioned
above, and also appeals to alternative readings to solve it. He cites
Aquila and Symmachus, and paraphrases Jacob's accusation with the
words ôexàxtç rjôé-criaev tàç ouv6r|xaç itpoç töv 'laxtoß ó Aaßav, saying
this is wc tpTjaiv ó 'Eßpoüoc. The wording of this paraphrase immediately
reminds us of fragment A (and D), and the mention of the Hebrew
may have been the source of Eusebius' remark on its reading. Yet
Origen keeps to the reading of Septuagint; though no mention of lambs
has been made, one may infer from the fact that Jacob mentions
them here that there was an agreement on a wage consisting of lambs,
he claims. He clearly interprets this instance as a <J)(fjjjt.a otcourjaeooc,
and feels justified in filling the gap. Though they were less 'liberal'
towards it, Antiochene exegetes such as Eusebius did accept this part
of Greek literary theory,434 and I do not think Origen's explanation
was unacceptable to them as such. The reason why Eusebius does not
432
 On the Septuagint reading, cf. La Genèse, tr. HAUL, 235 note ad loc., with
further references.
433
 The second apparatus (ad loc.) in Genesis, ed. WEVERS, suggests that the
paraphrasing reading just given is the one to be attributed to the Hebrew. This is
not in line with the meaning of the expression 'O 'Eßpoüoi; Xéfei ójxotcoc.
434
 On the attitudes towards the ayf\V-a. aitomiaecoc of Alexandrian—Palestinian
and Antiochene exegetes respectively, cf. KAMESAR, 'The Evaluation of the Narra-
tive Aggada', 55-57 and 67-70.
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follow Origen here is the fact that he prefers the Hebraica veritas to
the reading of the Septuagint. Jerome is of the same mind,435 for that
matter; he even denounces the Greek reading as a mistake. He provides
very precise information on the Hebrew and does not mention the
Syrian, but in other respects his commentary is so close to Eusebius
and Diodore, that Kamesar even suggests that he was influenced by
one of them.436
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation from Gen 31:7 in
the lemma of the Armenian text agrees with the Septuagint. It is
identical to the Armenian Bible except for the last word; the translator
of Eusebius gives a common word for lamb, the Armenian Bible uses
pni&, 'sucking lamb'. The quotations in the fragments A and D use a
feminine form for this word, perhaps under influence of Gen 31:41.437
It is difficult to say whether the Armenian reflects such a Greek text.
The Armenian Bible does not render âfivoç and à^vàç concordantly.438
On the basis of the content of the comment and its occurrence in B and
C, Eusebius' reading can be established as Kal fjXXai;e(v) TOV jjuaOov jaou
TÔÙV 8 É X O C . . . The last word remains uncertain.
Diodore gives a literal quotation of Gen 31:8 (with aoi for aou),
whereas the catena fragment and the Armenian translation paraphrase;
the word <pouoc, 'grey', 'dark', is not used here in the Septuagint, but is
employed by Eusebius under influence of Gen 30:32-35.
The alternative readings. The Eûpoç reading xod T}XXocCe tov [xiaGov
(J.OU Sexâxiç is a correct translation of the Peshitta's S"^ .•ii^ re' -<»\> . f>
^ATJV. It is also a good rendering of the Hebrew mc?r TIDIED n« rfrnm
D^D. The problematic word D'3D, which occurs only here and in verse
41, is indeed probably to be interpretated as 'times'.439 As said before,
the above-mentioned fragment attributed to Origen may have been
the source of Eusebius' remark that 'the Hebrew speaks in the same
way'. The vagueness of this indication may very well be explained from
the fact that Origen does provide literal quotations of Symmachus and
Aquila, but gives only a paraphrase of the Hebrew (on the basis of
435
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 31:7-8 and 31:41, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 39 and 40.
436
 KAMESAR, Jerome, 128-129.
437
 According to Genesis, ed. WEVERS, first apparatus ad loc., this form is found
only in Cyril.
438
 For the first word, cf. Gen 30:40 (npnj) and mnj/i) and 33:19 (ui^/um/i); for the
second word, cf. Gen 21:28,29,30 (npn$ and 31:41 (pmà).
439
 Cf. KOEHLER-BAUMGARTNER, Hebräisches und Aramäisches Lexikon 2, 567b
s.v. njb.
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these two Ixóóaeic).440 However, the possibility that Eusebius used an
informant cannot be excluded. TgOnq, TgNeof, and CTgE also render
the word as 'times'
L. Ad Gen 31:43
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 81,947-953
c< ["uinhp^pq. ^n, uiu£, i| m u l c | i . | > JiiT Kb, U. npq.p,|>r|_ qjn* npr^Ji^p piT Kb, IL
pjuijjïii^prj. ^pn' pjiujJi^U^p pj»: l l . i i uiliAjîli puip^p tïi ^kppujjbgLng l^plfp^j
ij^puHjii mul,j, npu^u jnpdujif mupgfc' ƒ<?£ t|j^ui£fii£ bppjtujgbu, IL fyfcfni|
Ifkgghu, IL ifîuÇni i l l . i i i i i l i j n j l i i i , ijnijniiilniili uiuk^nj Jill, hppjpgku, L. Ifbggku,
L. JlirL.ujUpgfiu: 5
Your daughters, he says, are my daughters, and your sons are my sons,
and your sheep are my sheep. It is a special custom of the Hebrews to
repeat the expression, such as when (Scripture) says: 'going you shall
go', 'living you shall live', and 'by death you shall die', in the sense of
saying: 'you shall go', 'you shall live', and 'you shall die'. 1°
Discussion
Textual tradition. This fragment has only been handed down to us in
the Armenian translation. There are no problems.
The question at issue. Eusebius explains the repetition of the words
'daughters', 'sons', and 'sheep' as a special custom441 of the Hebrew
language. He compares it with expressions such as 'going you shall go',
which do not say any more than 'you shall go' in his opinion.442
Quotations from the Septuagint. In the lemma the possessive pro-
noun j>n (oou) is found linked to the subjects of the three clauses, as in
440
 Note also the renderings of the parallel expression of Gen 31:41 in the recen-
tiores; see Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc., Cat. 1629, and Csl. 247
(on the latter text, cf. note b to Cat. 1629).
441
 Although the term puip$, 'custom' (probably reflecting Greek êôoç), is used
here, this is not what the Greeks called a solution ix TOO Ë6ouç pure and simple, that
is, an ethnographic solution (see K AMES AR, Jerome, 169). It is a solution xatei to
I6oî tfjç X^Etùç (see ibidem, 168), thus ix Tfjc XéÇeooî. The word »m m'hA/r/i, 'special'
or 'peculiar', points to the possibility that the word l?iuu|j.r/. (or its adjective) was
also used here. 'lfiuo|/.a and ?9oc were often used by Theodore in the same kind of
explanations (cf. DEVREESSE, Essai, 58-68).
442
 A different opinion is found in Theodore of Mopsuestia; cf. DEVREESSE, Essai,
59 n. 1. Theodore noted the intensifying function of the latter construction.
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many LXX manuscripts, including the codex Alexandrinus. In the tra-
dition of the Armenian Bible, j>n is only found in one of the three cases,
in two manuscripts. Another difference with respect to the Armenian
Bible is the fact that the lemma translates ulot as np?p.p—quite a usual
translation—, whereas the Armenian Bible gives mutntp^, perhaps be-
cause it needed the word npijp to translate TOÎÇ téxvotç in the second
part of the verse. An agreement with the Armenian Bible as against the
Septuagint is the fact that only the latter retained the verbless clauses
of the Hebrew; the Armenian texts add the copulative verb 'to be'.
It is clear that Eusebius' text must have contained the repetitions he
discussed, but the precise Greek wording of his text remains uncertain.
The alternative reading. Eusebius does not give an alternative read-
ing here, but gives information on what he considers a peculiarity of the
Hebrew language. We would not follow him, because the repetitions of
the words 'daughters', 'sons', and 'sheep' in these clauses is a matter of
style which is not specific to the Hebrew language. In this sense, they
do not compare with the examples Eusebius gives; these are in fact all
translations of the Semitic paronomastic absolute infinitive.443 Both
the repetition in the identifying clauses and the paronomastic infinitive
have an intensifying function, but it would seem that Eusebius has not
sensed that particular agreement.
LI. Ad Gen 31:46-47
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 81,954-82,961
''itiiiitillli, mul , l'iiiiii. «ÖL i i i i ^ l i i t l l i I M i i ' i i i E i I M I I I I I t l I MM mi I d l i i i f l f , if. v n n h i i i li l l ' s > t~L l " i I_ tf ^ r rl_ l tri J l i T_
pimp t l L i u i i » : ( 8 2 ) l^iiii'iuiiini nuin >cp7uAfiuni./?tujlf ulbu çp u/Uuf ßc p[^L
iubn.£ij ptunntijTujbnuju l± (.uipuju ujufc' l?4' pintpu LtLuji ç It ujpoujuu.
They made, he says, a cairn. And Laban called it 'Cairn of Testimony',
and Jacob 'Cairn-Testifier'. It would have been proper for Laban, in
accordance with his paganism, to say 'Cairn-Testifier', and for Jacob
(to say) 'Cairn of Testimony'. But in the Syrian, too, it is in the same
10
 way, for here Laban also says many times: 'The cairn is a testifier, and
the monument (as well)', which the Hebrew, like the Greek, also says.
On these translations, cf. THACKERAY, Grammar, 47-50.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. This fragment has only been handed down to us
in the Armenian translation. A problem is the word tfi, 'for', in line
3 (10), as the words which follow do not explain what is said before
ij/i. One would have expected a word with the meaning of 'while' or
even 'although'. The simplest solution is to assume that the Greek text
read a word such as <bc, and that the translator did not fully grasp its
meaning here, or that the latter read ôitwç (q/i also means 'that', 'in
order that') for the adversative conjunction o[icoc.
The question at issue. Eusebius is surprised to see that Jacob, the
believer, calls the heap of stones that had just been built ppi/» "ft"y>
ßouvöc (juxpiuç, whereas Laban, the pagan, calls it pjm/i i^uym/3tuAi,
ßouvöc (tfjc) fjuxpiuplac. He would have expected Jacob to use the name
that Laban gave to the cairn. The background for this surprise is
probably the fact that Jacob's name suggests much more strongly than
the alternative ßouvöc ifjç jjuxp-cupiaç that the cairn itself is witnessing
the pact and has certain powers. Compare Theodoret's assurance in a
comment occasioned by the expressions 'the tree of life' and 'the tree
that knows good and evil' in Gen 2:9:444
Kai «POUVÔÇ fxâpTUf» oùx èrceiBr) Sjx^uxoi; f\v ó ßouvoc, àXX' öti iv ixetvco t<ï>
itpôî aXXrjXoui; iiteTtoiirivio laïc auv9r|xac.
And 'Cairji-Testifier': not because the cairn had life in it, but as (it was) in
that place (that) they had made the agreements with each other.
Eusebius gives a comparable comment on Gen 2:9, in which ßouvöc
fiàpiuç is also an example to illustrate the right understanding of the
names of the two trees.445 In the catena fragment, it says simply that
ßouvöc fjuxpiuç is a sign (oT)(ji£tov) of the agreements Jacob made with
Laban. The Armenian text is longer here. It says:
. . . tjuiltnn h iriiji tóiu/i lin-hinbn. i.iiif'nilinif, li'iiiliiiili riuij Klili' pinin h nujnwlia linititi'lil.«i<i
II {'j1" f ' '/fy"J/ tnbnib hfl u i l . i f i ujli, nt tjji tllltuitigfcf I .MI ' / I I I / I nnufann n'llijtii l i j l i Jliuijc, iiljj iffi
. . . Jacob, to make agreements with Laban, erected a sign of the agreement, a
cairn of stones, and he gave the name 'Cairn- Testifier' to the place, not that
it could testify — for how (could) an inanimate thing testify? — but because the
agreements were concluded there.
This issue and the formulation of its solution are closely related in
Eusebius and Theodoret. However, the specific problem in Eusebius'
444
 Quaestiones in Gen. 26, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÂENZ-BADILLOS, 30,14-
15; cf. a comparable remark on ßouvöc [xâptui; in Quaestiones in Deuteronomium
40, ed. laud., 258,11-20.
445
 Greek text: ed. PETIT, Cat. 243; Armenian: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 21,173-178.
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comment on Gen 31:46-47 is the fact that Jacob uses the difficult name,
whereas Laban uses a name which leaves no room for misunderstand-
ings. Eusebius does not solve this problem, and even confesses that the
Syrian has the same reading; thus it is difficult to assume some error.
Yet he does not miss the chance to inform the reader that it is Laban
who says many times that the cairn is a witness, in the Syrian as well
as in the Hebrew and the Greek. And this, of course, agrees with what
he expected.
It is interesting to compare Eusebius' information to Jerome's read-
ings. In the Vulgate, the latter seems to give in to Eusebius' objections
to the Greek text, as he speaks about the cairn quern vocavit Laban
Tumulus testis (possibly a nominative) et lacob Acervum testimonii.
However, the fact that he adds the words uterque iuxta proprietatem
linguae suae to this translation already makes it clear that he knows
more than Eusebius. In the Quaestiones Hebraicae indeed, he explains
in detail that the difference between the two names is in fact only an
apparent one.446 He says that Jacob gives the name Galaad, in which
gal is Hebrew for 'heap' and aad is Hebrew for 'testimony', whereas
Laban uses the Syriac (i.e., Aramaic) language, as he had exchanged
the language of his ancestors for the language of the province where he
lived, and says igar sedutha, which is exactly the same, that is, 'Heap of
Testimony'. This explanation, which is completely correct and to the
point, may be seen as an implicit criticism of Eusebius' comment.447
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma quotes some words
from verse 46, and it gives verse 47 in a simplified form, omitting the
repetition of the verb and the pronoun ijLiu/auxov. Apart from these
points, the text agrees with the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible.
Note, however, that the latter has a doublet; it also gives a reading
with / f n f f i / / i i f f i . instead of pjnip for 'cairn'.448 On the basis of their role in
446
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 31:46-47, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 40.
447
 Note that an anonymous Greek fragment (éd. PETIT, Cat. 1634) also estab-
lishes the fact that Laban is using Syriac (Aramaic) and Jacob Hebrew; but as we
have see'n, Jerome's explanation is much more detailed.
448
 The reading with /,m,i/r,«. , verse 47 in 9^/ifi^ D"iAifng, éd. ZEYTUNIAN, is a
rendering of a Greek reading with the words acopsujjia and criopoç instead of ßouvoc,
which is found in the apparatus of verse 46 in WEVERS'S edition. This text was
added in the hexaplaric recension because the original verse 47 does not immedi-
ately follow the Greek rendering of the Hebrew text of verse 46 in the Septuagint; a
rendering of verse 48a has been put in between. The Septuagint's original rendering
of verse 47, the reading with ßouvoc, translated as p/nip, is presented as verse 47
in WEVERS'S edition and as part of verse 48 in ZEYTUNIAN'S edition. Witnesses to
the hexaplaric recension (such as the Armenian Bible) show much confusion here
in the insertion of additions and the use of obelus and asterisk.
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the comment, the names ßouvöc (ifjç) (juxptupiocc and ßouvoc [j.<xpxuç can
be established as Eusebius' reading. The article in the first expression
and the rest of Eusebius' text remain uncertain.
The alternative readings. The Peshitta interprets Gen 31:47 as fol-
lows: .vAi^  ,cn. ia jojoi^o . K'fcvcMoinon rs'i^ . ^al ,crx.-iaa, 'And Laban
called it "Cairn of Testimony", and Jacob called it "Gel'ad".' Euse-
bius' remark that the Syrian reads in the same way as the Greek can
be based on this text, but the name .-uAi^ is a bit problematic. Syriac
has a word rdA^for 'mound' or 'cairn', but the root 'wd is not used
for 'to testify' or 'to witness'. It is not impossible that Eusebius knew
this Syriac reading, but if this is the case, he must have interpreted the
word AiA^on the basis of the Septuagint or the following verse,449 in
which the Peshitta says: . rcisxx. v«Aa ,'•».-» xma> r&m c^i^ . ^ al •feiK'o
.i\\ \jrea«. «'•in tóen N\,-a, 'Laban said: "This cairn witnesses between
you and me today." For that reason he called its name "Gel'ad".'
This verse, Gen 31:48, may also have induced Eusebius to claim
that Laban repeats pjnipu i/'/uy £ L. lup&ujUu, 'the cairn is a witness, and
the monument (as well)', many times. The reading as such, ascribed to
the Syrian, the Hebrew and the Greek, may be considered a simplified
version of verse 52 in the Peshitta: re'.icn r«'J&siiû rc'.itnœa rdicn r^i^ .VTU»,
'this cairn witnesses and this monument witnesses', which does indeed
have a counterpart in the Hebrew text: rnïDn msi m n ^in IS, and
in the Septuagint (under verse 48): [jiocptupei ó ßouvöc outoç, xod (xapiupei
f| axf|Xï] aÖTT). It cannot be determined whether Eusebius' source for
the Hebrew reading was an informant or one of the recentiores, as the
latter are not extant here.
LII. Ad Gen 32:29 (30)
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 138r 28-138v 1 (PC 87.1, 459/460,5-8, Latin)
'HpuStrjas 8e. 'lotxuß xoù dnsv "AyyeiXóv poi ib övoptx cou. Ilepi (jiévtoi
loû ayyéXou oùx eïnev f\ ypatpT) ripcû^aev, àXXà Tl ta ÖVOJJLÓ. aou; 'AXX'
ïva ó 'laxtbß iô ôvojjux aùxou EÏTCT). Ilâiç yàp riyvoei ó uoXXàxtç elucov aveu
449
 In later Syriac commentaries other interpretations were known. The Diyar-
bakir commentary calls the mountain range of Gel'ad 'the highest point of the
land of Palestine': ed. VAN ROMPAY, 103,2-3 (tr. 131,19-20). Iso'dad does the
same, but adds that Gel'ad is interpreted as rdno.n, 'vision' or 'watch-tower' (cf.
verse 49): Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VosTÉ-VÀN DEN EYNDE, 194,23-24 (tr.
VAN DEN EYNDE, 209,4-5).
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s Now Jacob asked and said: 'Tell me your name. ' Yet with respect to
the angel, Scripture did not say 'he asked (etc.)', but (simply): 'What
is your name?' Yes, but (this was said) in order that Jacob would say Gen 36:27 (28)
his name, for how would (the angel) not know, he who had often said
'Jacob' without questioning?
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 83,12-18
OCiiipg L. uujfyni^p' ƒ<?£ Sffbj^ lul/nili £ •/?"•' S^nbjinuilf^Ii jUiuKli rhnn i/?t
bÇuipg, UJJI^ luiif ƒ?£ "/""k^ ujlinflt £ -l?"- J'uÄi'jJ' nmuifi* l^uin^n hi/LÄiiu^
Ouuljni^p inn inhij ^uifigullihpj. 11. uju£' 8ji° •viiinnui'ljfcu tfuUjnutlli^ hjïffc, k
um ç DUjni/uiT/uif n: Upnujilinhlj iilniii npnu. n inilîli uuuç:
s Jacob also asked: 'What is your name?' With respect to the angel,
Scripture does not say that he asked, but he says 'What is your name?' Gen 36:2? (28) ?
For how could Jacob know without asking? And he says: 'For what
(purpose) do you ask about my name? And it is wonderful. ' The Hebrew
says (this) here just as the Greek.
Discussion
Textual tradition. Procopius did not cite Eusebius' last sentence, which
contains information on the Hebrew. The Armenian translation has
preserved this phrase, but the part before it is not without problems. It
can most easily be explained from the Greek text. The phrase -ßwUnft
ntuuifi" Ifujp^ji Jiifiiiliuj^duiljni^p itin niliif Çujpguîukfnj, 'For how Could Jacob
know without asking', uses elements from the Greek sentence uwc fàp
%vóet ó TCoXXâxtç elrccov aveu ipanr|a£ü>c 'laxwß; but has been rewritten
completely starting from the incorrect assumption that Jacob is the
subject. This makes it clear that the translator did not understand
what problem Eusebius wanted to solve, which in turn explains why he
left out the phrase 'AXX' ïva ó 'laxcoß -co övo(j.a aùioû etrcr). The latter
omission might even suggest that he took Jacob as the subject of mut,
'he says', in line 2 (6), and this would explain why the Armenian gives
the sentence 3/i*fy_ uAmüi t ^", 'What is your name?', twice. This would
mean that the translator has lost his overview of the biblical text, and
has missed the fact that Eusebius is referring to Gen 32:27. Anyhow,
he turned the quotation of Gen 32:29 into a paraphrase, blurring most
of the differences between the two citations.450
450
 The assumption that Eusebius read one of the variant readings which add -cl
to verse 29 cannot fully explain the situation.
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The question at issue. The problem here has to do with the conflict
between God's omniscience and the fact that the one who fought with
Jacob, whom Eusebius calls an angel—a representative of God451—,
is asking Jacob's name. This issue was quite important for Eusebius;
compare the fragments xxxni and xxxvi. Eusebius first reassures the
reader that Scripture does not say in so many words that the angel
asked a question. According to the biblical text, the angel did say
'what is your name', but this was just in order to let Jacob say his
name, Eusebius claims. As proof he adduces the fact that the angel
had 'often' called him Jacob without asking his name first. The word
TioXXàxiç here is an exaggeration for the sake of argument; in fact, it
is only in Gen 31:11 that the angel addresses Jacob explicitly by his
name.
Eusebius also quotes the angel's remark 'For what (purpose) do you
ask about my name? And it is wonderful,' and he says that the Hebrew
also reads this text. This remark suggests perhaps some uneasiness with
regard to the last part of the expression; Eusebius may have realized
that it did not form part of the Syriac Bible, though he does not state
this explicitly.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation from Gen 32:29 in
Procopius agrees with the Septuagint, except that it has ayyeiXov in-
stead of avayyEiXov; unlike several other MSS it does not add autóv
after f|pcóiT]o-£(v) 8é. We can only be sure of the reading of the verb.
The Armenian text paraphrases this verse, using the question from
verse 27. As explained above, this would not seem to be the original
situation. The Greek quotation from verse 27 does not have the cop-
ulative verb ecrav. According to Wevers, this omission, also found in
Ra L, 911, 961, b, and part of the 0 group, could be explained as
a 'preOrigenian correction towards MT1.452 The Armenian translation
does give a copulative verb, in accordance with the Armenian Bible.
Thus one can establish no more than Eusebius' reading of the first
words of the question.
451
 But not God himself, cf. the fragment Cat. 1674, attributed to Eusebius
(Armenian: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 82,979-984). Origen and others saw the one who
fought as a figure of Christ, see La Genèse, tr. HARL, 242 note ad 32:23-33. Cf. also
a fragment attributed to Diodore, éd. PETIT, Csl. 254. Diodore uses the element
'And it is wonderful' to suggest that this verse refers to the Son; the name of an
angel is not 6ai>|Aaaioç, he says, citing Ps 8:2. He is not familiar with the fact that
this element was added on the basis of Jdc 13:18, in which it is also a statement of
the angel of the Lord; see note 453 below.
452
 Notes on Genesis, 542 ad 32:27 (28).
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The translation also cites part of verse 29b. The first words, L muf
S/i° Çuipgtuubu ^ui/uil u/il/, /ii/î/t, are identical to the Armenian Bible. It
would seem that it reflects a somewhat shorter Greek text, reading ïvoc
•d instead of !va it touto; this variant is also found in part of the O
recension, Theodoret, and John Chrysostom, among other witnesses.
It cannot be demonstrated that this was also Eusebius' text. The
words which follow, L "Lm £ iui[itfuj'iiuu^fi, are not found in the tradition
of the Armenian Bible. It reflects the Greek xod auto (or TOÜTO) eati
Gaufjiaa-cov, probably an addition on the basis of Jdc 13:18;453 it is also
found in Ra L, d, part of the 0 recension, some other manuscripts,
and the biblical text of Theodoret and Diodore.454 As the remark on
the reading of the Hebrew and the Greek would seem to relate to this
plus, it must have belonged to the text of Eusebius' Greek Bible.
The alternative reading. Eusebius says the Hebrew reads verse 29b
(30b) in the same way as the Greek. For the first part, this is true,
but the Hebrew has no counterpart to L "iim £ qui[>JûjLuj^Ji (xod TOÜTÓ
act i 0au[xaaxóv). Eusebius must have known that the Syrian did not
read this, but his information with regard to the Hebrew was less
accurate. He may have got it from an informant; one would not expect
the recentiores to give such an addition, and indeed, a gloss informs us
that To Kai xoüió èati Baupaamv roxp' oüSevi xeïtou èv xw
LUI. Ad Gen 33:13
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 84,19-20
«ÖL ujp^uifi-njq., umi., Ä-'bnLLirj.^ i i i | i i U i i l | l . i i i | &i»; Ih
And the young, he says, of the cow have been dropped.456 The Syrian
says: 'They suckle'.
453
 Thus WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 544 ad 32:29 (30).
454
 All references can be found in Genesis, ed. WEVERS, first apparatus ad loc.,
except for the text of Diodore, ed. PETIT, Csl. 254.
455
 Ed. PETIT, Csl. 254 11. 8-9, a text added to the fragment attributed to Diodore
mentioned above. Cf. PETIT, note c to Csl. 254 (p. 238).
456
 Or: 'And for the cow, young are dropped'.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. This fragment has only been handed down to us in
the Armenian translation. On a possible problem in the lemma, see
below.
The question at issue. Eusebius finds that the Syriac Bible gives
a different interpretation of the state of Jacob's flock; his animals
were giving suck, they were not in the process of bearing young as is
suggested by the Septuagint. This is a simple textual variant; I do not
have the impression that the reading of the Septuagint could have been
problematic for Eusebius in any way.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The text of the lemma seems to have
interpreted the verb of the Septuagint reading (ia rcpoßata xal) at ßoec
Xoxeûoviai, which must have been Eusebius' text, as a passive instead
of a middle, which made it necessary to give 'the young of the cow' as
the subject. At first sight, the reading is almost identical to the one in
the Armenian Bible. The latter does not assign wp^um-iy an article, and
it reads the singular forms a-Wiiij and £. The fact that it reads fö/nA/j.
instead of frimau^* is significant, however. Unlike tö/nAf^, this form
can be taken as an accusative, in which case the genitive uip^um^njr^ can
be taken as the logical subject of a construction in which the auxiliary
is used impersonally. This results in the following translation: 'The cow
has dropped a young. ' In the light of this reading, one is tempted to
explain the reading of the lemma simply as a corruption of the text
of the Armenian Bible. Both Armenian renderings, as opposed to the
Greek, suggest that the act of bearing has been completed. — The word
ujp^ujfuiyij. is a rendering of at ßoec; ta Ttpoßata may have been left out by
way of simplification. It is probably for the same reason that Eusebius
does not give a rendering of the expression in ' i[ii which directly follows
the words cited, as he does not render the Syriac equivalent either. It
should be noted, however, that the Armenian Bible has no counterpart
to these words, and that some Greek witnesses omit them.
The alternative readings. The reading of the Syrian, ^hgntgiJbHu,
'they suckle', is a correct translation of the Peshitta's ^\\t-a. Eusebius
could have found support for this reading in the Hebrew text or in
Theodotion's yaXou^ouvtat,457 but either his informant gave another
interpretation, or Eusebius knew only the readings of the recentiores
457
 If this is indeed Theodotion's reading; it is found only in MS L (see Cat. 169l)i
which often seems to add attributions to alternative readings rather mechanically.
In fact, this word might just as well be the original Greek of Eusebius' Ei3po«
reading.
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that are much closer to the interpretation of the Septuagint: Aquila
reads tixtouai and Symmachus xuouai.458
LIV. Ad Gen 36:24
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 140r 24-26 (PG 87.1, 465A 1-5)
Omoç lativ Aàvàv ôf tupe, wv Ala^'iv iv ir) èprj^. 'O Supoc ocvii too
Aia^iiv «8c eopev» lye.i «to 88a>p»' ó ôè 'Eßpaloc aùiè a^soóv tó Atafxtv
«uôaip» aTjjjialvEr aöxri yap f| XéÇiç xaieXeiçSï] xod óXtyov mxpriXXayTi.
This is Onan, who found Ayamin in the desert. The Syrian, instead of
s (who found) Ayamin, has 'who found water'. Now (with) approximately
the (word) Ayamin itself, the Hebrew indicates 'water'. This phrase
was left untranslated and was slightly altered (in the Greek) .
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 84,45-85,51
«Ut lulu üb nnn_n j> Ubpbn.nlip Uthujj u. LKtbuju. ni | i i i i i i h U i i l u i i t i l i I, ni l bo.ni/i
q^uiJ|îijij ( 8 5 ) jiilliiiiii | iuin|i jnptfuiiT i i p | i i i n > l . | i tj^yjlj U l . | ; l > i | l i l i j i ^uiLp
pipnj»: U.iiuiijili tfinfuulliujl^ i.'ini/|ï/i/i innl.jiij )''"ƒ' mul,. /'"'/ ./''/V'",'/''.'//1''
pbuji.Kli \>ull CiuJfijU ^nLfi li^ujliujljl;, "iinjUuffcu SLuig puüiu L. uuilfUiL^i
a
 scripsi; U\puij cod.; U/iiu scripsit editor
And these are the sons of Sebegon: Aiay and Onan; this is the Onan
who found Eamin in the desert, when he was grazing the donkeys of his
father Sebegon. Instead of saying Eamin, the Syrian says 'water'. Now
in the Hebrew exactly the (word) Eamin means 'water'. The phrase
!o remained thus and it was slightly altered (in the Greek).
C. DIODORB: ed. Petit, Csl. 258
'O aopoc xal ô Ißpatoc TOV !a//iv öScop ßouXovcoa Xéyeiv, àvil toü «eupe
KT]yr]v ev ifj èprifxco»' öl ôè épfiTjveuaavteç aùir|v itwç TTJV Xé£tv XTJV âppaïxr)v
teOelxaoïv.
(For) the (word) Yamin the Syrian and the Hebrew intend to say
5
 'water', in the sense of: 'he found a source in the desert'; now the
translators have put down somehow the Hebrew term itself.
458
 See Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc. According to MS L (see
Cat. 1691), Aquila reads xüoum and Symmachus tlxtouai; this situation is probably
not original, cf. the previous footnote.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian translation has preserved a longer
lemma. Apart from that, it appears that the translator had a Vorlage
that was identical to Procopius' Greek text. He may have left out oc
eopev from the Sûpoç reading in order to oppose TO uOwp more clearly to
Aiajjitv. He did not understand the word a^eöóv. Diodore evidently used
Eusebius' text. Although the way he presents the information seems at
first sight less precise, since he does not distinguish the Hebrew and the
Syrian as clearly as his source, he is not incorrect; he says the Hebrew
and the Syrian give a word which means 'water' where the Greek reads
-CÖV 'loqjuv, and that the translators used the Hebrew term. This is not
different from what Eusebius says. Diodore adds a paraphrase which
indicates where one can find water in the desert: in a source.
The question at issue. According to the Hebrew consonantal text,
Anah found DDTt in the desert. One could interpret this word as
the plural of D", 'sea' or 'lake', defectively spelt, but this is not very
attractive from the point of view of content. The Masoretes vocalized
the word as DÛVJ, a hapax legomenon of unknown meaning, and the
Septuagint translators resorted to a transliteration. As the word Tajjuv
does not mean anything in Greek and is not used as a name either,
one might expect exegetes to tackle this instance. Yet Jerome informs
us that there is silence 'among the Greeks and ourselves' on this verse,
only the Hebrews discuss it.459 This would appear to indicate that
Jerome was not aware that Eusebius discussed this instance, but if
his statement is correct for the rest, it would make it clear that this
'locfjuv was not such an offence. In other words, it is also possible that
Eusebius decided to deal with this word simply because he had found
a different, and indeed more attractive, reading in his Syriac Bible.
His comment consists of a Greek translation of the latter ('who found
water'), and the explanation that the Septuagint translators must have
left the Hebrew word for water untranslated. It has only been altered
a little, he says. It is not impossible that Theodore of Mopsuestia gave
a similar interpretation.460
Jerome, who was really able to check the Hebrew, gives much
more precise information. He does not mention Eusebius' theory, but
459
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 44-45.
460
 According to the Diyarbakir commentary the Interpreter says 'he had found
water and nothing else'; ed. VAN ROMPAY, 107,23-24 (tr. 137,15-138,1). This
attribution cannot be checked, however, and Diodore and Theodore were often
confused with one another.
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says that some interpret the word in question as 'seas', a possible
vocalization as we have seen, and gives some more options which were
current in Rabbinic circles.461 It is clear that he does not know a
reading D^DH,462 but as he gives so many other possible interpretations,
yet does not give any hint of knowing this particular interpretation of
Eusebius, in this case it would perhaps be going too far to suppose he
distances himself from it.463
Eusebius' comment was known to Diodore, and Diodore may in
turn have been a source for Theodoret.464 The latter reads 'Aïvàv
instead of Auvav (LXX* 'îîvàç) with Theodotion, Symmachus, and some
Septuagint MSS, and explains 'O Eûpoç Xéyei rcriyT)v ocöióv £Ùpr)xévar
f| yap rcriyr) odvà xaXeïtat ifj Sûpoûv <puvfj, 'The Syrian says that he
had found a source; for a source is called ayna in the language of the
Syrians.' It is not improbable that the first part of this comment is a
quotation of Diodore's paraphrase. However, as he does not refer to
the first line of Diodore's comment—which gives u5wp as the reading
of the Syrian—, and says a source is called oclva in Syriac, we must
conclude either that he did not have Diodore's text to hand, or simply
that he liked his own explanation better. Theodoret would appear not
to give the meaning of the word Toc[jir|v (as he reads it), but to explain
the text on the basis of the name of the finder: Aynan finds an ayna.*65
It is for this reason that an anonymous critic—perhaps a user of
the Collectif) Coisliniana—, whose comment has been preserved in Csl.
256, objected to Theodoret that ó yàp Alvocv sups -cóv 'Jap'v, oó^ ó 'l
TOV Atvav, and that a source is not an alva in Hebrew, but a
Diodore (and thus Eusebius) does not escape his criticism either: he
also explains that water is ocpfiatfi, everywhere (in the Bible), and not
'locpiv. These remarks could not prevent the introduction of the word
'source' by Diodore and Theodoret from causing considerable confusion
among Syriac and Byzantine authors. Thus Photius of Constantinople
says 'Iqjdv, or 'dbç eviot' 'EXfieîv, is Syriac for source,466 and the Di-
yarbakir commentary gives a kind of inverted version of Theodoret's
461
 Cf. the commentary in HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 217—218.
462
 Against WESTERMANN, Genesis 2, 688, who argues probably on the basis
of the Vulgate's aquas calidas. However, Jerome himself says in the Quaestiones
Hebraicae that this interpretation is based on Punic.
463
 As was tentatively suggested by HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 218.
464
 Quaestiones in Oen. 94, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÂENZ-BADILLOS, 82,16-20.
465
 He does not seem to connect the name of the person Aynan to the place-
name AÏVÓLV of Gen 38:14, as does an anonymous user of Eusebius of Caesarea's
Onomasticon in Cat. 1744.
466
 Amphilochia 58, ed. WESTERINK, 2 (Ep. et Amph. 5), 42.
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comment. It seems to say that the word r^.^ was not used before in
Scripture, and probably connects this word to the Greek name 'A'tvav
(whereas the Peshitta has r&±.).*67 The word 'source' even found its
way into such witnesses to the biblical text as the Armenian Bible
and the Syro-Hexapla (rfnvra; cf. Iso'dad's Greek: rc'v.-v*»468). With
regard to the Armenian Bible, we have already met a case where an
exegetical rendering had influenced its reading, above at Gen 22:13
(fragment xxxvn, see page 330); but the case of the Syro-Hexapla can
perhaps better be explained as an attempt to make sense of the Syriac
transliteration of 'lafjitv, ^sx»-., though influence from Greek exegesis
cannot be excluded here either.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation in the Greek text
differs from LXX* in the spelling of 'fivâç and 'I<x[i.iv; it reads Aùvàv
and Aloc^lv. In Greek texts, the spelling Aùvàv is found here only in
Procopius and for the 'fivav of the first part of the verse in one Septu-
agint manuscript, but it is also supported to some extent by the Italian
text of the Vetus Latina and by some manuscripts of the Armenian
Bible. Though the latter fact indicates that the agreement between
the Aùvàv of Procopius and the U,i'im!i, of the Armenian translation
may be coincidental, it would still seem possible that Aùvàv was indeed
Eusebius' reading. Alajilv and the related variants A!oc[Jir|v and 'E<x[juv
(cf. the Armenian fcuiJffu; no counterpart in the Armenian Bible) are
attested in a larger number of manuscripts, among which the d and
t groups.469 Apart from these matters of spelling, the witnesses agree
with LXX*.
Apart from the spelling of the names, the quotation of the full
verse in the Armenian translation agrees with the Septuagint. It dif-
fers from the Armenian Bible in a few respects. In the turn O&TOÇ
ècmv ó 'fivâç/Aùvâv the translator aptly rendered the article with a
demonstrative pronoun uyu mju U,r;,.,;j/'/i £, whereas the Armenian Bible
simply says mju HtfiiujU £. Moreover, the latter reads Jpu^for ehe instead
467
 Le commentaire du manuscrit Diyarbakir, ed. VAN ROMPAY, 107,24-108,3
(tr. 138,1-5); this remark is cited by Iso'dad: Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VOSTÉ-
VAN DEN EYNDE, 199,1-5 (tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 213,23-214,3). See the notes in
thé translation volumes, VAN DEN EYNDE, 214 n. l and VAN ROMPAY, 138 n. 10.
468
 Commentaire 1. Genèse, éd. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 199,8 (tr. VAN DEN
EYNDE, 214,4-5). The reading attributed to the Hebrew by Iso'dad, 'he found
giants', is that of TgOnq. In all likelihood, Iso'dad adopted this reading from his
anonymous source; however, besides the Diyarbakir commentary, the Armenian
Ephrem and the Catena Severi also give this reference, see page 70, note 128
above.
469
 On these matters of spelling, cf. WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 600-601 ad loc.
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of jnpJujif, and quinffiipii, 'thé source', instead of S^uij^lA. As dis-
cussed above, the latter instance is probably a case where an exegetical
rendering has influenced the Armenian Bible.
The alternative readings. The Sûpoç reading ôç eupev to u5cop is a
good translation of the Peshitta's r^-a cn\ u&x.rc'.v With respect to
the information that octocfjuv is a transliteration of the Hebrew word
for water, D"D(n), the anonymous critic of Csl. 256, mentioned above,
is correct. Eusebius' use of the word o^eSov and the remark that the
expression had been altered slightly in the Greek indicate that he was
aware that the correspondence between the Greek term and the Hebrew
was far from complete. Eusebius cannot have used the recentiores here,
as they all give transliterations, nor is it necessary to assume the services
of an informant; it is very possible that he simply combined the data
of the Septuagint and the Peshitta. The latter supplied Eusebius with
the translation 'waters' and the former with a transliteration which he
thought sounded similar enough to the Syriac term to guess that it was
at least close to the Hebrew word for water.
Theodoret probably got the idea that the Syrian says a source was
found in the desert from Diodore's paraphrase. Yet he combines this
with his own knowledge of Syriac,470 which rightly told him that oclvd
was the Syriac word for source.471 This explanation has nothing to
do with the Peshitta, however, as this version does not use the word
r^iis , and as the person whom Theodoret calls 'Aïvàv is named n^. in
Syriac. The anonymous critic of Csl. 256 is correct here, too.
LV. Ad Gen 36:31
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 140r 27-140v 8 (PG 87.1, 465A 7-23)
Ka.1 oiÜTot oi ßaaiXelc oi ßaatAeücravtec èv 'Edùp, npo roù ßaadeuaai ßaaiXea
èv 'laparjX. ZT)TÏ]IÉOV auó rcóxe Xéyei ßaaiXeuaat TOÙÇ ßaaiXeac èv if) 'EÔoiji.
^Apa £Ù9ùç [ietic töv 'EO<ó[Ji; 'AXX' óxtco [jióvouc Xéyei upó xoü ßaaiXeüaou
ßaaiXea èv 'laparjX èv 'EÔà)[JL ßaaiXEÜaat. HoXXai ôè yeveai yivoviai à TCO
'Haaù £wç too ßaaiXeüaai ßaaiXea lui 'Iapar|X.
470
 It was his mother tongue, after all. — This instance is not mentioned in
GUINOT'S studies.
471
 He also uses the knowledge that oclvâ is Syriac for source in Quaestiones in II
Regum 45, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-BUSTO SAIZ, 121,22 (with regard to 3Reg 1:9).
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Hapy,ir\pr\T.io\> Ôè ôiati xatapi9[xel TOÙÇ ßaaiXeac 'E8à>[ji ewç öte ßaaiXeuc
ocvéatT] lul 'Iapar|X. 'Apa öxi ó EaouX icpötoc ßaaiXeuaac è|r|XEtc|jE -cov
'A(juxXr|x; Tt ouv upöc ia âXXa I6vr] ta ex toü 'Haaö; Toü -yap 'A^ocX^x
aCaXswpSÉvTOc, loü 'E8cb(j. ê6voc [leta taüta avayéypajciat.
AfjXov ÔÈ ÖTt toùç ßaatXeac Xéyei tobç ewç xóxe ßaaiXeuaavTac, ecoç ôte 10
ßaaiXeuc èv 'Iapaf|X. "fiaitep yàp oùx T^V ôuvaiov eùGéwç toùç 1C
i., OÖTCÜC où8è toùç èÇ 'Haaû.
And tiese are thé Jcings who ruled in Edom before a king ruled in
Israel. The question is: from when does he say that the kings ruled in
(the land of) Edom? Is it directly after Edom?472 No, he says that only is
eight kings ruled in Edom before a king ruled in Israel. Now there were
many (more) generations from Esau until a king ruled over Israel.
One must observe why he enumerates the kings of Edom until a king
stood up over Israel. Is it because Saul, who was the first to become
cf iReg 15:7 king, had wiped out Amalek? Then what about the other peoples who 20
(originated) from Esau? For although Amalek had been wiped out, the
people of Edom has been recorded afterwards.
Now it is clear that he speaks about the kings that had ruled until
then, until a king stood up over Israel. For just as it was not possible
that the (descendants) of Jacob became a majority straightaway, so it 25
was not (possible) either that the (descendants) of Esau did.
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 85,52-72
«III t l l j l l till jilllllj Illl l l j l . j), ll|l jllllllj Mil ll|ll,l||îll jl,|l!||l|ill l,l| Mllin|l,l|MI|| ll|ih;;l.l
i| mi ii|i jhupllJjb(Jl)>:
aurinuL/ujj. mil nntiffna ilhuijU LLIU£' nn no L. tiltini 1111 iiiil.iiii fcn liliifti 1111 nji
îf^ui^ i ßnLJigl; i^r/ni^ mi ii|iiifi (;ij ii
lujiu o'uut/ulUujL'jnnnLubLlun jouja.ujLnnjPunuithin. ilhiffç uujuli uijunnnli P"^_
q^ i l/tijinii^ i tiujfu ^ujij.ujtnpfciug IL fafbuig aUtifiij(176)f^lj: OL uijb
/.il mu iiin iiiiiiMiunj /i DIIIIIIIIII. ii/i ï/.in (Ai/tuncu/i p /ip/.iiii, iiniiiii L/Ti iin
JJin£t l^Lupi^Luj^ tf.pfi uuififU Ui^nijiluijkging, jkppujjkgliU npujt,u jnîîifîii uAii
iiinyiii juyui t /?t ""j^ jjji i^r/inij nu n^iiifi nfi ^/iiiif mi iiji/ti^i'h, JKb^L. juj
lffUjfLULiLnn<^n'^> Puntuicin ^mi/iii/i/i: i-?n uniiAii )kp ^ l^ujfi tJuintlujnujLn
uijUngfilf i i j i ïiinljinl l'iiijli l.jili l'iiiififm'fiinj, /i i i j 'liiiifiii np jUuuJLUijli ',/i'i.
a—a
 dwas litteras erasas restitui; ni^i/iiji| 'ii scripsit editor \ h litteram ƒ? supplevi (om.
per haplographiam)
472
 That is, Esau, cf. Gen 25:30 and 36:1,8.
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And these are the kings who ruled in the land of the Edomites before
is a king ruled in Israel. The question is: from when does he say that the
kings ruled in the land of the Edomites? Is it directly after Edom?473
No, he speaks about only eight, whoever ruled (as) king of the Israelites.
One must observe why exactly he enumerates the kings of Edom
until the moment that a king stood up in Israel. Is it because Saul
20 was the first to become king and had wiped out Amalek? And what cf iReg i5:7
would that mean to the other people[s] of Esau? For after Amalek had
been wiped out, the people of the Edomites is recorded in sequence,
one after another, in the Hebrew just as in the Greek. Thus it is clear
that he enumerates up to the kings that ruled, until a king of Israel
25 stood up. For just as it was not possible for those who descended from
Jacob to abound straightaway, (this) was not (possible) for those who
descended from Esau either.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The last part of the first paragraph of the Armenian
text has been shortened through homoioteleuton. As the Armenian
text, by the addition of np n^> L, 'whoever', has been made into a new,
readable—though not very consistent—whole, it would appear that the
Greek Vorlage of the translator had suffered this loss. The eyes of a
copyist must have gone from TOO ßaaiXeüaou 2° to too ßaaiXeüaou 30.474
The Greek text in turn lacks the mention of the Hebrew and the
Greek. Procopius may have found Eusebius' remark a bit vague, as it
does not explicitly refer to a certain reading. Otherwise, the Armenian
translation may be considered a rendering of the Greek text as found
in Procopius. Note that the translator rendered the first £wc of line 10
as if it stood before TOÙÇ ßaadeac.
The question at issue. Eusebius starts this comment on the enumer-
ation of the kings of Edom (Gen 36:31-39) with an explicit question:
if the enumeration ends when the first king of Israel stood up, when
does it begin? He remarks that it cannot be directly after Esau, as
Scripture mentions no more than eight kings, whereas the number of
generations must have been higher. Eusebius postpones the full answer
to this problem, first putting forward the question of why the kings are
473
 The Armenian uses ij- + ablativus as a (mechanical) translation of
accusativus, as both can mean 'in pursuit of'. The Armenian text resulting can,
however, also be translated as 'over Edom'. On Edom, cf. note 472.
474
 Another possibility is that they went from 'lupariX 1° to lapariX 2°, but the
singular /,/m.j;i ,i/ . (i suggests otherwise.
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enumerated until the first king over Israel, that is, Saul. This has noth-
ing to do with the fact that Saul defeated the Amalekites—descendants
of Esau according to Gen 36:12,15—, as Esau had more descendants;
these are enumerated further on, not only in the Greek but also in the
Hebrew text (which means that there is no mistake). Thus Eusebius
probably took the verses 40-43, which are given after the last king has
been mentioned, as a proof that other Edomite peoples remained in
existence.475 He now finally explains both problems by observing that
a people must have gained some strength before it can have a ruler
over itself and neighbouring peoples. Just as it took some time before
the descendants of Jacob gained enough strength to have a king which
ruled in the area, it had taken the Edomites some time before their
first king could come to power.
Quotations from the Septuagint. Procopius' quotation of Gen 36:31
is identical to LXX*. The quotation in the Armenian translation follows
the Armenian Bible.476 The Armenian texts read jhplfpfHi /,•/ i,,/m//.,yi,;.;,
'in the land of the Edomites'; this may reflect the reading âv yfj
'E5o)fJL, found in the 0, d, n, t, and z groups, and in several individual
manuscripts. Eusebius' reading cannot be determined.
The alternative readings. It would appear that the remark on the
Hebrew and the Greek refers to Gen 36:40-43. This enumeration of the
Edomite chiefs is indeed found in both texts. It cannot be determined
whether Eusebius based himself on an informant or on the recentiores,
as the latter are not extant. A third possibility is that he supposed the
Hebrew would read the same as the Syriac text, as the Peshitta also
gives this text.
LVI. Ad Gen 37:2
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1752 (attributed to Eusebius in L, to
Diodore in M)
Kal ó Sûpoç xal ó 'Eßpoüoc, àvcl toû xaTrjveyxav, «xaxrivefXEv» l^ei, àvtl
•cou- SießaXXe toùç àôsXçoùç to ita-cpl cbç oùx EÛIIXXTOUÇ ovtaç' Ô9ev è[jnar|6r)
roxp' aÙTÔSv. Tfi Ôà 'EXXTjvixfi ypaçfi auvayawCetai to elpT^évov xorao- dç
ôv StapouAeuaâf^svoi èXoiSopow.
475
 He did not realize that David still had to deal with Amalek (IReg 27:8).
476
 The edition of ZEYTUNIAN reads k uyu /</,m( mi ,i/,.(. Hi, but the word order of
our text is found in several manuscripts.
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s And the Syrian and the Hebrew, instead of they brought, have 'he
brought', in this sense: he used to speak slanderously of his brothers
to his father, saying that they were not obedient; and for this reason
he became hated by them. However, what is said below (with regard
to Joseph), 'whom they were reviling after thorough deliberation', Gen 49:23
10 supports the Greek Scripture.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 141r 13-16, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1752 (PG 87.1,
467/468,7-10, Latin)
KaTqvsfxav dé tpójov itovr\póv 'Iu>ar\<f. Eû^a^oç e£eôcox£- «xal Ecpepev
Ta>af|cp StaßoX^v xat' aütwv Ttovrçpàv»' outa> 6è xal ó Sûpoç ê^Ei, uàviwç
oiaßaXXcov tbç oùx övtac eùtàxiouç' ööev xal (jt^laetat rcap' autwv. 'O
(JiévTOi. 'AxûXaç «f]V£yxav» cpTjatv.
s JVow they brought a, false reproach on Joseph. Symmachus translated:
'and Joseph often brought a false accusation against them'; thus the
Syrian has it, too, evidently because he spoke slanderously (of them),
saying that they were not obedient; and just for this reason he was
hated by them. Nevertheless, Aquila says 'they brought'.
C. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 263
KocTrjv£)'xav 8e. fyójov novrjpöv 'Io>ar\(p npoç itatépa aùtoû. 'O aûpoç ôè xal
ó aßpaloc, àvtl TOO xatrçvepcav, «xatr|veyx£v» I^ouaiv, -cou-céativ 'Iu>ar]<p
SießaXe toùç àSeX^oùç TW iraipt, wç oùx eû-càxtouç ovtaç- 80ev xal I(jitari9ï)
Ttap' aùtcôv.
5 JVow they brought a fa7se reproach on Joseph to his father. The Syrian
and the Hebrew, instead of they brought, have 'he brought', that is,
Joseph spoke slanderously of his brothers to his father, saying that
they were not obedient; for which reason he became hated by them.
Discussion
Textual tradition. As in the case of fragment xxvi, this is an instance
where there is no counterpart in the Armenian translation to a Greek
fragment that can be ascribed to Eusebius of Emesa on good grounds.
The attribution to Eusebius in MS L in itself does not suffice as a
reason to assign it to him, as this manuscript displays some isolated
and probably gratuitous attributions to Eusebius in other places. The
attribution to Diodore in MS M brings us a step further, however.
It is based on the parallel in the Collectio Coisliniana, a text which
was indeed written by Diodore (fragment C above). The differences
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between the texts A and C make it clear that the version found in
the Catena is not Diodore's. On the other hand, the reference to the
Hebrew and the Syrian and the other points of agreement between
the two texts indicate that one depends on the other. As Diodore has
borrowed all other references to the Syrian and the Hebrew in his
work from Eusebius of Emesa, the most likely conclusion would be
that Diodore used a text written by Eusebius such as the one found
in the Catena. The reason why the Armenian has no counterpart to
it remains unclear; one might think the translator had an Armenian
Bible with a reading in the singular, making the comment redundant.
However, in the manuscript tradition of the Armenian Bible there is
no trace of such a text; only the Armenian Ephrem has a reading with
a verb in singular.477
Procopius has summarized Eusebius' comment and added data from
other sources; it is interesting to see that he has replaced Eusebius'
Hebrew by references to Symmachus and Aquila. The same, in fact,
is done in catena MS M, which combines the primary tradition of the
Catena with elements from the Collectio Coisliniana. This manuscript
reads 'AxuXotç xod Sû[X(ia^oç en ôè xod ó Sûpoç instead of Kai ó Eópoc
xocl ó 'Eßpaloc.478
The question at issue. Eusebius deals with a textual difference
between the Septuagint as he knew it, and the Hebrew and the Syrian.
According to his Greek Bible, Joseph's brothers were slandering him;
the verb xatriveyxav is a plural. Eusebius tells us the Hebrew and the
Syrian have a singular form. In order to indicate the consequence of
this—now Joseph must be the subject of the phrase—, he provides a
paraphrase, which also makes explicit what Joseph said to his father
about his brothers. Eusebius goes on to tell us Joseph's calumny was a
reason for their hatred of him, whereas in this respect the biblical text
mentions only his dreams and Jacob's preference for him (Gen 37:4,8).
Remarkably, the catena fragment concludes with a remark which goes
to indicate that the reading of the Greek is not impossible; it connects
Jacob's statement in Gen 49:23 (LXX) with regard to Joseph, that they
reviled him, to this verse.479
Quotations from the Septuagint. Eusebius' Greek Bible clearly con-
tained the plural reading xaxriveyxav; this reading is attested in many
477
 Of. the apparatuses of 'tyi/i.p O'Wiifng, ed. ZEYTUNIAN.
478
 See PETIT, apparatus to Cat. 1752, note 2.
479
 Instead of to his brother's plot against him (Gen 37:18 and Gen 50:20); cf.
La Genèse, tr. HARL, 313 note ad Gen 49:23.
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Lxx manuscripts, too. According to Wevers, the singular is original.480
His LXX* also displays the word order 'Icoar)9 cj>óyov rcovrjpóv, which is
rather difficult to understand if the verb is in the plural. Therefore the
text adopted by Procopius and Diodore,481 found in some Septuagint
manuscripts as well, has transposed Twar|<p and cj^óyov 7tovr)póv, enabling
one to take 'Icoariç as a genitive. It is quite possible that this was also
Eusebius' reading, but this cannot be demonstrated. Diodore is the
only one to give the last words of the verse. His text does not read the
name 'Iapar|X; this is a variant which may reflect the influence of the
Hexaplaric text.482 Note that part of the tradition of his commentary
reads rcpóc ióv Tiaxépa aUTÖv.
The catena fragment also quotes from Gen 49:23. It gives the par-
ticiple of the aorist (instead of the praesens), a variant not attested
elsewhere. It may be a citation from memory.
The alternative readings. The singular xairiveyxev is a correct trans-
lation of the Peshitta, which reads this part of Gen 37:2 as follows:
.^omcuarcd r^Ti.-» .^ gcn-i\, Aa>cu .atuK'o. It also agrees with the Hebrew
text as we know it, orra« V« run arm n« tpv Wi. Eusebius' source
may be an informant or one of the known recentiores, which read a
singular, as do the Targumim. Procopius' information with regard to
Aquila does not appear to be correct.483
LVII. Ad Gen 37:21
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 86,89-92
dl'l'l'l' |iiinii. mill,, S" rii|'l,h |dl. iii|il||ili [i i|ni|' i|(iiii|iil,i|i, uiujpbgnjg ijliiu
jl.ij |<iii|ii|'liii|iin L mul,, ilji '>iii|ii|iii ,|' i j i j in JIMJ |<»: Lhunpfill tuut tffi iiiijiiiliiini.i>
480
 Apart from his edition, see also his Notes on Genesis, 613 ad 37:2.
481
 In the second apparatus of his edition, WEVERS has given Diodore's reading
as a witness to Theodotion. There is, however, no reason to assume that Diodore
did not follow the Septuagint text he had at hand. The name Theodotion in Ra
25 (and possibly 739) is a corruption of the lemma AioSobpou, see the apparatus to
Gal. 263, ad 1. 1.
482
 Compare the Syro-Hexapla and the reading attributed to ol o' in Genesis, ed.
WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc., to be completed and corrected by the fragment
Csl. 262.
483
 All other witnesses give the singular, as expected; see Genesis, ed. WEVERS,
second apparatus ad loc. and Csl. 262. There is no reliable witness to Theodotion's
reading, cf. note 481 above.
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When Reuben, he says, had heard that they had thrown Joseph into a
cistern, he rescued him from his brothers and said: 'Let us not hit him
up to the soul.'The Syrian says: 'Let us not kill him.'
Discussion
Textual tradition. This fragment has only been handed down to us in
the Armenian translation.
The question at issue. Although it can be demonstrated that already
in classical Greek the word (J^X7! had a much broader sense than just
'soul',484 the mechanical way in which the Hebrew ŒD3 is rendered as
t^uxii in the Septuagint, even where it means 'life' or 'person', or where
it is used in expressions with a pronominal sense, must have made
a strange impression on those whose native language was Greek, not
because these renderings could not be understood,485 but because some
of them are simply quite unusual. The expression où na-càÇojjLev aüxóv
eiç t|;u)tr|v, 'we shall not hit him up to the soul', is probably a good
example of such a Hebraistic rendering.486 The Hebrew is reproduced
with the regular Greek equivalents, and though a Greek might have
understood the result as 'we shall not smite him in person',487 this
particular expression would not have sounded very natural in his ears.
It is not impossible that this was the problem Eusebius wanted to
tackle. On the basis of the Syriac text, he is able to give a much clearer
rendering.
Quotations from the Septuagint. Eusebius paraphrases Gen 37:21,
adding what Reuben had heard: 'that they had thrown Joseph into a
cistern'. One is surprised to find that Eusebius does not follow the line
of the story exactly; in fact, Reuben had only heard about his brothers'
intentions (verse 20), and it was only after his intervention that Joseph
was actually thrown into the cistern (verse 24). The parts which are
quoted literally from the biblical text, /ipp/i pi UIL -4n_mpt^ (ocxouoac
ÔÈ 'Poußr|v) and J]>' luifigni^ q^ui jnrifi (où
484
 The word can actually be used in virtually all senses of the Hebrew word !0D3;
cf. BRATSIOTIS, 'BP3-*YXH'. See also La Genèse, tr. HAUL, 60-61 and 153 note ad
Gen 12:5; and HARL in HARL-ÜORIVAL-MUNNICH, La Bible grecque des Septante,
257.
485
 Even this did happen, however, see HARL in HARL-DoRlVAL-MuNNiCH, La
Bible grecque des Septante, 249—250.
486
 I have not found an example of (jiaiaaotu) etc <puxr|v in BRATSIOTIS'S quite
complete survey (see note 484). Moreover, this author does not deal with the prob-
lem of how current such expressions are.
487
 Cf. WEVERS'S rendering in his Notes on Genesis, 622 ad loc.
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agree with the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible.488 On the basis of
its role in the comment, the last phrase can be established as Eusebius'
reading. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. There are good grounds to assume that
the Peshitta's txiai Ao\,m r&, 'let us not kill anybody', 'let us not take
a life', was the Vorlage of Eusebius' reading of the Syrian, JJi' uufulbgnL^
MUI, 'let us not kill him'. The non-explicit rendering of rucai that one
has to assume, reflects Eusebius' ideas on translation technique and is
no reason to reconstruct a different Syriac model. This example makes
it clear once again that Eusebius was not able to take recourse directly
to the Hebrew.
LVIII. Ad Gen 37:36
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1847 (ad 39:1; attributed to Eusebius in L)
El eùvoù^oç ó Ileiecppfjc, rcwc euplaxeiat yuvouxa I^wv, ir\v too 'Ia>ar]<p
ipoaav; 'AXX' T) 0eta fpa<pT] auaooviac xal eùvoû^ouç xaXeï xai xouc [AT]
OVTOCÇ |j.av eövoóxpuc, tóuova 6è TOÓTCOV xat i:r|V raativ èrcé^ovcaç. "fiarcep oöv
xal ó [Aaxàpioç 'Hca'îaç toùç uepl Aavir)X xal TOÙÇ ipelç uat5aç
aTtàôoviaç xaXeî Xéywv TU 'EÇexîa- Koà ànà luv uîuv aou TWV
aou &v yswtfaeiç, X-qcjjoviai àno aou xai noirjaouai anâôovmç èv
toû ßaaiXea>c T<ÙV B<xßvua>v(o)v. Kal y_p\.aiov<; ÓJJLOIWC xaXeî xal
[AT] l)(oviaç [AÈv j(pta[Aa, iT)v 8è toû ^piaxoû euceßeiav xexTT)(jL£vouç, tbç èv ttp
èxatoato -cexàpTCu cf>aX[Acô.
a
 /e^e forsan TpOTcov, mde lectionem Procopii
10 If Petephres is a eunucA, how is he found to have a wife, she who Gen 39:i
was in love with Joseph? But Holy Scripture calls even those who are cf Gen 39:7
not eunuchs but do have their position and their loyalty 'castrated
persons'489 and 'eunuchs'. Just as the blessed Isaiah prophetically calls
Daniel and his companions, the three young men, 'castrated persons',
is when he says to Hezekiah: 'And of your sons, who originate from you, is 39:7
whom you will beget, they will take (some) away from you, and they
will make (them) castrated persons in the palace of the king of the
488 Tjjg spelling ^n.iup£ii is unusual, but not unknown in the tradition of the
Armenian Bible.
489 'pjjis term is only chosen in order to make clear in the translation that the
Greek uses two terms, tûvouxpç and aitàôcov. These are synonymous.
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Babylonians. ' And in the same way he also calls 'anointed' those who
do not have the unction, but who possess the piety of the anointed, as
PS 104:15 in the hundred and fourth psalm. 20
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 145r 8-15, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1847 (PG87.1, 475A
1-11, Latin)
"AXXoç §é !pï)<nv (bç ^ ypacpï] cTcaOovtac xal eûvoû)(_ouç xaXeï xal TOÙÇ \ii]
OVTOCÇ (jiav eûvoû)(ouç, Tpórcov 5à xal mativ l^ovxaç toûxcov. "Oauep oöv xal
ó [Aaxàpioç 'Haa'taç toùç itepl AavtTiX xal ioù<; ipelç rcatôaç 7tpocpYyuxâ>ç
arcàÔovxaç xaXel Xéyoüv tw 'EÇexlor Kai anö xüv ui&v aou TÖV è^sp^op,év(i)v
ânà aoü &v yswrjaetc, Arj^ovtai xai ^ot^aouat arcàSovraç év TW ofxo) TOÜ s
TÔJV BaßuXuiviciiv, Kai ^piaioùç o(ioîwç xaXel xai TOÙÇ JJLT| è^oviaç
ï)v 5e tcov ^piai;c5v eüoeßeiav xextTifxévouc.
Another says that Scripture calls even those who are not eunuchs
but do have their manner and their loyalty 'castrated persons'489 and
Gen 39:1 'eunuchs'. Just as the blessed Isaiah prophetically calls Daniel and his 10
companions, the three young men, 'castrated persons', when he says to
is 39:7 Hezekiah: 'And of your sons, who originate from you, whom you will
beget, they will take (some) away, and they will make (them) castrated
persons in the palace of the king of the Babylonians. ' And in the same
way he also calls 'anointed' those who do not have the unction, but is
PS 104:15 who possess the piety of anointed persons.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 86,93-87,112
"lit l|i.ll<(iiin..hlj|ïli, "l"',; iflilil ll.nnm|i|il.ni| 'lll.|i.p|ihi iij 'I' ni|inii iili|i ]j u iSAi i i
n | l > i n | i » : riilf uiunpfili' 'bhpjffiiiLnj L. mu'li CuiLuiuiuipJfi, iljiiiilnu'li 'j'1}'. • /'";/;/
utnnjij. ƒ/»/ƒ (y/ i / iy i . j>J i /n . i i^ mul,: til ij/iiii ƒ!/ƒ ii/n/, Jill, Ifjlli ni'/i/ji: I, inn
uijuu^u t /«/îuïfujjji. ifji t ( 87 ) ƒ5* ^  finpif ßiu^uiinfiuig, t^ t
/m/[iiiii/i»/i ^PQÇ j ' / r l l / f '> / ' 'f/ '1 'ƒ ||/|<* ^ I I IMI I I / I / . I , /t i / r i f i i / f itijitniifili nuL ƒ<//, ui/, n/ 5
imi'/ i ]jiininii^l.jiij lijili / ,yi, iiiiinn n j niy'jiiij/.ii ƒ] ij/.ij 'l "'Jl' \> '/'•('"!/ v'»'/«/«'/"" •'
And they soJd him, he says, to Petaphres, the eunuch*90 of Pharao,
the chief butcher. Now the Syrian calls a eunuch and a loyal man by
the same name. The Hebrew, however, really speaks about a eunuch. 10
cf Gen 39:7 And how does he say that he had a wife? According to the Hebrews
it should be understood in this way, that it is a matter of a position
490 Qr: 'castrated person' (cf. note 489): the Armenian uses only one word for
the Greek eùvoûxoç and oitaScov. — An apposition after a personal name which has
the article in Greek does not need it in Armenian, as the examples in JENSEN,
Altarmenische Grammatik, § 427, show.
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(at the service) of kings; if one is not married, one cannot obtain this
position; and for this reason, although he was a eunuch, he had a wife.
is And the passion of the woman gives evidence (of this), for if she had
really been the wife of a man (that was) intact, then she would not cf Gen 39.-7-12
have quarreled thus with him.
D. DIODORB: ed. Petit, Csl. 276
El £Uvou%oc ó netEtppfjç, TCCÔÇ eupiaxetai yuvalxa ex.cov> 'AXX' ô [xèv aopoç
pila upoariyopîa tóv te aTiàôovta xal tôv matôv avôpa Xéyei. toïç Seanotatç'
ô 5à eßpaioc aXrjOöc eûvou)(pv xai toütov OCTCÖ tfjç Tuateooç, ÈTisiST] tpiXet to
tcùv eùvou^cùv yévoç [xàXiata iuateoeo6at ta tijjuahata töv xtï][juxtci>v, xal
5 aûtT)v twv ßaaiXecov tT)v acùtrjptav. Kai où 0au[j,aatov, ÔTCOU ye xai 'Aßpaajj,
xai 'loaàx xai 'laxwß j^pictor Mi] anieaOe. yàp <pï)ai TÔJV xpicnuv JJ.QU.
Aéyetai 8è xai Kûpoç ô IIépar]ç )(piatoç. Ootcoç apa xai tr)v too citàÔovtoç ô
àpXijjuxyapoç upoaTjyoptav la^ev, xai toûto yuvatxa £XWV» ^ia x^v £0vol(xv.
If Petephres is a eunuch, how is he found to have a wife? But the Syrian Gen 39.-1
10 refers with one appellation to a castrated person and a man who is
loyal to his masters. The Hebrew, however, really (refers to) a eunuch,
and (he does refer to) this with regard to his loyalty, since the class of
the eunuchs is above all wont to be entrusted with the most precious
parts of possessions and even with the safety of kings. And (this is) not
is extraordinary, as Abraham and Isaac and Jacob (are called) anointed,
for he says: 'Do not touch my anointed (servants). ' And even Cyrus the PS I04.-i5
Persian is called 'anointed'. Thus in the same way the chief butcher, cf is 45:i
even though he had a wife, received the appellation of castrated person
on account of his goodwill.
E. GENNADIUS: ed. Petit, Csl. 275
Hoc EUVOÛ^OV eïvai (pTJaaç töv üetEcppfjv, yuvaïxa toûtov elitev s^eiv; Olfxai
totvuv èyw töv ôûo ta etepov T\ 6ià to euvouv aùtov eùvoù^ov
upoaeipfjaôai, T] xai tco övti tc5v [loplcov Ixtetp^évoùv EX£IV
tô yuvatov, ô Sr) xai ê<p' TI[ACÙV lyvcofiev imà noXXöv noXXâxiç ytvofxevov.
s Having said that Petephres was a eunuch, how did he say that he had
a wife? Well, I should think (it is) one or the other: either that he,
because of his goodwill, was called a eunuch by an abuse of language,
or that he, even though his parts had really been castrated, did have
a wife in the position of a married woman, of which we have come to
10 know from many people that it happens even in our time.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. The text in the Catena (A) is found in a nearly iden-
tical form in Procopius (B), who shortened the beginning and the end
somewhat. It deals with the word euvoü^oc of Gen 39:1, and clearly takes
its departure from the reading of the Syrian found in Eusebius' expla-
nation of the word ofcdScov in Gen 37:36, which has only been preserved
in the Armenian translation (C). This is one of the instances where a
'second wording' of Eusebius' exegesis appears to exist. As usual, this
text contains some extra elements which may very well be Eusebian,
but which do not have a parallel in the Armenian translation. There
is much to be said in favour of the theory that this particular 'second
wording' was written by Eusebius himself. The 'second wordings' are
often found when alternative locations for comments can be found;
we have seen that the Armenian translator operated in an economical
fashion. In this case it is not even necessary to assume dislocation, as
the text is in fact found at the alternative location, Gen 39:1, itself,
both in the Catena and Procopius. Moreover, fragment A is attributed
to Eusebius in L. The assumption that it was written by Eusebius also
explains how its first sentence and the reference to Ps 104 came to be
cited in Diodore (D); the latter had Eusebius' commentary at hand,
and combined these elements from the text at Gen 39:1 and the more
precise information he found at Gen 37:36 into a new whole, which he
located at Gen 39:1.
This case may seem strong, yet the evaluation of the relations
between A and D suggests another option: text A may have been
written by a third author. It appears, in fact, that it is easier to
explain A from D than the other way round. This third author was
not interested in the details of the Syrian and the Hebrew, but simply
wanted to know what Scripture has to tell us. In Diodore, the difference
between the Syrian and the Hebrew had already received less emphasis
than it had in Eusebius, as the former assumes in the case of the Hebrew,
too, that Potiphar was not castrated. The author of A could now take
the argument a step further, and leave out the mention of the sources.
Moreover, he had found the fine example of Is 39:7 (why would Diodore
have left it out?), which made the parallel case of the anointed, which
was quite important for Diodore, fade into the background. I think this
internal argument is stronger than the attribution in L, a manuscript
which has surprised us more than once with false attributions. It is
telling that the other manuscripts have no attribution at all. All this
leaves us, of course, with the question of who this third author is. In the
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case of fragment iv on Gen 2:6, a comparable 'second wording' could
be assigned to Theodore of Mopsuestia (see page 188 above). Such
an attribution is not impossible here either, but there is no positive
indication to sustain it.
Gennadius' text is located at Gen 39:1 in the Collectio Coisliniana,
and deals indeed with the word eùvoû^oç used there. Diodore's wordplay
eùvoû^oç - euvotoc returns here in the form euvoû^oç - euvouç. Yet the
second option he gives, that Potiphar really was castrated, is only
found in Eusebius (C). Thus he may have known both authors. Two
much later Syriac commentaries also deal with the issue. It is difficult
to determine whether they depend on Diodore or on fragment A.491
The question at issue. The problem with Potiphar is the fact that
he is called a eunuch, whereas Gen 39:7 tells us he had a wife.492
Now Eusebius does not pose this problem at the beginning of his
comment, but first gives two alternative readings which he needs for
his explanations. The first one is the reading of the Syrian, which uses
a term which can also be interpreted as 'loyal man'. Eusebius also tells
us, however, that the Hebrew means only 'eunuch'. As he attaches the
greatest importance to the latter, he feels obliged to find a solution.
He finds one in a tradition which he ascribes to 'the Hebrews',493 that
Potiphar had a position to which only married people were entitled.
Eusebius is critical towards this kind of extra-biblical information. This
is why he adds the last sentence; Potiphar must have been a eunuch,
for only this could explain why his wife kept on at Joseph, day after
day (Gen 39:7-12).
Diodore does not accept the latter part of Eusebius' comment. He
gives the information on the Syrian and the Hebrew, but explains
the fact that the Hebrew really refers to a eunuch in a different way,
reducing the contrast between the two witnesses. In Syriac, there is one
single term for two different things. In Hebrew, the title of eunuch refers
to someone who has really been castrated but, Diodore adds, in this
language the title is also given to others who share the quality of loyalty
with the class of the eunuchs. He backs up this view by giving a parallel
case: the word 'anointed' is used also for those who are not anointed,
491
 Le commentaire du manuscrit Diyarbaktr, ed. VAN ROMPAY, 110,21-26 (tr.
142,3-7) and Iso'dad: Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDB, 202,8-
10 (tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 218,4-7). The latter mentions the Hebrew, but ascribes
to it what Eusebjus and Diodore attribute to the Syrian.
492
 The problem is first mentioned by Philo, Legum Allegoriae 3.236, who gives
an allegorical explanation.
493
 I have not found a parallel to it in Jewish sources, though.
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but do possess a comparable status or piety. He gives two examples of
this: the term is used for the Patriarchs in Ps 104:15 (- IPar 16:22),
and for Cyrus in Is 45:1. As we have seen, the author of catena fragment
A follows the same line of thought, but does not refer to the Hebrew
and the Syrian, and adds a reference to Is 39:7. Gennadius does not
refer to alternative readings either. He mentions the idea of the use of
the term 'eunuch' as a title using the technical term xaTa^prjaTixGuc,
'by an abuse of language'.494 The use of the wordplay eùvoû^oç - eovouç
connects him to Diodore, as stated above, yet he also mentions the
possibility that Potiphar was really a eunuch, suggesting it is common
knowledge that these were sometimes married, which 'happens even in
our time'.
A reference to Jewish tradition does not return in the comments
of these followers of Eusebius. Jerome, however, does provide one495—
and declares that it is true496—, yet this tradition is not the same
as that found in Eusebius, but a very popular one which claims that
Potiphar had bought Joseph to serve in turpe ministerium, and that
his genital organs were withered by way of punishment. This made him
eligible for the office of high priest of Heliopolis; thus this Potiphar
should not be distinguished from the one who is Joseph's father-in-
law (Gen 41:45,50; 46:20; the masoretic text uses a different name,
Potiphera, for the latter,497 whereas the Septuagint and Jerome give
them the same name).498
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation of Gen 37:36 in the
Armenian text provides a shortened version of the verse, in which the
subject and object are not explicitly named and the expression sic
Alfuircov has no counterpart. Otherwise, the text agrees in full with
the Septuagint and in part with the Armenian Bible; the latter has
changed the order of the two last words. It can only be established that
Eusebius read a word for 'eunuch' in Gen 37:36.
494
 On this term, see KAMESAR, Jerome, 164-167.
495
 In his Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 45.
496
 Ibidem, 48 ad 41:45.
497
 Compare the names $ouTt<p<xp and ^outiçàpi used by Aquila and Symmachus
to indicate the difference. These readings have been preserved in a comment on
Gen 37:36 attributed to Origen, éd. PETIT, Cat. 1812.
498
 On this tradition, see HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 220. A different
tradition, which also identifies the Potiphar of Gen 37:36 with Joseph's father-in-
law, weis known to Origen, who says that the Hebrews know this 'from an apoc-
ryphon': fragment on Gen 41:45, ed. PETIT, Cat. 1940; cf. DE LANGE, Origen and
the Jews, 129.
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The quotation from Is 39:7 in A and B follows the Lucianic recension
with regard to the plus xwv !£ep)(0[ji£vcov auó aou and the reading
jEvvriaeic (which is also the Hexaplaric text) for ayevvriaocc. Theodoret
gives these readings, too. The reading Xr)(J>ovxai for Xrjfjufxwcai is more
widely attested, whereas the variant ulwv for lextcov is only found in
these two witnesses. A has an extra ôcuo aoû.
The alternative readings. As regards his remark on the Syrian,
Eusebius is referring to the word r&sa.msn, which—if taken as a passive
participle499—does indeed have the two meanings he attributes to it.500
Originally the word means 'trusted', 'trustworthy', but via the meaning
'loyal servant' or 'minister' it has also acquired the sense of 'eunuch',
as some court officials were castrated. With respect to Potiphar, it is
used in the Peshitta here and in Gen 39:1. One could propose that the
term 'the Syrian' refers to the language rather than to the Syriac Bible
in this particular instance. Yet the way in which the parallel term 'the
Hebrew' is used here pleads against it. Moreover, Syriac also has the
unambiguous word r&»va=n.
The Hebrew word D'HD has undergone a development similar to that
of the Syriac word. It is a loan word from Akkadian, etymologically
meaning 'the one who is at the head', and is used for a high dignitary,
often active at court, but also as a military man in the field. The word
has also acquired the derived meaning of 'eunuch'.501 Now Eusebius
claims that the Hebrew word means only eunuch. This can be explained
by assuming that he based himself on a Hebrew informant or tradition,
for although the original meaning of the word was not unknown, as
TgOnq's rendering H3T shows, it is true that the secondary one had
come to prevail,502 and was especially popular in the aggadic tradition
499
 The form can be an active participle, 'believing', but this does not fit the
context.
500
 Cf. BROCKELMANN, Lexicon Syriacum, 175a s.v. Note that the way the Di-
yarbakir commentary, and perhaps also Iso'dad, present their comment on this
word suggests that this Syriac term had lost its original meaning by then. See the
reference in note 491 above.
501
 KOEHLER-BAUMGARTNER, Hebräisches und Aramäisches Lexikon 3, 727a s.v.
On its use in the Bible, cf. DE VAUX, Les institutions de l'Ancien Testament 1,
186.
602
 Cf. LÉVY, 'Platon et le faux Smerdis', 239 with n. 3, who points, among other
things, to the fact that the Septuagint only once gives a translation in accordance
with the original meaning, in a context which appears to exclude a eunuch. Note
also the fact that JASTROW, Dictionary, 1027a s.w. D'lD and KD'ID I, does not
seem to know the original meaning; this reflects at least the end of a development
in which this meaning was retreating into the background.
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with respect to Potiphar.503 The tradition which Eusebius ascribes to
'the Hebrews' also points to this fact. Moreover, it may indicate that
Eusebius also based his knowledge of the reading of the Hebrew itself
on a Hebrew informant or tradition.
LIX. Ad Gen 38:18
A. CATENA: éd. Petit, Cat. 1824 (no attribution)
<Tôv ôaxwXiov aou xoù löv oppiaxov aov>- AxuXocc- «trjv a<ppayiOoc aou
xod TOV atpeTTcov aou».
<Tov op^iaxov>' «to ebpaptov». Sujxjjuxxpc' «uepupa^Xov»
<Your signet-ring and your cord>; Aquila: 'your seal and your collar'.
<The cord>: 'the kerchief'. Symmachus: 'round the neck'. s
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 144r 7, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1824 (PG 87.1, 473/
474,5, Latin)
'O 5à Eûpoç «üipapiov» -cöv óppiaxov èÇÉôwxe.
(For) tie cord the Syrian has translated 'kerchief'.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 87,113-115
« h i mill , P^uiJliip, i i i rn.p |ili^ i | i l î u i i n i i l i | i i | , |>n L i j n | i i l | i i i l | i | li i|i| mi I M I J I I Î | M | »:
IhunnpLi ilinliiiijliiiili nnifuljfib' nuniuih I I M I / , :
0
 lege fartasse m\puijp sive nipuip, vide notam 504
And Tamar said: 'Give me your signet-ring, the cord, and the staff. '
The Syrian says 'kerchief'504 instead of cord.
D. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 267 11. 13-15
Tov oppicxov ov sfScuxev ó 'loûôaç ifj öafjiap, ó Sûpoç «wpàpiov» Xéyeaöai
cpT]atv, xal ovy_ opfxlaxov Sû[i[jia)(oç Ôé, «aipeuxôv
503
 As we have seen above when dealing with Jerome's comment.
504 The word mjiiup, with this meaning, is widely attested. This form may have
reached the Armenian language indirectly. The combination m is not usually em-
ployed for the Greek £5 ^ifa; ni£ is the usual transliteration (cf. HÜBSCHMANN,
Armenische Grammatik l, 327-328). The end of the word should perhaps be
corrected.
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(With respect to) the cord which Judah gave to Tamar, the Syrian says
it is called 'kerchief' and not cord; now Symmachus (says) 'bracelet'.505
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian text gives probably the best picture of
Eusebius' original text here. The Catena gives a collection of alternative
readings for some of the items Judah had to give to Tamar. It would
seem that only the word obpapiov has been taken from Eusebius, but
as the attribution to the Syrian is not given, the catenist might have
had some other source even for this reading.506 Procopius has left out
the lemma as he had cited the verse earlier, and uses the verb 'to
translate' instead of a formula with the verb 'to say', preserved both
in the Armenian translation and Diodore. The latter has added the
reading of Symmachus.507
The question at issue. It would appear that Eusebius simply makes
a remark on a word which is read differently in the Syriac version. He
may have known that there was some debate on the pledge Judah had
to give; the readings of Aquila and Symmachus are given in several
catena manuscripts and in Iso'dad.508
Quotation from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants. The lemma in the Armenian text makes the subject and the verb
explicit. Otherwise, it remains closer to the Septuagint than to the
Armenian Bible, which does not render aou as explicitly and uses the
506 This translation is uncertain. I have taken aiperrcov as a noun, meaning 'a
collar of twisted metal', and efX£lP'^lov as an adjective, meaning 'in the hand';
together, these words would seem to indicate a kind of twisted bracelet. Thus
SCHARFENBERG, Animadversiones 1, 38—39 ad loc. (with references to earlier liter-
ature). He points to the Vulgate's armilla, and Josephus' rendering of the KD31DH
H3m '1 of Dn 5:7 as crcpeTt-côv rcepiauxévtov ^ pûoeov, 'a necklace of gold' (Antiqui-
tates 10.235). There are, however, several other possibilities if iYX£lP'°lov 's taken
as a noun and atpeircov as an adjective: from 'twisted dagger' to 'twisted maniple'.
FIELD suggests that this reading is a conflation of Aquila's atpeirtov and the word
Symmachus would read for tr|v paßBov: Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, 55b
ad loc. and n. 10. I would not follow him here.
506
 Compare also Cat. 1825 (a fragment that has only been handed down to us
in type III manuscripts), in which the reading cbpaptov is attributed to &XXoc.
507
 Iso'dad confronts the reading of the Peshitta with the Greek, Aquila, and
Symmachus, but there is no indication that he used Eusebius' commentary here.
See Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VOSTE-VAN DEN EYNDE, 203,16-18 (tr. VAN DEN
EYNDE, 219,15-17).
508
 Cf. Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.; Iso'dad: as cited in the
preceding note. — On allegorical and Messianic interpretations of this verse, cf. La
Genèse, tr. HARL, 265—266 note ad loc., with further references.
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word «j-füif.. Though I do not exclude the possibility that this is also
a translation of opfxiaxov, the word n/uJ/n/fy is of course as close as one
can get. On the basis of its role in the comment and its attestation in
B and C, the expression TÓV op[jdaxov can be established as Eusebius'
reading. The rest of Eusebius' text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. The reading of ó Sûpoç, tbpàpiov, is a correct
translation of the word used by the Peshitta,
LX. Ad Gen 38:29
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1839 (attributed to Eusebius in L)
"Ivoc -|rvcoaxr|Tai èv toïç ityQüaw à TtpanÓToxoc- ÔJJLOIOTTITOC yap
XaxTov Ixpuaiv ol TOIOÜTOI.
In order that the first-born among the newborn children could be
distinguished, for such ones bear an exact likeness.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1840 (no attribution)
Avec TI ó $apèç uponoç e£fjX9ev; "Chi èÇ aùxoù TO ßaaiXixöv e£f]X0E. févoç,
èi; oîi ó XpiaTOç jcoaèc aàpxa.
Why did Phares go out first? Because (it was) from him (that) the
cf Mt i:3-i6 royal lineage originated, from which Christ according to the flesh
cfRm9:5 (originated).
C. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1841 (no attribution)
'EC o& xocTafETou TO ßocoiXixöv ôcÇio)(jia TOÛ AauîÔ xod yévoç, xod xaTà
aàpxa ó xûpioç.
cf Mt 1:3-16 From whom the royal position of David and (his) lineage derives, and
cf Rm 9:5 the Lord according to the flesh.
D. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 144v 1-5; 144v 9-11, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1839; 144v
11-13, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1840 (PG 87.1, 473/474A 18-23; 473/474B
10-13; Latin)
IlâSç ÔLSxonri Stà aè ppa^fxdç; "ÛTav xoitfj cppayjxoç ÖOTE 8t' aÙTOO 61-
ép)(£a9ai rcàvTaç, Ôiaxonr) Xé-jreTar oTtep vûv yéfove TOÛ TcpaJTou TTJV ^eîpa
ouaxelXavToç èui TW TÖV ÔeÛTepov èÇeXGeîv. Tivàç 8à Ttpoç TÓV upöTov elpfjoGat
çaaiv OTI 5iéxoc|;aç TÔV çpayfxôv TOÎ àÔeXçcp 6iéÇo5ov îcapaa^wv. ...
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s To 6è xóxxivov ëdrjaev, araiSt] aufißodvei xóöv 5i8ó|KOv aïtapaXXaxrav
slvai TT]v ó[AoióiT]Ta xal ayvoela0ai töv Ttpanóioxov. 'AXX' ^ [xèv cpóatc -cöv
Zapae Tcpcotóioxov èuoUt TtpoeCeveyxóvta tr)V X^P00' ^ ^ ^eôç TV $apèc
7tapéa)(£ tö àÇicojjux, eÇ oö too AautS tö ßaaiXixöv yévoc xal xoaà aàpxa
Xptaióc.
IQ How (does he mean) an obstruction has been broken because of you!
Whenever an obstruction is broken so that all go by this (passage), it
is called a breach, which has happened now, as the first drew back his
hand when the second went out. Now some say it is said to the first,
that is: 'You have broken the obstruction, granting passage to your
i5 brother.' . . .
The (expression) she fastened a scarlet (thread) (is) because it
happens that the likeness of twins is exact, and that the first-born is
not known. However, Nature had made Zerah first-born as he had put
out his hand first, but God granted the position to Phares, from whom
 cf Mt i:3-ie
20 David's royal lineage (originated), and Christ according to the flesh. cf Rm 9:5
E. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 87,116-129
«Dt mul , i f i i i l i l | i i i | ' n i | [ ( V l i , i||i" | i i | i ! i i i f i t i i i i l . i | i in i j i n t i l i ,|>n i | n i l i l | : Pulf oiunpffb'
ƒ<//. -'.[i fufiuiifiutnbguiL utjuuii.fi ijnnili .ƒ>!< fupujul li kpfiujjkgfiU "bnjbuf^u: UL
fc LUjuiujiuft jilij- jn/iil mil ii'iili!/ fufiuiifuiinjigp, Çuiplf I, uitflsukgnLb filiij '»;/''
il'liui] li I/IHII/I uijbnpftlf jniHinl l/iij ji: Ui ^pujuoji Suifiui l.^nîli "linijii / jA/ . i i ' / i f i
5 L. Ifiii^ifil.ijun ƒ<//, 'inn 'tnujn ifinjifl,, li jkuinj iiifrij ƒ//.'/( uuJîfinipbuig li l.ljli L j
t
rËniilfii, inn/, uuiïiliuiEuin&u gUujnui »<}i ijnntli on ÇIIUHIÊII. njpuiu u. hnu.
uAig bi^puiip jitiLtf: L.tir^.^'p pulf L. Vuip^u hpijfb^p jmri_uj£uia.nju. uij^ ifji p
'inlnïtil. /.|i mij i f li pJuMO-Uiinpuig, ntuinji li "fppuuinu juijufukfng /,ƒ! ifliiplliiiillli.
ijuyu bp(177jpuijkgp'L fippli quiunpffb n ml,:
10 And the midwife said: 'Why has an obstruction been broken because
of you?' Now the Syrian says: 'Why has a breach been broken today
because of you?' And the Hebrew (says it) in the same way. And it is
something like this: when an obstruction is broken, all have to go by the
same (passage), and for this reason it is called a breach. And because
is Zerah put out his hand first, and it seemed that he would come first,
and (because) after that he drew back (his hand) again, and Perez
came out first, the midwife said to Zerah: 'Why has a breach been
opened because of you, and a passage been made for your brother?'
Now why did Phares come out before? Well then, because (it was) from
20 him (that) the lineage of kings originated, from which Christ also was cf Mt i:3-ie
to manifest himself in the flesh. The Hebrew says this in the same way cf Rm 9:5
as the Syrian.
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F. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 267 11. 16-30
Tfjç ©à[juxp tac ôlSufxa tixtoûar)<; toü te Zapà tr|v ^eîpa TtpoeCayayóvtoc,
ev TO SaxtûXw pà[A(JL« xóxxivov êdrjaev •f] païa. Tlvoç Evexev; 'EiteiSri
aupßalvet ta 5t5u(j.a tf|V ó[xoiótT)ta arcapàXXaxtov lytiv, tva ~|avo:>oxr|tai èv
toîç is^Getaiv ó rcpoùtotoxoç. 'Eu£i6r| Sa auatelXavtoç too Zapà tT)v XÊ>-Pa)
ó $apèç upoeÇfjX9EV âiauep 8tà cppaffAoû toü Zapà oiaßalvu>v, epical icpoç s
tèv Zapà fj [Jtala- TY StexOTcr; 5tà crè ypa^dç; El 5è xal Ttpôç tóv $apèç
töv œaitep 9paY[ji.âj iù> à5eX<pco ^pTjaafXÊVOv xai Siaxóc^avca eïpr]xat, î^v
aùtfjv i^ei ivvoiav. 'O 5è Sûpoç xai ó 'Eßpaloc çaaiv «Ti SiexóuT] ITO aà
Siaxoifri;» ô jxâXXov âv elxotwç tw Zapà Xéyotxo. Ael 5à £iuar|[jir|vaa9ai
Su r) [xèv «pûaiç TOV Zapà itpcoio-coxov iKoUt KpoeÇeveyxovia ir|V x£ïpa) ^ 5^ 10
0eoç tw $apèç Tiapéa^a to àÇïwfia, 1C oo ó Aautô xai tö ßaaiXtxöv yévoç,
xal ta xatà aàpxa ó xûpioç.
When Tamar brought forth the twins and Zerah had put out his hand
first, the midwife fastened a scarlet thread on his finger. For what
reason? Because twins happen to bear an exact likeness, (she did this) is
in order that the first-born among the newborn children could be
distinguished. However, because Phares, when Zerah had drawn back
his hand, came out first, as if he was passing through the obstruction
of Zerah, the midwife said to Zerah: 'Why has an obstruction been
broken because of you?' But if it was also said to Phares, who had, as 20
it were, dealt with and broken the obstruction for his brother, it has
the same sense. Now the Syrian and the Hebrew say: 'Why has a breach
been broken with a view to you?', which may be said more suitably to
Zerah. It should be indicated that Nature had made Zerah first-born,
as he had put out his hand first, but that God granted the position to 25
cf Mt i:3-i6 Phares, from whom David and the royal lineage (originated), and the
cf Rm 9:5 Lord according to the flesh.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The best way to explain the relations between the
texts collected above is to assume that apart from the Greek text
that formed the model of the Armenian translator, a 'second wording'
existed, written either by Eusebius himself or by another author.
The first part of Procopius' text is quite close to lines 1-7 (10-18)
of the Armenian translation, but the references to the Syrian and the
Hebrew are not given, though the mention of the 'breach' (Siaxonri)
is based on the alternative reading. Here the differences between the
Armenian and Procopius can still be explained as stemming from the
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fact that Procopius rewrote Eusebius' text slightly, as he wanted to
combine various texts to form a new whole. After this first piece, he
gives a parallel to the anonymous fragment Cat. 1842, which I omitted
above. The text which follows, contains a parallel to the last lines of the
Armenian text, the element concerning the origin of the royal lineage
and Christ. However, here it is clear that Procopius did not use the
words Eusebius had chosen in the text which was to be the model
of the Armenian translator; these have been preserved in the catena
fragment B, as the close agreement between this text and lines 7-8
(19-21) of the Armenian translation shows. Procopius' wording is, in
fact, much closer to Diodore. Now one could argue that Procopius is
quoting Diodore, but the fact that Procopius does not usually make
direct use of Diodore makes one hesitant. It would seem more likely
that Procopius and Diodore cited a second wording of Eusebius' text.
This would also explain the fact that the Catena has preserved this
element also in a different formulation, fragment C, which is closer to
Procopius and Diodore than fragment B. This fragment is clearly a
sentence taken from a larger comment; in comparison with D and F, its
word order seems less original; the verb xatay^ai has probably been
added. As we have seen, the second wordings often add elements to
Eusebius' comment as found in the Armenian translation. Here it is the
explanation of why the midwife fastened a scarlet thread on Zerah's
finger. This element is found in Procopius and Diodore, and is also
quoted in catena fragment A, in a wording that is closest to Diodore.
Diodore's text itself is especially important here as it has preserved
the Greek wording of the Supoc reading. Only the word wjutm/i, 'today',
found in the Armenian translation of the alternative reading, has no
counterpart in Diodore's Greek text. It can be explained more easily
as an addition on the part of the translator; there is no reason why
Diodore would have left it out. Note that the Armenian translator has
interpreted eitl as i£uiu1i, 'because of'. This is not a very exact transla-
tion, and it blurs the difference between the readings of the Greek and
the Syrian.509 It should be observed that the translator could choose
this rendering because—as far as we can see—this particular difference
509
 My translation, 'with a view to', fits the context of both Eusebius' and
Diodore's comment. The word in( (and its Syriac Vorlage \±-, cf. below) can also
be understood as 'against', but this does not seem to be the meaning attached to it
here by the authors just mentioned; it is, however, the interpretation found in the
Diyarbakir commentary: ed. VAN ROMPAY, 112,26-113,2 (tr. 144,15-18); copied
by Iso'dad: Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VosTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 203,27-204,2
(tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 220,5-8).
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did not play a role of any importance in Eusebius' comment (as pre-
served in Armenian); it did, however, in Diodore's, as will be discussed
below. It appears that Diodore used information from Eusebius' work,
but that he wrote his own text and stressed the questions he found
important. — Eusebius' Christological interpretation is also found in
Gennadius,510 but it cannot be determined whether he used Eusebius
directly, or through the 'second wording' or Diodore's comment.
The question at issue. Eusebius deals with the question 'Why has
an obstruction been broken because of you?' which he attributes to
the midwife.511 As it is perhaps not immediately clear what kind of
obstruction (tpp<xf[AOc) can be meant, and what connection this question
has with the context, Eusebius has recourse to the Syrian, which says
'Why has a breach been broken with a view to you?' This reading finds
support in the Hebrew, he says, and he explains that when a breach is
opened, which is the case when an obstruction is broken through—he
does not fully abandon the LXX reading, but interprets it in the light of
the Syrian—, there is only one single passage. That is what happened
here: Zerah had to draw back his hand before Phares could come out.
For this reason the midwife, in Eusebius' opinion, asked Zerah (not
Phares) why he made a breach with his hand in order to go out, whereas
it was his brother who made use of it first. Eusebius goes on to discuss
the question of why this happened. His answer is that Phares is the
ancestor of the Davidic dynasty and thus of Christ. As we will see,
this idea is connected with the widespread Messianic interpretation of
Phares' birth, but in Eusebius' purely genealogical formulation, which
has a close parallel in Genesis Rabba,512 we remain on the level of
history. Finally, Eusebius notes again that the Hebrew says 'this' in
the same way as the Syrian. This remark can only relate to the Sûpoç
reading given at the beginning of the comment, but it has the function
of lending credibility to his explanation as a whole.
Diodore admits that the reading of the Syrian and the Hebrew, 'Why
has a breach been broken with a view to you', can best be explained as
having been said to Zerah. This observation seems to be based on the
10
 Fragment edited by PETIT, Csl. 269.
511
 As does the Vetus Latina; another possibility being the mother herself.
512
 See GenR 85:14, ed. THEODOR-ALBECK, 2, 1049: -JOB D'SlDn ^3 Vjr nan m
DiTlD^ jmon î??S noy, 'This one is master over all who make breaches; from you
(the one) will arise (of whom it is written): The breaker goes up before them.'
(Mi 2:13). The reading in TgOnq, TgNeof, and TgPs-Jon possibly alludes to this
interpretation, cf. Targum Onqelos to Genesis, tr. GROSSFELD, n. 11 to ch. 39
(p. 131).
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expression àm aé in the Eûpoç reading, which possibly did not play such
a role in Eusebius' comment. The question as found in the Septuagint
may have been directed either to Zerah or to Phares, he says. This
remark would appear to be based on the fact that Ôià may indicate
the one who broke the obstruction or the one on account of whom this
was done. It seems that Diodore, unlike Eusebius, considered Phares
the one who broke through the obstruction, granting passage to Zerah.
Neither he, nor Eusebius himself or Gennadius, connects this passage to
Eph 2:14-16, where it is said that the barrier ((ppaj^oc) of enmity which
separated Jews and Gentiles has been broken down by Christ. Jerome
does take this step. In his explanation, as in Diodore's, it is Phares who
has broken or divided the obstruction (he explains the name Phares
as divisio or divisor513), but according to Jerome, he is not only the
ancestor of Christ, but also a type of the Gentiles who may take part
in the Church, and for whom the barrier between the two peoples is
divided.514 Before Jerome, Eusebius of Caesarea had already made the
connection to Eph 2:14-16, but his typology is the reverse of that of
Jerome; in his opinion it is Zerah whose birth is the type of Christ's
and who is himself a type of the people of the New Covenant and the
Church, whereas Phares represents the people of the Law.515 The latter
interpretation is followed by Ambrose, among others.516 That these two
different typologies could easily lead to confusion, can be illustrated
513
 Greek glosses interpret the name as OUXXOTITI, cpaflAOC, or Siottpeaii;; John
Chrysostom also gives the rendering (jupujfioc; see PETIT, Cat. 1836, with further
references.
514
 Comme.nto.rii in Michaeam 1 ad 2:11,13, ed. ADRIAEN (CCSL 76), 455-456;
note that Jerome connects Phares and this text in Micah, as does GenR (see
note 512). Cf. also his Commentera in Epistolam ad Galatas 1 ad 3:15-18, PL 26,
390D-391A; his Commentant in Epistolam ad Ephesios 1 ad 2:15ff., PL 26, 504B;
and Epistula 52.3, ed. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL 54), 419.
515
 Quaestiones Evangelicae ad Stephanum 7.3-7, PG 22, 908-912.
516
 Expositio Evangelii secundum Lucam 3.17-29, ed. ADRIAEN (CCSL 14), 84-
91; cf. his De Apologia Prophetae David 11, ed. HADOT-CORDIER (SC 239), 84-
88, with a note on pp. 59-61. See also a fragment preserved only in MS L, ed.
PETIT, Cat. 1838, which bears an attribution to Origen. The midwife's question is
addressed to Phares according to this text. This is John Chrysostom's opinion as
well. The midwife poses it 'ôti tfjç TtoXiTela; ff\v iXtuSeplav (the early period of the
Church, i.e., the time of the Patriarchs (sic), of which Zerah's outstretched hand is
a type) èïCEiaeXBtüv ó vo^oç (of which Phares is a type) oiexotpe.' It would seem that
John Chrysostom also knew Diodore's opinion: he says that âXXoi hold the idea
that the question is said im TOO véou Xaoü (note the use of im). See his Homiliae
in Matthaeum 3.3, PG 57, 34-35 (a small fragment of this is also found in the
Catena, ed. PETIT, Cat. 1834), and Homiliae in Genesim 62.2, PG 54, 534-535.
— For a parallel to this way of interpreting this passage in the Syriac tradition,
see Barhebraeus, Scholia, ed. SPRENGLING-GRAHAM, 84 (folio 23a) 11. 22-25.
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by the fact that both Jerome and Ambrose made a mistake. Jerome
wanted to use the image of the scarlet thread as a figure of the blood
of Christ—an image known also to Ambrose517—, and had the midwife
fasten it round the wrist of Phares instead of Zerah.518 Ambrose, in
turn, made Zerah instead of Phares the ancestor of Christ.519
Quotations from the Septuagint. The Greek texts do not yield vari-
ants. The lemma in the Armenian text makes the subject 'midwife'
explicit, but otherwise, it agrees with the LXX and is identical to the
text of two manuscripts of the Armenian Bible. Zeytunian's edition
follows the reading of all other MSS, which give the longer formula q]i°
t, ij/i, 'why is it, that', instead of ^/i°, 'why'. On the basis of its role in
the comment and its attestation in D, E, and F, the phrase Tt SIEXÓTCT]
ôtà aè tppa-ffjioc; can be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest of his
text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. The Siipoc reading Tt 8i£xÓ7tï| im aè 5t-
ajco7tf|; is a good translation of the Syriac text found in 5bl, some
later manuscripts, the Diyarbakir commentary and Iso'dad,520 Barhe-
braeus,521 and the Mosul edition, K'WiaJ* vvAv i^^^K* rds-j. Many
other Peshitta manuscripts read the feminine form ,^-V^ 'against/with
a view to you (i.e., Tamar)', which is probably secondary.522 - - The
word uijuuitp (arippov ?), found in the reading of the Syrian as cited
in the Armenian text and possibly an addition on the part of the
translator, has no counterpart in any Peshitta manuscript.
517
 Expositio Evangelii secundum Lucam 3.24, ed. ADRIAEN (CCSL 14), 88. See,
for example, also Cyril, Glaphyra in Genesim 6.(2).3, PG 69, 320C 14-D 1 (ed.
PETIT, Cat. 1843 11. 5-6).
518
 Epistula 52.3, ed. HILBERG, 1 (CSEL 54), 419.
519
 Expositio Evangelii secundum Lucam 3.29, ed. ADRIAEN (CCSL 14), 91.
520
 As cited above, see note 509.
521
 Scholia, ed. SPRENGLING-GRAHAM, 84 (folio 23a) 1. 25.
522
 The feminine form can be explained from the masculine one as a change by
some user of the Peshitta on the basis of his interpretation of the context in the
Syriac translation. It is difficult to imagine how the translators could have given
the feminine form. The unvocalized "p^S is in itself indeed ambiguous, but the
second person of the verb (nï~lD, 'you have broken'), hardly gives occasion to such
an interpretation. The Syriac text does leave open this possibility, however, as the
verb W-i^rc* is usually interpreted as a passive, with 'the breach' as its subject
(though the position of the word r^WiaJn would be difficult, it is possible that the
translators intended this verb as a second person masculine, as the etpe'el of this
verb can be translated as 'to break forth'—cf. for example the use of this form in
Gen 7:11—but alternatively they may have made the same interpretative move as
the Septuagint translators; there is no reason, in any case, to assume a different
Vorlage).
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As a 'Eßpoüoc reading, Tl SIEXÓUT] im ai ôtocxorcri; is slightly more
difficult. The Hebrew text reads pD -p^>y rune no, 'why have you
broken a breach for yourself'. Aquila's Ti Ôiéxocjxxç Inl ai ÔKXXOTCTJV
would have been a closer rendering, as it has a verb in the second
person. Yet Eusebius' reading preserves the figura etymologica of the
Hebrew, and the fact that he, unlike Diodore, does not say 'the Syrian
and the Hebrew say', but uses the formula 'the Hebrew (says it) in the
same way', leaves open the possibility that he was aware of the small
difference constituted by the use of the verb in the passive or active
voice respectively. Eusebius may have used an informant; if he were to
have used Aquila's rendering, it would be difficult to understand why
he deviated from it.
LXI. Ad Gen 39:2
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 145r 16-19, ed. Petit in note a to Cat. 1849 (PG
87.1, 476A14-B4)
To Se *Hv àvf]p èniWYXfxvüw, à Eopoç COCOCIEUOÔCÔV» lyrti- tbc fiei' óXiyoc
çT)oiv "Efvu> ó xûpioç aûioû ou ô osôç eûoôol oaa &v noifj. MàXXov
8è «xateuOuvoùv» ê^ei, à>ç im TOÜ Safjujjaiv Karrjüöuvev én' OCÙTOV Kveöpa
xupiou. Kai toûto èvcaûGa oixetó-cepov.
s With regard to the (expression) he was a man who was fortunate,
the Syrian has 'who was prospering', just as (Scripture) says shortly
afterwards: 'His master came to know that God prospered whatever he cf Gen 39:3
did'; or rather, (the Syrian) has 'who made progress', as in the case of
Samson: 'The Spirit of the Lord made him progress. ' And this is more Jdc i4:6, 19
10 proper here. 15:14
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 88, 130-135
«ÖL l,|i Sl.ji |illi| liin|iil.i|ii]i| L l,[l Ujjp l|ll|llil| ||u: U.inllijill /nil/, jlllfllllLlll/j,
L inn/, /'»'ƒ Pk SujJHiiuijii |fïi^ L uirLli^p Uiuinniuiî»- jiujnqtp»)
/'"'/• /"fft npu^u L. ijyunffyunUl; mill, fit; Hi i|i|l.i|ini p
And the Lord was with Joseph and he was a man who was skilful.523
The Syrian says: 'who was prospering', just as he says: 'Whatever he cf Gen 39:3
did, God prospered it'; or rather, 'he made progress'. It may be just
as he also says with reference to Samson: 'The Spirit of the Lord made Jdc 14:6, 19
him progress. ' 15:14
823
 On the translation 'skilful', see page 410 below.
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C. DIODORE: ed. Petit, Csl. 272
*Hv yàp <pr|otv âvfjp èmiufXfxvcov, f\ xatà tôv oûpov «xateuoSoûfievoç». Où
yap (J.ÓVOV «bç aocpôç eueßaXE toîç alvty[iaaiv, àXXà xal ota urcó -cou ÖEOÜ
For he was, he says, a man who was fortunate, or — according to the
Syrian — 'who was made prosperous'. For he did not only understand
the riddles as (he was) a wise man, but also as he was guided by God.
Discussion
Textual tradition. Apart from a few secondary elements in both texts —
the use of a construction with l^ei (twice) and the addition of a
concluding sentence in Procopius; the shortening of the free quotation
of Gen 39:3 and the use of the third person instead of a participle after
the rendering of [AOcXXov 5s in the Armenian translation — , it would
appear that Procopius' text was close to the Vorlage of the Armenian
translation. The words xocieuooov and xateuôûvwv are ambiguous, 'being
prosperous' or 'making prosperous', and 'leading in the right direction'
or 'going in the right direction', respectively. As it seems that Eusebius
made use of this ambiguity in his explanation, I have tried to retain it in
my translation. Diodore uses the Sûpoç reading provided by Eusebius
for his own comment. Instead of the participle xocieuoSov he gives a
passive form. This is probably a change on the part of Diodore himself;
the meaning of this form is not very different , but it enabled him to fit it
into a comment with the intention of stressing the importance of God's
guidance. It usually has the intransitive sense of 'being prosperous',
but as he seems to have intended a play on o§T)yoû[j.evoi; ÛTIÔ xoü 0£oü, I
have chosen the translation 'being made prosperous'.
The question at issue. Eusebius wants to elucidate the word aTutuy-
3(<xvo>v. The reason for this may be the fact that the expression, used
in this sense, without an object, was not quite usual.524 This would
explain at least the comments of Origen and Gennadius,525 who define
it using the terminology of 'aiming at' and 'not missing the mark'. The
former even gives the assurance, understandable from an educational
point of view, but exaggerated, that 'Scripture often uses this (word)'.
Another, and perhaps more probable option, suggested by Petit,526 is
524
 La Genèse, tr. HAUL, 267 note ad loc.
525
 Origen: fragment on Gen 39:2, éd. PETIT, Cat. 1848. Gennadius: éd. PETIT,
Csl. 273.
626
 See the first note to Cat. 1849.
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the possibility that Eusebius' comment aims at the fact that the word
is related to the word TU^T), 'fortune', 'chance', 'fate', which calls up
unwanted associations. This would seem to be the reason for Diodore
explaining that Joseph is a wise man who is, moreover, guided by God,
and it is certainly also the background of the following question by
Theodoret:527
TT|v Aelocv, tbç àteXfj xoc-cà tr|v euoeßetav, eîpr]xévai ta «Tjiki/^rjxa», TCÛÇ ó
ta xoctà tav 'I(ocfi<p aufYpàçOùv elm tó, «fjv àvfjp émwf^âv(uv>;
Let us assume that Leah has said 'I have had good fortune' because she was Gen 30:11 v.l.
not initiated in the right belief; how did the historian, when he was describing
what happened to Joseph, say: he was a man who was fortunate?
Theodoret 's answer is based on the direct context and on Gen 39:23,
where it is made clear that the Lord is with Joseph, and that it is in fact
God who makes him prosper; both passages use forms of eùoSéw with
the Lord as subject. The unwanted associations of the word TU^T) would
also appear to be the object of a comment of uncertain authorship on
Gen 30:11. 528 Here some other occurrences of (compound forms of) the
verb Tuy^avco are mentioned, and the author concludes: Kal ïioXXa^oü
TÖ avouait TOÜ enew%£ xé)(pï)tai •?] ypatpr], TOUiécmv xateuoSoûio mxpà
•cou 0EOÜ, 'And in many places Scripture uses the expression he became
fortunate, that is: he prospered (or: was made prosperous) through
God'.
Now Eusebius' comment differs from the ones just mentioned in that
it focuses on the word emi:uYX&vwv as a translation. Eusebius first gives
the reading of the Syrian as xoaeuoSov. This word has Joseph as its
subject, and is clearly meant as 'being prosperous'. Eusebius remarks
that the same verb is used in the next verse; here the active voice is
used in a transitive sense, however: 'God makes prosperous whatever
(Joseph) does'. He goes on to give another — better, he says — rendering
of the Syriac word in Gen 39:2, xociEuOwwv, and makes a comparison
with a passage from the book of Judges, where the Peshitta uses the
same term as in Gen 39:2, and where the Septuagint gives a form
of xott£u0wco. Here, once more, Eusebius uses the fact that this verb
is ambiguous: if used instead of the èuiTuy^àvcùv of Gen 39:2, it has
527
 Quaestiones in Gen. 99, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-SÀENZ-BADILLOS, 85,3-5;
cf. also Quaestio 88: Aiic tl ft YpUfT] (xé(xvr)Tat TÛXTIÎ; ed. laud., 78-79.
528
 Ed. PETIT, Cat. 1566. This text is attributed to Eusebius in L, but there is
nothing in the Armenian translation which corresponds to it. The same holds good
for the fragment Cat. 1849 (ad Gen 39:2), which probably has the same object.
The form euo5ou(ji,evo(; in the latter text may have been taken from Symmachus, see
PETIT, note b to Cat. 1849.
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an intransitive sense, in Judges it is transitive. The fact that God is
again the subject of the latter instance is significant. Unlike Theodoret
and Diodore, Eusebius does not say in so many words that even the
formula of Gen 39:2 expresses that God is the one who caused Joseph's
prosperity; yet through the association with the use of the same word
in a transitive sense with God as subject, one is indeed left with exactly
this impression. The readings of the Syrian remove the possible link
to T:UX.T|, and through the quotations Eusebius gives, the expression
acquires new, much more positive associations.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation from Gen 39:2 in
the Greek and Armenian texts agrees with the Septuagint. The only
difference between the translation of Eusebius and the Armenian Bible
is the former's use of I/njini^/i, 'shooting skilfully', 'hitting the mark'.
This is indeed a good rendering of one of the meanings of imwcxaviuv,
but it does not have the same connotations as the Greek word; it has
acquired the meanings of being 'skilful', 'ingenious', or 'handy', but
there is no link to fortune and prosperity. The Armenian Bible has
liquify, 'prosperous', which would be too close to the reading of the
Syrian. In this case, it would be going too far to suppose the influence
of this exegesis on the tradition of the Armenian Bible. On the basis of
its role in the comment and its occurrence in all sources, the expression
T*JV avrip luuuYxavouv can be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest
of his text remains uncertain.
The quotation from Gen 39:3 in Procopius is rather free; it shortens
the text, changes the word order, uses a different verb and says ó 9eóc
instead of xûpioç (which is indeed awkward here because the same word
is also used for Joseph's master). Yet it is clear that Eusebius refers to
the Septuagint and not to the Syriac Bible. The quotation of the same
verse in the Armenian translation is a bit shorter; it would appear to be
assimilated to the Armenian Bible, as the word order has been restored;
the only remaining difference is the use of (/.mumm A, 'God', instead of
Stfi, 'Lord' (/fti{_ for ^pi^ is also found in some MSS of the Armenian
Bible). The precise wording of Eusebius' text remains uncertain.
The quotation on Samson in Procopius agrees fully with the text of
LXXA in Jdc 14:6,19; 15:14.529 The Armenian translator has given his
own, correct, translation of xcxtT)u8uvT|v instead of the Armenian Bible's
jui£ni|tgujL, as he had already used that verb as a rendering of xocteuoSocu
and eûoSécù in the first Sopoc reading and the quotation from Gen 39:3.
Otherwise, his citation agrees with the Armenian Bible. On the basis of
529
 HOVHANNESSIAN refers to the parallel Jdc 13:25. This is less accurate.
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the agreement between the witnesses, the phrase xoctr|u6uv£v iV auxov
Ttveufjia xupiou may be estabished as the text of Eusebius' Greek Bible.
The alternative readings. The readings of the Syrian, xai£uo8oiv and
XOC1EU0ÛVCOV, are good translations of the Peshitta's jjA^», which has
the same ambiguity as these terms. The comparison with Gen 39:3 and
Jdc 14:6,19; 15:14 is based on the fact that the Peshitta uses the same
verb in these verses. As explained above, the passive voice in Diodore
is probably a change on his part, in order to make the reading fit his
exegesis better.
Field—who followed Montfaucon in this respect—adduced this in-
stance as proof for his idea that the Syrus must have been a Greek
text.530 Both scholars supposed that the Septuagint's am-cuy^avcuv and
the Sopoc reading x<xi£uoôoû|j(,£voç (they cited only Diodore), were syn-
onymous. In their view, Diodore would never have taken a different
Greek word with the same meaning if he had translated a Syriac text
into Greek on the spot. Rahlfs agreed with their opinion on ó Sûpoç,
but dismissed this example as contestable, saying that a confusion of
ó Sûpoç and Sûfjifjux^oç might have taken place through the use of the
abbreviation Eu.531 Lehmann claimed that this reasoning was 'super-
fluous' as the full text of the comment makes clear that Eusebius chose
xaT£uo5ócü, a verb close to that used in Gen 39:3, because he wanted to
show that the Syrian has the same verb in verses 2 and 3.532 This is not
untrue, but I would rather say that for his elucidations Eusebius used
only the fact that the Peshitta has the same verb in both verses. If the
alternative reading is studied in the light of the context of Eusebius'
comment, it becomes clear that Eusebius has good reasons to reject
the word èmtuf^àvoùv, and to choose other Greek words on the basis
of the Syriac text; it is by no means a simple synonym of the Sûpoç
readings.
LXII. Ad Gen 41:16
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1913 (no attribution)
<Oûx aitoxpi6ria£mi.> '0 Sûpoç' «oùx óc7ioxpi0T](jó[ji£0a».
530
 Hexaplorum Origenis quae Supersunt 1, ed. MONTFAUCON, praeliminaria 20.
Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt 1, ed. FIELD, Ixxxii. See page 72 above.
531
 RAHLFS, 'Quis sit 6 Sopoç', 422-423.
532
 LEHMANN, 'The Syriac Translation', 78-79.
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<He will not answer.> The Syrian: 'We will not answer'.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 146r 7-9, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1913 (PC 87.1, 477B
13-16)
vAveu too 0£ou owe àitoxpiOriastai aoi TO aunripiov TOÛ <Papaa>, 'AxûXaç
ovhcoç' «aveu i(xoû 6eôç oûx otTtojcpiGrioetai iö aoùtripiov». '0 5è Eûpoç' «oùx
Without God, he will not answer you (concerning) the deliverance
of Pharao. Aquila (reads) thus: 'Without me, God will not answer
(concerning) the deliverance'; but the Syrian: 'We will not answer'.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 88, 136-137
U.uuiiii <Si i j ii) mmi||i ii|iiiiiiiiiii|iiu!li|i i|i|i[|iii [ciLii i l i i|iiii|iiiii liliji»:
a
 (vel sim.) supplendum conieci, vide lectiones graecas
Without God, an answer concerning the deliverance of Pharao will not
be given. <The Syrian says:> 'We wil not give (an answer)'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. The Armenian text and Procopius have preserved
a full lemma. The former has suffered the loss of the indication 'the
Syrian says', but this can be reconstructed on the basis of the two
Greek witnesses; it has interpreted a-iroxpiorjas-cai as a passive, which is
possible (see below). Procopius also gives the reading of Aquila,533 but
he has taken it probably from another source; alternatively, one might
suspect the Armenian text to have dropped this piece of information,
too, but I do not think that is the case. Aquila's reading does not fit
the place it has in Procopius' comment, as the reading of the Syrian is
given in the form of a note on the Septuagint; it clearly supposes the
reading aveu -cou 0eoû, and Aquila's aveu è[ioü, introduced between the
lemma and the Sûpoç reading, could lead to confusion.534 Moreover,
533 \VEVERS, Genesis, second apparatus ad loc., has not adopted the correct
reading given by FIELD, Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt l, 58b ad loc. with
n. 16, but gives the quotation of the Catena Nicephori as found in PG 87.1, 477B
13-16, changing ly-oö to JJ.DU without basis or note.
534
 FIELD (Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt I , 58b n. 16) suggests the fol-
lowing punctuation: 'AxüXoc; oottùç' &VEU è[ioû 6eoç. Oùx àrcojtpioifasiai tô ocùtripiov
ô 8è Eûpoç, oùx àTtoxpi0Tiao(ji.e6a. This proposal is attractive, as it would also solve
the problem mentioned by SALVESEN (see below under the heading 'the alternative
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the reading without reference to Aquila is also the one found in the
Catena.
The question at issue. This fragment is part of a series of short
comments which give paraphrases or alternative readings for some
verses of Gen 41-45. The problem here is the word &7:oxpi9r|o-£Tai.
This form was probably meant as 'he will give an answer',535 though
a passive interpretation, in which case xo awtriptov is the subject, is
quite possible, too.536 In either case, the problem is that one would
expect Joseph to be at least the logical subject of the sentence. A
third person, without an indication such as 'your servant', is difficult
in this position, and the passive interpretation makes the sentence into
a general statement, which seems awkward as well in the discussion
Joseph is having. Eusebius has found that the Syrian gives a first
person, which is exactly what one needs.
The problem Jerome addresses,537 the interpretation of the Hebrew
word •'lïb'3, is not an issue for Eusebius. Both the Peshitta and the
Septuagint read this word as 'nyV'3, taking it together with the following
DTI1?** as 'without God', and the verb is accompanied by a negation in
their versions. In Jerome's opinion, the Hebrew reads 'without me' (cf.
MT •'nyVa), and has no negation with the verb. For the interpretation
of this reading, he quotes Symmachus: 'Not I, but God will answer...'
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation of Gen 41:16 in
Procopius has the plus aoi, which is not attested elsewhere, and it gives
readings'); yet I do not adopt it, as it would imply that Procopius had repeated a
long part of the lemma which he had just given. This is not his way of presenting
his data. In this case he must have thought his presentation was clear enough; if
he had wanted to stress that the Eûpo; reading related only to oùx àTtoxpiôrias-tai,
he would have said, for example: 'T6 oùx a^oxpiBrjaiiai, 6 Sûpoç <fr\aiv ...' Besides,
the reading &veu è(j.oü 6eóc as such does not make much sense, as it is not clear how
it is to be continued.
535
 The Greek language of the Hellenistic time had come to prefer the passive
forms of aorist and future as complement to the middle voice &7coxplvo|juxi, 'to
answer'; cf. BLASS-ÜEBRUNNER-REHKOPF, Grammatik, § 78,1 with n. 3 and LID-
DELL—SCOTT, Greek-English Lexicon, 204a s.v. airoxplvcj iv.
536
 The impersonal passive is only seldom used in Greek, cf. BLASS-UEBRUNNER-
REHKOPF, Grammatik, § 130,1 with further references. The word in question is a
translation of the Hebrew n33P, which can be taken as a gal, as in MT. If the transla-
tors meant the word as a passive, they probably read it as a nif'al, however (thus,
for example, in their vocalization of the Samaritan Pentateuch and the retroverted
Vorlage of the Septuagint, SKINNER, Genesis, 467 note ad loc. and EISSFELDT, ap-
paratus to Gen in Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia). The fact that the word OT1?!» is
provided with a nota objecti does not preclude this interpretation; cf. Gen 27:42
and its rendering in Greek (on this verse, cf. JoüoN-MuRAOKA, Grammar, § 128b,
and WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 440 ad loc.).
537
 See his Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 47.
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thé article -cou, as does Ra 619. 538 The lemma in the Armenian
text appears to agree with the Septuagint; it does not support the plus
aoi (whether it read $apaco or iou $apaw cannot be determined). It
differs from the Armenian Bible in the use of »»ug/i, 'it will be given',
instead of ifufi, 'it becomes' (the editor's choice), or the readings £/>Z'/>g/>
and £/ig/i, 'it will become' (found in many manuscripts). Both inwg/i
and the two variant readings can be used, in combination with the word
ufiuu-iujufniuiifi, as translations of a^oxpi6r|a£-cai, taken as a passive. —
On the basis of its role in the comment and its attestation in B and
C, the expression oux oc7ioxpi6r|a£tou can be established as Eusebius'
reading. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. Eusebius' Eupoç reading, oux arcoxpi-
6r|ao[jL£0a, can only be based on a Syriac version; it is the Syriac form
rdiij (which can be a third person singular or a first person plural) that
enables Eusebius to give this comment. This form can indeed be found
in the Peshitta, but a problem is the fact that this translation gives
more than a simple negation. It reads «VnW .vA=:\ fcure" -Uu» «ijsA.T
rcisj, 'Do you think, perhaps, that without God he/we will answer?'
Yet it is difficult to deny the possibility that Eusebius based himself on
this text. The interrogative rd^As implies the answer 'by no means',
and has the value of a negation; it indicates a rhetorical question. It
may be that Eusebius chose to play down this difference so as not to
show more differences between the Peshitta and the Greek than those
which were relevant to the question in hand.
Aquila's quotation of this verse is only known from Procopius'
comment as cited above. Salvesen denies that this reading is Aquila's,
as he never translates Dl'rîZ? with acutriptov.539 In view of what we know
of his Hebrew Vorlage, the presence of the negation oùx in his reading
would be surprising as well.
LXIII. Ad Gen 41:45
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 1937 (no attribution)
rü\. ócvexocXócpSr] to (leXXov. '0 Eûpoç ïyzi «ó elöwc m xpurcià», ó
£Up£tr|Ç», fj «OV£tpOXpilT)Ç».
538
 Procopius' readings are not recorded in the first apparatus of WEVBRS'S
edition.
539
 SALVESEN, Symmachus in the Pentateuch, 53 n. 203. On the text of the read-
ing, see footnote 533 above.
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To whom the future was revealed. The Syrian has 'who knows the
hidden things'; Philo: 'a discoverer of hidden things', or 'an interpreter
s of dreams'.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 146r 18-19, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 1937 (PG 87.1,
480A 8-11)
tyopvOovcpavfix Ippiveoetou «xexpu^évoc àv£xàXu(|;e»- iropèc Ôè TO Sûpw,
«ó elôtùç ièc xpurctà». 'O ôè «JHXcov ó 'Eßpaloc Aifuimtov epical «pcovfj «ó
OV£t,pOXpîtT)Ç».
Psomfthonphanekh is translated as 'he revealed things that had been
s hidden'; but in the Syrian (it says): 'he who knows the hidden things'.
Now Philo the Hebrew says (that he was called) by a word of the
Egyptians (meaning) "the interpreter of dreams".'
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 88,137-139
üVuniißnittfjujliklfU munpffb fuuf /;ƒ?£ Hfi i^ mi/. i^«Vin<)^/,;iijn:
With regard to Psonthomphanek, the Syrian says: 'who knows the
hidden things'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. Eusebius' explanation has been preserved in its full
form in the Armenian translation. In the Catena and Procopius, it has
been given a new place among other explanations of the name Pson-
thomphanekh, taken from other sources. The first one, Th ocvexocXucp0T]
-co [xeXXov, is of unknown origin,540 the word oveipoxpti:T)c indeed has
a basis in Philo,541 but xpurciov eupeiriç is more probably taken from
540
 It is also found in a fragment edited under the name of Origen, cited by
DELARUE from COMBEFIS'S notes (cf. Les anciens commentateurs grecs, ed. DE-
VREESSE, 38 n. 3), see PG 12, 136A 5-8: »Pofiôo/xipavjfa 8 ép(XT|veu£iai, 5> à7iexaXûq>8r|
TÖ [iéXXov. 'AxûXotî, Eatpoc|x<pavT)- Sû(i(xaxoç, EaçSipavri, xexpu[ji[jt.éva àîiexàXutps. Yet
it is now clear that this comment is in fact an amalgam of the fragments Cat. 1937,
1936, and 1939 (see PETIT, notes to these fragments). PETIT'S edition gives us no
grounds to connect the reading &> aitexaXucpSr) to (xeXXov to Origen. DE LANGE, Ori-
gen and the Jews, 129, calls this rendering 'a precise translation of that of Onqelos
and Neofiti.' I would not fully agree; Neofiti reads rr1? V1?! NnTöen mal (read
perhaps f1?!) and Onqelos (in fact, not in all MSS) iT1? pVl pDDDl «131; both can
be translated as 'to whom secrets are revealed'; cf. also CTgE.
541
 De losepho, 121: (jtetovofxatei B' aùiôv arcó Tfjç oveipoxpmxfjç, cf. PETIT, note
f to Cat. 1937 and note a to Cat. 1938. This interpretation was also known to
Origen: Homiliae in Numeros 25.3, ed. BAEHRENS (GO 7), 236,2-5. Philo gives yet
another explanation in De Mutations Nominum, 91.
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Josephus,542 thé expression xexpu[A[AÉva avexaXuc^e, finally, may be Sym-
machus' rendering.543 There is no reason to assume that any of these
explanations found their way to the Catena and Procopius via Euse-
bius' commentary.
The question at issue. This fragment is part of a series of short
comments which give paraphrases or alternative readings for some
verses of Gen 41-45. Here Eusebius wants to explain the name given
to Joseph by Pharaoh, as do many other exegetes. Jerome refers to
a meaning in Hebrew and one according to the Egyptian language,
a precision which would seem to be unparalleled.544 Eusebius simply
provides the interpretation he found in his Syriac Bible.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The only part of Gen 41:45 quoted is
the name given to Joseph. Different spellings abound in the manuscript
traditions.545 The form read by Eusebius in his Greek Bible cannot be
determined.
The alternative reading. Eusebius tells us that the Syrian says
'with regard to Psonthomphanekh' ó el§à>ç ià xpurcià. This may be
542
 Antiquitates, 2.91, see PETIT, note e to Cat. 1937; note the close agreement of
this form with the meaning Jerome says the name has in Hebrew, that is, abscon-
ditorum rep(p)ertor; Liber Interpretations Hebraicorum Nominum s.v. Somthon-
fanech, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 72, and Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-
LAGARDE, 48. It may also be the source of the K'&VÏOIA.I r^...^. -*» of the Diyarbakir
commentary, ed. VAN ROMPAY, 116, 2-3 (tr. 148,18), also cited in Iso'dad: Com-
mentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 206,4-5 (tr. VAN DEN EYNDE,
222,21).
643
 With reference to this anonymous reading in Procopius, SALVESEN, Sym-
machus in the Pentateuch, 54, suggests that one should correct the Symmachus
reading xexpu|i|ji.evoc ocTrsjcaXu^ev found in Ra 413 to xexpu|X|j.Eva xiX. Note, however,
that this reading is rejected for Symmachus by WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 696
n. 53, as an explanatory gloss. The fragment edited under the name of Origen, cited
in note 540 above, can no longer be used to sustain an attribution to Symmachus; it
is now clear that this fragment is an amalgam, and there are no grounds to suggest
that its last two words, xexpu^eva aicexaXutjie, part of Cat. 1939, should indeed be
connected to the Symmachus reading in Cat. 1936 (see the positions these frag-
ments have in the manuscripts). The only thing that can be said positively is that
this reading has a close parallel in the yoia msnox of the Rabbis Johanan and
Hezekiah in GenR 90:4 (ed. THEODOR-ALBECK, 3, 1103). All explanations with
'hidden things'/'secrets' would appear to be based on the Hebrew root spn.
544
 Jerome's Egyptian explanation is salvator mundi, see the references in note
542 above, and cf. the Vulgate. The basis of this explanation is not clear. Today's
reconstruction of the Egyptian name has a different sense, see KoEHLER-BAUM-
GARTNER, Hebräisches und Aramäisches Lexikon 3, 982b s.v. ItjyD niBS. WUTZ,
Onomastica Sacra l, 373, explains Jerome's rendering on the basis of Hebrew and
Aramaic words. The Greek reading ô icrciv atot^p xoo(j.ou in Ra 75 (in textu) might
perhaps be based on the Vulgate.
545
 Cf. on the Greek spellings, WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 696-697 ad loc.
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based on the Peshitta, which gives the name and an explanation:
trA ^L^K'ÎpiïoiA.i . .«^ftVv»ft . 'Saphnatpa'nah, to whom hidden things
are revealed',546 though the translation is not very literal. The Stipoc
reading has a close parallel in meaning in the Septuagint MS Ra 58,
TÔÙV xputpttüv yv<ocn:r|c, but there is probably no link.
LXIV. Ad Gen 43:23
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 88,145-152
«UL ujut gUnuuj. ^piiii Lfigfi &bijj J|i bpljbj^Ji^p»: Lhunfifib iJinfuujUuil]
. jmii.fi ujuhfnj, umi,' lUuirjiiiijnip^Lb plii} Afcijj UuiL. gjujA inii/.j i^ '/'."ƒ t
£iuiiij,uif7Uiu»ij.iyiiu l^l'l'f'gf' fi"l ^1> li Ifuiifpl; Ikumntuiir /!"/ƒ
afclL:
s And he said to them: 'May lie be propitious547 to you, do not be afraid. '
The Syrian, instead of saying (may he be) propitious, says: 'Peace (be)
with you'. Besides, it is suitable to say '(may he be) propitious' (in
order to say) either 'May Joseph become more lenient with you', or
'May God be propitiatory to you'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. This fragment has only been handed down to us in the
Armenian translation. Note that the Armenian word ,puu virtually has
the sense of a negation ('forbid!', 'no!') because of its use in formulas to
ward off danger. It appears that the Armenian translator still had the
original sense in mind; his use of ^UUL and ,p""/i^ would seem to reflect
the Greek ÏXecoç and iXaa-cr|c (or perhaps lXocai;r|pioc or tXaaxófievoc).
The question at issue. This fragment is part of a series of short
comments which give paraphrases or alternative readings for some
verses of Gen 41-45. The background to this remark may be the fact
that the formula tXewc ûpuv is commonly used, in deprecation, to wish
that some impending evil be averted ('Far be it from you!', 'God
forbid!'), whereas the context suggests that Joseph's steward meant
to reassure them, and was in a position to do so. Eusebius gives the
546
 Note the close resemblance of this form to the Targumim; see note 540 above
and cf. MAORI, The Peshitta Version, 129-130.
547
 On this translation, see below.
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reading of the Syrian, which is in fact a simple salutation formula
but which, if one translates it literally as Eusebius does, has a much
stronger value in Greek, a value which fits the context well. However,
Eusebius goes on to give two interpretations of the Greek expression,
taking it quite literally; he makes it clear that not only God—who is
usually taken as the implied subject of the formula—but also Joseph
can be the one who is to be Uecoc.548 Both interpretations seem to
reconcile the Greek text to the context and the reading of the Syrian.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The citation from Gen 43:23 agrees
with the Septuagint, apart from the addition of the verb t/ig/i, 'may he
be'. The translator has rendered 5e with L., 'and', a detail which is found
in only a few manuscripts of the Armenian Bible. More important is
the fact that the latter translation reads /uuifjuiijni/3/itÏj pbij. Afc^, 'peace
(be) with you', a phrase identical to Eusebius' Eupoc reading, instead
of the rendering of the LXX that is found in the translation of Eusebius'
commentary. It is not impossible that the reading with /iiui^iui^ii/fy/n'i/
was adopted at some stage of the tradition of the Armenian Bible
because people were familiar with it through this comment or a similar
one in another Greek or Syriac exegetical work—such influence was
noted above at Gen 22:13 (fragment xxxvii, see page 330) and at
Gen 36:24 (fragment LIV, see pages 382-383). — On the basis of its
role in the comment, the word tXsuc can be established as Eusebius'
reading. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. The reading of the Syrian, /uiuquii
f, 'peace (be) with you', agrees fully with the Peshitta's
. Note, however, that the Masoretic text, Aquila, and Symmachus
have comparable readings. It would appear that Eusebius has not
checked, or has not been able to check, the Hebrew.
LXV. Ad Gen 45:10
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 88,156-157
«ÜL |'l>tiil|!.iiijl,u jli|il||i|ili I'l.uliif |l),|iiii|'|riii»:
548
 A fragment on Gen 43:23 attributed to Origen (ed. PETIT, Cat. 1981) deals
with the problem that an Egyptian speaks about God. It would probably be going
too far to suppose that this issue played a role for Eusebius, as he only deals
with the formula in which God is at most the implied subject, and not with the
remainder of the servant's words, in which God is mentioned explicitly.
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You will settle in the land of Gesem in Arabia. In the Syrian it does
not say 'in Arabia'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. This fragment has only been handed down to us in
the Armenian translation. There are no particular problems.
The question at issue. This fragment is part of a series of short
comments which give paraphrases or alternative readings for some
verses of Gen 41-45. Here Eusebius deals with the expression Iv yfj
Teeren 'Apaßlocc, in which the last word, as in Gen 46:34, was probably
added by the translators of the Septuagint as a further definition. They
may have had in mind the Egyptian nomos of this name,549 yet it
appears from the fact that exegetes such as Origen and Eusebius of
Caesarea give other definitions,550 that it was of no great help. It was
perhaps not even understood, because of the dominance of the use of
this term for the Arab peninsula and, after AD 105, for the Roman
province which included the ancient kingdom of the Nabataeans. An
indication of this is found in Jerome's comment, that because 'Arabiae
has been added—in hebraeis enim voluminibus non habetur—the error
has spread that the land of Gesen is in Arabia'.551 Eusebius restricts
his comment to establishing the fact that the word is not found in the
Syrian.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation from Gen 45:10
agrees with the Septuagint, and—apart from the form of the article
after jt/>//^/>, -"b instead of -u —also with the Armenian Bible. On the
basis of its role in the comment, it can be established that the word
549
 Cf. SKINNER, Genesis, 488 note ad loc. HAUL (La Genese, 291 note ad loc.)
takes 'Apaßtoc in its more usual sense, and says this area could include the eastern
delta of the Nile. This solution would seem less probable, as the addition of the
word would hardly serve the purpose of further definition in this case; moreover,
the broad conception of Arabia seems to find support mainly in Herodotus' some-
what idiosyncratic view on this matter (as can be seen in EPH'AL, The Ancient
Arabs, 193-195). A connection to Geshem the Arab (Neh 2:19 and 6:1, cf. LXX
2Esdr 12:19 and 16:1) has also been proposed: cf. EPH'AL, Ibidem, 210-214, with
further references. WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 761 ad loc., denounces this idea as
'purely fanciful'. He may be right, but his appeal to the different reading of the
name in 2Esdr 16:1 does not yield a valid argument against the idea.
550
 Origen defines the land Gesem as -f\ avoctoXixri ff): Homiliae in Lucam 28, ed.
RAUER (GO 9), 166,15-16, and Eusebius calls it x"Pa T*ïî AlfÜTCtou: Onomasticon,
ed. KLOSTERMANN (GE 3.1), 62 s.v.
581
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 45:9-10, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 49.
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'Apaßiac (or an equivalent expression) formed part of Eusebius' Greek
Bible. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. Eusebius' information on the Syrian agrees
with the Peshitta, which indeed has no counterpart to 'Apaßiac; neither,
however, has the Masoretic text. As in the preceding fragment, it would
appear that Eusebius has not checked, or has not been able to check,
the Hebrew.
LXVI. Ad Gen 45:18
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 147r 29-30 (PG87.1, 481B 8-10)
Kod tp/xfsade TÔV fiueAôv Trjiç yfjç. «Ta àya0à tfjç yrjc» ó Sûpoç E^et. Toûxo
yap jcal urcoxaticuv 9T)<Ji.
And you will eat the marrow of the land. 'The good things of the land',
cf Gen 45:20,23 the Syrian has. For he also says this further on.
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 88,157-89,159
«ÜL ( 89 ) l|hp|iijbn ijnLqbq^ l,[il||i|îli»: (Amiji/yli iuuf Spuipn«.p^i.li /.ji/jji|i'fi.
a
 scripsi; ijnm/ii]_ cod. et ed.
And you will eat the marrow of the land. The Syrian says: 'the good of
the land'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. In Procopius, the reading of the Syrian finds some
confirmation in the observation that the same expression ayaoa is also
used further on. It is uncertain whether this formed part of Eusebius'
text, though it is very possible, as the person who made it has over-
looked the fact that this expression is also used in Gen 45:18 itself, just
before the phrase dealt with here; as we will see below, Eusebius made
the same mistake when comparing the Greek and Syriac texts. — I have
corrected the form mqjir^ 'right', to m.j/.ij, 'marrow'. The form nt^/m
is also found often in the tradition of the Armenian Bible here. The
change could come about easily, as the two forms are quite similar in
writing and pronunciation; the uncommon nature of the metaphorical
use of the word 'marrow' may also have contributed to it, however.
The question at issue. This fragment is part of a series of short
comments which give paraphrases or alternative readings for some
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verses of Gen 41-45. Though the metaphor 'the marrow of the land'
is not difficult to understand, it seems to be quite unusual,552 as
said above. If, as would seem more probable than the possibility that
he just wanted to note a textual variant, Eusebius indeed provided
the straightforward reading which he found in the Syrian in order to
establish the right interpretation, it could be for this reason.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation from Gen 45:18 in
Procopius agrees with the Septuagint. The lemma in the Armenian
text differs from both the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible in its
use of the second person singular, which is not attested elsewhere. As
in Gen 45:10, the translator of Eusebius has chosen the article -"ii after
jtji/f/i/i instead of the -u of the Armenian Bible. On the basis of its role
in the comment and its attestation in both sources, the expression TÖV
[AueXov ifjc yfjc can be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest of his
text remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. Eusebius probably did not make a full
comparison of the biblical verse in the Septuagint and the Peshitta.
Otherwise he would have found that the Greek rcavrcov twv aya6cöv
AlyUTtTou has its counterpart in the Syriac ^.-i_»).i rc^-ir^n cn=cv\,, 'the
good things of the land of Egypt', and the expression which he was
dealing with, TÖV pjeXôv -cfjç yfjç, in rcVir^.t (fusictx., 'the fat of the
land'.553 This mistake may have been brought about by the fact that
the Peshitta uses rdi.-iri'.T, 'of the land', twice, whereas the Septuagint
reads ifjc yfjc only once. Eusebius' Supoc reading ta àyaOèc tfjç yfiç
clearly reflects the former Syriac expression. The word r£=>c\, expresses
'good things', 'choice produce', which xoc àyotGà renders very well. —
Here, as in the preceding fragments, Eusebius could have adduced the
Hebrew as well, if he had had access to it.
LXVII. Ad Gen 45:22554
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 2003 (no attribution to Eusebius)
<IÎ£VT£ E^aAAao-aoûaaç oroAàç>, §iacpópouc. 'O Sûpoç cpT)atv «rcévte Çuyàç
a-coXûv».
562
 Thus WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 765 ad loc.
553
 For 'marrow' the word «ijcos would have been used, cf. the rendering of the
Greek in Iso'dad: Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed. VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 209,21 (tr.
VAN DEN EYNDE, 226,22-23).
554 'pjjjg jtem is an expanded version of that found in my article '"Quis sit ó
Eûpoç" Revisited'.
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<Five varying555 garments>, (that is,) different ones. The Syrian says:
'Five pairs of garments'.
B. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 147v 1-3, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 2003 (PG87.1, 481B
13-15)
Ilévte èÇaXXaaaovaaç atoAàç, àXXaaaofAÉvaç Ôtatpopouç. 'O 5è Sopoç «Ttévte
Çuyàç» 9T]oiv, dbç xal âvto tT]v [AepiÔa èTtXeóvaaev rcevcocTiXaaîcùç.
Five varying garments, (that is,) different changes. The Syrian, though,
cf Gen 43:34 says: 'five pairs'; as above too, he made the portion five times as large.
C. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 89, 159-160
i / i / i / , a
a
~
a
 conieci, vide lectiones graecas; ijuj cod. (verbum ignotum)
Five garments by turns. The Syrian says: 'five pairs of garments'.
Discussion
Textual tradition. There is a textual problem here in the Armenian
translation. The word qui is unidentified. The spacing between this
word and the following one in the manuscript is unusually large. I have
reconstructed the text on the basis of the Greek fragments. This means,
of course, that the Armenian cannot be regarded as an independent
witness for the wording of the text here. The paraphrase ôioccpopouç (in
A and B) and the reference to Gen 43:34 (only in B) are not reflected in
the Armenian translation. It is highly uncertain whether they formed
part of Eusebius' text.556
The question at issue. This fragment is part of a series of short
comments which give paraphrases or alternative readings for some
verses of Gen 41-45. Here Eusebius wants to elucidate the difficult
word èÇaXXocaaoûaaç. To this end, he gives at least a Supoç reading.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation from Gen 45:22 in
Procopius is identical to the Septuagint. The lemma in the Armenian
translation gives the Armenian Bible's interpretation of this LXX read-
ing. On the basis of its role in the comment and its attestation in B
and C, the expression Ttévie èJjaXXocaaooaocç atoXàç can be established as
Eusebius' reading. The rest of his text remains uncertain.
555
 The translation of this word is uncertain. It may be 'changes of garments' or
'extraordinary garments'; cf. La Genèse, tr. HARL, 292 ad loc.
558
 See also PETIT, notes to Cat. 2003.
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The alternative readings. The Sopoç reading is a correct translation
of the Peshitta's r^Xüai ^\öi rïr -a». Field, however, thought ó Eupoç
read ic£vie Çuyàç aioXcöv xai Staxoaîouç ^puatvouç.557 This is the text of
the manuscripts of the third type, which are only a secondary witness
to the tradition of the Catena. Probably xai ôiaxooiouç ^pualvouç,
which is difficult to explain in this position, is a marginal variant which
was added to the text in the wrong place: it is the reading of the
scriptural text itself in, among others, the Basle manuscript (type I).
In the latter MS, it is not placed after the oioXàç, but instead of the
expression ipuxxoaîouç xpoaouc. Field also suggests a difference between
ô Eupoç and the Peshitta because of the use of the word K'Kuj in the
Peshitta, which would correspond to Ijjuxtiov rather than to otToXV). This
seems a little far-fetched. The word aioXTJ is not the point at issue
for Eusebius—Procopius even leaves it out in his quotation—, and we
have often noticed that Eusebius does not want to suggest any more
differences between the Septuagint and the Syrian than are strictly
necessary for his purpose. Moreover, cioXr| is in fact quite possible as a
translation of the word K'KMJ, which indicates a robe or garment which
descends to the feet.558
LXVIII. Ad Gen 49:3-4
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 2117 (attributed to Eusebius)
"On 5e 'Poußrjv e^et awtr)ptav, xai èÇ âXXou l^ojiev uapaaxfjaar Xeyei jap
Mcouafjc- ZT\TU> 'Poußrjv xai y.i] àno8<xvéta>. TOÛTO ôè Xéfei, lïteiÔT) JJLOVOÇ
'Poußf)v im. tfj àvaipéaei TOÛ àôeXipoù Taxifyp où ouveuÔoxïjoev, àXX' oùSè
auveßooXEoaev toîç àôeXcpoïç aTtoôoaGai aùiôv eiç AïyuTtTov.
We are able to prove also on the basis of another (instance) that Reuben
possesses salvation, for Moses says: 'May Reuben live and not die out. ' Dtn 33:6
Now he says this because only Reuben did not consent to the slaying
of his brother Joseph, yet did not advise his brothers to sell him to
Egypt either.
557
 Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt I, ed. FIELD, Ixxviii-lxxix.
558
 Compare LlDDELL-ScOTT, Greek-English Lexicon, 1648a s.v. atoXrj II.2 and
LAMPE, Lexicon 1261b-1262a s.v. ato\r\.
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B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 2123 (attributed to Eusebius)
Touieatt ^T) avaßfjc à>ç oÔcùp Çeov, p. f| iTiapôfjç fj uc^wÔfjç. '0 8è MCÙUOTJÇ
èvavuoUTOci to Taxwß Xûcov tT)v xatàpav où yap I5et àuo npcoiou xaiàpaç
ap£aa0ou, I7i£txa à>ç £ù^ ZrjTO) 'Pouj3rçv. Mvr)p.oveûei:ou 6à ôtt xal tàv
'Ia>ar|9 ix iov ^sipwv TWV àÔeXçwv aùtoû èCrytei p"ûaaa0ar ôtèc IOÛTO ZT^TO
Touj3i]v. s
That is, you shall not come up as boiling water, you shall not be exalted
or lifted high. Now Moses contradicts Jacob in lifting the curse; for it
was not necessary (for him) to start from the curse of the first (i.e.,
Dtn 33:6 Jacob), thus as a vow (he says): 'May Reuben live'. He remembers
that (Reuben) had also sought to deliver Joseph from the hands of his 10
brothers, for that (reason Moses says) 'May Reuben live'.
C. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 150r 12-14 (PG 87.1, 488B 13- C 1); Mnc 151r
21-24, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 2117 (PG87.1, 489/490,47-48, Latin)
Kat oùx euXoytac xaXeî iàç upocTjteiac TO ypàfji^a, ircei8r| tiveç tov <puXwv
èiTÊ-i:t(jir|0riaav [jiâXXov r\ntp eùXoyriBTiaav. . . .
"Chi ôà 'PoußTjv I)(£t aa>tr|plav, ^Tjcà xal Mcoüafic' ZrjTO) 'Poußr)v xad
/MI) àno6oivr\. Où fàp eùÔoxTiaev oute ltd xfj ocvatpécei oute im. ifj Ttpocoei too
And Scripture does not call the prophecies 'benedictions', because some
of the tribes were blamed rather than blessed. . . .
Dtn 33:6 Moses also says that Reuben possesses salvation: 'May Reuben Jive
and not die out. ' For he consented neither to the slaying nor to the sale
of Joseph.
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 91,214-225
K ^ n in.plfli nihi| | i[illi | i l jh |uf L i | in i pin |il|nli |nf^ iijil |nf L i i l | | i i | j ' l i npi | i ni|
ni/np»: LAunn/uj inn/, -Sn-ntpclj ujbn.nuibnL hu u. i i / i /ni i« / i intliti r?i/ni,
ji, I'l'/il' 'if "'I1 ''/' i/i"'»«//«». i|ii/Jiiiii/ini/( nnil, juf ƒ(//, i/Ji l^bggku:
l i j l . j l lllililjiilflill CuiLfl .j'llj: Pub bpflUljbgfiil mill.. (/i'/li^illlli^i/y Jill II
bg fiitrit), uin_uiikyii.p^iîb nidnj IL mu nii/.yni^ii'/i i j i i i i j ini J(//.in"/i,
/' .ƒ""''ƒ,'//'"• !ƒ,'/ "/"'/"" t '//»"'•( /'/'. 'ƒ / l l / l | r i l l l l l l l l l j
ujU mtp^'îini|3|'itij^, ^pulltnh nt fcßt uiJISifc .pfcuiîi
Reuben, my first-born and my force — my power — and the beginning of
my children. The Syrian says: 'Reuben, my first-born and the beginning
of my power, you have strayed as water, you shall not remain,' — in the 10
sense of saying: 'you shall not remain alive' — 'in truth, you climbed
into your father's bed.' Now the Hebrew says: 'My first-born and the
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beginning of my pains, superabundance of power and superabundance
of force, as water you shall not increase.' However, it is necessary to
is know that (these) are predictions rather than blessings, for not all are
blessed.
E. DIODORB: ed. Petit, C si. 294
'O aûpoç l)£ei «cPoußr]v itpanótoxóc JJLOU, f\ Ôûva^xlç [Jiou xai f| àpx^l ^HÇ
iayûoç èrcXavr|6r)ç cbç uôwp, [ir\ napafXEWf)?», àvtl TOO «JAT) Çf\aj\ç>. El tfjc
àxoXaataç ó <povoç ^eipcov, rcàvieç ol àSeXçol 7tXr|v TOÛ 'Poußrjv, [xixpoû
(jLÈv àveXovceç lôv 'Ia>ar|<p, cpiXav6pc6na>ç 5è àTcoSojjievoi, TCOÇ où §é^ovtai
s T;T)V xatàpav; Ooxco 7tpoppr)aLç EOTL [iâXXov iv xatàpaç a)(r|[jiaTi. 'AXX'
ààv 7tpoppT)aiç, TiâSç oôx Ixßatvei tô Êpyov; Zfj yàp ^ <puXT) 'Poußr]v, xai
xXï|povo[i£Ï tr)v yfjv 7tpc6-cT) TCÙV aXXcov ipuXwv ïotoç oöv ITCÊIOT) Mtùofjç xai
aùioç îîepl TT|v -ceXeu-cTiv upoXéycùv uepi töv çuXwv Z^TCO, ^Tjaiv, 'Poußrjv xœl
pf) àno8avÉT:a>, àvii -cou «[AT) urcoxetaow ifj xa-càpa toû itatpôç tfj Xeyoûaj)
10 [if) Çriay)». "E8et (xèv yap xóv Tcaiépa àÔixr)9évTa elç xoitriv, xatapaoaaGai
tcjj mxiôi, «poßoüvta touç âÇfjç' I5ei Se 5è tov Mwaéa iov irapavojAou
Evexev xatapaôévTa, Tfjç xaiàpaç àuaXXàÇai Ôià tf|v sic tôv
'AXX' èpeî iiç- El f[ xa-càpa toû 'laxwß où Ttpo^wpel xatà too Toußrjv,
ucùç Xéyer Suva^örjiE Tva àKa-ffelXcù ùpïv il anocvrfaemi upïv; TOÜTO yàp
is ^euÔoirpoçpriTou [xaXXóv ioxiv. 'AXX' ipoüp.ev i^ taÜTa Xéyovu öti xal 6e6c
auxóc "Eii ipeït; ^épai XÉywv xai Ntveur) xaiaatpacprias-ttxi, Sta tfjc xaö'
öv r|7cetXT)ae (xe-cavotaç, àvaxaXeïiai TTJV ócrcócpaaiv, wç xal Sia Mwaécùç TTJV
too 'laxcbß xa-ca toü 'PoußTjv xatapav.
The Syrian has 'Reuben, my first-born, my force, and the beginning
20 of my power, you have strayed as water, you shall not stay,' in the
sense of: 'you shall not remain alive'. If murder is more severe than
licentiousness, how do not all brothers except Reuben receive the curse,
as they had almost killed Joseph but kindly559 sold him? So it is rather
a prediction in the form of a curse. But if it is a prediction, how is
25 this matter not fulfilled? For the tribe of Reuben lives, and inherits the
land before the other tribes; perhaps (it is) because even Moses himself,
near the end, when predicting about the tribes, says: 'May Reuben live Dtn 33:6
and not die out, ' in the sense of: 'May he not be subject to the curse of
his father, which said "he shall not live".' For the father, having been
3o wronged with respect to intercourse, had to curse the child, as he feared cf Gen 35:22
those next after (him); but Moses had to deliver him who had been
cursed because of unlawful intercourse from the curse, because of his
559
 This remark is to be taken ironically.
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consideration for Joseph. However, someone may say: 'If Jacob's curse
Gen 49:1 does not proceed against Reuben, how does he say: "Come together in
order that I tell you what will happen to you"? For that is rather (the as
statement) of a false prophet.' But we shall say to him who says those
Jon 3:4 things: God himself, after saying 'Three more days and Nineveh will
be overthrown, ' also revokes his sentence because of the repentance of
those whom he threatened, just as (he revokes) Jacob's curse against
Reuben through Moses. 40
Discussion
Textual tradition. Though the Armenian text does not give the impres-
sion that it is incomplete, the Catena attributes two Greek fragments
to Eusebius (without further determination) which also deal with this
passage. These fragments appear to be closely related; both confront
Jacob's curse of Reuben with Moses' blessing of the same in Dtn 33:6.
The fact that this issue is also treated in Diodore—who gives his own
formulation of it and cannot be considered the author of the catena
fragments—is an argument in favour of the Emesene's authorship of
these texts,560 as is the fact that the necessity of dealing with the link
between the two instances imposes itself especially in the Syriac text.
I have quoted two small sections from Procopius. The first is a
parallel to the last sentence of the Armenian, but as the wording differs
considerably and this thought was also expressed by others,561 I doubt
whether these are Eusebius' words. The second piece goes back to
the same source as fragment A. Diodore writes his own comment, in
560
 There is also a text edited under the name of Origen which deals with this
issue: Adnotationes in Deuteronomium ad 33:6, PG 17, 36B 4-13. DEVREESSE
notes, however, that other witnesses than the two type III manuscripts he used,
attribute this fragment to Diodore (Les anciens commentateurs grecs, 50 n. 8), and
in fact, the wording of the fragment agrees to a large extent with his fragment on
Genesis, given above under E; DECONINCK edited the text as an authentic fragment
of Diodore (Essai sur la chaîne, no. 77, pp. 155—156) — Apollinarius has also
discussed the issue, but the wording and point of departure of his treatment differ
considerably from the fragments quoted here, as will be discussed below; text edited
by DEVREESSE, ibidem, 153 ad Dtn 33:6.
581
 For example, by Hippolytus in his Benedictiones Isaac et Jacob, éd. BRIÈRE-
MARIÈS-MERCIER (PO 27.1-2), 54,2-5 and 70,7-8 (Greek); Origen (?), Selecta
in Deuteronomium ad 33:1, PG 12, 816D 10-13 (this text should possibly to be
attributed to Victor of Antioch, see Les anciens commentateurs grecs, ed. DE-
VREESSE, 50 n. 6); and Theodoret, Quaestiones in Gen. 112, ed. FERNANDEZ MAR-
cos-SAENZ-BADlLLOS, 91-92. The note in Iso'dad, Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed.
VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 211,28-29 (tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 229,8-10) derives from
the Diyarbakir commentary, ed. VAN ROMPAY, 121,16-17 (tr. 157,10-12).
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which he uses Eusebius' Eûpoç reading, the remark that Jacob gives
predictions rather than blessings, and the link to Dtn 33:6. His text
enables us to detect an error in the Armenian translation, which I
have not corrected above as it was probably made by the translator
himself. The Armenian text gives two renderings of the word ta^ûç in
the Septuagint's ia^Ç i*011 xa'1 ^P/CH téxvcov (xou, (jruipni/J/riii and n/<f, but
the word has no counterpart in the Armenian version of the reading of
the Syrian. Now Diodore has preserved the original version of the Eûpoç
reading in Greek, and here we find the complete version, including such
a counterpart: -f\ ôûvajjiîç (AOU xat -f\ àp^T) ifjç la^ûoç; it appears that the
translation of r| ôûvapûç fxou has been left out in the Armenian text. As
the translator has rendered T} ap^f) tr)ç lo^uoç as ulffuj^pb mJ-nj /ii/n/, it
would appear that the word njj- was the rendering he would normally
to give for icx.ûç. This suggests that he first wrote down the Armenian
Bible's rendering of the Septuagint's lo^ûç, nuiijinipfifb, but then, when
translating the Eûpoç reading, sensed that it was necessary to make
his translations of the expressions of force and strength concordant.
For some reason, however, he appears not to have finished this task.
Only in this way it can be explained that we find both the Armenian
Bible's nuiifinipfiA—not yet deleted—and the translator's own choice,
iy«f, for the Septuagint's ia^uc, and that the Syrian's §ûva(iiç and the
counterpart of this word in the reading of the Hebrew, possibly also
ôuvocjjuç, have been left untranslated.
The question at issue. The Hebrew text of Gen 49 is manifestly
difficult, and has given rise to many differences in the versiones. Eu-
sebius may have given a paraphrase of Gen 49:4 (fragment B), but
in any case, he provided a Eupoç and a 'Eßpouoc reading of parts of
the verses 3 and 4. The Sûpoç reading is negative about Reuben's fu-
ture: 'you shall not remain', that is, according to Eusebius, 'you shall
not remain alive'. Ephrem gives a clarification which comes down to
the same thing: 'you shall not remain, that is, in the number of the
tribes'.562 Especially if the passage is thus taken as a prediction of
untimely death, the opposition to Moses' 'May Reuben live' (Dtn 33:6)
is obvious. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that Ephrem deals
with it, as does Diodore, who had cited the Sûpoç reading together
with Eusebius' paraphrase and who adds his own, [rf| Crjaji, in line 10
(29). The fragments A and B suggest that Eusebius likewise confronted
Gen 49:4 and Dtn 33:6. A confrontation of these verses is also provided
by Apollinarius, but he does so on the basis of his peculiar under-
562
 Commentarii in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 111,20-22 (tr. 95,1-3).
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standing of the Greek text; unlike our fragment B, he explains wç uOcop
(AT) axCEojic as a way of expressing that Reuben would not be 'heated
to fertility', a punishment which is relieved by Moses' loxco rcoXùç èv
Eusebius goes on to give a rendering of the Hebrew, but in contrast
to Jerome, who does the same, he does not give an interpretation
of it.564 Some differences in their rendering of the Hebrew will be
discussed below. Eusebius closes his comment with the remark that
Gen 49 contains predictions rather than blessings. As noted above,
remarks of this kind were made by many others; they may be explained
from the fact that — probably on the basis of Gen 49:28 — this pericope
had been called 'The Blessings of Jacob' already since Antiquity, as
Harl says.565 Diodore does not reproduce Eusebius' remark literally,
but his comment presupposes it, as it deals with the question of why
Jacob's pronouncement on Reuben is not fulfilled, if it really is a
prediction.
Quotations from the Septuagint. Fragment A gives only a quotation
from Dtn 33:6, in accordance with the Septuagint; the same text is
found in B (twice, but shorter), C (reading the variant ecTtoGavfi), and
E. Fragment B also paraphrases a short piece of Gen 49:4, using the
element obç uôojp and the verb Çéo>. The quotation from Gen 49:3 in the
Armenian text does not reflect ovi; in the tradition of the Septuagint
this minus is found in Ra L, the C group, and a large part of the O
recension; in Ra 85 it is found with an obelus, against MT. Zeytunian's
edition of the Armenian Bible does not record any manuscript with
this variant. Its absence from the Eupoc reading can best be explained
from the supposition that the word did not form part of Eusebius'
Greek Bible (see below). On the basis of this supposition and the role
of this phrase in the comment, the expression 'Poußfy upwxótoxóc jiou
563
 Fragment referred to above in note 560. Exactly the same interpretation of
this phrase from Gen 49:4, but without the link to Dtn 33, is found in Theodoret,
as cited in note 561 (92,10). Cf. also Cyril, Glaphyra in Genesim 7.(2), PG 69,
341A 13-B 4 (fragments in Cat. 2122). A different, positive explanation of the
phrase in Gennadius (éd. PETIT, Csl. 296) and Theodore (Csl 297): Reuben should
not lose heat as water does when it is separated from the fire. — It should be noted
that Apollinarius, Theodore, and Gennadius placed the comma before cue uBo>p. In
all likelihood, Eusebius and Diodore placed it after this expression. In fact, either is
possible in the Septuagint, as both verbs in Gen 49:4aa function in the comparison
to water.
564
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 49:3-4, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 52.
565
 La Genèse, tr. HARL, 305 ad Gen 49:1-26.
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can be established as Eusebius' reading of Gen 49:3aoc. The rest of his
text remains uncertain.
Zeytunian's edition does not give the spelling ^n-mpfii566 or the
article after m'/uy ^ »//i/i/f. Another difference between the quotation in D
on the one hand and the Septuagint and the Armenian Bible on the
other, is the fact that the translator of Eusebius renders lo^ûç twice,
and adds t, 'and', immediately before it. As explained above, this
probably does not reflect his Vorlage. The rendering qiui/im/?/n.lj has
most likely been taken from the Armenian Bible, whereas njà is the
translator's choice. Diodore also quotes from some other verses; these
quotations do not yield variants.
The alternative readings. The reading of the Peshitta is as follows:
49:3 . rditcx^.-i rdiita K*&Acvnx..i rc^u. (b) . »aaobt x»ic> ,\-- (aß) . Jwrc" ,-U*c\=> l»=o-i (aa)
49:4 Snjctf'i.-tt. (b) . VNCUJI^S c7vrvx^>A iuAœ.i (aß) icvaîn rei r<isâ vyr^ W \^, (aa)
49:3 (aa) Reubel, you are my first-born, (aß) my force, and the beginning of my
power, (b) deposit567 of the elevation (or: burden) and deposit567 of the
strength.
49:4 (aa) You have strayed as water, you will not remain, (aß) as you climbed
into your father's bed, (b) in truth, you have defiled my couch and climbed
(onto it).
The first part of Eusebius' Sûpoç reading, 'Poußrjv itponótoxóc (lou, i\
8uv(X|jii.c (Aou xai f| ap^rj xfjc iayuoc i7i:Xavr|0r|c a>c SOcop, [t.
agrees with the Peshitta's verses 3a and 4aa, except that the word
'you', is not reflected; perhaps Eusebius was influenced (consciously
or unconciously) by the Septuagint reading he knew, without au. The
phrase 3b has not been rendered at all. The second part of the reading
of the Syrian has only been handed down to us in Armenian. Its text,
'Af»/ m;i/i. fcffc/i jwblfnriltb SwLp j>nj, 'in truth, you climbed into your
father's bed', combines elements from verse 4aß and b of the Peshitta.
That the text employed by Eusebius must have been the Peshitta or a
version very close to it, is clear from the use of the expression 'in truth'
and the verbs 'to stray' and 'to stay/remain', which are not found in
other known translations of this verse.568
This is the Masoretic text and a tentative translation of it:
49:3 :tj> irn n«œ -irr (b) 'JIM rrœtm TO (aß) nn« •nra pi«n (aa)
49:4 :n":y 'sir rb^n IK (b) T-SH <n:>tro n^s ^ (aß) -min V« ITDO ino (aa)
566
 On this spelling, see note 488 above.
667
 On this translation, cf. Le commentaire du manuscrit Diyarbakir, tr. VAN
ROMPAY, 157 n. 3.
568
 A survey in SALVESEN, Symmachus in the Pentateuch, 59-60.
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49:3 (aoc) Reuben, you are my first-born, (aß) my force, and the beginning of my
vigour; (b) excellence of elevation, excellence of strength.
49:4 (aa) Unstable as water, you shall not excel, (aß) because you climbed into
your father's bed; (b) then you defiled it; he climbed onto my couch.
The reading of the Hebrew according to Eusebius, IKb^piuuftl^ ƒ«ƒ" L
i-i'»/'/ii</<//ii'i nul lij L lim ii«/,yiii^//ii'/i ijliii iinililiin'ili.
u, 'My first-born and the beginning of my pains,
superabundance of power and superabundance of force, as water you
shall not increase', renders the verses 3ab and 4aoc, but is a bit shorter;
probably for reasons of economy, it does not give the name Reuben;
YD, 'my force', may have been left out by the Armenian translator as
it was in the Sûpoç reading (see above, under 'textual tradition'); the
word nriN, 'you', has been omitted by Eusebius also just as in the Supoç
reading; and for some reason, the word ins does not appear to have
been rendered by Eusebius at all.
The translation ulfpt^pb bpljufiig, 'the beginning of my pains', is based
on the fact that the word pH can be derived from pH, 'trouble', 'sorrow',
instead of pN, 'vigour', 'potency (to father children)'. The former
interpretation is also the one found in Aquila (xeçpâXouov XÓTET]<; fiou),
Symmachus (àp)(r| ôÔûvr)ç),569 and some of the Targumim.570 Jerome's
rendering in the Vulgate (principium doloris mei) corresponds with
it, but in the Quaestiones Hebraicae he translates the Hebrew as
'capitulum in liberis meis',571 a combination of the xeçàXouov of Aquila
and the 'children' of Theodotion and the Septuagint (ocpx*) téxvcov
[j.oo). The word 'children' is probably based on the interpretation of
the word pu as 'potency', which is also reflected in TgPs-Jon.572
Eusebius' translation iun_u«.tjni/3/iiii, 'growth', 'superabundance', is in
fact a very good translation of irr in this context. The Septuagint has
oxXipoç, 'hard', the Targumim give aggadic elaborations, and Aquila
has Tceptaooc, 'abundant', 'excessive', which is close in meaning, but an
adjective instead of a noun, like Jerome's maior.573 Here the reading
569
 See Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc., and the quotations edited
by PETIT in Csl. 295. Cf. the renderings of this word in Gen 35:18 and Dtn 21:17,
which are not always the same; a survey of Dtn 21:17 can be found in SALVESEN,
Symmachus in the Pentateuch, 153.
670
 FragTgN<v>: '[iJSS 'TTB1; FragTgp, CTgz: "nSÏ 'TrWI; TgNeof: 'ISS 'TUffl.
571
 As referred to above in note 564.
572
 Compare GenR 98:4, ed. THEODOR-ALBECK, 3, 1253. TgOnq has the more
neutral 'Dpin »m, as the Peshitta.
573
 In the Quaestiones Hebraicae he gives maior twice, in the Vulgate he varies,
giving first prior and then maior. The use of itEpiooo; as a noun in Symmachus
is not closer to Eusebius, as he gives a completely different construction with two
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of the Hebrew in the Diyarbakir commentary and Isocdad should be
mentioned: reut.c\i- ^» -uîrua r^fcAani. ^n i.ku, 'excessive in burden and
excessive in strength'.574 There is no indication of a connection between
this reading and that of Eusebius. Finally, the translation Jjfi'ju»itfg/i«,
'you shall not increase', 'you shall not grow', accords well with Aquila
((JLT) 7iepiaaeoaT)c) and Symmachus (oùx ear) Ttepiaooxepoc). In the Vulgate,
Jerome renders this phrase as 'non crescas'; however, his translation
in the Quaestiones Hebraicae, 'ne adicias', is closer to the rendering
'you shall not continue (or: add)' of the Targumim.575
We can conclude from all this that the individual elements of Eu-
sebius' rendering of the Hebrew have their parallels in Jewish versions
current in his days. Eusebius' rendering as a whole does not conform
with any single version, however. The interpretation he gives of the
Hebrew would seem to have been mediated to him by an informant.
LXIX. Ad Gen 49:5-6
A. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 153r 8-13 (PG 87.1, 493A 1-6; 493/494A 8-9,
Latin)
'O 5e 'Eßpoüoc où au(jupcov£ï TW 'EXXr|Vi)«p Xéywv outwç- «SujAecov xal
Aeut ocöeXcpoi axeûr] üßpewc- èv tfj ßouXfj autöv (JLTJ elaéXGoi r| fyuyr\ LI.OU- xal
èv ta> Xaa> autöv [if] ^poviorj r\ ôoÇa fiou' ott Iv TW 0u[iâ3 aù-ccôv ôcveïXov
avÔpaç- xal iv tfj ßouXr] auxcov xaOeîXov iel^oca». Tdyr\ Suvavtat voelaoai
xal oi èv t f j TtóXet Suvaxol ôixrjv tei^ouç aù-criv çuXàitovteç.
a
 conieci; tel^Ti Mnc ed.
infinitives. The full text of his reading has been preserved only in Procopius, though
under the name of Aquila: itepioaa Xaßetv xai ex wepiaaou xpatfjaai (4) Ü7t£pÉ(eaa; tic
ßScüp oùx ëan Tieptaaóiepo;: Mnc 151r 29-31, éd. PETIT, note b to Csl. 295 (pp. 268-
269); cf. already Origenis Hexaplorum quae Supersunt l, ed. FIELD, 69a n. 2.
574 Tijg translation 'burden' is necessary in the context of the comment. The
word ^n does not indicate a comparative here, but material or cause. Diyarbakir:
ed. VAN ROMPAY, 121,26-27 (tr. 158,1-2); Iso'dad: Commentaire 1. Genèse, ed.
VOSTÉ-VAN DEN EYNDE, 212,11-12 (tr. VAN DEN EYNDE, 230,10-11).
575
 Most Targumim have some construction with rpoin; TgOnq has KV TIT p"7in
3DT1, 'you will not take an additional share' (the preceding words, «rnnK KV, 'you
did not do good', 'you did not benefit', are also considered a rendering of "imn, for
example in Targum Onqelos to Genesis, tr. GROSSFELD, 158 with n. 3 (160-161),
but may alternatively be seen as part of the elaborative rendering of D'DS trio).
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The Hebrew does not agree with the Greek as it says thus: 'Simeon and
Levi (are) brothers, implements of insolence; may my soul not enter
into their council, and let my glory not linger in their assembly, for in
their anger they killed men, and in their determination they destroyed
a wall.' Those who are powerful in the city can also be considered 10
'walls', as they guard it after the manner of a wall.
B. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 91,226-92,241
« G l f u i l rïl l L IJi [l l | l l l l l l l i l | l l i l | | ! l l J l l l | l l l i n | i l i i | l l i l i | i | i i r n in |(||K"|I j i i f i i i n i l j jn [ i l . i l i l i i j » :
iiiiiiii n* unujpuHih int film, u. bpnujjbntuj my/jiii/iii/i liitii mul,' blfrc
i L. i Jij' bn puin DJ UJuuiijffD IJjIiiiiiliiiliiiiii, h njnnCnLnn.u linijiii
l- ujli&'li ƒ«ƒ* L. ft J^nrjni^prj.bujii 'lini/ni Jfi juiilbugl; i^iuin_j> ftifl nji
liii uufiuUjfii i/nifiu, IL hjnp^pij.ntj^ hinbujlig IjnpS^ujUbgfîb 5
L. qCijLULfiu Ufuifihuufu IftijLj, "ƒ',/' ƒ> liiliiiliiii jdju'li
q^piurjui^p: UL pLfj.^"[i mii/iiy/, fil; 13nLL \ ^^ ) 3nLL
bpnuJjljBunçli inu j M , '/"/' "• nliiiiijnjiii ilititililli Infiulint!. an inn n l i nil
; b. inn ni l un /, /ii/i/ii/niai, Iimj Jill lijiiiliniii i i f i t l i t iiiiiiii jbpnujjbnnli,
ijitili L. ijni^bpfiujjbgh ^bij.lsbiujb n^pbuifit, h JfiJbuAig: 10
Simeon and Levi have fully accomplished the injustice of their own
volition. The Syrian does not agree with the Greek here, and the
Hebrew says something like this: 'Simeon and Levi (are) brothers,
implements of insolence; let my soul not enter into their counsel576,
and let my glory not linger in their assembly, for by their anger they is
killed men, and by their determination they destroyed the wall.' It is
possible to call also the powerful 'walls', those who guard a city after
the manner of a wall. And why does (the Greek) say 'a bull'? (For)
'bull' he says in Hebrew sör,577 which one may also understand as
'wall', for the sör which is 'bull' and the sur which is 'wall' are written 20
with the same characters in Hebrew, since the Hebrew spelling578 does
not distinguish u and 5 from each other.
C. ISO'DAD: ed. Voste-Van den Eynde, Genese, 213,12-13
. rficxi. v^r^ K"5M*AS3 ^i^jlA r^livaHo rdsaW Jakr^ ^isnnf'&sn rt'Sos.
The belligerent men who guard the city as a wall are also called walls.
576 'pjjg Armenian word /unpînt^ij. means only 'thought', 'design', 'counsel'. The
Greek word has also the meaning of 'council', which seems to be required here.
577
 The Armenian m£ is used for the Greek S> v-ifo., thus I have used 5 in my
transliteration.
578
 Tentative translation of <t>f Eliui/, which probably stands for Greek ouXXaßr| or
auXXaßod.
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Discussion
Textual tradition. Procopius has preserved a large part of Eusebius'
comment in Greek. He has shortened the text in a few respects: he
does not give a lemma, and he has left out the explanation of one of
the differences between the Septuagint and the Hebrew which Eusebius
gives at the end of his comment. In two other respects Procopius' text
would seem to be secondary as well. First, it seems likely that Procopius
himself left out the mention of the Syrian, not only because of the
principle discussed on page 219, but also because the construction as
found in the Armenian, 'the Syrian does not agree with the Greek here,
and the Hebrew says...' is obviously the more difficult one. Secondly,
the Armenian text gives the singular »/m/i/muf, 'wall', in the reading
of the Hebrew, whereas Procopius' text has ^e.(yr\. The latter form is
facilior, and may have been influenced by the plural which follows it.
This is probably a change made by a scribe. Isocdad has preserved
one sentence of Eusebius' comment, a parallel to the last sentence of
the Greek text and lines 6-7 (16-18) of the Armenian translation.
His formulation seems to support the Armenian against Procopius,
in the sense that the word 'city' is only given as the object of the
verb 'to guard', whereas Procopius gives èv tfj TtóXei as an attributive
adjunct of oi ouvociot, and refers to the word using autTJv as the object
of cpuXài-covieç. In this case, however, I have no reason to assume that
the Greek text does not reflect Eusebius' own wording. The Armenian
and Syriac translators may have changed the construction; the word
order differs in their comments, after all.
The question at issue. As in the preceding fragment on Gen 49:3-4,
Eusebius found that the Syriac text of Gen 49:5-6 differed considerably
from the Greek text. Yet he does not cite the Syrian, but gives only
a full reading of the Hebrew. He goes on to explain one of the most
striking differences between the Hebrew and the Greek, which concerns
the translation of the last word of verse 6. The Hebrew has 'wall', the
Greek 'bull'. Eusebius first explains that 'wall' is not inappropriate, as
it can be a metaphor for the powerful people in the city, who guard
it as a wall. Then he explains where the Septuagint's bull came from,
giving detailed information on the spelling and possible vocalizations
of the Hebrew word in question. Jerome also gives the full reading of
the Hebrew, but does nothing to explain the differences between the
Greek and what he here calls the Hebraea veritas.579 Unlike Eusebius
Quaestiones ffebraicae ad 49:5-6, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 52-53.
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(who probably did share this view580), he makes explicit that Jacob
describes Simeon and Levi's action in Shechem (Gen 34:25-29), saying
that Jacob makes it clear by this that he distances himself from this
bloodshed; for, after all, Shechem and Hamor were his allies. This
interpretation is in line with Gen 34:30 and is found in most Targumim
and in various other sources.581 Hayward suggests that, by choosing the
reading of the Hebrew, Jerome removes the possibility of identifying
the bull with Christ.582 It remains unclear whether this was indeed his
intention; some lines further on, after dealing with verse 7, he does
mention the fact that some have this opinion, but this is presented as
a kind of afterthought; he gives no negative comment on it. Whether
the issue played a role for Eusebius remains guesswork as well.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The quotation from Gen 49:5 fol-
lows the Septuagint, except that it has no counterpart to the word
àôeXcpol; this variant may be due to a simplification on the part of Eu-
sebius, it occurs also in a quotation in John Chrysostom and perhaps
Tertullian.583 The quotation differs from the Armenian Bible in the
same respect. Moreover, the former has the plus /i Jftuiuffu, a rather
emphatic rendering of the prefix auv-, and it renders the word ocîpeaiç
differently: the Armenian Bible uses Ifuufy, the translation of Eusebius
tl^in^; both are good ad sensum translations. On the basis of its role in
580
 See the fragment on Dtn 33:8-9 in Les anciens commentateurs grecs, ed.
DEVREESSE, 101—102. The manuscript Vaticanus Gr. 746 attributes this text to
Eusebius of Emesa; the Armenian translation has no counterpart to it, but as it
does not deal with the latter part of Deuteronomy at all, the translation may
be incomplete at this point. Compare also the close parallel Cat. 2144 (Eusebius'
authorship of this text is more questionable; it has the attribution 'Euoeßlou' in
L, but this manuscript often gives this lemma gratuitously; the fragment has no
counterpart in the Armenian translation either).
581
 Another rabbinic tradition, less popular as it seems, does interpret the last
word as 'ox' and identifies it with Joseph, through the association with Dtn 33:17.
According to VELTRI, Eine Tora für den König Talmai, 63-69, the 'alteration
for King Ptolemy' recorded for this verse in rabbinic literature reflects the latter
interpretation.
682
 An interpretation known from quite early sources. HAYWARD, Jerome's He-
brew Questions, 238, refers to Tertullian (Adversus Marcionem, 3.18.5, ed. KROY-
MANN (CCSL 1), 532, and Adversus ludaeos, 10.9, ed. KROYMANN (CCSL 2), 1377)
and Hippolytus (Fragmenta in Genesim, ed. PETIT, Cat. 2138, ed. ACHELIS (GCS-
H 1.2), no. 13; see also his Benedictiones Isaac et lacob, éd. BRIÈRE—MARIES-
MERCIER (PO 27.1-2), 66,7-9, Greek). He also mentions Origen, Homiliae in Gen-
esim 17.3, but this work is attributed to Rufinus nowadays (cf. GEERARD, CPG
1520), see his De Benedictionibus Patriarcharum 2.8, ed. SIMONETTI (CCSL 20),
208. It is also found in Cyril, see Glaphyra in Genesim 7.(3).3, PG 69, 348B 7-C 8;
cf. Cat. 2139.
583
 See Genesis, ed. WEVERS, first apparatus ad loc.
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the comment, the word Tocüpov can be established as Eusebius' reading
in verse 6. The rest of his text of these verses remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. Eusebius' 'Eßpoüoc reading, Eufxecov xod
Aeut aSeXcpol oxeur) üßpecoc' (6) èv tfj ßouXfj auttJöv jj.^) elaéXGoi i\ fyv%f\
fiou' xou èv TO Xacô aiköv JAT) ^povtari f\ ôoÇa fioir ôtt iv ta> 0u[jup
aûtov avelXov 3tv§pac- xal iv ifj ßouXfj auiöv xaOelXov T£tx.°Ç> is very
close to the Hebrew text as we know it. In Gen 49:5, it translates ^D
oon, 'implements of violence (or: wrong)' as oxeur) ößpewc, which is
as appropriate as Aquila's CJXEÓT) àBtxtaç (and Jerome's vasa iniqui-
tatis).584 The Septuagint translators probably read DDn i^?3 (as in
the Samaritan Pentateuch), and translated auve-céXeaav àôixtav. The
Peshitta has K'V^OAS n^iru», 'implements of anger'; the Targumim
give elaborative renderings. Eusebius did not provide a rendering of
DrrmDQ, the hapax legomenon of uncertain meaning at the end of the
verse, whereas all other known versions did.
Verse 6a<x in the Septuagint is an exact rendering of the Hebrew
text as we know it. Eusebius' text differs only in construction; he reads
èv tfj ßouXfj aÙTtùv (jiri elaeXOoi instead of etc ßouXTjv ... IX0oi. Probably
he did not want the word b> to be taken as an indication of instrument
or state; with verbs of motion it may imply 'motion to and subsequent
position in a place'.585 In verse 6aß, Eusebius' ^povtaT) and perhaps
also the Septuagint's ipelaoti would seem to go back to a reading inn
(or irr; thus the Samaritan Pentateuch), which can be taken as a
defectively spelt form of the verb in«. Aquila's fiovTiGrj-cw ((xovworiico)
and Jerome's desoletur5*6 interpret the word as a form of the verb
in1, as does TgPs-Jon. The remaining Targumim and the Peshitta
give other interpretations, changing the construction of the sentence.
This, and the fact that the Peshitta uses perfect forms in verse 6a,
plead against the idea that Eusebius grafted his interpretation onto
the Syriac text here. The rendering of 'HDD as -f\ SoÇoc [AOU cannot be used
as an argument in favour, as this interpretation is far from unique.587
584
 For Aquila, see Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc.; Jerome: as
above, note 579, and the Vulgate.
585
 LIDDELL-SCOTT, Greek-English Lexicon, 552a s.v. iv A.1.8.
586
 I adopt this reading from MS <p, as does HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew Ques-
tions, 83, 237; the edition ANTIN-LAGARDE reads dissolvatur. In the Vulgate Jerome
simply translates sit.
587
 It is found in all Targumim, Aquila, the Samaritan Pentateuch (which gives
the plene spelling 'H133), and Jerome (gloria, also in the Vulgate); thus it must
have been widespread. The Septuagint took it as a form of 130, liver (not kbr as
HAYWARD has it, Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 237).
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Eusebius' translation of verse 6boc is virtually synonymous with the
Septuagint; he may have given the reading àvelXov avBpocç instead of
the Septuagint's arcexietvav ócvöpcÜTtouc in order to suggest a high level
of precision.588 Both are good translations of the Hebrew, taking WN
as a collective noun. A similar rendering is found in the Peshitta; the
Targumim, however, give elaborative renderings of this phrase. This is
the case also for verse 6bß, yet it is clear that all known Targumim but
one interpreted the Hebrew ~nt& lips as 'to demolish a wall',589 rather
than 'they hamstrung a bull' as in the Septuagint. The Hebrew text
can indeed be interpreted thus, provided that one reads ~ITO instead
of MT'S Tic; Eusebius' explanation of this is correct and to the point.
The Peshitta's re'-icw. cvioi. and the reading attributed to Aquila and
Symmachus, èÇeptÇuaocv isï^oç,590 are closest to such a Hebrew text,
meaning literally 'they uprooted a wall'; compare Jerome's suffoderunt
murum.
591
 Earlier in verse 6bß, Eusebius rendered D3X~m as xal ev tfj
ßouXfi, which is correct (as is the Septuagint's xoct âv tfj àiu0u(jupc). This
'Eßpouoc reading cannot be based on the Peshitta, as the latter reads
^jsOT&ouuo, 'and in their rage'.592
Although our picture is not complete, since Aquila and Symmachus
have only been preserved in part and Theodotion not at all, it is clear
that the individual elements of Eusebius' rendering of the Hebrew have
their parallels in translations from the Hebrew current in his times.
As far as we can see, however, Eusebius' rendering as a whole does
not conform with any single version. As in the preceding fragment,
LXVIII, the interpretation he gives of the Hebrew would seem to have
been mediated to him by an informant, who also explained to him
how the differences in the interpretation of Tie came about. It cannot
be maintained that Eusebius simply based his interpretation of these
verses on the Peshitta.
Eusebius does not cite the reading of the Syrian itself. If he followed
the Peshitta, this reading would have been different from that of ô
588
 As àitoxtelvoù usually renders nn in the Septuagint version of Genesis without
Eusebius objecting, this verb can hardly be the problem.
689
 FragTgVN is the only one that has a reading with 'ox'; TgNeof reads the plural
'walls', TgOnq, TgPs-Jon, and CTgz a singular form.
590
 The text of this reading can be found in Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second appara-
tus ad loc. and in Cat. 2136 (without attribution). The word êÇept&ooav is an aorist
of ixpiCóco; WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 823 n. 11, would seem to have thought it
was a form of ei-epl&o, and proposes two conjectures. This is a mistake.
591
 Thus both in the Vulgate and in the Quaestiones Hebraicae (note 579 above).
592
 Note, however, that Ephrem reads .amim-ao, 'and in their determination/
will': Commentarii in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 112,8 (tr. 95,17).
lin-
 ,
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'Eßpaioc. Usually this is not a reason for Eusebius to omit the Syrian,
but in this case he may have thought that the full text of the reading
would not add much.
LXX. Ad Gen 49:8-9
A. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 92,242-250
«Uiiiqui, i|.|>hi| IIH |is'lil,ni|l!li l,i| |'ni|i,|> |>ri, Mm ,[> ,|>ii |i ijbpuij j i l j i l j uil i>|
b|bp,
L. LJLfiuibtujp: ihunpjfli mul, I' ifïii'tntiiï'lil; tiftifi, npij-kwlj
piT iijiiij/.ii ƒ?£ i^S/iiiin'fi/, /S»^° li^u&ui^gt intij^^u, np ^L. L.U I; nStoifi-lit,
a
 conieci; /il/4 cod. et ed.
Judah, your brothers will bless you, your hands (will be) on the back
of your enemies; your father's sons will prostrate themselves for you.
Lion's whelp, Judah, suddenly you came up from a shoot, my son.
w (This means) that he grew and came up in the manner of a shoot. The
Syrian says: 'You have gone up from death, my son', as if the passage
has a signification with respect to the Lord, whereas it is not yet with
respect to the Lord, but to the tribe from which the kings were to stand
up.
B. DIODORB: ed. Petit, Csl. 299 11. 2-10
'loûÔot,, <j£ atv£CT«iaav oi <x8sX<poi aov, xai ta IÇfjç. "OaTcep itô 'PoußfjV xai
•ccp Eujjiecbv xod Aeut rcpoXéfCuv, oùx OCÛTOÏÇ ièc au(jißr)ao[jieva àXXà talc èÇ
aùtcôv çuXalç Ttpoa-jropeuei, oötto xai 'loûôa iï|v <puXr)v 'loûSa ovojjiàÇtov
ir)V EX loû 'loûôa, où nepl toù xuplou Xéywv vov, ôç tiveç oïoviai, ocXXèc -CT^Ç
5 ßaaiXeuouaT)c twv âXXœv (puXrjç.
Sxûpvoç Xéovtoç 'lovÔa.- lxßXa.aioü, ulepov, aveßric. Tó la^upóv, Xéovti
TtapaßaXXei, tf)v 5à ôÇetav elç itXfjBoç ânlôociv, eùepvâ ßXaatTJfjiai:t.
Judah, may your brothers praise you, et cetera. Just as he, when speak-
ing to Reuben, Simeon, and Levi before, does not prophesy the things
10 that are going to happen to them, but to the tribes that (originate)
from them, thus (he prophesies) to Judah, calling the tribe that (orig-
inates) from Judah 'Judah'; (and) he is not speaking about the Lord
now, as some suppose, but about the tribe which rules over the others.
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Lion's whelp, Judah, you have gone up from a shoot, my son. He
compares his strength with (that of) a lion, and the sharp increase to is
a multitude with an offshoot sprouting well.
C. GENNADIUS: ed. Petit, Csl. 298 11. 2-10
TouSa, as (xlvéaaiaocv oi àÔeXipoi aov cd fölpec aou im VÙJTOU tcöv é^ôpôiv
aov Ttpoaxuvriaouai aoi öl uloi too Ktxtpoç aou, -couTécrav, xai auyjEvwv xai
àXXoepûXoùv xatàpÇeiç, xal yevTjar) rcapà Ttàaiv ârcouvEioç.
Sxû^voç AeovToç 'louSor lx ßAaoroü, nie j^oti, aveßrjc- ava.ne.aatv èxoi-
>ç A&dv xai a>ç CTXÜJMVO?' dç èyspeï aûiov; Tô [Jiàv '£Jx ßAaatoü, ufe' s
, aveßrjc, àvti too' T)ùÇr|0Tiç xat û4iti;)0T)ç xaÔârcep Ix tivoç
Judah, may your brothers praise you, your hands (will be) on the back
of your enemies; your father's sons will prostrate themselves for you,
that is, you will rule over both kinsmen and men of other tribes, and 10
you will be praised by everyone.
Lion 's whelp, Judah, you have gone up from a shoot, my son; you
reclined and fell asleep like a lion and like a whelp; who will awaken
him? The (expression) You have gone up from a shoot, my son, is in
the sense of: 'you grew and were exalted as from a good root of mine, is
a flourishing trunk come into bud.'
D. ISO'DAD: éd. Vosté- Van den Eynde, Genèse, 214,9-11
rdàvi '*x\^ " fc\cö3.-U3 .oJBfexo JJCM.^ . cvicn . fevoW >Va rcli^u
rc'rt' -S\rn
The Greek: 'As a shoot, my son, you have gone up,' that is, you will
spring forth and go up in the manner of a shoot that grows and gives
many fruits. 5
Discussion
Textual tradition. Eusebius' text has only been handed down to us in
the Armenian translation. Diodore took over his ideas, but it would
appear that his comment has not preserved any of Eusebius' wording.
Gennadius does not say as explicitly as Eusebius and Diodore that
he will not give this verse a Christological interpretation, but the
interpretation he gives is clear in this respect. His last sentence is very
close to the phrase 'That he grew and came up in the manner of a
shoot' preserved in lines 3-4 (10) of the Armenian text; Gennadius
may very well be dependent on Eusebius here. The remark in Iso'dad
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may also go back to this phrase. The general nature of the sentence
and the fact that the two authors last mentioned use a second instead
of a third person should make one cautious, however,
The question at issue. Eusebius first paraphrases the expression 'to
go up from a shoot'; it means that Judah would grow in the manner
of a shoot. He goes on to challenge the Christological interpretation
of this passage, yet he does not refer to the well-known use of the
lion or the lion's welp in announcements of the Messiah,593 or the
association of the ßXocatoc with the branch (^aß§oc) that will grow from
the stock (piÇa) of Jesse (Is 11:1),594 but connects it to the reading
of the Syrian, 'You have gone up from death, my son'. Especially in
this translation a reference to the Resurrection is obvious, but it would
have been possible even if he had given a more precise translation of
the Peshitta's r^\\,n, 'killing', 'murder'. It seems as though Eusebius
rejects not only the Christological interpretation, but even, with it, the
reading itself of the Syrian. Ephrem, on the other hand, shows that it
is possible to give an interpretation of the Peshitta reading that relates
593
 This image is already found in Ap 5:5, which is indeed cited for this reason
by Severus of Antioch, Homiliae Cathédrales 101, ed. Gumi (PO 22.2), 260 [60], 2-
7 (tr. 2-9; for a small fragment of this text in Greek, see éd. PETIT, Cat. 2158).
The image was also used by Hippolytus, Benedictiones Isaac et lacob, éd. BRIÈRE-
MARIÈS-MERCIER (PO 27.1-2), 76,2-8, Greek, and Origen, fragment on Gen 49:9,
ed. PETIT, Cat. 2162; Commentant in Epistulam ad Romanos 2.13, PG 14, 913C;
ibidem 7.19, PG 14, 1156AB. See also Cyril, Glaphyra in Genesim 7.(4), PG 69,
353B 7-12 (Cat. 2149 11. 7-11). In his Libri X in Canticum Canticorum 2.8.28, ed.
BRÉSARD-CROUZEL-BORRET, 1 (SC 375), 422, Origen explains that the sleeping of
the lion and its awakening form a clear image of Christ's Death and Resurrection.
This idea is also found in the homily of Severus mentioned above and, earlier, in
Eusebius of Caesarea's Demonstratie Evangelica 8.1.65-66, ed. HEIKEL (GE 6),
364, 9-15. He took Gen 49:8-9 as a whole as a reference to Christ; other instances
show that Origen in fact did the same; see his Commentant in Epistulam ad
Romanos 2.11, PG 14, 896A, Commentant in lohannem 1.142, ed. BLANC, 1 (SC
120), 132-134; cf. ibidem 1.259, ed. laud. p. 188, and Homiliae in leremiam 9.1, ed.
NAUTIN, 1 (SC 232), 380. Hayward (Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 238) also mentions
Homiliae in Genesim 17.5, but this work is attributed to Rufinus nowadays (cf.
note 582), see his De Benedictionibus Patriarcharum, 1.6, ed. SIMONETTI (CCSL
20), 192-194. Here the opinion is held that the sleeping lion is not only TpoTttxcoi;,
but also <puoixuc an image of Christ, as a lion sleeps for three days and three nights
after its birth.
594
 The link to Is 11:1 is explicitly made for example in Hippolytus, Fragmenta
in Genesim, ed. PETIT, Cat. 2160, ed. ACHELIS (GCS-H 1.2), no. 18, and Bene-
dictiones Isaac et lacob, éd. BRIÈRE-MARIÈS-MERCIER (PO 27.1-2), 76,8-78,2,
Greek; and in Eusebius of Caesarea's Demonstratio Evangelica 7.3.53-58, ed. HEI-
KEL (GE 6), 346-347, cf. 8.1.64, ed. laud. p. 364,7; in Ap 5:5, the association is
perhaps implied by the use of the word piÇa, as in Cyril, Glaphyra in Genesim
7.(4), PG 69, 353B 12-14 (Cat. 2156 11. 1-2).
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only to the person of Judah. Just as most Targumim, he says it may
refer to the fact that Judah escaped killing Tamar and the two sons
she was carrying (Gen 38:24-27), or to the fact that he took no part
in the plans to kill Joseph (Gen 37:26-27).595 According to Eusebius,
however, the passage refers to the tribe of Judah. This was also the
opinion of his Caesarean namesake and teacher,596 yet the latter also
believed that all Jacob's words to Judah were definitely fulfilled in the
coming of the Saviour. In that respect, the Emesene did not follow him,
but took a position comparable to his Syrian contemporary Ephrem.
Both explicitly hold that the blessing of Judah refers to Christ only
from verse 10 onwards.597
It should be noted that Eusebius of Caesarea links his Messianic
interpretation of Gen 49:9 not only to the text of the Septuagint, but
also cites two alternative readings (perhaps for reasons of polemics).
He writes that Aquila's &.TCÖ ócXcaaewc ... aveßiqc and Symmachus' ex
BïlptaXoixjECûç ... aveßr|c mean the Resurrection and the escape of the
Saviour from Hades.598 A comparable approach is found in Jerome,
who translates the Hebrew as 'de captivitate, fili mi, ascendisti',599 and
prefers to consider this a reference to the Passion and the Resurrection.
595
 Commentant in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 113,6-8 (tr. 96,12-14). Cf. TgNeof,
TgPs-Jon, FragTgp'VN, CTgz, and GenR 98:7, ed. THEODOR-ALBECK, 3, 1258 and
99(100):8, ed. laud. p. 1279.
596
 Demonstratio Evangelien 8.1.20-41, ed. HEIKEL (GE 6), 355-359.
597
 For Eusebius, verse 9b refers to the growth of Judah's heritage, except for
the last words, which are said with a view to the kingship, and verse 10 refers
to the Lord: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 92,255-259 (cf. Gennadius, éd. PETIT, Csl. 298
11. 32-29 and Diodore, ed. PETIT, Csl. 299 11, 20-26). According to Ephrem, verse
9b as a whole refers to the kingship, not to the heritage, and verse 10 to the
Lord; he indicates that there is a margin of uncertainty: it is possible to take the
whole of verses 8-10 as referring to Christ, but if that is not accepted, at least
verse lOb must be taken as such: Commentant in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 113,8-
114,3 (tr. 96,14-97,4). In a non-explicit way the opinion advocated by Eusebius
is reflected not only in Jewish sources (which give only a Messianic interpretation
of verse lOb, however; see, for example, GenR 98(99):8, ed. THEODOR-ALBECK,
3, 1259, and the Targumim), but, according to SIMONBTTI, also in Justin Martyr,
Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Clement of Alexandria; see his introduction to the exegesis
of these verses in his Rufin d'Aquilée. Les benedictions des Patriarches, SC 140,
12-14 (the note in La Genese, tr. HARL, 308 ad 49:9, is not fully accurate in this
respect). Unlike his Antiochene predecessors, Theodoret interprets the whole of
Gen 49:8-10 Christologically: Quaestiones in Gen. 112, ed. FERNANDEZ MARCOS-
SÂBNZ-BADILLOS, 93-94.
598
 Demonstratio Evangelica 8.1.67-68, ed. HEIKEL (GE 6), 364,20-27.
599
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad 49:8-9, ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 53. For the word cap-
tivitas, cf. Aquila's &X<jaic; in the Vulgate Jerome translates 'a praeda'. Jerome also
suggests an interpretation in the line of Ps 67:19, see HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew
Questions, 238. — WEVERS, Notes on Genesis, 825 n. 16, now says the note in the
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These interpretations of Gen 49:9a come very close to the opinion which
Eusebius is disputing in connection with his quotation of the Syrian.
Quotations from the Septuagint. The lemma in the Armenian text
follows the Septuagint in Gen 49:8 and is identical to the Armenian
Bible. Note that the Armenian cannot indicate the difference between
the optative (odveaouoav) and the future (Ttpoaxuvrjaouoiv). The verb
luip^lifciT means 'to bless' in the first place, and odvéco 'to praise', but
these notions overlap to some extent, of course. In verse 9 the word
jni/i/yiiijiaru/f/i, 'suddenly', has no obvious counterpart in the Septuagint,
but the order of the sentence suggests that it might have been an initial
guess at the meaning of ex ßXoccnoü. If such is the case, the correct
translation /i ^uin-uufcijt, which occupies this place in the Armenian
Bible, was added later on at the end of the sentence, without the
earlier attempt being removed. Unless one assumes that the following
sentence of the comment, which refers to the shoot, was corrected more
thoroughly, this must have been the work of the translator. The only
other difference from the Armenian Bible is the spelling uin-Lbni for
luiL/uAni. Iso'dad's reading re^=ii vyt^", 'as a shoot', may have come
about under the influence of the explanation he gives; the Syro-Hexapla
reads rCku^ccn ,=*>,600 a good translation of ax ßXaaxoü. — On the basis
of its role in the comment, the expression Ix ßXoccxoü, uié [lou, ocveßT)?
of verse 9 can be established as Eusebius' reading. The rest of his text
remains uncertain.
The alternative readings. The reading Eusebius attributes to the
Syrian, h i/tu^mu/bt fc(fc/i, n/nj-tuify ftJ", 'You have gone up from death,
my son', agrees with the Peshitta's vAc» ,-ia •**V\)" ^», 'You have gone
up from (or: after) the killing, my son'.
LXXI. Ad Gen 49:27
A. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 2248 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
BoiiXexou xf|v xoX[Jiav rcpoayopeueiv T]V èxóXjjqaav, xod TOV rcpoç xoùç
àÔEXcpoùç auxGùv uoXefxov, xod tf]v xâ>v uapôévcov
Syro-Hexapla probably supports the Aquila reading as given here, and that the
designation a' before the Fb reading in the second apparatus of his edition should
be deleted. I would agree with him. The note, taken from the Midyat MS (facsimile
ed. VÖÖBUS), f. 17b in margine, reads rdiicvaa ,»> (a' =) rf (the Syriac word means
'subjugation', 'treading down' in the first place, but it is also used in the sense of
'seizure' and 'conquest').
600
 Netu Syro-Hexaplaric Texts, ed. BAARS, 67.
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Jdc 19-21 He wants to foretell the bold act they dared to do, the war against
their brothers, and the abduction of the virgins.
B. CATENA: ed. Petit, Cat. 2255 (attributed to Eusebius of Emesa)
To ÉCTTtepocç ISetat, earn too itoX£[ir|oet, <bc xal TO BaXaa(ji XeyEr Ou
xoi/irj0rja£Toa i'wç <pâjri ârçpav, xal afjna Tpauju.auâ>v Testât. AiaSwaei
ipo<pr\v eauTw, toutécmv apitàÇavTeç iautoîç Tr)v ap7ca"|"r]v 8ia5lOa>aiv. 'O
Sûpoç- «TÖ larcépaç apuâaei xal TÓ upcùî ôiajjiepiEÏ axuXa».
In tie evening he wiJI devour (is meant) in the sense of 'he will &
Num 23:24 wage war', just as he says to Balaam: 'He will not fall asleep till he
has devoured the prey, and drunk the blood of the wounded. ' - He
will distribute the food to himself, that is, after having plundered, they
distribute the plunder amongst themselves. The Syrian: 'In the evening
he will plunder, and in the morning he will divide the spoils.' 10
C. PROCOPIUS: Mnc 163r 12-13; Mnc 163r 13-15, ed. Petit, ad Cat.
2248; Mnc 163r 15-18, ed. Petit, ad Cat. 2255 (PG 87.1, 509/510,
29-34, Latin)
AÛXOÇ SpTraf- TO Kpcùïvov fÔEToa xod dç TO ianéç>v.ç ÖtaSüJCTSi
'O 'Eßpaioc «7cpovo[J.T|v» r\ «axûXa» tpT]at. npoayopEUei 8e TT)V
TÓXjxav f)v èioX[JLT)oav àv Faßaa itpoç TOÙÇ aÛTwv àOEXçoûç, xai TTJV TÖV
•rcapGévcov äp-reayriv. Tö ouv KÇXM ISstat, àvTi TOO TtoXe^rjaet, à>ç xal Tcp
BaXaà[i Xéyev Où xoifxrçorjaeTo« Iwç av payT) flrjpav, xai affxa TpaufiaTtöv s
m'etai. Tô Ôè SiaSùSaei Tpoprjv, TOUTÉOTIV àpTiâÇavTeç êauTotç TTJV apuajTiv
SiaÔcoaouai.
Benjamin (is) a ravening wolf; in the morning he will devour, and
towards evening he will distribute the food. The Hebrew says 'booty'
Jdc 19-21 or 'spoils'. Now he foretells the bold act they dared to do against their 10
brothers in Gibeah, and the abduction of the virgins. The (expression)
in the morning he will devour (is meant) in the sense of 'he will
Num 23:24 wage war', just as he says to Balaam: 'He will not fall asleep till
he has devoured the prey, and drunk the blood of the wounded. ' The
(expression) he wiJJ distribute the food: that is, after having plundered, is
they will distribute the plunder amongst themselves.
D. ARMENIAN: ed. Hovhannessian, 95,335-350
<ir l i l i | iu i i l | ï i r i | iii | | | i i n | i . i m n l | n i | , [ i i j i j m ' l i l| !,|iuil| in |i l|l.|i|i(|l. li inn bpblfU
puil Kjbuq^»: Puu ccfiuiyGq/ifJ u imiiiii/i/i tinnin Inntt liiniitiinii in tiitil,li:
ij.uy^juii^^inuiljnij. q^jiuhrf.tflinifi^iLli 'linijiii nfi jn/liij ij li/.jn^
iipiiny iiy'li /pi;i/Ji wukf, li i(iiy;i/ni/ijiini|i7/i np filni kq^puifiub inn l
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5 l, jili ii ifljnLupgu jujifiTUiujlinLlffpLb: L/.y/j lu/i ubptuljntp Lbppgfc. ihnr
ujuijry ƒ<//; Jùjpinpgt;, npuf^u li PmrjuiujSb uiufcp' /;ƒ</( «M« *Jili£/;iiij/;
lfl,pliyl, qnpu II (juippîb tfJipujLnpujg)ia uippg^n: Ut ƒ'''"ƒ bpblfu put
-i. uijup'lijjb /. JII^K/UU/ yuiiji^ujui/f/,inj/,'u ƒ? ifp^p pLpkujbg,
10 inn iinniLiiiu puij-ullipgl; quiLUlp:
a
 conieci, vide Armenicae vulgatae versionis lectionem; quiipuiLnpuigb cod. et éd.
Benjamin (is) a ravening wolf; in the morning he will devour the food,
and towards evening he will distribute (it). Now the Hebrew and the
Syrian say 'booty' or 'spoils'. Benjamin (is) a ravening wolf: he wants
to foretell the bold act they were going to dare, the war they were Jdc 19-21
is going to wage with their brothers, and the abduction of the virgins. In
the morning he will devour the food (is meant) in the sense of saying
'he will wage war', just as Balaam also said: 'He will not fall asleep Num 23:24
till he has devoured the prey, and drunk the blood of the wounded. '
- And towards evening he will distribute the food: that is, when they
20 will plunder among themselves, they will give each (his) share. Now
the Syrian says (for) he will devour (etc.): 'he will plunder and in the
morning he will divide the booty.'
E. ISOCDAD: éd. Vosté-Van den Eynde, Genèse, 221,6-10
y»- en! rS'otm r^ aio X*.o {TijRCvuSsa IA- ƒ»•»->'•" .\Ä
i^va . CMC7J . Acx^rdi rdx-SaVD . <Aii.n K'V-nvW
rcd.A . -toK" yi\\-i vyrc' . rdniri*/oa:
Others: A ravening wolf: while referring to his boldness, the war he
had with his brothers, and how he abducted the virgins of Shiloh. In Jdc 19-21
tie evening he wiJJ devour, that is, in the evening he will wage war,
just as Balaam said: 'He will not fall asleep till he has devoured the Num 23:24
flesh, and drunk the blood of the killed. '
Discussion
Textual tradition. The fragments in Procopius (C) and in the Armenian
translation (D) both reflect the complete text of Eusebius' comment
on Gen 49:27 (except that Procopius has omitted the last sentence
as a whole), but where a text is available in the Catena (A and B),
this witness allows us to get closer to Eusebius' original Greek text,
as we shall see. The lemma has only been preserved in C and D, but
it is highly questionable whether Eusebius cited the Septuagint in this
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form. It would seem that Eusebius, in his enthusiasm for the parallel
he found in the book of Numbers, mixed up morning and evening, as
'in the evening he will devour' is an even better match for 'he will not
fall asleep till he has devoured the prey'.601 This situation is reflected
in the catena fragment B, in Iso'dad, and partially in the Armenian
text. Procopius adapted the readings to the Septuagint text he used.
The reading of the Armenian translator is telling; he probably wanted
to do the same as Procopius, but seems to have been at a loss how
to handle the reading of the Syrian (which was simply left out by the
latter); eventually, he decided not to render the time adjunct of the
first verb at all, but left that of the last verb unchanged.
On the basis of this assumption, a full reconstruction of Eusebius'
text can be given:
AUXOÇ Sproxf- ta éanépaç löe-roa (+ lit?), xccl (+ etc?) TO
StaSakret tpoiprjv. '0 5a 'Eßpoüoc xod ó Eûpoç «upovo[i/r|v» f\
«axoXà» <paai.
As the lemmata in C and D have been adapted to the texts Procopius
and the Armenian translator had at hand, it cannot be ascertained
whether Eusebius read Iti. The reference to the Syrian has been omitted
in Procopius according to the principle discussed on page 219 above. I
have reconstructed it on the basis of the Armenian text.
Bevta/iiv Auxoç a.pna.%- ßouXeiai XYJV xoXjJiav Tipoa-yopeueiv f\\> ètóX[xr|aav,
xal tóv Tcpèç loùç àSeXtpoùç atraöv TcóXejxov, xod tr\v xwv
Here I follow the catena fragment A, but add the reference to the Xùxoç
&p7iocÇ on the basis of the Armenian and Iso'dad; scriptural references
are often left out in catena manuscripts. Eusebius returns to the biblical
text in the next sentences as well. Procopius has shortened this part of
the comment, but adds the explanatory ev Focßoca.602
Tô éaitépaç ISstai, àvti too itoXefrriaet., à>ç xal to BaXaàjJt Xéyer Ou
xotfxrjO^aetat ïu>ç (+ otv?) yxxfj] Briptxv, xoù afyia tpauf/attcov TU'ETOL
Ai<x8a>oei tpoçirjv, toutécrav àpuàÇavieç lourcoic T:T]V âpira-yTiv ÔiaSlScoaiv.
'O Sûpoç' «-co laTcépaç àpitâcst xai iö upcot ôiafjLepiet axûXa».
Procopius reads 'morning' here, following the biblical text he had
at hand. It is interesting to note that Eusebius appears to say that
Balaam is addressed here; in fact, in the text of Numbers, it is he who
601
 For this interpretation, see PETIT, note d to Cat. 2255.
802
 See PETIT, note c to Cat. 2248: Procopius took these words from Apollinarius'
comment on this verse (Cat. 2249 1. 2).
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speaks. The Armenian and Syriac texts are correct in this respect,
but I suspect that this circumstance is secondary. Procopius adds TO
ÔÉ before SiaScoasi -:po<pr|v, and the Catena èocuicö after it, anticipating
the explanation Eusebius gives. The Armenian adds L pLi^ kfihl/n, 'and
towards evening', to the same expression, and gives a double rendering
of lauiolc. Procopius leaves out the Supoç reading because it does not fit
his text, adjusted as it has been to the regular distribution of morning
and evening. With regard to the text of the last sentence, I have
adopted the reading chosen by Petit; the Armenian translation reflects
the Greek text as found in, among others, the Basle manuscript: 'O
Sûpoç TO êdeitxi «iarcépocç àpuàaei» cpr ja lv , . . . , but leaves out lavtépaç as
explained above.
The question at issue. Eusebius first elucidates the Septuagint's
tpo<pr|, 'food', by giving the more appropriate 'booty' or 'spoils' of the
Hebrew and the Syrian. He goes on to deal with the full verse phrase
by phrase. He relates the expression 'ravening wolf' to the tribe of
Benjamin and its actions of Jdc 19-21. The words 'in the evening he
will devour' are explained as a means of saying that Benjamin was
going to wage a war, which is illustrated with a comparable phrase
from the well-known story of Balaam603 (with regard to the people of
Israel, likened to a rampant lion), in which the verb ea0to> has 9r|pav
as its object, and is paralleled by the warlike expression 'he drank the
blood of the wounded'. In line with this, the last words of the verse,
concerning the distribution 'of the food', must relate to the distribution
of booty after plundering, according to Eusebius. Finally, he shows that
this explanation is supported by the reading of the Syrian.
Eusebius' idea that Jacob's words refer to the tribe does not appear
to have been very popular before him.604 The Antiochenes Diodore
and Gennadius, however, follow Eusebius,605 and explicitly question
the widespread opinion that what is said to Benjamin applies here to
603
 Eusebius refers quite often to this story, but he was not unique in this. For an
appraisal of attitudes towards Balaam in patristic literature, see BASKIN, Pharaoh's
Counsellors, 101—113. Eusebius mentions Balaam not only here and in his com-
ments on Num 22, but also when dealing with Gen 3:1 (Catena: Cat. 320 11. 29-
31; Armenian: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 28,370-375), Gen 15:16 (Procopius: Mnc 94r
28-30; Armenian: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN, 60,326-334), and Ex 4 (homily De Moyse
9-12, in: La collection de Troyes, ed. BUYTAERT, 282-285, and in the Commentary,
Procopius: Mnc 178v; Armenian: ed. HOVHANNESSIAN 102,151-153).
604
 It is mentioned in a text edited under the name of Origen, Adnotationes in
Judices ad 20:21, PG 17, 37D 4-8, but the authorship of this text is uncertain; see
Les anciens commentateurs grecs, ed. DEVREESSE, 52 n. 3.
605
 Diodore: ed. PETIT, Csl. 308; Gennadius: ed. PETIT, Csl. 307.
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the Apostle Paul—himself a Benjaminite.606 Apollinarius gives both
explanations.607 In a way, Ephrem and Jerome do the same, but their
approach and the deeds of the tribe of Benjamin they refer to are
different. Ephrem takes Benjamin as a type of Paul in his spiritual
exegesis of Gen 49,608 and earlier in his commentary he gives an
explanation relating to the tribe, yet he does not mention the rather
negative episode of Jdc 19-21, referring instead to the fact that after
Sanherib's siege of Jerusalem, among other occasions, Benjamin is
liberated from its enemies and has an opportunity to plunder them.609
Jerome gives the reading of the Hebrew text and explains that 'the
Hebrews' point to the fact that the altar is in the territory of the tribe
of Benjamin; in their opinion, the verse refers to priests offering victims
in the morning and dividing what is ascribed to them by the Law in the
evening. This is in fact the interpretation we find in the readings of the
Targumim and in other Jewish sources;610 like Ephrem's non-spiritual
explanation, but unlike that of Eusebius, it is not negative with regard
to Benjamin. Jerome himself approves the application of Jacob's words
to Paul.611
Quotations from the Septuagint. The fact that Eusebius probably
quoted Gen 49:27 with the words 'morning' and 'evening' in the inverse
order does not mean that his Greek Bible displayed such a reading. It
is rather a variant which came about by mistake in Eusebius' mind,
through association with Num 23:24. On the basis of the short citations
from the verse in the body of the commentary, we cannot conclude
that there is any difference from the Septuagint other than the possible
absence of Iti, which Eusebius' text would share with that of some
other Antiochenes. Although the text in the Armenian translation is
606
 Cf. Rm 11:1, Phil 3:5. This opinion is found, for example, in Origen, fragment
on Gen 43:34, éd. PETIT, Cat. 1987, and Homiliae in Eze.chie.lem 4.4, ed. BORRET
(SC 352), 170-172; Hippolytus, Fragmenta in Genesim, éd. PETIT, Cat. 2253, ed.
ACHELIS (GCS-H 1.2), no. 52 (cf. also Cat. 2247, ACHELIS no. 51), and Benedic-
tiones Isaac et lacob, éd. BaiÈRE-MARiÈs-MERCiER (PO 27.1-2), 114,2-13, Greek;
Hilary of Poitiers, Tractatus super Psalmos ad 67:28, ed. ZINGERLE (CSEL 22), 303;
and the fragments of uncertain authorship Cat. 1986 (ad Gen 43:34), 2246, and
2250.
607
 Ed. PETIT, Cat. 2249.
608
 Commentant in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 120,4-7 (tr. 102,25-28).
609
 Commenter« in Genesim, éd. TONNEAU, 117,27-118,2 (tr. 100,16-22).
610
 Quaestiones Hebraicae ad loc., ed. ANTIN-LAGARDE, 56; on the interpreta-
tion, see HAYWARD, Jerome's Hebrew Questions, 244-245.
811
 Jerome connects this interpretation to the LXX, which he seems not to reject
here. He defends the application to Paul elsewhere, too, see HAYWARD, Jerome's
Hebrew Questions, 243.
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not identical to that found in the manuscripts of the Armenian Bible,612
this reading is also known from another source; thus it may have been
current at some time.613 The precise wording of Eusebius' Greek Bible
cannot be established with certainty here.
The quotation from Num 23:24 in Procopius agrees completely with
LXX*. Wevers adopted the word &v from the uncial Ra V, the d and
t groups, and some other cursives. The Catena gives the shorter text
with all other witnesses. The text in the manuscript of the translation
of Eusebius' commentary differs from the Armenian Bible and the
Septuagint in that it has the word i^mi/iuun/nugli, which could be taken
as a form of quiipuimp, 'strong', or uu/uutn/i, 'diurnal', 'ephemeral'.
However, I tend rather to consider it a corruption of i]Ji[iuii.npuigb, 'of the
wounded', which is a good translation of the Septuagint's tpaujjuxtiov.
The Armenian Bible has the latter form without the article. Other
differences between the translation of Eusebius and the Armenian
Bible concern minor details, which do not affect the meaning (the
former reads Vu^Lugk for "i/i<£/>gt and has the preposition ij- before the
word npu). Because of the use of n' V.-^n, 'the killed ones', the text
in Iso'dad seems to have been assimilated to the Peshitta, yet the
difference in word order in the last part of the reading and the choice
of the word rfisoa, 'flesh', instead of the Peshitta's nT-Usi*, prey,—if not
simply a corruption—separates Iso'dad's reading from the Peshitta
and the Septuagint.
The alternative readings. The readings upovo[r/| and axuXoc are both
correct translations of the hbv of the Hebrew text, and they are close
to the Peshitta's rt^^n* JO.VM, 'what he snatches away'. SxuXoc is in
fact the word used by Symmachus for V?u (Aquila renders this word
as Xàcpupoc614). On several occasions, Eusebius gives more than one
translation of a single word; in this case, it is also possible, however,
that Eusebius' source, probably an informant, gave the word rcpovo^ri
as a rendering of ~w in Gen 49:27aß, a word interpreted as lis by the
Septuagint translators, but probably to be read as 1? and translated
as 'prey' (compare Jerome's praedam). Eusebius did not—or did not
choose to—pay attention to this difference between the Septuagint and
The Armenian Bible reads
L. um. J . j iUfif yin; ]iil.mjl, Ifkfimljnipu. The main difference between the readings is the
fact that the one in fragment D does not read ,/l.n ILU (for ÏTI), but gives the object
of the last verb instead.
613
 It is the reading found in the Armenian Ephrem; see 9^/i/i^ D"Wnj.ng, ed. ZEY-
TUNIAN, second apparatus ad loc.
614
 See Genesis, ed. WEVERS, second apparatus ad loc., and Cat. 2254.
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the other witnesses to the biblical text. This is also the case in the full
Eûpoç reading given at the end of the comment. In this quotation, -co
èarcépoec ocprcaasi xal -co irpcut ôtajAspiel oxûXa, Eusebius has inverted the
order of morning and evening just as in the Septuagint reading. Again, I
do not assume that his Syriac Bible had such a text. The Peshitta reads
K'.ii^ s -joxn \Vfc« rdi-sn-i=o .r^xxa ^oa.ru r^ia-a, 'in the morning he
will devour the prey (or: spoil), and in the evening he will divide what
he snatches away.' If this Syriac text was the one Eusebius had in his
Bible, he must have adapted the first part to the preceding paraphrase,
thereby missing out on a close parallel to the citation from Numbers.
Both this possible adaptation and the inversion of morning and evening
suggest that Eusebius either did not check the reading, or simply felt
free to render it according to his needs. I have not found a witness of
his times that is closer to the Stipoc reading than the Peshitta; only
the Hebrew text itself is comparable. The Targumim give elaborative
readings in conformity with the explanation of the Hebrews mentioned
by Jerome.
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SKARSAUNE, O. 94«
SKINNER, J. 413«, 419«
SMEND, R. 163n
SPANNEUT, M. 39«
SPERBER, A. xi
SPRENGER, H.N. 73, 74«, 85, 86, 136«,
137«
SPRENGLING, M. 168«, 405«, 406«
STEAD, G.C. 94«
STEPHANUS, H. 287«
STUIBER, A. see ALTANER
TER-PETROSYAN, L.H. 146, 156, 159«
THACKERAY, H.St.J. 292«, 371«
THEODOR, J. xi, 192«, 210«, 264«,
314n, 340«, 354«, 404«, 416«, 430«,
440«
THOMSON, R.W. 180n
TONNEAU, R.M. 81«, 182«, 209«, 214n,
220n, 236«, 241«, 246«, 314«, 322«,
331n, 340«, 354«, 427«, 436«, 440«,
446n
Tov, E. 36
TROMMIUS, A. 347«
TURNER, N. see REIDER
USENER, H. 97-99
VAN DEN EYNDE, C. 28, 162n, 168«,
299, and see VOSTE
VAN RoMPAY, L. 4, 16, 17«, 24«, 27ra,
28, 69«, 70«, 83«, 92«, 95-97«, 99«,
138«, 167«, 177«, 180, 182«, 188«,
220«, 263«, 298«, 313«, 340n, 374n,
380«, 382«, 395«, 403«, 416«, 426«,
429«, 431«
VELTRI, G. 289«, 434n
VICIANO, A. 89n, 90«, lOOn
VÖÖBUS, A. 81, 330«, 441«
VOGT, H.J. 19«
VOSTE, I.M. 70«, 160, 171, 178, 186,
187«, 195, 205«, 220«, 222, 229,
237«, 263«, 267, 272«, 280, 292«,
294, 298«, 312, 313«, 315«, 326, 339,
344«, 351«, 353, 356«, 362, 374«,
382«, 395«, 399«, 403«, 416«, 421«,
426«, 431«, 432, 438, 443
WALTKE, B.K. 275n
WEBER, R. 34«
WEITENBERG, J.J.S. 26«, 32«, 156«
WELLHAUSEN, J. 73, 276
WESTERINK, L.G, 381«
WEVERS, J.W. xi, 5, 37, 38, 40n, 45-
47, 49, 51, 64, 65-68, 83, 141, 152,
169n, 174«, 183«, 198«, 203n, 205«,
210«, 218«, 219«, 223«, 225n, 226«,
228«, 232n, 238«, 239«, 245«, 246«,
249«, 252, 253, 258«, 260«, 263«,
264n, 271«, 274n, 275n, 283«, 289,
296, 299n, 301«, 321«, 336«, 340«,
344«, 346«, 348«, 351«, 364«, 368«,
369«, 370«, 373«, 376, 377«, 379«,
382«, 389, 390«, 399«, 412-414«,
416«, 419«, 421«, 430«, 434-436«,
440«, 447
WICKHAM, L.R. 245«
WILES, M.F. 11, 133«
WILKBN, R.L. see MEEKS
WlLMART, A. 7
WRIGHT, W. 29n, 205«
WUTZ, F. 416«
YOUNG, F. 92n, 95«, 100«
ZANOLLI, A. 25«, 325«
ZEYTUNIAN, A.S. 42, 199«, 231«,
237«, 373«, 386«, 388«, 406, 428,
429, 447«
ZIEGLER, J. 53«, 87«
ZlNGERLE, A. 446«
ZOHRAB, J. (ZOHRAPIAN) 42n
ZYCHA, J. 209«
